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The Preservation Master Plan will assist Clemson 
University in its historic resource stewardship by 
augmenting and complementing existing campus 
planning and facilities documents by:

Updating the existing historic resource survey 	
and incorporating cultural landscapes as key 
resources

Integrating preservation management practices 	
with campus-wide planning policies and 
maintenance procedures 

Expanding existing preservation design 	
guidelines

Updating preservation treatment 	
recommendations for historic resources

Expanding existing preservation maintenance 	
recommendations

The Preservation Master Plan should play a direct role 
in future planning, capital projects, and maintenance 
work at Clemson University. The Plan will be used to 
guide future planning efforts, to assist with the design of 
alterations to historic resources, to support preservation 
maintenance efforts, and to improve recognition and 
protection of Clemson’s historic resources. As Clemson 
University continues to grow and change to meet new 
challenges, the Preservation Master Plan will help ensure 
that the university’s history and traditions are not lost.

exeCUtive sUmmary
In August 2007, Clemson University commenced the 
Clemson University Preservation Master Plan funded 
by the Getty Campus Heritage Grant program. The 
Getty program was designed to assist colleges and 
universities in the United States to manage and preserve 
the integrity of their significant historic buildings, sites, 
and landscapes. Clemson University is distinguished as 
being the only institution in South Carolina, and one of 
twenty institutions in the southeast region, to be awarded 
a Getty Campus Heritage Grant. 

Clemson University retained John Milner Associates, 
Inc. (JMA), a multi-disciplinary preservation firm, to 
conduct and prepare the Preservation Master Plan for the 
core Clemson University campus. Initial investigations 
began in September 2007 with final completion in 
February 2009. JMA’s team of landscape architects, 
historians, and building conservators conducted field 
surveys, researched primary and secondary resources, 
such as photographs and published histories, analyzed 
the landscape, and assessed the buildings that were 
more than 50 years old. JMA submitted drafts, formally 
presented findings to the Preservation Planning Advisory 
Committee, and held smaller interviews throughout the 
Preservation Master Plan process. At each step, feedback 
from the Clemson community was incorporated into the 
overall plan.

The Clemson University Preservation Master Plan 
is comprised of five main sections. The Introduction 
provides a background in existing Clemson University 
planning studies, policies, and preservation issues, 
outlines the Plan goals, and explains the nationally 
recognized preservation framework that has been 
applied to the analysis of historic resources. The History 
section presents key periods, themes, and personalities 
important to Clemson’s development, as well as a 
chronology of physical changes to campus. The Existing 
Conditions section details Clemson University’s historic 
resources as surveyed in 2008, including both buildings 
and landscapes. Preservation Guidelines provide 
guidance on applying preservation principles when 
considering alterations to historic resources. Treatment 
Recommendations include more detailed information 
on specific treatments and preservation maintenance 
practices.
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Part III: Existing Conditions is a detailed analysis 
of the existing Clemson campus cultural landscape 
as surveyed in 2008, including historic landscape and 
building elements. 

Part IV: Preservation Guidelines present overarching 
guidelines to be applied during preservation project 
planning for campus-wide planning, as well as for the 
alteration of historic landscape and building elements. 

Part V: Treatment Recommendations provide specific 
recommended treatments and preservation maintenance 
practices that should be undertaken at Clemson.

1.2 The Study Area

Clemson University has extensive landholdings within 
the greater Piedmont area of South Carolina. Many 
of the outlying experimental forests and agricultural 
stations are historically significant. However, for the 
purposes of this study, the Preservation Master Plan 
focuses on the core campus adjacent to the town of 
Clemson, as well as nearby sites with high historical 
significance. The core campus study area is bounded 
by Lake Hartwell on the west, South Carolina Highway 
93 and the historic residential neighborhoods on the 
north, and U.S. Highway 76 on the east; the study area 
encompasses the South Carolina Botanical Garden, the 
Walker Golf Course, and Madren Conference Center to 
the south. In addition, the study area also includes the 
historic Hopewell plantation site, located to the south of 
the core campus on the edge of Lake Hartwell, which 
spans across Old Cherry Road and includes portions of 
the Morgan Poultry Center (Fig. 1).

1.1 Overview

Clemson University is a public land-grant university 
located within the Piedmont area of South Carolina. Since 
1889, the University has grown from a state agricultural 
college of 446 students into a dynamic academic and 
research community of 17,000 students. Founded by 
Thomas Green Clemson on his Fort Hill estate, Clemson 
Agricultural College has been transformed from an all-
male military school established under the Morrill and 
Hatch Acts into a nationally recognized, coeducational 
university. Clemson University is dedicated to becoming 
a top-twenty ranked university by fostering academics, 
research, and service, particularly where they overlap, and 
improving campus life, student performance, educational 
resources, and Clemson’s national reputation.

The Clemson University Preservation Master Plan looks 
holistically at the core campus and adjacent lands. Using 
the past as a framework, the plan provides guidance 
for stewardship and decision-making as it relates to 
preserving, protecting, and understanding the collective 
stories of the past and resources associated with them. 
The heart of the plan can be found in the design guidelines 
and treatment recommendations sections, which provide 
the tools and solutions necessary to effectively make 
decisions pertaining to historic resources as the university 
grows and changes. The Preservation Master Plan is 
intended to inspire creative and thoughtful solutions that 
preserve and respect historic resources, while supporting 
a dynamic university environment.

The Clemson University Master Plan is divided into five 
main sections:

Part I: Introduction provides an overview of the 
report, pertinent planning studies, and university 
policies, outlines the Preservation Master Plan goals, 
and summarizes historic resources and preservation 
issues at Clemson University. This section also explains 
the preservation framework that was used to assess 
Clemson’s historic resources and to establish guidelines 
and treatment recommendations.

Part II: History provides an overview of the important 
eras in the development of Clemson University and 
details the physical changes to Clemson’s campus.

1.0 aboUt the Plan
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Study Area Map. The Preservation Master Plan focuses on the core campus adjacent to the town of Clemson, Figure 1-1. 
as well as nearby sites with high historical significance. (Source: Clemson University GIS Data)
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by a desire to preserve Clemson’s symbolic buildings” 
(Dober, Lidsky, Craig & Associates, Inc. et al. 2002: 12). 
The 2009 Preservation Master Plan supports the current 
Master Plan in achieving one of its main objectives.

Center of Centers Master Plan 2003

The 2003 Center of Centers Master Plan supports 
the 2002 Master Plan by designing a critical mass 
of academic, research, and student facilities located 
immediately to the south of the Cooper Library. The 
design establishes a tree-filled green space that connects 
new, small-scale buildings located to the east and west. 
The proposed Center of Centers plan would positively 
impact this monumental, unfocused, underutilized space. 
There are no significant historic resources that would be 
impacted and careful civil engineering could improve 
the hydrology in this former ravine site.

High Ground Precinct Master Plan 
2003 & 2008

The High Ground Precinct Master Plan, first studied in 
2003 and revisited in 2008, focuses on a piece of high 
ground at the southwest portion of the core campus, 
which encompasses the areas around Lowry and Lee 
Halls, Fluor Daniel Engineering Building, and Earle 
Hall, and the parking and green spaces running south to 
Perimeter Road. The new design includes the retention of 
all existing buildings and the creation of a dense cluster 
of new buildings centered around two new quads with a 
central plaza. The 2008 design also includes a curving, 
bridge-like Center for the Visual Arts that would stretch 
from Lee Hall, across an existing wooded ravine, towards 
the Brooks Center for the Performing Arts. As proposed, 
the Center for the Visual Arts would negatively impact the 
historic ravine landform. The rolling pastoral landscape 
of the ravine and ridge are rare surviving examples of 
the original landform and topography of the region. This 
historic, wooded ravine corridor would be sacrificed to 
accommodate the proposed grand architectural gesture. 

Woodland Cemetery Preservation & 
Development Plan 2003 

The 2003 Woodland Cemetery Preservation & 
Development Plan provides for the preservation of 
the historic cemetery while planning for cemetery 
expansion and site enhancements. The plan provides for 
a wooded buffer around the cemetery, the improvement 
of parking facilities, the expansion of burial plots to 
the north and south, and the preservation of sensitive 
historic or archeologically significant areas. Proposed 
site enhancements include new entry gates, perimeter 

1.3 The Planning Process

The Clemson University Preservation Master Plan 
was developed as a collaborative effort between the 
Preservation Planning Advisory Committee, including 
representatives of Clemson University, the South 
Carolina Department of Archives & History, the City 
of Clemson, local historic preservation advocates, and 
non-profit organizations, the History Committee, and the 
outside preservation planning consultant, John Milner 
Associates, Inc. (JMA). JMA team members reviewed 
documentation on historic resources and assessed 
the existing conditions of the landscape and the built 
environment. The existing conditions of the study area 
were then compared to historic conditions gleaned from 
historical documentation, such as yearbooks, maps, 
photographs, and past studies and reports. Guidelines 
and treatment recommendations were developed by 
drawing on related campus plans, site surveys, and best 
preservation practices. Both guidelines and treatment 
recommendations were shaped through presentations 
and dialogue with members of the Preservation Planning 
Advisory Committee.

1.4 Planning at Clemson

Clemson University Facilities has an active department 
of University Planning and Design that is engaged in 
supporting the university’s academic and environmental 
goals. The following summarizes recent planning efforts 
at Clemson University and emphasizes elements that 
impact historic resources.

Clemson University Master Plan 2002

The current Clemson University Master Plan (2002) 
provides a framework for decision-making regarding 
all aspects of the campus. The plan identifies sites for 
new construction, enhanced landscape development, 
and possible expansion of existing buildings. The plan 
also describes the continued use or reuse of existing 
facilities to achieve a functional and attractive physical 
environment and an appropriate sense of place. 

One of the three main Master Plan goals is to “respect 
cultural and historic resources.” The Master Plan 
discusses the value of historic resources to the campus 
and planning initiatives. The 2002 Master Plan notes: 
“The campus core—Bowman Field, Fort Hill, the 
Outdoor Amphitheater, Carillon Garden, and Library-
Pond—was the most influential feature in attracting 
students, faculty, and staff… The campus landscape was 
highest on the list of those elements that surveyed groups 
would like to see preserved. This was followed closely 
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Core Campus Precinct Project Study 2007

The 2007 Core Campus Precinct Project Study proposes 
changes to the area of campus currently occupied by 
the Johnstone Hall, Harcombe Food Court, University 
Union complex, and the Facilities Maintenance Yard. 
The project assumes that the existing buildings would 
be demolished. The plan provides for a new commons 
adjacent to Cox Plaza, several new student housing 
and service buildings, as well as green spaces between 
Memorial Stadium and Fike Recreation Center. 
The Core Campus Precinct Project Study addresses 
many necessary infrastructure and student service 
improvements. However, the project fails to address 
the impact on the adjacent historic Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle. For example, the plan does not provide 
views of the proposed project from the historic Tillman-
Riggs Quadrangle that borders the eastern edge of 
the area. This edge has historically been defined by a 
low, broad mass of building, oriented north-south. The 
earliest building was Barracks 1 (c. 1890), which was 
later replaced by Johnstone Hall (1953). Future plans 
for this project should consider the historic evolution 
of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle and the importance of 
maintaining a hard spatial edge at this junction.

Clemson University Plan and 
Guidelines for Restoration, 
Rehabilitation and Maintenance of 
Historic Resources 1995

The 1995 Clemson University Plan and Guidelines 
for Restoration, Rehabilitation and Maintenance of 
Historic Resources provide a chronology of campus 
resources, guiding principles, design guidelines, and 
recommendations. The current Preservation Master Plan 
provides an update of this document. The guidelines 
presented in the 2009 Preservation Master Plan are 
generally consistent with the approach depicted in the 
1995 plan for historic resources. Relevant information 
from the 1995 document has been incorporated into the 
current Preservation Master Plan.

Historic District Site Design  
Guidelines 1993

The 1993 Historic District Site Design Guidelines 
continue to guide new development within the historic 
landscape and to help protect historic resources. The 
guide indicates that its purpose is to “preserve and 
protect Clemson University’s architectural and cultural 
heritage as expressed within the landscape by significant 
places, objects, and open spaces and to control change 

retaining walls, interpretive signage, and improved 
lighting, sidewalks, and landscape plantings. The 
Woodland Cemetery Preservation & Development Plan 
appropriately provides zones for preserving historic 
cemetery and sensitive archeological areas and maintains 
the wooded character of the area. Providing for properly 
placed burial expansion is appropriate; active cemeteries 
are typically better maintained. Additional ground 
penetrating radar testing may be warranted to ensure 
that there are no potential historic burial sites within the 
proposed burial plot expansion zones. Site enhancements 
plans should be carefully reviewed to ensure that they are 
compatible with the historic rural cemetery site, which 
was deemed eligible for listing on the National Register 
in 2006.

Riparian Corridor Master Plan 2006 

The 2006 Riparian Corridor Master Plan outlines 
strategies to improve Clemson University’s degraded 
riparian corridors and return them to functioning 
biological areas. Several goals and objectives dovetail 
with preservation issues, including the following:

Goal 2: Showcase the streams and riparian corridors on 
university property to increase their values as educational 
and recreational resources and to maximize their abilities 
to meet the research, teaching, and service needs of the 
university.

Objective: Investigate and protect any places or items of 
historic cultural value on campus, specifically within the 
riparian corridors.

Goal 4: Reduce the negative impacts on the watershed 
and riparian corridors that are a product of daily 
operations or special activities occurring on campus. 
Seek opportunities to renovate the built environment and 
revise standard practices to lessen those impacts.

Objective: Reduce the amount of pollutants reaching 
campus watercourses as a result of detrimental practices 
or inferior design of the built environment.

The Riparian Corridor Master Plan proposes the 
implementation of integrated management practices, 
such as green roofs, water harvesting, permeable paving, 
bioretention areas, turf reinforced swales, and restoration 
efforts that directly complement cultural landscape 
recommendations found in the Preservation Master 
Plan.
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the repair of deteriorating terracotta sculpture and trim 
units should be given a high priority because these units 
are unique, vulnerable to rapid weathering, and highly 
costly to replace.

University Facilities Policy 10: 
Sustainable Energy Policy

The ultimate goal of University Facilities Policy 10: 
Sustainable Energy Policy is to reduce energy consumption 
by twenty percent by the year 2020. Policy 10 affects 
existing buildings and landscapes by requiring energy-
saving measures and upgrades, retrofitting existing lighting 
with high efficiency fluorescent lighting, increasing use of 
day light and daylighting controls, minimizing landscape 
irrigation through rainfall monitoring, and installing low 
water use plumbing fixtures. The sustainable energy policy 
can be sensitively applied to historic buildings and landscapes 
by retrofitting existing historic fixtures, sensitively installing 
new energy-saving equipment and fixtures that complement 
the historic design, and capitalizing on the inherent energy-
saving features of historic resources, such as using native 
plantings that require less irrigation and appreciating how 
historic buildings maximized the use of natural day light 
for interior lighting.

University Facilities Policy 14.0: 
Campus Tree Protection Policy

The purpose of University Facilities Policy 14.0: 
Campus Tree Protection Policy is to protect campus 
trees by assessing tree impacts during the planning of 
new construction and by using protection measures 
during construction. Specific tree protection measures 
include completing a survey of proposed construction 
sites during the site selection phase, including campus 
horticulturalists, arborists, and landscape architects 
in the decision-making process, and creating a Tree 
Protection Plan as part of new construction work. The 
Campus Tree Protection Policy is an excellent plan 
for mitigating potential threats to important campus 
trees during the site planning, design, and construction 
phases of work. This policy may provide a template 
for instituting similar protection measures for historic 
resources by incorporating campus preservationists as 
part of the planning, design, and construction process. 

University Facilities Policy 16: 
Sustainable Building Policy

University Facilities Policy 16: Sustainable Building 
Policy demonstrates Clemson’s commitment to 
sustainable building objectives by requiring that new 

in order to maintain a quality landscape consistent with 
the significance of the area.” It  goes on to explain 
that: 

“Clemson University’s unique development 
as a state supported land grant college on 
Fort Hill, the rural home of John C. Calhoun 
and Thomas Green Clemson, coupled with 
the University’s agricultural, engineering, 
and military focus should lend the campus 
a special feeling that is easily recognized 
by alumni and visitors alike. This sense 
of place was readily felt in the recent 
past, but the unique Clemson University 
campus identity has begun to erode. Due 
to a recent explosion in campus expansion 
and renovations, it has become necessary 
to create a specific district to preserve this 
heritage, or face losing the character that 
is key to the University’s sense of place” 
(Campus Master Planning 1993: 1). 

This document includes detailed information on site 
design that remains appropriate to the preservation of 
Clemson’s historic campus.

1.5 Facilities Policies at Clemson

Clemson University Facilities is responsible for 
maintaining existing campus buildings, landscapes, and 
infrastructure, as well as planning, designing, and building 
the campus of tomorrow. The various departments are 
responsible for preventative maintenance of landscapes 
and buildings, custodial care, capital projects, and 
planning and design. The following University Facilities 
policies impact the management, maintenance, and 
treatment of historic resources:

University Facilities Policy 6: 
Maintenance, Repair, and Renovations

The goal of University Facilities Policy 6: Maintenance, 
Repair, and Renovations is to address a deferred 
maintenance backlog by creating a prioritized list of 
projects that must be approved by the Administrative 
Council. Life safety and code deficiencies are given the 
highest priority. Secondary priority is given to protecting 
building envelopes and arresting continued deterioration. 
This approach is consistent with preservation maintenance 
practices for historic resources. However, when 
weighing maintenance priorities, consideration should 
also be given to the significance of historic resources and 
the unique qualities of historic landscape and building 
materials, which are often irreplaceable. For example, 
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construction and major renovations acquire a minimum 
LEED silver rating. A major renovation is considered 
any project costing in excess of fifty percent of the state 
replacement value for the existing building. Policy 16 
promotes the use of life cycle cost analysis to assess the 
impact of design decisions over the useful life of the 
facility, not just in up-front construction costs. Renovations 
that cost less than fifty percent of the replacement 
value, site work, landscape, and infrastructure projects 
are exempt from the LEED silver rating requirement; 
however, these types of projects are still required to be 
designed and built using sustainable building practices. 
Sustainable design and preservation share similar goals 
that are often interconnected. The Clemson University 
Preservation Guidelines provide further guidance on 
how both preservation and sustainable design goals can 
be achieved when treating historic resources.

1.6 Preservation Master Plan Goals

The Clemson University 2002 Master Plan was developed 
around three goals:

Promote Intellectual and Social Interaction	

Respect Cultural and Historic Resources	

Value Sustainable Design	

The Clemson University 2009 Preservation Master Plan 
goals and subsequent tasks have been developed as an 
expansion on the goal to respect cultural and historic 
resources, while supporting the goals of promoting 
intellectual and social interaction and valuing sustainable 
design and recommends the following:

Maintain the historic landscapes and building 1. 
resources that define the character of the campus 
while simultaneously allowing Clemson to meet its 
changing needs in the following manner:

Inventory and assess existing conditions of 	
historic resources, including building, building 
interiors, landscapes, and archeological sites, 
etc.

Preserve significant historic resources through 	
appropriate identification, maintenance, project 
planning, and treatment.

Maintain historic landscapes and buildings 	
using best preservation maintenance practices.

Follow preservation guidelines when 	
undertaking work on historic landscapes and 
buildings.

Retain and respect the character-defining 	
features that distinguish each historic resource.

Hire accredited preservation professionals to 	
work on projects affecting historic resources.

Promote the value of historic landscape resources 2. 
as equal to the value of historic architecture and 
maximize their role in promoting intellectual and 
social interaction and sustainable design:

Identify and nominate significant historic 	
landscape and building resources to the National 
Register of Historic Places.

Heighten awareness of remaining remnants of 	
historic landscape resources.

Utilize sustainable design and maintenance 	
practices.

Reduce negative impacts to historic landscapes 3. 
when considering the development and siting of new 
buildings, parking facilities, and other structures:

Retain and respect character-defining spatial 	
patterns and building relationships.

Retain and enhance views to important 	
landmarks and points of interest within the 
campus as well as the surrounding landscape 
context from the campus.

Protect sites with known or potential 	
archeological resources.

Ensure that new features are visually compatible 	
with the historic character of the landscape.

Use new development to enhance historic 	
landscapes and sustainable design policy.

Implement a centralized review process that 4. 
considers the impacts of new development projects 
on existing historic resources before final decisions 
are made:

Draft and implement a Preservation Policy 	
Statement.

Designate a preservation professional in both the 	
Facilities and Planning departments who would 
take part in project planning, capital projects, 
and maintenance decisions prior to undertaking 
work that affects historic resources.
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1.7 Historic Resources at Clemson

Many of the historic resources at Clemson University have already been recognized as having local or national 
significance. Most historic resources are listed as contributing resources to historic districts. A few merit individual 
listing, including Fort Hill, Hanover House, and the Sheep Barn. As part of the Preservation Master Plan process, the 
South Carolina Department of Archives & History has determined that several other resources are eligible for listing. 
Properties that have been deemed eligible by the state must be protected and treated as historic resources.

 



Fort Hill (John C. Calhoun Mansion & Library) NR October 15, 1966 

NHL December 19, 1960 

Hanover House (St. Julien-Ravenel House) NR June 5, 1970 

Clemson College Sheep Barn NR January 4, 1990 

Clemson University Historic District I: 

 Tillman Hall 

 Godfrey Hall 

 Bowman Field 

 Sikes Hall 

 Holtzendorff Hall 

 Trustee’s Park 

 Long Hall 

 Mell Hall 

NR January 4, 1990 

Clemson University Historic District II: 

 Fort Hill & John C. Calhoun Office 

 Hardin Hall 

 Trustee House 

 Riggs Hall 

 Sirrine Hall 

 Outdoor Theater 

NR January 4, 1990 

Pendleton Historic District: 

 Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm) 

NR 1970 

Woodland Cemetery South Carolina Department of Archives & 

History Letter April 13, 2006 

Eligible extension to Clemson University Historic District I: 

 Kinard Annex (Campbell Museum of Natural History) 

 Wannamaker Hall 

 Donaldson Hall 

 Bowen Hall 

 Bradley Hall 

 Norris Hall 

 Clemson House 

 President’s House 

South Carolina Department of Archives & 

History Letter May 30, 2008 

Eligible individual properties: 

 Clemson House 

 Lee Hall  

 Lowry Hall 

 Olin Hall 

 Poole Agricultural Center 

 Newman Hall 

 Earle Hall 

South Carolina Department of Archives & 

History Letter May 30, 2008 
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Inappropriate Building Repair & 
Rehabilitation:

Some of the stair and elevator towers associated 	
with historic buildings are not compatible with the 
architectural character of the original structures. 
Poor examples of exterior tower additions include 
Riggs, Long, and Sirrine Halls. A good example 
of a prominent, but well-designed, exterior tower 
addition is at the main elevation of Lowry Hall.

Renovation of some historic campus buildings 	
has resulted in alterations to historic fabric and 
materials that diminish their integrity. For example, 
the choice of replacement windows has not always 
been consistent with historic glazing color, as seen 
at Sikes Hall, or with historic light patterns or depth 
of reveal at frames and sash, as seen at Godfrey, 
Holtzendorff, Long, Fike, and Sirrine Halls. Recent 
window restoration work at Riggs Hall is an example 
of appropriate window preservation treatment.

Incompatible Vegetation & Landscape 
Practices:

Trees currently obscure, to varying degrees, views of 	
important architectural resources, including Trustee 
House, Godfrey, Mell, and Holtzendorff Halls.

Portions of the campus contain large mulch beds with 	
little or no planting. Large mulch beds can be found 
in some of the more historically significant character 
areas, including President’s Park, the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle, the North Campus Green, Fort Hill, 
and the Barracks. Historic landscape treatment did 
not include mulch beds. While mulch is a valuable 
resource for maintaining the campus, large areas 
of mulch detract from the historic setting of the 
campus.

Trees in the southern portion of the Tillman-Riggs 	
Quadrangle planted in the 1960s have become 
large, and currently create areas of dense shade 
that limit the ability of turf grass to grow beneath 
them. The mature trees have rendered this green 
space less attractive for active use by the university 
community. 

Social trails have been established in some areas 	
where existing circulation is not consistent with 
the needs of the community. These include areas 
with significant historic resources, including 
Bowman Field, the North Campus Green, and the 
South Palmetto areas. Social trails contribute to 
soil erosion, compaction, and a character that is 

1.8 Preservation Issues

Clemson University has a well-maintained campus 
environment. However, new work, maintenance, and 
planning priorities have not always been sensitive to 
historic resources. A summary of preservation issues, 
with site-specific concerns, includes the following:

Incompatible Site Design:

There are areas of the historic campus where parking 	
is allowed, but detracts from the setting. These 
include Trustee House, Long Hall, Parkway Drive 
near Sikes Hall, and adjacent to the Sheep Barn.

Redesign of historic landscape spaces such as Gantt 	
Circle, the Sirrine, Lee, and Lowry Hall courtyards, 
the Poole and Newman Plaza, President’s Park, and 
Barracks Quadrangle has diminished their integrity 
by altering, removing, or obscuring important 
historic materials and relationships. 

The addition of new formal elements and 	
uncharacteristic features and plantings within 
formerly informal historic open spaces, including 
Military Heritage Plaza, Cox Plaza, Reunion Plaza, 
the seating area in front of the Trustee House, 
and the margins of the Intramural Field diminish 
their integrity by altering, removing, or obscuring 
important historic materials and relationships.

The placement of art, sculpture, and commemorative 	
features within historic areas of the campus may 
diminish their integrity if not carefully located and 
considered for their potential impact on the historic 
setting. Some areas that are not appropriate for 
formal commemorative additions include President’s 
Park and Fort Hill.

The setting of some individually significant historic 	
resources, such as the Sheep Barn, Long Hall, and 
the Kinard Annex, has been negatively affected by 
adjacent uses and additions. 

The environs of Hanover House, a historic 	
eighteenth century dwelling that was moved onto 
the campus from its original location, includes a 
restroom building, parking area, and a contemporary 
walk that are not consistent with the character of a 
landscape that would have been associated with the 
building historically.
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not consistent with the generally well-maintained 
campus landscape. 

Material Deterioration:

Some locations have ongoing issues of deterioration 	
and materials failure, including the Hunnicutt Creek 
corridor, the plaza between Poole Agricultural Center 
and Newman Hall, the University Union plaza, and 
the Shoeboxes area that require repair. Repair of 
historic features is preferable to replacement.

Hopewell, the eighteenth-century homestead of 	
Andrew Pickens Sr., is listed as a contributing 
resource within the Pendleton Historic District, but 
may also be individually eligible for the National 
Register or as a National Historic Landmark. The 
preservation of Hopewell and its outbuildings is 
currently endangered by a failure to stabilize the 
wood structure, to ensure proper drainage, and to 
maintain protective paint coatings. New roof work 
and repainting was underway in 2008.

The Sheep Barn is individually listed on the National 	
Register but is currently damaged by termite 
infestation that is exacerbated by poor site drainage 
and deferred maintenance. Immediate measures are 
required to stabilize the wood structure. The Sheep 
Barn presents an opportunity to promote Clemson’s 
dedication to preservation, as well as innovative and 
sustainable design.

Hanover House exterior chimneys are in need 	
of repointing to stop deterioration of original 
brickwork. The brick chimneys were pointed with 
a hard Portland cement-based mortar that is causing 
the softer brick to deteriorate.

Past abrasive cleaning has permanently damaged 	
terracotta and brick masonry on many of Clemson’s 
most significant buildings, including Tillman, 
Hardin, Godfrey, and Sikes Halls, as well as many 
Lee-designed buildings. The hard, exterior fire 
skin has been mechanically removed, making the 
clay units more vulnerable to weather. Breathable, 
protective coatings may be required to stabilize this 
masonry, particularly sculptural terracotta pieces.

Threatened Demolition/New 
Development:

Some historic resources, such as the facilities 	
operations area, historic residences and landscapes 
within the Douthit Hills portion of the North Campus 
character area, and the hard spatial edge to the east 
of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle are threatened due 
to their prominent locations that may be desirable as 
sites for new development. 

Some historic resources, such as Johnstone Hall, 	
that are recognized as eligible for listing in the 
National Register of Historic Places, are also slated 
for removal. 

Lack of Recognition for Non-Traditional 
Historic Resources:

The Clemson core campus has many historic 	
resources dating to the post-World War II, modern 
era of architecture (c. 1950-1970). Some of these 
buildings, such as Clemson House, are recognized 
for their architectural merit, but other, less prominent 
modern era academic buildings are being considered 
for renovation or demolition, including Lee, Lowry, 
Olin, Poole, Newman, Earle, and Johnstone Halls. 
It is important to recognize that these more recent 
buildings may have architectural merit that warrants 
preservation treatment. These mid-twentieth 
century buildings will present new challenges for 
material conservation, such as repair of aluminum 
windows, plastics, or modern sculpture, that should 
be understood prior to renovation.

The Clemson University campus includes many 	
surrounding acres of experimental forest and 
agricultural stations. These outlying areas contain 
significant historic resources, such as picnic 
shelters, dams, fire rings, trails, foot bridges, vehicle 
bridges, and fountains. There are also Works 
Progress Administration and Civilian Conservation 
Corps-era recreation structures, historic cemeteries, 
and remnant farmsteads that have not been fully 
surveyed. These historic resources fall outside the 
scope of the Preservation Master Plan, but should 
be recognized and treated appropriately using the 
preservation guidelines and maintenance practices 
found within this document.
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such as ponds, streams, and fountains; circulation 
features, such as roads, paths, steps, and walls; 
buildings, furnishings, including fences, benches, 
lights, and sculptural objects.

Most historic properties have a cultural landscape 
component that is integral to the significance of 
the resource… A historic property consists of 
all its cultural resources—landscapes, buildings, 
archeological sites and collections. In some cultural 
landscapes, there may be a total absence of buildings 
(Birnbaum 1994:np).

The Clemson University campus includes historic 
resources with the potential to reveal important aspects of 
our country’s educational history, as well as a particular 
response to national and regional trends in site planning 
and campus development. As with many cultural 
landscapes, Clemson University also has the potential to 
reveal much “about our evolving relationship with the 
natural world” (Birnbaum 1994:np).

2.2 National Register of  Historic 
Places 

For cultural landscapes, documenting existing conditions 
and analyzing and evaluating natural and man-made 
historic resources is crucial to determining a strategy for 
their management. Cultural landscape analysis involves 
two primary activities: evaluating historic significance 
and assessing historic integrity. Both are tested against 
criteria determined by the National Register of Historic 
Places. The National Register of Historic Places has 
developed nationally-recognized methods for evaluating 
the significance and integrity of historic buildings and 
landscapes. 

Evaluation of SignificancE

The National Register defines historic significance as 
“the importance of a property to the history, architecture, 
archeology, engineering, or culture of a community” 
(National Register Bulletin 16A 1997: 3). For a property 
to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register of 
Historic Places, it must possess significance under 
one of four National Register criteria. The Criteria for 
Evaluation state: 

The quality of significance in American history, 

The purpose of the Clemson University Preservation 
Master Plan is to assist the university in preserving 
and protecting the historic integrity of resources which 
symbolize the history and evolution of the university, 
Clemson, and the Piedmont Plateau geographical region 
of South Carolina. The legacy of South Carolina’s 
education, agriculture, and industry is reflected in 
the buildings and landscapes within the project study 
area. Preserving those resources today ensures future 
generations will also have the opportunity to experience 
and learn from the historic built environment, even as it 
continues to change and evolve. 

This Preservation Framework is intended to provide 
a basis for understanding the Clemson University 
Preservation Master Plan. The Plan will treat Clemson’s 
core campus as a cultural landscape, assessing the 
significance and integrity of its historic resources, 
and providing guidelines and recommendations for 
the treatment of these historic resources. In order to 
understand this approach, the term cultural landscape 
is defined and explained. Then, the role of the National 
Register of Historic Places in evaluating the significance 
and integrity of historic resources is summarized. 
Understanding how the historic resources are evaluated 
will help decision-makers identify the important elements 
and features to be protected and, most importantly, 
understand why they should be protected. Finally, the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties is explained. Understanding the intent 
and meaning of different preservation treatments will 
assist decision-makers in managing historic resources in 
an appropriate manner.

2.1 Cultural Landscapes

The Clemson University campus is a cultural landscape. 
Cultural landscapes are defined as “geographic areas, 
including both cultural and natural resources and the 
wildlife or domestic animals therein, associated with 
a historic event, activity, or person or exhibiting other 
cultural or aesthetic values” (Birnbaum 1994:np). 
Cultural landscapes are typically: 

composed of a number of character-defining features, 
which, individually or collectively contribute to the 
landscape’s physical appearance as they evolved 
over time. In addition to vegetation and topography, 
cultural landscapes may include water features, 

2.0 Preservation framework
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assessed through seven aspects defined by the National 
Register:

Location 	 is the place where the historic property 
was constructed or the place where the historic 
event occurred; 

Setting	  is the physical environment within and 
surrounding a property; 

Design 	 is the combination of elements that create the 
form, plan, space, structure, and style of a property; 

Materials 	 are the physical elements that were 
combined or deposited during a particular period of 
time and in a particular pattern or configuration to 
form a historic property; 

Workmanship 	 is the physical evidence of the crafts 
of a particular culture or people during any given 
period in history or prehistory; 

Feeling 	 is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or 
historic sense of a particular period of time; and 

Association	  is the direct link between an important 
historic event or person and a historic property 
(National Register Bulletin 15 1995:44-45).

In order to retain historic integrity, a property must 
possess many of these seven aspects. 

charactEr-DEfining fEaturES

Integrity is assessed by identifying the character-defining 
features of an historic resource and determining whether 
enough of these features remain and are visible to 
convey the determined significance. Character-defining 
features are “prominent or distinctive aspects, qualities, 
or characteristics of a historic property that contributes 
significantly to its physical character. More simply put, 
character-defining features are those things that make a 
property special, make it worthy of inclusion within the 
historic district, and make it more than one in a crowd… 
Any time that one of those features is removed or hidden, 
it destroys the character of the property and makes it less 
special.” (Higgins 2007:np). In order to retain historic 
integrity, these character-defining features must be 
preserved and protected.

architecture, archeology, engineering, and culture is 
present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, 
setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and 
association, and:

Criterion A)  That are associated with events 
that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns 
of our history; or

Criterion B)  That are associated with the lives 
of persons significant in our past; 
or

Criterion C)  That embody the distinctive 
characteristics of a type, period, 
or method of construction, or that 
represent the work of a master, or 
that possess high artistic values, 
or that represent a significant 
and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual 
distinction; or

Criterion D)  That have yielded, or may be 
likely to yield, information 
important in prehistory or history 
(36CFR 60.4).

The significance evaluation identifies the important 
historical associations of the property, as well as its 
architectural, archeological, and social value. The 
property’s significance is also tied to a discrete period 
of time in which its important contributions were made 
and the broader historic contexts within which the 
activities that occurred on the property may be placed. 
The analysis and evaluation considers the site’s history 
within recognized historic contexts to determine its 
contribution to the broad patterns of American history. It 
is important to note that historic resources, particularly 
cultural landscapes, may have several areas of historical 
significance: “An understanding of the landscape as 
a continuum through history is critical in assessing its 
cultural and historic value” (Birnbaum 1994:np). 

aSSESSmEnt of intEgrity 
Integrity is the ability of a historic property to convey 
its significance. Significance must be established first. 
The National Register defines historic integrity as “the 
authenticity of a property’s historic identity, evidenced 
by the survival of physical characteristics that existed 
during the property’s prehistoric or historic period” 
(National Register Bulletin 16A 1997:4). Integrity is 
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Restoration	  is defined as the act or process of 
accurately depicting the form, features, and character 
of a property as it appeared at a particular period of 
time by means of the removal of features from other 
periods in its history and reconstruction of missing 
features from the restoration period. Restoration 
focuses on the retention of materials from the most 
significant period in a property’s history, while 
allowing the removal of materials from other periods. 
The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, 
electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-
required work to make properties functional is 
appropriate within a restoration project. Restoration 
work is only justified when there is adequate 
documentation to match missing features. 

Reconstruction	  is defined as the act or process 
of depicting, by means of new construction, the 
form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving 
site, landscape, building, structure, or object for 
the purpose of replicating its appearance at a 
specific period of time and in its historic location. 
Reconstruction provides limited opportunities to 
re-create a non-surviving structure, landscape, 
building, or object with new materials that replicate 
the original, historic materials. Reconstruction 
must only be undertaken when there is sufficient 
documentation to support the recreation of lost 
resources (Weeks and Grimmer 1995:2). 

SEcrEtary of thE intErior’S 
StanDarDS for rEhabilitation

Each preservation treatment has a separate set of 
Standards. The Standards were intentionally written to 
be broad so that they can be applied to virtually all types 
of historic resources, including buildings, landscapes, 
structures, objects, and archeological sites. The intent of 
the Standards is to assist in the long-term preservation 
of a building, site, or resource. However, the Standards 
are general in character, intended to guide decisions 
about what features of any specific building, landscape, 
or site should be saved or replaced. It is best to look at 
the Standards as an approach to sensible preservation 
planning, not as the only solution. Although updated 
from time to time, the basic principles of the Standards 
have remained consistent and are a testament to the 
soundness of their language.

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 
are the most appropriate for the treatment of university 
campuses that have a rich history but are constantly evolving 
to meet new institutional challenges. The ten preservation 
principles which comprise the Standards for Rehabilitation 

2.3 The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards

The Secretary of the Interior established the Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties (Standards) as 
part of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 
(see Weeks and Grimmer 1995). The Standards provide 
a philosophical framework to promote responsible 
preservation practices and are intended to help inform 
communities, institutions, and individuals about 
professional standards for historic preservation. It is 
recognized that all preservation efforts, whether through 
the federal government, a local government, or through 
private efforts, can be informed and enhanced by use 
of the Standards. Because they articulate the basic 
underlying principles that are fundamental to historic 
preservation, the guidelines are often incorporated into 
preservation plans, zoning ordinances, and regulations 
that govern historic districts or properties.

PrESErvation trEatmEntS

There are four historic preservation treatment approaches, 
defined in the Standards, which are widely accepted in 
the field of historic preservation today – Preservation, 
Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Reconstruction: 

Preservation	  is defined as the act or process of 
applying measures necessary to sustain the existing 
form, integrity, and materials of an historic property. 
Work generally focuses on measures to protect and 
stabilize the property and the ongoing maintenance 
and repair of historic materials and features rather 
than extensive replacement and new construction. 
New exterior additions are not within the scope of 
this treatment; however, the limited and sensitive 
upgrading of mechanical, electrical, and plumbing 
systems and other code-required work to make 
properties functional is appropriate within a 
preservation project. Preservation treatment requires 
the retention of the greatest amount of historic 
fabric. 

Rehabilitation	  is defined as the act or process of 
making possible a compatible use for a property 
through repair, alterations, and additions while 
preserving those portions or features which convey 
its historical, cultural, or architectural values. 
Rehabilitation treatment acknowledges the need 
to alter or add to a property to meet current needs, 
while still maintaining the historic character. 
Rehabilitation may include the preservation of 
key features or spaces combined with the sensitive 
alteration of secondary features or spaces. 
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Standard 4 

Most properties change over time; those changes that 
have acquired historic significance in their own right 
shall be retained and preserved.

Standard 4 recognizes that few landscapes or buildings 
remain unchanged over a long period of time, and 
that many of these changes contribute to a resource’s 
significance. Understanding the cumulative history of 
a resource, and how it has evolved, is as important as 
understanding the origins of the resource. This standard 
should be kept in mind when considering treatments for 
landscapes and buildings that have undergone changes. 
The evolution of a resource can usually be identified and 
significant, so contributing changes should be retained. 
The changes that have occurred to the resource are an 
interesting way to learn more about, and communicate, 
the parallel changes that may have occurred in a larger 
community context.

Standard 5 

Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques 
or examples of craftsmanship that characterize a property 
shall be preserved.

Standard 5 recommends preserving the distinctive 
qualities of a resource that are representative of its overall 
historic character and integrity. When undertaking 
a preservation project, it is important to identify the 
distinctive features, materials, construction type, floor 
plan, and details that characterize the property. Every 
effort should be made to retain these distinctive features 
in their original form.

Standard 6 

Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather 
than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration 
requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new 
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and 
other visual qualities and, where possible, materials. 
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated 
by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.

Standard 6 focuses on the importance of repairing 
features, as opposed to replacing them, to the greatest 
extent possible. Looking at options and opportunities for 
repairing a feature should always precede a decision to 
replace the feature. In instances where severe deterioration 
or a missing feature makes repair impossible, new 
features should match the original as closely as possible. 
Before an existing feature is removed for its replacement, 

are identified below. To assist users of this document in 
understanding the standards, they are followed by a short 
discussion of how the standard should be interpreted when 
undertaking a historic preservation project.

Standard 1 

A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be 
placed in a new use that requires minimal change to the 
defining characteristics of the building and its site and 
environment.

Standard 1 encourages property owners and decision-
makers to consider and find uses for historic sites that 
enhance the historic character, not detract from it. This 
standard is directly applicable to reuse projects and 
advises that such projects should be carefully planned 
to minimize adverse impacts to the historic character. 
Destruction of character-defining features should be 
avoided.

Standard 2 

The historic character of the property shall be retained 
and preserved. The removal of historic materials or 
alteration of features and spaces that characterize a 
property shall be avoided.

Standard 2 emphasizes the importance of preserving the 
historic materials and features which define a historic 
property. In an effort to retain the historic character 
of a property, efforts should be made to repair historic 
features, as opposed to allowing them to be removed.

Standard 3 

Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of 
its time, place, and use. Changes that create a false sense 
of historical development, such as adding conjectural 
features or architectural elements from other buildings, 
shall not be undertaken.

Standard 3 acknowledges that historic resources are 
really a “snapshot in time,” and therefore discourages 
combining historic features from various properties or 
constructing new buildings that falsely read as historic. 
Reconstruction of lost resources, or specific features, 
should only be undertaken when detailed documentation 
is available and when a resource is of such significance 
that it warrants reconstruction. 
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Standard 10 

New additions and adjacent or related new construction 
shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in 
the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 
property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Standard 10 stresses the importance of sensitive additions, 
alterations, and new construction. Sensitively designed 
additions, alterations, and new construction should be 
reversible, and should not destroy existing historic fabric 
and features. This standard reiterates how smart planning 
can protect the historic integrity of a building or resource 
(Weeks and Grimmer 1995:162).

The specific language of the Standards can be found in 
the United States Department of the Interior, National 
Park Service, 36 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations), 
Part 67. Hard copies of the document are available as 
publications distributed by the United States Department 
of the Interior, National Park Service or online at http://
www.cr.nps.gov/hps/tps/tax/rhb/stand.htm.

it should be carefully documented and photographed as a 
reference to assist in future decision-making.

Standard 7 

Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, 
that cause damage to historic materials shall not be 
used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, 
shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible. 

Standard 7 warns that harsh cleaning alternatives 
can severely damage historic fabrics by destroying 
the material’s physical properties and speeding the 
deterioration process. This standard is intended to 
emphasize the importance of considering cleaning 
alternatives, and choosing the gentlest available cleaning 
method in an effort to protect and preserve the historic 
fabric. 

Standard 8 

Significant archeological resources affected by a project 
shall be protected and preserved. If such resources must 
be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken. 

Standard 8 addresses the importance of historic and 
prehistoric archeological resources which exist below 
ground level. This is particularly important for new 
construction projects which involve excavation. All 
new construction projects, particularly in areas of 
likely archeological resources, should be assessed for 
archeological potential. When archeological resources 
are identified, mitigation may be required. 

Standard 9 

New additions, exterior alterations, or related new 
construction shall not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be 
differentiated from the old and shall be compatible 
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features 
to protect the historic integrity of the property and its 
environment. 

Standard 9 identifies the potential for new additions, 
alterations, and new construction to negatively impact 
historic features of a property. This standard emphasizes 
the importance of identifying potential impacts and 
mitigating them before they become problematic. All 
new work is expected to be compatible with existing 
resources, though it should never replicate the existing 
historic resource. A viewer should be able to clearly 
distinguish new work from the original.
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3.1 Introduction 

The history of Clemson’s core campus reveals the 
significance of the cultural landscape within the context 
of the evolution of Clemson University. This historical 
information is intended to provide a foundation for 
making decisions regarding the restoration, rehabilitation, 
and enhancement of the core’s sensitive landscape.  

Located in Clemson, South Carolina, a rural area in the 
northwestern part of the state, and set within the foothills 
of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Clemson University is a 
rural collegiate environment that encompasses a rich 
variety of historic architecture, landscape features, 
and campus planning that forms a coherent whole. 
Its architectural and landscape character was set at its 
inception, during the late nineteenth century when it 
underwent a transformation from former plantation 
grounds to a military and educational school that is still 
evident in today’s modern setting.

Organized by historic contexts, this chapter provides 
a chronological history of the university, illustrating 
its evolution from a small rural plantation to a modern 
campus. Historic contexts are patterns or trends in history 
that help clarify the historical importance of a site. 
Historic contexts are defined by specific themes, times, 
and places in history. It is not unusual for a historic campus 
to relate to more than one context, as is the case with 
Clemson. Preservation planners use historic contexts as 
a tool to assess if a property expresses a specific historic 
context, how it illustrates that history, and if it possesses 
the physical features necessary to convey the aspects of 
history with which it is associated. 

3.2 Methodology

Historic context and campus development information 
was based on documentation compiled by Assistant 
Professor Cari Geotcheus, her student assistants, Director 
of Historic Properties Will Hiott, and Fred Holder, a local 
historian. The provided documentation included historic 
photographs, historic maps and aerials, historic drawings, 
and previous reports and plans. Dates of construction 
for nearly all of the buildings came from the personal 
research collection of Fred Holder, who has, over the 
years, meticulously documented notes from original 
Board of Trustee Meeting Minutes, correspondence, and 
other such documents, viewed and interpreted from the 
University Library’s Special Collections. 

Drawing of Clergy Hall by Floride Calhoun. Figure 3-1. 
(Source: Harris Architects et al. 1999:4-1)

3.0 historiCal narrative
Secondary sources of information included published 
histories, building surveys, and National Register of 
Historic Places files. Specific landscape developments, 
such as changes in road alignments or vegetation, are 
detailed in the character area assessments found in 
Chapter 4: The Clemson University Cultural Landscape. 
Details of specific building alterations, if known, can 
be found in Chapter 5: Clemson University’s Historic 
Buildings. Refer also to the Historic Buildings by 
Contextual Period Map at the end of this chapter (see 
Map 3-1).

3.3 Thomas Clemson’s Dream, the 
Establishment of A College: Pre-1888

clErgy hall Era: 1803-1825 
Clemson University is located on land that was granted 
by the state to Robert Tate in 1784. A few years later, Tate 
passed the land to John Ewing Colhoun, Sr., the father-in-
law of John C. Calhoun. Upon Colhoun’s death in 1802, 
the land was bequeathed to his widow and then deeded to a 
local Presbyterian minister, Reverend James McElhenney. 
McElhenney served the surrounding community at Hopewell-
Keowee Church, known today as Old Stone Church. In 1803, 
Reverend McElhenney is believed to have built the original 
four-room house, the main block of the house known as Fort 
Hill, which stands at the center of campus today, and called it 
Clergy Hall. A sketch of the house, drawn in 1815, is believed 
to have been created by Floride Calhoun, hence the initials in 
the lower right corner “F.C.” (see figure 3-1). At that time, in 
addition to the house, Clergy Hall presumably also included 
a typical complement of outbuildings, garden, orchard and 
barnyard, all needed to help feed and nourish the McElhenney 
family (Harris Architects et al. 1999:4-1).
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John c. calhoun Era: 1825-1850
By 1825, Mrs. Colhoun, the widow of Colhoun, Sr., 
bought back the property and house and began renting 
it to her daughter, Floride Bonneau Colhoun Calhoun, 
and son-in-law, John C. Calhoun (see figures 3-2 and 
3-3) (Allen and Bray 2006:10). Calhoun, a native South 
Carolinian, a distinguished politician, served in Congress, 
both in the House of Representatives and Senate. He also 
served as a cabinet member, both as Secretary of War and 
Secretary of State, and he was elected as vice-president 
twice, serving two different administrations. Calhoun’s 
political career spanned a total of forty dedicated years, 
starting at the young age of 29 and ending only with his 
death in 1850 (Louden et al. 1997:19-24). 

Calhoun divided his attention between his three passions 
in life, which were politics, farming, and family (Ulbrich 
1999-2008:np). Upon his and Floride’s acquisition 
of the family property, which included the house and 
1,100 acres of the surrounding land, the estate was 
renamed Fort Hill. Legend has it that this name was 
chosen because of its hilltop location and in honor of 
Fort Rutledge, a nearby frontier fort, built in 1776 as a 
protection from a nearby settlement of Indians known 
as the Esseneca tribe, a branch of the Cherokee lower 
settlement grouping (Anonymous 2007b:np.; Allen and 
Bray 2006:10). Calhoun enjoyed farming, cultivating 
approximately 450 of his 1,100 acres. Over 120-acres 
of cotton fields covered the landscape. There were also 
gardens filled with a variety of fruits, flowers, plants, 
and vegetables. Calhoun is credited with introducing 
Bermuda grass to his plantation grounds and hillside 
terracing. He raised horses and cattle and stabled the 
animals near a branch of the Seneca River, a distance 
away from the house. Near the stables were a cotton 
press, granaries, and mills for grinding corn and wheat. 
Many of the university’s buildings now occupy areas of 
the former cultivated lands, and some are on the sites of 
the former plantation’s former outbuildings (see figure 
3-4) (Cook 1984:16-17). 

The Calhouns are known to have greatly enlarged the 
house (Anonymous 2007b:np.). The former Federal-
style dwelling was expanded to become a 14-room Greek 
Revival-style mansion, which accommodated Calhoun, 
his wife, and their many children (see figure 3-5).

Portrait of John C. Calhoun (Source: Cook and Figure 3-2. 
Brannon 1984)

Portrait of Floride Calhoun (Source: Cook and Figure 3-3. 
Brannon 1984)
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Black and white rendering of Fort Hill, The Plantation. (Louden et all 1997)Figure 3-4. 

Black and white line drawing of Fort Hill. (Louden et all 1997)Figure 3-5. 
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floriDE calhoun anD anDrEw 
calhoun Era: 1850-1872
After Calhoun’s death in 1850, Floride Calhoun 
continued living at the house until 1854 when the 
plantation was conveyed to their son Andrew. At that 
point, Floride Calhoun took up residency in nearby 
Pendleton. Throughout the tumultuous Civil War period 
(1861-1865), the plantation lost the bulk of its labor force 
and naturally suffered from severe neglect. Andrew died 
in 1865 after which the home and Andrew’s debt on the 
purchase of the house passed back to his mother. Soon 
thereafter, Floride Calhoun also died (Harris Architects 
et al. 1999:4-10). Some of Andrew’s family were allowed 
to remain at Fort Hill until 1866 when the estate was 
passed to Anna Maria Calhoun Clemson, Floride and 
John C. Calhoun’s only surviving child (see figure 3-6).

thomaS g. clEmSon Era: 1872-1888
Anna and her husband, Thomas Green Clemson (1807-
1888), took up residency at Fort Hill from 1872 until 
their respective deaths. Clemson, a native Philadelphian, 
considered himself a southerner in mind and thought 
from the time of his marriage to Anna in 1838 (see 
figure 3-7). Early into his married life his professional 
interests and expertise turned from mining to agriculture. 
He managed farms of his own in Maryland and South 
Carolina, as well as his father-in-law’s farm at Fort Hill 
in upstate South Carolina. During his time in Maryland, 
Clemson played an integral role in the founding of the 
Maryland Agricultural College, which evolved into the 
University of Maryland. He also worked closely with 
Senator Justin Smith Morrill in drafting legislation for 
the establishment of a system of land grant colleges 

Portrait of Anna Maria Calhoun Figure 3-6. 
Clemson. (Source: Holmes and Sherrill 
1937:20)

Photograph of Thomas Figure 3-7. 
Green Clemson. (Source: Riley 2002:12)

Photograph of Benjamin Figure 3-8. 
Tillman. (Source: http://matthewhall.net/
images/btillman.jpg)

throughout the country. Before the Civil War, he also 
became the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs 
for the United States government and drafted plans for the 
establishment of the Department of Agriculture. Clemson 
strongly believed that only through educated minds and 
skilled hands could agriculture and the mechanic arts 
(as engineering and manufacturing were then known) 
become successful and prosperous contributors to better 
lives for the people overall (Bryan 1979:2-4). 

Clemson was dismayed at the economic ruin and conditions 
in the South after 1865. He envisioned something better 
for the future of his fellow South Carolinians. Noting 
the post-Civil War South’s economic ruin and continued 
reliance on a labor-intensive agricultural economy, 
Clemson and his wife dreamed of establishing a college 
to teach scientific agriculture and the mechanical arts 
to the young people of South Carolina. Clemson “...
believ[ed] that there can be no permanent improvement 
in agriculture without a knowledge of those sciences 
which particularly pertain thereto” (Riley 2002:13). 

During his latter years of life, Clemson became 
acquainted with Benjamin Ryan Tillman, a rising state 
politician who shared a strong voice with state farmers 
for an agricultural college (see figure 3-8). Tillman had 
personally experienced the lack of training growing 
up as a farm boy in rural Edgefield County, which 
ultimately resulted in his passionate efforts for the 
establishment of better educational opportunities for 
farmers and artisans. Tillman had a forceful boldness 
and magnetism in his personality, which attracted many 
supporters and followers, and which eventually led to 
his rise in political power (Anonymous 2007b:np). The 
Clemson-Tillman alliance lead to years of his advocacy 
of the establishment “of a separate Agricultural and 
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Mechanical College [separate from that of the University 
of South Carolina] within the state, devoted exclusively 
to technical and industrial training, combined with a 
curriculum of English, mathematics and the applied 
Sciences” (Bryan 1979:17-18). 

Anna Maria Clemson died in 1875, at which time Thomas 
inherited the house and spent his last thirteen years there 
alone (see figure 3-9) (Allen and Bray 2006:13). For a 
little over a decade, while alone at Fort Hill, Clemson 
contemplated ways to materialize their dream to create 
a college that would educate South Carolina’s youth and 
provide help for the impoverished people of the state, still 
recovering from the Civil War. This school would teach 
improved agricultural practices and scientific methods 
for redeeming the worn-out cotton lands of the state. It 

Photograph of façade of Fort Hill, note Thomas Figure 3-9. 
Green Clemson in rocker on front porch. (Source: Riley 
2002:8)

Black and White rendering of Fort Hill, The Plantation of John C. Calhoun. (Source: Riley 2002:10)Figure 3-10. 

would be a place for current and future generations to 
learn the means for bracing up the collapsed economy of 
the South (Anonymous 2007b:np).  

Thomas Clemson died in 1888 at age 81. In his will he left 
what he called “the Fort Hill place,” some 814 acres of land, 
and about $80,000 in cash and securities to the state in order 
to make his and Anna Maria’s dream a reality. His will 
specifically stated that the school would be called “Clemson 
Agricultural College of South Carolina.” Clemson’s bequest 
included Fort Hill Plantation, comprising the Federal/Greek 
Revival-style mansion, law office, carriage barn, sheep barn, 
mule barn, slave quarters, springhouses, a mill, vineyard, 
a cemetery, and hundreds of acres of crop and forestland 
(see figure 3-10). At that time, the property was bounded 
by the Seneca River, several other large plantations, 
including Andrew Pickens’ Hopewell plantation, then 
owned by the Cherry family, and numerous smaller farms 
scattered throughout the South Carolina uplands (see 
figure 3-11). Clemson’s plans for the college grounded 
its future in Fort Hill’s agricultural past. He wrote: “It is 
my desire that the dwelling house on Fort Hill shall never 
be torn down or altered, but shall be kept in repair, with 
all the articles of furniture and vesture which I hereinafter 
give for the purpose, and shall be open for the inspection 
of visitors” (Riley 2002:8-9). By willing the house to the 
state, Clemson created one of the country’s first historic 
house museums (see figure 3-12) (Anonymous 2007b:np). 
Fort Hill, Hopewell, and other associated structures that 
predate the establishment of Clemson are significant for 
their association with the settlement of the region, the life of 
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the school (Bryan 1979:24-25; Riley 2002:7-8). Largely 
thanks to the efforts of Tillman, Clemson’s dream 
became a reality only a year after Clemson’s death. 
The university is truly the culmination of Clemson’s 
dream and generosity, and a direct product of Tillman’s 
political leadership. Soon thereafter, Tillman became 
state governor (1890-1894) and then state senator (1895-
1918) (Bryan 1979:17-18). 

The state legislature passed the Act of Acceptance of 
Clemson’s founding on December 24, 1888. However, 
since the legislative session ended immediately after the 
act was accepted, it did not appear in the Acts until 1889 
(Bryan 1979: 28). Funding for the college’s building and 
maintenance was provided by the legislature with federal 
funds from the Morrill acts of 1862 and 1890, the Hatch 
act of 1887, a one-time appropriation of $15,000 by the 
general assembly, and annual appropriations derived 
from a state tax on fertilizers. The state penitentiary was 
authorized by the State’s legislator to furnish convict 
labor for the clearing and construction of the college as 
well (Brosnan 2005:15; Riley 2002:8).

The use of convict labor during the Reconstruction 
Period (1865-1876) appeared to be increasingly common. 
Select states, most all of those in the south and then 
some, claimed to be too poor to maintain state convicts 
within prison walls and began enacting a system of penal 
labor known as convict leasing. Convicts were leased 
out to work on various construction projects, to railway 
contractors, mining companies and those who farmed 
large plantations. These companies assumed charge of 
the convicts, worked them as cheap labor and paid the 
states handsome revenues for their labor. The practice 
was extremely profitable for the government, not to 
mention those business-owners who utilized convict 
labor. For various reasons, this system was slowly 
phased out during the early twentieth century (Douglass 
1893:np).

lanD grant inStitutionS

Before Congressional passage of the Morrill Act in June 
1862, American institutions of higher education remained 
very much in the traditional mode with a religious 
emphasis and a narrow classical curriculum. During the 
mid-nineteenth century, small numbers of new types of 
schools began to appear: scientific and training schools, 
agricultural schools, manual training schools, and 
women’s colleges (Turner: 1987:89). Recognizing the 
need to nurture and disseminate technical training, the 
federal government acted to promote the establishment 
of state-supported institutions of higher learning. Named 
after representative Justin Smith Morrill of Vermont 

Photograph of Hopewell Plantation dwelling. Figure 3-11. 
(Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Photograph of some furnishings in Fort Hill.Figure 3-12. 
(Source: Riley 2002:14)

John C. Calhoun, the life of Andrew Pickens (1739-1817), 
Revolutionary War Hero and Native American negotiator, 
and the early growth of Pendleton, South Carolina, and the 
surrounding area (Bainbridge 1995:6).

The bequest of land and money by Clemson in 1888 
became one of the most controversial issues in South 
Carolina’s political history (Bryan 1979:18). Debate 
resounded amongst state citizens and state supported 
schools, like the University of South Carolina, the 
Citadel, and denominational colleges. The University 
of South Carolina had the most to lose. Federal funds 
for agricultural and mechanical programs and new 
departments, which had already been allocated to the 
institution from the Morrill and Hatch acts, were in danger 
of being lost. Their funds would have possibly allowed 
transformation of the institution into a comprehensive 
university. Needless to say, the University of South 
Carolina fought hard to retain this money in Columbia. 
Friends of the University, denominational colleges, and 
The Citadel feared competition for funds and students. 
Statewide, citizens questioned the composition of the 
pre-designated Board of Trustees stated by Clemson in 
his will, which was thought to minimize state control of 
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The establishment of agricultural experiment stations and 
the fertilizer service were urgent priorities. Not only were 
they promises made to the farmers of South Carolina, they 
were also needed to generate financial support for the entire 
college program. A functioning experiment station was 
vital if the college was to receive federal funds under the 
Hatch Act, in addition to Morrill land grant funds (Bryan 
1979: 31-32). The administrative transferal to Clemson 
Agricultural College of pre-existing experimental stations 
located in Darlington, Columbia and Spartanburg assured 
the intention and continued use of such experimental work 
at those locations. At the same time, land was set apart and 
prepared for an experimental station on the college grounds. 
In addition to the experimental stations, the board moved 
promptly to assume its responsibility in fertilization inspection 
over the state. Chemistry professor Mark B. Hardin was 
appointed chief chemist for this position. Several months later 
a clerk and several inspectors were hired to help him work in 
areas across the state (Bryan 1979: 35).

Mr. Henry Aubrey Strode, a graduate of the University of 
Virginia, and then professor of mathematics at the University 
of Mississippi, was unanimously elected as the first President 
of Clemson Agricultural College and director of the experiment 
station (see figure 3-14). In addition to his annual salary of 
$3,500 a year, he also was provided a dwelling. For a short 
time, Strode lived at Fort Hill until a house was built for him 
(Bryan 1979:34). 

Even before Strode began his term in August 1890, the 
trustees had already created an executive committee 
charged with the construction of a campus. The building 
boom which followed was intended to accommodate 
substantial growth in student enrollment, faculty, and 
staff. Convict labor that lived on site constructed a 
main classroom building, dormitory, kitchen, infirmary, 
and boiler room facilities. The earliest college building 
to remain today is the Trustee House, built in 1889 
as a faculty residence (see figure 3-15). Periodically 
throughout each passing month the executive committee 
of the board would meet on the college grounds to 
supervise the progress of building (Bryan 1979: 34, 37-
40). Construction was funded by the monies brought 
in by a manufacturer’s tax on fertilizer, and cash sales 
from the school’s farm (Cannon et al. 2004: 49; Riley 
2002:21-23). To accommodate existing state agricultural 
programs that were transferred to the new college from 
other state agencies, surrounding buildings and farms 
were acquired as part of the 1887 Hatch Act development 
of agricultural experiment stations. The original Thomas 
Clemson’s landholdings were impacted by the new 
construction of academic and residential buildings and 
by new landowners and ancillary services, which were 
added to support the new institution. 

who introduced the bill to Congress, the Morrill Act of 
1862 granted land to the states, which was to be sold 
and the proceeds used to establish colleges. Based on the 
statutes of the law, these land-grant schools were to offer 
instruction in the fields of mechanical arts, agriculture, 
and military science. The Hatch Act of 1887 provided for 
the establishment of agricultural experiment stations in 
connection with the colleges that would pass along new 
information to the public, especially in the areas of soil 
minerals and plant growth. Ultimately, the establishment 
of an experiment station at Clemson Agricultural College 
in 1890 was instrumental in the school’s eligibility for 
federal and state funds (Cannon et al. 2004:48-49).

Like Clemson, some southern land grant institutions 
were founded on previously cultivated property. The 
University of Arkansas was founded in 1871 on the site of 
a hilltop farm. Similarly, North Carolina State University 
was established as a land grant institution in 1887 on 
donated land. Other land grant institutions in the south 
were established in locations of earlier colleges, usually 
affiliated with religious groups, that were struggling to 
survive in the post-Civil War period. Auburn University 
in Alabama, founded as a Methodist college in 1856 and 
established as a land grant institution in 1872, was the 
first land grant school in the south that was separate from 
the state university. The University of Florida started as 
a seminary that gained land grant funding in the post-
Civil War era. The University of Georgia is unique in its 
establishment in 1801 with state funding, later acquiring 
land grant status in 1866.

3.4 Building the Clemson 
Agricultural College of South 
Carolina: 1889-1911

EStabliShing thE collEgE:  
1889-1893
On November 27, 1889, Clemson Agricultural College began 
to operate as the state’s land-grant university after South 
Carolina Governor John P. Richardson signed a bill accepting 
Thomas Clemson’s gift. The legislature was then charged 
with electing six additional trustees. The bill transformed the 
Clemson trustees into custodians of funds made available for 
agricultural education and research by the 1862 Morrill Act 
and 1887 Hatch Act. On January of 1890, the entire board of 
thirteen trustees met for the first time (see figure 3-13). The first 
few board meetings concentrated on meeting the requirements 
of the Morrill and Hatch Acts, the selection of a President and 
other personnel, developing plans for buildings on campus, 
and establishing the core curriculum. 
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By 1891, both Mechanical Hall (see figure 3-16) and 
the Chemistry building, now known as Hardin Hall 
(see figure 3-17) were under construction, as well as the 
agricultural experiment station and an access road from 
the town of Pendleton, including stone entrance gates 
and plantings. The entrance level of Hardin Hall was 
ready for fertilizer analysis by October of that year. In 
1892, silos, stables, and a canning factory were under 
construction, and around the same time 1,400 fruit trees 
were planted. 

By 1893, parts of the Chemistry building (Hardin Hall) 
began being utilized for classroom space, and the building 
now known as Kinard Annex had been constructed as 
faculty housing. The main building, Tillman Hall (see 
figure 3-18), the focal point and what would become a 
long-standing symbol for the university, was built at the 
top of a hill near Fort Hill. The firm Brooks and Morgan, 
architects from Atlanta, were contracted to design and 
construct the building. Construction used convict labor 
and local materials, as lumber for its framing came from 
the trees on the grounds, and the bricks were made from 
local clay. The cornerstone for the Main Building had 
been laid on July 28, 1891, with a large crowd gathered 
for the event and Governor Tillman as the principal 

Photograph of the initial Trustee’s of Clemson College. (Source: Clemson University Libraries/Special Collections, Figure 3-13. 
Online Collections, Clemson University)

speaker (Bryan 1979: 34, 37-40). Once completed in 
1893, the building housed the college’s administration 
offices, classrooms, the library, and chapel (see figure 
3-19) (Allen and Bray 2006:17). These early buildings 
and the expanded landscape acreage, reaching over 1,300 
acres, changed the character of the original plantation 
landscape and emphatically turned the Fort Hill lands 
into an educational institution for higher learning.

In 1891, the Board began planning the college’s 
curriculum, faculty, and student regulations. It was 
decided that there would be two basic departments, 
the Agricultural Department and the Technological or 
Mechanical Department (later known as Engineering). 
Course work was determined for the student pursuing one 
or the other academic paths. Age minimums (15-years-
of-age) and entrance requirements were also determined, 
including thorough proficiency in arithmetic, geography, 
history of the United States, and fair knowledge of 
grammar. Preparatory classes were established for those 
that lacked this level of proficiency, but met the age 
requirement. Tuition for a ten-month session was set at 
$104, and for those that could afford the tuition charge, 
a $40 charge was also added (Bryan 1979: 38-39). By 
the summer of that year, the college had hired seven 
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instructors, many of whom were South Carolinians 
considered as emerging “chairs” from other institutions 
(Riley 2002:21). 

The nearby community, which began developing along the 
railroad tracks in 1872, was spurred by the construction 
at Clemson Agricultural College in the early 1890s. The 
community became a boomtown. Potential employment 
on the new campus drew carpenters, bricklayers, and other 
skilled tradesmen to the town. Soon stores, churches, and 
a hotel had been built near workers’ homes. Primarily 
for the purpose of mail delivery, the residents officially 
adopted a name for their growing township in 1892. 
They chose “Calhoun” in honor of John C. Calhoun, the 
nationally-known politician who had lived at Fort Hill 
from 1825 to 1850 (Cannon et al. 2004: 13-14).

thE Early yEarS: 1893-1911 
In June of 1893, the trustees elected Edwin Boone 
Craighead to succeed Strode as President (see figure 
3-20). Dr. Strode had stepped down due to ill health. 

Clemson’s first Figure 3-14. 
President, Henry Aubrey Strode, 
President 1890-1893. (Source: 
Bryan 1979:33)

Photograph of Trustee House. (Source: C. Figure 3-15. 
Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Photograph of Mechanical Hall Figure 3-16. 
(Source: Bryan 1979:40)

Photograph of Hardin Hall.Figure 3-17. 
(Source: Allen and Bray 2006:35)

Photograph of Tillman Hall, Figure 3-18. 
the main building on campus. (Source: C. 
Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Photograph of the original library, Figure 3-19. 
located on the second floor of Tillman. (Source: 
Bryan 1979:241)
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spurred by the college’s opening, occurred in the nearby 
community of Calhoun. Professors who once lived on 
campus purchased property nearby and built homes 
of their own. New neighborhoods were built, and new 
businesses opened closer to campus to service students 
and the college administration (Cannon et al. 2004:14).

As per the stipulations of the Morrill Act, military 
training was compulsory. The military regimen basically 
followed the prototypes of the other land grant colleges 
of the day, all of which offered military instruction and 
embraced military discipline at all times (Bryan 1979: 
52-53). The cadets, as the students were called, dressed 
in uniforms and participated in mandatory military drills 
(see figure 3-21) (Allen and Bray 2006:17; Cannon et 
al. 2004:49). Daily schedules, including drills, and 
barracks life incorporated ground rules that were set 
early-on. The barracks, a three-story building topped 
by a guardhouse bell that alerted students to formation, 
drills, and classes was located behind the Main Building. 
The kitchen and mess hall were located on the ground 
floor. Cadet rooms were bare except for a small area in 
which to hang clothes, shelves for neatly folded clothes, 
a study table and chairs, and bunk beds (Allen and Bray 
2006:52).  Basic cadet rules were amplified, codified, and 
published in a pamphlet under the title “Regulations For 
the Government of the Cadets At Clemson Agricultural 
College. Authorized and Approved by the Board of 
Trustees” (Bryan 1979: 54-55). The 1894 prospectus 
prohibited profanity and fighting, cards and all games of 
chance, the possession and use of alcohol and tobacco, 
possession of firearms not issued by proper authority, 
and absence at night from the barracks. College life 
was intended to be tough at Clemson (Allen and Bray 
2006:70).

In the early years, the college was strictly regimented, 
and cadets longed for some athletic competition. The 
organization of athletic teams started as early as 1896 
under the direction and leadership of Walter Merritt Riggs, 
an instructor of engineering at Clemson, who had been 
introduced to organized sports teams while attending the 
precursor of Auburn University in Alabama. Randolph 
Bowman, an instructor of forge and foundry, cleared 
broom sedge and rocks from the field north of Tillman 
Hall. This field was used for athletics practice and events 
(see figure 3-22), military drills, and parades. Spectators 
positioned themselves along sidelines and other nearby 
ground to see such events (see figure 3-23). First, Riggs 
managed to organize the school’s first football team (see 
figure 3-24). Bowman assisted with coaching and at 
times served as a referee.  During the first couple of years 
the team played only a few of the in-state colleges that 
also had football teams, including Furman, Wofford, and 

By July of 1893, the building program had come to 
completion (Bryan 1979: 41). Clemson Agricultural 
College officially opened its doors on July 6, 1893, with 
15 faculty members and 446 students. At that time, the 
school was primarily known as an agricultural college, 
while jointly serving as an all-men’s military school 
(Allen and Bray 2006:17; Cannon et al. 2004:49). 
During the first few years of operation, the school year 
ran on a ten-month schedule (July-December, February-
June) in order to give the agricultural students practical 
instructions during the growing season. A few years later 
the academic year was revised to the conventional nine-
month schedule, with students meeting from September 
to June (Bryan 1979: 41-44). 

Upon opening, the college grounds consisted of faculty 
houses, the barracks, a power house, a mess hall and 
kitchen, an infirmary, an agricultural experiment station, 
various agricultural outbuildings, the Chemistry Lab 
(now Hardin Hall), a residence for the head of chemistry 
(now the Trustee House), the Main Building (now Tillman 
Hall), and Mechanical Hall (later destroyed in a fire in 
1926). The Main Building was heavily damaged in a fire 
on May 22, 1894, but was immediately reconstructed 
that same year (Allen and Bray 2006:17; Bryan 1979: 34; 
Riley 2002:27). Additional construction and expansion, 

Photograph of Clemson’s second President, Figure 3-20. 
Edwin Boone Craighead, President 1893-1897. (Source: Bryan 
1979:42)
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Clemson cadets in formation on the south lawn of Tillman. (Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)Figure 3-21. 

Photograph of football game at Bowman Field.Figure 3-22. 
(Source: Allen and Bray 2006:22).

Photograph of Clemson’s first baseball team.Figure 3-23. 
(Source: Riley 2002:31)
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Photograph of Clemson’s first football team. Figure 3-24. 
(Source: Riley 2002:31)

Photograph of baseball game at Bowman Field. (Source: Allen and Bray 2006:128)Figure 3-25. 

South Carolina. Soon they began playing against more 
established teams like Georgia Tech, North Carolina 
State, Georgia, and Alabama. Riggs also established and 
coached the school’s first baseball team (see figure 3-25). 
After Riggs, Bowman served as the baseball team’s head 
coach for a short time. Upon his untimely death in 1899, 
the practice and event field was named in his honor, and 
to this day has remained known as Bowman Field. 

It was during these early years of athletics that the 
Bengal Tiger was adopted as Clemson’s athletic mascot. 
Team colors were established as purple and gold, 
though over the years orange and white have become 
the more commonly accepted colors. Because of Riggs’ 
background, Clemson’s mascot and school colors were 
closely copied from that of Auburn’s (Allen and Bray 
2006:23,128; Bryan 1979:71-72,77-78; Riley 2002:31). 
Athletics on campus became so important that the 1903 
Clemson yearbook, The Oconean, included the following 
quote on the school’s teams and players:

The reputation of a college depends 
largely upon its athletic notoriety, and 
the greatest colleges of our country owe 
their successes, to a great extent, to their 
wonderful developments in all athletic 
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branches…. Athletics not only develops a 
man physically, but it also develops him 
mentally and morally, and causes him to 
have a higher sense of honor and integrity, 
and increases the college spirit of the 
whole student body (quoted in Allen and 
Bray 2006:128). 

In December of 1896, just three years after opening, 
Clemson held its first graduating ceremony. The first 
graduating class consisted of 16 agriculture and 21 
mechanical-electrical engineering graduates (Bryan 
1979:49; Riley 2002: 30). A map of the campus by 
this time reflects approximately 51 buildings or other 
structures on campus (see figures 3-26 and 3-27). 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the textile 
industry began to boom throughout the state (Allen 
and Bray 2006:34). Under the administration of 
President Henry Simms Hartzog (1897-1902), a Textile 
Department and building, now Godfrey Hall, were 
established by 1898 (see figure 3-28) (Bryan 1979:64). 
Hartzog’s leadership in involving Clemson in statewide 
industrialization ultimately resulted in increased 
enrollments and a broader base of support for the college 
(Riley 2002:36). Clemson is believed to be one of the 
first colleges in the south to offer a program for textile 
specialists (Allen and Bray 2006:34). The textile building 
was constructed to resemble a contemporary cotton mill 
for practical training. 

For years after opening, Clemson was nearly a community 
unto itself with its own social life. Though isolated, the 
academic community was comprised of well-educated 
and intelligent people. Carved out of forest and fields, 
the College was incorporated not only as an educational 
institution but also as a municipal corporation with 
the right to govern itself. Rules, regulations, and even 
laws for the community were the responsibility of the 
Board of Trustees, as written in the charter from the state 
(Bryan 1979:79-80). In 1901, the town of Calhoun was 
formally incorporated as a municipality (Cannon et al. 
2004:14). The small business community that served 
the local residents was located just off campus, along 
what is now College Avenue (see figures 3-29 and 3-30). 
Anything beyond the staple items typically required a 
trip to businesses located in Anderson or Greenville. To 
avoid all-day travels to either location, mail or phone 
orders could be taken and shipped to one of the local 
railroad stations, Calhoun or Cherry’s Crossing, for 
later pick-up. Cherry Crossing was near the Seneca 
River, named after a former ferry crossing in the area. 
The livery stable Clinkscales & Crowther supplied 
horse drawn transportation between campus and the two 
stations. Transportation around campus during this time 

was primarily done by foot. The roads that existed during 
the early years were dirt with only a few paved sidewalks 
(Bryan 1979:79-84).

The post-Civil War South nurtured itself in religious 
revivals. Therefore, it is understandable that the Board 
required religious services for the students. Accordingly, 
the administration also felt compelled to provide 
worship and religious training. Therefore, a chapel 
addition, also known as Memorial Hall, was added to 
the Main Building, now Tillman Hall. Students begin 
each morning with religious exercises (Bryan 1979: 85). 
Sunday services were also held in the chapel by area 
ministers who were paid weekly compensations and 
traveling expenses (Riley 2002:56). The establishment 
of the YMCA (Young Men’s Christian Association) was 
another religious group on campus that was organized as 
early as 1894. This group of men exercised “wholesome 
influence” amongst their peers. While Sunday chapel 
services were discontinued, church attendance, whether 
on or off-campus, remained compulsory. With time, all 
chapel services were discontinued, except on special 
occasions (Bryan 1979:86-87; Riley 2002:56).

In 1904, a new agricultural building was built on campus, 
which in later years would become known as Sikes Hall 
(see figure 3-31). A 1910 map of the campus clearly 
illustrates it along with amongst approximately 125 other 
miscellaneous buildings (see figure 3-32). One of these 
early agricultural buildings was the surviving College 
Sheep Barn, the design and materials of this barn express 
turn of the century livestock practices, instituted to prevent 
disease, to improve hygiene, and to increase productivity. 
The 1910 map also shows the college’s hundreds of acres of 
surrounding farmland, some of which is clearly designated 
as Experimental Station Lands.   

3.5 The Rudolph E. Lee, College 
Architect Era: 1911-1940

PrESiDEnt riggS’ tEnurE: 1910-1924
Walter Merritt Riggs, who came to Clemson as an 
instructor and is also known for starting some of the 
intercollegiate sports at Clemson, became President 
of the College in 1910. He led the school through the 
troubled times of World War I, the 1918 Spanish influenza 
epidemic, and several student walkouts. He also raised 
the academic standards for students and faculty, and 
improved the accountability of employees. As President, 
Dr. Riggs’ biggest strength was public relations. He 
achieved statewide recognition, understanding, and 
support for Clemson’s work in all its aspects. His term as 
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Photograph of the Textile Building, Godfrey Hall.Figure 3-26. 
(Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Photograph of downtown Clemson circa 1925. Figure 3-27. 
(Source: Allen and Bray 2006:148)

Photograph of Clemson Seniors in front of a Figure 3-28. 
downtown store. (Source: Allen and Bray 2006:149)

Photograph of Agricultural Building, Sikes Hall. Figure 3-29. 
(Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Map of Clemson College lands, 1910. (Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)Figure 3-30. 
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1896

Clemson Campus Map, 1896. (Source: Benjamin 1989:21)Figure 3-31. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1896. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-32. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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Black and White rendering of The Holtzendorff YMCA Building. (Source: Riley 2002:51)Figure 3-33. 

Photograph of The Holtzendorff YMCA Center. (Source: Allen and Bray 2006:37)Figure 3-34. 

Pencil-drawn rendering of Riggs Athletic Field. (Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson Figure 3-35. 
University)
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Cannon et al. 2004: 50). Preston Brooks Holtzendorff, 
Jr., for whom the building was named in 1957, was 
general secretary of the facility for nearly forty years and 
was instrumental in having the organization and building 
understood as an “influence for good,” and a center for 
wholesome recreation (Allen and Bray 2006:37; Bryan 
1979:87-89).  

For nearly twenty years Clemson football, baseball 
and track had been played on Bowman Field. In 1916 
Riggs Field was built and dedicated as an alternative 
venue for playing sports. It only seemed natural that the 
new athletic field be located to the rear of the YMCA 
and Textile building (Godfrey Hall), and was named 
in honor of the President who was so instrumental in 
establishing sports on campus. The field was constructed 
to the dimensions of 400 feet wide and 1,000 feet long, 
and was surrounded by a one-half mile track (see figure 
3-35) (Allen and Bray 2006:130; Bryan 1979:77). 

Upon the United States’ entry into World War I on April 
6, 1917, the senior class of Clemson sent a telegram to 
President Woodrow Wilson volunteering their services. 
Within a few short months, by early 1918, the school 
had become predominantly an army camp. Facilities of 
the campus were used at the disposal of the government 
throughout the war. For awhile, courses of study were 
discontinued, and concentration was on military and 
technical studies “as would best prepare students for 
participation in the military service or other lines of 
work” (Bryan 1979:100-101). Industry and agriculture 
in the Upstate suffered labor shortages as fellow South 
Carolinians also left in large numbers to serve their 
country. The all-male Clemson Agricultural College 
ultimately ended up hiring female faculty to teach at the 
school, while the male instructors and professors were 
away (Cannon et al. 2004: 14). 

Following the war during the early 1920s, the South’s 
textile industry began to outperform mills in the North. 
Consequently, many northern companies established 
mills in the Upstate area (Cannon et al. 2004: 15). 
This benefited Clemson, which had invested in textile 
training and technology. The late nineteenth century 
textile education facilities would soon be outgrown and 
outdated.

The conditions at Clemson during the early years were 
plagued by problems that led to several cadet walkouts. 
Complaints included matters such as poor quality of 
food, too much military regimentation, and no structure 
for hearing student complaints or appeals. Finding 
resolutions to these issues was a struggle for many years. 
By 1926, cadets received permission to start their first 
student government, the “Brotherhood of Tigers.” The 

President ended in 1924 after fourteen years in office. He 
died unexpectedly while traveling for the school (Allen 
and Bray 2006:30; Bryan 1979:91, 94).

The evolution of the campus in the early twentieth 
century reflected college President Walter Riggs’ desire 
to hire an expert to create a “landscape plan” to guide the 
design of both buildings and landscapes for the campus. 
Architectural Professor Rudolph Edward Lee (1876-
1959) headed the drawing division during this time and 
served as the college architect from 1911-1939, acting 
as supervisor of campus construction and repair for 
several of those years. Lee was born in Anderson, SC, 
and attended The Citadel before transferring to Clemson 
Agricultural College in 1893, graduating with a B.S. in 
Engineering in 1896. In 1926, Lee was named a Professor 
of Architecture, received his Masters in Architecture 
from Clemson in 1928, and headed the Architecture 
Division in 1932. Lee also designed buildings for Lander 
University in Greenwood, SC, and the Women’s Building 
at the University of South Carolina (Clemson University 
Libraries/Special Collections 2009:np).

Lee designed or oversaw the development of nearly all 
campus buildings built between 1911 and 1940. The 
first Lee-designed building was the YMCA building, 
now Holtzendorff Hall (1915), which established Lee’s 
Italian Renaissance revival style (see figure 3-33). The 
buildings designed and constructed under Lee’s direction 
share a common architectural vocabulary, such as low-
pitch rooflines, heavy overhanging eaves, decorative 
eave brackets, integral sculpture and tile mosaics, and 
ornate multi-colored architectural brickwork (Bainbridge 
1995:6). The distinctive character and design of these 
buildings continue to define the historic core of the 
Clemson campus today. 

Construction for the YMCA building (Holtzendorff 
Hall) began in 1914 and was completed one year later 
(see figure 3-34). The YMCA building was sited to the 
north of the 1898 Textile Building, now Godfrey Hall, 
creating an edge of brick buildings along the west side 
of Bowman Field that remains today. The YMCA was 
the first building on campus to be financed by private 
donations. The Rockefeller Foundation alone donated 
$50,000, the Board of Trustees provided $15,000; and 
the faculty, alumni, students, and friends raised $10,000. 
The final $3,000 was paid through various contributions 
upon completion of the building. This facility was used 
as a social outlet and recreational hall and housed offices; 
conference rooms; a gymnasium; a swimming pool; an 
auditorium for “Y” programs, meetings, and movies; 
locker rooms; a snack bar; billiard tables; card games; 
and intramural sports, such as basketball, bowling, and 
swimming (Allen and Bray 2006:37; Bryan 1979:88; 
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1930

Clemson Campus Map, 1930. (Source: Benjamin 1989:55)Figure 3-36. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1930. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-37. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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from Anderson, Greenville, and Easley to help contain 
the fire. Though this building was completely destroyed, 
the nearby fertilizer and chemistry buildings were saved 
(Riley 2002:60). By 1927, a new building had been built 
for the engineering department. It was named Riggs Hall 
in honor of former President Riggs. Rudolph E. Lee, 
architect of the building, described it as being “of an 
Italian feeling, the inspiration for it was obtained from the 
villas of Rome and Florence” (Allen and Bray 2006:30). 
Riggs Hall was Lee’s second building on campus and 
continued the architectural style first seen at the YMCA 
building, now Holtzendorff Hall. 

Trustee’s Park was established during this period in 
1925. Also known as President’s Park, this linear stroll 
garden now runs between S.C. Carolina Highway 93 and 
the President’s House. Initially part of native forest on 
the Fort Hill plantation, some formal plantings began 
as early as the late nineteenth century as the adjacent 
areas were developed with residential housing for the 
President and faculty. 

Other small-scale buildings were completed to support the 
agricultural experiment stations and campus infrastructure, 
including the surviving Physical Plant (1928). Residential 
neighborhoods immediately surrounding Clemson’s core 
campus also developed throughout this period. Several 
of these residences have been acquired by the university 
including the W. W. Long residence (Sears House) (1928), 
Fox House (1928), Roderick House (1929), and the 
Moorman House (1935). However, many of the residences 
from this period have been demolished. A map of the campus 
around this time reflects approximately 75 buildings or 
structures on campus (see figures 3-36 and 3-37).

Senior Council was created about the same time to serve 
as a liaison between the commandant, the administration, 
and the students. The daily routine however remained 
regimented and changed little through the years (Allen 
and Bray 2006:72). 

PrESiDEnt SikES’ tEnurE: 1925-1939
Clemson’s sixth President, Enoch Walter Sikes, took 
office in 1925. He made it a priority to travel throughout 
the state to acquaint citizens with the college and its 
services, to learn the expectation of the college from 
the general public, and to seek stronger support for the 
school. In the academic realm, he was responsible for 
the creation of the Department of Arts and Sciences, 
and adopted standards of the Southern Association of 
Colleges for faculty promotions and salary increases. 
Sikes was also responsible for a considerable amount of 
the campus’ building activity and the establishment of 
the Sandhill Experiment Station, a poultry science plant, 
despite the onset of the Great Depression (Bryan 1979: 
112-116). 

The start of the newly-elected President Sikes first term 
must have seemed tainted with bad luck. During the 
evening of April 1, 1925, immediately after a campus 
visit, a fire destroyed the interior of the agricultural 
building, now known as Sikes Hall. Since the exterior 
remained largely intact, the building was reconstructed 
and reused as the campus library, which had formerly 
been housed in the Main Building, now Tillman Hall. 
Months later, on May 27, 1926, the roof over the 
machine shop of the engineering building, known as 
Mechanical Hall, caught fire. Firefighters were called 

Aerial photograph of Fike Recreational Center.  (Source: Allen and Bray 2006:107)Figure 3-38. 
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The Clemson Field House, now known as Fike Recreation 
Center, was built in the later months of 1930, funded by pre-
Depression era monies (see figure 3-38). The Field House 
was designed by Rudolph E. Lee in his Italian Renaissance 
Revival style and was sited to the southwest of Riggs Field. 
Built as a field house with two separate gyms, the building 
housed offices for the athletic department, locker rooms, a 
small practice gym, and a full-sized gym. Basketball games, 
boxing matches, physical fitness training, dances, concerts, 
and graduations were all held there over time (Allen and 
Bray 2006:107).

After witnessing the school’s football team struggle for 
funding and wins during the early part of the Depression, 
Dr. Rupert Fike, a graduate of Clemson and life-long 
supporter, together with some friends founded the 
Clemson order of IPTAY in August of 1934. IPTAY 
stood for “I Pay Ten A Year.” Each member contributed 
an annual amount of ten dollars to the organization, a 
generous amount during years of the depression, to 
financially assist and help lift the spirits of the players. 
Though the dues to this organization have gone up 
significantly since its creation, IPTAY still exist today, 
with its purpose to provide financial support to the athletic 

The stock market crashed in 1929, resulting in the Great 
Depression. This economic downfall was felt nationwide. 
The Upstate’s economy was essentially brought to a halt 
(Cannon et al. 2004: 15, 50). Aside from cuts in state 
funding, resulting in staff and salary cuts, Clemson 
weathered the Depression era fairly well in comparison 
to other institutions. Created in 1933, federal Depression-
era programs, such as the Works Progress Administration 
(WPA) and the Conservation Civilian Corps (CCC), 
provided work for thousands of jobless Americans. Many 
of the state’s parks were established when the men of the 
CCC, using stone, timber, and other local materials, built 
facilities and monuments that remain today (Cannon 
et al. 2004: 15, 50). President Sikes made astute use of 
President Roosevelt’s New Deal programs to fund new 
educational and dormitory buildings (Allen and Bray 
2006:28). And in 1935, the federal government issued 
funds to the college to develop what would become the 
Clemson Experimental Forest, which today covers more 
than 17,000 acres (Cannon et al. 2004: 50-51).

During the Depression, the small farmers of the South 
Carolina hill country were especially hard hit. Through 
the Farmers Resettlement Administration, or Land Use 
project, the federal government began acquiring their 
land. The idea behind these buyouts was to move people 
to better lands nearby and for the government to revitalize 
the acquired land in various ways. Much of what was 
acquired was worn out farms and forest. Suggested uses 
for the revitalized lands included extensive forestation, 
measures to check soil erosion and stream pollution, lakes 
for recreation and fishing, hiking and walking trails, game 
sanctuaries, fish hatcheries, botanical gardens and an 
arboretum, watershed development, forest management 
demonstration, and preservation of historic homes. Once 
bought and developed, Clemson Agricultural College 
was named as the agency by the federal government to 
assume responsibilities of the local lands. Over the years, 
nearly 30,000 acres were purchased and transferred 
to the college, though some of these lands have since 
been flooded by the creation of Lake Hartwell. Labor 
from the WPA was utilized. According to one report by 
Dr. George Hubert Aull, a Clemson faculty member, and 
a project manager for the government on this project, six 
one-acre fishponds were developed (now covered by Lake 
Hartwell) and the Lake Isaquenna dam was built, creating 
a substantial lake that was stocked with fish. A dozen 
picnic shelters and recreational sites, including one with a 
bathhouse, boat landing and docking facilities, were also 
constructed. Plantings consisted of 10,000 acres of loblolly 
pines, and approximately 12,000 cords of wood were 
salvaged. Many miles of roads and nature trails were built, 
as well as numerous fire lanes (Bryan 1979:118-120).

Aerial photograph of Sirrine Hall. (Source: Allen Figure 3-39. 
and Bray 2006:32)

Photograph of outdoor amphitheater. (Source: Figure 3-40. 
Clemson University Library)
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planned. The complex included an open-air stage backed by a 
large, arched-shaped wall with multiple pierced openings (see 
figure 3-40). The floor of the stage included a large, mosaic 
starburst design. A small dressing room flanked either side of 
the stage. Open-air seating, laid out in an arc-shaped fashion, 
faced the stage and rose to ascending heights. The WPA is 
heavily credited with assisting with the construction of the 
theater (Allen and Bray 2006:48).

Also in 1939, additional stone gates were built along the 
entry roads to the College, and a statue honoring founder 
Thomas Clemson was sculpted and installed adjacent to 
Tillman Hall. The Horticulture Grounds were expanded 
and flourished. A major planting of camellias was added 
between the Calhoun Cemetery and Fort Hill extending 
into the center of campus. Lastly, a community post 
office, now Mell Hall, was built and dedicated in 1940 
with assistance received from the WPA. The post office 
was sited to the south of the YMCA building, now 
Holtzendorff Hall, adjacent to the town. It was later 
renamed in honor of Patrick Hues Mell, a prominent 
scientist of the college, when the building was acquired by 
Clemson (Cannon et al. 2004: 49). The planning, design, 
and construction efforts of this period are significant for 
their enduring impact on the character, structure, and 
infrastructure of the campus core.

department and assist in maintaining the highest athletic 
standings for Clemson (Allen and Bray 2006:107,171). 

In 1936, four new barracks buildings (Barracks 4-7) 
were constructed using WPA funding and provided 
much needed housing. The barracks were laid out around 
a formal quadrangle located immediately to the west of 
the Textile Building (Godfrey Hall). Designed by Lee 
in his characteristic Italian Renaissance Revival style, 
the barracks include the surviving Bowen, Bradley, 
Donaldson, and Wannamaker Halls. A fifth Lee-designed 
barracks building was completed in 1938, now Norris 
Hall. 

WPA monies also funded the construction of Long 
Agricultural Hall, now known as Long Hall, completed 
in 1937. Housing the college’s Cooperative Extension 
Service (CES), Long Agricultural Hall met the purposes 
of both Clemson and the federal government. In 1914 
President Woodrow Wilson had signed a law establishing 
the CES, which would become a major focus for the 
college over the years. A key component of the land-
grant system, CES functioned as an educational delivery 
system. The research findings of the experiment stations 
were, and still are, disseminated to the public through 
demonstration – now extension – agents (Cannon et al. 
2004: 50). The new building was named for William 
Williams Long, director of the Cooperative Extension 
Service from 1913 to 1934. This building demonstrated 
both Clemson and the federal government’s dedication 
to promoting new technologies in agricultural science. 
President Roosevelt’s Secretary of Agriculture, Henry 
A. Wallace, attended the dedication ceremonies. With 
this facility, Clemson was now a leader in agricultural 
education in the South (Davis 1989a: 8-4).

With a growing need to provide more space for the Textile 
Department came the construction of Sirrine Hall in 1938 
(see figure 3-39). Formerly housed within the Textile 
Building (Godfrey Hall), this department acquired over 
four acres of interior space in one building, making it 
the largest academic building on campus. Funded by the 
WPA, the building was named after Joseph Emory Sirrine 
whose foundation greatly contributed to the building’s 
construction. In addition to being a life trustee, Sirrine 
was an industrialist who devoted more than fifty years 
to the development of South Carolina’s textile industry 
(Allen and Bray 2006:32). 

In 1939, the Class of 1915 went before the Board of Trustees 
with a proposal for the construction of an outdoor theater/
bandstand for the school and students, which was quickly 
approved. Leon LeGrand, a Clemson alumnus, designed the 
structure, a large Art Deco-style venue. When completed in 
1940, the Outdoor Theater was much larger than originally 
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United States Senator, and one of the original seven 
Clemson Agricultural College Life Trustees. The chapel, 
previously known as Memorial Hall, was also renamed 
Tillman Auditorium (Allen and Bray 2006:21). 

A map of the campus from 1945 shows significant 
growth since 1930 (see figures 3-42 and 3-43). By this 
point there were nearly 145 buildings or structures on 
campus.

Following the war, construction initially focused on several 
small physical plant infrastructure buildings adjacent to 
the main plant and within the current landscape services 
yard. However, soon Clemson was confronted with new 
problems. In addition to the typical student enrollment, war 
veterans were returning in large numbers under the GI Bill 
of Rights, which helped thousands of veterans gain access 
to higher education. Many of these men were married and 
had families, which led to a housing need for both couples 
and families. Temporary houses were built and located 
along the northeast edge of campus, flanking Hunter, Barre, 
Bradley and Martin streets, and Daniel Drive, as well as in 
clusters to the southeast and west of the core campus (see 
figures 3-44 and 3-45). Further, veterans returning from 
war had their fill of military service and wanted no more. 
Eventually trustees excused the veterans from reveille, drill, 
and other formations; however, incoming freshman were 
still required to follow the military regimen for their first 
two years in school (Bryan 1979: 130-131).     

The city of Clemson grew as well in the post-World War 
II years, and many new homes were built in the Clemson 
area. The Federal-Aid Highways acts of the mid-1940s and 
early-1950s fueled a boom in highway construction, and 
as a result, paved highways began threading the Upstate’s 
rural landscape (Cannon et al. 2004: 16). Bus transportation 
also became available around this time, allowing cadets 
weekend access to cities such as Anderson (Allen and 
Bray 2006:72).

3.6 World War II and the Modern 
Period: 1940-1960

Campus development from 1940 to 1960 is significant 
for its reinforcement and expansion of the campus 
core, along with the new, yet complementary, Modern 
architectural style it brought to campus architecture. 
Robert Franklin Poole became Clemson’s next President 
in 1940. He was the first alumnus to become President 
of the College. During his administration from 1940 to 
1958, the school transitioned from an all-male military 
school into a co-educational civilian one, and from 
peace to World War II and back to peacetime operations 
(Bryan 1979:122). 

Upon the United States entering into World War II, in 
December 1941, Clemson students flocked to duty. As 
in World War I, the school cooperated with the federal 
government “in training of personnel and any other 
ways, which may assist in the war efforts.” The students 
were encouraged by President Poole to “work as hard 
as possible on courses preparing themselves to serve 
their country efficiently and effectively when called,” 
maintaining their “stability and poise,” which in effect 
was “great potential fighting power.” During this time 
too, part of the Land Use project located near Lake 
Isaqueena, north of the campus granted to Clemson 
by the federal government was made available to the 
War Department for bombing range practice (Bryan 
1979:127-128). From 1941 to 1945, nearly 6,500 
Clemson students served during World War II (Cannon 
et al. 2004: 16).

In the midst of war, construction began on a 20,000-
seat football stadium for the college, which was named 
Memorial Stadium, in honor of the Clemson men who 
died in our country’s defense (see figure 3-41). The 
arena was built on the western part of campus and was 
officially opened on September 18, 1942 (Allen and 
Bray 2006:135). 

In October of 1943, the nearby Town of Calhoun, South 
Carolina, officially changed its name to Clemson. This 
change was precipitated by continual postal and rail 
service confusion with other similarly named towns, 
such as Calhoun, SC, Calhoun GA, and Calhoun Falls, 
SC (Allen and Bray 2006:146). This name change 
seemed inevitable considering that the college had 
already superseded the Town of Calhoun with respect 
to transportation and communication services. It also 
helped in establishing a better connection with the 
college (Bryan 1979:79-80). That same year, the Main 
Building on campus was renamed Tillman Hall in honor 
of Ben Tillman, a former governor of South Carolina, 

Aerial photograph of Memorial Stadium circa Figure 3-41. 
1940s. (Source: Allen and Bray 2006:134)
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1945

Clemson Campus Map, 1945. (Source: Benjamin 1989:71)Figure 3-42. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1945. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-43. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1957

Clemson Campus Map, 1957. (Source: Benjamin 1989:95) Figure 3-44. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1957. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-45. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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of earlier Lee-designed buildings, including low-pitched 
hip roofs. Olin Hall was located just to the south of 
Hardin Hall while Earle Hall was sited to the south of 
Sirrine Hall, then the outskirts of campus. The original 
horticultural grounds, which were in the general location 
of these proposed buildings, were relocated east in the 
current area of Newman and Poole Halls. A part of the 
camellias were cleared for the construction of Earle Hall 
and the ornate greenhouse (see figure 3-47) was given to 
a trustee and moved off campus to Anderson (Senn 2007-
2008). At about this same time, it became popular for 
senior class members to etch their names into a concrete 
sidewalk on campus, now known as Senior Sidewalks 
(ca. 1950). 

Other notable construction on campus during the early to 
mid-1950s included Johnstone Hall dormitory, which was 
begun in 1953 (see figure 3-48). The main purpose behind 
this construction was to replace the crumbling nineteenth-
century barracks located to the southwest of Tillman Hall. 
Its design served as a model for college dormitories and was 
featured in many contemporary architectural magazines. The 
Daniel Construction Company used the Youtz-Slick “lift-slab” 
system in its construction, which basically entailed pouring 
the top floor first and then raising it to allow the next floor to 
be poured, and the next in turn. Upon completion, the interior 
consisted of long halls, and thin metal walls. The college 
was still an all-male military school upon the dormitory’s 
completion in 1954, and formations were held in its commons 
(Allen and Bray 2006:55). Johnstone Hall was designed as 
part of a larger complex including Harcombe Dining Hall, a 
Bookstore, featuring a glass block wall, and a Student Post 
Office, all completed in 1955.

In the 1950s, Memorial Stadium acquired the name Death 
Valley after a coach from an opposing team commented to 
his team that they were always taking a beating at Clemson, 
“…like playing in Death Valley.” The nickname seemed most 
appropriate and was solidified in 1958 when 18,000 seats were 

In 1950, the federal Flood Control Act authorized the 
building of Hartwell dam and reservoir (Cannon et al. 
2004: 16). Clemson Vice-President Dr. R.C. Edwards led 
a multi-year fight all the way to the Pentagon to have 
dikes built that would divert the Seneca River and hold 
back water from the lake. Without such urging, nearly 
1,600-acres in close proximity of the campus would 
have been flooded (Allen and Bray 2006:163). 

Four years later, the federal government officially deeded 
the land that they had acquired during the Depression 
to the College, under the stipulations that the land be 
used only for educational and public purposes. The 
Board drew up policies for use of the land, including 
renewed emphasis on soil conservation, replanting and 
proper care of forests, development of pastures for 
livestock, and the preservation of historic buildings. 
This area would ultimately serve as a laboratory for 
Clemson’s research, teaching, and extension programs. 
Soon thereafter though, for the purpose of the creation 
of Lake Hartwell, the federal government re-acquired 
approximately 7,500 acres and transformed the areas that 
remained into shoreline property. Clemson’s shoreline 
has since provided recreation areas for students and the 
general public, improved by high quality camp facilities 
for programs of the Department of Parks, Recreation 
and Tourism Management (Bryan 1979:120-121). 
The reservoir was finally filled in 1963, creating Lake 
Hartwell (Cannon et al. 2004: 16).

By the 1950s, construction ensued at a rapid pace, 
resulting in significant changes to both buildings and 
landscapes. Clemson House (1950) was built as a 
college-owned hotel for the many alumni traveling to 
see college football games in the new campus stadium 
(see figure 3-46). Designed by Lyles, Bisset, Carlisle 
& Wolff in the sleek Modern style, Clemson House 
was placed on a prominent hill overlooking Bowman 
Field. Alternating bands of brick and ribbon windows 
emphasized its horizontality, while the end walls were 
exposed concrete. The new hotel received national 
recognition in architectural journals for its modern 
design and was hailed as an “ultra-modern” eight-story 
building and “Carolina’s Smartest Hotel” (Cannon et al. 
2004: 16). The building was known for featuring over 
250 rooms, 150 of which were apartments, built-in air 
conditioner units in each room, a penthouse on the top 
floor, a nice room for socializing, bellhop service, and 
large floor-to-ceiling windows in the lobby (Allen and 
Bray 2006:45). Today the multi-storied building serves 
as a dining and residence hall (Cannon et al. 2004: 16). 

Olin Hall (1953) and Earle Hall (1959) were among the 
first modern classroom buildings built after World War 
II with designs that retained many of the characteristics 

Photograph of entrance to Clemson House Motel. Figure 3-46. 
(Source: Allen and Bray 2006:44)
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added above the sideline seats, giving fans in the north stands a 
view of Cemetery Hill. Just two years later, another 5,658 seats 
were added to the west end zone (Allen and Bray 2006:135-
136).

New academic facilities built between 1955 and 1958 included 
Poole Agricultural Center and Newman Hall (1955), built atop 
the former location of the Horticultural Grounds to the southeast 
of the core campus. In order to accommodate the diversified 
post-war enrollment and expanded academic offerings, 
new buildings were constructed including Lee and Lowry 
Halls (1958) for architecture and engineering classrooms, 
representing the official separation of these two departments, 
now housed in different buildings (see figure 3-49) (Riley 
2002:105). Both Lee and Lowry Hall were built in the modern 
style and remain exceptional examples on campus to this day. 
Lee Hall was determined eligible for the National Register of 
Historic Places in 2008. 

While the majority of buildings constructed in this era were 
designed in a modern style, there were exceptions. The 
President’s Home (1959) was a reflection back to the school’s 
origins with its traditional plantation manor house design 
(see figure 3-50). Though begun under the Poole presidency, 
President Edwards and his wife were the first to live there. 
Since its construction, the home has been used to host many 
events, including meetings, social gatherings, and various 
holiday events (Allen and Bray 2006:38-41). 

As many of the veterans began graduating, student enrollment 
dropped drastically. By 1955 the corps of cadets with its military 
discipline was abolished, and the entire student body became 
civilian and coeducational. Though many opposed this tradition, 
others realized that the college’s continuation as an all-male 
college would soon begin to deter future enrollment (Bryan 1979: 
130-131). Prior to this change, some women had actually been 
enrolled as day students, working on graduate degrees, but were 
not a part of the cadet corps. By spring of 1955 women were 
enrolled as full-time students (see figure 3-51) (Allen and Bray 

Photograph of former experimental greenhouse. Figure 3-47. 
(Source: C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)

Photograph of Johnstone Hall. (Source: Allen and Figure 3-48. 
Bray 2006:55)

2006:90; Cook 1984:19). Nine years later, by 1963, Clemson’s 
first women’s dormitory, Mauldin Hall, was completed. Female 
enrollment dramatically increased once on-campus living was 
provided (Bryan 1979:193).    

In reaction to the fast pace of change occurring on campus during 
this time period, early alumni voiced their concern on how 
to retain and integrate the “Old Clemson” campus with the 
new one. Board of Trustee meeting minutes from 1955 note 
that the Class of 1915 presented a resolution regarding “the 
preservation of old buildings for aesthetic purposes.” As far as 
is known, no action was taken on this resolution.

3.7 Clemson Evolves: 
1960s-present

As with other college and university campuses across 
the country, the 1960s proved to be a decade of change. 
Starting with the 1963 enrollment of Harvey B. Gantt, 
Clemson’s first African-American student, and the 
1964 name change from Clemson Agricultural College 
to Clemson University, acknowledging the substantial 
academic and research offerings at the institution, 
change continued to be a constant on campus. From 
the 1960s to the present, there have been a significant 
number of building and landscape additions. Perhaps the 
most dramatic has been the creation of Lake Hartwell, 
which was filled in 1963. A new engineering complex, an 
alumni center, agricultural exhibition space, greenhouses, 
and a research park have all contributed to the Clemson 
campus. Additionally, the Department of Horticulture 
has relocated to the east side of campus, and showcases 
an ornamental garden and arboretum with exquisite 
plantings (Bryan 1979:238-239). Although not considered 
historically significant by federal preservation standards, 
these facilities are evidence of the continued growth and 
expansion of the university, which is a testimony to the 
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Army Corps of Engineers as a multi-purpose project for 
electric power generation, flood control, and recreation 
(Bryan 1979:144-152).  

Around this same time, Clemson officially became 
desegregated with the enrollment of Harvey Gantt, 
Clemson’s first African American student. After several 
years of legal battles, Gantt enrolled on January 28, 1963, 
in Clemson’s School of Architecture under the peaceful and 
orderly integration organization of President Edwards (see 
figure 3-52) (Allen and Bray 2006:93). This passive, non-
violent event is largely attributed to the ugly and disruptive 
behaviors seen in other states, which the administration 
determined would not happen at Clemson. As a result, 
national and international recognition was given to the 
college, and the state of South Carolina (Bryan 1979:153-
155). To no surprise, Gantt’s first day on campus entailed 
dealing with numerous reporters, who also followed his 
status and activities on campus for several months thereafter 
(Allen and Bray 2006:93). As reported, Gantt was fine at 
Clemson. His fellow architectural students worked with 
him in a friendly manner and applauded his self-deprecating 
sense of humor. Throughout his stay, he moved in a dignified 
manner to almost complete acceptance by the entire student 
body, paving the way for hundreds of black students that 
would follow (Bryan 1979:162).

In 1964, the institution became known as Clemson 
University in recognition of expanded academic 
offerings and research pursuits. The standards for 
becoming recognized as a university required offering 
courses in a wide variety of academic and professional 
fields. Graduate, doctorate and baccalaureate degrees 
also had to be offered. Lastly, a major portion of the 
academic efforts was to be devoted to research and 
public service, as well as teaching (Bryan 1979:138-
139). This aspect of the standards came with challenges. 
The first obstacle was overcoming the provisions of the 
will left by Thomas Clemson, which specifically called 
for the school to be named Clemson Agricultural College 
of South Carolina. A living descendant of Clemson had 
to be located and agree to the name change. Secondly, 
the legislature also had to be convinced and agree to the 
name change through passage of a new law. Governor 
Donald Russell signed the bill on March 11, 1964 (Allen 
and Bray 2006:94-95). 

In 1966, the former agricultural building, which since 
1925 had been used as the campus library, was named 
for President Sikes and adaptively reused for the purpose 
of campus administrative offices. The library was moved 
into a new building known as the Robert Muldrow 
Cooper Library, completed in 1966 (see figure 3-53). 
This modern-style library is surrounded by an elevated 
walkway and reflecting pond. The interior consists of six 

Photograph of Lee Hall. (Source: Riley 2002:105)Figure 3-49. 

Photograph of President’s House. (Source: Allen Figure 3-50. 
and Bray 2006:40)

Photograph of first woman graduate, Margaret Figure 3-51. 
Marie Snider Coker, Class of 1957. (Source: Bryan 1979:1)

school and its continuing ability to maintain excellence 
in academic and research programs.

Throughout these transforming years, Robert Cook 
Edwards served as president of Clemson from 1958 
to 1979. The Edwards administration concentrated on 
building quality: quality academic programs, faculty and 
staff, students, buildings, and equipment. Milestones 
accomplished included racial integration at Clemson 
and the transformation of the college into a university. In 
addition, a large portion of Clemson’s physical plant was 
also constructed under the Edward’s Administration. 

Filling of the Hartwell Reservoir/Lake, the body of 
water that skirts both the southern and southwestern 
borders of Clemson University, began in February of 
1961 and was completed in 1963. The dam was built 
and continues to be administered by the United States 
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Tiger footprint, including the unique “hook” in its 
pad. At that time, the paw was trademarked in order to 
represent Clemson. The paw is tilted to the one o’clock 
hour, the standard game time of football games in 1969, 
and can only be printed in orange or white (Allen and 
Bray 2006:174).

The Textile program continues on campus today with 
research that continues to revitalize the state’s economy 
(Riley 2002:36). In 1971, Textile Hall was renamed 
Godfrey Hall in honor of physics professor W.E. Godfrey 
and in 1988 was newly renovated and dedicated to the 
Department of Graphic Communications (Allen and 
Bray 2006:34).

The Clemson Alumni House, located across from 
Bowman Field, near the Clemson House, was constructed 
in 1972 (Allen and Bray 2006:42). This organization 
continues to supply a variety of services to alumni. Their 
headquarters houses record-keeping, biographical files, 
publications, and job placement information (Bryan 
1979:164). In 1973, the community post office was 
adaptively reused for the university’s student housing 
office and named Mell Hall (Cannon et al. 2004: 49).   

In 1974, track and field events were moved from Riggs 
Field to a new facility known as the Rock Norman Track 
Complex. Today, the east end of Riggs Field is used for 
soccer, and the west end of the field is used for tennis 
programs. The Hoke Sloan Tennis Center includes four 
indoor courts, 21 outdoor courts, and grandstand seating 
for 700. Memorial Stadium underwent an addition with 
its south upper deck in 1978, followed by the north 
upper deck in 1983. These expansions included luxury 
box seating/viewing. The most recent additions to the 
stadium in 2006 included new locker rooms, weight rooms, 
offices and additional luxury boxes (Allen and Bray 2006: 
130-132, 135-136).

floors and contains over 1.5 million items in its collection 
(Allen and Bray 2006:28, 61, 106). Sited to the south of 
the Outdoor Theater in a former ravine, the new library 
created a dramatic new vista from the north of campus 
and formed a bridge between the rapidly expanding east 
and west campuses.

Additional buildings constructed in the 1960s include the 
Strode Tower for faculty offices (1969), the D.W. Daniel 
classroom building (1969), the Redfern Student Health 
Center (1969), and Rhodes Engineering Research Center 
(1968). Many new dormitory complexes were created, 
such as Young Hall (1962), Benet Hall (1962), Cope Hall 
(1965), Geer Hall (1966), and Sanders Hall (1966) laid 
out in a grid-type pattern to the west of Fort Hall. Also, 
Mauldin Hall (1963), Barnett Hall (1964), Manning Hall 
(1967), and Lever Hall (1968) were centered around 
Bryan Circle (Bryan 1979:135-138,143). A map of the 
campus in 1970 shows the extent of building undertaken 
in the 1960s (see figures 3-54 and 3-55).

In the late 1960s, the Clemson Field House was renamed 
Fike Recreational Center in honor of Dr. Rupert H. Fike, 
alumnus and founder of IPTAY. During the 1970s, the last 
remaining recreational activities at the YMCA building 
were moved to the Fike facility, and Holtzendorff Hall 
was reused for classroom space. In 1968, as the result 
of there being too little room at Fike Recreational Hall 
to accommodate the basketball games and all their fans, 
the Littlejohn Coliseum was opened for the sole purpose 
of housing basketball games and associated events. 
Since then, the coliseum has been updated and expanded 
several times (Allen and Bray 2006:37, 106, 139). 

In 1969, efforts were begun to revise Clemson’s logo, to 
set it apart from all other schools, but yet still retaining 
the tiger mascot. An exact replica was cast of a Bengal 

Photograph of Clemson’s first African American Figure 3-52. 
student, Harvey Gantt, with Harlan McClure, Dean of 
Architecture. (Source: Bryan 1979:154)

Photograph of Robert M. Cooper Library. (Source: Figure 3-53. 
C. Goetcheus, Clemson University)
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1970

Clemson Campus Map, 1970. (Source: Benjamin 1989:119)Figure 3-54. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1970. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-55. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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 Clemson University Campus ca.1989

Clemson Campus Map, ca. 1989. (Source: Benjamin 1989:133)Figure 3-56. 

Clemson campus today overlaid with campus map ca. 1989. (Source: JMA, Inc. from autocad data and Figure 3-57. 
campus map provided by Clemson University)
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one of three coordinate parts of the College of Agricultural 
Sciences, the others being resident teaching and extension. 
Its basic mission remains what it always has been, to 
advance the science and practice of agriculture (Bryan 
1979:223-226). Lands and facilities of the various 
experiment stations are distributed over the widely varying 
soil and climate zones of South Carolina, each with its 
distinctive needs and opportunities. Headquarters are on 
the university campus. The stations include the Simpson 
Experiment Station (eight miles from Clemson), the Pee 
Dee Station (in/near Florence), the Sandhill Experiment 
Station (in Pontiac, near Columbia), the Coastal Experiment 
Station (near Charleston), the Edisto Experiment Station 
(near Blackville), and the Coast Experiment Station (in 
Summerville) (Bryan 1979:226-228).

The largest element in Clemson’s statewide presence is 
the Cooperative Extension Service in Agriculture and 
Home Economics. It is responsible for teaching citizens 
of all ages and conditions on the farms, in the homes, and 
in civic gatherings places. The subject matter is anything 
that makes for better agriculture and better living (Bryan 
1979:229). Early extension programs dealt largely with 
fundamentals, such as home-mixing fertilizers, running 
terrace lines, drainage erosion control, soil building, fencing 
and home gardens, poultry fleets, and livestock. However, 
once a service entirely for rural people, extension work 
now provides an increasing amount of help to the urban 
population. This is especially true in dealing with gardens 
and ornamental horticulture and with club work for young 
people (Bryan 1979:232-235). 

Through the years, the college and community have prospered 
together, maturing from a small land-grant college to a leading 
university, and a settlement of homes and businesses to a 
modern-day city (Cannon et al. 2004: 13). The university is 
currently home to just under 18,000 students, enrolled in 
undergraduate and graduate degree programs in more than 
70 fields. These fields of study are offered by five colleges: 
Business and Behavioral Science; Agriculture, Forestry and 
Life Sciences; Architecture, Arts and Humanities; Engineering 
and Science; and Health, Education and Human Development. 
The College of Agriculture, Forestry and Life Sciences 
continues Clemson’s long-standing land-grant university role 
by continuing to provide teaching, research and various services 
in these fields. The university has the largest experimental 
forest in the United States, encompassing 17,500-acres 
of woodlands, streams, and fields, adjacent to the campus 
(Allen and Bray 2006:57-59). 

The IPTAY club has grown significantly over the years and 
raised millions of dollars. Today, IPTAY funds scholarships 
for athletes and provides funding for building and renovating 
sports-related facilities, used by all students and faculty 
(Allen and Bray 2006:171).

Other buildings constructed in the 1970s include the Frank 
Johnstone Jervey Athletic Center (1973), Jordan Hall 
for the sciences (1974) and Barre Hall for the College of 
Agricultural Sciences headquarters (1975). The Strom 
Thurmond Institute of Government and Public Affairs 
was built in 1989, named in honor of Strom Thurmond, 
the longest serving US Senator in history and graduate of 
Clemson, class of 1923. The building is a repository for 
Mr. Thurmond’s papers of his 65-plus years in office and 
a center for public policy (Cannon et al.2004: 50). A 1980s 
era map of the core campus shows the alterations of the 
campus through the 1970s and 1980s (see figures 3-56 
and 3-57). The changes include the expansion of perimeter 
parking facilities, the gradual removal of post-World War 
II temporary housing, the construction and expansion 
of buildings, and the development of new residential 
complexes, such as the Calhoun Court Apartments (1982).

The Brooks Center for the Performing Arts is a state-of-the-
art facility that opened in 1994. The building includes seating 
for over a 1,000, a black box theater, a recital hall, the offices 
of the Department of Performing Arts, and the home of the 
Tiger Band. In addition to local performances and events, 
the center also hosts Broadway touring shows, international 
chamber music ensembles, student productions and family 
entertainment programs (Allen and Bray 2006:57).

In 1997, Clemson’s Visitors Center was built between the 
Alumni House and Clemson House. The construction of this 
building was financed by Clemson’s smallest graduating 
class ever, the Class of 1944, as the result of World War II 
(Allen and Bray 2006:42).

Just a few years later, in 2000, the Hendrix Student Center 
was completed. This large, multi-story building contains 
over 108,000-interior square feet for various student related 
activities, including the University Bookstore, a movie 
theater, a food court, campus media outlets, a Intercultural 
Center, ballroom, international student programs, and 
various offices (Allen and Bray 2006:62).  

In more recent years, Tiger Field, located behind Jervey 
Athletic Center, has been home of Clemson Tiger baseball 
team. Between 2002 and 2003, the arena underwent 
renovations and at the same time was renamed Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium, in honor of the generous donor and 
former player of the sport (Allen and Bray 2006:141).

The experiment station continues to be administered as 
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3.9 Statement of Significance

The core Clemson campus is significant “for its 
association with the Calhoun and Clemson families 
and for its association with the founding, development, 
and growth of Clemson University, which has played a 
major role in higher education in South Carolina since 
its founding in 1889.” The existing cultural landscape 
expresses the history of plantation settlement and the 
development of a land-grant institution, with its focus 
on agricultural education and military training, and its 
associated residential neighborhoods. The surviving 
historic resources at Clemson University illustrate the 
importance and changing trends in agricultural and 
textile education, at both national and state levels, as well 
as the growth and expansion of athletics. The landscape 
also retains elements of the natural topography. Portions 
of the historic core are “also significant as an intact 
collection of late nineteenth and early twentieth century 
educational buildings at a state-supported land-grant 
college” representing a variety of architectural styles 
(Davis 1989b: 8-1). Recently, Modern-era buildings and 
landscapes have been noted as contributing to the historic 
development of Clemson University. Although Clemson 
University has expanded its educational discourse to 
include many other disciplines, it continues to respect the 
time-honored tradition of teaching scientific agriculture 
and the mechanical arts to the young people of South 
Carolina.

3.8 Clemson’s Future

The South and specifically Upstate South Carolina have 
been influenced by a large regional growth trend over the 
past two decades. With nearly one million people living 
in the adjacent four counties, there is intense pressure for 
all regional academic institutions to accommodate larger 
student populations and their associated infrastructure 
and personnel needs. In an effort to accommodate larger 
student populations, future actions have the potential to 
negatively impact remaining historic resources on campus 
if not planned, managed, and controlled appropriately. 
The historic resources of the campus are distinguished 
and include a National Historic Landmark, two National 
Register historic districts, two individual property listings, 
and a multiple property listing, as well as additional 
resources that have been deemed eligible for listing by 
the state of South Carolina. The Preservation Master Plan 
for Clemson University will be a fundamental tool that 
allows the university to balance change and growth with 
preservation and protection.
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4.0 The Clemson UniversiTy CUlTUral landsCape

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes through narrative text, 
contemporary photographs, and labeled base mapping, 
the landscape features that currently comprise the 
Clemson University core campus. For the purposes of this 
study, the core campus is comprised of the approximately 
1,445-acre area located east of Lake Hartwell and south 
of the City of Clemson as shown on the accompanying 
map (see figure 4-1).1 

In addition to physical descriptions of campus landscape 
features, this chapter identifies resources that are at least 
fifty years old, ties them to historic trends in campus 
development, discusses their role in campus life, and 
describes condition issues that diminish the quality of 
the campus setting. The purpose of describing Clemson 
University’s landscape is three-fold. The primary purpose 
is to convey the range and breadth of campus landscape 
features by identifying, describing, and locating them on 
a map, establishing a baseline of information for the rest 
of the document. The second is to generate an inventory 
of campus features that can be utilized to develop several 
cultural landscape analyses and assess National Register 
eligibility and integrity. The final purpose is to provide a 
record of the landscape that may prove useful to future 
research efforts.

The chapter is divided into eight sections. 

4.2 Methodology ▪  details the specific approach 
utilized to prepare the documentation and analysis 
information provided herein. 

4.3 Regional Landscape Context ▪  places Clemson 
University within a regional environmental and 
cultural context, looking at the larger systems that 
surround the campus and connect it to important 
nearby cultural and natural resources. 

4.4 Clemson University Campus Overview  ▪
describes the campus as a whole. 

4.5 Character Areas ▪  dentifies discrete land bays 
that encompass physically- or aesthetically-related 
resources within the main or core campus. These 
land bay areas are a construct of the Preservation 
Master Plan used to organize information and 
render analyses and recommendations more site-
specific. 

4.6 Existing Landscape Conditions by   ▪
Character Area depicts the extant landscape 
features and resources that comprise each of the 
campus character areas, and provides information 
about their age, condition, historic integrity, and 
current utility. 

4.7 Archeological Resources ▪  identifies the 
archeological investigations that have been 
conducted within the campus, the findings of 
these investigations, and the potential of areas that 
have not previously been investigated to contain 
evidence of past cultural activities.

4.8 Associated Resources  ▪ discusses the historic 
resources located within Clemson University 
property but outside of the main campus. The 
final section identifies the historic landscapes 
that survive today on campus, and assesses their 
integrity as compared with the historic period of 
campus development.

4.9 Landscapes Older than Fifty Years ▪  lists 
and describes areas of the campus that constitute 
cohesive landscapes originating more than fifty 
years ago, rendering them historic resources. 

4.2 Methodology

The landscape documentation provided within this chapter 
is based on campus field surveys conducted during fall 
2007 and spring 2008. The focus of field investigations 
was to observe all landscape resources within the main 
campus in order to document their location, configuration, 
composition, condition, success in meeting the needs of 
the campus community, and contribution to the historic 
character of the core campus. 

To render the documentation of this large and complex 
area more manageable, this study divides the core 
campus landscape into series of discrete character areas. 
Character areas are land bays or landscape precincts 
unified by similar resources or land uses and activities, a 
spatial cohesion derived from landform and topography 
or groups of buildings, and/or a shared history that 
remains evident in the contemporary landscape. 

For each character area, the documentation below 
describes primary landscape features through narrative, 
photographic, and cartographic depiction. An overview 
description of the landscape associated with each 
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character area introduces each section. Contemporary 
features of the landscape were compared with historic 
maps and photographs to analyze the degree to which the 
current landscape resembles historic campus conditions. 
A summary of this analysis—comprised of an assessment 
of the historic qualities and integrity of the area, and 
the condition of the landscape—is included for each 
character area in the next section. Each of the landscape 
features that comprise the character area is subsequently 
described. Feature descriptions are organized by 
landscape characteristic, a system of categorization 
defined in the National Park Service manual A Guide 
to Cultural Landscape Reports: Contents, Process, and 
Techniques. These landscape characteristics include:

natural systems and features—the natural aspects  ▪
of a site that often influence the development and 
resultant form of a landscape, with responses to 
natural resources—the manner in which cultural 
use of the landscape has responded to natural 
features and conditions;

spatial organization—the arrangement of elements  ▪
creating the ground, vertical, and overhead planes 
that define and create spaces;

land use—the organization, form, and shape of the  ▪
landscape in response to land use;

circulation—the spaces, features, and materials that  ▪
constitute systems of movement;

buildings and structures—three-dimensional  ▪
constructs such as houses, barns, garages, stables, 
bridges, and memorials (see the chapter that 
follows for more detailed documentation and 
assessment of historic campus buildings);

vegetation—the indigenous or introduced trees,  ▪
shrubs, vines, and ground covers, and herbaceous 
materials and plant communities found in the 
landscape;

views and vistas—the features that create or allow  ▪
a range of vision which can be natural or designed 
and controlled; and

small-scale features—the functional and aesthetic  ▪
elements that provide detail and diversity in the 
landscape (Page et al. 1998).

Within the vegetation section, the names of key individual 
species used or found in association with building 
and landscape features or in woodlands are included 
whenever possible. The first mention of each species 
is accompanied by the Latin name for that species. 
Subsequent references include only the common name. 
An appendix at the end of this document identifies each 

of the plants referenced in the text by Latin and common 
names (see Appendix A). 

For each character area, the overall condition of the 
landscape is assessed, and condition-related problems 
are identified. Because historic preservation is predicated 
on retaining original material, design intent, and fabric, 
maintenance of landscape features, particularly historic 
resources, in good condition is an important consideration. 
The condition assessments provided herein are based 
on visual examination in the field, and conform to the 
categories suggested by the National Park Service’s 
Cultural Landscapes Inventory Professional Procedures 
Guide: good, fair, poor, and unknown. These categories 
are applied using the following criteria:

Good: indicates the feature shows no clear evidence 
of major negative disturbance and deterioration by 
natural and/or human forces. The feature’s cultural 
and natural values are as well preserved as can be 
expected under the given environmental conditions. 

Fair: indicates the feature shows clear evidence of 
minor disturbances and deterioration by natural 
and/or human forces, and some degree of corrective 
action is needed within three to five years to prevent 
further harm to its cultural and/or natural values. If 
left to continue without the appropriate corrective 
action, the cumulative effect of the deterioration of 
many of the character-defining elements will cause 
the feature to degrade to a poor condition.

Poor: indicates the feature shows clear evidence of 
major disturbance and rapid deterioration by natural 
and/or human forces. Immediate corrective action 
is required to protect and preserve the remaining 
historical and natural values.

Unknown: not enough information is available to 
make an evaluation (Page 1998).

In addition to documenting existing landscape features, 
this chapter identifies historic landscape resources. 
Historic resources, as discussed by the National Register 
of Historic Places (NRHP), are defined as those buildings, 
structures, sites, and objects having reached at least fifty 
years of age. An understanding of campus development 
and the origin of landscape resources was derived from 
review of historic documentation, particularly historic 
maps and photographs. 

Some of campus’s historic resources are already listed 
in the NRHP as contributing elements of one of the 
two existing campus historic districts. Other features 
are individually listed. This study identifies the historic 
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resources that are already listed in the NHRP and 
provides suggestions for additional resources that might 
be similarly recognized. Features that were developed 
over the past fifty years are not considered to be historic 
(See also chapter six for more information about historic 
buildings and structures.)

The integrity of existing landscape resources is assessed in 
the final section of this chapter. The integrity assessment 
was prepared in accordance with the seven aspects—
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association—described in National Register 
Bulletin 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria 
for Evaluation (1995).

This chapter also describes the role of various landscape 
resources in campus life regardless of their age. For 
example, landscape resources are considered for their 
aesthetic value, utility, or contribution to the heritage or 
educational mission of the university. Resource utility, 
along with aesthetics, age, integrity, and condition, 
are considered later within the recommendations and 
guidelines chapters that provide guidance regarding 
protecting and maintaining resources of value.

4.3 Regional Landscape Context

The Clemson University campus is nestled in the 
foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the northwestern 
portion of the state of South Carolina (see figures 4-2 
and 4-3). The closest metropolitan area is Greenville, 
South Carolina, located approximately thirty miles to 
the northeast. The city and the university are served by 
the nearby Greenville-Spartanburg International Airport. 
The campus extends across the borders of three counties 
that converge within the area—Anderson, Oconee, 
and Pickens—and abuts the City of Clemson, with a 
population of about 12,000 (U.S. Census Bureau 2000). 
This region is known as the Golden Corner (Oconee 
County, SC, Gen Web Project). Most of the campus 
is located within Pickens County, which recorded a 
population of 110,000 in 2000. In 1986, Pickens County 
annexed Oconee County land that included Clemson 
University. 

Clemson University is located within the Piedmont 
Physiographic Province, characterized by undulating 
landform and dissected hydrologic patterns. It is 
also found within South Carolina’s backcountry, as 
distinguished from the low country of such towns as 
Charleston. Human use and settlement of the region 
is known to have influenced landscape patterns for 
thousands of years. Cherokee Indians maintained at least 
two villages nearby during the eighteenth century—

Sinica and Keowee—which were described by William 
Bartram who traveled through the area in 1775 and 
described his experiences in a book titled Travels. An 
important Cherokee trade route passed through the 
Clemson area, and crossed the Seneca River nearby. In 
this region, “the Cherokee farmed the river bottoms, used 
fire to manage the forest and their wildlife, and established 
trade routes between their ‘hill towns.’”(Wagner et al. 
2005: 6). Bartram described Sinica “as being situated on 
an ‘extensive fruitful plain’ and ‘Keowee’ as a ‘fertile 
vale’ with ‘strawberry banks’ along the Keowee River. 
The mixed hardwood forest that Bartram described was 
probably more open with less underbrush than most of 
[the local] forests today due to more frequent fire, even 
though the Cherokee population was much diminished 
by then” (Wagner et al. 2005: 6). Use of the river bottoms 
for agriculture benefitted from migrating river channels 
and periodic flooding that “enriched the bottomland soils 
along the Seneca River. The ‘bottoms’—now called the 
Calhoun Field Laboratory—is a last remnant of those rich 
soils, protected by the dike that spared much of Clemson 
University’s historic land holdings from inundation by 
the filling of Lake Hartwell” (Wagner et al. 2005: 6).

Local settlement by European Americans began in the 
late eighteenth century. Nearby Pendleton was formed in 
1790, “with an influx of wealthy families from the low 
country establishing summer homes and plantations” 
(Wagner et al. 2005: 7). Hopewell, the Revolutionary 
War-era home of General Andrew Pickens, predated 
the establishment of Pendleton in 1785. The Fort Hill 
plantation that formed the basis for Clemson was 
established in 1825 by John Calhoun. The university 
campus maintains evidence of these early European 
American settlement activities, many of which may be 
tied to Cherokee Indian land uses and responses to local 
natural resources. 

4.4 Clemson University  
Campus Overview

The entire Clemson University Campus encompasses 
some 18,500 acres.2 It is divided by the Hartwell Reservoir, 
a vast impoundment on the Seneca River established by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1956. The creation 
of what is now known as Lake Hartwell inundated 
more than 7,667 acres of university land associated 
with agricultural and forest research areas. The main or 
core campus, which is the focus of this study, occupies 
approximately 1,445 acres to the east of Lake Hartwell 
(see figure 4-4). This core area encompasses the majority 
of the university’s academic, athletic, and residential 
buildings and associated landscape resources. Beyond 
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the core area, Clemson University includes extensive 
farmland and a large area of forestland donated to the 
University in 1954. Within the core campus, elevations 
range from a high point of more than 840 feet above 
mean sea level at Kite Hill in the northeastern corner of 
the core campus, to a low point of approximately 620 
feet above mean sea level in the vicinity of the former 
Seneca River oxbow near the athletic facility complex 
(see figure 4-5). Analytical graphics over a 2002 campus 
aerial photograph depict key vehicular thoroughfares 
(see figure 4-6), the figure-ground relationship of built 
structures and select forested areas (see figure 4-7), and 
the orientation of significant campus open spaces (see 
figure 4-8). Sanborn fire insurance maps from 1893, 1902, 
1913, and 1928 are referred to throughout the rest of the 
chapter when making comparisons between existing and 
historical conditions (see figures 4-10 through 4-13).

The campus landscape possesses a long-standing 
significant history of agriculture, forestry, and education. 
Early residents of the area, including Andrew Pickens, 
Sr., Andrew Pinckney, and later John C. Calhoun and 
Thomas Green Clemson, had strong connections to the 
land and landscape. The Clemson College campus and 
its educational mission are steeped in this heritage, the 
evidence of which survives in the form of Fort Hill and 
Hopewell on campus grounds. Beyond the core campus, 
the university’s agricultural and forested lands are 
associated with a rich history of settlement, agriculture, 
scientific experimentation, and recreation.

Development of the campus has been heavily influenced 
by local topography, including ravines, ridgelines, 
and stream valleys. With the nearly 220-foot change 
in elevation over the extent of the campus, the siting 
of buildings and landscape features is often tied to 
landforms affording the best building opportunities. The 
early campus of the late nineteenth century followed a 
ridgeline that extended between Fort Hill and current-
day S.C. Highway 93 below Clemson House. As the 
university grew, development began to follow a second 
parallel ridgeline to the east. Over time, the college’s two 
primary departments—Agriculture and Technological/
Mechanical—developed concentrations of buildings on 
ridgelines physically separated by a ravine. This division 
continues, with two sides of campus: Agriculture and 
Basic Sciences are concentrated in the eastern half of 
the core campus, while Engineering, Architecture, and 
Textile Sciences are found in the western half. In 1966, the 
Cooper Library was built across the ravine that divided 
the two ridgelines, establishing a physical and symbolic 
connection between the two primary developed areas. 
North and South Campus Greens occupy the ravine to 
the north and south of the library (see figure 4-6).

Clemson is a land grant college with an agricultural 
research mission.3 It also served as a military institution 
until dropping mandatory four-year military requirements 
in 1955. In 1964, Clemson Agricultural College of South 
Carolina became known as Clemson University in 
recognition of expanded academic offerings and research 
pursuits. Securing university status required that the 
educational institution offer courses in a wide variety 
of academic and professional fields, as well as graduate, 
doctorate, and baccalaureate degrees. Additionally, 
the university had to prove that a large portion of its 
academic efforts were devoted to research and public 
service, as well as teaching. With this change, some of 
the college’s original academic programs evolved in a 
new direction. 

Today, the university is divided into five colleges: 

Business and Behavioral Sciences; ▪

Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences; ▪

Architecture, Arts, and Humanities; ▪

Engineering and Science; and  ▪

Health, Education, and Human Development  ▪
(Allen and Bray 2006: 57).

Each of these areas of academic interest and training are 
expressed in the campus landscape today in the form of 
buildings, landscape resources, and spaces that continue 
to support related activities or honor an associated 
Clemson tradition.
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Study Area Map of Clemson University core campus. (Source: Clemson University GIS Data)Figure 4-1. 

Clemson University Context
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Clemson University Context

Detail, United States Geological Survey, Clemson Quadrangle, indicating the Clemson University campus and its Figure 4-3. 
relationship to the City of Clemson, Town of Pendleton, and Lake Hartwell. (Source: 1977 USGS Clemson Quadrangle) 

Clemson University campus within its regional context. (Source: Clemson University 2002 Master Plan)Figure 4-2. 
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Clemson University core campus. (Source: Clemson University 2002 Master Plan)Figure 4-4. 

Clemson University core campus elevational model. (Source: Clemson University 2002 Master Plan) Figure 4-5. 
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Analyses presented in the Clemson University 1981 Master Plan illustrating the physical growth of the campus over time, Figure 4-6. 
and the relationship between the siting of buildings, precincts, landform and topography. (Source: Clemson University 1981 Master 
Plan)
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Clemson University key vehicular thoroughfares. (Source: JMA, Inc. and Clemson University 2002 aerial photograph). Figure 4-7. 
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Clemson University figure-ground relationships. (Source: JMA, Inc. and Clemson University 2002 aerial photograph). Figure 4-8. 
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Clemson University orientation of open spaces. (Source: JMA, Inc. and Clemson University 2002 aerial photograph). Figure 4-9. 
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1893 Sanborn Company fire insurance map of Clemson Agricultural College buildings. (Source: Digital Sanborn Maps Figure 4-10. 
1867-1970 http://sanborn.umi.com)
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1902 Sanborn Company fire insurance map of Clemson Agricultural College buildings. (Source: Digital Sanborn Maps Figure 4-11. 
1867-1970 http://sanborn.umi.com)
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1913 Sanborn Company fire insurance map of Clemson Agricultural College buildings. (Source: Digital Sanborn Maps Figure 4-12. 
1867-1970 http://sanborn.umi.com)
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1928 Sanborn Company fire insurance map of Clemson Agricultural College buildings. (Source: Digital Sanborn Maps Figure 4-13. 
1867-1970 http://sanborn.umi.com)
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4.5 Character Areas

Character areas are a tool for organizing large and complex 
landscapes according to their uses, aesthetic cohesion, 
and physical characteristics. Character areas can also be 
used to structure management decisions and preservation 
treatment approaches. For the purposes of this study, 
the Clemson University campus has been divided into 
twenty-four character areas (see Map 4-1). The section 
that follows provides an overview description of each 
of these character areas. More detailed documentation 
of the landscape features associated with each character 
area is included in subsequent sections of this chapter. 

I. Bowman FIeld

The Bowman Field character area serves physically and 
symbolically as the front yard and primary entrance 
of the Clemson University campus. It lies to the south 
of S.C. Highway 93 near the campus nexus with the 
City of Clemson. The character area features a large, 
irregularly-shaped, informal open space, edged to the 
west and south by a  ridgeline. Many of the campus’s 
important historic buildings are sited along the ridgeline 
and face the open space of Bowman Field. These include 
Tillman Hall, Godfrey Hall, Holtzendorff Hall, and 
Mell Hall. Bowman Field is heavily used by the campus 
community for recreational, ceremonial, and academic 
activities, while the buildings edging the field serve a 
range of land uses including academic, administrative, 
and student services.

II. TIllman-RIggs QuadRangle

The Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area falls 
between Tillman and Riggs Halls, and is also edged by 
the Trustee House; Hardin, Olin, Brackett, McCabe, and 
Johnstone Halls; and the University Union. The primary 
feature of the character area is a long, rectangular open 
space edged by Calhoun Drive and divided by Fort Hill 
Street. The quadrangle includes mature shade trees, 
ornamental plantings, turf lawn, walks, and Cox Plaza, 
a brick seating area with a bronze sculpture that faces 
Johnstone Hall. The central open space is used for 
passive recreation and ceremonies, while the buildings 
that surround the quadrangle serve a variety of academic 
and administrative functions.

I

II. noRTh Campus gReen 

The North Campus Green character area is a rectangular 
greensward located east of the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle. This sloping open space features a historic 
outdoor theatre, the Carillon Garden, and a pond with 
nine fountains. The space is edged by buildings on three 
sides and a brick wall on the fourth. The Cooper Library 
anchors the space to the south. Two of the buildings that 
edge the space to the west—Olin and Hardin Halls—
are historic. North Campus Green is used for passive 
recreation, ceremonies, and performances. 

IV. long hall

The Long Hall character area is located to the east of 
the North Campus Green. Much of this character area 
is densely-developed with academic buildings and 
associated parking areas. Two historic buildings are 
found within the character area: Long Hall and the Kinard 
Annex. While there are few other historic resources within 
this character area, some of the roads and sidewalks 
follow the alignments of historic circulation routes. 

V. pResIdenT’s paRk

The President’s Park character area lies to the east of 
Bowman Field along S.C. Highway 93. It features the 
President’s House, a stately neo-classical dwelling with 
a columned portico, a stroll park planted in ornamental 
and shade trees, flowering shrubs, and groundcovers, and 
a planted greensward. While the majority of the character 
area’s resources are less than fifty years of age, there 
are many older trees within the stroll park, and several 
notable historical markers and monuments. The stroll 
park is utilized primarily for passive recreation, while 
the President’s House serves residential and ceremonial 
gathering uses. The greensward appears to be little used 
by the university.

VI. BRyan CIRCle

The Bryan Circle character area is located to the south 
of President’s Park. It features six residential buildings, 
including three identical nine-story towers—Manning, 
Lever, and Byrnes Halls—and three, three-story 
dormitories—Mauldin, Barnett, and Smith Halls. Also 
found within the area are Schilletter Dining Hall and 
the Hendrix Student Center. None of these buildings 
is historic, but there is a grove of older trees that edges 
the dorms along Cherry Road. The land uses affiliated 
with Bryan Circle include residential, recreational, and 
student services.
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VII. agRICulTuRal CenTeR

The Agricultural Center character area edges the Long 
Hall character area to its south. This character area 
occupies a broad knoll that has been used since the early 
twentieth century to site agricultural education classroom 
buildings, greenhouses, and horticultural research 
grounds. There are four historic buildings within this 
character area: the Sheep Barn, Poole Agricultural Center, 
Newman Hall, and the garage at McAdams Hall. There 
is also a small building complex that includes an office/
plant lab and a bomb shelter that is most likely historic. 
Most of the character area landscape, however, has been 
altered over the past fifty years, as buildings with large 
footprints have replaced more modest predecessors. 
Two older roads extend through the character area. They 
include Cherry and McMillan Roads. The primary land 
uses associated with this character area are academic and 
research.

VIII. souTh Campus gReen

The South Campus Green character area is located south 
of North Campus Green and the Cooper Library. There 
are no historic buildings located within this character 
area. The landscape, however, includes a ravine and 
stream corridor that are rare surviving examples of the 
historic landform and topography of campus. Edging 
the central open spaces of the ravine are the non-historic 
Strom Thurmond Institute and the Brooks Center for 
the Performing Arts. The Strom Thurmond Institute, 
which is built within the ravine channel, is edged by two 
very different open spaces to the north and south. As 
noted above, to the south the landscape exhibits rolling 
landform and includes a stream corridor, reflecting the 
inherent natural condition of the land. To the north, 
however, a level concrete terrace has been built above 
the Strom Thurmond Institute building. Beyond the 
concrete terrace is a broad, level, panel of grass edged 
with concrete walks that extends to the Cooper Library. 
Edging this space are Freeman, Lee, Lowry, and Barre 
Halls. The land uses associated with the South Campus 
Green include recreational, academic, and performance. 

IX. souTh palmeTTo

The South Palmetto character area lies along a ridgeline 
south of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. This character 
area encompasses the campus buildings associated with 
the mechanical arts, architecture, and engineering that 
edge Fernow Street and South Palmetto Boulevard. 
Historic resources located within the character area 
include Lee, Lowry, Freeman, Riggs, Earle, and Sirrine 

Halls. Important also within this character area are 
courtyard gardens associated with three of the buildings, 
and large sculptural pieces. The South Palmetto character 
area is primarily academic in its land use, with open 
spaces accommodating passive recreation. 

X. FoRT hIll

The Fort Hill character area encompasses the surviving 
evidence of the nineteenth-century Calhoun Plantation 
located to the west of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. 
Fort Hill is already individually listed in the NRHP and 
a designated National Historic Landmark. A cultural 
landscape report has been prepared that describes the 
history of the property in detail. Fort Hill includes an 
antebellum mansion, two historic outbuildings, and 
landscaped grounds within the heart of the Clemson 
University campus. The property is open and interpreted 
to the public. Its primary land use is interpretive/
educational/museum.

XI. woodland CemeTeRy

The Woodland Cemetery character area is located west 
of the South Palmetto character area. The cemetery 
was initially developed by the Calhoun family in the 
nineteenth century. Historic stone gates and walls and iron 
fencing enclose the Calhoun family plot. The university 
established its own cemetery around the Calhoun family 
burial ground in the 1920s and 1930s. Additional stone 
gates and fencing, a loop road, deciduous woodland 
and ornamental plantings, and various plots featuring 
masonry grave markers and concrete plot edging 
characterize Woodland Cemetery today. The cemetery 
occupies one of the campus high points and exhibits 
the distinctive undulating landform and topography 
of the landscape as it existed prior to development of 
the university. Woodland Cemetery is the final resting 
place of many important figures in the history of the 
University. The primary land use of this character area 
is a burial ground.
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XII. shoeBoXes 

The Shoeboxes character area is located west of Fort 
Hill. It features a collection of residential buildings and 
courtyards developed in the 1960s in the International 
style of architecture, and one building that was added 
later. Buildings, plazas, walks, and roads follow a grid 
pattern and have a similar orientation. This area is utilized 
for residential purposes, with some of its interstitial open 
spaces providing opportunities for gathering and passive 
recreation. There are no historic resources located within 
this character area.

XIII. FaCIlITIes opeRaTIons

The Facilities Operations character area edges the 
Shoeboxes to its north. This character area features the 
buildings, structures, and storage areas used to power 
and run the campus physical plant. The character area 
occupies a relatively level area set some sixty feet below 
the ridgeline overlooking Bowman Field, located to 
the east, and sixty feet above Memorial Stadium, sited 
within a ravine to the west. Historic buildings include 
the University Facilities Operations, Central Energy 
Facility, Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal and Roofing 
Shop, and Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/
paint Shop buildings. The land uses associated with 
Facilities Operations are primarily maintenance, supply, 
and storage.

XIV. unIVeRsITy unIon

The University Union character area edges the Tillman-
Riggs Quadrangle to its west. It derives its primary 
character from the Modernist buildings and courtyard 
features associated with Johnstone Hall, Harcombe 
Dining Hall, Post Office, and the University Union. Two 
later buildings—McCabe and Holmes Halls—replaced 
portions of Johnstone Hall that were removed due to 
poor condition in the 1990s. A large open plaza sits 
between the older buildings, which form a U-shape, and 
has more recently been extended between the newer 
buildings to Fort Hill Street. The paving, site furnishings, 
and plantings associated with the original plaza also 
reflect the Modernist or International style. The land 
uses associated with the University Union Character 
Area include residential, commercial, educational, and 
student services. 

XV. BaRRaCks

The Barracks character area is located directly west 
of the Bowman Field character area. There are five 
surviving historic residences located within this character 
area—Bowen, Bradley, Donaldson, Wannamaker, and 
Norris Halls—and four non-historic buildings and 
structures including Simpson North and South and two 
brick pavilions. Four of the historic buildings edge a 
historic open space formerly associated with the military 
education once required of students at the university. 
These residences, now utilized by fraternities, were 
formerly referred to as barracks. The primary land use of 
the character area is residential, although the open space 
is also associated with recreational and ceremonial uses. 
There are also basketball courts located below the open 
space that serve active recreational uses. 

XVI. noRTh Campus

The North Campus character area forms the northern 
edge of the core Clemson University campus. It is 
edged by S.C. Highway 93 to the south. The landform 
associated with this character area is a ridgeline that rises 
above the highway. The ca. 1950 Clemson House sits 
atop this ridgeline. Historically, the area was referred 
to as Hotel Hill as the Clemson House replaced an 
earlier faculty hotel within this character area. There are 
eight other historic resources located within the area, 
including Gentry Hall, the Daniel House, Littlejohn 
House, National Dropout Prevention Center, Houston 
Center, Roderick House, W.W. Long Residence (also 
known as the Sears House), and Moorman House. The 
North Campus character area is primarily residential and 
institutional in use. A kiosk and historical marker along 
S.C. Highway 93 within the character area constitute an 
interpretive/educational land use.

XVII. aThleTIC FIelds and FaCIlITIes

The Athletic Fields and Facilities character area edges 
the Barracks, Bowman Field, Facilities Operations, and 
Shoeboxes character areas to the west. This large area 
encompasses buildings, structures, fields, and other open 
playing areas associated with university athletics. There 
are four historic resources located within the character 
area: Riggs Field, Memorial Stadium, the intramural 
fields to the east of Williamson Road, and Fike 
Recreation Center. Newer athletic facilities are located 
across Perimeter Road and adjacent to Lake Hartwell. A 
short impounded section of the former Seneca River is 
featured within the character area. The primary land use 
of this character area is recreation. 
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XVIII. Perimeter Parking

The Perimeter Parking character area edges Perimeter 
Road to the north along much of its length. It is comprised 
of two discontiguous land bays—Perimeter Parking I and 
II—divided by a ravine and stream corridor associated 
with the southern portion of the South Campus Green 
character area. Perimeter Parking I is located to the west 
of South Campus Green, while Perimeter Parking II 
edges the character area to the east. The character area 
features a series of asphalt-surfaced, irregularly-shaped 
parking bays and associated street tree and screen 
plantings. The system of parking lots is connected 
through a series of small access roads. Historic features 
include the Endochrine Physiology Lab located near the 
intersection of Cherry and Perimeter Roads, the ravine 
landform, and the general topography of the site. 

XIX. souTh peRImeTeR Road

The South Perimeter Road character area extends 
between Perimeter Road, Old Stone Church Road, and 
Old Stadium Road, although portions extend to the west 
of Old Stadium Road. This character area includes three 
developed nodes: a Landscape Services Yard, the Calhoun 
Field Laboratory, and a small collection of agricultural 
buildings that now serve as maintenance facilities for 
the university’s Walker Golf Course. The Landscape 
Services Yard is east of Old Stadium Road and includes 
six historic buildings, including Wood Equipment Shed 
1, Wood Storage Sheds 2 and 3, CMU Sheds 4 and 5, 
and the Dry Kiln remnant. Located across the road is 
the Administrative Services Building, a non-historic 
structure. Two historic resources edge the building 
complex: a historic road trace and remnant irrigation 
ditches. These features are located north of the building 
at the margin of the fields associated with the Calhoun 
Field Laboratory. This complex is sited on former 
bottomlands of the Seneca River. It is associated with 
agricultural experiments. The golf course maintenance 
buildings are located south of the intersection of Old 
Stone Church Road and Perimeter Road. They include 
the historic Horticultural and Golf Maintenance Barns. 
The primary land uses associated with the South 
Perimeter Road character area are recreation within 
the golf course; administrative in the Administrative 
Services Building; maintenance at the maintenance 
complex and the adaptively reused buildings near the 
golf course; and research in association with the Calhoun 
Field Laboratory. 

XX. lakeshoRe

The Lakeshore character area edges Lake Hartwell east of 
the athletic complex. It includes four building complexes: 
the Madren Center; the university’s wastewater treatment 
plant and the site of Fort Rutledge; Hopewell House 
and the Treaty oak site; and a collection of agricultural 
operation buildings. These disparate functions are 
unified by their location along the lakeshore. Buildings 
are grouped into a series of developed areas surrounded 
by woods, fields, and a golf course. Historic resources 
include the Hopewell House and outbuildings, the Cherry 
Farm cemetery, and the monument to Fort Rutledge. 
There is a South Carolina historical marker, trail, and 
monument associated with the Treaty site. The primary 
land uses associated with the Lakeshore character area 
are utility, associated with the wastewater treatment 
plant; commercial at the Madren Center; agriculture and 
education associated with the operational buildings; and 
recreation at the golf course.

XXI. ResIdenCes I & II

The Residences character area is comprised of two 
discontiguous parcels located west of President’s Park, 
Bryan Circle, and the Agricultural Center character areas. 
The character area is edged to the north by S.C. Highway 
93. It includes three non-historic residential subdivisions 
of campus housing— Calhoun Courts Apartments, 
Thornhill Village Apartments, and the Lightsey Bridge 
Apartments—organized along internal road corridors. 
The land uses associated with this area are residential 
and recreational.

XXII. woodland

The Woodland character area falls between the two 
parcels of the Residences character area in the eastern 
portion of the core campus. The Woodland character 
area is primarily comprised of undeveloped open space 
that follows the Hunnicutt Creek stream corridor. The 
landscape associated with this area includes ravines, 
woodlands, and the stream corridor and drainageways. 
The landform and topography and water resources of 
this area are historic resources that recall the character of 
the landscape prior to campus development. This area is 
used for passive recreation.
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XXIII. kITe hIll

Kite Hill is a relatively small character area that forms 
the northeastern corner of the core campus. The area 
is edged by S.C. Highway 93 and U.S. Highway 76. 
It includes the Kite Hill recycling center, a fire station, 
two large parking lots, and a water tower and associated 
utility building, both of which may be historic. Roads 
extending through this character area include Newman 
and McMillan Roads. The historic entrance into campus 
from the Pendleton region formerly extended through 
this character area. Kite Hill land uses include parking, 
services, and utility.

XXIV. souTh CaRolIna BoTanICal gaRden

The 295-acre South Carolina Botanical Garden character 
area is located to the south of Perimeter Road near Kite 
Hill. Much of the character area is comprised of botanical 
and horticultural exhibits and collections, although there 
are also four building clusters within the area. The first 
includes the Hanover House, a historic residence that 
is individually listed in the NRHP and was moved to 
Clemson University from its original location. Two 
non-historic buildings are located in close proximity to 
Hanover House. The historic Botanical Garden Shed, 
associated with older agricultural test plots, is located 
nearby along the entrance drive from Perimeter Road. 
One of the pairs of stone gates that mark the entrances 
into campus edges Perimeter Road in this area as well. 
The second building cluster includes the Hunt Log 
Cabin, another historic resource moved onto the Clemson 
University campus from elsewhere, and the contemporary 
Hayden Conference Center. The third building cluster 
includes the Fran Hanson Discovery Center, adjacent 
Carriage House, and nearby Bob Campbell Geology and 
Natural History Museum. These are the primary public 
outreach and educational facilities of the botanical 
gardens. The fourth cluster includes greenhouses and a 
tractor shed associated with maintenance of the botanical 
garden located in the southeastern corner of the site. The 
botanical gardens also include special features such as 
a stone pergola and terrace, various sculptural pieces, 
and a railroad caboose. The primary land uses associated 
with the South Carolina Botanical Garden character area 
include interpretive/museum/educational, research, and 
commercial.

4.6 Existing Landscape 
Conditions and Character 
Assessments

Each of the campus character areas identified above 
is described in more detail below. As possible, the 
discussion considers the following questions about the 
landscape of each character area:

How are the individual resources grouped into  ▪
meaningful arrangements that have landscape 
connections such as views, plantings, walks and 
roads, and site furnishings? 

Was the area historically intended to have a  ▪
particular use, character, or combination of 
resources? 

Has the original intent for the place or resource  ▪
been changed, eroded, or lost? 

The guidelines and recommendations chapters included 
later in this document will build on these questions by 
considering:

Would it be possible to return the site, resource, or  ▪
area to its original intent?

Would this be of value?  ▪

How can today’s site planning contribute to future  ▪
significance?

Each section is introduced by an overview description of 
the general character of the area. This section is followed 
by an assessment of the historic qualities and integrity of 
the area, and the condition of the landscape. The features 
of the character area are then described by landscape 
characteristics. The final components of each landscape 
character area section are lists of the existing historic and 
non-historic resources. Photographic images and maps 
accompany each narrative section and are referenced in 
the text. 
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I. Bowman FIeld

General CharaCter

The Bowman Field character area edges S.C. Highway 
93 near its intersection with College Avenue. Bowman 
Field is the ceremonial front yard of the university that 
forms an open and welcoming gateway from the city and 
highway approach (see figure I-1). The area is primarily 
characterized by its landform—an elongated level grassy 
area edged by a sweeping bowl form punctuated by an 
L-shaped ridgeline. Many of the university’s prominent 
historic buildings follow the ridgeline, including from 
north to south: Mell Hall, Holtzendorff Hall, Godfrey 
Hall, and Tillman Hall. Sikes Hall to the east looks 
across Bowman Field and forms a visual edge to the open 
space on this side. Beyond S.C. Highway 93, the land 
rises more steeply, helping to contain the central open 
space along its northern margin. Although circulation 
within this character area is predominantly pedestrian, 
two important campus roads extend through it: Calhoun 
Drive and Gantt Circle. Bowman Field is very popular 
and heavily used by the university community for sports, 
recreation, events, activities, and large gatherings.

CharaCter area assessment

The Bowman Field character area is an essential 
component of the university’s historic campus and its 
most iconic and emblematic feature. Bowman Field and 
the collection of buildings along its margin present an 
inviting and welcoming sense of arrival at the campus’s 
primary juncture with the adjacent town of Clemson and 
along an important approach route. The area retains its 
late-nineteenth-century character as a rural and informal 
open space that provides a bucolic foreground for some 
of the university’s most important buildings, particularly 
Tillman Hall, the early campus’s main building. The 
original campus road approached the school on axis with 
Tillman’s prominent bell tower.

The Bowman Field character area falls within Clemson 
University’s National Register-listed Historic District I. 
All of its buildings and Bowman Field are identified as 
contributing resources within the district. Both Tillman 
Hall and Bowman Field are also identified as campus 
icons in the 2002 master plan.

The original road leading to the campus extended on axis 
with Tillman and its prominent bell tower. Today, although 
the original campus entrance road has been replaced by 
S.C. Highway 93, Calhoun Drive and Gantt Circle still 
allow for this view. All of the historic elements of the 

historic landscape survive, and only minor modifications 
have affected the character of the area’s landscape. A 
few of the existing landscape features replaced earlier 
buildings and resources. For example, it is thought that 
the front gate to the Fort Hill plantation that preceded the 
campus was located in the vicinity of current-day Sikes 
Hall (Schroer 1975: 7-4) The late-nineteenth-century 
Office of Experimental Station is also thought to have 
preceded Sikes Hall on the same location.

Comparison of the 1945 campus atlas (see figure I-2) and 
historic photographs illustrate the minor changes that have 
occurred. Within this character area, various historic views 
survive and were recreated for this study, which resulted in 
the following observations:

Views of Tillman remain possible but are often  ▪
blocked by trees. Historic views of Godfrey Hall from 
Bowman Field are also now partially obscured by 
trees (see figures I-14A & I-14B).

The view of the façade of Holtzendorff Hall is  ▪
partially obscured by trees (see figures I-15A & 15B).

Gantt Circle has changed in character as the design of  ▪
the central open space has become more formal (see 
figures I-16A & 16B).

Sikes Hall retains a high degree of integrity,  ▪
but aspects of its setting have been affected by 
development of nearby vehicular circulation and 
attendant traffic systems.

The number of foundation plantings and shade trees  ▪
has increased to a great degree over the past fifty 
years.

The area also includes plazas and memorials added  ▪
over the past fifty years that are more formal in 
character than the historic landscape.

While the attendant landscape has evolved over the past fifty 
years to include new paths, memorials, sculptures, plazas, 
and plantings, the relationship of the buildings to each other, 
the landform, and the surrounding open space survives with 
a high degree of integrity to the historic period. All of the 
existing buildings were present by 1938, and many of the 
existing walks and trees appear by 1945. Changes to the 
landscape that affect its integrity include the growth of trees 
that obscure views of the architecture along the margins of 
Bowman Field, and the addition of foundation plantings, 
memorials, and formally designed plazas, such as Military 
Heritage Plaza and Thomas Clemson Plaza, that are not 
consistent with the historic rural and informal character 
of the area. Many of the buildings have also undergone 
substantial changes in use that have affected their interior 
and exterior characters (see buildings section for more 
information).
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location, continues to serve as a focal point on campus 
and is visible from many locations. The composition of 
buildings and landform is accentuated by the outdoor 
plazas, landings, and seating areas that connect them. 
Walks occupy the ridgeline overlooking Bowman Field 
and provide access to each of the buildings along the 
two intersecting lines of the L-shaped landform. A more 
recent addition to the area is Military Heritage Plaza, 
comprised of a series of terraces that cascade down 
the slope of the ridgeline toward Bowman Field below 
Tillman Hall and Tillman Auditorium.

Land Uses

Bowman Field is named for Randolph Bowman, 
instructor in forge and foundry, and one of the early 
coaches of the Clemson football and baseball teams. 
Clemson’s first football, baseball, and basketball games, 
as well as track meets and soccer matches were held on 
Bowman Field. Today, it continues to be used for passive 
recreation, but active recreation has been relocated 
elsewhere. It was also used historically for military 
drills, and continues in this role today (Allen and Bray 
2006: 23). Many of the buildings within this character 
area have been adapted to changing needs. Godfrey 
Hall, for example, was originally designed to teach 
textile manufacturing and now houses the Department of 
Graphic Communications, while Holtzendorff Hall was 
designed for student recreation and now accommodates 
the Department of General Engineering. Sikes Hall 
has been used for agricultural education classrooms, a 
gymnasium, and a library.

Circulation

The Bowman Field character area features both 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. The majority of 
the paths and roads that traverse the character area are 
located along the margins of the central open space 
and provide access to the buildings. S.C. Highway 
93 forms the northern boundary of the character area. 
It generally follows the route of an antebellum road 
between Pendleton and Walhalla that wound around the 
base of John Calhoun’s Fort Hill precinct, continuing on 
westward to Sloan’s Ferry over the Seneca River (Jaeger 
Co. 1994: 4-2; Wagner 2005: 13). Today, Sloan’s Corner 
is the commercial district located at the junction of the 
university and the City of Clemson along the highway. 

Calhoun Drive arises from S.C. Highway 93 near Sikes 
Hall. This road corridor was established when the 
original campus entrance road was changed and S.C. 
Highway 93 was realigned. Calhoun Drive is a two-
way asphalt road corridor that extends towards Tillman 

The Bowman Field character area is overall in good 
physical condition. The few condition-related problems 
observed during field investigations conducted on behalf 
of this project include:

Social trails have been worn in the turf of Bowman  ▪
Field and within the sidewalk island in front of 
Godfrey Hall (see figure I-12);

The light fixture luminaires need cleaning (see  ▪
figure I-13); and

There are bricks associated with a low brick  ▪
wall outside of Sikes Hall requiring repair and 
repointing.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary natural feature of the Bowman Field 
character area is its landform and topography, comprised 
of a level lower area, a gently-sloping hillside that rises 
from north to south, and an L-shaped ridgeline. Grading 
has been used to establish level terraces for the buildings. 
Most notable is the grading for Holtzendorff Hall where 
the land falls away dramatically behind the principal 
façade. A large amount of fill was used to establish a level 
precinct in front of the building and continue the linear 
arrangement of buildings that included the barracks and 
Godfrey Hall to the south. The existing stacked stone 
retaining wall was used to contain this fill. The existing 
landform and topography constitute historic resources. 
Historic responses to natural resources include the siting 
of important campus buildings along the ridgeline, and 
the use of grading, fill, and retaining walls to create a line 
of buildings overlooking Bowman Field.

Spatial Organization

Bowman Field has a pastoral character derived from the 
large expanse of mown turf framed along its perimeter 
by walks and drives, buildings, and groves and rows of 
trees (see figure I-4). Bowman Field was established ca. 
1896-1904. It has been known variously as the Class 
Grounds and the Parade Grounds, and used over its more 
than 100 year history for football, baseball, and track, and 
as a drill field and parade ground. It remains a popular 
gathering space for many events and is used continuously 
for many structured and unstructured campus activities. 
Bowman Field also served as an important foreground 
for the siting of important campus buildings along the 
adjacent ridgeline between 1893 and 1938. Tillman 
Hall tower, which rises several stories above its hilltop 
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to their entrances (see figure I-11). Holtzendorff Hall is 
edged to its north by an outdoor plaza surfaced with red 
concrete pavers and edged by a low brick wall with a 
limestone capstone. The plaza sits above an addition to 
the 1916 building. The entrance into the building faces 
east toward Bowman Field. It is marked by a wide flight 
of steps and a concrete universally-accessible ramp 
edged with metal handrails. Nearby, the concrete walk is 
joined by a second walk that extends diagonally toward 
S.C. Highway 93. This diagonal walk appears on the 
1945 atlas of the campus and is therefore historic. 

The main concrete walk continues to Godfrey Hall, 
while two secondary concrete walks lead toward the rear 
of Holtzendorff and Godfrey Halls. The northernmost 
of these leads to the lower level of Holtzendorff via a 
flight of concrete steps. At the base of the flight of steps, 
additional concrete walks lead to the rear of the building 
and to the west. A stacked stone retaining wall extends 
between the stair and the building. The walk that edges 
the northern façade of Godfrey Hall leads west toward 
Alpha Beta Circle. Both of these walks appear on the 
1945 atlas and follow historic alignments. 

The main entrance into Godfrey Hall occurs from a 
landing reached by a flight of steps. The accessible 
entrance into the building occurs along the southern 
façade via a contemporary concrete ramp edged by a 
metal railing.

Beyond Godfrey Hall, the walk splits to form a “V.” One 
section extends south toward Johnstone Hall, while the 
other angles towards Tillman Auditorium and Military 
Heritage Plaza. A short walk segment joins these two 
walks further south, forming a triangle. This triangle 
form appears on the 1945 atlas, and is part of the historic 
walk system of this character area. 

Military Heritage Plaza is a brick and concrete plaza 
located northeast of Tillman Auditorium (see figure I-9). 
Constructed in 1993, Military Heritage Plaza includes a 
small sitting area outside the auditorium, and a series of 
paved terraces that step down the hill and view out across 
Bowman Field. The plaza replaced earlier sidewalks 
leading to Tillman Hall and Auditorium that were similar 
to those following the ridgeline in front of Holtzendorff 
and Godfrey Halls.

Military Heritage Plaza includes four paved tiers. The 
uppermost lies adjacent to Tillman Auditorium and 
includes a concrete bench, brick walls, and plantings. The 
plantings screen a universally-accessible ramp leading 
into the auditorium. Steps lead down to a paved area at 
grade with the concrete walk. A granite marker identifies 

Hall, before turning south, following the margins of the 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. The road eventually ends 
in front of Sirrine Hall. Parkway Drive also arises from 
S.C. Highway 93, forming a triangular intersection with 
Calhoun Drive. This road continues south past Sikes 
Hall. It is also historic.

Gantt Circle extends to Tillman Hall from Calhoun 
Drive. This road is a tear-drop shaped vehicular drive 
used to drop off visitors at the entrance into Tillman 
Hall. Until its redesign in 2003, this area was known 
as Executive Circle. The center of the oval tear-drop 
includes ornamental plantings, a flagpole, and a statue 
of Thomas Green Clemson. The road is asphalt paved 
and edged by parking spaces and concrete curbing, with 
granite curbing around the oval. The form of Gantt Circle 
follows a historic road alignment that appears as early as 
1930, but the character of the feature has changed over 
the years, becoming increasingly formal. 

Pedestrian circulation features associated with this 
character area include wide concrete walks that edge 
the façades of the primary buildings, Calhoun Drive, 
and S.C. Highway 93, and narrower secondary walks. 
There are also outdoor plazas associated with many of 
the buildings. 

One of the main walks is the wide concrete route 
extending between S.C. Highway 93 near the edge of the 
City of Clemson and Johnstone Hall (see figure I-11). 
The alignment of this walk follows that of a walk shown 
on the 1945 campus atlas. Both follow the route of a 
proposed railroad spur line intended to convey coal to 
the kitchen associated with the former barracks structure 
behind Tillman Hall. Although its surface may have been 
replaced since 1958, this walk contributes to the historic 
design and setting of the character area and is a historic 
resource. 

The main walk begins near Mell Hall (see figure I-7), 
where it intersects a contemporary brick and concrete 
terrace known as Reunion Plaza. Also located at this 
juncture are the sidewalk edging S.C. Highway 93 and 
an entrance plaza in front of the building that includes a 
contemporary universally accessible ramp and landing. 
Prior to establishment of Reunion Plaza, this area appears 
to have been a lozenge-shaped open space that served as 
a foreground to Bowman Field. 

The concrete walk extends south from Reunion Plaza, 
ascending the ridge via a long flight of concrete steps 
edged by metal handrails. Brick piers flank the upper end 
of the flight of stairs. Ten feet wide, the concrete continues 
on past Holtzendorff and Godfrey Halls, providing access 
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rubrum), flowering dogwood (Cornus florida), nandina, 
podocarpus (Podocarpus macrocarpus), mahonia 
(Mahonia aquifolium), dwarf yaupon holly (Ilex 
vomitoria ‘Nana’), inkberry holly (Ilex glabra), camellia 
(Camellia spp.), mondo grass (Ophiopogon japonicus), 
liriope, and English ivy (Hedera helix). Shrubs such as 
skip laurel (Prunus laurocerasus ‘Schipkaensis’) and 
Japanese holly are planted on the slope of the ridge 
traversed by the stairs leading toward Holtzendorff Hall 
to help protect against erosion and limit the need for 
mowing. 

At Holtzendorff Hall, ornamental shrubs such as Japanese 
holly and nandina screen the universal accessibility ramp, 
edge the front porch, and line the embankment south of 
the building. Large willow oak trees flank the concrete 
walk in front of Holtzendorff Hall. 

Godfrey Hall is also edged by foundation plantings. Low 
evergreen shrubs and groundcovers such as skip laurel, 
Japanese holly, and liriope, comprise the plantings. Larger 
shrubs, such as nandina and wax leaf privet (Ligustrum 
japonicum), frame the building’s northern entrance. 

The triangle between the walks east of Godfrey Hall 
is planted with mature elms (Ulmus americana), a 
flowering dogwood, and liriope groundcover. The liriope 
has died where pedestrians have cut a social trail through 
the triangle. 

Sikes Hall is edged by walks, walls, and plantings of low 
evergreen shrubs, groundcovers, and mown grass panels. 
Species include Fortune’s osmanthus (Osmanthus x 
fortunei), Chinese holly (Ilex cornuta), dwarf yaupon 
holly, Japanese holly, daylilies (Hemerocallis spp.), 
liriope, and lantana (Lantana spp.).

The three plazas around Tillman Hall—Military 
Heritage, Tillman Auditorium, and Tillman Hall 
entrance—are also adorned with ornamental plantings of 
small trees, shrubs, and groundcovers. Species include 
oaks, evergreen hollies, boxwood (Buxus sempervirens), 
nandina, privet (Ligustrum spp.), Japanese maple, Kousa 
dogwood (Cornus kousa), camellia, English ivy, and 
liriope. Planters placed within the Tillman entrance plaza 
are filled with shrubs and groundcovers. Gantt Circle 
includes mown grass panels, small boxwood shrubs, and 
seasonal displays of flowering perennials and annuals 
such as lantana. 

Military Heritage Plaza along the walkway leading to the 
plaza near Tillman Hall. The plaque notes that the plaza 
was a gift from the classes of 1950-1953. Two additional 
tiers of the plaza step down toward Bowman Field, 
connected by flights of stairs flanked by brick and stone 
pillars. The brick plazas are inset with flagstone squares 
etched with shoe imprints and the name of the plaza. 
Small seating areas, comprised of benches set on concrete 
and brick-edged pads, and a universally-accessible ramp 
system, edge the main paved plaza areas. Etched concrete 
panels that convey terms representing the values instilled 
by Clemson’s military training, such as ‘respect,’ are set 
within the stairs between plaza tiers. Bronze castings of 
soldiers being molded by their education are also part of 
the iconography of the plaza. 

Beyond the plaza, a brick walkway continues toward the 
entrance into Tillman Hall. A brick and concrete plaza 
extends along the edge of Gantt Circle at the entrance to 
the building. The plaza is punctuated with brick planters 
and benches.

An informal path or social trail leads across the 
northwestern portion of Bowman Field towards the 
University Union and fraternity dormitories. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
turf lawn, shade trees, and ornamental plantings placed 
along the edges of walks, plazas, and the foundations 
of buildings. Some of the older plantings are groves 
of mature white oak (Quercus alba) trees that flank 
Tillman Hall and Military Heritage Plaza (see figure I-6). 
There is also a very large post oak (Quercus stellata) in 
front of Godfrey Hall that is one of the older trees on 
campus (Wagner 2005: 13). An older Eastern red cedar 
(Juniperus virginiana) tree outside of the main entrance 
into Tillman Hall is also considered to be a remnant of 
early campus planting efforts, or possibly the line of trees 
that edged John Calhoun’s Fort Hill plantation entrance 
drive (Wagner 2005: 3). The remainder of the vegetation 
within this character area is less than fifty years old.

At Mell Hall, perennials, groundcovers, and shrubs 
adorn the foundation of the building, and help screen its 
universal accessibility ramp. Species include Japanese 
holly (Ilex crenata), nandina (Nandina domestica), 
liriope (Liriope spicata), and American holly (Ilex 
americana) trees. Ornamental and shade trees and 
shrubs and groundcovers also frame and edge nearby 
Reunion Plaza. Some of the vegetation is featured in 
planters. Species include willow oak (Quercus phellos), 
Japanese maple (Acer palmatum), red maple (Acer 
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and materials similar to Tillman Hall. It was constructed 
ca. 1891-93, and enlarged in 1924. The 150 by 120 foot 
building has a three-story brick addition. Originally 
named Memorial Hall, Tillman Auditorium has also 
been known as the chapel and the student chapel (Davis 
1989a: 7-1).

Godfrey Hall is also known as the Textile Building. It was 
designed by the D.A. Tompkins Company, Engineers, in 
1898 to resemble a textile mill. The building was once 
ivy-covered. Godfrey Hall is thought to have housed 
one of the first programs in the South to offer advanced 
education in textile specialties, and was one of the first 
textile schools connected with a land grant college. It 
was completed in phases over a three year period, ending 
in 1901. The building served in this capacity until the 
department outgrew the facilities in the 1930s. In 1938, 
Sirrine Hall replaced Godfrey Hall as the campus center 
of textile education. Godfrey Hall was subsequently 
used as a substitute grammar and high school for the 
local community, and a dressing room for the football 
team, among other things. The building was renamed 
Godfrey Hall in 1971 in honor of physics professor W.E. 
Godfrey. In 1988 it was renovated to accommodate the 
Department of Graphic Communications. 

Godfrey Hall is a two-story rectangular brick building, 
approximately 200 feet by 70 feet in size, with a low-
pitched gabled roof and heavy bracketed eaves. The 
building has nine bays with segmental-arched, triple-
sash windows. A four-story tower in the center of the 
primary façade marks the building’s entrance. Detailing 
includes a corbelled brick cornice on the tower and brick 
pilasters between the windows. An elevator shaft has 
been added to the rear of the building, which also sports 
a 50 by 24 foot addition (Davis 1989a: 7-2).

Sikes Hall was constructed in 1904 as the college’s 
new Agriculture Building. It was designed by William 
Augustus Edwards. The original structure burned in 
1925, and was subsequently rebuilt in 1926-27 as the 
college library. It continued in this role until construction 
of Cooper Library in 1966. At that time, the building was 
renamed for Dr. Enoch Walter Sikes, Clemson’s sixth 
president between 1925 and 1940. The formerly ivy-
covered building has served various other uses over the 
years including a gymnasium and administrative offices. 
Today, it accommodates the offices of the President and 
Board of Trustees, the general counsel, the provost, the 
bursar, the registrar, and the offices for financial aid and 
admissions (Allen and Bray 2006: 28).

Sikes Hall is a rectangular 150 by 70 foot two-story 
building with a raised basement and flat roof. It stands 

Buildings and Structures

The buildings that comprise this character area include: 
Tillman, Godfrey, Holtzendorff, Mell, and Sikes Halls. 
All of the buildings located within this character area are 
historic. They are also listed as contributing resources 
within the Clemson University National Register-listed 
Historic District I. Tillman and Godfrey Halls are two 
of the five surviving nineteenth-century buildings 
on campus. Although each of the buildings within 
this character area is distinct in its design style, the 
area possesses a cohesive character due to the spatial 
arrangement of the buildings along the ridge and the 
unified connection to the open space of Bowman Field. 

Tillman Hall, completed ca. 1893, was one of Clemson 
University’s first five brick buildings, along with the 
barracks, power house, Chemistry Lab (now Hardin 
Hall), and the residence for the head of chemistry (now 
the Trustee House) (see figure I-5) (Allen and Bray 2006: 
17). First named the Main Building (Allen and Bray 
2006: 17), Tillman was designed by the architecture 
firm of Brooks, Bruce, and Morgan, which also designed 
Hardin Hall, Trustee House, and the Kinard Annex. The 
building burned in 1894, but was rebuilt by 1895. In its 
early days, the Main Building housed administration 
offices, classrooms, a library, and a chapel. In 1946, it 
was renamed Tillman Hall in honor of Benjamin Ryan 
Tillman, a former governor of South Carolina and 
United States Senator, and one of Clemson’s original 
seven Life Trustees. Today, the building serves primarily 
as administrative offices, but also houses the Calhoun 
Honors College, a few classrooms, the faculty and 
staff offices for the College of Health, Education, and 
Human Development, Student Affairs, and Departments 
of Military Science, Air and Space Studies, and Graphic 
Communications (Allen and Bray 2006: 2).

Tillman Hall is a three and one-half story rectangular, 
brick building approximately 130 by 140 feet in size with 
a hipped roof and an ashlar granite base. The building 
faces east toward Gantt Circle and Calhoun Drive but 
has a secondary entrance that faces south. It is part of 
the spatial edge to both Bowman Field and the Tillman-
Riggs Quadrangle to the south. The building features 
a central, monumental, pyramidal-roofed clock tower, 
which projects slightly from the center of the façade. 
Romanesque arches mark the principal entrances and 
windows within the tower and along the side elevations. 
Tillman also features decorative terra cotta work and 
bracketed cornices. 

The Tillman Auditorium addition is two stories high and 
rectangular in plan, with a gabled roof, and detailing 
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Views and Vistas

The dominant views and vistas associated with the 
Bowman Field character area are long and expansive, 
extending across the open space of the field from its 
margins (see figure I-4). The large academic buildings 
sited along the ridge above form a backdrop for views 
from the north, east, and west. The Tillman Hall tower 
is a visual icon that is visible across Bowman Field 
from various locations. The character area’s long walks, 
Calhoun Drive, and Gantt Circle afford linear views 
framed by trees. Calhoun Drive and Gantt Circle are 
aligned on axis with Tillman Hall tower and afford 
dramatic views of this feature (see figure I-5). All of 
these views survive from the historic period. The view 
from Tillman Hall across Gantt Circle, however, was 
altered with the addition of the Carillon Garden in 1993, 
which includes a six-foot-high brick wall along Calhoun 
Drive at the top of the garden. Historic views have also 
been affected by the maturation of large oak trees along 
the walks near Tillman, Godfrey, Holtzendorff, and Mell 
Halls. Some of the formerly open views of the façades of 
these buildings are currently obscured by trees. Military 
Heritage Plaza has also impacted views within the area, 
establishing a new focal point within the open space of 
the Bowman Field landscape.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include sculptures, two bronze cannon, a state historical 
marker, flagpole, site furnishings, lighting features, an 
information kiosk, freestanding and retaining walls, 
utility features, planters, and bollard and chain edging. 
The only features that are historic are a stone wall located 
south of Holtzendorff Hall, and the two bronze cannon 
sited within the grove of oaks east of Military Heritage 
Plaza. 

Sculptures in this area include a World War II memorial 
outside of Mell Hall, bronze castings and other works 
associated with the Military Heritage Plaza, and a replica 
statue of Thomas Green Clemson sited within Gantt 
Circle. 

In front of Mell Hall is the Class of 1944 memorial titled 
And Then There Was War. The memorial includes a 
free-standing bronze sculpture by T.J. Dixon and James 
Nelson of three soldiers atop a granite base. The piece is 
identified with a bronze plaque mounted on the granite 
base that supports the sculpture. The piece was installed 
in 1993. 

at the edge of Bowman Field’s eastern edge, forming a 
spatial boundary to the open space. The building also faces 
toward S.C. Highway 93 and the Town of Clemson, one of 
the few campus buildings with an outward facing façade. 
The building has a heavy modillion cornice surmounted 
by a parapet wall (see figure I-8). The principal façade 
features a projecting pavilion with eight, monolithic, 
unfluted columns with Ionic capitals. The building has 
one-over-one, six-light casements, and four-over-four 
double-hung sash windows. Limestone plaques beneath 
the windows depict the primary academic disciplines of 
the university (Davis 1989a: 7-2).

Holtzendorff Hall, also known as the YMCA Center, 
began serving the recreational needs of campus cadets 
as early as 1916. It was designed by campus architect 
Rudolph Lee, in association with the architecture firm of 
Shattuck & Hussey of Chicago. The building continued a 
campus tradition of YMCA-offered recreational programs 
that began in 1894. It was constructed with private 
donations, including money provided by the Rockefeller 
Foundation. It was later renamed Holtzendorff Hall 
in honor of Preston Brooks Holtzendorff who worked 
at the center between 1916 and 1959. The building 
was expanded with an addition in 1937. The pool was 
renovated in 2007. Today, the building also houses the 
Department of General Engineering (Allen and Bray 
2006: 37).

Holtzendorff Hall is a two-story brick building, with a 
T-shaped plan. The main block footprint is approximately 
150 by 70 feet. Two-story brick pavilions flank the 
one-story central porch along the principal façade. 
The building faces Bowman Field and is an important 
component of the spatial container of buildings edging 
the open space. The roof is cross-hipped and clad with 
clay tile. The porch is supported by four brick pillars 
with elaborate capitals that feature the YMCA emblem, 
which is also found in glazed tile and terra cotta above 
the porch. Windows above the five-bay porch are arched, 
double-hung sash with horizontal lights (Davis 1989a: 
7-3).

Mell Hall was originally built in 1938 as a post office 
and included an example of the Works Progress 
Administration murals that adorned many post offices 
established during the Great Depression. It now houses 
the offices of University Housing (see figure I-7). Mell 
Hall is a one-story rectangular building constructed of 
brick with a footprint 80 by 70 feet in size. It has a lateral 
hipped roof, with an octagonal traceried lantern. The 
entrance is placed in the center of the building, with an 
eight-light transom and eight-over-eight, double-hung 
sash windows defined by pilasters (Davis 1989a: 7-3).
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and Tillman Auditorium plazas, and outside of Tillman 
Hall. There is a white curved concrete bench in the Tillman 
Auditorium plaza fashioned to recall a more ornate marble 
bench donated by the Class of 1914. A plaque that notes 
“Class of 1914” is inserted into the brick wall adjacent to 
the steps and a ramp entrance into the Tillman Auditorium 
foyer near where the bench is sited. The plaque also notes 
that the replica bench was dedicated to the memory of 
Joel Anderson Berly, Sr., in 2001. The original bench was 
located at the top of the North Campus Green, but was lost 
during construction of the Carillon Garden in 1993. 

Trash receptacles within this area are of a consistent design. 
They are comprised of a metal-slat outer container with an 
inner removable receptacle mounted onto a pole set within 
a concrete pad. Outside many of the buildings within this 
area are tubular metal bike racks painted black and plastic 
smokers’ outposts.

Light fixtures within the area include fluted poles with 
acorn-shaped luminaires. Some of the luminaires have 
double globes (see figure I-13). Some of these luminaires 
are in need of cleaning. 

Bollard and chain edging has been placed around the 
triangular intersection of paths south of Godfrey Hall to 
protect this area from pedestrians; students generally ignore 
the barrier and walk through the center island. 

Located outside of Mell Hall is an information kiosk. This 
square metal structure, approximately eight feet in height, 
includes glass doors protecting bulletin boards for posted 
information. One side of the kiosk houses a campus map. 
One of the glass doors does not remain latched (see figure 
I-12). 

Walls within this area include a stacked stone wall that 
edges the walk south of Holtzendorff Hall, a low brick wall 
that forms a precinct around the front of Sikes Hall, and a 
six-foot-tall freestanding brick wall with entrance piers that 
edges the Carillon Garden along Calhoun Drive. Walls are 
also a component of the terraces associated with Military 
Heritage Plaza. The stacked stone wall to the south of 
Holtzendorff Hall appears to be historic. Some of the bricks 
on the capstone layer of the wall in front of Sikes Hall are 
in need of repair. 

Utility features within the area include fire hydrants, manhole 
covers, concrete channels and drop inlets for stormwater, 
and a large metal covered junction box set within the grove 
of oak trees in front of Godfrey Hall.

The sculptures associated with Military Heritage Plaza 
include Cadet Soldier, The Clemson Mold, and additional 
marching soldier figures. Cadet Soldier is a free-standing 
piece, while Clemson Mold and others are incorporated 
into brick posts edging the plaza stairs. T.J. Dixon and 
James Nelson created these pieces in 1994, which were 
installed in 1996. Set within one of the columns of the plaza 
is a bronze plaque that explains the military heritage of 
Clemson University. Nearby is a second bronze plaque set 
in another one of the columns that notes “Military Heritage 
Plaza; Hallowed Ground” and explains the symbolism of 
the four terraces that comprise the plaza. Other plaques 
set into the brick walls that edge the plaza indicate that the 
plaza is “dedicated to Clemson Military Heritage, 1893-
1955.” They note the names of donors, architects, sculptors, 
and construction team members. Finally, there is a bronze 
plaque titled “Alumni Who Guided” inserted into one of the 
brick walls that edge the plaza.

The Thomas Green Clemson statue stands within the center 
of Gantt Circle in front of Tillman Hall (see figure I-10). 
This free-standing bronze sculpture is mounted atop a 
granite base. It was designed by A. Wolfe Davidson, and 
created in 1936. The original sculpture was cast in plaster. 
It was refabricated in a cast stone mixture of granite and 
marble in 1940. The statue was again recast in 1966, this 
time in bronze. The statue is the focal point of Gantt Circle, 
and the landscaped area around it, completed in 2006, is 
now referred to as the Thomas G. Clemson Sculpture 
Garden. The sculpture is identified with a bronze plaque, 
mounted to a granite pedestal that supports the seated figure 
of Clemson.

Two bronze cannon are located below the eastern grove 
of oak trees flanking Tillman Hall and face out across 
Bowman Field. These were placed on campus in 1951, and 
are referred to as Tom and Jerry (Allen and Bray 2006: 23). 
They were moved to their current location from Military 
Heritage Plaza during its construction in 1993.

A state historical marker, titled The Integration of Clemson 
is located near Gantt Circle. The marker is a cast aluminum 
plaque mounted on a metal pole that stands more than five 
feet above the ground. It discusses local integration efforts 
in the 1960s, and was installed in 2003. Also within the 
Gantt Circle area is an aluminum flagpole. The flagpole 
was moved to this location from the Military Heritage Plaza 
area during its construction in 1993. 

Site furnishings within the character area include benches, 
trash receptacles, bike racks, and smokers’ outposts. Benches 
within this area generally are of a similar design. They are 
comprised of steel frames with wood-slat seats and backs. 
Benches are located at Reunion Plaza, Military Heritage, 
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non-historiC resourCes: Bowman 
Field CharaCter area

Military Heritage Plaza (1993-94) with the  ▪ Cadet 
Soldier and Clemson Mold sculptural pieces

Class of 1914 replica bench (2003) ▪

Gantt Circle features (2003 redesign of the central  ▪
island), including flagpole

State historical marker adjacent to Gantt Circle ▪

Information kiosk ▪

Plaza outside Tillman Hall entrance, including  ▪
planters

Reunion Plaza (1993) with  ▪ And Then There Was 
War memorial

Walk south/southwest of Holtzendorff Hall ▪

Ornamental and foundation plantings associated  ▪
with buildings and plazas

Trees that block formerly open views of the  ▪
facades of Godfrey and Holtzendorff Halls

Statue of Thomas Green Clemson ▪

Wood-slat benches ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Smokers’ outposts ▪

Acorn lighting features ▪

Walls  ▪

Bike racks ▪

Bollard and chain edging along triangular  ▪
intersection of sidewalks

Utility features including fire hydrants ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District I

historiC resourCes: Bowman Field 
CharaCter area 

Tillman Hall* (ca. 1891-93) ▪

Godfrey Hall* (Textile Building, 1898) ▪

Sikes Hall* (1904, 1927) ▪

Holtzendorff Hall* (YMCA, 1915) ▪

Mell Hall* (1938) ▪

Bowman Field* (ca. 1896-1904) ▪

Level field edged by ridgelines and buildings ▪

Terraces and plazas in front of Tillman Hall,  ▪
Holtzendorff Hall, and Sikes Hall 

S.C. Highway 93 ▪

Calhoun Drive ▪

Gantt Circle configuration ▪

Parkway Drive ▪

Walk between Mell and Godfrey Halls ▪

Triangular intersection of walks south of Godfrey  ▪
Hall

Diagonal walk between Holtzendorff Hall and S.C.  ▪
Highway 93

Stairs leading to the lower level of Holtzendorff  ▪
Hall

Oak groves flanking Tillman Hall ▪

Large oak outside of Godfrey Hall ▪

Mown lawn of Bowman Field ▪

Views across Bowman Field from all sides ▪

Axial view of Tillman Hall entrance and tower  ▪
along Calhoun Drive and Gantt Circle 

Views along S.C. Highway 93 and walkways  ▪
edging Bowman Field

Two cannon near Tillman Hall, Tom and Jerry  ▪
(1951; relocated to current site 1993)

Stacked stone wall south of Holtzendorff Hall ▪

Note that the sources for all character area 
maps include the following:
Original autocad layers provided by Clemson 
University
GIS data provided by Clemson University

(High resolution aerial photograph from 2002
Trees surveys from 1999 and 2003 and 
updated in 2006.)

Further diagrammatic annotations added by  
JMA, Inc.
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Figure I-1. Bowman Field character area existing conditions. 

Bowman Field

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure I-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure I-3. Historic resources associated with Bowman Field.

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure I-4. View across Bowman Field toward Sikes Hall. 
Tillman Hall is visible to the right.

Figure I-5. View toward Tillman Hall and Gantt Circle from 
Calhoun Drive. 

Figure I-6. Groves of mature oaks edge Tillman Hall to either 
side.

Figure I-7. Mell Hall is located at the edge of Bowman Field and 
adjacent to the Town of Clemson. It is edged by Reunion Plaza 
and includes a World War II memorial.

Figure I-8. Sikes Hall has served various functions throughout 
its century-long history. It presents a classical façade along S.C 
Highway 93.

Figure I-9. Military Heritage Plaza is a relatively new space that 
overlooks Bowman Field. It is located north of Tillman Hall and 
Tillman Auditorium.

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure I-10. A statue of Thomas Green Clemson stands near 
the entrance into Tillman Hall. 

Figure I-12. Condition problems observed within the Bowman 
Field character area include worn paths where sidewalks do 
not exist.

Figure I-14A. A historic view of Bowman Field with Tillman and 
Godfrey Halls behind. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure I-11. Broad walkways lead between the buildings sited 
on the ridgeline overlooking Bowman Field. Holtzendorff Hall is 
shown to the left in this photograph.

Figure I-13. Some luminaires, like the ones shown, need 
cleaning.

Figure I-14B. A similar view of the field today illustrating the 
addition of trees, and modification to the road corridor along the 
margin of the field.

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure I-16B. A later view shows how the planting design within 
the central space has changed over time. (Source: Clemson 
University archives)

Figure I-15A. A historic view of Holtzendorff Hall. (Source: 
Clemson University archives)

Figure I-16A. A historic view looking north from Tillman Hall 
across the former Tillman Circle, now Gantt Circle. (Source: 
Clemson University archives)

Figure I-16C. A similar view taken in 2007 illustrates changes 
that were made to the design of the space in 2005. These 
include the addition of the Clemson statue, a flagpole, and new 
plantings. 

Figure I-15B. A similar view in 2007 illustrating how trees 
currently obscure the façade of the building from Bowman 
Field.

I. bowMan FIEld CharaCtEr arEa
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the south. Over time, Hardin received an addition, and a 
greenhouse was built on the site of today’s Brackett Hall 
(see figures II-16A & 16B). 

After the Mechanical Arts Building burned in a fire in 
1926, Riggs Hall was built from a design prepared by 
campus architect Rudolph Lee in 1928. Purposefully 
designed on axis with Tillman Hall, Riggs Hall 
completed the containment of a long rectangular open 
space that was also edged to the west by Barracks 1 
through 3. Roads were reconfigured within the space to 
edge the line of buildings that included Hardin Hall. The 
central circulation route leading south from Tillman was 
maintained, accentuating the axis between the entrances 
of these two buildings. Eventually, the road was replaced 
with a sidewalk (see figures II-13 & II-15A). Trees were 
planted along the northern half of the central road as an 
allée during the first half of the twentieth century. Today, 
most of these trees are no longer present, but a dense 
grove, planted in the 1960s, currently extends over the 
southern half of the space (see figure II-15B). Another 
change to the circulation systems within this area was the 
location of sidewalks, which originally were set behind 
a planting strip along the road, and currently edge the 
road itself.

During the late nineteenth through the mid-twentieth 
centuries, Barracks 1 through 3 and a kitchen and mess 
hall stood to the west of the open space in the current 
location of Johnstone and McCabe Halls. The central 
open space was used as military training ground for 
ceremonies and as a parade (see figure II-17A). A 
portion of the former parade is now occupied by Cox 
Plaza (see figure II-17B). Johnstone Hall was built on the 
site of the former barracks in 1953. Two sections of this 
building were razed in the 1990s due to poor condition 
and replaced by McCabe and Holmes Halls. The final 
section is slated for removal as well, which will leave a 
part of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle without a strong 
spatial edge.

In summary, while this character area retains its original 
character as a large open quadrangle edged by buildings, 
there have been various changes over the years to its 
character and configuration. For example, trees have been 
added to the southern half of the open space over the past 
fifty years, while the trees that once edged the northern 
segment are mostly gone. Additionally, the northern 
half of the space has been altered by the addition of the 
relatively formal Cox Plaza, dense foundations plantings 
now adorn many of the buildings, and numerous 
additional concrete walks have been added since the 
historic period (see figures II-14A & 14B). 

II. TIllman-RIggs QuadRangle

General CharaCter

The Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area is a long 
rectangular open space edged by Tillman Hall to the 
north, a series of buildings along Calhoun Drive to the 
east, Riggs Hall to the south, and the Trustee House and 
a series of buildings along a fire lane to the west (see 
figure II-1). The landform within the area falls gently but 
continually from north to south. A long concrete sidewalk 
that extends between the entrances into Tillman and 
Riggs Halls reinforces the importance of the central open 
space, while the buildings that surround the quadrangle 
form a strong sense of containment. The landscape varies 
a great deal between the northern and southern halves 
of the quadrangle, however. Thickly-planted shade trees 
form a dense grove in the southern half of the space, 
while the northern half is more open. Fort Hill Street 
divides the two halves. The northern half also features 
a formal brick terrace—known as Cox Plaza—edged by 
brick walls, planters, and benches. Named for one of the 
University’s former presidents, the plaza is sited to the 
east of Johnstone Hall on the former site of a military 
parade and drill ground. This area has generally served 
as open space since the university’s inception. 

CharaCter area assessment

The Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area is an 
essential component of Clemson University’s historic 
campus. The area has generally been comprised of a 
central open space edged by buildings since the late 
nineteenth century, although many of the original 
buildings have been replaced over time. Two of the 
five surviving nineteenth-century campus buildings fall 
within this character area: the Trustee House and Hardin 
Hall. These two buildings, along with Riggs Hall, are 
identified as contributing resources within the National 
Register-listed Clemson University Historic District II.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
the primary buildings within this area included Hardin 
Hall, the college’s first chemistry laboratory, Trustee 
House, a residence first used by the head of the chemistry 
department, a complex of small shops, including the 
electrical lab and the dynamic lab, referred to as the 
Mechanical Arts Building, and another structure known 
as the Fertilizer Building located south of Hardin Hall. A 
road led through the center of the space between Tillman 
Hall with the Mechanical Arts Building, and connected 
to the campus entrance road to the north and onward to 
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Cox Plaza forms an internally-focused space along the 
western margin of the northern half (see figure II-4). 
The plaza parallels the fire lane in front of University 
Union and Johnstone Hall to their east. A pair of stairs 
flanked by low brick walls leads into the plaza from 
the fire lane. Seating areas edged by brick walls that 
form raised planters are located to the north and south 
of the entrance stairs. To the east, the plaza includes a 
semicircular extension edged by benches. A sculpture 
of Dean Walter T. Cox, Jr., former Clemson University 
president, is seated on one of the benches within the 
plaza. Two walks connect to the plaza on its eastern side. 
One leads diagonally toward Tillman Hall, while the 
second extends east toward Brackett Hall. 

Outside of Sirrine Hall to the west is a small plaza formed 
by brick seatwalls. There is also a small brick paved 
plaza outside the Trustee House that includes wood-slat 
benches and a trash receptacle. Neither of these plazas 
is historic.

Circulation

Pedestrian circulation generally extends through the 
center of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area, 
while vehicular circulation occurs along its margins and 
divides its northern and southern sections. Paths are 
primarily surfaced in concrete, while the roads are paved 
with asphalt. The fire lane is paved with concrete.

Two roads cross this character area: Calhoun Drive and 
Fort Hill Street. Calhoun Drive enters the campus from 
S.C. Highway 93. This road evolved over time. Initially, it 
connected the campus entrance road with the Mechanical 
Arts Building, continuing on to the south. After the 
construction of Riggs Hall, the road was straightened 
to edge the line of buildings along the quadrangle, and 
turned in front of Riggs Hall. A second road also led west 
along the base of the barracks. During the 1930s, these 
two roads were linked and reconfigured to form a large 
oval named Calhoun Circle that encompassed the Trustee 
House and the Fort Hill precinct. The road was changed 
again when the Shoeboxes dormitories were built. 
The western end of the circle was terminated, and the 
southern segment road was reconfigured as a turnaround 
north of Sirrine Hall. The northern segment was joined 
with the former Water Street, forming Fort Hill Street. 
Today, this asphalt road arises from Calhoun Drive 
near Hardin Hall and extends to Williamson Road near 
Memorial Stadium. Other vehicular circulation within 
this character area includes a fire lane along McCabe 
and Johnstone Halls and the University Union, and a 
parking lot adjacent to the Trustee House. A road or walk 
similarly paralleled the barracks that preceded Johnstone 

The Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area is overall 
in good physical condition. The condition-related 
problems observed in association with the landscape 
of this character area during field investigations for this 
project include: 

Grass beneath the trees in the densely planted  ▪
grove is patchy, with exposed earth in some places.

Dense tree growth blocks the important designed  ▪
view between Riggs and Tillman Halls (see figure 
II-15B).

Informal paths are being established by people  ▪
walking across unpaved areas (see figure II-11).

Irrigation water is seeping out of the electrical  ▪
outlets in the bases of the brick planters in Cox 
Plaza.

Mortar repair work associated with the brick  ▪
planters in Cox Plaza does not match the original 
(see figure II-12).

Some of the concrete walks are cracked in places. ▪

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary natural feature of the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle character area is the sloped topography that 
falls gently from north to south at a relatively consistent 
grade. The existing topography is generally consistent 
with that present during the historic period. 

Spatial Organization

The Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area exhibits 
strong orthogonal spatial qualities due to the rectangular 
form of the central open space, and the framework of 
buildings along its perimeter that have a consistent 
orientation (see figures II-6 through II-8). Circulation 
within this character area predominantly follows the 
same orthogonal system, except for the walks that extend 
diagonally through the open space to provide connections 
between adjacent buildings, and sections of Fort Hill Street 
and Calhoun Drive that curve to follow the topography. The 
straight concrete path that connects the southern entrance 
into Tillman Hall with Riggs Hall’s northern entrance helps 
to unify the two sections of the quadrangle. The northern 
section of the quadrangle is far more open than the southern 
section due to fewer tree plantings. The southern section is 
dominated by large shade trees, some of which are planted 
in rows (see figure II-5). 
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lawsoniana), the only such trees on the campus (Wagner 
2005: 19).

The remainder of the vegetation associated with this 
character area is not historic. Ornamental plantings 
are an integral component of the design of Cox Plaza. 
Planting beds and plaza margins feature nandina shrubs, 
water oak, magnolia (Magnolia spp.), white oak, and 
maple (Acer spp.) trees. Foundation plantings outside of 
the Trustee House include nandinas, privet, and ginkgos 
(Gingko biloba). 

Buildings and Structures

Most of the buildings that fall within this character area 
are historic. These include: Tillman Hall (see Bowman 
Field character area above for description), Hardin, 
Olin, Riggs, and Johnstone (see University Union 
character area for description) Halls and the Trustee 
House. Three of these buildings are listed as contributing 
resources within Clemson University Historic District 
II: Hardin Hall, Trustee House, and Riggs Hall. Brackett 
Hall, McCabe Hall, University Union (see University 
Union character area for description), and the Rhodes 
Engineering Center are not historic. Brackett Hall was 
completely remodeled in 1992 and does not retain 
integrity as a historic resource.

Hardin Hall is named for Mark Bernard Hardin, the 
college’s first head of the school of chemistry and a 
three-time acting president of Clemson University. 
Constructed ca. 1890-93, Hardin Hall was designed by 
the architecture firm of Brooks, Bruce, and Morgan as a 
chemistry laboratory. It was Clemson’s first completed 
academic building. Hardin Hall was enlarged twice with 
additions in 1900 and 1937. Today, the building is a two-
story brick building with an L-shaped plan (see figure 
II-8). The original portion of the building is rectangular 
in plan. The original principal entrance is located in the 
north elevation, and features a rounded arch portico with 
decorative terra cotta work and a date stone. The 1900 
addition added the L form to the building. It is also two 
stories tall, with paneled brick pilasters articulating its 
five bays. Decorative details include a date stone, round 
headed windows with brick pilasters and semi-elliptical 
brick arches, quatrefoils in the spandrels, and pilasters 
separating the windows. 

Hardin Hall was renovated in 1946, but suffered damage 
in a fire in 1948. Repairs included the replacement of an 
earlier slate hip roof with a flat built-up roof. A 2000-
2003 renovation removed the 1937 addition, returned 
the hip-roof profile that had been missing since the fire, 
and rebuilt the gabled roof (Davis 1989b: 7-1). The 

Hall on this site during the early twentieth century. The 
Trustee House parking area is not historic, and generally 
diminishes the character of the building and its environs. 
A universal-accessibility ramp leads from the parking 
area into the building’s rear addition.

The primary pedestrian circulation route through the 
area is the long straight sidewalk between Tillman and 
Riggs Halls. This walk follows the alignment of a road as 
discussed above. Another circulation corridor of interest 
is a parallel walk etched with the names of graduating 
students by class year (see figure II-10). This walk forms 
the edge of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area 
where it joins Fort Hill. This walk includes the names 
of students beginning with classes graduating in the 
1960s. Although not historic, it is nonetheless a valuable 
resource. Other walks include diagonal walk segments 
that are consistent with walks present on the 1945 atlas. 
The remainder of the pedestrian circulation has been 
added more recently, including Cox Plaza, which is 
surfaced with brick and concrete. 

Social paths are present in the southern section of this 
character area, and extend between the fire lane and Cox 
Plaza along the embankment between them (see figure 
II-11). The resulting soil compaction has contributed to 
a loss of groundcover and shrub plantings in some areas 
around Cox Plaza.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of turf 
grass, foundation plantings associated with many of the 
buildings and Cox Plaza, and shade trees, particularly 
in the southern section of the character area. Southern 
magnolia (Magnolia grandiflora) trees are known to 
have edged the barracks in the vicinity of the military 
parade ground during the historic period. Today, a line of 
Southern magnolias edges McCabe and Johnstone Halls. 
These trees may survive from the historic planting. The 
majority of the trees in the southern half of the quadrangle 
were planted in the 1960s and are therefore not historic. 
Species include white and water oaks (Quercus nigra). 
The density of the canopies of these trees are casting too 
much shade to successfully grow turf in portions of the 
southern section, leading to patches of exposed earth that 
may become eroded. White oaks were originally used to 
create the allée along the walk leading between Riggs 
and Tillman Halls. A few older trees exist in the vicinity 
of Fort Hill Street. The remainder of these trees are gone, 
however. There is a large Norway spruce (Picea abies) 
outside of Hardin Hall, but this tree does not appear old 
enough to be considered historic. In front of the Trustee 
House is a pair of Port Oxford cedars (Chamaecyparis 
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C. Calhoun is known to have maintained large fruit and 
vegetable gardens near his mansion, most likely on the 
current site of the Trustee House as well as Hardin Hall. 

The Trustee House is a 40 by 80 foot two-story 
asymmetrical brick building with a hipped roof (see 
figure II-9). The roof has a cross gable on the two-
story projecting bay at the façade. There is a one-story 
shed porch extending from the projecting bay across 
the façade. There is a one-story office addition at the 
southwest elevation (Davis 1989b: 7-2). Inside the 
building is a mantelpiece rescued from the historic 
Altamont House, the Colonial-era plantation home of 
Col. Thomas Pinckney, formerly located near Pendleton. 
The Trustee House is a modest structure in comparison 
with the academic buildings located nearby. It extends 
into the space of the quadrangle, rather than edging it, 
and is therefore partially an object within the space seen 
from all sides. This renders the establishment of a service 
area for the building challenging.

Olin Hall is a 150 by 50 foot, two-story, oblong 
academic building of masonry construction. It was 
designed by John H. Gates, and named for Franklin 
W. Olin, founder of the Olin Foundation. Constructed 
in 1953, Olin Hall has an asphalt-shingled hip roof and 
sits on a low foundation. The building is clad primarily 
in salmon-colored brick, with horizontal panels of cast 
concrete and cast stone. A projecting two-story plain 
concrete portico with solid sides occupies the center 
of the primary façade. Centered within the portico is a 
three-bay, two-story section clad in stone, with a center 
door flanked by paired windows on each side. Above the 
door is emblazoned the building name in raised letters. 
A central panel between the windows is made of ceramic 
mosaic tile in a four-color abstract design. A projecting 
full-height flat-roofed stairwell with a glass front wall 
projects from the left side of the building near the back. 
At the rear of the stairwell is a loading dock, and another 
loading dock is located at the basement level along the 
back wall. 

Brackett Hall was originally constructed in 1951 from 
designs prepared by the architecture firm of Hopkins 
& Baker. It is named for Richard Newman Brackett, 
a former professor of chemistry. The building gained 
an addition in 1966, and was extensively renovated in 
1992. The flat-roofed three-story Modernist building is 
cruciform in plan with a 250 by 150 foot footprint. It 
is clad with brick and concrete, with strong horizontal 
banding of materials. 

Rhodes Engineering Center was constructed in 1968. 
It is named for Samuel R. Rhodes, an alumnus, first 
editor of the Tiger, and former Head of the Electrical 

renovation altered some of the original fabric of the 
building, and replaced the original window types with 
a style that is not wholly compatible with the historic 
character of the building. The building is an important 
component of the spatial edge to the central open space 
of the quadrangle.

Riggs Hall is named for Walter Merritt Riggs, who taught 
electrical and mechanical engineering in 1896, founded 
the Glee Club, served as head coach of the first football 
team, and was President of the University between 
1910 and 1924. Riggs is buried in Woodland Cemetery. 
Riggs Hall was designed by architect Rudolph Lee to 
accommodate the engineering program after Mechanical 
Hall burned in 1926. Built in 1927-28, Riggs Hall is 
a Mediterranean style, three-story, brick, U-shaped 
building with a clay tile, cross-hip roof, and slightly 
projecting pavilions (see figure II-6). The principal 
façade has an entrance portal with radiating limestone 
voussoirs surmounted by a balustrade with urns in front 
of double windows. The limestone stringcourses of the 
pavilions are etched with “Architecture and Electrical.” 
Decorative glazed tile employing symbols of these 
professions are embedded in the arches. Later additions 
to the building include a brick elevator tower along the 
building’s southeast corner, a mechanical room and flue, 
and a 1968 covered walkway connecting Riggs Hall 
with the Rhodes Engineering Center along the east side 
of the building, while a 1965 breezeway connects Riggs 
and the Cook Engineering Laboratory (Davis 1989b: 
7-2). The building has been undergoing a major window 
restoration treatment since 2007. The building is an 
important component of the spatial edge to the central 
open space of the quadrangle.

The Trustee House was built ca. 1891 for Professor Mark 
Bernard Hardin, who was hired to serve as the first head 
of Clemson’s School of Chemistry, and later went on 
to serve as a three-time acting president of the college 
(Allen and Bray 2006: 36). It is one of five surviving 
nineteenth-century buildings on campus. The Trustee 
House was designed by the architecture firm Brooks, 
Bruce, and Morgan that also designed Tillman Hall, 
Hardin Hall, and the Kinard Annex. It has been used 
over the years as a classroom building, boarding house 
for visitors, and infirmary, and has been known as the 
President’s House. The building was first renovated in 
1941. In 1956, it was renovated to accommodate the 
Office of Public and Alumni Relations and the Office of 
the Vice President of Development. 

The Trustee House sits adjacent to the Fort Hill property. 
This part of the character area was an integral component 
of Fort Hill Plantation that preceded the university. John 
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Trash receptacles are the metal-slat features similarly 
described above. As within the Bowman Field character 
area, metal bike racks are placed outside many of the 
buildings within the Tillman-Riggs character area. Black-
painted metal pole bollards, some linked by chains, are 
utilized at the junction of roads and pedestrian walks, 
such as along Fort Hill Street, to prevent cars from 
accessing the pedestrian routes. 

Along the eastern margin of the fire lane edging Johnstone 
Hall is a low concrete retaining wall. Brick seatwalls are 
part of the design of a seating area east of Riggs Hall. 
Cox Plaza, built in 1998, also features two-and-one-
half-foot-high brick walls and one-and-one-half-foot-
high brick planters surrounding seating areas. Water was 
observed seeping through the electrical outlets and other 
gaps in the brick of the walls from the irrigation system. 
The masonry was stained and in need of cleaning, while 
recent repointing of the brickwork used incompatible 
mortar. Brick piers with peaked granite caps mark the 
two entrances into the plaza. Site furnishings associated 
with the plaza include benches, lighting, and trash 
receptacles. A free-standing bronze sculpture of Dean 
Walter T. Cox, Jr. is seated on one of the benches. It was 
designed by T.J. Dixon and James Nelson in 1998. 

There are also two dedicatory plaques located within 
this character area. The first is the Cartledge Memorial 
Marker, which is mounted on the small raised, brick 
retaining wall encircling the plaza east of Riggs Hall. 
The plaque is associated with a Japanese maple planted 
in memory of Amy Cartledge who died in 1986. South 
of the Trustee House is the Timbes Memorial Plaque 
honoring Jennifer Timbes who died in 1988. The bronze 
plaque, set in a concrete base, is located along the 
sidewalk that extends diagonally from the Trustee House 
toward the Rhodes Engineering Research Center. It may 
be associated with a memorial tree (Holder 2006-2007).

There is a water fountain along the concrete walk that 
leads to the Trustee House.

Engineering Department. The building was designed by 
the architecture firm of J.E. Sirrine Co. It is a five-story 
brick and concrete building with a footprint of 170 by 
60 feet. The top stories project out beyond the lower 
levels, with concrete support structures expressed along 
the exterior of the building. Windows are generally 
small slits that run horizontally in the upper stories 
and vertically in the lower stories. A brick stair tower 
demarcates a change within the building on its southern 
end which includes a concrete block with larger windows 
that similarly projects beyond the footprint of the lower 
stories. 

Views and Vistas

The primary views associated with this character 
area occur along the linear paths and roads. The most 
important of these is the long concrete walk that extends 
on axis between the main entrance into Riggs Hall 
and Tillman Hall’s southern entrance. This view is an 
important historic component of the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle character area. Today, this view is partially 
blocked by the dense grove of trees present in the 
southern section of the character area. Another historic 
view that is currently blocked is across the former parade 
ground from the vicinity of Johnstone Hall. Cox Plaza, 
including its associated brick wall and bench features and 
plantings, interferes with the view and alters the historic 
spatial patterns of the area. There are views toward the 
Tillman tower from the northern portion of this character 
area where trees do not obscure the view. Contemporary 
views include the concrete walk that edges the Trustee 
House which terminates in a dumpster behind Holmes 
Hall, and the Trustee House parking area, which is 
partially screened by vegetation. The parking area for 
Trustee House is screened from view by vegetation.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include light fixtures, site furnishings, walls and piers, 
brick planters, bollards, sculpture, and plaques. None of 
these features is historic.

Light fixtures within the area are similar to those utilized 
in the Bowman Field character area—fluted metal poles 
with acorn-shaped luminaires. 

Site furnishings include benches, bike racks, trash 
receptacles, and a water fountain. Benches are primarily 
the wood-slat steel frame type with backs described 
within the Bowman Field character area. Benches are 
located in Cox Plaza, outside the Trustee House and 
other buildings, and along road corridors. There are no 
benches within the quadrangle amidst groves of trees. 
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Shade and ornamental trees ▪

Planters along the perimeter of the Cox Plaza  ▪

Plaza outside of Sirrine Hall to the west ▪

Views blocked by the dense planting of shade trees  ▪
in southern portion of the quadrangle 

The Cartledge Memorial marker and Timbes  ▪
Memorial plaque

Light fixtures ▪

Benches ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Retaining walls ▪

Seatwalls ▪

Bike racks ▪

Bollard and chain edging ▪

Water fountain ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District II

historiC resourCes: tillman-riGGs 
QuadranGle CharaCter area

Hardin Hall* (1891-93; additions 1900, 1937;  ▪
renovations 1946, 2000-03)

Trustee House* (ca. 1891) ▪

Riggs Hall* (1927-28) ▪

Olin Hall (1953) ▪

Sloped topography falling from north to south  ▪

Central open space edged by Tillman, Riggs,  ▪
Johnstone, Hardin, and Olin Halls

Axial walk between Riggs and Tillman Hall  ▪
entrances

Some diagonal walks within the southern half of  ▪
the quadrangle

Calhoun Drive ▪

Portions of the alignment of Fort Hill Road ▪

Some existing oak trees ▪

Pair of Port Oxford cedars flanking the front of the  ▪
Trustee House

Southern magnolias along the fire lane edging  ▪
Johnstone Hall and University Union

Mown turf ▪

Views along the linear paths and roads ▪

non-historiC resourCes: tillman-
riGGs QuadranGle CharaCter area

Brackett Hall (1951; renovations in 1992  ▪
substantially altered the appearance of the building)

Rhodes Engineering Center (1968) ▪

University Union (1977) ▪

McCabe Hall (1994) ▪

Walk edging the Fort Hill property with etched  ▪
student names

Cox Plaza (1998) including brick paving, walls,  ▪
and planters, and sculpture of Dean Walter Cox

Convergence of concrete walks south of Tillman  ▪
Hall

Concrete walks along road corridors and most of  ▪
the walks running diagonally through the open 
spaces of the quadrangle

Most of the shade trees within the southern half of  ▪
the quadrangle

Groundcover plantings ▪
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Figure II-1. Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle character area existing conditions.

Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle

II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure II-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure II-3. Historic resources associated with Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle.

II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa
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II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure II-6. Riggs Hall edges the central open space to the 
south and is an important historic campus resource. 

Figure II-5. The southern portion of the character area is a 
heavily wooded open space criss-crossed by walkways. 

Figure II-8. Historic Hardin Hall edges the character area to the 
east. 

Figure II-9. The Trustee House dates from the nineteenth 
century.

Figure II-7. Johnstone and McCabe Halls and University Union 
edge the open space to its west. Johnstone Hall is in poor 
condition and slated for removal. 

Figure II-4. Cox Plaza is a relatively new brick and concrete 
space located outside of Johnstone Hall. 
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II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure II-13. A historic view of the axial walk or “Boulevard” 
between Tillman and Riggs Halls. (Source: Clemson University 
archives)

Figure II-14A. A historic view of Hardin Hall. (Source: Clemson 
University archives)

Figure II-14B. A similar view in 2007 indicates the changes that 
have occurred in terms of circulation and an increase in tree 
plantings. 

Figure II-10. Senior sidewalks are etched with the names of 
graduating students by class year. One of these walks runs 
along the west edge of the character area.

Figure II-11. As with the Bowman Field character area, there 
are social paths worn into lawn and planting bed area within the 
Tillman-Riggs character area. 

Figure II-12. Some mortar repair associated with the brick of 
Cox Plaza is not well-matched to the original. 
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II. tIllMan-rIggs QuadranglE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure II-16A. This historic view towards Hardin illustrates 
the greenhouse that was once located on the site of today’s 
Brackett Hall. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure II-15A. Riggs Hall is visible along the central walk 
leading to Tillman Hall in this historic photograph. (Source: 
Clemson University archives)

Figure II-16B. A similar view in 2007.

Figure II-15B. The same view in 2007 shows that the façade of 
Riggs Hall is no longer visible along the walk.

Figure II-17A. The open space to the south of Tillman Hall 
was historically used for military drilling. (Source: Clemson 
University archives)

Figure II-17B. Part of the former parade is now marked by Cox 
Plaza.
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CharaCter area assessment

The North Campus Green character area is an essential 
component of Clemson University’s historic campus. 
The ca. 1940 art deco Outdoor Theatre is already listed 
in the NRHP as a contributing element of Clemson 
University Historic District II. Although not constructed 
until 1966, the Cooper Library is a notable example of 
a Modernist building with affiliated landscape resources 
that successfully terminate the open space along its 
southern margin. The building is potentially eligible for 
listing in the NRHP, and a positive addition to the North 
Campus Green character area.

The central open space has been a feature of the campus 
since the college’s early years, although it was not used for 
passive recreation and other desirable outdoor functions 
until construction of the Outdoor Theater in 1940. The 
buildings that edge the space complement and help to 
define it. Most of the buildings to the west are historic 
resources, while the buildings to the east are not.

The North Campus Green character area is a quiet 
counterpoint to the bustle and activity of many other 
parts of campus. Due to grade changes and the fact that 
many of the buildings turn their backs on the space, this 
area is not part of the regularly traveled route of most 
students. It is often peaceful and quiet. One exception 
is the elevated walkway and entrance plaza outside the 
Cooper Library, which is a popular informal student 
gathering place. 

The most dramatic changes that have occurred since 
the historic period have been the construction of the 
Cooper Library and the Carillon Garden. Both features 
have altered the natural landform, topography, and 
hydrology of this part of campus. The southern portion 
of the Carillon Garden, for example, is built on fill. The 
extension of a level terrace to create the garden impedes 
views down the ravine to the Outdoor Theater, reflecting 
pond, and library except at the very edge of the space. 
The library is built across the ravine, and stormwater is 
piped beneath the building, obscuring an understanding 
of the natural hydrological processes at work. The water 
is recalled in the reflecting pond south of the Outdoor 
Theater.

The North Campus Green character area has remained 
predominantly open space since the earliest days of 
Clemson Agricultural College. It is possible that the 
entrance drive to Fort Hill, the Calhoun family dwelling, 
extended through the current Carillon Garden location 
prior to the establishment of Clemson. During the 

III. noRTh Campus gReen ChaRaCTeR 
aRea

General CharaCter

The North Campus Green character area cascades down 
the slopes of a former ravine located between Calhoun 
Drive and the Cooper Library (see figure III-1). Along 
with the South Campus Green, this character area forms 
a central green spine within the Clemson University 
campus that extends from S.C. Highway 93 to Perimeter 
Road. The North Campus Green character area has 
remained predominantly open since Clemson’s early 
years, but has evolved slowly from a little-developed area 
used to site sewer lines and campus laundry facilities to 
an attractive assemblage of gathering spaces. Lines of 
buildings frame the space to the east, south, and west. To 
the east lie Martin Hall, the Kinard Laboratory, Daniel 
Hall, and the Daniel Hall Support Facility. None of these 
buildings is historic. To the south is the Cooper Library, 
an International-style building designed to bridge the 
eastern and western sides of the core campus. The library 
and its elevated walkway span the former ravine. To the 
west are the buildings that frame the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle: Brackett, Hardin, and Olin Halls.

Within the space is a series of three outdoor rooms: the 
Carillon Garden, the Outdoor Theater, and a pond with 
fountains at the base of the Cooper Library. The 1993 
Carillon Garden is a memorial to the class of 1943 that 
recognizes the contributions of classmates to World War 
II. It is located at the northern end of the space, and 
includes a brick wall along Calhoun Drive, and a circular 
greenspace that wraps around a central bell. The bell is 
located on axis with the outdoor theater and Cooper 
Library entrance. Benches and ornamental plantings frame 
the Carillon Garden, which provides a contemplative and 
respectful setting. To the south, in the center of the North 
Campus Green, is the historic Outdoor Theater. This ca. 
1940 Art Deco-style performance stage and seating area 
is a beloved campus landmark. Walks lead to its curved 
rows of seating from the Carillon Garden to the north, 
and the built areas to the east and west. Below, the theater 
is connected to walkways encircling a reflecting pool set 
below the Cooper Library. The pool features nine jets 
that enliven a two-story plaza fronting the library. Shade 
trees and ornamental plantings adorn the Cooper Library 
and the reflecting pond, while dense plantings edge the 
central space to the west, masking the steeply sloped 
topography of the ravine’s side slopes in this area. 
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has increasingly encroached on the views of the library façade 
from the green space below (see figures III-15A & 15B).

Some of the trees planted in the early part of the twentieth 
century may survive within the area (see figure III-7). Trees 
over 100 years of age have periodically been removed from 
the space as they become aged and potentially hazardous to 
the college community. 

The North Campus Green character area is in fair physical 
condition, due to deteriorating asphalt pavements and 
evidence of the failure of the concrete retaining walls 
surrounding the Outdoor Theater. The condition-related 
issues to be addressed by the university include:

The painted white concrete retaining wall surrounding  ▪
the Outdoor Theatre is bowed and leaning, and the 
stucco is cracking and flaking, especially along the 
corners, joints, and seams (see figure III-10).

Some of the bricks of the Carillon Garden walkways  ▪
are noticeably repaired with epoxy.

Many of the bricks edging the pond are missing,  ▪
chipped, or split in half, constituting a trip hazard. A 
2004 plan—“Reflecting Pond + Vicinity; Assessment 
of Conditions and Proposed Improvements”—has 
been prepared to correct these problems. The study 
also notes problems with the library’s exterior 
elevator (Pazdan-Smith Group Architects 2004).

The asphalt along the pond perimeter path is cracking  ▪
(see figure III-12).

The elevated concrete walkway of the library is  ▪
stained, cracked, and chipping, and the caulk in the 
seams is pulling away from the edges.

Bricks around the library plaza are often missing or  ▪
dislodged, constituting a trip hazard, or have been 
replaced with bricks that are not the same color and 
mortared with material that is incompatible with the 
original material.

The white-painted concrete of the stairways around  ▪
the library is stained where metal fixtures are mounted 
to or make contact with the concrete (see figure III-
11).

Pedestrian circulation is not clear, particularly within  ▪
the western half of the character area. Numerous 
social trails indicate that the circulation patterns in this 
area may not be working.

The vegetation within this area is too dense in places,  ▪
conveying an unsafe feeling, and obscuring some 
views of the surrounding buildings.

college’s early years, the ravine was used to site campus 
sewer lines extending to the stream corridor below. At 
the top of the hill, prior to the construction of Sikes Hall 
in 1904, was the Office of Experimental Station. College 
paths are known to have circumnavigated the area to avoid 
its steep slopes. Until the 1940s, there was little in the way 
of building development within this area except for a dairy 
building in the current location of the Outdoor Theater, a 
steam laundry, and a residence along its eastern edge. The 
dairy building was accessed by a footbridge that allowed 
passage from the Barracks area west of the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle across the stream channel. A road led past 
the residence to the east toward the main road. Buildings 
overlooked the space to the west. These included Hardin 
Hall, the fertilizer building, and the Mechanical Arts 
complex of buildings until 1926, when the structure was 
lost to fire. A greenhouse stood on the site now occupied by 
Brackett Hall. 

In 1940, the Outdoor Theater replaced the former dairy. The 1945 
campus atlas (see figure III-2) illustrates a densely forested slope 
below the theater within which was established a small clearing 
containing a classical, symmetrical spring-fed reflecting pool. 
Forest Lane is shown extending past the reflecting pool. The 
landscape to the north of the theater is densely planted. Jersey Lane 
leads north from Forest Lane to Cherry Road, which follows the 
same alignment as today’s Parkway Drive near Sikes Hall. The 
map also shows two small buildings in the current location of 
Martin Hall. In the 1970s, the seating for the Outdoor Theater was 
replaced and a retaining wall was added along their margins. This 
altered some of the spatial relationships of the theater (see figures 
III-13A & 13B).

Martin Hall, the Kinard Laboratory, Daniel Hall, and the Daniel 
Hall Support Facility, as well as the Cooper Library were not built 
until the 1960s and 1970s. In 1993, the Carillon Garden replaced 
a small seating area along Calhoun Drive featuring the Class of 
1914 bench and fountain. These features had been established as 
a memorial to those lost in World War I. A replica of the original 
bench is currently located outside of Tillman Auditorium. 

The most notable alteration to this space, however, occurred with 
the construction of the Cooper Library and its contemporary 
reflecting pool that replaced the earlier pond in 1966 (see figures 
III-14A & 14B). Built to span the deep ravine, the library was 
intended to physically and symbolically link the two parts of the 
campus at that time. It also served to anchor the North Campus 
Green open space on its southern end. An elevated pedestrian 
walkway that provides access to the upper level entrance into the 
building, allows at-grade passage between campus features to 
the east and west. While the elevated walkway and upper level 
entrance into the library are convenient for student passage and a 
popular gathering place, they do not invite interaction with the 
North Campus Green landscape below. Over time, vegetation 
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Below the theater is the reflecting pond, located at the base 
of the Cooper Library (see figure III-9). Nine upward-
spraying fountains activate the pond. A curvilinear path 
leads around the perimeter of the pond to a brick plaza at 
the foot of the library. Shade trees edge the pond to the 
east and west. An elevated walkway passes in front of the 
library entrance, one story above the pond. The walkway 
and associated stairs leading down to the reflecting pond 
form a spatial node that is a popular gathering place for 
students.

Circulation

Circulation in the North Campus Green character area 
is limited to pedestrian sidewalks, paths, and stairs, 
although it is edged by a portion of Parkway Drive. The 
primary materials utilized to surface these circulation 
features are concrete, brick, and asphalt. None of the 
existing circulation routes are historic except for the 
alignment of Parkway Drive, which follows the route of 
former Cherry Road.

Beginning at the north end of the character area, entry into 
the Carillon Garden occurs from the concrete sidewalk 
edging Calhoun Drive through a gate in the perimeter 
brick wall. The walk that leads into the garden is paved 
in brick in a herringbone pattern. Three sections of brick 
stairs lead down the center of the entrance walk. Twin 
brick ramps afford universal accessibility to either side. 
The entrance walk system provides access to a small, 
intermediary plaza in which the Tillman bell is centered 
within a freestanding brick arch. A central flight of stairs 
descends from the intermediary plaza to an elliptical 
lawn. A wide path of brick, set in a herringbone pattern, 
surrounds the central lawn. 

At the south end of the ellipse, a wide flight of brick 
stairs descends to a system of concrete paths that criss-
cross the lawn above the Outdoor Theatre. Many of these 
paths intersect at the base of the stairs, forming a wide 
landing. The paths generally lead to the rows of buildings 
to the east and west and the Outdoor Theater; multiple 
staircases are used to traverse the grade changes in some 
locations. The stairs and walks are generally comprised of 
concrete. The stairs include metal handrails and concrete 
or brick cheek walls. At the top of the Outdoor Theater, a 
long straight walk extends between Hardin and Brackett 
Halls to the west and Martin Hall to the east (see figure 
III-5). Walks also edge the Outdoor Theater to the east 
and west and parallel the line of buildings that includes 
Martin and Daniel Halls and the Kinard Laboratory. To 
the west of the central open space, however, circulation is 
less clear and straight forward. Between Olin and Hardin 
Halls and the theatre and the pond, the slopes are steep 

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary natural feature of this character area is 
its topography (see figure III-7). Although it has been 
altered with fill and extensively shaped and regraded, 
the gently sloping land of this character area continues 
to invoke the head of the historic ravine that originally 
characterized the site. Responses to natural resources 
associated with the character area are the establishment 
of the reflecting pool to recall the hydrological processes 
formerly associated with the site, and the use of a 
pedestrian bridge to link the knolls to the east and west 
of the library.

Spatial Organization

The North Campus Green character area is composed 
of three outdoor spaces, each with a distinct focus and 
character, which are linked through a central axis and a 
framework of buildings to the east, south, and west (see 
figures III-5 and III-8). The spaces include the Carillon 
Garden to the north, the Outdoor Theater in the center, 
and the Cooper Library reflecting pond to the south. 
Only the Outdoor Theater space is historic.

To the north, the Carillon Garden features an elliptical 
central open space edged by a boxwood hedge and 
perimeter seating. The garden is entered via a gate from 
Calhoun Drive, centered within a freestanding brick wall 
ornamented with columns. Shade trees edge the northern 
half of the ellipse near Calhoun Drive, and ornamental 
trees line the entrance walk and loosely edge the southern 
ends of the ellipse. The centerpiece of the garden is a bell 
that hung in Tillman Hall’s tower from 1905 to 1985. 
The bell is mounted in a freestanding brick arch (see 
figure III-6). 

To the south of the Carillon Garden, stairs descend to 
an open lawn punctuated by mature white oak trees and 
criss-crossed with diagonal pathways. This lawn extends 
to the Outdoor Theater at the center of North Campus 
Green. The theatre is designed to take advantage of the 
sloping topography, and is comprised of ten rows of seats 
arranged in a series of curved terraces (see figure III-
5). Lawn areas above the existing rows have a view of 
the stage as well and can be used for overflow capacity. 
Below, the semicircular stage is an elevated platform, 
flanked by two square dressing rooms, and bounded 
behind by a seven-foot high wall (see figure III-4). 
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plaza in front of the Cooper Library. Near the pond there 
are cherry (Prunus spp.) trees, large white oaks, river 
birches (Betula nigra), laurel oaks (Quercus laurifolia), 
and live oaks. On the pond side of the plaza, cherry trees 
are planted in tree pits edged by concrete benches.

Buildings and Structures

The open space of the North Campus Green character area 
is bounded by buildings to the east, south, and west. To the 
west are Brackett, Hardin, and Olin Halls (see Tillman-
Riggs Quadrangle character area for descriptions). 
Martin Hall, Kinard Laboratory, and Daniel Hall stand 
to the east of the space while the Cooper Library edges 
it to the south. The Outdoor Theater is the only historic 
structure located within this character area. 

Martin Hall, which is named for mathematics professor 
Samuel Maner Martin, was built in 1962. It was designed 
by the architecture firm of Baker & Gill/Joseph Young. 
It is a Modernist-style brick and concrete building of 
four stories. Martin Hall is a long building with three 
connected 100 by 60 foot rectangular sections that form 
a strong spatial edge to the North Campus Green near the 
Outdoor Theater.

Kinard Laboratory of Physics was built in 1961. It was 
also designed by Baker & Gill/Joseph Young in the 
Modernist style. Like Martin Hall, the Kinard Laboratory 
is constructed in brick and concrete, has a flat roof, and 
is four stories in height. Unlike Martin Hall, the building 
has recessed bands of windows. The approximately 
290-by-60-foot building sits perpendicular to Martin Hall 
to its south. It is connected with Daniel Hall to the south 
with a pedestrian passageway. The building is named for 
professor and dean Francis Marion Kinard.

Daniel Hall was constructed in 1968. It is named for 
English professor David Wistar Daniel. The building 
was designed by the architecture firm of Lafaye, Lafaye 
& Associates. Also constructed of brick and concrete and 
four stories in height, Daniel Hall includes an exterior 
concrete stairway that leads to the reflecting pond, and 
is tied along its southern façade to the Cooper Library 
elevated walkway. It is an approximately 250 by 60 foot 
rectangular building of a Modern design that parallels 
the Kinard Laboratory.

The Cooper Library was built in 1966 and designed by 
the architecture firm of Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle, and Wolff 
of Columbia, South Carolina. The firm also designed 
Johnstone Hall. Their design for the library received an 
award of merit from the U.S. Office of Education and a 
first place award from the South Carolina Chapter of the 

and heavily vegetated. Many of the trees encroach upon 
the existing walks. As a result, numerous social trails 
have been created by attempts to shortcut these areas. 

The perimeter path around the pond is paved in asphalt. 
It is edged by a brick retaining wall to its outer side, 
and a row of ornamental brick edging and a black metal 
handrail on the water side. To the south, where the path 
curves to meet the library plaza, the walk is paved with 
concrete. Many of the path and wall features that edge 
the reflecting pond are in need of repair.

The northern façade of the Cooper Library is edged by 
a rectangular plaza paved in brick. The main entrance 
into the building occurs on the level above the plaza. It is 
accessed by concrete stairs, painted white with black metal 
handrails. The stairs lead to a concrete bridge that spans 
the ravine between Calhoun Drive and Daniel Hall. The 
bridge forms a small, central terrace that overhangs the 
pond slightly and affords access to the front entrance of 
the Cooper Library. Underneath the walkway, the ground 
is surfaced with loose, smooth stones. A freestanding 
elevator, faced with brick, provides universal access to 
the elevated walkway and the entrance to the Cooper 
Library from the plaza.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of turf 
lawn over much of the central open space and the seats 
of the Outdoor Theater, and trees and shrubs around the 
Carillon Garden and the foundations of Hardin and Olin 
Halls (see figure III-7). Shrubs and perennials also edge 
many of the staircases. Historic vegetation within this 
character area includes turf grass and possibly some of 
the older trees. The majority of the vegetation associated 
with the character area is not historic, however.

The Carillon Garden is edged by boxwood shrubs and 
trees. A dense cluster of mature trees buffers the garden 
from Calhoun Drive and Gantt Circle. Some of these trees 
may be older. Two rows of crape myrtle (Lagerstroemia 
indica) trees are part of the design of the small terrace 
featuring the Tillman bell.

The stage of the Outdoor Theater is planted with a dense 
border of lantana.

A grove of large American holly trees stands between 
Hardin and Olin Halls, while a grove of large live oaks 
(Quercus virginiana) stands behind Olin Hall that has 
branches that drape over the pond’s perimeter path. A 
large white oak is located near Brackett Hall. Crape 
myrtles are set within the planting beds of the brick 
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is historic.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features within this area include lighting 
features, site furnishings, planters, railings, walls, 
memorials and associated plaques, and utility structures. 
None of the small-scale features located within this 
character area is historic. 

Lighting associated with the library plaza is composed 
of tall posts that support modern, spherical luminaries. 
Lighting around the reflecting pool and elsewhere in 
this character area is comprised of the acorn luminaires 
described in the Bowman Field character area.

Site furnishings include benches, trash receptacles, and 
smokers’ outposts. Benches associated with the library 
plaza are rectangular, backless white-painted concrete 
spans approximately one-and-one-half feet high and two 
feet wide. Elsewhere within the character area benches 
are the wood-slat steel-frame benches with backs 
described within the Bowman Field character area. This 
type of bench is located in the Carillon Garden. Trash 
receptacles are the metal slat type described above. 
Smokers’ outposts are metal containers mounted on 
metal poles. 

Planters are part of the design vocabulary of the library 
plaza. These are concrete edged raised beds. The 
concrete edging is wide enough and set at a level for use 
as seating. 

Railings are found in association with stairs and around 
the edge of the pond. These are comprised of tubular 
black metal handrails with straight pickets. The metal 
handrails are causing staining of the associated concrete 
walls and stairs. 

The Outdoor Theater is edged by three-foot-high white 
painted and stuccoed concrete walls. These walls retain 
the slopes along the sides of the seating area, forming 
a crisp edge to the space. The walls are leaning and 
cracking and paint is flaking off. A portion of the path 
around the reflecting pond is edged by a two-foot-high 
brick retaining wall.

Associated with the Carillon Garden are a brick structure 
designed to highlight and protect the Tillman bell from 
the elements (see figure III-6), and various bronze 
plaques recognizing the garden, its memorial function, 
and various donors. At the top of the garden are two 
sandstone plaques attached to the north face of the 
brick wall along Calhoun Drive that note the gift of the 

American Institute of Architects. The building is similar 
in design to the award-winning undergraduate library for 
the University of South Carolina. The pond and elevated 
walkway are both components of the Cooper Library’s 
design. The pond serves to cool water used in association 
with the HVAC systems of nearby buildings.

The library is approximately 180 feet square, six stories 
in height, although only four stories are visible as the 
first and second floors are belowground. Its main 
entrance faces the North Campus Green and is accessed 
from the top of twin staircases and the elevated walkway. 
The third floor is at the level of the pond. The building 
envelope is white painted concrete and glass, with 
white concrete columns. Its materiality and minimalist, 
pragmatic design is characteristic of the Modernist and 
International style of architecture of the 1960s.

The Outdoor Theater was built to conform to the 
landform of the ravine’s natural depression. The structure 
was designed by Leon Legrand, the first graduate of 
Clemson’s architecture program. It was a gift of the class 
of 1915, and built using Works Progress Administration 
(WPA) funds and labor. The structure is said to have 
been built from reused slate and brick with secondhand 
lumber used to build the original benches. Although 
the feature was originally conceived as a bandshell, the 
theater later evolved into a semi-circular stage 83 feet 
across and 53 feet deep, flanked by two square dressing 
rooms. Large concrete lanterns with metal finials in an 
Art Deco style are attached to the side wings. The rear 
of the stage is bounded by a wall, approximately seven 
feet high, surmounted by a semi-circular colonnade. The 
stage floor has a sunburst pattern of gray, red, and beige 
marble tile incorporating a large “1915.” In 1977, the 
original wood-bench theater seating was replaced with 
tiered concrete slabs that can seat approximately 400 
spectators (Davis 1989b: 7-3). The reflecting pool, with 
its nine vertical spray fountains, and the modern façade 
of the library form a backdrop for the performance area 
today.

Views and Vistas

The North Campus Green character area features a 
vista along its central north-south axis that is partially 
interrupted by the terracing associated with the Carillon 
Garden. The Tillman bell of the garden is centered on 
this axis, as is the Outdoor Theater, the pond, and the 
entrance into the Cooper Library (see figures III-4 and 
III-6). From the Cooper Library a long view extends 
across the pond and the Outdoor Theater to the Carillon 
Garden. From the perimeter walks, there are views across 
the pond and the Outdoor Theatre. None of these views 
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Ornamental plantings associated with the Outdoor  ▪
Theatre

Vista along the central axis ▪

View of the Cooper Library and pond as a  ▪
backdrop to the Outdoor Theatre, 

Views of the Outdoor Theatre from the straight  ▪
walk

Reflecting pond and perimeter path ▪

Ornamental plantings around the sidewalks and  ▪
building foundations

Brick retaining wall around the pond ▪

Elevator shaft west of Cooper Library ▪

Black metal handrails around the pond and  ▪
associated with staircases

White concrete benches framing tree pits in the  ▪
library plaza

Light fixtures ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Ash trays mounted on posts ▪

Plaques ▪

Tillman Hall bell set with brick structure ▪

Manholes ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District II

garden by the Class of 1943. Nearby are two additional 
bronze plaques recognizing the contribution of the 
garden by the Class of 1943. The plaques are inserted 
into brick columns within the garden. Another pair of 
bronze plaques, also set into brick columns, denotes 
the dedication of the garden to the men of the Class of 
1943 with special remembrance of those who made the 
ultimate sacrifice while serving in the armed forces. Also 
within the Carillon Garden is a bronze plaque set into 
another brick column that recognizes Charles Richard 
Wood’s role as president of the class that contributed 
the garden. Two granite markers recognize the Class of 
1939 award for excellence. They are situated between 
two brick columns under the bell. Nearby is the Class of 
1939 in Grateful Memory plaque, a granite marker set 
into a brick column to the east of the bell. The Tillman 
Hall bell that sits in the center of the Carillon Garden is 
also marked by a bronze plaque set in a brick column to 
the west of the bell that identifies its history.

Around the pond are concrete manholes located within 
the planting beds. 

historiC resourCes: north Campus 
Green CharaCter area

Outdoor Theatre stage area* (1940) ▪

Sloping topography declining to the south ▪

Open lawn in the central area ▪

Some of the older trees to the north of the Outdoor  ▪
Theater may be historic

non-historiC resourCes: north 
Campus Green CharaCter area

Brackett Hall (1951; renovated 1992)	

Kinard Annex Laboratory (1961) ▪

Martin Hall (1962) ▪

Cooper Library (1966) including plaza and  ▪
elevated walkway

Daniel Hall (1969) ▪

The Carillon Garden (1993) ▪

Seating associated with the Outdoor Theatre  ▪
(redesigned 1977)

Retaining walls associated with the Outdoor  ▪
Theatre (ca. 1970s)

Walks and paths through the area ▪

Trees grouped around Hardin and Olin Halls ▪
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Figure III-1. North Campus Green character area existing conditions.

North Campus Green

III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure III-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure III-3. Historic resources associated with North Campus Green.

III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure III-8. The pedestrian bridge that provides access to 
the Cooper Library entrance also links the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle and Long Hall character areas.

Figure III-4. View across the Outdoor Theater toward the 
Cooper Library and fountain.

Figure III-6. The central bell in the Carillon Garden, located 
at the top of the knoll, overlooks the Outdoor Theater and the 
library.

Figure III-7. Large shade trees contribute to the spatial and 
textural character of the open space.

Figure III-5. View across the walkway leading to the Outdoor 
Theater toward Martin Hall, which edges the space to the east.

Figure III-9. The library overlooks the pond and fountain, with 
the Outdoor Theater visible in the background.
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III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure III-12. The asphalt walk and associated brick wall 
around the reflecting pond are also in need of repair. 

Figure III-10. Condition problems observed within this character 
area include cracking and leaning of the concrete retaining 
walls edging the Outdoor Theater.

Figure III-11. In many places, the concrete is becoming stained 
from rusted metal components such as handrails. 

Figure III-13A. Historic view toward the Cooper Library from 
the top of the Outdoor Theater. (Source: Clemson University 
archives)

Figure III-13B. The same view in 2007 illustrates changes 
made to the seating area in the 1970s, including tree removal. 
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III. north CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure III-14A. A historic view north toward the Outdoor 
Theater. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure III-14B. The same view in 2007 showing the changes 
made to the pond and plantings south of the Outdoor Theater 
as part of the Cooper Library. 

Figure III-15A. View towards the Cooper Library after its 
construction. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure III-15B. A similar view in 2007 indicates the increase in 
vegetation around the library.
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impart an anachronistic character. The Kinard Annex 
was moved from its original location, approximately 
100 feet to the north of its present position, to allow for 
construction of Long Hall (see figures IV-12A & 12B) 
(Personal communication, Fred Holder 2008).

This area of campus has evolved greatly from the earliest 
days of the college. One of the earliest buildings within 
this area was a hospital located near the current day 
Edwards Hall. To the rear of the building was a smaller 
structure labeled “Servants.” Sanborn maps of the early 
twentieth century indicate that there were dwellings 
located nearby to the northwest. The main road into 
campus ran past these structures toward the Main College 
building, now Tillman Hall. An internal campus road led 
from the lower ravine area near the steam laundry, where 
the Outdoor Theater is located today, to this road by the 
late nineteenth century. In 1904, Sikes Hall was built 
along the main road leading to the campus, replacing 
the earlier Office of Experimental Station. By 1912, a 
path had been established through this area that extended 
between Sikes Hall and the dairy. 

The 1945 campus atlas (see figure IV-2) indicates that 
the hospital remained a feature of the campus landscape 
at that time. To its northwest was a residence. The road 
providing access to these structures was Cherry Road. 
Cherry Road is shown extending to the north of Long 
Hall where it meets Parkway Drive. Joining Cherry 
Road above the residence was Forest Lane, which ran 
to the south of Long Hall and between the hall and the 
Kinard Annex. Two unnamed buildings were located 
to the west of Long Hall on the current site of Martin 
Hall. Jersey Lane led north from Forest Lane to the 
west of these buildings. Neither Jersey Lane nor Forest 
Lane survives today, but a portion of Epsilon Zeta Drive 
follows the former alignment of Forest Lane south of 
Long Hall. Current day Parkway Drive continues to 
follow the alignment of the road north of Long Hall, 
while a sidewalk today follows the southern portion of 
the Cherry Road alignment. Other features on the 1945 
atlas are walks shown leading to entrances into Long 
Hall and Kinard Annex. Walks exist in similar locations 
today.

The southern half of this character area is more steeply 
sloped. The buildings added in the 1960s through 1991 
occupy this terrain. The building massing, plazas, and 
stairs are used to address grade changes. Today, it is 
difficult to discern the historic landform that formerly 
characterized the area.

IV. long hall

General CharaCter

The Long Hall character area is a densely developed 
part of campus area edged by Parkway Drive, Epsilon 
Zeta Drive, McMillan Road, and the buildings that line 
the eastern margin of North Campus Green—Martin 
Hall, Kinard Laboratory of Physics, and Daniel Hall 
(see figure IV-1). There are two historic buildings 
within this area: Long Hall, a large U-shaped building 
designed by Rudolph Lee; and the Kinard Annex, a two-
story Victorian-era building that served as the residence 
of Mark Bernard Hardin, hired as the first head of 
Clemson’s School of Chemistry as noted earlier (Allen 
and Bray 2006: 35). The other seven buildings in this 
area were constructed in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1990s. 
The eight-story Strode Tower, in the southwest corner 
of the character area, is the tallest; the others are three 
to five stories in height. In between the tightly-spaced 
buildings lie an assortment of outdoor seating areas and 
plazas, passageways, walks, stairs, service and parking 
areas, and drives that contribute to a maze-like quality 
within the character area. In contrast, the northwestern 
corner of the area features a level quadrangular lawn 
framed by Martin Hall, the Kinard Laboratory, and Long 
Hall that serves as a welcome respite from the density 
elsewhere in the character area (see figure IV-6).

CharaCter area assessment

The Long Hall character area is primarily comprised of 
non-historic resources. The few historic resources that 
survive include Long Hall and its entrance walks to the 
west, north, and east, and the Kinard Annex, with its 
associated entrance walk to the west. In addition, Parkway 
Drive, Epsilon Zeta Drive as it edges Long Hall, and the 
angled sidewalk leading southeast from Sikes Hall are 
contemporary circulation routes that follow historic road 
alignments. Long Hall is listed as a contributing resource 
within Clemson University National Register Historic 
District I. Kinard Annex is not currently included within 
either campus historic district, but has been determined 
eligible for listing.

Additions and changes that affect the integrity of these 
historic resources include the fire stair on the southeast 
wing of Long Hall, the parking area in front of Long Hall 
that has altered views of the building façade (see figures 
IV-11A & 11B) and the character of Parkway Drive (see 
figures IV-13A & 13B), and the buildings surrounding 
the Kinard Annex that have encroached on its setting and 
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the buildings within the character area are Modernist or 
contemporary in their design style, conveying a stark and 
unornamented character that is offset by lush plantings 
(see figure IV-7).

Circulation

Roads and walks edge the Long Hall character area 
on three sides. To the north is Parkway Drive, which 
extends between Sikes and Long Halls in a series of 
eight curving bays and connecting roads. Parkway 
Drive joins Calhoun Drive to the west of Sikes Hall (see 
figure IV-13B). It also extends to the east, paralleling the 
President’s Park stroll garden. McMillan Road edges the 
Long Hall character area to the south. Epsilon Zeta Drive 
extends north from McMillan at the southeastern corner 
of the character area. It edges Edwards and Vickery 
Halls, before turning west and ending below Long Hall. 
The only other roads within the area are Delta Epsilon 
Court, which extends from the parking area to the east of 
the Cooper Library past Strode Tower to a large service 
area near Kinard Laboratory (see figure IV-8), and an 
unnamed access road that leads to an oval drop off and 
parking area outside of Edwards Hall to its south. Only 
Parkway Drive and the long concrete sidewalk follow 
the alignments of historic road corridors within this 
character area.

The character area is also criss-crossed by pedestrian 
walks, plazas, stairs, and outdoor seating areas. One 
of the walks edges the character area to the east. It 
follows a diagonal alignment that is consistent with 
the historic route of Cherry Road. From this walk, 
additional sidewalks arise that lead to buildings such 
as Long, Vickery (also the Academic Learning Center), 
and Edwards Halls. Both Vickery and Edwards Halls are 
also edged by paved plazas and seating areas framed by 
ornamental plantings. Walks also lead to entrances into 
Long Hall along its northern and western façades. Some 
of these are historic. The walk from the west connects 
to a series of walks that criss-cross the level plaza 
between Martin and Long Halls and Kinard Laboratory. 
These walks also provide a connection to North Campus 
Green to the north and Martin Hall to the south. Smaller 
walks lead around Kinard Annex, between Jordan Hall 
and the Kinard Laboratory, and between Jordan Hall 
and McMillan Drive. Daniel Hall and Strode Tower 
are accessed via various walks that lead east from the 
Cooper Library area, including the elevated walkway. 
Three additional walks lead south toward McMillan 
Road from Jordan and Edwards Halls. 

This area is overall in fair to good physical condition. 
Some of the condition-related issues to be considered by 
the university include:

The concrete of stairs, cheekwalls, walks, and  ▪
the pedestrian bridges is exhibiting problems of 
cracking, spalling, and chipping (see figure IV-10). 
University maintenance vehicles drive on some 
of the sidewalks, which may contribute to these 
problems.

Metal handrails associated with some of the stairs  ▪
are rusting and staining the concrete.

The asphalt of various roads is cracking. ▪

There are rotting timbers associated with walk  ▪
edging and retaining walls.

Some of the terraces outside of the buildings are  ▪
exhibiting settling and the pavement has become 
uneven, constituting a trip hazard.

There is mold on the exterior of some of the  ▪
buildings.

Large expanses of mulch have been used as a  ▪
ground cover (see figure IV-6).

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

Much of this character area occupies a relatively level 
plateau to the south of Sikes Hall. The southern portion 
of the character area is more steeply sloped, with a 
former drainageway that once extended to the adjacent 
ravine now occupied by Kinard Laboratory, Daniel 
Hall Support Facility, and Daniel Hall. The original 
landform of this area is currently difficult to discern 
due to adaptations made to accommodate the existing 
collection of buildings with large footprints. The level 
area where Long Hall is sited is the lone historic natural 
feature to survive within this area. 

Spatial Organization

This character area includes a densely developed 
core of buildings connected by walks, stairs, plazas, 
corridors, service roads, and parking areas that can be 
difficult to navigate due to a maze-like arrangement. 
In the northeastern corner of the character area, Martin 
Hall, Long Hall, and Kinard Laboratory form a small 
quadrangular plaza to the south of the parking area. 
This relatively level plaza is composed of orthogonally-
arranged concrete walks, turf panels, and plantings of 
shade and ornamental trees (see figure IV-6). Most of 
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Service. Long Hall is a three-story brick building 180 
by 50 feet along its broad façade with two 100-by-50 
foot extensions at either end establishing its U-shaped 
plan. The building has a cross-hipped, clay tile roof 
supported at the eaves by shaped brackets. The façade 
is symmetrical with two slightly projecting, hipped-roof 
pavilions, which are elaborated by two-story pilasters 
supporting an entablature and framing a pedimented 
central window. It features decorative elements such 
as glazed, diamond-shaped tiles set in paneled arches 
between the eave brackets; bas-relief renderings of horse 
and tractor drawn plows; roundels, urns, stylized corn 
and squash blossoms, and cornucopia. There are also 
inscriptions bearing the words “Agriculture, Research, 
and Instruction.” In 1977, a fire stair connection to 
Jordan Hall was constructed at the south wing (Davis 
1989a: 7-3). There is also an elevator tower attached to 
the north wing that is not historic. 

Completed in 1969, Strode Tower is eight stories in 
height. It is a brick and concrete building with a glass 
hipped roof atrium atop the flat roof. Horizontal bands 
of concrete express the floors of the building. Set 
between the bands are recessed window panels. Wide 
brick bands extend vertically along each façade. Strode 
Tower was designed by Lafaye, Lafaye & Associates in 
the Modernist style, and is named for the college’s first 
president, Henry Aubrey Strode.

Jordan Hall was built in 1974. It is located east of 
the Kinard Laboratory and south of Long Hall. It is 
connected to Long Hall by a second story elevated walk. 
The building was designed by Riley, Bultman, Coulter & 
Associates, and is named for an alumnus of the college. 
The concrete Modernist building is three stories in height 
with large window panels. The building is approximately 
220 by 100 feet in size, with various extensions to the 
west, north, and south.

Robert Cook Edwards Hall is a brick building with 
concrete detailing built in 1977 in the Post-Modern 
style of additive geometric volumes. Edwards Hall 
is approximately 230 by 70 feet in size, with various 
extensions. It was designed by the architecture firm of 
Riley, Bultman, Coulter & Associates. Edwards Hall was 
named for then acting president Robert Cook Edwards.

Daniel Support Facility is a small ca. 1978 contemporary 
building located between Daniel Hall and Kinard 
Laboratory of Physics. It is 110 by 60 feet in size.

Vickery Hall, also known as the Academic Learning 
Center, was built in 1991, and designed by the architecture 
firm of Virgil, Gambrel, Rhodes. Vickery Hall is named 
for Kenneth N. Vickery, an alumnus, registrar, and 

Vegetation

Much of the vegetation within this area is comprised 
of a great variety of ornamental foundation plantings 
and plantings designed to complement plazas, stairs, 
outdoor seating areas, and walks. There are also shade 
trees associated with open spaces along the margins 
of the building complexes, and street trees along road 
corridors. None of the vegetation associated with this 
character area is historic.

Mature river birch trees are planted in the plaza between 
Martin and Long Halls. Flowering dogwoods are used for 
street trees in many locations within this character area. 
Species used in foundation and plaza plantings include 
weeping mulberry (Morus alba ‘Pendula’), maple 
(Acer spp.), river birch, scarlet oak (Quercus coccinea), 
golden raintree (Koelreuteria paniculata), bald cypress 
(Taxodium distichum), flowering dogwood, Chinese 
chestnut (Castanea mollissima), zelkova (Zelkova 
serrata), sweet bay magnolia (Magnolia virginiana), 
ginkgo, red elm (Ulmus rubra), willow, water, and white 
oaks, crape myrtle, juniper (Juniperus spp.), nandina, 
wax leaf privet, viburnum (Viburnum spp.), azalea 
(Rhododendron spp.), inkberry holly, Japanese holly, 
skip laurel, and liriope.

Buildings and Structures

The buildings located within this character area 
include Sikes Hall (see Bowman Field character area 
for description), Martin Hall, Kinard Laboratory, and 
Daniel Hall (see North Campus Green character area 
for descriptions), and the Daniel Support Facility, Long 
Hall, Kinard Annex, Jordan Hall, Academic Learning 
Center, and Robert Cook Edwards Hall.

Kinard Annex was built in 1894 (see figure IV-4). It was 
designed by the architecture firm of Brooks, Bruce, and 
Morgan that also designed Tillman Hall, Trustee House, 
and Hardin Hall. The building is currently known as the 
Campbell Museum of Natural History, but has served 
over the years as Dr. Hardin’s residence, the Agricultural 
Department Extension Division, the Wildlife and 
Forestry Building, and the Education Building. The 
Kinard Annex is an L-shaped, two-and-one-half story 
Queen Anne style brick building with a 70-by-50-foot 
footprint and a steeply-pitched cross-gabled roof covered 
with terracotta tile. The building was remodeled in 1936 
and again in 1996. It includes an addition along the rear 
façade.

Long Hall was designed by Rudolph Lee and built in 
1937 (see figure IV-5). It is named for William Williams 
Long, a former director of the Cooperative Extension 
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government. The second plaque located within this area 
is the bronze Lever plaque dedicated to the memory of 
Asbury Francis Lever, co-author of the 1914 Smith-Lever 
Act establishing cooperative extension work. Lever is 
buried at Woodland Cemetery. The plaque is set in a 
deteriorating concrete base that is flush with the ground 
and associated with a willow oak tree planted within the 
triangular area formed by converging sidewalks east of 
the eastern entrance into Long Hall. The historic plaque 
was dedicated on December 1, 1944. 

historiC resourCes: lonG hall 
CharaCter area

Kinard Annex (1894; moved circa 1935) ▪

Long Hall* (1936) ▪

Entrance walks leading into Long Hall and the  ▪
Kinard Annex

Parkway Drive, which follows the former  ▪
alignment of Cherry Road through the parking area 
to the north of Long Hall to Calhoun Drive

Concrete sidewalks between Sikes Hall and the end  ▪
of Bryan Mall that follow the former alignment of 
Cherry Road, the main entrance into the campus 
between the early 1890s and the mid-twentieth 
century

Lever plaque (1944) ▪

non-historiC resourCes: lonG hall 
CharaCter area

Kinard Laboratory of Physics (1961) ▪

Daniel Hall (1969) ▪

Strode Tower (1969) ▪

Jordan Hall (1977) ▪

Edwards Hall (1977) ▪

Daniel Hall Support Facility (1978) ▪

Vickery Hall (also called Academic Learning  ▪
Center) (1991)

Mature river birches in the open lawn between  ▪
Martin and Long Halls

Flowering dogwood street tree plantings ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District I

dean. The majority of the building is faced with brick 
with a central concrete panel at the entrance marked 
by four round columns. The 140 by 70 foot, two-story 
brick section includes traditional window openings, and 
colored brick patterns that accentuate the roofline and 
foundation.

Views and Vistas

There are no historic views associated with this 
character area. Many of the potential views within the 
area are blocked by buildings, or occur along the narrow 
passageways between them. The view of the entrance 
into Kinard Annex, for example, is truncated by the 
position of Martin Hall and partially obscured by trees. 
Views are afforded across the open lawn of the plaza 
west of Long Hall and the façade of Long Hall is visible 
across the large expanse of parking to the north of the 
building. From the edge of this parking, it is possible to 
view into the sloping greensward of the North Campus 
Green. 

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features observed within this character area 
include site furnishings, light poles, metal handrails 
associated with stairs and ramps, low brick walls, 
planters, dedicatory plaques, and propane tank. One of 
the plaques is historic; the remainder of the small-scale 
features within this character area are not historic.

Site furnishings include metal bike racks, wood-slat 
benches, and metal slat trash receptacles similar to those 
found elsewhere on campus and described previously. 
Light poles are the single acorn globe luminaire style 
described earlier. Tubular metal handrails painted black 
are used in association with many of the stairs and ramps 
within the character area. Low brick retaining walls, 
planter edging, and cheekwalls are associated with stairs 
and walks. The style and color of the brick varies from 
a more traditional design outside Long Hall, to a more 
Modern style used in the vicinity of Daniel Hall and the 
Kinard Laboratory. There are also low concrete retaining 
walls and concrete planters used in conjunction with the 
various plazas and walks and stairs associated with grade 
changes around the buildings.

There are two dedicatory plaques within the character 
area. The “Campus Sweep 1996” is a bronze plaque set 
on a low concrete base. The plaque is associated with 
an American Liberty elm (Ulmus Americana ‘Liberty’) 
located along the sidewalk extending between the 
parking lot in front of Long Hall and Schilletter Dining 
Hall. Campus Sweep was a yearly campus beautification 
program conducted by the Clemson University student 
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Figure IV-1. Long Hall character area existing conditions.

Long Hall

IV. long hall CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IV-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

IV. long hall CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IV-3. Historic resources associated with Long Hall.

IV. long hall CharaCtEr arEa
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IV. long hall CharaCtEr arEa

Figure IV-4. The Kinard Annex, also known as the Natural 
History Museum, is one of five surviving nineteenth-century 
buildings on campus.

Figure IV-5. Long Hall is the only other historic building located 
within this character area.

Figure IV-8. Various service-oriented spaces are located behind 
the primary buildings within this character area.

Figure IV-7. Many of the buildings are of Modernist or 
contemporary architectural design.

Figure IV-6. Many quadrangles and other types of open landscape spaces exist within this character area. Large beds of mulch are 
often used as groundcover.
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IV. long hall CharaCtEr arEa

Figure IV-13A. Parkway Drive as it originally led in front of 
Long Hall was an attractive road corridor. (Source: Clemson 
University archives)

Figure IV-13B. Today, the entrance onto Parkway from Calhoun 
Drive is unobtrusive and visually cluttered with parking.

Figure IV-9. Condition problems observed within this area 
include undercutting of walkways caused by stormwater.

Figure IV-10. Some of the concrete walks within this character 
area are in need of repair. 

Figures IV-11A & B. Historic and contemporary views of Long 
Hall illustrate how the setting for the building has been changed 
through the addition of parking. (Source: Clemson University 
archives)

Figures IV-12A & B. Historic and contemporary views of the 
Kinard Annex illustrate changes that have been made to 
the appearance of the façade. (Source: Clemson University 
archives)
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herein will be referred to as President’s Park to reflect the 
connection between the dedicated pastoral open space 
and the traditional use of the area to house the current 
university president. 

This part of campus was originally an area of native forest 
associated with the Fort Hill plantation.(Wagner 2005: 
41). Historic maps and photos of this area survive to 
illustrate its evolving character over time. A photograph 
dated 1898 shows a grove of young, and apparently 
recently planted, shade trees, and turf grass, and the 
building used at the time as the President’s House. The 
1908 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map indicates the Clemson 
Club (see North Campus character area) present nearby, 
but shows this area as otherwise little developed. The 
1945 Atlas shows the current-day President’s Park as 
densely vegetated, with few built features (see figure 
V-2). The alignments of adjacent roads are consistent 
with those present today, including S.C. Highway 93, 
Parkway Drive, and Cherry Road. Parkway Drive 
follows the alignment of historic Cherry Road that once 
linked Palmetto Boulevard and Calhoun Drive. Various 
dwellings are shown south of Parkway Drive. The 
current President’s House, built ca. 1959, is known to 
have replaced a former Queen Anne-style house located 
in this area that does not survive today (see figure V-14) 
and earlier residences that served the same purpose (see 
figure V-13). The atlas does not indicate the presence 
of any circulation features within the stroll path area, 
although it is known that the current generous brick and 
concrete walk replaced an earlier two-foot-wide asphalt 
walk through the landscape as noted in the National 
Register nomination for Historic District I: “Azaleas 
are massed along a two-foot wide winding asphalt path” 
(Davis 1989a: 7-3). 

The stroll garden portion of the character area has evolved 
over the years to include ornamental plantings such as 
shrub masses to enhance the seating areas and paths 
and views of the road corridor. The highly ornamental 
character of these shrub plantings and the brick walk 
impart a character to these spaces that was not present 
during the historic period.

The President’s Park Character Area is overall in good 
physical condition. 

V. pResIdenT’s paRk

General CharaCter

The President’s Park character area extends between Sikes 
Hall, S.C. Highway 93, Newman Road, and Parkway 
Drive to the east of Bowman Field (see figure V-1). 
The character area is comprised primarily of a pastoral 
landscape featuring older shade trees, ornamental shrubs 
and groundcovers, and meandering stroll paths. The 
stroll garden to the east of Sikes Hall includes both older 
specimens that are likely historic and younger plantings 
associated with a relatively new brick walkway system 
that extends through the center of garden paralleling 
S.C. Highway 93. Along the walk, there are benches and 
other site furnishings, as well as a World War I memorial 
and various dedicatory plaques and plant identification 
markers. Parkway Drive parallels the stroll garden 
to the south. Also included within this character area 
are the President’s House and associated garage and 
residential gardens, which edge the stroll park to its east 
near the intersection of Cherry Road, Parkway Drive, 
and S.C. Highway 93. Although the present President’s 
House was not built until 1959, it succeeds two earlier 
dwellings sited nearby dedicated to the same purpose. 
To the east of the President’s House along S.C. Highway 
93 are ornamental plantings set within a greensward. The 
character area includes a set of stone gates along S.C. 
Highway 93 near Newman Road (Wagner 2005: 42).

CharaCter area assessment

Although many of the features located within this 
character area are not historic, the President’s Park 
character area includes various older plantings, and the 
space continues to serve as an important green space 
along the campus margin as it did historically, and to 
feature the dwelling of the current university president. 
President’s Park appears to be the same feature identified 
in the Clemson University Historic District I National 
Register nomination as Trustee’s Park. The nomination 
indicates that Trustee’s Park was established in 1925, 
and lists it as a contributing resource within the district. 
The nomination also notes: “Two state record trees—a 
persimmon and a chestnut—are contained within the 
park. On its north side the park creates vistas to and 
constitutes the ‘formal’ approach to the university on 
S.C. Highway 93” (Davis 1989a: 7-3). However, there 
appears to be some confusion regarding the location 
of this open space, as some documents refer to the 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle area as President’s Park. For 
the purposes of this study, the character area described 
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The fourth sub-area is a pastoral green space characterized 
by turf lawn dotted with clumps and individual specimens 
of trees, shrubs, vines, and groundcovers. The space is set 
below the grade of the adjacent highway and has a bowl-
like form. Groupings of plants divide the space into a series 
of small outdoor rooms that flow into one another.

Circulation

Vehicular circulation associated with the President’s Park 
character area includes S.C. Highway 93 to the north, 
Newman Road to the east, Parkway Drive to the south, 
and Cherry Road, which extends between the President’s 
House and the greensward. Also located within the area 
are the President’s House driveway, service drive, and 
parking area. All of these road corridors are paved with 
asphalt. The driveway of the President’s House is edged 
with ornamental brick. S.C. Highway 93 is also known as 
Walter Cox Boulevard. The road corridor was upgraded 
and widened in 2000 to a four-lane divided highway with 
planted medians. The alignments of S.C. Highway 93, 
Cherry Road, and Parkway Drive are consistent with the 
alignments of historic roads in the area. A portion of the 
historic road leading to the campus is thought to have 
passed through this area.

Pedestrian circulation includes concrete sidewalks along 
the road corridors as well as internal walks. The primary 
pedestrian circulation feature is the curvilinear brick and 
concrete walk that leads through the center of the stroll 
garden (see figures V-5, V-6 and V-12). A portion of this 
walk is being used to create new ‘senior sidewalks’ where 
the names of students affiliated with a graduating class 
are etched into the concrete of a segment of walkway. 
Other examples of senior sidewalks are found along the 
western margin of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle near 
Fort Hill, and along Cherry Road east of the Hendrix 
Student Center.

Secondary walks lead off the central brick and concrete 
walkway in several locations to provide access to 
adjacent areas and nearby buildings. Concrete steps with 
handrails lead into the garden from S.C. Highway 93 
near its intersection with Cherry Road. 

Vegetation

Lush plantings of mature deciduous and evergreen 
trees with an understory of pink and white flowering 
dogwoods, redbuds (Cercis canadensis), Foster (Ilex 
attenuata ‘Fosteri’) and American hollies, and shrub 
masses of azaleas and hydrangeas (Hydrangea spp.) 
characterize the stroll garden (see figure V-5). Many of 
the trees within the stroll park, particularly the grove 

existinG landsCape resourCes

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The landscape of this character area is generally level 
to gently sloping, with more steeply-sloped topography 
along the front of the President’s House. S.C. Highway 
93 is slightly elevated above the stroll park. These 
topographic and landform conditions appear to survive 
from the historic period. 

Spatial Organization

This character area is comprised of four sub-areas: the stroll 
garden (see figure V-6), President’s House and associated 
grounds (see figure V-4), Parkway Drive corridor (see figure 
V-9), and the greensward east of the President’s Park (see 
figure V-11). Except for the President’s House and grounds, 
the spatial organization of this character area is generally 
consistent with historic patterns of spatial organization, 
although the addition of shrub masses for ornamentation 
and screening has altered the character of the spaces by 
rendering them more intimate and limiting the extent of 
views.

The stroll garden is a relatively narrow, linear site, oriented 
east-west, that parallels S.C. Highway 93 to its south. It 
features a central walkway edged by ornamental plantings, 
seating areas with benches, and lighting (see figures V-6 
& 7). Large shade and evergreen trees also contribute to 
the pastoral quality and gardenesque setting of the site 
(see figure V-12). The walks are curvilinear with an ever 
unfolding view of plantings, suggesting that the area is 
intended for relaxed meandering.

The President’s House is located to the east of the stroll park. 
The house faces north across Parkway Drive toward S.C. 
Highway 93. An oval driveway leads to the front door of the 
house from Parkway Drive, and connects to Cherry Road (see 
figure V-4). A service road leads off of the driveway to the 
garage and a service court at the rear of the dwelling. A broad 
lawn dotted with large shade trees surrounds the house. Screen 
plantings of evergreen shrubs help divide the front and rear 
yards, and the service area behind the house. Plantings and a 
wall divide the house precinct from open space associated with 
the Bryan Circle dormitory complex to the south and west.

Parkway Drive edges President’s Park to the south (see figure 
V-9). This winding road corridor is edged by large deciduous 
shade trees and turf lawn. The space associated with the 
road extends to the rear yards of the adjacent Bryan Circle 
dormitories. 
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Buildings and Structures

There are no historic buildings or structures associated 
with this area. The only buildings are the President’s 
House and an associated garage.The President’s House 
was built in 1959 (see figure V-4). It was designed by 
Charles W. Fant & Sons. This stately Colonial Revival 
dwelling is reminiscent of a southern plantation home. 
The dwelling is a two-and-one-half story 40-by-90-
foot brick structure, painted white, with a gable roof 
and extended two-story porch with triangular pediment 
portico. The portico is supported by four large columns. 
Exterior brick chimneys are set in the gable ends. The 
two-car garage is a simple brick structure also painted 
white. 

Views and Vistas

The open space of President’s Park contributes to the 
pastoral setting of the primary approach to the university 
along S.C. Highway 93 (Davis 1989a: 7-3). The views 
along the curvilinear walks of the stroll garden are 
internal and framed by vegetation. There are also views 
of the President’s House from adjacent road corridors. 
Expansive mulch beds detract from this view slightly, 
as do views of the nearby Bryan Circle dormitories and 
residential towers.

Small-scale Features

The small-scale features associated with this character 
area include site furnishings, lighting features, stone gates 
along the highway, the World War I memorial, a dry creek, 
state historical marker, and dedicatory plaques. Although 
two of the features—the memorial and one of the stone 
gates— were established more than fifty years ago, both 
were moved from their original locations, diminishing their 
integrity. The other small-scale features within this character 
area are less than fifty years of age and are therefore not 
historic. There is also a new monument that was in the 
process of being constructed near the dry creek during field 
investigations conducted on behalf of this project in May 
2008. 

A pair of stone gates flanks S.C. Highway 93 at the eastern 
end of the greensward. These gates are part of a system of 
similar features that mark various entrances into campus 
along public thoroughfares. They are based on the original 
pair established along the road to Pendleton in 1915. The 
gates located along S.C. Highway 93 were a gift from 
the Class of 1928. They were moved from their original 
location, approximately one-quarter mile to the east, as 
part of the university’s centennial in 1989 (Wagner 2005: 
53). The gate on the northern side of the highway contains 
two bronze plaques. One was installed in 1928, and states 

of red (Quercus rubra), white, post, and water oaks, 
loblolly pines (Pinus taeda), hollies, and magnolias near 
the intersection of Parkway Drive and Cherry Road, 
appear to be older and are likely historic. The National 
Register nomination for Historic District I suggests that 
there were once two state record trees—a persimmon 
(Diospyros virginiana) and a chestnut (Castanea sp.)—
present within the park (Davis 1989a: 7-3). Other tree 
species present within the stroll park include willow 
oaks, Southern red oaks (Quercus falcata), and red 
maples. Newer shrub plantings along the walks include 
oakleaf hydrangea (Hydrangea quercifolia), fothergilla 
(Fothergilla gardenii), and sweetpepperbush (Clethra 
alnifolia), Japanese holly, flame azalea (Rhododendron 
calendulaceum), rhododendron (Rhododendron spp.), 
and yew (Taxus baccata). Bulbs and groundcovers such 
as daylilies, daffodils (Narcissus spp.), and liriope are 
also featured in the garden’s planting beds.

Part of the new design within the stroll garden is a dry 
creek formed from large stones that is intended to collect 
stormwater. The dry creek is edged with plantings of wax 
myrtles (Myrica cerifera), magnolias, rhododendrons, 
azaleas, large loblolly pines, periwinkle (Vinca minor), 
sweetpepperbush, crape myrtle, and hollies.

Plantings associated with the President’s House include 
a row of Southern magnolia trees lining the semicircular 
entrance drive, as well as sweetgum (Liquidambar 
styraciflua), Japanese maple, sugar maple (Acer 
saccharum), pecan (Carya illinoiensis), and various oak 
trees around the house precinct. There is a particularly 
large old sweetgum near the road at the front of the 
President’s House (Wagner 2005: 44). There are also 
ornamental foundation plantings associated with the 
house and evergreen screen plantings around the service 
yard and at the edge of the house precinct that abuts the 
Bryan Circle development to the east and south. 

The greensward area includes numerous species of trees 
and shrubs. Some of the older trees are pecans. Twenty 
older pecan trees are thought to survive within this 
area, along with white and willow oaks, red and sugar 
maples, magnolias, dogwoods, crape myrtles, Deodar 
cedars (Cedrus deodora), apples (Malus spp.), and 
other ornamental fruit trees. There are also water oaks, 
sweetgums, and photinia (Photinia fraseri) set within the 
grassy lawn of this undeveloped green space along S.C. 
Highway 93. 

Ornamental plantings associated with the stone gates 
along S.C. Highway 93 include four large Japanese 
cryptomeria (Cryptomeria japonica) trees, loblolly pines, 
daylilies, flowering bulbs, and low-growing hollies. 
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Stone gates along S.C. Highway 93 constructed  ▪
circa 1928 (relocated 1989) 

World War I memorial boulder (relocated twice) ▪

non-historiC resourCes: president’s 
park CharaCter area

President’s House (1959), garage, walls ▪

Spatial organization of the stroll garden and  ▪
President’s House and yard

Foundation plantings at the President’s House  ▪

Ornamental and screen plantings  ▪

Brick and concrete walks  ▪

Access roads and parking associated with the  ▪
President’s House 

Wood-slat benches with backs  ▪

Light fixtures  ▪

Bronze plant name plates set in concrete blocks  ▪

Smokers’ outposts  ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District I

“Clemson; The A&M College; of South Carolina; Class 
of 1928,” while the other was installed in 1989 and notes 
“Clemson; University; Centennial; 1889-1989.”

The memorial located within this character area is a small 
granite boulder that features a bronze plaque cast by John 
Polachek Bronze and Iron Company of Long Island City, 
New York, and set within the surface of the stone (see 
figure V-10). The plaque is inscribed with text recognizing 
veterans of World War I. The memorial sits adjacent to the 
dry creek within the stroll park near Long Hall. It was moved 
twice, once from its original location in a memorial grove 
that once stood north of the current President’s House. The 
memorial was installed in its original location in November 
1921. 

A state historical marker is located along S.C. Highway 
93 within the President’s Park character area. The marker, 
installed in 2003, highlights the history of the university 
on a cast-aluminum plaque mounted on a metal pole that 
stands five feet above the ground.

Within the President’s Park stroll garden, there are various 
dedicatory plaques. One of these—the Campus Sweep 
1998 Plaque—is located along the sidewalk that extends 
between Sikes Hall and the parking area in front of Long 
Hall. The bronze plaque, which is set on a concrete pedestal 
base approximately seven inches tall, is associated with an 
elm tree. There are also a variety of markers, ranging from 
bronze name plates set in concrete blocks at their base to 
dedicatory plaques, used to label plants (see figure V-8).

Benches are composed of steel frames with wood-slat seats 
and backs similar in character to those used elsewhere on 
campus (see figure V-7). Light fixtures are the acorn-shaped 
luminaires with fluted metal poles also described within 
Bowman Field. The site also includes plastic smokers’ 
outposts placed near benches in the seating areas within the 
stroll garden. 

historiC resourCes: president’s park 
CharaCter area

President’s Park, also referred to as Trustee’s Park*  ▪
(circa 1925)

Relatively level landform and sloped landform in  ▪
front of the President’s House

Many older trees particularly near the intersection  ▪
of Parkway Drive and Cherry Road 

S.C. Highway 93 alignment ▪

Parkway Drive alignment (formerly known as  ▪
Palmetto Boulevard)

Cherry Road alignment (current sidewalk) ▪
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Figure V-1. President’s Park character area existing conditions.

President’s Park

V. PrEsIdEnt’s Park CharaCtEr arEa

Figure V-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)
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Figure V-3. Historic resources associated with President’s Park.

V. PrEsIdEnt’s Park CharaCtEr arEa
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V. PrEsIdEnt’s Park CharaCtEr arEa

Figure V-6. Walks within the stroll garden are comprised of 
brick and concrete. Secondary paths lead to surrounding 
buildings.

Figure V-8. Plaques mark plantings contributed by donors. 

Figure V-7. The open space includes seating areas with 
benches.

Figure V-4. The President’s House, built in 1959, replaced 
earlier residences. 

Figure V-9. Parkway Drive extends through the character area.

Figure V-5. The house abuts a linear open space that includes 
a stroll path, ornamental plantings, and many older trees.
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Figure V-12. Many of the trees within this character area 
appear to be older than fifty years.

V. PrEsIdEnt’s Park CharaCtEr arEa

Figure V-13 & V-14. Two of the President’s Houses that 
preceded the current residence are illustrated above. These 
were located south of President’s Park along Parkway Drive. 
(Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure V-11. A greensward with former residential plantings 
edges S.C. Highway 93 northeast of the President’s House.

Figure V-10. A memorial honoring Clemson College students 
participating in World War I A new memorial was being built 
behind the memorial in May 2008.
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During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, 
there was little in the way of campus development 
within this character area. Review of the 1945 campus 
atlas indicates that by the mid-twentieth century various 
campus faculty residences had been constructed along 
three roads that connected to form a large circle: Palmetto 
Boulevard, Parkway Drive, and Cherry Road (see figure 
VI-2). Today, Parkway Drive survives outside of this 
character area, Cherry Road partially follows the earlier 
alignment of Palmetto Boulevard, and a segment of the 
historic Cherry Road is approximated by the concrete 
walk along the western margin of the character area. 
Groves of older trees that survive along the eastern margin 
of the character area may be remnants of tree plantings 
shown in conjunction with some of the residences on the 
1945 atlas. Current day McMillan Road once followed a 
portion of the earlier alignment of Palmetto Boulevard, 
but was relocated further south to accommodate the 
construction of the Hendrix Student Center. 

The Bryan Circle character area is in fair physical 
condition due to various examples of material 
deterioration and areas of soil erosion requiring repair. 
The following issues were observed during fieldwork 
conducted on behalf of this project:

Cracked concrete walls, stairs, and walks are  ▪
in evidence in many locations, particularly in 
association with the three-story dormitories (see 
figures VI-14 and VI-15).

Paint is flaking off many of the concrete retaining  ▪
walls associated with the same dormitories.

Informal paths are being worn in the turf lawn and  ▪
groundcover behind the Hendrix Student Center 
(see figures VI-12 and V-13).

Mulched planting beds to the southeast of the  ▪
southern row of dormitories are eroding across 
some of the paths.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The Bryan Circle character area is situated on one of the 
prominent topographic knolls of the Clemson University 
campus. This knoll also includes the President’s House. 
Bryan Circle follows its southern slope. This landform is 
a historic feature.

VI. BRyan CIRCle

General CharaCter

The Bryan Circle character area is located on a relatively 
level plateau between Cherry Road, McMillan Road, 
Epsilon Zeta drive and the concrete walk edging Vickery 
and Edwards Halls, and land to the south of Parkway 
Drive (see figure VI-1). The area includes eight buildings 
associated with student residential and service uses. Six 
are dormitories—Smith, Barnett, Mauldin, Manning, 
Lever, and Byrnes Halls—one is a dining hall—
Schilletter Dining Hall—and the eighth is the Hendrix 
Student Center. 

The dormitories and dining hall associated with this 
area, which are generally of a contemporary architectural 
character, are clustered around a central road corridor—
Bryan Circle—edged by pedestrian walks, plazas, and 
plantings. Bryan Circle is accessed via Cherry Road. The 
Hendrix Student Center was built later to complement 
this residential area. The building helps to form an 
additional outdoor space to the south of the original 
complex, although its primary façade faces McMillan 
Road and a large associated parking lot. The landscape 
surrounding the cluster of buildings is relatively open, 
and characterized by turf lawn and ornamental plantings, 
with groves of older trees along Cherry Road. Concrete 
walks crisscross the landscape, providing connections 
between the buildings and other areas of the campus 
beyond. 

CharaCter area assessment

None of the structures located within the Bryan Circle 
character area are historic. The primary residential 
dormitories and associated roads and plazas were 
constructed between 1968 and 1972, with other features 
added after that. Two circulation features—Cherry Road 
and a concrete sidewalk along the western margin of the 
character area—generally follow historic alignments, 
however, and it is possible that some of the trees along 
the eastern margin of the character area survive from 
residential plantings of the early twentieth century. Also 
surviving from the historic period is the relatively level 
landform of the knoll upon which the features of the 
character area are sited. 

Although little of this character area is historic, it is a 
popular gathering place for students, particularly Bryan 
Mall and the outdoor space northeast of the Hendrix 
Student Center. 
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Student Center is a new senior sidewalk, like that included 
in President’s Park, etched with the names of students 
graduating from Clemson University by class year. This 
walk is comprised of a combination of brick and concrete 
(see figure VI-11). Also of note are the ashlar-patterned 
sandstone steps and paved loggias associated with the 
Smith, Barnett, and Mauldin Hall dormitories. 

Vegetation

Much of the landscape of this character area features 
ornamental street tree and foundation plantings associated 
with buildings and plazas. There are some older trees 
grouped in together in the eastern portion of the character 
area that may survive from early-twentieth-century 
residential developments that formerly characterized this 
site (see figure VI-10). The older trees include pecans, 
pines, and white and water oaks. To the east of the 
Hendrix Center parking area, stone retaining wells have 
been used to protect some of these trees where recent 
regrading has occurred. 

The plantings along Bryan Mall are not historic. They 
feature a variety of trees and shrubs including bald 
cypress, katsuratree (Cercidiphyllum japonicum), 
flowering dogwood, crape myrtle, and silver maple (Acer 
saccharinum). Plantings associated with the foundations 
of the dormitories include an array of species used to 
create a variety of small spaces and seating nooks (see 
figures VI-5 through VI-7). 

In front of the Hendrix Center, there is a planting bed 
that includes older oaks as well as relatively young 
plantings of yaupon holly, azalea, and liriope. Another 
older oak overhangs the senior walkway that extends 
from the Hendrix Center vicinity toward the intersection 
of Cherry and McMillan Roads.

Buildings and Structures

There are no historic buildings or structures in this 
character area. The architectural style of most of the 
buildings is Modernist or contemporary. 

Mauldin Hall, which is also referred to as East Campus 
Dormitory #1, was built in 1963. It is named for college 
Trustees William and Ivy Mauldin. The dormitory was 
designed by the architecture firm of Hallman & Weems. 
It is part of a system of three similar dormitories that line 
Bryan Circle. It is a 140-by-60-foot Modernist style brick 
and concrete building with vertically arranged bands of 
windows set in its three stories. The building has a flat 
roof; a portion of the building is a below grade recessed 
basement with a landing supported by concrete columns 

Spatial Organization

The Bryan Circle character area features a cluster 
of buildings sited around a central mall of roads and 
walkways edged by rows of similarly-designed buildings 
(see figure VI-3). The Hendrix Student Center sits apart 
from the housing units. It is a large L-shaped building 
that forms a strong edge to a substantial parking area 
south of it and embraces a turf lawn within the “L.” The 
large open space formed by the Hendrix Center and the 
residential towers to its north is a popular gathering place 
for students. Another large open space, heavily wooded 
with mature trees, edges Smith, Barnett, and Mauldin 
Halls to their west.

There are many intimate spaces formed by combinations 
of buildings, plantings, and site furnishings within the 
central mall area (see figure VI-5) as well as adjacent to 
the dormitories, the dining hall, and the student center. 
None of these are historic.

Circulation

The dominant circulation feature within this character area 
is Bryan Circle, an elongated oval one-way asphalt loop 
road encompassing a central island and edged by angled 
parking spaces. Epsilon Zeta Drive leads into Bryan Circle 
from McMillan Drive. It also provides access to a Rho Tau 
Service Drive, a large asphalt-paved service court located 
between the Schilletter Dining Hall and the Hendrix Student 
Center. McMillan Road passes the front of the Hendrix 
Student Center between the building and its expansive 
parking area to the south. McMillan Road leads from South 
Campus Green to Perimeter Road near U.S. Highway 76. 
It intersects Cherry Road to the east of McMillan Drive. 
Cherry Road, which follows a historic road alignment, 
extends north toward S.C. Highway 93. 

Pedestrian circulation within this character area is extensive. 
There are numerous paved walks that crisscross the site 
and connect the residential dormitory buildings with one 
another and with surrounding campus features. Most are 
paved with concrete. As noted in the Long Hall character 
area, the sidewalk that forms the western boundary of the 
Bryan Circle character area follows the historic route of 
Cherry Road.

The central island of Bryan Mall is paved in concrete bands 
edged by brick, with brick landings, while the pedestrian 
circulation along Bryan Circle’s outer perimeter consists 
of wide concrete walks edged by planting beds and metal 
bollards. An elevated wooden boardwalk leads into the 
rear entrance of the Hendrix Student Center. One of the 
sidewalks leading through the area to the east of the Hendrix 
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and the International Student Programs. The building 
is named for Leon S. Hendrix, Jr., a Life Trustee of the 
University, and the current Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees. The brick and concrete building features bands 
accentuating two-story openings, with glass behind 
along its three-story, 400-foot-long principal façade. 
The third-story window openings, in contrast, are small 
and square. The central bay has a large concrete arch 
that extends into the space occupied by the third-story 
windows. The arch, however, does not denote the door 
openings, which are sited to either side. The building 
has an asphalt shingled hipped roof punctuated by four 
eyebrow dormers. The rear of the building extends to 
the northwest in a more complicated stepped form. The 
eastern end of the building is a narrow rectangle, 70-feet 
wide.

Views and Vistas

There are no historic views associated with this character 
area. Contemporary linear views occur down the central 
corridor of Bryan Mall and along the bridged entry into 
the north side of the Hendrix Student Center. Long vistas 
of the surrounding area are also afforded from the upper 
floors of the nine-story residential towers.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features located within this character area 
include freestanding and retaining walls, handrails, site 
furnishings, signage, planters, light fixtures, pergolas 
and other shade structures, bollard and chain edging, 
dumpsters, and dedicatory plaques. Many of these 
features are found around the entrances and plazas 
associated with the dormitories. None of the small-scale 
features located within this character area are historic. 

There are many brick and concrete walls associated with 
the dormitory complexes along Bryan Mall. These walls 
are Modernist or contemporary in their design, materials, 
and finishes. They are used to edge seating areas (see 
figure VI-7), plazas, and planters, to transition grade 
changes in association with stairs, and are associated 
with signs noting the names of the buildings. Many of the 
stairs are edged by low concrete cheekwalls supporting 
tubular metal handrails. 

Site furnishings associated with the character area include 
benches, trash receptacles, bike racks, and smokers’ 
outposts. There are various bench types located within 
the character area. The most prevalent is the wooden slat 
with back type found elsewhere on campus (see figure 
VI-5). The seating areas associated with the three-story 
dormitories are overhung in some places by concrete 

(Clemson Campus Album). These lower basement levels 
are clad in panels of field stone set between vertical 
bands of concrete.

Barnett Hall, also referred to as East Campus Dormitory 
#2, was built in 1964. It was designed by Hallman & 
Weems and is similar in design to Mauldin Hall. The 
building is named for W.D. Barnett, a former Trustee and 
president of the alumni association. 

Smith Hall, known as East Campus Dormitory #3, was 
built in 1973. It is named for Winchester C. Smith, Jr., 
former Life Trustee of the college. This building was also 
designed by Hallman & Weems and similar to Mauldin 
and Barnett Halls.

Manning Hall was built in 1967. It was named for former 
Life Trustee Richard I. Manning, III, Life Trustee and 
Governor of South Carolina (Clemson Campus Album). 
Designed by the architecture firm of Hallman & Weems, 
Manning Hall is nine stories tall with a 100-foot-square 
footprint. It is comprised of brick and concrete, with a 
grid pattern marking the horizontal banding of floors 
and horizontal banding of windows. The building has 
a flat roof, and a recessed lower floor with columns 
carrying the vertical banding to the ground level. Some 
of the buildings have full or partial basements beneath 
depending on the grade. These lower basement levels are 
clad in panels of field stone set between extensions of the 
vertical bands of concrete.

Lever Hall, built in 1968, is named for former Life Trustee 
A. Frank Lever. It is similar in design to Manning Hall. 

Byrnes Hall was completed in 1970. It is named for James 
F. Byrnes, former U.S. Supreme Court Justice, Secretary 
of State, Governor of South Carolina, and Life Trustee 
of Clemson. It is similar in design to Lever and Manning 
Halls. There is a brick and concrete ATM structure 
located along the eastern façade of this building, and an 
associated adjacent parking area.

Schilletter Dining Hall is a one-story, brick and concrete 
Modernist building with heavy concrete bands along 
the flat roof line and a 130-foot-square footprint, with 
extensions. It was built in 1968 from a design by the 
architecture firm of Hallman & Weems. It is named 
for August Schilletter, a former steward of Clemson 
College.

The Hendrix Student Center, designed by Seamon 
Whiteside + Associates, was constructed in 2000 (see 
figure VI-8). It houses a bookstore, food court, and a 
movie theater, as well as the Gantt Intercultural Center 
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non-historiC resourCes: Bryan 
CirCle CharaCter area

Mauldin Hall (1963) ▪

Barnett Hall (1964) ▪

Manning Hall (1967) ▪

Lever Hall (1968) ▪

Schilletter Dining Hall (1968) ▪

Brynes Hall (1970) ▪

Smith Hall (1973) ▪

Hendrix Student Center (1999) ▪

Bryan Circle and Mall (1966) ▪

Concrete walks ▪

Wooden boardwalk ▪

Foundation plantings ▪

Ornamental plantings associated with the mall and  ▪
dormitories

View along Bryan Circle ▪

View from boardwalk entry into rear of Hendrix  ▪
out across open space

Views from residential towers ▪

Metal bollards and chains ▪

Wooden slat benches with backs ▪

Concrete benches ▪

Concrete retaining walls ▪

Signage ▪

Light fixtures (curved overhanging covers) ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Planters ▪

Smokers’ outposts ▪

Sinck Memorial and Ahrendt Memorial markers,  ▪
associated tree plantings 

Bike racks ▪

Walls and sign features  ▪

Pergola/arbor features associated with terraces  ▪
outside of buildings 

Dumpsters ▪

pergola structures (see figure VI-9). Benches associated 
with these spaces are concrete slabs set on upright 
concrete sections. The smokers’ outposts are the same 
movable plastic containers used elsewhere on campus. 
Dumpsters are located at the margins of dormitory 
buildings, set within concrete screen walls and accessed 
by short spur roads from Bryan Circle.

Lighting features are of the contemporary design also 
used in association with the Shoeboxes and University 
Union. These are simple rounded covers arched over 
conical luminaires set in aluminum bases and mounted 
on metal poles.

Bollards and chains limit vehicular access to pedestrian 
walks that arise from Cherry Road and Bryan Circle. 
These are comprised of black or white painted metal 
poles connected by black metal chains.

There are two dedicatory plaques located within 
this character area. The first is the Sinck Memorial, a 
bronze plaque set within a nine-inch high granite base 
located north of the Hendrix Student Center. The marker 
honors student Jessica Leigh Sinck, and was placed 
in this location after 2000. The second is the Ahrendt 
Memorial marker, a stone plaque placed flush with the 
ground in association with a Japanese maple tree north 
of the Schilletter Dining Hall. The plaque was placed in 
memory of Christine Ahrendt after 1986 (Holder 2007-
2007, n.p.).

Within the Hendrix Student Center there is one of the 
Friday Flyers paper airplane sculptures by John Acorn. 
This sculpture is hung from the ceiling of the atrium. 
Titled Friday Flyers, these pieces were designed by John 
Acorn. As noted on the Lee Hall gallery web site, “with 
the happenstance of placement guiding the concept, this 
work dovetails the curiosity and enthusiasm contained 
within childhood development with the individual 
pursuit of knowledge found within higher education. 
The airplane is the icon for the potential of what can be 
explored if curiosity and enthusiasm are maintained” 
(Lee Hall gallery website).

historiC resourCes: Bryan CirCle 
CharaCter area

Cherry Road alignment ▪

Concrete walk alignment along western edge of the  ▪
character area (former alignment of Cherry Road)

Older groves of trees along Cherry Road  ▪
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Figure IV-1. Bryan Circle character area existing conditions.

Bryan Circle

VI. bryan CIrClE CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IV-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

VI. bryan CIrClE CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IV-3. Historic resources associated with Bryan Circle.

VI. bryan CIrClE CharaCtEr arEa
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VI. bryan CIrClE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VI-8. The Hendrix Student Center was built as a 
complement to the three residential towers to the north.

Figure VI-5. One of the seating areas that edges the mall.

Figure VI-7. Much of the design vocabulary of this character 
area is Modernist/contemporary, including the landscape 
features. 

Figure VI-6. Around the bases of some of the buildings are 
ornamental plantings that provide shade and a variety of 
spaces for sitting. 

Figure VI-9. Some of the buildings have pergola-covered 
plazas outside their entries. 

Figure VI-4. Bryan Circle includes a central circulatory mall 
bordered by walks, plazas, seating areas, tree and shrub 
plantings, and residential dormitories.
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VI. bryan CIrClE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VI-14. Other condition-related problems observed within 
this character area include deteriorating concrete walls as well 
as walks and plazas. 

Figure VI-15. There are also problems with concrete walls and 
walks caused by water damage. 

Figure VI-10. There are older trees located along the edge of 
the character area near Cherry Road that may be associated 
with former residences.

Figure VI-11. One of the senior sidewalks extends through this 
area east of the Hendrix Center. 

Figure VI-12. The grass worn in places where students 
frequently walk behind the Hendrix Center.

Figure VI-13. Groundcover plantings are being lost to social 
trails and bike routes. 
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more open pastoral character and featured greenhouses, 
experimental plantings of ornamental trees and shrubs, 
and garden features such as a trellis and fountain. 
The existing champion bur oak thought to have been 
intentionally planted by the 1890s. Historic resources 
within the character area include the five buildings noted 
above, the landform and topography, the champion 
bur oak tree, and portions of the alignment of Cherry 
Road. Although this character area includes few historic 
resources, it perpetuates historic land uses and educational 
programs, including agriculture and forestry that are an 
important component of Clemson University’s heritage. 

Early maps of the campus in the late nineteenth century 
indicate that there were few buildings located within 
this area. One appears to be a substantial residence 
with an elaborate driveway. A second building appears 
to the northeast of this stately property, sited along a 
road similar in alignment to today’s Cherry Road. By 
the early twentieth century, the Sheep Barn was built 
along Cherry Road (then Palmetto Boulevard). In the 
1930s, residences begin to edge Cherry Road near the 
Sheep Barn, while two nineteenth-century buildings also 
remained. By 1945, the campus atlas indicates that the 
stately dwelling was no longer extant (see figure VII-2). 
In its place is a complex of greenhouses. Both the second 
nineteenth-century building and the Sheep Barn remain, 
while new residences have been established along 
Cherry Road. It is shortly after this that the agriculture 
and forestry departments begin to be consolidated within 
this site in response to expansion of the campus after 
World War II that pushed these programs away from the 
core campus (Wagner 2005: 33). 

By 1958, both Poole Agricultural Center and Newman 
Hall had been constructed along with two buildings with 
large footprints that are no longer present (see figure 
VII-15). It is likely that the existing bomb shelter was 
built around this time. One of the late-nineteenth-century 
buildings discussed above also remained, surrounded by 
a triangle of roads that includes Cherry, while a row of 
new residences, no longer extant today, had been built on 
the land south and southwest of the Sheep Barn during 
this period. Further west, a substantial development of 
temporary housing existed from the late 1940s until at 
least 1970. 

During the late 1950s and 1960s, substantial changes 
occurred within the character area. The large parking 
facility south of present-day Hendrix Student Center was 
established, older greenhouses were replaced, and the 
road corridors were altered. The current configuration 
of the character area was generally in place by the late 
1980s.

VII. agRICulTuRal CenTeR

General CharaCter

The Agricultural Center character area is located on 
the same relatively level knoll as Bryan Circle, which 
abuts it to the north (see figure VII-1). The character area 
features a dense cluster of academic buildings associated 
with agricultural education programs, an office/plant lab 
and bomb shelter, and the Sheep Barn. This structure is 
a relic of the university’s early emphasis on agricultural 
education, research, and experimentation, and the oldest 
surviving agricultural building left on campus. Five 
of the buildings that fall within this area are historic 
resources. In addition to the Sheep Barn, these include 
the Poole Agricultural Center, Newman Hall, garage at 
McAdams Hall, and bomb shelter located across Cherry 
Road. Other buildings within the character area include 
Lehotsky, Barre, and McAdams Halls, Redfern Health 
Center, the Bio Systems Research Complex, a series of 
greenhouses, the East Campus Chill Water Facility, and 
the Chemical Storage Building. Cherry Road extends 
through the character area, while McMillan Road, Jersey 
Lane, and McGinty Court define its edges. Collings 
Street is a service road that leads through the character 
area from Cherry Road to Newman and McAdams 
Halls and the Redfern Health Center. Two large parking 
areas are associated with this service drive. Plantings 
within the Agricultural Center character area embellish 
its numerous outdoor plazas, paths, and seating areas 
associated with the arrangement of buildings. Also 
included within this area is a state champion Bur oak 
(Quercus macrocarpa). 

CharaCter area assessment

The Sheep Barn is individually listed in the NRHP. 
Potentially eligible for listing are Poole Agricultural 
Center and Newman Hall, both interesting examples of 
Modern architecture. The only other key historic resource 
located within this character area is a state champion bur 
oak tree, which is currently set within a concrete retaining 
wall to protect it from the grade changes that were made 
to accommodate nearby buildings. Otherwise, this area 
has been substantially altered over the course of the past 
fifty years. Many of the buildings and the horticultural 
grounds and field labs present during the historic 
period have been lost (see figure VII-14), while various 
buildings with large footprints and associated outdoor 
spaces, yards, plazas, and passageways have since been 
added that have altered the historic character of this area. 
Currently densely developed, the area historically had a 
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associated with the plaza between the buildings obscures 
a visual understanding of their physical relationships and 
diminishes the sense of order or organization within the 
character area. The character area also features additional 
internal yards and plazas associated with buildings and 
building complexes, such as between Lehotsky Hall and 
Poole Agricultural Center, and in front of the Redfern 
Health Center. 

Circulation

The Agricultural Center character area features 
both pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Vehicular 
circulation forms the perimeter of much of the character 
area. To the west is Jersey Lane, a two-lane asphalt 
road. It provides access to various parking areas along 
Perimeter Road, as well as Lehotsky and Barre Halls. 
McGinty Court edges McAdams Hall to its west. This 
service drive extends south from the terminal circle of 
McMillan Road. McMillan Road edges the character 
area to its north. This road extends along McAdams 
Hall and the Redfern Health Center to the large multibay 
parking area below the Hendrix Student Center. Cherry 
Road intersects McMillan to the east of the parking area. 
It edges the character area extending past the Sheep Barn 
to the north. The Sheep Barn is edged by a large paved 
parking area used by maintenance vehicles. All of these 
roads are two-lane asphalt roads. The bomb shelter and 
plant lab site is accessed via a narrow gravel road that 
descends from Cherry Road. The buildings are generally 
screened from view along Cherry Road by a thicket of 
woody vegetation.

Collings Street, a service drive that leads to Poole 
Agricultural Center, Newman Hall and the eastern 
margin of the Redfern Health Center, arises from Cherry 
Road at the southern end of the character area. Various 
parking areas are located along Collings Street. Except 
for portions of the alignment of Cherry Road, none of 
these circulation routes is historic.

Pedestrian circulation within the character is primarily 
comprised of sidewalks and plazas. Concrete sidewalks 
edge the majority of the road corridors. Otherwise walks 
crisscross the interior of the character area, providing 
connections to the entrances into the buildings and 
between this site and other parts of campus. The internal 
circulation between the cluster of buildings that includes 
Poole Agricultural Center and Newman Hall combines 
walkways, malls, plazas, and seating areas. None of these 
circulation routes is historic, although there has been an 
orthogonal open space between Poole and Newman, 
at first characterized by a turf panel edged by concrete 
walks, since their construction.

The Agricultural Center character area is in fair to good 
condition due to some materials deterioration issues:

The Poole Agricultural Center courtyard is  ▪
overplanted. It is heavily shaded with little air 
circulation (see figure VII-13). This has contributed 
to moisture retention and mildew problems 
associated with the buildings. The architecture 
of the buildings along its margins is obscured by 
vegetation.

Within the McGinty Mall area there are various  ▪
retaining walls that are failing and paving that is 
settling unevenly, constituting a trip hazard (see 
figure VII-12).

The Sheep Barn is in need of paint and other  ▪
repairs such as the replacement of termite-damaged 
wood. The setting for the building has been 
compromised by the addition of large parking areas 
along its margin (see figure VII-11).

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
Agricultural Center character area is its relatively level 
knoll. The existing landform and topography survive 
from the historic period. 

Spatial Organization

The Agricultural Center character area is densely 
developed, with many large-scale buildings connected by 
walks, plazas, passageways, and service roads (see figure 
VII-9). Poole, Newman, Lehotsky, Barre, and McAdams 
Halls, the McAdam Garage, and the Redfern Health 
Center follow a consistent orientation, contributing to 
the strength of the open space set between the buildings. 
Although the Poole Agricultural Center and Newman 
Halls were constructed during the historic period, 
forming two sides of the Poole courtyard/McGinty Mall 
that exists today, none of the existing patterns of spatial 
organization are historic. 

The primary designed outdoor space within this character 
area is McGinty Mall, a large open space sited between 
McAdams Hall, Barre Hall, Lehotsky Hall, the Poole 
Agricultural Center, and Newman Hall. The mall includes 
walkways, seating areas and terraces, site furnishings, 
art and sculpture, and ornamental plantings. Ornamental 
plantings reinforce the design of these walks, plazas, and 
seating areas. However, the density of the vegetation 
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Near the Lehotsky/Poole breezeway, a small butterfly 
garden has been created near the water cooling plant. 
Perennials, bulbs, and shrubs such as butterfly bush 
(Buddleia davidii), daylilies, daffodils, and yarrow 
(Achillea sp.) are featured in this garden. 

Buildings and Structures

The Sheep Barn is already individually listed in the NRHP 
for its significance as the earliest extant and relatively 
intact building associated with Clemson University’s 
early Agricultural Department (see figure VII-4). The 
circa 1902 Experiment Station Barn, commonly referred 
to as the Sheep Barn, is also the only surviving element 
of Clemson’s former attempt to establish an interpreted 
historic complex that included the Hunt Cabin and 
Hanover House. The other buildings have been moved to 
the South Carolina Botanical Garden. At one time slated 
to be a theater and subsequently the college museum, the 
Sheep Barn has a rich history of uses and proposed uses. 
It is one of the most recognized landmarks on the east 
campus, and the oldest building on this part of campus 
that remains in its original location (Holder 2007). 

The building is a single, rectangular block approximately 
two stories in height with a gabled, standing-seam 
metal-sheathed roof supported by simple brackets on 
each gable end. The roof is surmounted by three square 
vented cupolas, capped by pyramidal roofs with similar 
sheathing and ball finials. The main façade, facing South 
Palmetto Boulevard, is constructed of native clay brick, 
laid in English bond. The façade features, on the first 
floor, a central opening surmounted by a large timbered 
lintel, to which is attached a metal track for the large 
double-pile sliding wood barn door. The building’s 
principal section was constructed of clay brick, which 
was probably handmade at the brick plant nearby and 
matches the brick of the University’s Trustee House and 
Kinard Annex (Davis 1989c: 2-3). 

Poole Agricultural Center is named for college President 
Robert F. Poole (see figure VII-7). It was built in 1954-
55 and designed by the architecture firm of Lyles, Bissett, 
Carlisle & Wolff of Columbia, South Carolina, that 
designed Johnstone Hall. The two-story, 220-by-240-foot 
Modern-style building includes a glass curtain wall and 
slate extension along its northwestern principal façade 
associated with the main entrance. Poole is constructed 
of concrete block faced with a buff-colored brick. It has a 
flat roof and minimal detail. Windows are square single-
light steel framed openings set in rows.

Newman Hall is named for Professor C.C. Newman 
of the Horticultural Department (see figure VII-6). 
Newman worked at Clemson for almost fifty years and 

Vegetation

Plantings associated with the outdoor plazas of this 
character area are lush and varied. In addition to the 
layered plantings of shade trees, ornamental trees and 
shrubs, groundcovers, and perennials associated with 
the plazas and McGinty Mall, there are screen plantings, 
street tree plantings, and foundation plantings throughout 
the character area. The bomb shelter and plant lab site is 
set within a dense successionary woodland. The Sheep 
Barn is edged by a few large deciduous shade trees. 
Shrubs are planted along Cherry Road to screen views 
of the maintenance parking area to the west of the Sheep 
Barn. None are historic with the exception of the state 
champion bur oak.

McGinty Mall features a variety of plantings (see figure 
VII-8). The walk in front of McAdams Hall is lined 
with a long row of crape myrtle trees. Maple trees of 
various species, including silver, red, black (Acer 
nigrum), and sugar, are planted in front of Barre Hall 
opposite McAdams Hall. Also planted within McGinty 
Mall are willow oaks, white oaks, Southern magnolias, 
pecans, American beech (Fagus grandifolia), and willow 
(Salix spp.) trees. At the main entrance into the Poole 
Agricultural Center there is an unusual evergreen, a 
Japanese loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) tree.

River birches line the west side of Newman Hall. 
River birches and ginkgo trees frame the Newman 
Hall courtyard. A recently planted bur oak (Quercus 
macrocarpa) stands between Lehotsky and Barre Halls. 
A pair of Leyland cypress (X Cupressocyparis leylandii) 
trees flanks the entrance into Lehotsky Hall.

The Centennial Oak, a state champion bur oak, is located 
east of Newman Hall (see figure VII-5). Thought to be 
the largest tree on campus, the Centennial Oak received 
its name during the University’s 100th anniversary 
celebration, and is thought to have been around since 
the university’s founding in 1889.(Wagner 2005: 39). 
Resurrection ferns can be seen growing on the branches 
of the oak. The tree is surrounded by a retaining wall 
which was built to protect its roots when the area was 
regarded to accommodate construction of some of the 
newer buildings. This is the only vegetation feature that 
is historic within this character area.

Yoshino (Prunus x yedoensis) and Okame (Prunus spp.) 
cherries are planted along Cherry Road as it passes 
through this character area. Yoshino cherries are also 
planted in association with the parking lot of the Poole 
Agricultural Center. 
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slab foundation. It is relatively unadorned. Six garage 
door openings are set within the north-facing principal 
façade. 

The Redfern Health Center was constructed in 1969, 
based on a design by the architectural firm of Hallman & 
Weems that conceptualized most of the buildings within 
Bryan Circle. The one-story building is composed of 
brick and concrete, with heavy concrete bands along the 
flat roof line. The main block of the building is 100-by-
130 feet. A second block, 150 feet by 50 feet in size, 
is located to the southeast, and connected by a corridor 
to the main block. The building is named for Alexander 
M. Redfern, MD, a former college surgeon. The health 
center is set back from the adjacent walk corridor and 
accessed via a concrete walk that leads to the entrance 
along its principal eastern façade through a gate in a 
perimeter chain link fence. 

The Biosystems Research Complex is a large new 
building with two attached sections that edges the 
Hendrix Student Center to its south. The main section 
is approximately 270-by-90 feet in size. The southern 
section, which is attached to the main section by a 
corridor, is approximately 200-by-60 feet in size. The 
three-story building is constructed of brick and concrete, 
and includes a series of bays of grouped windows. 
An entrance and circulation tower with a bowed glass 
and steel section is located at the eastern corner of the 
building.

There are two large greenhouses, approximately 250-
by-80 feet in size (see figure VII-9) on the hillside 
overlooking Cherry Road. The greenhouses each include 
seven sections with individual gable roofs; one of the 
sections is narrower with a lower roof. The greenhouses 
are set on a large concrete slab. They are relatively recent 
additions to the campus landscape, but perpetuate a 
historic use of the area.

The bomb shelter is a simple unadorned concrete block 
building with a flat roof that is in deteriorated condition. 
Nearby is a small yellow block structure with a flat root 
and metal overhangs supported by metal poles. This 
building appears to be a small laboratory. Between this 
building and the bomb shelter is a small concrete block 
and glass greenhouse (see figure VII-10). 

Two small utility buildings are located behind Poole 
Agricultural Center and Lehotsky Hall. These are the 
East Campus Chill Water Facility and the Chemical 
Storage building. These buildings are relatively recent 
additions to the campus.

died in 1946, serving as the landscape division chief 
most of this time. The building was constructed in 1955. 
The architect was Hopkins, Baker & Gill of Florence, 
South Carolina. Newman Hall is a two-story concrete-
block building with a flat roof and U-shaped footprint. It 
is set on a poured concrete foundation, and sided with a 
cream-colored brick. The main block, which faces west, 
is 300-by-130 feet in size. The two rear extensions are 
40-by-80-feet in size. The lower floor of the main façade 
is windowless, with slate cladding, and the second floor 
is inset and concealed behind vertical louvered screens. 
The entrance is a projecting brick bay, sheltered by a long 
flat-roofed breezeway that extends south to one of the 
nearby parking lots. A loading dock edges the building 
to the rear.

Lehotsky Hall is a 350-by-80-foot three-story rectangular 
concrete structure. It was built in 1980 from a design 
by Lucas & Stubbs Associates. Paired vertical window 
openings recessed slightly create a rhythmic pattern 
within the simple unadorned façade. The lower entrance 
level of the building, which includes doors but no window 
openings, is recessed from the main floor. The building 
is named for Koloman Lehotsky, former professor of 
forestry and dean. 

Barre Hall is named for Henry Walter Barre, a former 
professor of agriculture. The building was completed in 
1976 from a design prepared by the architecture firm of 
Lucas & Stubbs Associates that also designed Lehotsky 
Hall. The three-story building is constructed and clad 
with concrete and brick. The main block of the building 
is 230-by-50 feet in size. There are projections on 
opposite sides and ends of the building. The lowest story 
is recessed, while the main story has horizontal bands of 
concrete at the top and bottom, with brick in the center 
broken by narrow vertical window openings. 

McAdams Hall was built in 1949-51, with an addition 
completed in 1954-55. The building was renovated and 
enlarged in 1976 and again in 2004. It is named for 
William N. McAdams, an alumnus and former professor 
of agricultural engineering. The low brick and concrete 
building was designed by C. Hardy Oliver, while the 
1976 renovation was designed by the J. E. Sirrine Co. The 
2004 addition was developed by W. Powers McElveen 
& Associates. The later renovations have completely 
obscured the original structure.

The garage at McAdams Hall was built in 1949 and 
constitutes a historic resource. It is located behind 
McAdams Hall in a walled courtyard adjacent to a 
parking lot. This one-story rectangular brick building 
is 60-by-20 feet in size, with a flat roof, and a concrete 
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This sculpture is one of the six Friday Flyers pieces sited 
around the campus. A second paper airplane sculpture is 
located on the lawn southeast of Cooper Library along 
Delta Epsilon Court. 

A third sculpture is located at the northeastern end of 
Barre Hall. This free-standing piece, titled P211t45.2001, 
is reminiscent of a small agricultural silo. Fashioned from 
brick, concrete, steel, bronze, and paper, the sculpture 
was designed by David London Tillinghast and installed 
in 2001. The Lee Hall gallery web site indicates that 
“inside is a bronze marker with a call number, which 
corresponds with a book housed in the reference section 
of Cooper Library. The book contains rich black and 
white images of field grasses in a variety of compositions 
and is a beautiful companion to the silo form” (Lee Hall 
gallery website). 

Within this character area, there are various dedicatory 
plaques. The first, located at Newman Hall, is a small 
bronze plaque attached to a water fountain. It honors 
the Class of 1934, but its date of origin is not currently 
known. The Mellette Teaching Garden plaque is sited 
along the northwestern façade of Poole. The metal plaque 
mounted on a wooden post honors Mr. Russell Ramsey 
Mellette, Sr., BS Agronomy 1916. The date of origin of 
this plaque is not currently known. 

historiC resourCes: aGriCultural 
Center CharaCter area

Sheep Barn* (1902) ▪

McAdams Hall garage (1949) ▪

Bomb shelter (ca. 1950s)  ▪

Robert F. Poole Agricultural Center (1955) ▪

Newman Hall (1955) ▪

Orthogonal building arrangement forming central  ▪
open space

Portions of Cherry Road ▪

Centennial Oak, state-champion bur oak (circa  ▪
1890s)

Relatively level landform  ▪

Complex of campus features relating to agriculture  ▪
and forestry educational programs

Views and Vistas

Views are afforded from the knoll overlooking Cherry 
Road where the greenhouses are located. Otherwise, 
much of the character area is densely developed and 
there are few opportunities for expansive views. Dense 
vegetation renders most views limited. From the walk 
edging McAdams Hall, however, it is possible to view 
the Tillman Hall bell tower.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features located within the Agricultural 
Center character area include freestanding and retaining 
walls and planters, site furnishing, light fixtures, chain-
link fencing, handrails, sculptures, and dedicatory 
plaques. Many of these features are found around the 
plazas. None are historic.

Retaining and freestanding walls within this area are 
constructed of concrete or brick. These walls are used 
to form planters, as cheek walls in association with 
stairs, along the edges of walks, and to form precincts 
associated with building entrances. A concrete retaining 
wall encloses the root system of the Centennial Oak.

Site furnishings within the character area include 
benches, a water fountain, bike racks, trash receptacles, 
and smokers’ outposts. Benches within this area are the 
wood slat type described in previous character areas (see 
figure VII-8). There is a water fountain located outside 
of the entrance into Poole. Bike racks are located outside 
of the front door of many buildings. These are typically 
simple tubular metal features. Trash receptacles are the 
metal slat style described for other parts of the campus, 
and smokers’ outposts are also similar to those used 
elsewhere on campus.

There are two styles of light fixtures located within this 
character area. Near the Sheep Barn and the Redfern 
Health Center are the brown metal poles with simple 
metal sidearm luminaires that direct light downward. 
Elsewhere lighting is the metal pole with a simple conical 
luminaire topped with a curved metal cap described as 
part of Bryan Circle.

Chain-link fencing edges the Redfern Health Center yard 
precinct. A gate within the fencing is associated with the 
main walk to the front door of the building. Handrails are 
used in association with many walks and stairs within 
the character area. These are typically fashioned from 
painted tubular metal.

Within the McGinty Mall area, there is an eight-foot long 
aluminum sculpture fashioned to recall a paper airplane. 
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non-historiC resourCes: 
aGriCultural Center CharaCter 
area

McAdams Hall (1951, 1975, 2004 renovations) ▪

Small laboratory  ▪

Greenhouse near laboratory and bomb shelter  ▪

Redfern Health Center (1968) ▪

Barre Hall (1975) ▪

Lehotsky Hall (1975)  ▪

East Campus Chill Water Facility  ▪

Chemical Storage Building  ▪

Biosystems Research Complex  ▪

Greenhouse complex  ▪

Jersey Lane ▪

McMillan Road ▪

McGinty Court ▪

Collings Street ▪

Plazas, service drives, and walks connecting many  ▪
of the buildings

Benches ▪

Water fountain ▪

Light fixtures ▪

Bike racks ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Retaining walls ▪  

Paper airplane sculptures (2)  ▪

Sculpture titled  ▪ P211t45.2001
Dedicatory plaques (2) ▪

* Listed individually in the NRHP
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Figure VII-1. Agricultural Center character area existing conditions.

Agricultural Center

VII. agrICultural CEntEr CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure VII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

VII. agrICultural CEntEr CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure VII-3. Historic resources associated with the Agricultural Center.

VII. agrICultural CEntEr CharaCtEr arEa
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VII. agrICultural CEntEr CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VII-5. The Centennial Oak, the state champion bur oak, 
is thought to have witnessed the university’s founding in 1889. 

Figure VII-4. The 1902 Sheep Barn is listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

Figure VII-9. A series of greenhouses occupies the hillside 
overlooking Cherry Road.

Figure VII-8. The plazas include benches and seatwalls, as well 
as shade trees and ornamental plantings.

Figure VII-6. Historic Newman Hall forms the eastern edge of 
McGinty Mall.

Figure VII-7. Many of the buildings, including Poole Agricultural 
Center, are connected with walks and outdoor plazas.
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VII. agrICultural CEntEr CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VII-14. Former uses of this area included a horticultural 
grounds. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure VII-10. East of Cherry Road is a small gravel road 
with three buildings, including a 1950s bomb shelter and the 
greenhouse shown.

Figure VII-12. Some of the concrete elements within the area 
exhibit spalling, cracking, and staining.

Figure VII-15. Historic view of Newman and Poole Halls, 
with the courtyard visible between them. (Source: Clemson 
University archives) 

Figure VII-13. The central plaza is densely planted and suffers 
from a lack of sunlight and air movement.

Figure VII-11. The Sheep Barn’s setting has been compromised 
by the development of parking, dormitories, and an electrical 
plant nearby.
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buildings located within the area with the exception of a 
row of houses located to the east of the stream corridor 
along a dead-end road (see figure VIII-2). These houses 
appear to have been present in this location as early as 
the late nineteenth century. The 1945 campus atlas also 
indicates the presence of two buildings that appear to be 
greenhouses, and a road extending across the stream via 
a bridge, and continuing on toward the President’s Park 
area. A short spur road is visible between this road and 
Jersey Lane, which formerly led through North Campus 
Green. None of these earlier buildings or roads survives 
within this character area today.

Today, the site is experiencing problems due to the 
placement of buildings within the center of a former 
ravine. Both the Cooper Library and the Strom 
Thurmond Institute continue to exhibit problems with 
water entering the lower floors. The historic archives 
located in the basement of the Strom Thurmond Institute 
may be at greatest risk. Additionally, the expansive 
open space between the Strom Thurmond Institute and 
the Cooper Library is monumental and lacks perimeter 
programming and activation by people. The space is not 
popular with students. The green area is in the process of 
being redesigned to accommodate the Center of Centers 
precinct as identified in the 2002 campus master plan. In 
the current design, buildings will be constructed along 
the margins of the central open space, helping to further 
contain and activate it. 

Other specific condition-related issues noted within this 
character area include:

Stormwater management problems, including  ▪
ponding, are visible along the eastern margin of the 
Brooks Center.

Invasive plants are present within the woodland  ▪
along the stream valley.

Erosion is occurring in association with the steep  ▪
slopes of the ravine along Kappa Street.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural system or feature 
of the South Campus Green character area is the stream 
corridor that follows Kappa Street east of Lee Hall. 
The stream is impounded into a small pond near the 
intersection of Kappa Street and Perimeter Road. The 
stream corridor and the landform and topography between 
Perimeter Road and the Brooks Center are some of the 
few undisturbed examples of a ravine left on campus. 

VIII. souTh Campus gReen

General CharaCter

The South Campus Green character area is located to the 
south of the Cooper Library, and extends to Perimeter 
Road. The Agricultural Center character area edges this 
character area to the east (see figure VIII-1). The three 
buildings located within this character area include the 
Cooper Library, the Robert Howell Brooks Center for 
the Performing Arts, and the Strom Thurmond Institute. 
The Cooper Library and the Strom Thurmond Institute 
are sited opposite one another across a large open green 
space, although the latter is set within the hillside and not 
expressed above grade along the green. Both the Strom 
Thurmond Institute building and the brick and concrete 
plaza that sits above it are built within a former ravine. 
The ravine and associated stream corridor survive to 
the south of the Strom Thurmond Institute, and can be 
experienced along Kappa Street that provides access to 
this area from Perimeter Road. 

The Brooks Center is set on a ridgeline to the southeast 
of the Strom Thurmond Institute. The U-shaped building 
includes a pedestrian bridge that links its northern and 
southern ends. The bridge spans a dip in the ridgeline. 
The building and the bridge together form a strong linear 
edge to Kappa Street. To the southwest of the Brooks 
Center, the road corridor passes through the remains of 
the site’s original ravine and stream corridor. This stream 
valley originally arose as a swale within the North 
Campus Green character area. Today, the water flowing 
through the ravine is piped beneath the Cooper Library 
and Strom Thurmond Institute before daylighting along 
Kappa Street. The rolling and pastoral landscape of the 
ravine and ridge to the east are rare surviving examples 
of the original landform and topography of the region. 

CharaCter area assessment

The only historic resources associated with the South 
Campus Green character area are the stream corridor, 
ravine, and ridgeline along Kappa Street near its 
intersection with Perimeter Road. The remainder of the 
existing features and patterns of spatial organization have 
been developed within the past fifty years. Historically, 
this part of campus was used for housing and agricultural 
research (see figure VIII-10). The area where the 
Brooks Center now resides was once home to a dense 
collection of small apartments known as the “prefabs” 
built for married students after World War II. These 
were removed in the 1980s. Prior to the development of 
the prefabs, as shown on the 1945 atlas, there were few 
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the Strom Thurmond Institute. Parking occurs along the 
margins of the turnaround and in a small dedicated lot 
to the west of the elongated oval. Roads also edge the 
character area on three sides. To the south is Perimeter 
Road, which forms an edge to much of the core campus 
and provides access to various parts of the campus from 
the south. To the east is Jersey Lane, which separates the 
Agricultural Center and South Campus Green character 
areas. Jersey Lane is a service road that leads to the 
Brooks Center. Also edging the character area to the east 
are McGinty and Delta Epsilon Courts, connected by a 
circular turnaround overlooking the green space between 
the Cooper Library and the Strom Thurmond Institute. 
Delta Epsilon Court leads to a parking area that edges 
the library to its east. Roads that edge the South Campus 
Green character area to its west include Sigma and Civil 
Service Drives. They are joined by a circular turnaround 
similar to the feature described above to the east, and 
approached via South Palmetto Boulevard. The circular 
turnaround overlooks the amphitheater north of the Strom 
Thurmond Institute. None of these roads is historic.

There are various pedestrian circulation features located 
within the character area as well. These include sidewalks 
along Perimeter Road, the northern end of Kappa Street, 
Jersey Lane, McGinty and Delta Epsilon Courts, and 
Sigma Drive. Other pedestrian circulation features 
include a geometric arrangement of walks that extend 
in orthogonal lines and crisscross patterns between the 
Cooper Library and Strom Thurmond Institute. One of 
these walks leads to the Brooks Center, extending as a 
pedestrian bridge between the two ends of the U-shaped 
building, and beyond to a large parking area to the 
south. Two parallel walks lead between the two circular 
turnarounds of the roads east and west of the central 
greenspace. Orthogonal as they meet the central core of 
walks between the two buildings anchoring the green, 
these walks curve as they meet the circular turnarounds. 
A series of smaller walks crosses a secondary open space 
east of the Strom Thurmond Institute. The majority of 
the pedestrian walks are concrete. The large plaza above 
the Strom Thurmond Institute is paved in concrete and 
brick set in steel frames. Finally, there are two wooden 
pedestrian bridges that cross the stream corridor within 
the ravine to the west of Kappa Street. None of these 
features is historic.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised 
variously of lawn, ornamental plantings, and native 
woodland. Turf lawn predominates to either side of 
Kappa Street and in the open green between the Strom 
Thurmond Institute and the Cooper Library. Lines of 

There are also woodlands in this southern portion of the 
character area that includes native species of trees and 
shrubs and some older individual specimens. 

Spatial Organization

The South Campus Green character area is relatively 
open and less densely developed than much of the rest 
of the Clemson University campus. It is approached by 
car via Kappa Street from Perimeter Road. Kappa Street 
is a straight road corridor that passes between a knoll to 
the east and a ravine to the west. Kappa Street ends in 
an elongated oval turnaround and a circular drop-off in 
front of the Strom Thurmond Institute. To either side of 
the road, the landscape is characterized by rolling terrain, 
dotted with woodland trees and shrubs (see figure VIII-
4), and mown turf; this is the only aspect of the character 
area’s patterns of spatial organization that are consistent 
with historic conditions. 

The Brooks Center is visually prominent from the road, 
sited atop a ridgeline to the east (see figure VIII-5). A 
pedestrian bridge connects the ends of the U-shaped 
structure, forming an interior courtyard between the 
building and the bridge, and a linear corridor of space 
along the walk. This building has a semi-circular two-
story façade, which forms a strong edge to the road 
corridor. 

The Strom Thurmond Institute is built within the grade 
of a hillside associated with the former ravine and stream 
corridor that daylights to the west of Kappa Street (see 
figure VIII-6). Stairs extend along the façade of the 
building, providing access to a concrete terrace above. 
The terrace is relatively level and comprised of concrete 
panels set in steel frames (see figure VIII-7). A grass 
panel and concrete amphitheater are located to the west 
of the plaza. Between the plaza and the Cooper Library 
are mown turf panels crisscrossed with concrete walks 
(see figure VIII-8). Concrete walks also edge this large 
open space. The orthogonal walks are aligned with the 
Strom Thurmond Institute, the Brooks Center, and the 
Cooper Library (see figure VIII-9). To the east, a line of 
deciduous shade trees forms a strong edge to the walk. 
To the west, the landscape is more open and edged by 
Sigma Drive.

Circulation

The South Campus Green character area features both 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. The primary 
vehicular circulation feature is Kappa Street, a two-
lane asphalt road that extends from Perimeter Road to 
an elongated oval and circular turnaround in front of 
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Views and Vistas

The dominant views and vistas associated with this 
character area include pastoral views of the ravine and 
ridgeline that edge Kappa Street, an axial view of the 
semi-circular façade of the Strom Thurmond Institute 
from the road, and long views along and across the 
concrete plaza above the Strom Thurmond Institute. 
Linear views are also afforded along the walks leading 
to the Cooper Library, which are accentuated by rows 
of trees. A pedestrian covered walkway between the 
ends of the U-shaped Brooks Center features a directed 
linear view. None of the views within this character area 
are historic, except for those of the ravine and stream 
corridor.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include flagpoles, light fixtures, benches, pedestrian 
bridges, railings and handrails, a paper airplane sculpture, 
and a plaque. None of these features is historic. 

Above the Strom Thurmond Institute on the terrace are a 
series of metal lights with round globes placed in an arc to 
follow the form of the front of the building. Behind them 
are three flagpoles set in concrete bases. Light colored 
decorative railings with a geometric pattern of square 
pickets are placed along the edge of the terrace. Metal 
handrails, also fashioned from square tubing painted a 
light color, are set into the cheekwalls of stairs leading 
from the plaza. 

Two wooden footbridges cross the stream corridor (see 
figure VIII-4). These are designed to resemble historic 
rustic bridges with peeled log handrails, and wooden 
treads. A wood post and brick pedestrian bridge provides 
access to the northern rear section of the Brooks Center 
from the parking lot behind.

Located downhill from and west of the Brooks Center 
is one of the eight-foot-long aluminum paper airplane 
sculptures designed by John Acorn titled Friday Flyers.

Set within the circular turnaround of McMillan Road is 
a small granite plaque set flush with the ground. This 
plaque commemorates Earth Day 1990. 

Another bronze plaque located south of the Strom 
Thurmond Institute is set in an eight-inch-high granite 
base. It was dedicated in 2002 in honor of Senator 
Thurmond’s 100th birthday.

ornamental and deciduous shade trees, such as redbud, 
edge the long walk between the Cooper Library and the 
Brooks Center. Foundation plantings are associated with 
the entrances and courtyard of the Brooks Center. 

The woodland vegetation on the ridge and in the ravine 
along Kappa Street may be reminiscent of historic 
vegetation communities associated with the area. The trees 
present within these woodlands include post, Southern 
red, white, and black oaks (Quercus velutina), as well as 
mockernut hickory (Carya tomentosa), Southern catalpa 
(Catalpa bignoniodides), and tulip poplar (Liriodendron 
tulipifera). Along the stream, among other species there 
are boxelder (Acer negundo) trees, sycamore (Platanus 
occidentalis), river birch, black willow (Salix nigra), 
and a very large American beech. Invasive species such 
as Japanese honeysuckle and tree of heaven are present 
within this woodland. 

Buildings and Structures

The buildings that comprise this character area include: 
Robert Muldrow Copper Library (see North Campus Green 
character area), Strom Thurmond Institute, and Robert 
Howell Brooks Center for the Performing Arts.

The Strom Thurmond Institute was built in 1989 (see VIII-
6). It was designed by Enwright Associates, and is named 
for J. Strom Thurmond, college alumnus, former Governor 
of South Carolina, and long-standing United States Senator. 
The building is set within the hillside of a former ravine. 
Two stories of the building are visible along its southern 
principal façade while additional levels are located below 
grade. To the north, the building does not emerge above 
grade. The principal façade is shaped in a half-circle that is 
truncated along its western side. A pair of concrete exterior 
staircases lead up the front of the building to a paved terrace 
above. The building is clad with brick and narrow horizontal 
bands of concrete with rectangular window openings and 
recessed windows and doors. The building is 250-feet long 
and 150-feet at its widest section. 

The Robert Howell Brooks Center for the Performing 
Arts was built in 1994, and designed by the architecture 
firm of Sert, Jackson & Associates. Brooks is an alumnus 
of the college. The one to three-story building is generally 
U-shaped, with a large 180-by-150-foot block to the south 
attached to a diagonally placed 300-foot-long rectangular 
section (see figure VIII-5). An 80-foot-square block forms 
the northern end of the U. The building is clad with brick 
and has a dark colored metal roof. It includes a 1,000-seat 
proscenium theater, a black box theater, a recital hall, the 
offices of the Department of the Performing Arts, and is the 
home of the Tiger Band. 
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Views across the plaza ▪

Views along the walks between the Cooper Library  ▪
and the Strom Thurmond Institute and the Brooks 
Center

View along the pedestrian bridge/walk associated  ▪
with the Brooks Center

Flagpoles ▪

Light fixtures ▪

Benches ▪

Pedestrian bridges ▪

Railings and handrails ▪

Plaques (2) ▪

Friday Flyer sculpture ▪

* May be eligible for listing in the NRHP

historiC resourCes: south Campus 
Green CharaCter area

Rolling topography near the Brooks Center  ▪

Open stream corridor and ravine along Kappa  ▪
Street 

Views of the ravine and stream corridor ▪

Wooded knoll to the east of Kappa Street ▪

non-historiC resourCes: south 
Campus Green CharaCter area

Robert Muldrow Cooper Library (1966)* ▪

Strom Thurmond Institute (1989) ▪

Robert Howell Brooks Center for the Performing  ▪
Arts (1994)

Strong spatial edge formed by the ridgeline  ▪
occupied by the Brooks Center 

Plazas in front of and behind the Strom Thurmond  ▪
Institute

Grass and concrete amphitheater north of the Strom  ▪
Thurmond Institute 

Mown grass panels edged by walks and lines of  ▪
trees between the Strom Thurmond Institute and 
the Cooper Library

Kappa Street, ending in an elongated oval, and  ▪
circular drop-off

Perimeter Road, Sigma Drive, Delta Epsilon Court,  ▪
McGinty Court, and Jersey Lane

Concrete walks between the Cooper Library and  ▪
the Strom Thurmond Institute and Brooks Center

Concrete walks between Sigma Drive and McGinty  ▪
Court/Delta Epsilon Court and along Jersey Lane

Concrete walk edging the terminal oval of Kappa  ▪
Street

Mown turf throughout ▪

Woodland vegetation along Kappa Street corridor ▪

Rows of trees edging walks  ▪

Foundation plantings associated with the Brooks  ▪
Center
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Figure VIII-1. South Campus Green character area existing conditions.

South Campus Green

VIII. south CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure VIII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

VIII. south CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure VIII-3. Historic resources associated with South Campus Green.

VIII. south CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa
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VIII. south CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VIII-4. A ravine and stream corridor dominate this 
character area. Pedestrian bridges cross the stream in several 
places.

Figure VIII-45 The Brooks Center for the Performing Arts sits 
on a ridge above the ravine. It is carefully sited to work with the 
existing landform, including this pedestrian bridge.

Figure VIII-6. The Strom Thurmond Institute occupies the 
terminus of Kappa Street, which leads into the area from 
Perimeter Road.

Figure VIII-8. Concrete walks lead from the plaza to nearby 
features. The long walk which leads from the Cooper Library to 
the Brooks Center is lined with shade trees.

Figure VIII-9. A view of the Cooper Library from the plaza. The 
building forms the northern edge of the space.

Figure VIII-7. A concrete plaza with flags extends above the 
Strom Thurmond Institute building.
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VIII. south CaMPus grEEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure VIII-10. The horticultural grounds of the early twentieth-century campus extended through this area as well as the Agricultural 
Center character area. (Source: Clemson University archives)
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The oldest surviving building within the character 
area is Freeman Hall, which was built in 1926. A 1962 
renovation of the building was extensive and rendered 
the exterior unrecognizable as a historic building. 
Many of the later buildings within this character area 
replaced earlier campus structures. Riggs Hall and 
Fernow Café, for example, replaced the Mechanical 
Arts Building and a cluster of electrical buildings when 
these early campus buildings were lost in a fire. In 1927, 
Riggs became the university’s first academic building 
relating to architecture, initiating the current cluster of 
engineering and architecture academic buildings within 
this part of campus. Associated landscape changes 
included the realignment of Calhoun Drive to its current 
configuration. 

Sirrine Hall was built in 1938 in an area that was 
previously developed with single family residences 
that served as faculty houses (see figure IX-2). This 
very large building influenced the landscape around it, 
including Fort Hill. Changes included the planting of 
Deodar cedars behind the Calhoun office to screen views 
of the new building. 

Construction of Lee and Lowry Halls in the 1950s also 
affected the landscape around them. During the early 
twentieth century, roads through this part of campus 
included Fort Rutledge Road, Forest Lane, and Calhoun 
Drive, which for a time was reconfigured as Calhoun 
Circle. Fort Rutledge Road extended south from 
Calhoun Circle, following the alignment of current-day 
Fernow and Fernow Street Extension toward Perimeter 
Road. It continued south past the existing Administration 
Building. A trace of the road remains visible today on the 
wooded slope west of the building heading towards the 
Calhoun Research Fields. With the construction of Lee 
and Lowry Halls, the road was terminated just beyond 
Lee Hall at the edge of the steeply-sloped knoll that these 
buildings occupy. South Palmetto Boulevard follows the 
alignment of the former Forest Lane that provided access 
to numerous faculty residences during the early to mid-
twentieth century. Calhoun Drive led past Sirrine Hall, 
and for a time, encircled Fort Hill. During the 1960s, 
construction of the Shoeboxes dormitories required that 
changes be made to Calhoun Circle, and the road corridor 
was truncated in front of Sirrine, and a turnaround circle 
was added. 

Three of the buildings within this character area feature 
outdoor courtyards that are part of their architecture: 
Sirrine, Lee, and Lowry Halls. Little is currently known 
about the intended designs of these spaces, and historic 
photographs from the 1960s indicate that there was little 
in the way of planting or site furnishings associated 

IX. souTh palmeTTo

General CharaCter

The South Palmetto character area occupies an oval-
shaped terrace of land to the south of Fort Hill (see figure 
IX-1). There are eight academic buildings located within 
the character area, including two Rudolph Lee-designed 
buildings—Sirrine Hall and Riggs Hall—located along 
Calhoun Drive, and three historic buildings—Lee, 
Lowry, and Freeman Halls—sited along South Palmetto 
Boulevard. Later non-historic additions to the character 
area are Earle Hall, the Fluor Daniel Engineering 
Innovation Building, and the Hunter Hall and Auditorium 
complex. Both of the primary road corridors within this 
character area are historic. Open lawn and ornamental 
plantings complement the collection of buildings while 
street trees, site furnishings, sculpture, courtyards, 
terraces, and plazas near building entrances contribute to 
the streetscapes within this character area. 

CharaCter area assessment

The South Palmetto character area is an essential 
component of Clemson University’s historic campus. 
Various historic buildings and their associated precincts 
constitute a series of places along the area’s three historic 
road corridors forming linear streetscapes. Street tree 
plantings, sidewalks, and site furnishings contribute 
to these streetscapes. The character area additionally 
exhibits a cohesive academic focus of architecture, 
engineering, and science, which evolved during the mid-
twentieth century, in some cases replacing an earlier 
concentration of agricultural buildings along the ridge 
now occupied by Lee and Lowry Halls. Today, two of the 
buildings within the South Palmetto character area are 
contributing resources of the National Register Historic 
District II: Riggs and Sirrine Halls. Two additional 
buildings—Lee and Lowry Halls—appear eligible for 
listing as exemplary works of Modern architecture. In 
fact, Lee Hall was individually nominated for listing in the 
NRHP in 2008, and it is anticipated that the nomination 
will be approved in 2009. Although the landscape of the 
South Palmetto character area has evolved over the past 
fifty years to include new buildings, paths, plazas, and 
plantings, the general layout of roads and streetscapes 
perpetuates historic patterns of spatial organization, and 
there are numerous important historic resources that tie 
this area to a key aspects of the university’s significant 
academic and architectural heritage. 
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Building, and Earle Hall toward the parking areas of 
the Perimeter Parking character area. To the east is the 
ravine of North and South Campus Green. To the west, 
the character area is edged by Williamson Road, which 
serves as a strong spatial edge. The Fort Hill character 
area, with its elevated knoll, is located to the north 
and similarly forms a strong spatial edge to the South 
Palmetto character area.

In addition to the linear spaces of the streetscapes, 
there are various outdoor courtyards associated with 
buildings. These include a terrace in front of Earle 
edged by a masonry wall, a plaza to the east of Riggs 
Hall surrounded by a brick wall (see figure IX-8), a 
small partially enclosed space to the west of the Fluor 
Daniel Engineering Innovation Building that houses a 
large sculptural piece, and courtyards derived from the 
architecture of Sirrine, Lee, and Lowry Halls. These 
courtyards include plantings, walks, and benches. They 
were all redesigned in the 1990s (see figures IX-14 & 
IX-15).

Circulation

The South Palmetto character area features both vehicular 
and pedestrian circulation. The primary vehicular routes 
include South Palmetto Boulevard, Calhoun Drive, 
Fernow Street, and Fernow Street Extension, while 
Williamson Road edges the character area to the west. 
These are all two-way, asphalt-paved roads. Medians 
occur along Fernow Street between the Fluor Daniel 
Engineering Innovation Building and Lowry Hall as 
well as in front of Sirrine Hall. 

Pedestrian circulation is generally comprised of 
sidewalks that edge the road corridors, walks leading to 
the entrances of the buildings from the roads, and walks 
leading from the parking areas to the sidewalks. 

South Palmetto Boulevard (see figure IX-6) extends 
between South Campus Green and Williamson Road, 
and is one of the access roads leading into campus. It 
is a wide contemporary road with parking to either 
side. South Palmetto Boulevard follows a portion of 
Forest Lane that formerly connected Williamson Road 
and Freeman Hall. South Palmetto Boulevard ends in a 
circular turnaround at one of the terraces sited above the 
Strom Thurmond Institute. 

Calhoun Drive leads into campus from S.C. Highway 
93 near Sikes Hall. Calhoun Drive originally led around 
Fort Hill, extending on toward Forest Lane, but was 
later reconfigured to encircle the Fort Hill precinct. The 
western segment of the road was removed when the 

with the buildings at that time. In the 1990s, each of the 
courtyards was redesigned to feature lush ornamental 
plantings and grouped site furnishings. Today, the 
courtyard gardens are very popular with the university 
community.

The South Palmetto character area is overall in good 
physical condition. Condition issues observed within 
this character during field investigations conducted for 
this project include:

The brick and concrete walk leading to the  ▪
southern entrance into Lee Hall has settled and the 
uneven pavement presents a trip hazard (see figure 
IX-9).

Social paths occur between the parking lot west  ▪
of Sirrine Hall and South Palmetto Boulevard (see 
figure IX-11).

The concrete curbing along the latter section of  ▪
Calhoun Drive is cracked and broken, and also 
needs painting (see figure IX-12).

Soil erosion is occurring along the steeply sloped  ▪
embankment below the Fluor Daniel Engineering 
Innovation Building (see figure IX-13).

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
South Palmetto character area is the relatively level 
landform which falls away from north to south. This 
landform was present during the historic period and was 
an important consideration in the siting of the existing 
buildings and circulation features. Localized site grading 
has been utilized to establish relatively level precincts 
around buildings and the road corridors. 

Spatial Organization

The South Palmetto character area is organized around 
three roadways lined by buildings, street trees, site 
furnishings, and lighting. These streetscapes include 
Fernow Street, Calhoun Drive, and South Palmetto 
Boulevard (see figure IX-6). The siting of the roads and 
buildings takes advantage of the topography to form 
relatively level cohesive corridors of space. 

The landform of the character area is generally a 
relatively level knoll edged on two sides by steeply-
sloped grades. To the south, the land falls abruptly away 
below Lee Hall, Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation 
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older white pine (Pinus strobus) within the space that is 
in decline. 

Sirrine Hall courtyard also includes evergreen trees such 
as Deodar cedars, shade trees such as Chinese elms, and 
groundcovers.

In front of Earle Hall there is a paved terrace enclosed by 
low freestanding masonry walls. English ivy vines have 
been trained on the perimeter walls. 

Buildings and Structures

The historic buildings located within this character 
area include Riggs (see Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle for 
description), Sirrine, Lowry, Lee, and Freeman Halls. 
Although Freeman Hall was constructed in 1926, 
the building underwent an extensive renovation that 
included the addition of a new exterior cladding of 
rose colored brick. Due to this renovation, the building 
does not retain integrity as a historic structure, although 
elements of its original architecture remain recognizable 
within the building. Hunter Hall, Fernow Street Café, 
Rhodes Research Center (see Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle 
for description), Cook Engineering Lab, and the 
Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building were 
constructed within the past fifty years and are therefore 
not historic resources. A new building was almost 
complete at the time this report was prepared adjacent 
to the Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building and 
across from Lee Hall.

Sirrine Hall was built in 1938 to augment the school’s 
textile program which had outgrown its quarters in 
Godfrey Hall by the 1930s. With more than four acres 
of interior space, Sirrine was the largest building on 
campus at that time. The building was named for Joseph 
Emory Sirrine, a South Carolina industrialist and Life 
Trustee of the college whose foundation contributed 
to the construction of the building. Today, the building 
houses the Arthur M. Spiro Center for Entrepreneurial 
Leadership, the Small Business Development Center, the 
Master of Business Administration, Textile Management, 
and several departments in the College of Business and 
Behavioral Sciences (Allen and Bray 2006: 32). 

Sirrine Hall is a three-story, brick, U-shaped building with 
a cross-hipped, clay tile roof (see figure IX-4). The main 
block of the building has a 270-by-60-foot footprint. Two 
110-by-60-foot long wings extend forward from the main 
block toward Calhoun Drive, forming a U shape. The 
building is set on a raised foundation with a limestone 
water table. The eaves are supported by heavy brackets 
with glazed tile roundels, which depict symbols from 

dormitories known as the Shoeboxes were constructed. 
The road now ends in a circular turnaround in front of 
Sirrine Hall (see figure IX-4).

Fernow Street extends between South Palmetto 
Boulevard and Calhoun Drive. Fernow Street Extension 
continues on between Lowry Hall and the Fluor Daniels 
Engineering Innovation Building to Lee Hall where 
it ends at a loading area. Fernow Street was formerly 
known as Ft. Rutledge Road. 

Secondary roads and service drives edge many of the 
buildings to their rear. These include Rho Drive, Ri 
Drive, Phi Street, Tau Court, and Engineering Service 
Drive. There is one large parking lot—E04—located to 
the west of Sirrine Hall within this character area. 

Pedestrian circulation occurs in the form of concrete 
sidewalks along both sides of most of the roads, as walks 
and plazas leading to the front and side entrances of the 
buildings, and a series of orthogonal and diagonal walks 
in the vicinity of Hunter Hall. There are also social paths 
where pedestrians have worn a travel route through lawn 
areas such as between the parking lot west of Sirrine Hall 
and South Palmetto Boulevard.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
grass lawn, foundation plantings associated with many 
of the buildings, street, shade, and ornamental trees, and 
lushly planted courtyards and plazas. The area to the east 
of Hunter Hall is wooded. 

Street tree plantings along South Palmetto Boulevard 
include willow oak, Southern magnolia, crape myrtle, 
maple, white and red oaks, and golden raintree. Planting 
beds along the road feature privet and liriope. The median 
of Calhoun Circle in front of Sirrine Hall is planted with 
rows of crape myrtle trees, while deodar cedars line 
Calhoun Drive. The median between Lowry Hall and 
Fluor Daniels is planted with willow oaks. 

The courtyard of Lee Hall includes native and ornamental 
plantings of species such as sourwood (Oxydendron 
arboreum). Japanese maples are planted outside the 
building near the entrance into the courtyard. There is 
also a very large sweetgum tree near Lee Hall.

The Lowry courtyard garden is planted with flowering 
dogwood, liriope, sweetbay magnolia, yaupon holly, 
zelkova, sweetshrub (Calycanthus floridus), inkberry 
holly, crape myrtle, euonymus (Euonymus sp.), and 
Virginia sweetspire (Itea virginica). There is also an 
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the northern edge of Lee Hall. The courtyard is open to 
Fernow Street Extension. A compatible elevator shaft 
was added to the building in 2008.

Fernow Street Café was built in 1991. It is a small 
building set between Riggs and Freeman Halls. It faces 
Fernow Street and includes terraced seating to its west.

Cook Engineering Lab was built in 1965. This building 
sits to the north of Freeman Hall and east of Fernow 
Street Café. It is a small Modernist building.

Views and Vistas

The primary views of the character area include 
linear views along the streetscapes of South Palmetto 
Boulevard, Fernow Street, and Calhoun Drive, and long 
linear views along the diagonal paths associated with 
Hunter Hall and the Auditorium. The views along the 
streetscapes include historic elements, but the character 
of these corridors have evolved to include various non-
historic resources within the viewshed since the historic 
period. 

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include lighting features, site furnishings, bollards and 
chains, seatwalls, sculpture, a propane tank, and a metal 
barricade. None of these features is historic. 

Light fixtures edge roads within the character area. They 
are comprised of luminaires similar to those utilized in the 
Bowman Field character area—fluted metal poles with acorn-
shaped luminaries. Site furnishings within the character 
area include benches, trash receptacles, bike racks, picnic 
tables, and benches. Benches within the character area are 
primarily the wood-slat type with backs found elsewhere on 
campus. Benches are placed along South Palmetto as part 
of the streetscape vocabulary and provide opportunities for 
reflection within the Lowry courtyard garden. The Fernow 
Street Café located south of Riggs Hall has a paved outdoor 
seating area with tables and chairs. Metal bike racks are 
placed outside many of the buildings. 

Black-painted metal-pole bollards connected by metal 
chains are utilized along the walks edging Calhoun Drive 
circle to prevent cars from accessing pedestrian walks. 
Trash receptacles are the metal-slat baskets used elsewhere 
on campus.

Seatwalls are part of many of the outdoor courtyards 
associated with character area buildings. For example, there 
is a low brick seatwall that edges a plaza to the east of Riggs 

the textile industry. A limestone stringcourse delineates 
the division between the second and third stories. The 
principal entrance is an arched limestone portal with 
radiating voussoirs and the inscription “Textile” over 
the entry way. An addition to the building is a covered 
walkway leading to the adjoining chemistry building 
(Davis 1989b: 7-2 through 7-3). 

Hunter Chemistry Laboratory is the university’s present 
chemistry building. This is a four-story building clad with 
square red brick comprised of two sections, one of which 
is much larger than the other. The smaller section has a 
triangular footprint, while the larger section is a square 
with one side cut on a diagonal. The space between the 
two sections is long and narrow, and follows a diagonal 
alignment (see figure IX-9). The building is named for 
Howard L. Hunter, former professor of chemistry and 
dean. It was designed by Odell Associates and completed 
in 1987. 

The Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building is 
a three-story brick, glass, and steel structure built in 
1995. It includes a plaza in front planted with maples. 
The plaza is paved with brick and concrete and features 
backless wood slate benches. The building is identified 
by a brick sign set within the plaza.

Freeman Hall is a two-story brick building with concrete 
bands between floors. The building has a flat roof. It is 
located along Fernow Street south of the Fernow Café. 

Earle Hall was built in 1959. It was named for Samuel 
Broadus Earle, professor of engineering and President 
of Clemson Agricultural College in the first quarter of 
the twentieth century. The building was designed by 
Lockwood-Greene, which also designed Lee and Lowry 
Halls. It is located along South Palmetto Boulevard. The 
two-story structure includes a terrace along its principal 
façade edged with a freestanding wall.

Lee Hall was constructed in 1958. It was designed by 
architects Lockwood Greene and Harlan McClure. In 
1968 an addition was constructed on the building. Lee 
Hall includes a central courtyard area. It is sited with 
Lowry Hall to form a second courtyard. Lee Hall is 
likely to be listed in the NRHP in 2009.

Lowry Hall (see figure IX-5) was constructed in 1958. 
It was named for Walter L. Lowry, Jr., a professor and 
dean within the College of Engineering. The architect 
of the building was Lockwood Greene. The building 
edges the intersection of Fernow Street Extension and 
South Palmetto Boulevard. It is L-shaped with a square 
open courtyard to its south formed by the building and 
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historiC resourCes: south palmetto 
CharaCter area

Sirrine Hall* (1938) ▪

Lee Hall (1958) ▪

Lowry Hall (1958) ▪

Relatively level terrace of topography  ▪

Courtyard garden associated with Sirrine Hall  ▪
(plantings redesigned ca. 1990s)

Courtyard garden at Sirrine Hall (plantings  ▪
redesigned ca. 1990s)

Courtyard garden at Lowry Hall (plantings  ▪
redesigned ca. 1990s)

Calhoun Drive to Sirrine Hall  ▪

Fernow Street to South Palmetto Boulevard  ▪
(formerly known as Ft. Rutledge Road)

South Palmetto Boulevard (alignment follows  ▪
former Forest Lane)

Williamson Road ▪

Grass lawn areas around historic buildings ▪

Views along historic paths and roads ▪

Views of Fort Hill from Calhoun Drive ▪

Hall. 

Near the rear of Hunter Hall there is a propane tank. Metal 
barricades are placed near the intersection of Williamson 
Road and South Palmetto Boulevard. It appears that these 
are used periodically to limit vehicular access to the campus 
during special events.

There are two sculptures and one installation located within 
this character area. A large metal sculpture titled Six Degrees 
of Freedom edges the Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation 
Building to its southeast set within a small rectangular 
courtyard formed by extensions of the building (see figure 
IX-7). Installed in 1998, the sculpture was designed by 
Linda Howard. A plaque inside the building notes that “‘Six 
Degrees of Freedom’ is an engineering term derived from 
the study of the Laws of Vibration that fits the flowing form 
and the rectangular elements of the sculpture. A merger of 
these forms borrows the engineering term to honor those 
who have seized the freedom to move from what is, toward 
that which might be.”

The second sculpture is located southeast of Sirrine and 
northeast of Hunter Halls. This free-standing sculpture is 
titled Shift – Ascend and was designed by Joey Mason in 
1997. The welded steel piece is painted black and depicts 
an abstract form resembling a microscope. The Lee Gallery 
web site describes it as: “…an abstract welded steel 
sculpture that fluctuates between a figure and microscope 
and is sited at a busy pedestrian walkway” (Art Partnership/
Lee gallery). 

Outside of Lowry Hall is a steel installation comprised 
of an assemblage of I-beams welded and bolted together 
and painted orange. Affectionately known as “The Orange 
Monster,” the piece was donated by South Carolina Steel 
ca. 1995. 

There are two dedicatory plaques located within this 
character area. The first is the Durham Memorial Plaque, 
established in 1991 in memory of Patricia Durham, a long-
time employee of the Architecture Department and secretary 
to President Barker. The plaque accompanies a tree planting 
within the Lee Hall courtyard. It is a plastic marker on a 
13-inch-high metal pole. The marker was placed in 1991.

The second plaque is associated with a bust of Dean Harlan 
E. McClure located in the breezeway between Lowry and 
Lee Courtyards. The plaque notes McClure’s birth and 
death dates and that the bust was sculpted by James Allen 
Stockham, a professor emeritus of Clemson University. 
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non-historiC resourCes: south 
palmetto CharaCter area

Earle Hall (1959) ▪

Freeman Hall (1926, with major alterations in  ▪
1962)

Rhodes Engineering Research Center (1968) ▪

Hunter Hall and Auditorium (1986) ▪

Fernow Street Café (1991) ▪

Cook Engineering Lab (1965) ▪

Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building  ▪
(1995)

Calhoun Drive circle ▪

Fernow Street Extension ▪

Phi Street (may partially follow original alignment  ▪
of Riverside Drive)

Tau Court ▪

Engineering Service Drive ▪

Service drive behind Sirrine Hall ▪

Parking area to the west of Sirrine Hall ▪

Plantings associated with buildings and road  ▪
corridors

View along Calhoun Drive  ▪

Lighting fixtures ▪

Benches ▪

Bike racks ▪

Bollards ▪

Seatwalls ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Sculptures, Shifted – Ascend by Joey Mason; and  ▪
Six Degrees of Freedom by Linda Howard

Propane tank ▪

Metal barricades at the end of South Palmetto  ▪
Boulevard

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District II
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Figure IX-1. South Palmetto character area existing conditions.

South Palmetto

Ix. south PalMEtto CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IX-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

Ix. south PalMEtto CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure IX-3. Historic resources associated with South Palmetto.

Ix. south PalMEtto CharaCtEr arEa
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Ix. south PalMEtto CharaCtEr arEa

Figure IX-4. Calhoun Drive ends in a circular turnaround in front 
of Sirrine Hall, which is listed in the National Register of Historic 
Places.

Figure IX-5. A steel installation known as “The Orange Monster” 
on the north side of historic Lowry Hall. 

Figure IX-6. The buildings in this area are organized around 
two major road corridors, South Palmetto Boulevard (pictured) 
and Fernow Street.

Figure IX-7. Several sculptures are installed in the courtyards, 
including a steel piece entitled Six Degrees of Freedom located 
southeast of the Fluor Daniel Building.

Figure IX-8. The plaza outside Sirrine Hall is one of several 
outdoor seating areas associated with these academic 
buildings.

Figure IX-9. A long, narrow sidewalk cuts diagonally between 
the two halves of Hunter Laboratory.
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Ix. south PalMEtto CharaCtEr arEa

Figure IX-10. Pavement condition problems include 
subsidence, or settling, and displacement by tree roots.

Figure IX-13. Soil erosion along the steeper slopes in the large 
field south of the Fluor Daniel Building has led to a loss of turf 
cover. 

Figure IX-15. A similar view of the Lee and Lowry courtyards 
shows less extensive historic plantings. (Source: Clemson 
University archives)

Figure IX-11. Students have worn paths across several turf 
areas. 

Figure IX-12. The curbing and other pavement surfaces on the 
heavily used turnaround at Calhoun Drive show evidence of 
wear. 

Figure IX-14. A historic bird’s eye view of the Sirrine Hall 
courtyard indicates the simple original organization of the 
space. (Source: Clemson University archives)
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as a model farm to be emulated by 
the smaller farmers in the [Pendleton] 
district… As an agriculturist Calhoun’s 
interests ranged from cultivation 
techniques such as crop rotations, 
terracing and drainage, and deep 
plowing to fertilizing with a variety of 
crops in addition to cotton and corn, 
including varieties of a cool climate 
sugar cane and dry culture rice…

Parts of the plantation that still exist 
are the Clemson bottoms, planted as 
an experimental crop research, and 
the Botanical Garden that exhibits the 
terracing on the plantation for drainage 
(Hiott 1997: 66-67).

The steep topography of Fort Hill “would have been 
especially prone to rapid ruin had not Calhoun created 
‘his carefully terraced hillsides’ and used ‘his peculiar 
methods of ditching, drainage, and planting” (Jaeger Co. 
1999: 4-2).

Calhoun also experimented with fruit trees, viticulture, 
and vegetable gardening. During his tenure, the property 
included a vineyard and rose garden on a terraced area 
to the west of the house, a grape arbor extending toward 
the kitchen, and a large vegetable garden where Trustee 
House and Hardin Hall are now located. Terracing and 
ha-ha walls helped to establish the spaces associated 
with the various garden areas. The property also 
included apple, peach, and pear orchards, and orange 
trees (Schroer 1975: 7-3 and 7-4). Some of the fruit trees 
were sent from Philadelphia and from friends. “In the 
first two years at Fort Hill, Calhoun started his orchard 
with orange trees. He planted fruits such as cantaloupe, 
vegetables such as yam potatoes, and blue grass as 
a ground cover. He also procured vines for grape and 
pomegranate. He experimented with fruits and grains 
from China… and plaster of Paris as a fertilizer” (Hiott 
1997: 66-67). Additionally, Calhoun is thought to have 
introduced many plants to the state of South Carolina, 
including Bermuda grass (Wagner 2005: 19). 

The residential features of the plantation included a 
gated entrance drive, lined with eastern red cedar trees, 
fencing around the yard, and various outbuildings, many 
of which do not survive (see figure X-14). It is thought 
that the front gate to the plantation was located on the 
site of current-day Sikes Hall. “A report describes the 
gate as opening ‘to a broad and solid road… to reach 
the dwelling we had to ascend a very steep and lofty 
hill by a circuitous pathway whose graceful winding not 

X. FoRT hIll

General CharaCter

The Fort Hill character area encompasses the remainder 
of the nineteenth-century Fort Hill plantation that once 
extended over more than 1,000 acres. It is bounded 
by Fort Hill Street to the north, sidewalks to the east 
and west, and Calhoun Drive to the south (see figure 
X-1). The existing Fort Hill precinct extends over 
approximately five acres at the heart of the campus. John 
Calhoun’s mansion sits at the center of the precinct, sited 
atop the crest of a broad knoll that rises approximately 
200 feet above the former Seneca River floodplain to 
the west (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-2). From the house, it was 
originally possible to view the mountains as well as the 
river. Surrounding the home are various outbuildings 
and dependencies, including a springhouse, kitchen, and 
office. The precinct is lushly planted with shade trees, 
specimen trees, rows of boxwoods, shrub borders, and 
beds of perennials and annuals. Flagstone and pea gravel 
walks connect the various elements of the property. 

CharaCter area assessment

The portion of the Fort Hill plantation that survives 
within the Clemson University campus, including John 
Calhoun’s mansion house and office, is a contributing 
resource of the Clemson University National Register 
Historic District II. It was also individually designated 
a National Historic Landmark in 1960 along with the 
first seventy of the nation’s most important and highly 
recognizable sites. The property includes various historic 
resources surviving from John Calhoun’s tenure on the 
property, as well as later nineteenth-century residential 
additions, and evidence of twentieth-century restorations 
undertaken as part of the preservation of the property. 
The history of the property was documented in detail 
as part of a cultural landscape report prepared in 1999; 
additional information about the site is available in the 
study.

Fort Hill was the home of John C. Calhoun between 1825 
and 1850. Calhoun acquired the house from its original 
owner, the Reverend James McElhenny of the Old 
Stone Church. Over time, Calhoun enlarged the modest 
dwelling into a fourteen room mansion to accommodate 
his large family. Calhoun was a politician who served 
as Vice President during the early years of his tenure on 
the property and later as Secretary of War in 1845 under 
President Tyler. John Calhoun was also a farmer and an 
agriculturist who personally tended to his plantation. He 
sought to develop Fort Hill:
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account of the property provided in 1905 suggested that 
the Calhouns had flagstone walkways leading from the 
driveway to the north piazza and the front door; along 
the east end of the house to the east entrance; and from 
the back door to Calhoun’s office. Other descriptions of 
the property note the presence of graveled walkways as 
well (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-4; 4-3). 

An 1850 account of the property mentions the presence 
of an ornamental flower garden in front of the house: 

there is a large flower garden filled 
with numerous kinds of rare and 
beautiful flowers. The garden is 
surrounded by hedges of wild orange 
trees trimmed in beautiful and varied 
forms. The flower beds are bordered 
with box trees about ten inches high… 
All around the house were trained 
evergreen vines so that in winter these 
evergreens in the yard give the house 
the appearance of a spot of perpetual 
summer. This garden was likely not on 
the north side of the house but to its 
east (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-8).

Trees noted on the property around the same time 
included oaks, tulip poplar, Eastern red cedar, willow, 
locust, American holly, elm, and “wild orange,” which 
may have been cherry laurel (Prunus laurocerasus) or 
Osage orange (Maclura pomifera). 

A description of the flower gardens was provided by 
Patrick Calhoun in 1939. Calhoun indicated the location 
of an ornamental flower garden where Cornelia’s garden, 
Cornelia’s Garden is located near the south portico of 
the house. This garden was restored in 1968 to replicate 
a similar garden that John Calhoun is known to have 
developed near the house for his daughter Cornelia who 
was crippled from a fall from a swing, is now located 
that featured a formal design with a boxwood planting 
in the center surrounded by roses. Surrounding this were 
four beds separated by graveled paths, also lined with 
small boxwood and planted with roses. Calhoun noted 
that a mock orange (Philadelphus coronarius) stood 
at the southwestern corner of the terrace. The western 
wall of the office terrace was covered by climbing roses, 
possibly a native Cherokee rose. Along the lower side of 
the wall were more beds planted with roses and dahlias 
and beyond that a grape arbor that extended from the 
kitchen to the south end of the garden (Jaeger Co. 1999: 
4-9). 

After Calhoun’s death in 1850, his wife Floride and 
her sister Cornelia deeded the farm to Floride’s eldest 

only please but interest the traveler.” Near the house, 
the driveway appears to have split, forming two parallel 
drives in front of the house that connected in a loop at 
the west end in front of the kitchen (Jaeger Co. 1999: 
4-3). Eastern red cedar trees are said to have lined the 
drive to the house and other plantation roads during the 
nineteenth century. Some of these are thought to survive 
on campus (Wagner 2005: 18). The tree cover was said to 
be so thick that the house was concealed until just before 
the visitor arrived at the front lawn. The lawn in front of 
the house was large and dotted with oaks, black locust 
(Robinia pseudoacacia), cedar, elm, and willow trees 
and shrubs such as wild orange and fig (Ficus carica) 
(Schroer 1975: 7-4).

In contrast, the plantation farm road system 

began with a road from the main 
driveway that followed the present 
cedar-lined campus walkway on the 
east side of the present grounds of 
Fort Hill and continued generally 
along what is now Fernow Street 
to the south. Running more or less 
straight, this road passed stables and 
a carriage house near the present 
intersection of Calhoun Drive and 
Fernow Street, a mule barn, sheep 
shelter, overseer’s house, and slave 
quarters, which stood on the hill just 
west of the present Strom Thurmond 
Institute. Calhoun owned as many as 
seventy-five slaves in 1850 to operate 
the plantation. From there, the road 
led southwest, connecting to an access 
road to Calhoun’s water-powered grist 
mill, located near today’s Perimeter 
and Old Stadium Roads (Jaeger Co. 
1999: 4-3). 

Other features of the plantation included house servants’ 
quarters, stables, a smokehouse, privies, cotton presses, 
granaries, and mills. A smokehouse is thought to have 
been located south of the mansion’s addition, with a 
“double-room house” for the house servants located 
nearby. The house servants’ quarters extended from the 
west end of the mansion, beyond the outside kitchen and 
was screened by figs. The field-hand slave quarters were 
located a short distance from the mansion. These were 
thought to have been built of stone, and connected to 
one another (Schroer 1975: 7-2, 7-4; Long, Long Ago: 
17). Just under the brow of the hill in front of the house 
was a strongly flowing spring, whose drainage by the 
1880s had cut a deep gully into the rocky slope. An 
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A few condition issues that merit attention were observed 
during field investigations conducted on behalf of this 
project:

The paving stones in rear garden are sometimes  ▪
unevenly set and may be a trip hazard for visitors 
(see figure X-11). 

Some of the pea gravel of the walk leading around  ▪
the house to the east has migrated, exposing the 
plastic grid that lies beneath the walk (see figure 
X-12). 

The joints between the walks and Fort Hill Street  ▪
are uneven and need to be made plumb with one 
another to correct the resulting trip hazard.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Features and Systems and 
Responses to Natural Resources

Fort Hill is set atop an elevated knoll (see figure X-4). It 
is thought that John Calhoun “created a sort of terrace or 
plateau [atop the knoll] for the house itself. The terrace 
to the north of the house appears clearly in the early 
photographs of the site, although it is now obscured by 
erosion, later grade changes and twentieth-century plant 
material” (Jaeger 1999: 4-2).

To the north of the Fort Hill mansion there was once 
a free-flowing spring. The Calhouns developed the 
spring within a large arched stone chamber used as a 
springhouse. The spring no longer flows. The existing 
springhouse is a ca. 1950s replica of the original feature 
(see figure X-7). 

Spatial Organization

Fort Hill is a small preserved precinct within the center 
of the Clemson University campus. The residential 
property occupies one of the high points of the campus 
and the region. The mansion house is sited atop the ridge 
and faces north. The kitchen outbuilding aligns with 
the principal façade of the house, connected with it by 
a breezeway. Together, these buildings form a strong 
spatial edge to the street below. 

A central walk, edged by boxwood, leads to the front of 
the house, framing the view of the front door (see figure 
X-5). Boxwoods also edge the access drive leading 
toward the mansion from Fort Hill Street, and a walk 
extending around the eastern side of the house.

South of the mansion, on axis with its central bay, 
is John Calhoun’s office. The two buildings help to 

son Andrew in 1854. Andrew operated the farm until 
his death in 1865, when it was recovered by Mrs. 
Calhoun through foreclosure. Mrs. Calhoun willed the 
property to her daughter, Anna Maria Calhoun Clemson. 
Clemson was the wife of Thomas Green Clemson, who 
was instrumental in establishing Clemson Agricultural 
College in 1889 and left 814 acres of land, including Fort 
Hill, and more than $80,000 in other assets to the State of 
South Carolina (Hiott 1997: 34).

During the early years of the college, various buildings 
were constructed on the grounds of Fort Hill that are no 
longer extant. A small wood-framed shed was located 
on the southeast side of the site that could have been a 
smokehouse. All of the other buildings were located to 
the west of the house. These included a one-story wood 
framed dwelling facing north and located down the hill 
and slightly in front of the main house, and one or two 
wood framed stables that were built along the middle of 
the west side of the present site. An 1893 photograph 
shows a low picket fence at the rear of the house, perhaps 
encircling the semi-circular terrace wall that surrounds 
the office (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-12).

In 1928, the college, under the leadership of President 
Enoch Sikes and with the assistance of the John C. 
Calhoun Chapter and South Carolina Division of the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy, conducted a major 
restoration of the house (Hiott 1997: 7). A concurrent 
1929 landscape improvement project was described in a 
1939 newspaper article: 

Ten years ago the college landscape 
architect began the restoration of the 
grounds. Underbrush was removed, 
dilapidated fences were torn away, 
walks and driveways were located, 
boxwood and other shrubbery from 
the college nursery was planted, 
rockwork carrying out the general 
scheme of the grounds was laid, grass 
was renewed and these grounds are 
now the best kept part of a beautiful 
campus” (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-13) (see 
figure X-13).

Today, the property includes elements surviving from 
the Calhoun family period, such as the mansion house, 
office, front driveway alignment, and two trees, as well 
as features derived through restoration of Calhoun-era 
features during the mid-twentieth century, or established 
as commemorative elements. 
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into the property from the concrete sidewalk etched with 
student names are likely later additions. A stone walkway 
connects the main house to the kitchen reconstruction, 
and likely dates from the reconstruction of the kitchen. 
Behind the house, the walk to the office is composed of 
pea gravel set in a plastic grid (see figure X-6). Although 
the surfacing of the walk is a relatively recent addition, 
the walk likely follows a nineteenth-century alignment. 
Another pea gravel walk leads around the eastern side 
of the house (see figure X-12). This is a later addition to 
the property. Stepping stones and stairs lead through the 
garden in the rear of the house. Some of these walks are 
in need of repair (see figures X-6, X-11, and X-12).

Buildings and Structures

Fort Hill contains two historic buildings, the Greek 
Revival mansion and John Calhoun’s office. There are 
also two reconstructed features, a springhouse and a 
kitchen building. 

The mansion house of the Calhoun property has evolved 
greatly over time. The original dwelling, constructed ca. 
1802-03 by Reverend James and Elizabeth McElhenny, 
was a modest four-room house, with two rooms above 
and two rooms below, approximately 38 feet long by 18 
feet wide, referred to as Clergy Hall. McElhenny was 
pastor of the nearby Old Stone Church. John Calhoun 
acquired the house after McElhenny’s death, and the 
Calhoun’s relocated to the house in 1825. The Calhouns 
changed the name of the property from Clergy Hall to 
Fort Hill Plantation after Fort Rutledge, a Colonial era 
military fortification that formerly stood on the property. 
The family also undertook extensive renovations of the 
original dwelling to accommodate the changing needs of 
their large family. By 1850, the house included fourteen 
rooms. The Calhouns also built a one-story kitchen 
addition to the house that held servants’ rooms. This 
addition was removed after the deaths of the Calhouns 
(Schroer 1975: 7-1 through 7-3). 

Today, the house is a two-story, gable roofed frame house 
painted white (see figure X-5). It is of an upcountry 
vernacular design with classical Greek Revival and 
Federal period design elements. Notable are its three 
Greek Revival columned piazzas (see figures X-8 and 
X-9). The large central entrance portico is supported by 
four Tuscan columns (Schroer 1975: 7-2). 

John Calhoun’s original one-room library/plantation 
office is located fifty feet south of the mansion (see figure 
X-6). This one-story 20-by-20-foot frame structure, clad 
with clapboards painted white, was built circa 1825. It 
has a Greek-Revival four-columned 6-by-20-foot porch 
and portico in front, a gable roof clad with cedar shakes, 

form an intimate garden space behind the house. The 
house precinct is lushly planted with ornamental trees, 
shrubs, and herbaceous flowering species unified with a 
groundcover of turf grass. The plantings frame a series 
of small outdoor rooms in various locations around the 
house. Plantings overhang the restored springhouse set 
within the hill below the kitchen building, forming a dark 
and shady intimate space. This feature is sited beneath 
the brow of the hill, and is partially subterranean. 

Circulation

Fort Hill includes a vehicular access drive, a small 
parking area along Fort Hill Street, and various 
pedestrian walkways. Originally, the property included 
a lower access drive and an upper access drive. Ca. 
1950, Calhoun’s lower driveway, along with associated 
boxwoods planted ca. 1929, were removed and the upper 
driveway was converted into a walkway. 

Sidewalks edge Fort Hill Street, and frame the character 
area to the east and west. One of these, a long straight 
walk that extends between the Fort Hill precinct and 
the Trustee House, is referred to as the centennial class 
sidewalk and is etched with the names of graduating 
students by class year (see Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle). 
Another concrete walk edges the precinct to the west, 
extending along the length of the Shoeboxes dormitory 
precinct. Angled walks also connect Calhoun Drive 
with the Shoeboxes and Fort Hill Street, and the lower 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle area with Fort Hill Street. 
Within the precinct, walks lead around the eastern side 
of the house, between the house and the office, between 
the walk near the Trustee House and the mansion, and 
from Fort Hill Street to the front door of the mansion.

Roads also edge the precinct. A road extended west in 
front of the house in the 1890s. During the mid-twentieth 
century, Calhoun Circle was established, incorporating 
this road and part of the former Calhoun Drive. It 
completely encircled the Fort Hill precinct. In the 1960s, 
the loop road was terminated just southwest of the office 
in a turnaround in front of Sirrine Hall, to accommodate 
construction of the Shoeboxes dormitories. The existing 
Fort Hill Street was thereby established along the front 
of the mansion. A small parking area with three head-in 
spaces fronts the precinct along Fort Hill Street.

Other circulation features evolved during the early 
twentieth century. For instance, the walk leading from 
Fort Hill Drive to the front of the mansion is surfaced 
with flagstone. It was likely added as part of a 1929 
landscape improvement project (see figure X-5). The 
flagstone walks located east of the mansion, leading to 
the springhouse from Fort Hill Street, and extending 
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There are numerous specimen trees of historic importance 
on the property. John C. Calhoun was considered an avid 
amateur horticulturist. He is known to have collected 
plants. Three gifts of exotic trees by notable individuals 
are still represented on the property. An Oriental 
arborvitae (Thuja orientalis or T. platycladus) located to 
the north of the house is thought to have been a gift from 
Henry Clay. A Canadian hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) 
along the eastern side of the house is thought to have been 
a gift from Daniel Webster. There is also a descendant 
of a varnish tree (Firmiana simplex) provided from 
Madagascar by Commodore Stephen Decatur in the rear 
yard (Wagner 2005: 17). Calhoun planted these trees as 
part of what he referred to as a memory or friendship 
garden. 

Until the late twentieth century, a very large state-
champion franklinia tree (Franklinia alatamaha) 
stood southeast of the house. After its demise, another 
franklinia was planted in its place that survives today. 
A Southern red oak was planted on the grounds during 
the university’s centennial in 1989 to replace the original 
“Trustee Oak” that died around World War II. The Trustee 
Oak is said to have been the site of the first meeting to 
charter the college. The current specimen is known as 
the Second Century Red Oak.

Other vegetation features of the property include 
boxwood and Southern magnolias planted in the 1920s 
and 1930s, the restored Cornelia’s garden, and other 
ornamental plantings of unknown origin. There are 
numerous boxwood shrubs located on the property, 
primarily planted in groups and rows to accentuate walks 
and terraces. These are thought to have been added to 
the property during a 1929 landscape improvement 
project. Deodar cedars on the hill overlooking Calhoun 
Drive are thought to have been planted in the late 1930s 
to replace Eastern red cedars removed during the 1938 
construction of Sirrine Hall (Wagner 2005: 18). The 
property also includes numerous camellias, magnolias, 
crape myrtle, dogwoods, and hollies. Southern magnolia 
trees line the walkway leading towards the mansion 
entrance to the house. Native species such as Eastern 
red cedar and American holly are planted in association 
with ornamental exotics such as the varnish or Chinese 
parasol tree in the yard around the house. Plantings 
associated with the springhouse include hackberry 
(Celtis occidentalis), tulip poplar, and dogwood trees. 

Cornelia’s Garden is currently interpreted through 
an asymmetrical bed planted twice a year in peonies 
(Paeonia spp.), tulip (Tulipa spp.) bulbs, and annuals 
such as petunias (Petunia spp.). The landscape behind the 
house also features paulownia (Paulownia tomentosa), 
maple leaf viburnum (Viburnum acerifoloium), oakleaf 

and a brick end chimney covered in stucco. The building 
has a fieldstone wall and brick pier foundation. The front 
door is on the north façade (Hiott 1997: 1-2). 

West of the house is a 1944 reconstruction of the 
Calhoun’s original kitchen. The kitchen is connected to 
the main house by a 12-by-15-foot covered breezeway, 
with an iron gate at the end. The one-story structure is 
20-by-21 feet in size, with a gable roof clad with cedar 
shakes, two exterior chimneys, and a brick and fieldstone 
foundation. The exterior walls are frame, sheathed in 
clapboards. Doors are located on the south and to the 
east where it connects to the breezeway. There are three 
9-over-9 double-hung windows. The reconstructed 
building, which has the character of a plantation kitchen, 
was developed by the college with the assistance of the 
United Daughters of the Confederacy. Materials are said 
to have been reused from an old home in the area. The 
fireplace and Dutch oven came from “Altamont II,” the 
plantation of Thomas Pinckney formerly located near 
Pendleton (Hiott 1997: 1-2).

A replica springhouse is located within the base of hill 
along Fort Hill Drive in front of the mansion (see figure 
X-7). Originally constructed ca. 1825, the Calhouns 
built the springhouse to keep food chilled. The early 
springhouse was replaced with a wooden well house 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century. In 
the 1950s, a replica of the original flat-roofed spring 
covering was established on the site by the Children of 
the Confederacy to mark the centennial of Calhoun’s 
death. Since the original spring had long ago gone dry, an 
artificial spring had to be built in its place. The restored 
structure was stabilized in ca. 1994. 

The springhouse structure features a Greek Revival 
portico stoop on the north façade with a gable roof 
covered in cedar shakes. The foundation is stone, as 
are the walls and structural system. The doorway has a 
gated entrance on the north façade. Visible within are 
a cistern, the rear vaulting, and water fountains not 
currently accessible due to structural concerns. Historic 
descriptions of the property indicate that there was once 
a gazebo structure on top of the spring house.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
grass lawn, foundation plantings around many of the 
buildings, perennial and shrub gardens, and shade and 
ornamental trees of various species. Some of the trees 
were donated by or honor important individuals. 
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Three related commemorative features recognize 
Cornelia Calhoun’s garden and its restoration. The first is 
a marker placed in 1968 at the garden entrance, a bronze 
plaque set on a granite base that rises eight inches above 
the ground. The plaque marks the efforts of Mr. and 
Mrs. John Berretta of San Antonio, Texas, to reconstruct 
Cornelia Calhoun’s garden in honor of Mrs. Gillette T. 
Dargan. The second is a sundial with a small marker. The 
sundial marker is a bronze plaque set on a concrete base 
that rises four inches above the ground. The sundial has 
a bronze plaque set on a granite base that rises seven 
inches above the ground. The sundial is identified as the 
gift of Margaret Calhoun Connable of Houston, Texas, in 
1974. These features are located in the southwest corner 
of the small garden area immediately to the rear of the 
Calhoun House. 

Northwest of the mansion is a plaque associated with 
an American Liberty elm. The plaque notes that the tree 
was planted in 1997 to commemorate that year’s Campus 
Sweep. This brass plaque is set in a small concrete 
pedestal that stands two inches above the ground.

Along the front walk is a plaque, set in a granite boulder, 
erected in memory of John Calhoun’s great-great 
grandson, Ensign John C. Calhoun Kirkland, U.S. Navy 
Pilot in World War II. 

There is a flagpole near the entrance to the mansion. A 
plaque identifies the donor and occasion of the placement 
of the flagpole. Two gristmill stones are set within the 
ground on either side of the office.

To the south of the house and northwest of the office is 
a granite marker set flush with the ground that honors 
the memory of Gertrude Calhoun Bacon. This granite 
plaque is associated with a willow oak.

A marker associated with a cedar tree located to the east of 
the house honors the memory of Robert Franklin Poole, 
President of Clemson College from 1940 to 1958 (see 
figure X-9). The plaque was provided by the Clemson 
and Fort Hill Garden Clubs in 1958. The marker is a 
bronze plaque set on a granite bass that rises 21 inches 
above the ground. 

Also associated with the property are two state historical 
markers. The first, located northeast of the plantation 
house, honors the contributions of John C. Calhoun 
(see figure X-10). The second, placed behind the house 
in 2003, notes the historical associations of Calhoun’s 
Plantation Office in conducting important national 
business. These markers are comprised of cast aluminum 
plaques mounted on metal poles. 

hydrangea, Southern red oak, hollies, cedars, figs, 
boxwood, and crape myrtles. Plantings associated with 
the office include large hackberry trees, the parasol tree, 
the young franklinia, two large deodar cedars, a flowering 
cherry, crape myrtle, and boxwoods.

Views and Vistas

Fort Hill is sited on one of the campus’s high points. 
Historically, the plantation home commanded views 
toward the Seneca River and the mountains beyond. 
Campus development, including Memorial Stadium, 
and tall vegetation currently block these former views. 
The views within the Fort Hill precinct are generally 
short range and internally-oriented due to the site’s 
extensive plantings. This generally helps to protect the 
setting of this National Historic Landmark property. One 
important view is the direct axial view of the front door 
of the office from the rear of the mansion. A break in the 
plantings to the east of the office affords a view to Sirrine 
Hall to the south.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with the Fort Hill 
property include various commemorative markers and 
plaques, two state historical markers, stone walls, two 
gristmill stones, a flagpole, and a sundial. Two of the 
plaques are historic.

There are at least six commemorative markers located 
on the Fort Hill property. These include the Trustee Oak 
marker, a marker honoring the restoration of Cornelia’s 
garden, a plaque associated with the 1997 Campus 
Sweep planting of a Liberty elm, a plaque mounted in 
a granite boulder erected in memory of John Calhoun’s 
great-great grandson, Ensign John C. Calhoun Kirkland, 
a granite marker honoring Gertrude Calhoun Bacon 
associated with a willow oak, and a marker associated 
with a cedar tree planted in memory of college president 
Robert Franklin Poole. There is also a marker associated 
with the flagpole in front of the mansion.

The Trustee Oak marker was dedicated in 1953 (see 
figure X-8). It commemorates the first meeting in May 
1888 of the original seven Life Trustees charged with 
turning Thomas Green Clemson’s vision of a scientific 
institution on his Fort Hill farm site into a reality. The 
plaque is a large bronze tablet shaped like a book, with 
text indicating the history of founding of the college and 
the names of the original Board of Trustees. The plaque 
is mounted on a granite boulder located adjacent to the 
Second Century Red Oak (Wagner 2005: 17) (see figure 
X-12).
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non-historiC resourCes: Fort hill 
CharaCter area

Franklinia tree replacement ▪

Second Century Oak ▪

Cornelia’s Garden restoration and associated  ▪
markers (1968) and sundial (1974)

Flagpole and plaque ▪

Campus sweep plaque associated with Liberty elm  ▪
planting (1997)

Granite boulder with plaque honoring John  ▪
Calhoun’s great-great grandson Ensign John C. 
Calhoun Kirkland

Granite maker honoring Gertrude Calhoun Bacon  ▪
associated with a willow oak planting

State historical markers (2) honoring John C.  ▪
Calhoun and the Plantation Office 

Gristmills ▪

* Listed in the NRHP as a contributing resource of 
Clemson University Historic District II. Individually 
designated as a National Historic Landmark.

Stone walls, comprised of mortared stacked field stones, 
edge the front of the property along Fort Hill Drive, the 
springhouse, and the side yard of the property to the 
west. There is also a low stone retaining wall behind the 
house associated with the office that forms a terrace to 
the west of the building, stone steps lead through some 
of the walls: “The origins of the stone wall that encircles 
the east, south, and west sides of the office cannot be 
documented through existing information but it was 
almost certainly contemporaneous with construction of 
Calhoun’s office and the icehouse that he built beneath 
it” (Jaeger Co. 1999: 4-2). Some of these walls were 
developed during a 1929 landscape improvement project 
conducted on the Fort Hill grounds. All of these walls 
appear to be historic. 

historiC resourCes: Fort hill 
CharaCter area

Fort Hill mansion house* (Clergy Hall, ca. 1803;  ▪
John C. Calhoun House, circa 1825; various 
additions and renovations 1825-1850; restorations)

Fort Hill office* (circa 1825) ▪

Replica springhouse ▪

Reconstructed kitchen ▪

Knoll topography ▪

Spring site ▪

Oriental arborvitae ( ▪ Thuja platycladus) 

Canadian hemlock ( ▪ Tsuga canadensis) 

Chinese parasol or Japanese varnish tree ( ▪ Firmiana 
simplex)

Boxwood plantings ▪

Deodar cedar plantings ▪

Southern magnolia plantings ▪

View between the Fort Hill office and the mansion ▪

Trustee Oak marker and plaque (1953) ▪

Plaque associated with cedar tree planting honoring  ▪
Robert Franklin Poole (1958)

Stone walls along the front of the property along  ▪
Fort Hill Drive, associated with the springhouse, 
the side yard of the property to the west, and 
behind the house 
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Figure X-1. Fort Hill character area existing conditions.

Fort Hill

x. Fort hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure X-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

x. Fort hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure X-3. Historic resources associated with Fort Hill.

x. Fort hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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x. Fort hIll CharaCtEr arEa

Figure X-6. A gravel path lined with boxwoods connects John 
Calhoun’s office to the mansion. The office is flanked by 
gardens, with a stone wall wrapping around the back.

Figure X-4. The Fort Hill mansion, built by John Calhoun ca. 
1925, is sited on an elevated knoll in the center of the campus.

Figure X-5. A flagstone walk flanked by boxwoods leads to the 
front door of the mansion. 

Figure X-9. A commemorative plaque and memorial tree honor 
Robert Poole. 

Figure X-7. The reconstructed springhouse north of the 
mansion. 

Figure X-8. The Second Century Red Oak was planted to 
replace the Trustee Oak, said to be the location of the meeting 
to charter the university. A commemorative marker also 
identifies the site.
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x. Fort hIll CharaCtEr arEa

Figure X-13. A historic photograph of the approach road shows 
boxwoods planted as part of the 1929 Fort Hill landscape 
improvement project. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure X-10. Small-scale features on the Fort Hill property 
include a grist mill stone and two South Carolina historical 
markers.

Figure X-11. Unevenly set stones in garden paths present a 
tripping hazard.

Figure X-12. The plastic stabilization grid beneath gravel walks 
is exposed in several places. 

Figure X-14. Features of the original Fort Hill plantation are visible in an artist’s rendering of a conjectural view of the property during 
John Calhoun’s ownership. (Source: Clemson University archives)
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In 2003, the university prepared a Woodland Cemetery 
Preservation and Development Plan “to promote the 
Woodland Cemetery as a unique historical asset to the 
Clemson campus.” Objectives included in the document 
include: 

To preserve the historical integrity and character  ▪
of the Woodland Cemetery and its immediate 
surroundings; and

To prescribe a course of development that allows  ▪
for future cemetery expansion while enhancing the 
historic significance of the site.

The document suggests the addition of a new granite 
perimeter wall to replace the existing chain link fencing, 
parking improvements, new roads and sidewalks, 
narrative signage, landscape planting improvements, 
site lighting, and 500 new plots to be added to the north 
and south of the existing plots (Woodland Cemetery 
Stewardship Committee 2003: 8).

CharaCter area assessment

In March 2006, Woodland Cemetery was determined 
eligible for listing in the NRHP by the South Carolina 
Department of Archives. The cemetery appears 
significant for its association with important persons 
such as the Calhoun family and the presidents, 
administrators, faculty, and other persons involved with 
the university during the period 1837 to 1938. There 
are numerous historic resources that contribute to the 
significance of the cemetery, including the walls and 
gates around the Calhoun family plot, the entrance walls 
and gate, many of the gravestones and memorials, the 
landform and topography, and the woodland setting. 
Many of the gravestones are etched with the names 
of important faculty and administrators whose names 
are also featured on campus buildings—Riggs, Fike, 
Earle, Sikes, Holtzendorff, and Poole—establishing a 
significant connection between this site and the physical 
history of the campus. The university also recognizes its 
value to the campus and college community: “Cemetery 
Hill is one of many historic resources that contribute 
to Clemson’s culture and heritage and is essential in 
shaping the University’s sense of place, while furthering 
the educational mission of the University.” Additionally, 
“Woodland Cemetery is located in a highly visible 
area adjacent to the Memorial Stadium on the west 
side of Clemson University. Due to seasonal campus 
activities, many visitors, staff, and students use the 
site. The cemetery’s location is ideal for presenting the 
university’s history while providing quality outdoor 
spaces for events and activities” (Woodland Cemetery 
Stewardship Committee 2003: 4). 

XI. woodland CemeTeRy

General CharaCter

The Woodland Cemetery character area encompasses 
the seventeen-acre Woodland Cemetery grounds. Also 
known as Cemetery Hill, Woodland Cemetery occupies 
a rounded knoll south of Memorial Stadium along 
Williamson Road that is one of the campus high points 
(see figure XI-1). The property is characterized by its 
prominent knoll landform encircled by two narrow roads 
and cloaked in deciduous woodland (see figure XI-
5). Set within the road corridors are numerous modest 
grave markers, plot outlines, benches, and ornamental 
plantings. A stone wall and wrought iron gate mark 
the entrance into the cemetery grounds, and a second 
stone wall and iron gate surround the earliest part of the 
cemetery, first established as a family burial ground in the 
early nineteenth century by the Calhoun family, then in 
residence at Fort Hill. The Calhoun’s 70-by-68-foot plot 
occupies the center and high point of the cemetery. It is 
surrounded by a larger cemetery established by Clemson 
University in the 1920s. The cemetery is entered along 
an access road that arises from Williamson Road across 
from its intersection with South Palmetto Boulevard. 
The university recently improved revamped the existing 
access road to the cemetery by widening it, adding a 
median, and constructing a new stone gateway feature. 
The new gateway mimics the character of the cemetery’s 
historic wall and gate. 

Numerous important members of the university 
community, including various presidents, key faculty, 
administrators, and sports coaches, are buried in the 
cemetery. The cemetery also purportedly includes 
burials of convict laborers involved in early campus 
construction projects in the late nineteenth century and 
antebellum slave burials in an area designated for such 
by J.C. Calhoun. Archeological investigations have 
failed to locate evidence of these burials.

The university maintains strict guidelines regarding the 
management and aesthetic character of the cemetery. 
The guidelines indicate that the cemetery be maintained 
as a woodland. Gravestones are limited to four feet in 
height and are to be consistent with the color and style 
of surrounding markers. Mausoleums, above-ground 
vaults, and the use of gravel and fences in association 
with individual graves or plots are prohibited. The site 
is managed by the Woodland Cemetery Stewardship 
Committee.
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In 2001, archaeologist Jonathan Leader of the South 
Carolina Institute of Archeology and Anthropology 
(SCIAA) was hired to further examine the areas of the 
cemetery thought to contain unmarked burials. His 
team used a combination of ground-penetrating radar, 
and a geophysical electromagnetic sensor, to look for 
subsurface soil disturbances that might suggest a burial 
site without excavating. They searched extensively over 
the ground to the west of the Calhoun family burial 
ground, but were not successful in locating any evidence 
of unmarked graves. One area of the cemetery that does 
contain unmarked graves was confirmed during the 
search, however. To the south of the cemetery is a cluster 
of grave shafts of the likely victims of a late-nineteenth-
century epidemic. The SCIAA recommended enclosing 
the site within a fence to protect it.

Changes to the cemetery that have occurred since the 
historic period include the addition of the new entrance 
wall feature, chain-link fencing around the perimeter 
of the property, new burial plots, a retaining wall along 
the road below the Calhoun family plot, alterations to 
the original road system, and the removal of an earlier 
dump behind the cemetery. Memorial Stadium edges 
the cemetery to the north. Expansion of the stadium has 
impacted views from the cemetery. The 1945 campus 
atlas indicates the original road system has since been 
altered to include an inner and outer loop, and a single 
entrance; former connections with roads to the west have 
been removed (see figure XI-2). 

Woodland Cemetery possesses a high degree of integrity 
to the historic period, with the exception of the recently 
redeveloped entrance, changes to the road system, and 
the addition of a retaining wall along the interior road. 
Although the landscape has continued to evolve over the 
past fifty years to include new memorials, site furnishing, 
sculptural elements, roads, walls, and plantings, the spatial 
organization and relationships of features to each other 
and the landform and topography has been maintained 
and remain a key component of Clemson University’s 
historic campus. In addition, the area retains the wooded 
character and tasteful use of markers recommended in 
early cemetery development recommendations.

The Woodland Cemetery character area is overall in 
good physical condition. Condition issues observed in 
the field include:

Portions of the asphalt roadway are cracking and in  ▪
need of repair.

Erosion of the hillside is occurring in various  ▪
locations, particularly along the southern margins.

Many of the concrete plot edgings are cracked. ▪

The first person buried in the cemetery was John 
Caldwell Calhoun, the young child of Andrew Pickens 
Calhoun, in 1837. Other members of this branch of the 
family were buried nearby between 1860 and 1900. A 
large iron fence, approximately 70-by-68 feet in size, was 
placed around the family plot later during the nineteenth 
century. In 1889, Thomas Green Clemson donated 814 
acres of the Fort Hill Plantation to the state of South 
Carolina to establish a college. The cemetery was part 
of this donation. 

In 1922, university President Walter M. Riggs proposed 
establishing a faculty cemetery on campus. The site 
favored by the administration was the land surrounding 
the existing Calhoun family cemetery. Riggs died 
unexpectedly in 1924 and ironically became the first 
member of the university community buried in the 
cemetery, approved and named by the Board of Trustees 
that year. A report guiding cemetery establishment noted 
that it was “to be located and maintained in woodland 
and that it was not to be like any of those that are 
placed under perpetual care” (Board of Trustees Policy 
2005: n.p.). University burials occurred around the 
fenced Calhoun family plot as approved by a Cemetery 
Committee until 1938. In that year, the cemetery was 
enlarged and a survey was prepared that designated 202 
plots and identified them on a map. Each of the plots was 
designed to accommodate five graves. 

Since the 1930s, the number of plots has increased to 
306. Fifty-three of these are unassigned. There are 
an additional 69 unassigned plots located on the same 
ground as potential unmarked burials. Two archeological 
investigations have been conducted to locate unmarked 
burials. In 1992, archaeological excavations were 
conducted by Clemson’s first archeology professor 
Carrel Cowan-Ricks in order “to identify the names 
and numbers of individuals buried on the west slope 
along with archaeologically locating the graves. A 
complimentary goal [was] the location of the burials 
of the eight to ten African-American convicts who died 
during the construction of the college’s earliest buildings 
ca. 1892” (Cowan-Ricks 1992: 2). Based on oral tradition 
and family lore, it was believed that John Calhoun 
designated an area to the west of the family plot as a slave 
burial ground ca. 1837. The location of the burial ground 
has not been consistently described in documentary 
accounts, however. With a slave population of as many 
as seventy-five in 1850, there is a strong likelihood that 
a slave cemetery was part of Calhoun’s plantation. The 
group conducted a careful excavation and search for 
burial shafts in likely locations. Unfortunately, the effort 
did not yield evidence of any unmarked graves. 
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years from an earlier single road configuration. The 
inner loop is a narrow asphalt-paved road referred to as 
Woodland Drive (see figure XI-8). It is edged for part of 
its length below the Calhoun family plot by a retaining 
wall. The outer loop road is known as Cemetery Way. 
Also constructed of asphalt, the one-way road is traveled 
in a counter-clockwise direction. It is also edged for part 
of a its length by a relatively new retaining wall. Although 
a few worn paths lead from the road to individual burial 
areas, there are no prescribed pedestrian walks within 
the cemetery. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
native deciduous woodland trees and shrubs, ornamental 
specimen trees, evergreen trees and shrubs, bulbs, and 
turf grass. Individual graves are sometimes planted with 
flowering shrubs, bulbs, or groundcovers. 

Large deciduous native woodland canopy and understory 
trees characterize the cemetery landscape. Species 
include scarlet, post, black, and Southern red oaks, pines, 
tulip poplars, blackgum (Nyssa sylvatica), sourwood, 
serviceberry (Amelanchier canadensis), hickories, 
and dogwoods. Non-native ornamental shrubs such as 
camellia have also been planted within the cemetery. 
Eastern hemlocks flank the entry gates to Cemetery Hill. 
Eastern red cedars are also present within the cemetery. 
Many of the shrubs planted in association with graves 
appear to be in decline, perhaps a result of the recent 
exceptional drought.

Buildings and Structures

There are no buildings or structures located within 
Woodland Cemetery. 

Views and Vistas

Views associated with Woodland Cemetery are generally 
intimate and not expansive due to the extent of woodland 
cover on the site. Longer views are afforded along the 
access drive, and are framed by the new entrance pillars 
and the original entrance piers. Looking east from the 
original entrance, the view towards campus is also 
framed by these features (see figure XI-9). From the 
northern section of Cemetery Way, views of Memorial 
Stadium overshadow the cemetery (see figure XI-7). 

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include gravestones, memorials, plot edging, benches, 

Some of the gravestones are in need of repair. ▪

Many of the ornamental plantings associated with  ▪
graves are dying.

The manner in which the outer loop road joins the  ▪
central access road is rough and poorly executed.

The outer loop road is heavily pitted and lined with  ▪
debris.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
Woodland Cemetery character area is Cemetery Hill, the 
elevated knoll landform occupied by the cemetery. This 
is one of the highest points of campus, and was likely 
selected by John Calhoun for a family burial ground 
due to its character and prospect (see figure XI-5). The 
landform and topography of the cemetery is characteristic 
of the original rolling terrain of the area. 

Spatial Organization

The Woodland Cemetery character area has a pastoral 
character reminiscent of the nineteenth-century rural 
cemetery movement. The primary organizing element 
is the central elevated terrace edged by a circular loop 
drive system. The cemetery is divided into the Calhoun 
family plot, enclosed within a perimeter fence, and the 
university section that surrounds the Calhoun section 
on three sides and is edged by a stone entry gate, stone 
walls, and chain-link fencing. University cemetery 
burials are most dense near the entrance and Calhoun 
family burial ground. Much of the cemetery landscape 
is wooded, and there are few large open spaces. The 
spatial quality of the cemetery is intimate and therefore 
contemplative or reflective. The existing spatial patterns 
are generally consistent with historic patterns, with the 
exception of the changes wrought by reconfiguration of 
the road system.

Circulation

The Woodland Cemetery character area includes only 
vehicular circulation that is also used by pedestrians. 
There are two loop roads arising from a wide entrance 
corridor leading west from Williamson Road (see figure 
XI-9). The inner loop encircles the most historic part of 
the cemetery, while the outer loop follows a portion of 
the alignment of the original road corridor through the 
cemetery. These roads were altered during the past thirty 
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historiC resourCes: woodland 
Cemetery CharaCter area

Elevated knoll topography  ▪

Calhoun family burial ground enclosed with a  ▪
stone and wrought iron perimeter fence and gate 
and gravestones

Mature woodland  ▪

Portions of Cemetery Way and the alignment of the  ▪
entrance corridor

Turf grass within the cemetery ▪

Views to the cemetery from the original entrance  ▪
gate and entrance road corridor

Original stone wall, entrance pillars, iron fencing,  ▪
and gate along the entrance road

Grave markers pre-dating 1958 ▪

Plot markers pre-dating 1958 ▪

Benches pre-dating 1958 ▪

non-historiC resourCes: woodland 
Cemetery CharaCter area

Stone wall and entrance gate feature and median  ▪
at the intersection of Williamson Road and South 
Palmetto Boulevard

Woodland Drive ▪

Portions of Cemetery Way ▪

Stone retaining wall along the road corridors ▪

Grave markers, plot edging, and site furnishings  ▪
post-dating 1958

Chain-link fencing around the property  ▪

Turf grass associated with new entrance gate  ▪
precinct

View toward the cemetery from the new entrance  ▪
feature

Prominent views of Memorial Stadium along  ▪
Cemetery Way

State historical marker honoring Asbury Lever ▪

* Determined eligible for listing in the NRHP by the 
South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office.

iron fencing, stone pillars, stone walls, a state historical 
marker, and chain-link fencing. Many of these resources 
are historic. 

One of the oldest parts of the cemetery is the Calhoun 
family burial ground. It is framed by a perimeter fence 
comprised of stone piers connected by wrought iron 
fencing. A wrought iron gate is centrally placed on the 
eastern side of the fence. The fenced plot encompasses 
fifteen Calhoun family burials atop the peak of Cemetery 
Hill. Historic stone piers also flank the entrance into 
Cemetery Hill. These are fashioned from large pieces 
of undressed granite set on square granite bases, with 
dressed granite caps and ball finials. The piers stand 
approximately six feet in height (see figure XI-5). Stone 
walls extend to either side of the gate. Chain-link fencing 
surrounds the cemetery property to the north, west, and 
south.

As noted earlier, there is also a new stone entrance 
feature near the intersection of the cemetery access 
road and Williamson Road (see figure XI-4). Stone 
gates edged by short wall segments mark the entrance. 
Along the road leading to the cemetery, there is a central 
island with a cascading stair of stonework. The road 
widens to encompass the central island. Low concrete 
retaining walls faced with stone also edge portions of 
both Cemetery Way and Woodland Drive.

Gravestones located within the cemetery are fashioned 
from a variety of stone. Most are modest and conform to 
the guidelines for memorials placed within the cemetery. 
Some of the older plots are edged by low concrete edging 
material that is often cracked and in need of repair (see 
figure XI-6). In addition to plot edging, some of the 
newer graves are edged by contemporary interlocking 
concrete retaining blocks. There are a few cast stone 
benches scattered around the older part of the cemetery 
near the entrance gate.

Near the historic entrance to Woodland Cemetery is a 
state historical marker honoring Asbury Lever, a member 
of Congress who co-authored the Smith-Lever Act 
in 1914. The marker is comprised of a cast aluminum 
plaque mounted on a four and one half foot tall metal 
pole. The plaque was installed in 1989. 
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Figure XI-1. Woodland Cemetery character area existing conditions.

Woodland Cemetery

xI. woodland CEMEtEry CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XI-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xI. woodland CEMEtEry CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XI-3. Historic resources associated with Woodland Cemetery.

xI. woodland CEMEtEry CharaCtEr arEa
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xI. woodland CEMEtEry CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XI-4. The new entrance into the Woodland Cemetery 
includes a stone wall and piers that flank the road corridor. 

Figure XI-5. Older stone piers and a wrought iron fence enclose 
the original Calhoun family burial ground that preceded the 
university’s establishment of Woodland Cemetery. 

Figure XI-6. Burials are marked with modest headstones and 
memorials. Some are grouped together within plots. 

Figure XI-8. Two roads corridors, edged in places by stone 
walls, loop through the cemetery. Pictured is the inner loop, 
referred to as Woodland Drive.

Figure XI-9. The road exits toward the intersection of 
Williamson Road and South Palmetto Boulevard.

Figure XI-7. Views of Memorial Stadium are prominent along 
Cemetery Way. 
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Soil erosion due to a lack of grass cover.  ▪

Chipped and cracking retaining walls (see figures  ▪
XII-10 and XII-11).

Social paths have worn through the turf grass in  ▪
some locations (see figure XII-14).

existinG landsCape resourCes

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The terraced landform of the character area has been 
heavily altered through grading and is not historic (see 
figure XII-6). 

Spatial Organization

The Shoebox dormitory buildings form two rows of 
identical structures. The buildings follow a similar 
orthogonal arrangement, but are staggered in the 
placement within the rows (see figure XII-4). A rhythmic 
pattern of building, courtyard (see figure XII-5), building, 
courtyard occurs from north to south. From east to west, 
a pattern is established by the repetition of retaining 
walls, buildings, service roads, and walks. The Stadium 
Residence Hall is set within its own space formed by the 
steeply-sloped embankment to its east (see figure XII-8) 
and road corridors to the north and west. Its alignment 
is consistent with that of the Shoebox dormitories, 
rendering the building more compatible with the other 
features of the character area. None of these patterns of 
spatial organization is historic.

Circulation

Roads edge the character area to the north and west. 
These include Fort Hill Street to the north and Williamson 
Road to the west. Short access roads—Chi Drive and Phi 
Street—lead into the two rows of dormitory buildings 
from Fort Hill Street. Concrete walks and plazas lead 
to and between buildings from the perimeter roads, 
and through the courtyards located along the margins 
of the buildings. Many include concrete stair sections 
(see figure XII-4). There are also bridges and elevated 
walkways that provide access into the buildings across 
terraced landforms east of Cope, Young, and Benet Halls 
(see figure XII-9). A concrete and brick plaza edges 
Stadium Residence Hall to its east (see figure XII-8). A 
long concrete walk demarcates the boundary between 
the Shoeboxes and Fort Hill character areas. Only 
Williamson Road and the alignment of Fort Hill Street, 
which was formerly known as Water Street, are historic. 

XII. shoeBoXes

General CharaCter

The Shoeboxes character area is located south of Fort 
Hill Street and west of the Fort Hill precinct (see figure 
XII-1). It is primarily residential, and includes a complex 
of five dormitories developed in the 1960s, along with 
the more contemporary Stadium Residence Hall located 
at the intersection of Fort Hill Street and Williamson 
Road. The character area is edged to the south by 
Parking Area E-04. The five dormitory buildings that 
occupy the majority of this character area are arranged 
in two parallel rows connected by a series of walks, 
walls, ramps, terraces, plantings, and site furnishings. 
Access drives lead to each row from Fort Hill Street. 
The buildings and their attendant outdoor spaces step 
down a sloping hillside that falls away from east to west. 
The dormitories built in the 1960s have a Modernist 
character as do many of the landscape features. None of 
the resources within this character area is historic. 

CharaCter area assessment

The 1945 campus atlas indicates that this area formerly 
featured faculty residences and a water filtration plant near the 
intersection of Williamson Road and Water Street, a precursor 
of Fort Hill Street, where Stadium Residence Hall is sited 
currently (see figure XII-2). None of the features that occupied 
this site more than fifty years ago survives today. All of the 
landscape elements present within the character area are less 
than fifty years old and are therefore not historic. 

Given the proximity of this character area to Fort Hill, and its 
pivotal location between the historic core of the campus and 
athletic venues to the west, this character area is a key site 
along a potentially important east/west corridor. The physical 
locale of this area is a strategic node with respect to the overall 
campus organization and its future planning. 

The circulation patterns through this area are convoluted 
and the condition of materials is degraded. The Shoeboxes 
character area is overall in fair physical condition, with many 
of the landscape features showing evidence of wear and 
material failure as noted above. Specific condition problems 
observed include:

Cracked, spalling, and deteriorating concrete  ▪
paving (see figures XII-12 and XII-13).

Leaning bollards that need to be reset.  ▪

Stained concrete (see figures XII-10 and XII-11). ▪

Cracked and broken concrete stairs.  ▪
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Vegetation

Vegetation associated with the Shoeboxes character area 
consists primarily of turf grass, and ornamental plantings 
associated with building courtyards and plazas (see figure 
XII-6). Plants featured in ornamental plantings include 
flowering dogwoods, purple leaf plum (Prunus cerasifera), 
cotoneaster (Cotoneaster spp.), nandina, yucca (Yucca 
filimentosa), Chinese holly, azalea, crape myrtle, pin or 
scarlet oak, red maple, and black or sugar maple. In the 
Stadium Residence Hall plaza, species that frame the paved 
area include honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos), red oak, 
Foster holly, and Eastern red cedar. Shrubs have been 
planted on the steeply-sloped embankment between Geer 
Hall and Stadium Residence Hall to hold the slope. None of 
the vegetation within this character area is historic.

Buildings and Structures

None of the buildings within this character area is 
historic. 

The Shoeboxes are generally four stories in height, 
constructed of brick and concrete bands with steel 
vertical expressions and large glass windows set flush 
with the openings in the bands. Doors are located in the 
narrow ends of the building facing east. The buildings 
include:

Young Hall (1962), ▪

Benet Hall (1962), ▪

Cope Hall (1965), ▪

Geer Hall (1966), and ▪

Sanders Hall (1966). ▪

Also located within this area is Stadium Residence Hall 
(see figure XII-7). This four-story L-shaped building is 
clad with brick and concrete. It forms a strong spatial edge 
to Williamson Drive, and follows the alignment of the 
Shoeboxes on the hillside above. It was built ca. 2002.

Views and Vistas

Many of the orthogonal walks afford long views between 
buildings and associated plazas. From the walk above 
Benet Hall, there are long views in opposite directions 
toward Norris and Sirrine Halls above the trees. The 
lights of the football stadium are visible beyond Sanders 
Hall. Fort Hill is also visible from the eastern edge of the 
complex. None of the views is historic.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with the Shoeboxes 
character area include concrete drains and drop inlets, 
metal handrails associated with stairs and bridges, 
bollard-and-chain edging along walks to prevent 
vehicular access, concrete retaining walls, freestanding 
walls, concrete planters (see figure XII-5), wood slat 
benches with backs, bike racks, flat-domed down light 
luminaires, concrete planters and seating, and concrete 
railings. None of these is historic. 

historiC resourCes: shoeBoxes 
CharaCter area

Williamson Road  ▪

Fort Hill Street as it follows the alignment of  ▪
former Water Street

non-historiC resourCes: shoeBoxes 
CharaCter area

Young Hall (1962) ▪

Benet Hall (1962) ▪

Cope Hall (1965) ▪

Geer Hall (1966) ▪

Sanders Hall (1966) ▪

Stadium Residence Hall (ca. 2002) ▪

Phi Street and Chi Drive ▪

Terraced landform ▪

Courtyards located between paired buildings ▪

Concrete and brick plaza east of Stadium  ▪
Residence Hall 

Concrete walks. stairs and plazas  ▪

Concrete bridges, walls, planters, railings and  ▪
seating

Shade and ornamental trees  ▪

Foundation plantings  ▪

Turf grass  ▪

Views along orthogonal walks  ▪

Metal handrails  ▪

Bollards and chain edging  ▪

Wood slat benches with backs ▪

Bike racks ▪

Light fixtures  ▪
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Figure XII-1. Shoeboxes character area existing conditions.

Shoeboxes

xII. shoEboxEs CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xII. shoEboxEs CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XII-3. Historic resources associated with Shoeboxes.

xII. shoEboxEs CharaCtEr arEa
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xII. shoEboxEs CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XII-7. Stadium Residence Hall is a recent addition 
located at the intersection of Fort Hill Street and Williamson 
Road.

Figure XII-8. To the east of the Stadium Residence Hall is a 
brick and concrete plaza that features benches, shade trees, 
and grass panels.

Figure XII-4. A system of courtyards separated by stairs and 
retaining walls frames the Shoeboxes dormitories.

Figure XII-6. Trees are planted in a series of terraced planting 
beds near the dormitories that reinforce the site design of the 
complex.

Figure XII-5. The courtyard south of Young Hall includes 
concrete planters and paving, interspersed with octagonally-
shaped grass panels.

Figure XII-9. Pedestrian bridges lead to dormitory entrances 
where the landform drops away.
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xII. shoEboxEs CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XII-13. Concrete curbs are in poor condition and need 
repair.

Figure XII-12. Pavement and turf areas are also deteriorating 
and eroding. 

Figure XII-11. Several concrete walls are stained and spalling. Figure XII-10. Many of the concrete features in the landscape 
are deteriorating and in poor condition. 

Figure XII-14. Social trails extend through several turf areas.
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The Facilities Operations character area is overall in fair 
to good physical condition. Some of the buildings are in 
need of paint and repair. The specific condition issues 
observed as part of field investigations for this project 
include:

Some of the wood frame and brick buildings are in  ▪
need of paint (see figure XIII-12).

Some portions of the chain-link fencing and gate  ▪
are rusty (see figure XIII-11).

Some of the open ground areas are experiencing  ▪
erosion (see figure XIII-10).

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
Facilities Operations character area is the relatively level 
plateau utilized to site the buildings and work areas (see 
figure XIII-4). The site was likely graded to enhance an 
existing relatively level landform. This landform is a 
historic condition. 

Spatial Organization

The Facilities Operations character area has an industrial 
character derived from the perimeter chain-link fencing, 
modest unadorned architecture of the buildings, and 
expanses of parking, and storage and loading areas (see 
figure XIII-5). Many of the buildings within this area 
form a linear edge along Klugh Avenue. The western 
façades of these buildings face paved open spaces and 
a series of small yard areas. Buildings in the northeast 
corner of the character area are sited in a U-shape, with 
a strong interior open space (see figure XIII-6). The two 
brick stacks extend above the area and serve as visual 
reference points within the campus. 

Circulation

Roads and parking areas edge the character area on all 
sides. To the north is parking area E-05. To the east is 
Klugh Avenue, a historic road corridor that extends to 
Fort Hill Street, which edges the character area to the 
south. To the west is Service Drive. Neither Fort Hill 
Street nor Service Drive is a historic road corridor. 
Within the character area, the majority of the circulation 
is vehicular, but is also utilized by pedestrians. Asphalt- 
and concrete-paved access roads, parking areas, storage 
areas, and work yards edge most of the buildings. 

XIII. FaCIlITIes opeRaTIons

General CharaCter

The Facilities Operations character area sits to the west 
of the University Union character area and overlooks 
Memorial Stadium (see figure XIII-1). The utilitarian 
features of this character area occupy a relatively level 
parcel of land between Klugh Avenue, Fort Hill Street, 
Service Drive, and parking lot E-05. The complex 
is enclosed within chain-link fencing. Buildings that 
comprise the complex include storage sheds, machine 
shops, garages, and a power plant with two tall stacks. 
A large addition was recently constructed in association 
with the Central Energy Facility building along Klugh 
Avenue. Access roads, ramps, staging and storage areas, 
and parking edge most of the buildings. Plantings within 
the area are minimal. Four of the buildings located 
within the character area are historic: the Motor Pool, 
University Facilities Operation Building, Central Energy 
Facility, and Dillard Building. Dramatic views of the 
campus on the ridge above and Memorial Stadium in the 
ravine below are afforded from the character area.

CharaCter area assessment

The use of this area for the university’s physical plant 
operations began in the mid-1930s. Prior to this time, many 
of the campus service buildings were located near the laundry 
within the North Campus Green area ravine, with small 
shops and storage facilities west of Godfrey Hall. With the 
clearing of the land for the construction of the Rudolph Lee-
designed Barracks in 1937, Klugh Avenue was established 
between Fike Recreation Center and Calhoun Circle. 
Although some service operations continued in the former 
location east of the new road, over time service facilities and 
operations slowly moved across the road, forming a service 
precinct. The 1945 campus atlas shows that at least nine 
buildings had aggregated on this location by that time (see 
figure XIII-2). Although buildings continue to be organized 
in a U-shaped arrangement that is similar to that shown on 
the 1945 campus atlas, it appears that only the University 
Facilities Operations and Locksmith/Welding Shop of the 
buildings present by 1945 survive today. Later additions 
that were established by 1958 include the Central Energy 
Facility and the Dillard Building. The two tall brick stacks 
of the Central Energy Facility are a campus landmark and 
serve as a visual orientation feature from many places on 
campus, marking in particular the location of the football 
stadium. A recent addition to Central Energy Facility along 
Klugh Avenue has greatly altered the historic character of 
the area.
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Also located along Klugh Road adjacent to the Central 
Energy building is the Dillard Building. This one-story 
masonry building with brick and stucco cladding was 
constructed in 1953 and first served as a laundry facility. 
It was designed in a modern, light-industrial style by John 
Gates, and is named for Frank Dillard, superintendent 
of the laundry who worked for Clemson for forty-four 
years. It currently houses the Energy Systems Laboratory. 
There is a bank of automatic teller machines along the 
road near the entrance into the building. It is also set 
within the slope of the hillside, with an opening at the 
basement level in the yard below.

The Locksmith/Welding Shop was constructed in the 
1930s, and later moved to its current location within the 
center of the operations yard to the west of the University 
University Facilities Operation Building. The building is 
a one-story, L-shaped, hipped-roof brick structure set on 
a poured concrete foundation. A deep carport shelters 
much of the front, and a flat-roofed red-brick extension 
projects from the right end of the façade.

The Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/Paint 
Shop building is an oblong one-story frame structure 
with a side-gabled asphalt-shingled roof. The building is 
set on a cinderblock foundation and has horizontal wood 
shiplap siding. It is located to the west of the Locksmith/
Welding Shop.

Views and Vistas

The dominant views and vistas of this character area 
are long views across expanses of pavement toward the 
low buildings that form orthogonal edges, and the older 
university buildings located on the ridge above to the 
east. To the west, the stands of Memorial Stadium rise 
up from the ravine below the facilities operations area 
(see figure XIII-8). The two brick stacks of the energy 
plant are visible from various locations around campus 
(see figure XIII-7). The views of the stadium, campus 
buildings on the ridgeline, and the energy plant emissions 
stacks is historic.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include bollards, propane tanks, dumpsters, utility boxes, 
chain-link perimeter fencing with gated access, concrete 
wheelstops, and metal handrails and railings. None of 
these features are historic.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is limited to a few 
trees and areas of mown turf. Screen plantings line the 
chain-link fencing to the west of the character area. None 
of the character area vegetation is historic. 

Buildings and Structures

The buildings that comprise this character area include: 
the University Facilities Operations, Central Energy 
Facility, Dillard Building, Cooling Tower, Motor Pool, 
Maintenance Stores, Cabinet Shop, Custodial/Recycling/
Asbestos Abatement/Paint Shop, and Locksmith/Welding 
Shop (see figure XIII-9). Four of these are considered 
historic: University Facilities Operations (1928), Central 
Energy Facility (1948-49), Locksmith/Welding Shop 
(ca. 1930s), and the Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos 
Abatement/Paint Shop (ca. 1943-44).

The various buildings are very different in their styles 
and use of materials. Most are one-story in height with 
modest footprints. Some are constructed of brick or 
painted concrete block, while others are wood-frame. 
Most have either flat roofs, or gabled or hipped roofs 
clad with asphalt shingles. Some of the sheds have 
corrugated metal roofs. Most have large garage door 
openings. There are also large holding tanks and other 
industrial structures within the area. 

The University Facilities Operations building was 
constructed in 1927-28. It is located along Klugh Avenue 
next to the Central Energy Facility. The one-story brick 
University Facilities building has been updated various 
times during its life, but continues to include remnants 
of a multi-colored brick found in Rudolph Lee-designed 
buildings of the era. The building began as two separate 
hip-roofed structures, set into the hillside, that were later 
joined with a flat-roofed addition. One section served as 
the university’s second fire station.

Central Energy Facility is located adjacent to the 
University Facilities Operations Building along Klugh 
Road. The building was constructed ca. 1948-49 as the 
campus’s third power and heating plant. It was renovated 
in 2007 with the addition of a cooling tower addition 
along its principle façades. The two-story, flat-roofed 
industrial brick building includes two emissions stacks, 
one of which includes the word “CLEMSON” spelled 
out in contrasting white brick. The rear of the building 
includes a ceramic-block silo, with a corrugated metal 
shed on top.
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non-historiC resourCes: FaCilities 
operations CharaCter area

Central Stores (1965) ▪

Motor Pool ▪

Four sheds  ▪

Washer  ▪

Carpenter shop  ▪

Chain-link fencing  ▪

Paved interior of the character area,  ▪

Parking Lot E-05 ▪

Fort Hill Street ▪

Service Drive entrance into the compound ▪

Mown turf ▪

Screen plantings along chain link fencing ▪

Views across expanses of asphalt and concrete to  ▪
buildings

Bollards ▪

Propane tanks ▪

Dumpsters ▪

Utility boxes ▪

Chain link perimeter fencing with gated access ▪

Concrete wheelstops ▪

Metal handrails and railings ▪

Overhead lighting ▪

historiC resourCes: FaCilities 
operations CharaCter area

University Facilities Operations  ▪ (1927-28)

Locksmith/Welding Shop (1930s, later moved to  ▪
this site)

Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/Paint  ▪
Shop (ca. 1943-44) 

Central Energy Facility (1948-49) ▪

Dillard Building (1953) ▪

Level terrace landform  ▪

Buildings sited in a U-form ▪

Linear arrangement of buildings along the eastern  ▪
edge of the character area

Klugh Avenue ▪

Views toward Memorial Stadium  ▪

Views of the Central Energy stacks  ▪

Views of the linear arrangement of the buildings  ▪
along eastern edge of the character area with the 
campus behind
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Figure XIII-1. Facilities Operations character area existing conditions.

Facilities Operations

xIII. FaCIlItIEs oPEratIons CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xIII. FaCIlItIEs oPEratIons CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIII-3. Historic resources associated with Facilities Operations.

xIII. FaCIlItIEs oPEratIons CharaCtEr arEa
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xIII. FaCIlItIEs oPEratIons CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XIII-4. The Facilities Operations character area is sited 
to the west of Tillman Hall, on a relatively level terrace below 
Tillman Hall.

Figure XIII-7. Two brick stacks are a visual point of reference 
within the campus. 

Figure XIII-8. Memorial Stadium is visible from within the 
character area. 

Figure XIII-5. The complex is enclosed within chain-link fencing 
and has a gated entry. Several buildings within the area are 
historic. 

Figure XIII-9. Sheds, storage areas, shops, and offices are 
associated with campus maintenance and powering the 
physical plant.

Figure XIII-6. Some of the buildings edge interior open spaces. 
These buildings form a U-shaped parking and access area. 
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xIII. FaCIlItIEs oPEratIons CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XIII-12. Most of the wood frame structures are in need of 
repair and painting.

Figure XIII-11. The fence surrounding the area is rusting in 
places. 

Figure XIII-10. Condition problems include eroding soil areas.
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CharaCter area assessment

This character area includes two historic resources: 
Johnstone Hall and the outdoor plaza to its west. 
Johnstone Hall likely possesses National Register-level 
significance for its unique architecture and engineering. 
It is in poor condition, however, and is slated for 
removal. The building also plays an important role as 
a spatial edge to the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. Prior 
to the establishment of the existing University Union 
complex, this site featured three residences and a dining 
hall referred to as Barracks 1 through 4. Barracks 1 was 
one of the earliest buildings on campus. Like Johnstone, 
these buildings formed a hard spatial edge to the open 
space now referred to as the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle 
used for military drilling during the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries (see figure XIV-13). The 
1945 campus atlas illustrates the configuration of these 
buildings prior to their removal in the early 1950s (see 
figure XIV-2). 

The University Union character area is overall in fair 
physical condition, with evidence of materials failure 
and deterioration associated with Johnstone Hall and the 
plaza. The University plans to replace this plaza, which 
will serve to address most of the condition-related issues 
observed during field investigations and noted below: 

The concrete bands set within the brick paving of  ▪
the plaza are cracking and spalling (see figure XIV-
11). 

Brick paving within the plaza has settled unevenly.  ▪
Some of the bricks have popped up from the 
paving and serve as a trip hazard. The ramp leading 
to McCabe Hall is particularly uneven (see figure 
XIV-12). 

The metal signs mounted on the buildings to  ▪
indicate their names along the arcade have lost 
some of their letters. The letters that remain 
are rusting and staining the stucco facing of the 
buildings.

The metal elements, such as handrails that are  ▪
founded in masonry features, are causing staining 
of the concrete.

Other elements associated with concrete features  ▪
are also deteriorating including handrails that are 
broken (see figure XIV-10).

There is biological growth on many of the plaza  ▪
benches.

XIV. unIVeRsITy unIon

General CharaCter

The University Union character area edges the Tillman-
Riggs Quadrangle to the west. Fort Hill is located 
to its south (see figure XIV-1). The character area 
features the University Union complex, comprised of 
various individual buildings sited around a central open 
courtyard. The façades of the buildings that face the 
courtyard have been modified with an arcade to unify 
the character of the space. There is one historic building 
within the character area: Johnstone Hall, which was built 
in 1953-54 and includes two additions completed within 
the historic period: the 1954 Harcombe Dining Hall and 
1955 Post Office. These buildings were designed in the 
International style. Two-thirds of the original Johnstone 
Hall structure has been demolished; the portion that 
survives is structurally unsound and is also slated for 
demolition. The Edgar A. Brown University Union was 
added to the complex in 1973-75. The Johnstone Hall 
buildings were renovated at that time to accommodate 
the new building, and the area began to be referred to as 
the University Union. In the 1990s, Holmes and McCabe 
Halls were added to the south of the complex on the site 
of razed sections of Johnstone Hall. These two buildings 
were designed to recall the architecture of the Rudolph 
Lee era in their massing, materials, and detailing. 

The open space formed at the center of this complex 
of buildings was designed in the 1950s as part of the 
Johnstone Hall building complex. It is comprised of a 
two-level outdoor plaza. The plaza is designed in the 
International style with smooth, white concrete planters, 
walls, and benches contrasting with dark brick paving 
inset with bands of concrete. A second plaza edges Holmes 
and McCabe Halls to their south. This plaza provides a 
transition between Fort Hill Street and the University 
Union plaza to the north. In addition to Fort Hill Street, 
the character area is also edged by a service road/fire 
lane to the east, Alpha Beta Circle to the north, and 
Klugh Avenue to the west. Union Drive provides access 
to University Union and the lower level of Harcombe 
Dining Hall from these perimeter roads. Union Drive is a 
one-way asphalt-paved road that leads south from Alpha 
Beta Circle. Parking is located along the road, which also 
passes beneath a porte cochere outside of the University 
Union. The road continues on to meet Klugh Avenue to 
the west. Between Klugh Avenue and University Drive, 
there is a large sloped open lawn. Pedestrian walks lead 
toward University Union from Klugh Avenue. 
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Circulation

The University Union character area features both 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Vehicular 
circulation edges the character area on all sides. The 
site also includes a service drive that provides access 
to the buildings from the west. Pedestrian circulation 
is comprised of the paved plazas located in association 
with the character area’s five buildings, and concrete 
walks that connect the buildings to campus areas to 
the west. The fire lane along Johnstone Hall follows 
the alignment of historic circulation within this area, as 
do the eastern segments of Fort Hill Street and Klugh 
Avenue. The plaza set between Johnstone Hall and the 
University Union is the only other historic circulation 
resource located within this character area.

The roads edging the character area include Klugh 
Avenue to the west, Alpha Beta Circle to the north, 
Fort Hill Street to the south, and a fire lane to the east. 
Klugh Avenue is a two-way asphalt-paved road that runs 
between Fort Hill Street and Heisman Street. Alpha Beta 
Circle encircles the fraternity dormitories housed in the 
Rudolph Lee-designed buildings to the north. It is a two-
way asphalt-paved road. Fort Hill Street is a two-way 
asphalt-paved road that extends between Williamson 
Road and Calhoun Drive. The fire lane to the east of 
Johnstone Hall is a narrow concrete-paved corridor that 
closely abuts the buildings. It is also used as a pedestrian 
path.

The vehicular route internal to the character area is the 
one-way asphalt-paved Union Drive, which runs north/
south to the west of the University Union and a portion 
of Holmes Hall. It begins south from Alpha Beta Circle, 
following the western edge of the building, and passes 
beneath a porte cochere that extends over the road at 
the entrance to the University Union (see figure XIV-8). 
The road subsequently heads west, terminating at Klugh 
Avenue. Union Drive possesses a service-like quality, and 
is edged along much of its length by angled parking.

The plaza set between Johnstone Hall, University Union, 
and McCabe and Holmes Halls, is a two-level open-air 
space that features seating, lighting, and plantings. The 
upper level is formed over a pedestal-paver roof system, 
and surfaced with ruddy-colored brick with concrete 
bands. A stair leads to the lower level of the plaza near its 
northern end. In addition to the access provided from the 
surrounding buildings, stairs lead into the plaza between 
McCabe Hall and Holmes Halls and the University 
Union. There is a ramp within the plaza that provides 
access to the entrance into McCabe Hall. The plaza 
also extends south between McCabe and Holmes Halls 

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of 
the University Union character area is its sloping 
topography. From a high point along the fire lane east 
of Johnstone Hall to Klugh Avenue on the west the land 
falls away significantly. The site’s inherent landform, 
however, is masked by a dual-level plaza set within the 
frame of Johnstone Hall and the University Union. These 
buildings take up a grade change of ten or more feet. 
Beyond Union Drive, the land continues to fall away. 
This area has been sculpted to form a regularly sloped 
lawn. The landform and topography of this area have 
been extensively manipulated and there are no historic 
natural systems or features present.

Spatial Organization

The most prominent spatial elements of this character 
area are the strong edge formed by the University Union 
and Johnstone Hall that structure the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle to the east and the University Union plaza 
to the west. University Union, and McCabe and Holmes 
Halls help to enclose the central open space of the plaza. 
This paved plaza conveys a Modernist character derived 
from its architecturally conceived elements, materials, 
and finishes (see figures XIV-4 & XIV-5). However, 
many of the walls of the surrounding buildings and the 
interior features are white and reflect light, and the space 
is without shade or shelter, and possesses a harshness 
and tightness of scale that is not inviting. The plaza, as 
defined by Johnstone Hall and the University Union, is 
the only historic pattern of spatial organization present 
within this character area. 

McCabe and Holmes Halls are postmodern structures 
that make reference to their context and surroundings 
through the use of traditional brick, and regular banding 
of window openings and dormers. An outdoor plaza 
edges these buildings to their south along Fort Hill 
Street. It is comprised of low retaining walls inset with 
benches and planters.

To the west of the building complex, the landscape is 
open, comprised of a sloped lawn with little spatial 
definition (see figure XIV-9). 
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be a model for college dormitories and was featured in 
many architectural magazines when it opened in 1953. 
The dormitory was built using the Youtze-Slick lift-slab 
system, where the top floor was poured first and then 
raised to allow the next floor to be poured. The building 
originally had a glass exterior that was later replaced 
with sheet metal walls. Harcombe Dining Hall was 
added in 1954, and the post office in 1955. The building 
was nicknamed the ‘tin cans.’ Only two sections of the 
original building remain today, and these are slated for 
removal. Sections B and C were demolished in 1991 and 
1992, and replaced with Holmes and McCabe Halls.

Nearby is the Edgar A. Brown University Union 
Building, constructed in 1973-75. It is a four-story 
building with brick ends and a central concrete and 
glass section. It was designed by the architecture firm 
of Cisne & Associates, and named for Edgar A. Brown, 
South Carolina state senator, life trustee and president of 
the Board of Trustees of Clemson University. After its 
construction, the interior façades of the University Union 
and Johnstone Hall buildings were renovated to create an 
arcade that unifies the space of the central plaza. 

McCabe and Holmes Halls are postmodern buildings that 
recall the character of Rudolph Lee-designed buildings 
through their architectural patterns, rhythms, and use of 
materials. Both are four to five story brick buildings with 
standing seam metal roofs that feature broad overhangs 
and dormers. They were designed to fit within the context 
of the historic campus. Both buildings were designed by 
the architecture firm of Boudreaux, Hulstrand, & Carter. 
McCabe Hall was named for college trustee Gordon 
McCabe, Jr., while Holmes Hall was named for trustee 
Lewis D. Holmes.

Views and Vistas

Views within this character area are varied in their 
extent and character. Limited views are afforded across 
the interior plaza, while a more expansive view toward 
Memorial Stadium and the brick stacks of the Central 
Energy Facility is framed along the walk between Holmes 
Hall and University Union (see figure XIV-9). Longer 
linear views occur along the eastern façade of Johnstone 
Hall in association with the fire lane that parallels the 
building. Linear views occur along the Union Drive road 
corridor, and are framed by the University Union porte 
cochere. Along the walkway leading between Union 
Drive and Klugh Avenue, views to the east take in the 
campus on the knoll above, while views to the west 
feature Memorial Stadium. 

to Fort Hill Drive. To the south of these buildings is an 
additional at-grade plaza paved with concrete inset with 
bands of brick that edge the road. 

Concrete walks, intermittently broken by stairs, lead 
across the sloped green to the west of Union Drive. Stairs 
and walkways also provide access to the second floor of 
the Johnstone Hall building complex from Union Drive.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is minimal. The 
University Union plaza features large round concrete 
planters containing small trees such as Japanese maples, 
crape myrtle, and flowering dogwoods, and brick planters 
in the lower level that feature maples, nandina, and 
juniper. Planters edge McCabe Hall, and contain species 
such as Carolina jessamine (Gelsemium sempervirens), 
azaleas, flowering dogwood, and crape myrtle. Planters 
are also integral to the design of the plaza south of 
McCabe and Holmes Halls. They feature trees such as 
willow oaks and Kousa and flowering dogwoods, as well 
as shrubs and groundcover such as azaleas and liriope. 
The greensward to the west of the building complex is 
primarily mown turf, with mulched planting beds near 
the walkways. There are limited tree and shrub plantings 
associated with some of the building foundations along 
Union Drive. There are also trees planted within the open 
lawn beyond Union Drive. Species associated with these 
plantings include Foster holly, red maple, willow oak, 
linden (Tilia cordata), Southern magnolia, crape myrtle, 
deodar cedar, American holly, zelkova, wax myrtle, 
cherry laurel, and mountain laurel (Kalmia latifolia). 
None of the existing plantings within this character area 
is historic.

Buildings and Structures

The buildings that comprise this character area include 
Johnstone Hall, University Union, McCabe Hall (see 
figure XIV-7), and Holmes Hall. Johnstone Hall and the 
associated Harcombe Dining Hall and Post Office are 
historic resources.

These buildings are very different in their design 
styles and scales. Johnstone Hall was designed in the 
International style. This building is constructed of brick 
and concrete with long spans, little ornamentation, and 
flat roofs. Johnstone Hall was built to replace Barracks 
1, 2, and 3, which were in poor condition by the 1950s. 
It was designed by the architecture firm of Lyles, Bissett, 
Carlisle & Wolff of Columbia, South Carolina, and named 
for Alan Johnstone, an early trustee and later president of 
the Board of Trustees. The building was considered to 
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non-historiC resourCes: university 
union CharaCter area

Edgar A. Brown University Union (1973-75)  ▪

Holmes Hall (1994) ▪

McCabe Hall (1994) ▪

Outdoor plaza south of McCabe and Holmes Halls ▪

Sloped greensward to the west of Union Drive ▪

Union Drive ▪

Alpha Beta Circle ▪

The western segment of Fort Hill Street ▪

Walkways leading from Klugh Avenue to Union  ▪
Drive 

Foundation plantings associated with buildings ▪

Plants in planters associated with plazas and  ▪
building façades

Greensward turf and mulched planting areas ▪

Views along Union Drive ▪

Views toward the stadium between University  ▪
Union and Holmes Hall

Views afforded along the walkway linking Union  ▪
Drive and Klugh Avenue

Light fixtures ▪

Wood-slat benches ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Walls and planters ▪

Bike racks ▪

Metal bollards ▪

Smokers’ outposts ▪

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include site furnishings, planters, walls, light wells or 
air shafts, light fixtures, handrails associated with ramps 
and stairs, and bollards. The Modernist features of 
University Union plaza, including the curved benches, 
round planters, walls, and light wells or air shafts are 
historic features. Site furnishings include benches, trash 
receptacles, bike racks, tables and chairs, and smokers’ 
outposts.

Many of the small-scale features associated with the 
University Union plaza are unique to the space. These 
include white painted, round, concrete air shafts/light 
wells and planters (see figure XIV-5), as well as curved 
concrete benches (see figure XIV-6). The plaza also 
features tables and metal chairs anchored to the walls 
edging the lower level terrace opening. There are metal 
bike racks on the plaza as well as along Union Drive and 
outside of Holmes Hall. Textured concrete block is used 
to form planters outside of Holmes and McCabe Halls. 
Wood-slat benches with backs are set into some of the 
niches created by these planters. Trash receptacles are 
different than those used elsewhere on campus. They are 
composed of exposed aggregate concrete panels set in 
metal frames with metal flat-dome-covered openings. 

There are two different types of light fixtures found 
within the area. These include the fluted poles with 
acorn-shaped luminaires seen elsewhere on campus and 
a metal downlight type. 

historiC resourCes: university union 
CharaCter area

Johnstone Hall/Harcombe Dining Hall/Post Office  ▪
(1953-55)

Spatial edge formed by Johnstone Hall ▪

University Union plaza ▪

Klugh Avenue ▪

Eastern segment of Fort Hill Street ▪

Service road along the eastern façade of Johnstone  ▪
Hall

Views across the outdoor plaza ▪

Views along the eastern façade of Johnstone Hall ▪

White concrete light wells/air shafts, benches,  ▪
planters in the plaza
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Figure XIV-1. University Union character area existing conditions.

University Union

xIV. unIVErsIty unIon CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIV-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xIV. unIVErsIty unIon CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIV-3. Historic resources associated with University Union.

xIV. unIVErsIty unIon CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIV-4. Johnstone Hall and the Harcombe Student 
Center border an outdoor plaza.

Figure XIV-5. The plaza was designed in the International style 
and includes distinctive features such as these round planters.

Figure XIV-6. The plaza also includes a curved bench, which is 
part of the original design. 

Figure XIV-7. McCabe Hall (pictured) and Holmes Hall in 
the southern portion of the character area are more recent 
additions.

Figure XIV-9. An open greensward cut by concrete walks leads 
toward the Facilities Operations area and the stadium.

Figure XIV-8. A porte cochere extends over the road in front of 
the Student Union.

xIV. unIVErsIty unIon CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIV-13. Johnstone Hall, University Union, and McCabe Hall are located on the former site of the barracks buildings shown in 
this historic photograph. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure XIV-109. Condition problems include deterioration of 
concrete features, such as this wall and its broken handrail. 

Figure XIV-12. Some of the paving within the plaza is heaving, 
which could be a trip hazard. This area is slated to be replaced.

Figure XIV-11. Paving features are also in need of repair. 

xIV. unIVErsIty unIon CharaCtEr arEa
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The Barracks character area retains its original military 
barracks character, and is orderly, functional, and strict 
in its attention to geometry and expression. Although 
recently rehabilitated, the courtyard retains the character 
of a military parade or open space utilized for group 
gatherings and ceremonies. Although the attendant 
landscape has evolved over the past fifty years to include 
new edge roads, internal paths, buildings, structures, 
and plantings, the five historic buildings and central 
open space survive and remain a key composition of 
interrelated elements within the historic campus. The 
barracks complex is not currently listed as contributing 
to either of the campus historic districts, but should be 
considered for inclusion in Historic District II.

The site of the existing barracks appears not to have been 
developed prior to establishment of these dormitories. 
Late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century Sanborn 
Fire Insurance Maps show only a small lumber shed, 
power house, and storage shed on this site. The 1945 
campus atlas (see figure XV-2) and a pair of photographs 
(see figures XV-12A and XV-12B) indicate the degree to 
which the existing complex reflects historic conditions. 
Evident changes since 1945 include the addition of two 
new buildings—Simpson North and South—along the 
hillside to the east of the plaza, and a redesign of the plaza 
that has rendered it more formal than it was historically. 
Plaza modifications have included more formal paving, 
the addition of ornamental and foundation plantings, 
replacement of earlier light fixtures, establishment of a 
more elaborate stairway leading down the hill from the 
western end of the plaza, and the addition of two new 
pavilions at the western end of the plaza. Additional 
changes within the area that post-date the historic period 
include the roads that now encircle the complex and the 
growth of tree cover to the west that blocks the expansive 
views originally afforded from the elevated terrace of the 
plaza. 

The Barracks character area is overall in good 
physical condition. Condition issues noted during 
field investigations conducted on behalf of this project 
include:

The irrigation system tends to leave large puddles  ▪
on paved areas (see figure XV-11).

Watering of the plantings with some of the planters  ▪
adjacent to the buildings within the plaza is leading 
to problems with ponding and rising damp.

The masonry associated with the plaza margins,  ▪
including limestone caps and brick walls, is 
chipped in some locations and exhibits some 
biological growth.

XV. BaRRaCks

General CharaCter

The Barracks character area features a collection of five 
similarly-designed and constructed historic residence 
halls, four of which edge a historic outdoor plaza. The 
buildings follow a consistent orientation and alignment, 
and are placed in a series of parallel rows (see figure 
XV-1). These buildings were designed in the 1930s by 
university architect Rudolph Lee, and convey many of 
his signature design elements such as red clay tile hipped 
roofs with broad overhanging eaves, decorative masonry 
trim, a mix of brick colors, and broad main façades. The 
buildings were originally intended to serve as housing 
for students enrolled in the military training program and 
were known as Barracks 4 through 8, while the central 
plaza was used for military drills. Today, Simpson North 
and South, Bradley, Bowen, Wannamaker, Donaldson, 
and Norris Halls house members of various fraternity 
organizations. Two additional buildings were added 
to the ensemble in 2005. They were placed along one 
end of the open plaza, adding to the spatial definition of 
the open space. The design of these new buildings was 
carefully considered to fit into the context of the Lee-
designed buildings. At the same time, two brick pavilions 
were placed at the western terminus of the plaza as part 
of a new design for the open space. The character area 
is encircled by road corridors, including Klugh Avenue 
to the west and Alpha Beta Circle to the south, east, and 
north. 

CharaCter area assessment

The Barracks character area is an essential component 
of Clemson University’s historic campus. The cluster of 
historic buildings and associated outdoor plaza, which 
survive with a relatively high degree of integrity, were 
developed in the 1930s by one of the university’s most 
beloved architects as dormitories for students engaged in 
the University’s military education program. It includes 
many important historic associations for the university. 
The barracks dormitories followed a tradition of similar 
buildings stretching back to the initial period of campus 
development. During the late-nineteenth through the 
mid-twentieth centuries, Barracks 1 through 3 and a 
kitchen and mess hall stood prominently to the southwest 
of Tillman Hall in the current location of Johnstone and 
McCabe Halls. None of these other barracks survive 
today.
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although brick detailing is utilized in the plaza, 
cheekwalls, retaining walls, and some stair components.

The primary pedestrian feature is the large plaza 
occupying the level space between Wanamaker, 
Donaldson, Bradley, and Bowen Halls, known as the 
Fraternity Quadrangle today. It is composed of two 
turf panels shaped like elongated hexagons set within 
paved areas that provide connections to the porches and 
entrances associated with each of the buildings that frame 
and face the central open space. The central portion of 
the plaza is paved with a brick and concrete diamond-
shaped panel. The plaza is also linked to concrete walks 
and brick and concrete stairs and ramps leading outside 
of the complex, including to perimeter roads Alpha Beta 
Circle and Klugh Avenue (see figure XV-7). Large brick 
and concrete stair configurations provide access to the 
plaza from the east and west. Access into the complex 
also occurs via concrete stairs east of Norris Hall (see 
figure XV-9), and to the north and south of the two new 
dormitories, Simpson North and Simpson South (see 
figure XV-4). It is also possible to enter the area through 
Norris Hall, which features a covered walkway through 
its center (see figure XV-8). The walkway opens out 
onto a concrete plaza that extends through Bradley and 
Bowen Halls into Fraternity Quadrangle. 

Klugh Avenue edges the character area to the west. This 
two-way asphalt road extends between Heisman and 
Fort Hill Streets and also edges the facilities operations 
area. Alpha Beta Drive, also an asphalt-surfaced two-
lane road, encircles the remainder of the character area. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area includes turf lawn, 
accent plantings, ornamental and foundation plantings, 
shade trees, and bank plantings. Some of the plantings 
within the plaza are placed in raised planting beds next 
to the buildings.

Turf lawn occurs in the vicinity of Norris Hall (see 
figure XV-9) and as part of the newly designed plaza. 
Turf grass appears to have also been used historically 
within the area around the margins of the open plaza and 
surrounding the dormitory buildings. Today, the design 
of the plaza includes columnar evergreen trees along its 
margins, and planting beds of ornamental trees, shrubs, 
and groundcover along the foundations of the buildings 
(see figure XV-6). Shade trees are located between 
Norris and Bowen Halls. There are some large willow 
oaks on the landing above Simpson North and South and 
below Godfrey Hall. Ornamental trees and shrubs also 
edge Norris Hall, and are planted to the sides of the brick 

Some of the concrete stairs at the building landings  ▪
are exhibiting cracking and spalling (see figure 
XV-10).

Views to the west are blocked by large trees (see  ▪
figure XV-5).

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
Barracks character area is the steep topography that falls 
away from east to west. The buildings and landscape that 
comprise the character area are sited to take advantage 
of the topography. Grading has been utilized to establish 
a level terrace, edged by steep intervening slopes, upon 
which the buildings and plaza are sited. 

Spatial Organization

The Barracks character area has strong orthogonal spatial 
qualities due to the placement of six buildings along 
three sides of a central open space (see figure XV-4), and 
a seventh building sited with the same orientation. The 
long axes of five of these building follow the alignment 
of a level terrace of land, taking advantage of its form. 
The central plaza is open to the declining topography to 
the west, and formerly afforded expansive views in this 
direction. The view, however, is currently obscured by 
trees. Plantings are minimal in this character area; grass 
panels are used to accentuate the openness of the plaza, 
and trees are placed along its margins to contribute to 
its spatial definition and break up the masses of the 
buildings. 

Rehabilitation of the plaza in 2005 resulted in the 
addition of two pavilions along its western edge (see 
figure XV-5). These form a strong visual edge to the 
space that was not present historically. Simpson North 
and South were added to the eastern margin of the space 
in the same year provide a hard edge to the plaza in this 
direction. The buildings were constructed on the sloped 
topography. These buildings are built into the slope of 
the hill above the terrace and reinforce the geometric 
form of the plaza.

Circulation

The Barracks character area is encircled by vehicular 
circulation. Internally, however, the area is principally 
pedestrian, including walks, plazas, paths, and stairs. 
Most of the paved areas are surfaced with concrete, 
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hipped roof clad in flat, red terracotta tile with deep eave 
overhangs supported by paired carved wood brackets. 
The main entrance is located within the central tunnel 
that runs through the building. Above the entry tunnel 
is a wide stone belt course, with a recessed center stone 
panel emblazoned with the building name in brass 
letters. A two-story modern Palladian window occupies 
the second and third floors of the entrance bay. 

Simpson North and South are relatively new additions to 
the character area. Built in 2005, these dormitories edge 
the open plaza to the east. They are mirror-image three-
story brick buildings with red clay tile roofs and other 
detailing reminiscent of the Lee-designed dormitories 
nearby. They have a footprint of approximately 80-by-
60 feet with projections toward the plaza that include a 
recessed entry bracketed by paired brick columns.

The only structures located within this character area are 
two brick pavilions placed along the western edge of the 
plaza in 2005. These are approximately 20-foot-square 
open pavilions with brick and limestone piers, and 
hipped roofs clad with red clay tile (see figure XV-5). 
They are not historic but are reminiscent in their design 
of the historic barracks.

Views and Vistas

The principle views associated with the character area 
are across the east-west dimension of the plaza with the 
pavilions framing a vista to the landscape beyond (see 
figure XV-4). Because the landform drops away in this 
direction, the plaza historically afforded a symbolic 
and bucolic view to the countryside, possibly to serve 
as an inspiration to the students. The view is currently 
blocked by large trees. Service-related features along the 
road below are also somewhat intrusive upon the view. 
Simpson North and South also frame a view up the hill 
toward Godfrey Hall to the east.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include lighting features, site furnishings, cheek and 
seatwalls, concrete planters, electrical utility boxes, 
bollards, and brick pillars and a metal gate. There is also 
a basketball court within this character adjacent to the 
stairs leading between the open plaza and Klugh Avenue. 
None of these features is historic. 

Light fixtures within the area are contemporary metal 
overhead lights that direct light down toward the 
pavement. The luminaires are square and contemporary 
in style, painted black, with no ornamentation. 

and concrete stairs and some of the walks. Groundcover 
and shrub plantings are associated with some of the steep 
slopes between the terraced landforms. Screen plantings 
are used to diminish the visual impact of the electrical 
utility box outside of Bowen Hall. Plant species found 
within this character area include Eastern red cedar, 
willow oak, peach, crape myrtle, magnolia, ginkgo, 
red maple, arborvitae (Thuja occidentalis), euonymus, 
fothergilla, yaupon holly, Chinese holly, camellia, and 
liriope. 

Buildings and Structures

The buildings that comprise this character area include: 
Bowen (also Barracks #4), Bradley (also Barracks 
#5), Donaldson (also Barracks #6), Wannamaker (also 
Barracks #7), and Norris (also Barracks #8) Halls as well 
as Simpson North and Simpson South. The five Lee-
designed barracks buildings are historic resources. These 
buildings were constructed ca. 1936-38, and renovated 
in 1953 and 2005. These buildings should be considered 
for listing in the NRHP as examples of the architecture of 
Rudolph Lee. The barracks buildings have good overall 
integrity at the exterior, particularly in association with 
each other and the quadrangle setting. The barracks 
continue to express the era of military service in Rudolph 
E. Lee’s characteristic architectural style.

The four historic dormitory buildings that edge the plaza—
Bowen, Bradley, Donaldson, and Wannamaker—are 130-
by-40 feet in size. Constructed in 1936, these buildings 
are identical. Each is a symmetrical three-story oblong 
Italian Renaissance Revival-style brick building, set on 
a high brick foundation containing a raised basement 
level. A broad stone belt course surrounds the building 
at the first floor level, and a narrower one surrounds 
the base of the third-floor windows. They include low-
pitched hipped roofs clad in flat, red terracotta tile with 
deep eave overhangs supported by paired carved wood 
brackets. These buildings were renovated in 1953 to 
include exterior fire stairs. These features were removed 
during a 2005 renovation. 

Originally known as Barracks #8, historic Norris Hall 
was later renamed for college trustee Daniel K. Norris. 
Norris Hall is larger than the other barracks at 200-by-
40 feet in size (see figure XV-8). Constructed in 1939, 
the building was renovated in 1953 to add exterior fire 
stairs. In 2005, renovations included changes to the 
center projecting bay, and removal of the 1953 exterior 
fire stairs. Norris Hall is a symmetrical four-story oblong 
Italian Renaissance Revival-style brick building with 
a contrasting limestone belt course at the base of the 
fourth-floor windows. Norris Hall has a low-pitched 
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non-historiC resourCes: BarraCks 
CharaCter area

Simpson North (2005) ▪

Simpson South (2005) ▪

Pavilions at the edge of the quadrangle (2005) ▪

Alpha Beta Circle ▪

Klugh Avenue ▪

Concrete sidewalks ▪

Brick and concrete stairs with black metal  ▪
handrails to the east and west of the plaza

Groundcover plantings ▪

Shade and ornamental trees ▪

Views of parking and recreation functions along  ▪
the road below the quadrangle

Light fixtures ▪

Recycling receptacles ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Electrical utility boxes ▪

Cheek walls and seatwalls ▪

Benches ▪

Planters ▪

Bollards ▪

Brick pillars and metal gate to the north of the  ▪
complex

Basketball courts ▪

Site furnishings include benches, trash and recycling 
receptacles, and bike racks. The benches are the wood-
slat with back type described earlier. They are found, for 
example, outside of Norris Hall. Trash receptacles are 
the black metal baskets with removable interior liners 
found over most of the campus. This character area also 
includes repositionable blue plastic recycling receptacles. 
One grouping is located near the brick pavilions and is 
incongruent with views of these features from the plaza. 
Tubular black metal bike racks are located near the front 
doors of many of the buildings.

Cheek walls constructed of brick with limestone caps 
edge the brick and concrete walk and stair complex 
between Simpson North and South. A system of seat 
walls, similarly constructed, edges the plaza. Seat 
walls curve to either side of the porch landings of the 
perimeter building, creating an additional spatial edge 
to the central open space (see figure XV-6). Concrete 
planters edge the concrete walk along of Norris Hall, the 
walk leading toward the quadrangle, and the margins of 
the quadrangle. Metal bollards limit access along Alpha 
Beta Circle to the north of Wanamaker Hall. 

On the south, Wannamaker Hall is connected to 
Donaldson Hall by a tall brick gateway leading into the 
courtyard. The gate has square brick side piers supporting 
paired iron gates. 

Green metal electrical utility boxes sit to the outside of 
Bowen Hall.

historiC resourCes: BarraCks 
CharaCter area

Bowen Hall (also Barracks #4; 1936) ▪

Bradley Hall (also Barracks #5; 1936) ▪

Donaldson Hall (also Barracks #6; 1936) ▪

Wannamaker Hall (also Barracks #7; 1936) ▪

Norris Hall (also Barracks #8; 1938) ▪

Terraced topography falling from east to west  ▪

Barracks plaza (now known as Fraternity Quad;  ▪
redesigned in 2005)

Similar orientation of five 1930s buildings ▪

Mown turf ▪

Views (partially blocked) of the broader landscape  ▪
to the west from the plaza
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Figure XV-1. Barracks character area existing conditions.

Barracks

xV. barraCks CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XV-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xV. barraCks CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XV-3. Historic resources associated with the Barracks.

xV. barraCks CharaCtEr arEa
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xV. barraCks CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XV-8. Historic Norris Hall has been renovated, including 
the central extension.

Figure XV-9. The spaces between the building and the plaza 
are maintained in turf lawn and plantings.

Figure XV-6. The plaza includes seat walls, paving, and 
ornamental plantings.

Figure XV-5. Two brick pavilions were added to the terminus of 
the open space in 2005.

Figure XV-4. View across the plaza formed by the historic red 
brick buildings that characterize the Barracks character area. 

Figure XV-7. Below the brick pavilions is a long stair that leads 
to Klugh Avenue below. 
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Figure XV-12A. Historic view across the Barracks plaza. (Source: Clemson University archives)

Figure XV-12B. The same view in 2007. Comparison of the two views indicates how the design of the space has changed, including 
the surfacing materials and the addition of the pavilions. Simpson North and South, buildings recently sited at the eastern end of the 
plaza, obscure some of the view shown in the historic photograph. 

Figure XV-11. Problems with the irrigation system leads to 
ponding in some portions of the plaza. 

Figure XV-10. Condition problems include cracking and other 
problems with the concrete paving.

xV. barraCks CharaCtEr arEa
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alignments of many of the road corridors and some older 
trees. The area generally retains its historic character as a 
steeply sloped knoll that was developed for housing and 
limited adjunct university functions. 

Since the late nineteenth century, the North Campus 
character area has provided housing opportunities for 
faculty. Referred to as Hotel Hill, a large faculty hotel 
existed within this character area prior to the present-
day Clemson House. The Clemson Club was also located 
within this character area during the early twentieth 
century (see figure XVI-14). Neighborhoods begin to 
appear along North Palmetto Boulevard on maps of this 
area as early as the late 1920s. The density continues 
to increase through the 1940s as indicated on the 1945 
campus atlas (see figure XVI-2). Surviving features, such 
as the W.W. Long, Moorman, and Roderick Houses help 
provide a connection with the early-twentieth-century 
residential development of the area. The 1945 campus 
atlas indicates that much of the sloped bank overlooking 
S.C. Highway 93 was once planted in trees, as it 
continues to be today. One of the road corridors through 
the area, North Palmetto Drive, was the primary spine 
for these residential developments. This historic corridor 
continues to extend through the character area but has 
been modified with parking and new developments. 
During the 1950s, most of the earlier houses began to be 
replaced with the modest dwellings sited along suburban 
subdivision-style roads to the east of Clemson House. 
The density of these developments continued to increase 
throughout the 1960s. The majority of these homes 
were recently removed. The university has prepared the 
Douthit Hills precinct studies as part of its most recent 
master plan to redevelop this area. 

The North Campus character area is overall in fair 
to good physical condition. Condition-related issues 
observed during field investigations conducted on behalf 
of this project include:

The parking area and slope in front of Gentry Hall  ▪
is in need of repair (see figure XVI-11).

Bicyclists are riding bikes down the steeply-sloped  ▪
hill fronting S.C. Highway 93 causing erosion and 
killing groundcover plantings (see figure XVI-12).

Much of the pavement within this character area  ▪
is in need of repair, including cracked and broken 
paving that is a potential trip hazard.

Turf lawn is dying in places. ▪

XVI. noRTh Campus

General CharaCter

The North Campus character area is located to the north 
of S.C. Highway 93 and forms the edge of the university’s 
core campus in this direction (see figure XVI-1). To the 
north of the highway, the land rises steadily above the 
road and Bowman Field until reaching a ridgeline that 
extends east and west parallel to the highway. Sited atop 
the ridgeline is the ca. 1950 Clemson House, a large 
residential hotel. The campus landscape around the 
hotel has traditionally served as an area developed for 
faculty and administrator housing. Although most of the 
residential subdivisions of modest single-story residences 
that formerly edged the Clemson House to the east have 
recently been removed, a few historic dwellings survive. 
These include the W.W. Long Residence, also known as 
the Sears house (1928), Roderick House (1929), Moorman 
House (1935), Littlejohn House (ca. 1937), Clemson 
Foundation (Daniel) House (ca. 1950), and the Houston 
Center (1950). In addition, there are other buildings, some 
of which are converted former residences, that currently 
serve a variety of administrative functions relating to 
the university. These include the National Dropout 
Prevention Center (1959), Family and Faculty Housing 
Office, Internal Auditing Office, the Alumni Center, and 
a campus Visitor Center. The primary roads through the 
area include North Palmetto Boulevard, Sherman Street, 
College Avenue, Daniel Drive, and Martin Street, all of 
which are historic. There are also spur roads that lead to 
some of the former residential neighborhoods developed 
in the 1950s-1970s. 

CharaCter area assessment

This character area serves as part of the gateway 
landscape of the Clemson University campus. As such, it 
has traditionally presented a relatively rural and pastoral 
image with large expanses of turf lawn and groves of 
trees as a backdrop to Bowman Field and Tillman Hall 
across the way (see figure XVI-13). The exception to 
this rural image is the iconic Clemson House and its 
large neon sign, which replaced a similar large faculty 
hotel originating in this location in the 1890s (see figure 
XVI-14); Clemson House and its sign have served as a 
reference point and beacon along the approach roads to 
the core campus for more than fifty years. The remainder 
of this character area has traditionally supported the 
development of modest homes associated with college 
personnel. Today, eight former residences, along with the 
hotel, constitute historic resources, as do portions of the 
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Highway 93 west of the Clemson House, passes the large 
residence hotel, continues on through the character area 
before reconnecting with S.C. Highway 93 across from 
its intersection with Cherry Road. Along the way, North 
Palmetto Boulevard intersects and joins Sherman Street, 
which also arises from the highway. College Avenue 
leads west from the highway. Daniel Drive generally 
parallels North Palmetto Boulevard to its north. Oak 
Terrace and Lee Street connect these two roads, while 
Gamma Delta Circle and Alumni Circle are internal 
roads or dead-end streets that arise from North Palmetto 
Boulevard. Foundation Drive heads north from Daniel 
Drive to the east of its intersection with North Palmetto 
Boulevard. The historic Daniel House, currently used as 
the Clemson University Foundation, and its annex are 
located along this road. Nearby along Daniel Drive is the 
historic Littlejohn House. North Palmetto subsequently 
heads south along the western edge of the Clemson 
House before curving gently around the knoll below 
the building and heading east. The road continues on to 
rejoin S.C. Highway 93 across from the intersection with 
Cherry Road. Within the eastern portion of the character 
area there are several roads that extend into residential 
neighborhoods from Daniel Drive. These are Martin 
Street, Bradley Street, Hunter Street, and Barre Street. 
Martin Street provides access to the historic building 
referred to as the Houston Center. Barre Street leads to 
two surviving historic residences that face the highway: 
Roderick House and the W.W. Long House. These 
houses share an access drive—RHO Sigma Circle—and 
a parking area. The access drive terminates in a circle 
around the Roderick House. 

To the southeast of these two dwellings along the 
northern edge of S.C. Highway 93 is a one-way pull-off 
that affords access to a university informational bulletin 
board for campus visitors and a South Carolina historical 
marker (see figure XVI-9).

Pedestrian circulation includes concrete sidewalks that 
lead up the slope toward the Alumni Center, Clemson 
House, and other buildings within this area from the 
vicinity of Sikes Hall, Parkway Drive, College Drive, and 
North Palmetto Boulevard near Sherman Street. Smaller 
walks lead to buildings from adjacent roads such as the 
brick walk at the entrance of the Clemson University 
Foundation building. Walks also extend between parking 
areas associated with North Palmetto Boulevard and 
Daniel Drive and buildings within the area. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
turf grass, bank plantings, groves of trees, ornamental 
residential-scale plantings, and parking area and 

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
North Campus character area is the steeply sloping 
topography that rises from south to north above S.C. 
Highway 93. Road corridors have generally been sited 
to follow the contours of the land. Landform, and 
alignments of the roads following the topography are 
historic resources within this character area.

Spatial Organization

The North Campus character area is dominated by a ridge 
landform that falls away toward S.C. Highway 93. The 
ridge is punctuated by the Clemson House that rises eight 
stories above its elevated landform (see figure XVI-5). 
The massive building is visible from S.C. Highway 93 
and Bowman Field below, and, along with the hillside, 
forms a strong edge to the open landscape below. 

Much of the remainder of the North Campus character 
area exhibits the character of a suburban subdivision due 
to the surviving system of curvilinear roads and parking 
pull-offs that formerly connected a series of modest 
single-family homes on small lots. Although most of the 
residences are no longer extant, mown turf and shade tree 
plantings survive along the roads to suggest the former 
pattern of the development. 

Circulation

The North Campus Character Area features both 
pedestrian and vehicular circulation. Primary vehicular 
circulation includes S.C. Highway 93, which edges 
the character area to the south; College Avenue and 
Sherman Street located in the northwestern corner of the 
character area; North Palmetto Boulevard, Daniel Drive, 
and Martin Street that extend through the center of the 
character area. Secondary roads within the character 
area include Bradley Street, Hunter Street, Barre Street, 
Gamma Delta Drive, Oak Terrace, Lee Street, Alumni 
Circle, and Foundation Drive. The roads that were 
developed in approximately the same locations at least 
fifty years ago and are considered historic are College 
Avenue, North Palmetto Boulevard, Sherman Street, 
Daniel Drive, Martin Street, and Bradley Street; portions 
of the alignment of some of these streets have been 
altered, and parking has been added along most.

North Palmetto Boulevard is the primary vehicular 
corridor through the character area. It arises from S.C. 
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asphalt shingles, a white-painted wood fascia board, and 
a central brick chimney. This building was home to the 
university’s first radio station. 

The Moorman House was built in 1935 as a residence. It 
is located near Clemson House. 

The Clemson University Foundation is housed in a small 
Colonial Revival-style one-and-one-half story brick 
building also known as the Daniel House (see figure 
XVI-8). This building has a columned porch and three 
dormers set in its gabled roof. It was built ca. 1950.

Also built in the 1950s are three additional modest 
residences including the Littlejohn House, located along 
Daniel Drive near its intersection with North Palmetto 
Boulevard, the Houston Center to the east along Martin 
Drive, and Gentry Hall to the west along S.C. Highway 
93.

The Clemson Alumni Center was constructed in 1972. It 
is located below the Clemson House on an elevated knoll 
overlooking Bowman Field. It is located next door to the 
Class of ’44 Visitor’s Center, which opened in 1997. The 
Alumni Center building replaced the Sherman House 
in the same location. It houses the Clemson Alumni 
Association, the Ask-A-Tiger Network, the Student 
Alumni Association, and the Student Alumni Council. 

There is a water tower near the Clemson House. A water 
holding structure is shown on the 1945 campus atlas; 
these structures may be one and the same.

Views and Vistas

The dominant views and vistas within this area are 
of Bowman Field and the buildings sited on the ridge 
beyond (see figure XVI-4). Views of the campus from the 
Clemson House are also spectacular. The Tillman Hall 
tower is a point of reference from portions of this area, 
as is the Clemson House, which dominates the landscape 
around it. At night, the neon sign atop the building is 
visible for miles around. 

Much of the hillside above S.C. Highway 93 is planted 
with trees and shrubs, which partially blocks views into 
the area. Some are purposefully designed screen plantings 
placed along the highway to limit views into the former 
residential developments from the road corridor and 
some areas of campus. 

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include stone walls and gates, a state historical marker, 
a bulletin board with campus orientation information, 

foundation plantings associated with institutional 
buildings. 

Tree species around residential buildings include 
maples, flowering dogwoods, oaks, and Deodar cedars. 
Vegetation used in association with parking areas and 
foundation plantings includes willow oak, redbud, 
zelkova, pine, crape myrtle, red maple, flowering 
dogwood, juniper, Chinese holly, and liriope. Photinia 
plantings are used as a screen around some parking areas 
that face the highway. Bank plantings along the highway 
feature rhododendrons, skip laurel, oaks, holly, and 
Southern magnolia. Trees are frequently underplanted 
with groundcover to help hold the bank and limit the 
need for mowing on steep slopes. 

Some of the trees around Clemson House appear older 
and may be historic. Other landscape plantings in the 
vicinity of this historic building include flowering 
dogwoods, white oaks, chestnut, azalea, liriope, crape 
myrtle, holly, nandina, and abelia (Abelia grandiflora). 
Mixed hardwood trees comprise the plantings between 
Daniel Drive and Barre Street, and there is a stand of 
loblolly pines north of the interpretive pull-off along 
S.C. Highway 93.

Buildings and Structures

There are fourteen buildings located within this 
character area. Of these, eight are historic resources, the 
most prominent being the eight-story ca. 1950 Clemson 
House. The historic buildings are very different in their 
design styles and scales. 

Clemson House is an eight-story brick and concrete 
dormitory structure in the Modernist style of architecture 
(see figure XVI-5). The building and its large neon sign 
have been a campus landmark since it opened in 1950. A 
major addition was constructed to the building in 1954.

The W.W. Long House was constructed in 1928 from a 
custom-designed kit purchased from Sears Roebuck & 
Company (see figure XVI-6). It is a modest two-story 
wood frame and vinyl-siding-clad home with a gable 
roof with asphalt shingles. It has a screen porch addition. 
There is a gable roofed porch extension along the 
principal façade. There is a wood frame one-car garage 
with a gabled roof to the east of the house. 

The Roderick House, built in 1929, is a one-story brick 
dwelling with Colonial Revival detailing, including 
pedimented gables over the entrance and a projecting bay 
along the western end of the principal façade (see figure 
XVI-7). It is T-shaped in plan with a small shed-roofed 
porch addition. The house has a hipped roof clad with 
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foot-high concrete pedestal base at the entrance to the 
courtyard adjacent to the Visitor Center. It was donated 
by the Women’s Alumni Council in 1997 to recognize 
the organization’s contribution of the courtyard garden. 
The second is the Morgan Memorial plaque installed 
near the courtyard in 1991. This cast and painted 
aluminum plaque is mounted on a base set flush with 
the ground near a Japanese maple planted in honor of 
Clemson University employees J. Robert and Bertha 
Evans Morgan. The third is the Marie Alberti Memorial 
plaque, an aluminum plaque set on a concrete pedestal 
base set eight inches above the ground. This plaque is 
also associated with a memorial Japanese maple tree.

Elsewhere within the character area there are two 
additional dedicatory plaques. One is located near the 
juncture of North Palmetto Street and Daniel Drive. This 
is the William J. Barker Appreciation plaque, installed 
circa 1966. The polished steel plaque is set on a wood 
base associated with a commemorative Norway maple 
(Holder 2006-2007: n.p.). A bronze plaque attached to 
the stone wall edging the highway pull-off notes that the 
feature was a gift of the Class of 1951 and dedicated in 
2001.

a sculpture, volleyball and basketball courts, 
commemorative plaques, and informational, directional, 
and identity signage. Tubular metal handrails are 
associated with concrete stairs within this character area. 
None of these features appears to be historic with the 
exception of the tiger sculpture outside of the Clemson 
House and a stone retaining wall that frames the W.W. 
Long House precinct.

A stone wall frames the parking pull-off north of S.C. 
Highway 93 near the W.W. Long House. Set behind 
the wall are an informational bulletin board and a state 
historical marker. The state historical marker, installed 
in 2003, notes the history of the university. It is a cast 
aluminum plaque mounted on a five-foot-high metal 
pole. Near the western end of the wall is the information 
bulletin board set above the wall. To the east, the highway 
is flanked by a pair of stone gates. 

A pair of stone gates flanks S.C. Highway 93 at the eastern 
end of the greensward. These gates are part of a system 
of similar features that mark various entrances into 
campus along public thoroughfares. They are based on 
the original pair established along the road to Pendleton 
in 1915. The gates located along S.C. Highway 93 were 
a gift from the Class of 1928. They were moved from 
their original location, approximately one-quarter mile 
to the east, as part of the university’s centennial in 1989 
(Wagner 2005: 53). The gate on the northern side of the 
highway contains two bronze plaques. One was installed 
in 1928, and states “Clemson; The A&M College; of 
South Carolina; Class of 1928,” while the other was 
installed in 1989 and notes “Clemson; University; 
Centennial; 1889-1989.”

A low stacked-stone retaining wall edges the W.W. Long 
House precinct to the west, north, and east. This stone 
wall dates to the original construction of the house and 
is likely historic.

Along the western side of the Clemson House is a 1950 
sculpture of the Clemson Tiger by Willard Newman 
Hirsch (see figure XVI-10). The machined steel sculpture 
of a tiger is identified with a bronze plaque attached to 
the granite base supporting the sculpture. It notes that the 
tiger, which is standing on its hind legs, was placed in 
front of the building by 1951.

Also near the Clemson House to its east are volleyball 
and basketball courts comprised of nets and poles edged 
by chain-link fencing.

There are five dedicatory plaques located within the 
character area, three are in the vicinity of the Visitor 
Center. The first is a bronze plaque mounted on a three-
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non-historiC resourCes: north 
Campus CharaCter area

National Dropout Prevention Center (1959) ▪

Family and Faculty Housing Office ▪

Internal Auditing Office ▪

Alumni Center and Visitor Center (1973) ▪

Class of 1944 Visitor Center ▪

Foundation plantings around non-contributing  ▪
buildings

Daniel Drive ▪

Oak Terrace ▪

Alumni Circle ▪

Gamma Delta Circle ▪

Lee Street ▪

Bradley Street ▪

Portions of North Palmetto Boulevard ▪

RHO Sigma Circle  ▪

Access road and parking to Gentry Hall ▪

Concrete walks  ▪

Former house sites along road corridors where  ▪
buildings have been removed or relocated 
elsewhere

State historical marker  ▪

Freestanding stone wall and stone gates at the  ▪
visitor orientation pull-off along S.C. Highway 93 

Handrails associated with stairs along concrete  ▪
walks

Signage ▪

Five dedicatory plaques associated with memorial  ▪
tree plantings of the courtyard garden at the Visitor 
Center, and the visitor orientation feature along 
S.C. Highway 93

historiC resourCes: north Campus 
CharaCter area

W.W. Long Residence, also known as the Sears  ▪
House (1928) and garage

Roderick House (1929) ▪

Moorman House (1935) ▪

Littlejohn House (1937) ▪

Clemson Foundation (Daniel) House (ca. 1950) ▪

Clemson House (1950) ▪

Houston Center (1950) ▪

Gentry Hall (ca. 1950s) ▪

Water tank/tower  ▪

Steeply-sloped topography edging the highway  ▪

Suburban subdivision arrangement of roads and  ▪
building sites that follow the contours of the land

Portions of North Palmetto Boulevard ▪

College Avenue ▪

S.C. Highway 93 ▪

Intersection of North Palmetto Boulevard, Sherman  ▪
Street, and S.C. Highway 93

Alignment of Sherman Street ▪

Martin Street ▪

Hunter Street ▪

Foundation Circle ▪

Portions of Daniel Drive ▪

Mature groves of trees ▪

Mown lawn around some buildings ▪

Views to and across Bowman Field ▪

View of Tillman Hall  ▪

Views of Clemson House from North Palmetto  ▪
Boulevard and Daniel Drive 

Stone wall at W.W. Long House  ▪

Tiger sculpture outside of Clemson House (1951) ▪
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Figure XVI-1. North Campus character area existing conditions.

North Campus

xVI. north CaMPus CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XVI-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)
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Figure XVI-3. Historic resources associated with North Campus.

xVI. north CaMPus CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVI-7. Many of the historic buildings, such as the 
Roderick House, are modest single-family homes. 

Figure XVI-6. The historic W.W. Long House, also known as 
the Sears House, was built ca. 1928.

Figure XVI-9. A visitor orientation kiosk and a historical marker 
are associated with a small pull-off along S.C. Highway 93.

Figure XVI-5. The historic Clemson House is visible from S.C. 
Highway 93 and Bowman Field below.

Figure XVI-8. The historic Daniel House now the home of the 
Clemson University Foundation. 

Figure XVI-4. The North Campus character area occupies a 
knoll and steeply sloped hillside overlooking Bowman Field.

xVI. north CaMPus CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVI-10. A steel sculpture of the Clemson Tiger stands 
outside of the Clemson House. 

Figure XVI-11. Soil erosion affects some of the sloped areas, 
such as in front of Gentry Hall. 

Figure XVI-12. Bicycles have worn paths through the 
groundcover, leading to soil erosion.

Figure XVI-13. Historic bird’s eye view of the slope below 
Clemson House. (Source: Fred Holder)

Figure XVI-14. The Clemson Club Hotel formerly stood on the hill overlooking Bowman Field. (Source: Clemson University archives)

xVI. north CaMPus CharaCtEr arEa
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XVII. aThleTIC FIelds and FaCIlITIes

General CharaCter 

The Athletic Fields and Facilities character area extends 
over a large area between Riggs Field to the east and the 
intramural and practice fields along the Lake Hartwell 
dam to the west (see figure XVII-1). S.C. Highway 93 
serves as the northern boundary for the character area 
for most of its length. The array of sports venues located 
within this area is impressive, and includes a tennis 
complex, Littlejohn Coliseum, Tiger Field, track and 
field facilities, and a women’s boathouse. The venues 
include buildings and structures as well as outdoor 
facilities. A few of the athletic features in close proximity 
to Bowman Field and environs have served as Clemson 
University sports venues for more than fifty years. 
These include buildings such as Fike Recreation Center, 
Memorial Stadium, Riggs Field, and the intramural fields 
along Heisman Street and Williamson Road. Tree-lined 
Williamson Road is a prominent historic road corridor 
that provides access to Memorial Stadium. 

CharaCter area assessment

This area was continues its historic use for sports and 
recreation. Evidence of early campus sports and recreation 
are still present within the eastern portion of the character 
area along S.C. Highway 93, including Riggs Field, the 
intramural field, which was also used for band practice, 
Fike Recreation Center, and Memorial Stadium. Other 
historic resources located within this area include road 
corridors such as Williamson Road and Klugh Avenue, 
and a segment of the Seneca River separated from Lake 
Hartwell by the dam. Large riparian trees overhang the 
remnant river corridor and the roads and trails along its 
margin, recalling a historic condition that is no longer 
present within the region. The majority of the remainder 
of the character area has been developed more recently, 
and the associated facilities are not historic.

During the earlier years of the university, Bowman Field 
was used as the primary site for sports and recreation. In 
1914-16, Riggs Field was established to accompany the 
new YMCA Center being built on the hillside above. It 
included a track around the perimeter of a field to be used 
for football contests. It was also used for baseball, tennis, 
soccer, and many intramural sports. Godfrey Hall served 
as a locker room facility for the field for many years. In 
1974, the Rock Norman Track Complex replaced the use 
of Riggs Field for track and field meets. The east end 
of the field is now used for Clemson soccer programs, 
while the western section was lost to the construction 

of the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center, which includes a four-
court indoor facility, twenty-one outdoor courts, and 
grandstand seating.

The only historic building within the character area is 
Fike Recreation Center. The building was designed by 
Rudolph Lee. The fieldhouse portion of Fike Recreation 
Center was built in 1930. A gymnasium was added in 
the mid-1930s and the front offices in 1940. Despite the 
numerous changes to the structure, it is recommended 
that the building be considered for inclusion within 
Historic District I as a contributing resource. 

Clemson Memorial Stadium is a historic structure 
established in 1942. The stadium has undergone 
substantial alterations to its original structure and no 
longer retains sufficient integrity to be considered a 
significant National Register-eligible resource.

The 1945 campus atlas (see figure XVII-2) indicates the 
extent of sports and recreational facility development by 
that time. Riggs football field, an adjacent field, and the 
intramural field are visible on the map. Fike is shown 
to include the fieldhouse and two rear additions, with 
tennis courts edging the building to its south. A tree-lined 
Williamson Road is also shown leading to Memorial 
Stadium. Klugh Avenue was in place, but extended to 
S.C. Highway 93 through the area now occupied by 
volleyball courts. Heisman Street was not yet built. The 
remainder of the current character area was relatively 
open and undeveloped at the time. After World War II, 
temporary prefabricated housing to accommodate the 
large influx of students taking advantage of the federal 
G.I. Bill, occupied the landscape to the northwest of 
Memorial Stadium. This housing is no longer present.

Over the past fifty years, numerous athletic facilities 
and resources have been added to the character area. 
All of the developments to the west of Perimeter Road 
post-date the historic period, with the exception of the 
remnant river oxbow. To the east of Perimeter Road, 
Heisman Street has been added through the area, 
while Klugh Avenue, which once connected with S.C. 
Highway 93, was terminated at the new street. As noted 
above, Memorial Stadium has been extensively altered, 
the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center has replaced part of Riggs 
Field, new grandstands have been added around Riggs, 
and the band no longer practices within the intramural 
field but has moved to a site along Perimeter Road.

Condition-related issues noted within this character area 
during fieldwork conducted on behalf of this project 
include:

Some of the bollards with chains are missing poles  ▪
or chains, and many need paint.
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The Seneca River oxbow is watered with  ▪
stormwater runoff and wastewater treatment plant 
effluent and the water quality could be improved 
(see figure XVII-13).

The intramural field is suffering from wear and  ▪
erosion (see figure XVII-8).

The ground behind Fike Recreation Center is  ▪
eroding.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of the 
Athletic Fields and Facilities character area is its relatively 
level topography. The Seneca River which formerly 
extended through this area was dammed in 1956 to 
create Lake Hartwell. Massive earthen berms associated 
with the lake’s dam edge portions of the character area. 
Damming of the lake also resulted in the isolation of 
an oxbow of the river that is a prominent feature of 
the Athletic Fields and Facilities character area to the 
west of Perimeter Road. The lagoon-like impoundment 
is all that remains of the river after the damming and 
diking of Lake Hartwell. The river channel is watered by 
stormwater and effluent from the university’s wastewater 
treatment plant. Spray jets help to keep the water aerated 
(see figure XVII-12). In some locations, riprap has been 
placed along the banks of the water channel to prevent 
erosion. Local residents and members of the college 
community fish in the waterway. 

Spatial Organization

The Athletic Fields and Facilities character area is 
organized around the various expanses of relatively 
level topography used to site recreational and athletic 
facilities. The athletic facilities located in close proximity 
to Bowman Field are more densely developed, while 
the facilities beyond Perimeter Road sprawl across a 
former segment of the Seneca River floodplain. Historic 
fields include Riggs and the intramural fields along S.C. 
Highway 93 (see figures XVII-7 and XVII-8). Riggs 
Field was named for President Riggs and established ca. 
1914-16 as an athletic and drill field. Soon thereafter, 
seating was added. The field was further altered in 1924, 
and designated for intramural use in 1947. Memorial 
Stadium was carefully set into the sloped landform of 
a ravine. 

Linear systems such as roadways edge the areas 
and provide access to them. The Athletic Fields and 
Facilities character area extends to tall earthen berms 
used to contain Lake Hartwell. The berms form a strong 
spatial edge to the western fields across Perimeter Road. 
Grading has been utilized to establish road corridors and 
precincts around athletic facility buildings and to form 
level areas for playing fields and athletic venues.

Circulation

The Athletic Fields and Facilities character area features 
both vehicular and pedestrian circulation. The primary 
vehicular routes to the east of Perimeter Road include 
Heisman Street, Klugh Avenue, Alpha Beta Circle, 
Williamson Road, and Centennial Boulevard. To the west 
of Perimeter Road, the roads and access drives leading 
to athletic facilities include Jervey Meadows Drive, 
Athletic Service Drive, East Beach Drive, Track Drive, 
and Baseball Drive. Of these, only Williamson Road and 
Klugh Avenue follow historic road alignments (see figure 
XVII-6). S.C. Highway 93 edges the character area to 
its north. This road also follows a historic alignment. 
Large parking facilities accompany many of the venues 
located west of Perimeter Road (see figure XVII-7) and 
parking edges many road corridors. Jervey Meadows 
Drive follows the interior edge of the northern half of 
the Seneca River oxbow’s S-curve. The road is used by 
walkers and joggers as well as car traffic. A path and 
Beach Drive follow the outer edge of the water body.

Pedestrian circulation occurs in the form of concrete 
sidewalks along most of the roads, walks and plazas 
leading to the front and side entrances of the buildings, 
and walks connecting athletic venues and nearby parking 
areas. A pedestrian walk extends across the Seneca 
River oxbow from Jervey Meadows Drive to provide a 
connection to the track facilities and fields located within 
the southern half of the river’s S-curve. Brick plazas lead 
to concrete bridges across the water corridor. Large brick 
pillars mark the edge of the bridge crossings. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
grass lawn, street trees, foundation plantings associated 
with many of the building foundations and plazas, 
screen plantings, and shade and ornamental trees of 
various species. The oaks lining Williamson Road and 
the intramural field across from Fike Recreation Center 
are likely the only historic vegetation resources within 
this character area.
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Foundation plantings are associated with many athletic 
buildings and venues within the character area. Plantings 
around Fike Recreation Center, for example, include 
holly, boxwood, yew, arborvitae, willow oak, Southern 
red oak, fothergilla, and liriope. Plantings associated with 
the nearby tennis complex include forsythia (Forsythia x 
intermedia) on the steeply sloped embankment between 
the courts and Heisman Road, and flowering dogwood, 
hemlock, willow oak, and crape myrtle. 

Screen plantings are also present along the lower 
embankment of the dike system and around the track 
complex (see figure XVII-10). The remnant river oxbow 
is edged by large trees typical of wet areas such as 
hackberry and slippery elm underplanted with grass. The 
S.C. Highway 93 right-of-way along the intramural fields 
has recently been planted with low-growing shrubs such 
as Japanese holly. 

Buildings and Structures

Buildings and structures located within this character 
area include the Jervey Athletic Center, the Littlejohn 
Coliseum, McFadden Building, Riggs Field stadium, 
Sloan Tennis Center, Indoor and Outdoor track facilities, 
Tiger Stadium, Women’s Boathouse, and Doug 
Kingsmore Stadium. There are two historic athletic 
venues on campus. These include the Fike Recreation 
Center and Memorial Stadium. The Sloan Tennis Center, 
Riggs Field, Fike Recreation Center, and Memorial 
Stadium are located in a tightly arranged complex to the 
east of Perimeter Road, while the other, newer facilities 
sprawl over the relatively level land west of Perimeter 
Road that was formerly associated with the Seneca River 
floodplain.

Fike Recreation Center was designed by Rudolph Lee 
and completed in 1930 (see figure XVII-5). The building 
faces Heisman Road across from the intramural field. 
Two additions were constructed behind the building by 
1940. The building was also renovated in 1941, 1966, 
1970, 1975, and 2001-03. Wide stairs lead to the entrance 
of the large brick building. Words are etched into the 
faces of the concrete steps leading to the entrance into 
the building. The building’s interior has been renovated 
more recently to accommodate contemporary campus 
needs. This is the only historic building with integrity 
located within this character area.

Memorial Stadium, which was named to honor Clemson 
men who died in defense of their country, was built in 
1942 with 20,000 seats (see figure XVII-4). In 1958, an 
additional 18,000 seats were added above the sideline 
seats. By the mid-1950s, the stadium had taken on the 
nickname of Death Valley for its intimidating acoustics 

for opposing teams, its location in a ravine, and the view 
of Woodland Cemetery on the hill above. In 1960, an 
additional 5,500 seats were added to the western end of 
the stadium. In 1978, the south upper deck was added. A 
similar upper deck was constructed to the north in 1983. 
The West End Zone Project, completed in 2006, added 
new locker rooms, weight rooms, offices, and luxury 
boxes to the stadium. Today, the building little resembles 
its original character but remains an iconic element of 
the university campus.

Riggs Field, located west of Bowman Field, has been 
altered to include stadium seating along its southern 
margin (see figure XVII-7). 

Littlejohn Coliseum was built in 1968. It replaced earlier 
venues for basketball located within Holtzendorff Hall 
and Fike Recreation Center. In 2003-05, the building 
was remodeled and expanded to include the Huckabee 
Annex which has a practice gym, training and weight 
rooms, and new locker rooms.

Baseball is currently played in the Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium but formerly was housed within Bowman Field, 
Riggs Field, and Tiger Field behind the Jervey Athletic 
Center. In 2002, Tiger Field was renovated and renamed 
the Doug Kingsmore Stadium in honor of a generous 
donor.

A new Woman’s Boathouse is located along Lake 
Hartwell. It is a one-story rectangular brick building 
with a large arched extension over the entrance. 

Views and Vistas

Views within the eastern part of this character area feature 
the large and prominent Memorial Stadium. Expansive 
views are also afforded across the open landscape of 
the recreational facilities across Perimeter Road. Some 
of these views are terminated by the tall earthen dam 
of Lake Hartwell that edges the character area. Pastoral 
views occur along the remnant Seneca River oxbow 
draped with large deciduous shade trees.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include site furnishings, lighting features, bollards and 
chains, gate, fence, and wall features, signage, and 
sculpture. None of these is historic.

Site furnishings found within this character area include 
benches, bike racks, and trash receptacles. These features 
are similar to those described elsewhere on campus.
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Lighting associated with some of the parking areas is 
tall, multi-tiered overhead lights. Metal pole bollards 
and metal chains are placed at the intersections of some 
walks and roads to limit vehicular access to pedestrian 
routes. Chain-link fencing and bollards set in concrete 
limit vehicular access into the track and to the pedestrian 
walk leading across the river oxbow. Fencing also edges 
the road extending to the end of the road leading past the 
track. This fencing limits access to the dike beyond that 
is associated with the impoundment of Lake Hartwell. 
A small segment of post-and-rail fencing edges the road 
across the impoundment near the baseball stadium. Along 
the road leading toward the track field there is a brick 
plaza edged by paired brick columns that form a gateway 
leading to a bridge crossing of the Seneca River oxbow. 
At the gate through the chain link fencing surrounding 
the track are two brick piers with angled tops inset with 
commemorative plaques. 

Many of the athletic venues, such as the Norman Outdoor 
Track, to the west of Perimeter Road are marked with 
long low signs with steel or aluminum letters. 

In addition to bas relief masonry features on the 
principal façade of Fike Recreation Center, there are 
two freestanding sculptures located within this character 
area. The first is a metal sculpture titled The Tiger located 
along the eastern side of Littlejohn Stadium. Crafted by 
A. Wolfe Davidson in 1968, this aluminum sculpture of a 
prowling tiger, with a bronze finish, set on a granite base 
was donated by the Tiger Brotherhood. The sculpture 
was moved to a new location near the stadium as part 
of a 2004 renovation project. Also associated with this 
building is a basketball court located to its rear.

In front of the athletic office is a freestanding tiger cub 
sculpture. Crafted in 2002 by Zan Wells, this bronze 
statue faces north onto the Avenue of Champions from 
outside of the Athletic Ticket Office near the northwest 
corner of Memorial Stadium.

At the top of the hill at the entrance to Memorial Stadium 
is a concrete pedestal with a plaque featuring a twenty-
pound flint rock found in Death Valley, California. The 
rock has been touched for luck by the Clemson football 
team on their way into the stadium for games since 
1966.

historiC resourCes: athletiC Fields 
and FaCilities CharaCter area

Relatively level terrace of topography  ▪

Athletic facilities grouped in the eastern part of the  ▪
character area: 

Williamson Road and allée of street trees ▪

Trees along intramural field in front of Fike  ▪
Recreation Center

Fike Recreation Center (including bas relief  ▪
sculpture)

Memorial Stadium (lost integrity) ▪

Riggs Field (1914-16) ▪

Intramural field  ▪

Klugh Avenue  ▪

non-historiC resourCes: athletiC 
Fields and FaCilities CharaCter area

Littlejohn Coliseum (1968) ▪

Jervey Athletic Center (1973, renovated 1995) ▪

McFadden Building (1995) ▪

Sloan Tennis Center (1993) ▪

Indoor and Outdoor track facilities ▪

Tiger Stadium ▪

Women’s Boathouse (2008)  ▪

Doug Kingsmore Stadium ▪

Heisman Street ▪

S.C. Highway 93 ▪

Gravel road along the river oxbow ▪

Bridges across oxbow ▪

Alpha Beta Circle ▪

Centennial Boulevard ▪

Perimeter Road ▪

Access roads to athletic facilities west of Perimeter  ▪
Road

Plantings ▪

Tiger sculptures (2) ▪

Signs ▪

Fencing ▪

Lighting ▪

Benches ▪

Bike racks ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Bollards and chains ▪

Flint rock on a pedestal at Memorial Stadium  ▪
entrance
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Figure XVII-1. Athletic Fields and Facilities character area existing conditions.

Athletic Fields and Facilities

xVII. athlEtIC FIElds and FaCIlItIEs CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xVII. athlEtIC FIElds and FaCIlItIEs CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVII-3.Historic resources associated with Athletic Fields and Facilities.

xVII. athlEtIC FIElds and FaCIlItIEs CharaCtEr arEa
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xVII. athlEtIC FIElds and FaCIlItIEs CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XVII-4. Memorial Stadium, sited along Williamson Road.

Figure XVII-9. Newer athletic venues are sited across 
Perimeter Road from the historic athletic complex. 

Figure XVII-6. Williamson Road, lined with street trees, leads 
past Memorial Stadium.

Figure XVII-7. Riggs Field was established during the early 
twentieth century.

Figure XVII-8. Historic intramural fields are located west of 
Riggs Field.

Figure XVII-5. Historic Fike Recreation Center.
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xVII. athlEtIC FIElds and FaCIlItIEs CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XVII-13. Riparian trees standing near portions of the 
river oxbow have a pastoral character that contrasts with the 
new athletic venues.

Figure XVII-12. A former oxbow of the Seneca River is 
preserved as a water feature next to the dike system containing 
Lake Hartwell.

Figure XVII-11. Large parking facilities border athletic venues 
east of Perimeter Road.

Figure XVII-10. The track is located east of Perimeter Road. 
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XVIII. peRImeTeR paRkIng I & II

General CharaCter

The Perimeter Parking character area is comprised of 
two discontiguous land bays that straddle the South 
Campus Green character area to the north of Perimeter 
Road (see figure XVIII-1). Within these are numerous 
numbered open-air parking lots that edge the central part 
of the core campus between the South Carolina Botanical 
Gardens and university’s athletic complex. The parking 
lots are intended to limit the number of cars that access 
the main academic core of campus. They are generally 
sited along the level land below the knoll occupied by 
most of the campus’s academic buildings. A combination 
of landform and carefully designed screen plantings help 
to diminish the visual impact of the parking lots on other 
parts of the campus. 

There are two buildings located within the character 
area: the Isotope or Endocrine Physiology Lab, and the 
Godley-Snell Research Center. They are located east 
of Cherry Road and south of the Agricultural Center 
character area. The primary historic resources associated 
with this character area are Williamson Road, which 
extends through a portion of the character area to its 
west, the Endocrine Physiology Laboratory, and the 
terraced landforms. The other resources located within 
this character area were developed during the past fifty 
years and are not historic.

CharaCter area assessment

Little is known about the role of this part of campus 
historically. It does not appear that academic or 
residential buildings were generally built within this 
area, but there was a large horticultural grounds where 
early fruit and pecan tree experiments were conducted 
in the eastern half of the character area. No evidence of 
the horticultural grounds survives today. Other portions 
of this land may have been used for agricultural fields 
or experimental lands. The 1945 campus atlas does not 
show much in the way of development within this area 
(see figure XVIII-2). Perimeter Parking area II was the 
site of a large development of temporary housing between 
the end of World War II and ca. 1970. No evidence of 
the housing complex survives today. One of the only 
surviving features constructed during the historic period 
is the Endocrine Physiology Lab, built in 1946. The only 
other landscape element of historic value is the landform 
and topography which conveys a sense of the area prior 
to establishment of the campus. 

Perimeter Road did not exist until the latter part of the 
twentieth century when the four-lane U.S. Highway 76 
was constructed through the campus to the east, providing 
a connection to some of the university’s outlying 
agricultural lands. The parking lots were developed after 
the end of the historic period. Williamson Road, however, 
has extended through this area since the historic period.

This satellite parking lot system appears to work well for 
the university. However, because most people prefer not 
to walk too far from their cars, the success of this system 
may hinge on the availability of public transportation to 
conveniently convey visitors to their chosen destination. 
Another consideration for the future is the sustainability 
of this system given the amount of impervious surfacing 
that these clustered parking bays require. 

The Perimeter Parking character area is overall in good 
physical condition. Condition issues observed during 
fieldwork conducted on behalf of this project include:

Social trails extend between some of the parking  ▪
lots and campus walks and buildings (see figure 
XVIII-7) and are associated with the Endocrine 
Physiology Lab area.

Various aspects of the parking area associated with  ▪
the Endocrine Physiology Lab require repair. The 
gravel pavement is eroded, pitted, and uneven, 
with exposed asphalt sections and areas heavily 
infiltrated by clay soil. There is erosion along 
the margins of the parking lot. Signs have been 
damaged by cars and are leaning or broken. Many 
of the wheelstops are misaligned or damaged.

The road leading to the Godley-Snell Research  ▪
Center is washed out and infused with clay.

existinG landsCape resourCes

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural feature of this area 
is its terraces of level topography. While portions of the 
area have been graded to accommodate parking and road 
corridors, the general landform continues to reflect the 
ravine that existed in this location prior to establishment 
of the university, and is a historic resource.

Spatial Organization

This character area is comprised of two discontiguous 
land bays referred to as Perimeter Parking I and II. Both 
edge Perimeter Road to its north and cup the knolls 
occupied by the core university academic and residential 
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Vegetation

Vegetation associated with this character area is primarily 
comprised of screen and shade-tree plantings along 
roads and parking lots (see figure XVIII-5), foundation 
plantings at buildings, and grass and shrub plantings 
on the steeply sloped embankments to the north of the 
parking lots. None of the plantings within this character 
area appear to be historic.

Shade and ornamental tree plantings associated with the 
parking lots include willow oaks, red maple, crape myrtle, 
oaks, hollies, and flowering dogwood. Screen plantings 
are generally evergreen species such as photinia. 

Foundation plantings associated with the Endocrine 
Physiology Laboratory include shrubs such as waxleaf 
privet and holly. The landscape around Godley-Snell 
Research Center is heavily planted with shade trees such 
as oaks. There are also shrub and groundcover foundation 
plantings around the base of the building. 

Screen plantings of Eastern red cedar trees edge the 
Endocrine Physiology building parcel along Perimeter 
Road.

Buildings and Structures

The Endocrine Physiology Laboratory (also called the 
Isotope Lab) was built in 1946 (see figure XVIII-8). It 
is located along Cherry Road north of its intersection 
with Perimeter Road. The building is a one-story white-
painted brick structure with a gable roof clad with asphalt 
shingles. A metal exhaust pipe extends through the roof. 
The building includes an addition that projects from the 
middle of one of the sides. The addition includes two 
shed roofs that direct water in opposite directions. A pair 
of doors is located in the gable end closest to the addition. 
A small roof projection overhangs a pair of doors. 

The Godley-Snell Research Center is located along Cherry 
Road east of the Endocrine Physiology Laboratory. It 
is a one-story brick building, built in 1995, with a flat 
roof and bar-shaped windows inset horizontally within 
the façade. The entrance door is recessed within a portal 
extension. This is a high security facility and is generally 
set back from the road, has an unassuming appearance, 
and a low-profile entrance monitored by cameras.

Views and Vistas

Views of the campus on the knoll above the parking lots 
are afforded from various locations within the character 
area. Screen plantings help to limit views of the parking 

buildings. Perimeter Parking I is located to the west of 
South Campus Green, and extends between the Avenue 
of Champions to the north; Centennial Boulevard, 
Woodland Cemetery, Nu Road, and Lambda Street 
to the east; and Perimeter Road to the south and west. 
Perimeter Parking II edges South Campus Green to its 
east. It is framed by the Agricultural Center, Woodland, 
and Residences character areas to the north and east, and 
Perimeter Road to the south. 

Large parking areas with linear bays connected by access 
roads and edged by screen and shade plantings form a 
series of discrete lots throughout the character area (see 
figures XVIII-4 and XVIII-5). Most of the parking areas 
are edged to the north by a steeply-sloped embankment. 
The landform is the only historic component of the 
character area’s spatial organization.

Circulation

Vehicular circulation associated with the area includes 
primary roads, access roads, and parking lots. The most 
important primary road is Perimeter Road that forms the 
southern boundary of this character area. It is an asphalt-
paved road corridor that is not historic. Various roads that 
provide connections to the campus and to the parking lots 
arise from Perimeter Road. From northwest to southeast 
within Perimeter Parking I these include: Avenue 
of Champions, Press Road, Centennial Boulevard, 
Williamson Road, and Lambda Street. Within Perimeter 
Parking II, the roads arising from Perimeter Road 
include Cherry Road, Zeta Theta Street, Theta Kappa 
Street, Newman Road Extension, Nu Omicron Street, 
Newman Road, and Kite Hill Drive. There are also short 
access roads that connect lots or convey vehicles through 
the lots. These include Jersey Lane, Collins Street, and 
Pi Rho Court. The lots themselves are numbered. From 
north to south they occur in the following order: P-03, 
R-03, R-02, C-03, C-12, C-05, C-04, C-11, E-02, C-02, 
R-01, R-04, C-01, and P-01. There are also parking lots 
associated with the two buildings. The lot associated with 
the Endocrine Physiology Lab is surfaced with gravel 
and has wood timber wheelstops. An asphalt-paved 
parking lot edged by concrete curbing is associated with 
the Godley-Snell Research Center. The road extending 
between the Endocrine Lab and the Godley-Snell 
Research Center is gravel.

Pedestrian circulation within this character area is 
primarily comprised of concrete sidewalks along the 
northern margin of Perimeter Road, some of the other 
road corridors, and the margins of many parking lots. 
Sidewalks generally lead between the parking lots and 
nearby academic buildings. Concrete walks also provide 
access to various entrances into the Endocrine Lab.
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non-historiC resourCes: perimeter 
parkinG CharaCter area

Irregularly-shaped asphalt parking bays edged  ▪
by evergreen and deciduous screen and shade 
plantings

Perimeter Road ▪

Avenue of Champions ▪

Press Road ▪

Centennial Boulevard ▪

Lambda Street ▪

Cherry Road ▪

Zeta Theta Street ▪

Jersey Lane ▪

Collins Street ▪

Pi Rho Court ▪

Parking lots P-03, R-03, R-02, C-03, C-12, C-05,  ▪
C-04, C-11, E-02, C-02, and R-01.

Shade and screen trees ▪

Turf grass  ▪

Foundation plantings associated with the buildings  ▪

Godley-Snell Research Center (1995) ▪

Views along parking areas and road corridors  ▪

Benches  ▪

Tables and chairs ▪

Overhead lighting  ▪

Trash receptacles  ▪

Signage  ▪

Bike racks ▪

Paper airplane sculpture  ▪ Friday Flyers by John 
Acorn

facilities from surrounding areas such as the core 
campus and Perimeter Road. None of the views within 
this character area is historic due to the visual impact of 
the parking facilities.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features located within this character area 
include site furnishings, such as trash receptacles, tables, 
benches, and bike racks, as well as signage, and overhead 
lights (see figure XVIII-6). There is also one of the paper 
airplane sculptures created by John Acorn titled Friday 
Flyers located on the sloped hill descending toward 
Perimeter Road near its intersection with Williamson 
Road (see figure XVIII-9). None of the small-scale 
features located within this character area is historic.

historiC resourCes: perimeter 
parkinG CharaCter area

Endocrine Physiology Lab (Isotope Lab) (1946) ▪

Terraced landform ▪

Williamson Road  ▪
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Figure XVIII-1. Perimeter Parking I & II character area existing conditions.

Perimeter Parking I
Perimeter Parking II

xVIII. PErIMEtEr ParkIng I & II CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVIII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xVIII. PErIMEtEr ParkIng I & II CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XVIII-3. Historic resources associated with Perimeter Parking.

xVIII. PErIMEtEr ParkIng I & II CharaCtEr arEa
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xVIII. PErIMEtEr ParkIng I & II CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XVIII-9. One of the Friday Flyers sculptures sits on 
the hillside overlooking the intersection of Williamson and 
Perimeter Roads.

Figure XVIII-7. A worn path leads from the parking areas to the 
academic buildings.

Figure XVIII-5. Some of the parking areas are attractively 
landscaped.

Figure XVIII-6. Walks and overhead lights are associated with 
many of the parking areas.

Figure XVIII-8. The historic Endochrine Physiology Lab, also 
known as the Isotope Lab, was built in 1946.

Figure XVIII-4. The parking facilities extend over large land 
areas between Perimeter Road and core campus buildings.
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were used for agriculture as early as the 1820s as part 
of the Calhoun’s Fort Hill plantation. At the base of the 
embankment below the Administration Building there 
is also a topographic modification thought to represent 
a remnant irrigation ditch associated with nineteenth-
century agricultural use of these fields. 

Two historic features that have been adaptively reused 
are the Horticultural and Golf Maintenance Barns along 
Perimeter Road near its intersection with Cherry Road. 
These historic agricultural buildings are currently used 
to store maintenance materials and equipment. While 
the buildings are important artifacts of the university’s 
agricultural history, their setting has been substantially 
altered. The associated landscape is not consistent with 
historic patterns.

Changes that have occurred within this landscape over 
the past fifty years include the addition of various new 
structures at the Landscape Services Yard, the construction 
of the Administrative Services Building and associated 
fenced parking area, and the development of the Walker 
Golf Course, which has altered the historic character of 
the formerly agricultural landscape through reshaping 
of the landform. Screen plantings and successional 
woodland are also newer additions to the area. 

The South Perimeter Road character area is overall in 
good physical condition. Condition issues observed 
during fieldwork conducted on behalf of this project 
include:

The pavement associated with the Administration  ▪
Building parking area is cracked and broken, and 
there is erosion occurring on the hillside behind the 
building.

The Horticultural Barn is in need of paint and  ▪
repair.

The road leading to and around the golf course  ▪
maintenance area is eroding and pitted.

Many of the buildings and structures within the  ▪
landscape maintenance area are in need of paint 
and repair (see figures XIX-8 and XIX-9).

An extensive grove of non-native bamboo has  ▪
colonized the margins of Old Stadium Road near 
the entrance into the maintenance area. 

An invasive species—silverthorn ( ▪ Elaeagnus 
pungens)—has been used as a screen planting in 
the area of the Horticultural Barn.

XIX. souTh peRImeTeR Road

General CharaCter

The South Perimeter Road character area encompasses 
the less developed area of the core campus landscape 
that falls between Perimeter, Old Stadium, and Old 
Stone Church Roads as well as the South Carolina 
Botanical Garden western property line and the berm 
edging the Seneca River oxbow (see figure XIX-1). 
Four built nodes exist within the character area: the golf-
course maintenance complex, Administration Building, 
Calhoun Field Laboratory, and the Landscape Services 
Yard. The nodes are separated by successional woodland 
and the Walker Golf Course. There are various historic 
resources located within this area that relate to campus 
maintenance and agricultural activities. Old Stone Church 
Road is a historic circulation route. The Calhoun Field 
Laboratory located within this character area includes 
cultivated fields within former Seneca River bottomlands 
that are one of the few surviving examples of Clemson’s 
agricultural heritage within the core campus. These lands 
were productive agricultural fields of Fort Hill Plantation 
prior to establishment of the university. Other remnants 
of the region’s historic landscape include a road trace 
and irrigation ditches on the embankment below the 
Administration Building south of Perimeter Road. It is 
thought that this road trace led to the old railroad station 
associated with Hopewell.

CharaCter area assessment

Portions of the South Perimeter Road character area 
are historic or include historic buildings and landscape 
elements that have been adapted for new uses. The 
Landscape Services Yard located off of Old Stadium 
Road has been in use for more than fifty years. Many of 
the modest wooden buildings that serve the university’s 
materials supply and storage needs and house repair and 
fabrication shops within the complex are historic. The 
adjacent Old Stadium Road corridor is a more recent 
addition, however. Review of the 1945 campus atlas 
indicates that a road corridor preceded the existing road 
across Hunnicutt Creek in this area and led north into 
campus (see figure XIX-2). A small cluster of buildings 
on the site of the contemporary Landscape Services 
Yard is shown on the atlas. A trace of the earlier road 
corridor remains visible along the lower reaches of the 
embankment to the west of the Administrative Services 
Building. Also shown on the atlas is a road leading into 
the bottomlands where the Calhoun Field Laboratory is 
currently located. This complex of experimental plots 
and facilities extends over former river bottom fields that 
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River prior to establishment of Lake Hartwell. The 
bottomlands are edged by a steeply-sloped embankment 
to the north and east. A long winding gravel road 
extends through the bottomlands, providing access to 
the laboratory structures, constructed aquaculture ponds, 
and cultivated fields that comprise the complex. 

Circulation

The South Perimeter Road character area includes 
principally vehicular circulation. The main roads that 
extend through this area include Old Stadium Road, Old 
Stone Church Road, Cherry Road, and Perimeter Road. 

Old Stadium Road is a two-lane asphalt corridor that 
extends from Perimeter Road to Old Stone Church 
Road. Old Stone Church Road is a two-lane asphalt road 
corridor that extends to Perimeter Road further east. 
Perimeter Road is an asphalt road corridor that edges the 
character area to the north. It intersects Cherry Road near 
the Horticultural and Golf Maintenance Barns. Cherry 
Road leads south towards the Madren Center and the 
lakeshore. 

Secondary roads provide access to the various built nodes. 
These include the gravel access road—Field Station 
Drive—that extends from Old Stadium Road southwest 
to the Calhoun Field Laboratory; Ground Service Drive 
that leads east from Old Stadium Road to the Landscape 
Services Yard; and the gravel and sand Landscape Drive 
that leads west from Cherry Road to the golf course 
maintenance facilities. Gamma and Delta Streets extend 
from Field Station Drive to provide connections to 
additional features of the laboratory complex. Nearby, 
a spur road extends behind the Administrative Services 
Building to a large fenced parking area. There is also a 
historic road trace that follows the embankment west of 
the Administrative Services Building. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
successional woodland, golf course plantings, turf 
grasses, screen plantings, and colonies of invasive 
species such as bamboo. The only historic vegetation 
within this character area is the grove of older woodland 
west of the Administrative Services Building.

Vegetation associated with the golf course includes a 
variety of turf grasses selected for their applicability 
to fairway, rough, or putting surface needs, groups of 
shade trees between holes, and ornamental plantings at 
some tee locations. Screen plantings of evergreen trees 
and shrubs edge the golf course maintenance complex. 

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural features of the 
South Perimeter Road character area are its rolling 
landform, the Hunnicutt Creek corridor, and the low-
lying fields of the Calhoun Field Laboratory located 
along the “Bottoms,” a former floodplain area that is 
now used for aquaculture research ponds and other 
experimental agriculture (see figure XIX-10). These 
features all date from the historic period. Grading of the 
landform to establish the Walker Golf Course is a later 
alteration to the historic character of the area.

Spatial Organization

The South Perimeter Road character area is edged by 
Perimeter Road to the north, and in part by Old Stone 
Church Road to the south. The four built nodes within 
this character area have been sited to take advantage of 
relatively level topography and road corridor locations. 
The built nodes are generally separated by woodland, 
and portions of the golf course. 

The first node is the golf course maintenance area 
comprised of two historic agriculture buildings, and a 
series of newer materials-storage structures (see figures 
XIX-4 through XIX-6). The maintenance area is located 
at the southwestern corner of the intersection of Perimeter 
and Cherry Roads, and overlooks part of the golf course. 
These buildings are sited on an elevated knoll, with the 
land falling away to the south and west. Evergreen trees 
and shrubs have recently been planted along the margins 
of the complex that face the adjacent road corridors 
to screen views of this maintenance facility. A modest 
gravel road leads into the complex from Cherry Road 
and loops around the Golf Maintenance Barn. 

The Landscape Services Yard is a densely developed 
complex of small buildings and storage structures 
enclosed within chain-link fencing located along Old 
Stadium Road (see figures XIX-7 through XIX-9). The 
yard is set within a level topographic terrace edged by a 
knoll to the east, a road to the west, and woodland to the 
north and south that effectively screen the complex from 
view except near the entrance gate. 

The Calhoun Field Laboratory grounds sprawl across 
low-lying open ground southwest of the Administrative 
Services Building (see figures XIX-10 and XIX-11). The 
open ground was part of the floodplain of the Seneca 
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storage structure was recently built adjacent to the Golf 
Maintenance Barn. There is a wooden gazebo associated 
with the golf course nearby that is also not historic.

The Horticultural Barn is a three-story wood-frame barn 
with an asphalt-shingle-clad gambrel roof and three ridge 
vents (see figure XIX-4). The door openings are set in the 
gable end. The Golf Maintenance Barn is a U-shaped brick 
structure with an asphalt-shingle gable roof with ridge vents 
(see figure XIX-5). 

Three-side concrete-block materials-storage structures that 
do not have roofs were built near the Golf Maintenance 
Barn in 2007 (see figure XIX-6). Sand and gravel are stored 
within the structures, which are formed by three walls and 
are open to the air. 

Views and Vistas

Views associated with the South Perimeter Road character 
area generally follow the road corridors and the open land 
of the Walker Golf Course. Long views are possible across 
the fields of the Calhoun Laboratory complex from the 
elevated position of Perimeter Road and from the access 
road into and through the complex. There is little vegetation 
along these roads, allowing for expansive views across this 
open landscape. These fields provide a connection to one of 
the campus’s last remaining areas of agricultural lands along 
the bottomlands. From the Calhoun Field Laboratory area 
dramatic views of Memorial Stadium are afforded. There 
are few views associated with the maintenance area, which 
is generally screened from view and set within a low-lying 
landform. From the former agricultural buildings, sited atop 
a knoll, it is possible to see across a broad area to the south. 
Views across the bottomlands are historic.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include chain-link fencing at the maintenance, Administrative 
Services Building, and golf course maintenance areas, utility 
poles, manholes, and septic boxes within the maintenance 
area, concrete manholes along the road within the Calhoun 
Field Laboratory area, post-and-rail fencing near the golf 
course maintenance complex. The parking areas associated 
with the Administration Building include lighting. None of 
these resources is historic. 

Just south of the golf maintenance yard is a pair of stone 
gates along the road. These gates are historic. 

Successional woodland surrounds the maintenance area 
and occurs in various other locations within this character 
area. Older woodland comprised of mixed hardwood 
species such as beech, maple, and oaks, is present along 
the embankment below the Administrative Services 
Building, masking an old road trace and agricultural 
irrigation ditch below. Some of the trees within this 
woodland are very large and likely historic. The Calhoun 
Field Laboratory is comprised of constructed ponds 
and fields of experimental vegetable and grain crops 
extending over some of the last remaining agricultural 
lands in the core campus. The vegetables and flowers 
produced in this area are organically grown. 

Buildings and Structures

The buildings located within the character area include the 
Administrative Services Building; five structures associated 
with the Calhoun Field Laboratory; numerous buildings 
and structures within the landscape maintenance area, and 
four buildings and structures at the current golf course 
maintenance area. Historic buildings and structures include 
the Horticultural Barn, Golf Maintenance Barn, and six of 
the structures within the Landscape Services Yard.

The Administrative Service Building is a contemporary 
one-story brick building sited along Perimeter Road near its 
intersection with Old Stadium Road. The building has a flat 
roof and large inset window groupings. It is associated with 
a fenced parking area to the rear, and another large open 
parking lot across Old Stadium Road. A small visitor lot is 
sited adjacent to the entrance, which faces Perimeter Road.

The Calhoun Field Laboratory is predominantly 
characterized by open fields and constructed aquaculture 
ponds. There are a few scattered greenhouse and cold frame 
structures in the western portion of the laboratory area. 

The Landscape Services Yard is a tightly spaced complex 
of small wood-frame, metal, and concrete-block utility 
buildings. Many of the buildings are equipment and storage 
sheds, and there is one greenhouse. The complex has 
existed in this location since the historic period. Six of the 
existing structures are considered historic. These include: 
Wood Equipment Shed 1, Wood Storage Shed 2, Wood 
Storage Shed 3, CMU Shed 4, CMU Shed 5, and the Dry 
Kiln remnant. Most of these buildings were constructed in 
1947. 

The golf course maintenance area includes two historic 
former agricultural buildings: a structural tile Golf 
Maintenance Barn built ca. 1935, and the Horticultural Barn, 
built ca. 1911, that is currently used as the C.U. National 
Turf Research Center. A concrete-block sand and gravel 
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non-historiC resourCes: south 
perimeter road CharaCter area

Calhoun Field Laboratory buildings and structures ▪

Landscape maintenance area sheds and greenhouse  ▪
less than fifty years old (17) 

Walker Golf Course  ▪

Calhoun Field Laboratory complex ▪

Administrative Services Building complex  ▪
including parking, fencing, gate, spur road

Perimeter Road ▪

Old Stadium Road ▪

Field Station Drive ▪

Gamma Street ▪

Delta Street ▪

Landscape Drive ▪

Turf grasses ▪

Golf course plantings ▪

Successional woodland ▪

Bamboo near Landscape Services Yard ▪

Screen plantings associated with the golf course  ▪
maintenance area

Views across the golf course ▪

Views along non-historic road corridors ▪

Chain-link fencing  ▪

Utility poles  ▪

Manholes and septic boxes  ▪

Post-and-rail fencing  ▪

Concrete-block storage enclosures near the Golf  ▪
Maintenance Barn

historiC resourCes: south perimeter 
road CharaCter area

Golf Maintenance Barn (1935)  ▪

Horticultural Barn (1911) ▪

Landscape maintenance area buildings: Wood  ▪
Equipment Shed 1, Wood Storage Shed 2, Wood 
Storage Shed 3, CMU Shed 4, CMU Shed 5, and 
the Dry Kiln remnant

Level topography of Calhoun Field Laboratory and  ▪
Landscape Services Yard

Rolling terrain over much of the remainder of  ▪
the character area not modified by golf course 
establishment

Old Stone Church Road ▪

Cherry Road ▪

Ground Service Drive ▪

Road trace, remnant irrigation ditch, and woodland  ▪
west of Administrative Services Building

Views from Golf Maintenance and Horticultural  ▪
Barns sited atop a knoll

Views across bottomlands utilized for agriculture ▪

Internal views within the maintenance area ▪

Views along historic road corridors ▪

Stone gates along Cherry Road. ▪
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Figure XIX-1. South Perimeter Road character area existing conditions.

 South Perimeter Road

xIx. south PErIMEtEr road CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIX-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xIx. south PErIMEtEr road CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIX-3. Historic resources associated with South Perimeter Road.

xIx. south PErIMEtEr road CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XIX-9. One of the larger buildings in the Landscape 
Services Yard.

Figure XIX-7. A gated entrance on Old Stadium Road leads to 
the Landscape Services Yard, which includes several historic 
buildings.

Figure XIX-8. Most of the buildings within the Landscape 
Services Yard are modest and utilitarian.

Figure XIX-5. The Golf Maintenance Barn is a U-shaped brick 
building located near the Horticultural barn.

Figure XIX-6. Concrete-block materials storage units were 
added nearby in 2007.

Figure XIX-4. The Horticultural Barn is located along Perimeter 
Road. Along with a collection of brick former agriculture 
buildings, it is used for golf course maintenance.

xIx. south PErIMEtEr road CharaCtEr arEa
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xIx. south PErIMEtEr road CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XIX-109. The Calhoun Field Laboratory is used for 
aquaculture and experimental agriculture.

Figure XIX-11. The laboratory facilities are located on the fertile 
former Seneca River floodplain or ‘Bottoms.’
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CharaCter area assessment

The Lakeshore character area contains a wealth of 
historic resources associated with local early European-
American settlement and agriculture that predates the 
establishment of Clemson University. It also features 
historic agricultural resources associated with the 
university, a portion of the earthen dam and dike system 
that helps impound Lake Hartwell, and later non-historic 
additions to the campus. The varied historic resources 
located within this character area, particularly Hopewell 
provide a significant link to the broad patterns of history 
within the region. Hopewell and the Treaty Site are 
already listed in the NRHP as contributing resources to 
the Pendleton Historic District. 

The historical significance of Hopewell rests on the 
national stature of General Pickens. General Andrew 
Pickens will be remembered in American history for his 
significant contributions as a Revolutionary War General 
and later as a Native-American negotiator. While 
Pickens’s heroics at the Battle of Cowpens are well 
known, his decades of negotiations with the Cherokees, 
Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Chickamauguas 
were monumental in peaceful treaties and cohabitation 
with the Native-Americans following the Revolution. 
Most notably the Treaty of Hopewell with the Cherokees, 
Choctaws, and Chickasaws still today provide civil 
liberties to First Peoples (Hiott 2006: 1). 

There are also multiple significant archeological 
resources within the district including “sites connected 
to both Native-American and African-American history. 
The entire site was originally a portion of the Cherokee 
lower town of Esseneca. A bordering site was the 
Revolutionary Battlefield of Fort Rutledge where the first 
Jewish-American, Francis Salvador, was killed in 1776” 
(Hiott 2006: 2). There are also resources associated with 
the region’s plantation history that included slave labor. 
Landscape changes within the area since the 1950s that 
have diminished the historic integrity of the character 
area include the establishment of the Madren Center 
and Walker Golf Course in 1995, with the addition of 
the James Martin Inn in 1998, the wastewater treatment 
plant, and contemporary agricultural operations features 
near Hopewell. In addition, the Fort Rutledge site is 
buried beneath many feet of fill, a bi-product of the 
establishment of Lake Hartwell. One of the major threats 
to the integrity of the area is Hopewell’s poor condition, 
exacerbated by the fact that the house is not actively 
managed or used by the university, diminishing its 
potential for regular maintenance. 

XX. lakeshoRe

General CharaCter

The Lakeshore character area encompasses Clemson 
University campus features located along Madren Center 
Drive, Dike Road, and Old Cherry Road that edge Lake 
Hartwell (see figures XX-1 and XX-4). The resources 
of this character area are physically linked due to their 
proximity to the lakeshore, and its dam and dike system. 
The widely divergent developed features encompassed 
by the character area include Hopewell House and 
the Treaty site, the Madren Center, and a wastewater 
treatment plant and the nearby site of Fort Rutledge. 

Hopewell is the eighteenth-century plantation home of 
Andrew Pickens, Sr., a Revolutionary War general. The 
property includes the family’s original dwelling, as well 
as three later outbuildings. Additional evidence of earlier 
use of the site, including a road trace, tree plantings, and 
archeological resources survive on the historic property, 
which is located south of Old Cherry Road. Nearby are 
two related resources, the Cherry Farm cemetery and the 
Treaty Site. The Cherry Farm cemetery was established 
by nineteenth-century owners of the plantation, and 
likely includes antebellum slave burials. The Treaty Site 
is located along Old Cherry Road. It notes that the site 
where General Pickens signed peace agreements with 
the Cherokee, Choctaw, and Chickasaw Indians in 1785-
1786 was nearby. 

The Madren Center is the university’s inn and conference 
center located along the lakeshore south of Old Stadium 
Road. The complex was developed in 1995-98, and 
includes the Walker Golf Course, an eighteen-hole 
champion course.

To the west of the Madren Center along the lakeshore 
is the university’s wastewater treatment plant. Accessed 
via Dike Road, the plant is comprised of numerous 
buildings and structures set within chain-link fencing to 
restrict access. A public path extends along the lakeshore, 
and passes through the area of the plant. A spur trail 
leads to Fort Rutledge in the woods behind the plant. 
Fort Rutledge was an eighteenth-century fortification 
involved in a battle between Cherokee Indians and the 
South Carolina militia during the American Revolution. 
Although the archeological remains of the fort are thought 
to be buried beneath the dam and dike system associated 
with adjacent Lake Hartwell, a miniature replica of the 
fort was constructed on the site by a local chapter of the 
Daughters of the American Revolution in 1908. The spur 
trail provides access to the replica.
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orchard, a well, and several outbuildings near the house. 
The Popham map indicates that the outbuildings around 
the house included a smokehouse, behind and to the left 
of the house (see discussion in Clement 2006); a detached 
kitchen connected to the house by a covered piazza; a 
laundry flanking the house to its left; a nearby wellhouse; 
an office that mirrored the laundry in its placement about 
the house; and a privy sited west and downslope of the 
house. Two rows of additional structures lined the front 
drive in an arrangement reflective of Georgian-period 
design sensibilities. These included quarters for a groom, 
house servants, and a cook, and a livery and stables. A 
kitchen structure is thought to have stood in the location 
of an existing screened porch along the rear of the house. 
Of these, only the well site is extant (Hiott 2006: 5). 
Archeological investigations to corroborate the Popham 
map suggest that “west of the house where the office was 
purportedly located is sloping ground, and it is unlikely 
that a structure was located there if strict formal Georgian 
guidelines (as indicated by Popham) were followed” 
(Clement 2006: 4). They also found no evidence of 
a detached kitchen behind the house, or the two rows 
of structures lining the main drive to the house. They 
did find evidence of a former fire tower associated with 
mid-twentieth-century federal ownership of the property 
near the site of the possible smokehouse remains. One 
of the interesting observations of the archaeological 
investigations conducted in the vicinity of the Hopewell 
House included the following:

The occurrence of prehistoric 
materials in this area lends credence 
to the report from Garland Veasey 
(Director of the Clemson Research 
Farms Program) that prior to dam 
construction residents of the house 
had hauled in artifact-laden sand from 
the adjacent bottomlands in order to 
reduce the amount of mud in the swept 
yard. This practice may also account 
for the generally deeper soil profiles in 
the area (Clement 2006: 2).  

Hopewell remained in the Pickens family until 1824 
when the 11,000-acre plantation was sold to a member 
of the Carter family. The property passed to a brother-in-
law of the Carters named Reese in 1829. One of the Reese 
children, who married a Cherry in 1835, later became 
owner of the property, which was thereafter known as 
Cherry Farm, Cherry Place, and Cherry’s Crossing for a 
ferry sited on the property along the river. 

The landscape appears to have remained a rural and 
agricultural plantation during the nineteenth century. 

While the 1945 campus atlas does not record a great deal 
of information about this area (see figure XX-3), there 
are other maps available that indicate the evolution of 
the Hopewell property over time. For more information, 
see the “Hopewell Property Documentation, Design 
Guidelines and Preservation Concept Plans,” December 
2006 draft.

It was in the general vicinity of the lakeshore, formerly 
the banks of the Seneca River, that William Bartram 
first glimpsed the Blue Ridge Mountains as he traversed 
the area. Bartram exhaustively recorded his eighteenth-
century expedition, particularly the plants and natural 
resources and the native villages and trails that he 
witnessed in his late 1780s book Travels through North 
and South Carolina, Georgia, East and West Florida, 
the Cherokee Country, etc. Also during the 1780s, Fort 
Rutledge was built as a patriot outpost to protect the 
region from the lower Cherokee nation that supported 
the British during the Revolutionary War. It was also 
during the 1780s that General Andrew Pickens built a 
modest two-story log structure—Hopewell—on a nearby 
upland plantation of more than 500 acres. Fort Rutledge’s 
military history later inspired General Andrew Pickens’ 
young cousin John C. Calhoun to rename his nearby 
plantation Fort Hill. 

Pickens spent the next twenty years enlarging the 
log structure of Hopewell into a ten-room mansion 
overlooking the river that featured a wood-columned 
veranda. Hopewell is representative of a rural house type 
that was common in the backcountry of South Carolina 
during the period; “many supplies were local. The bricks 
were locally produced and the timbers were locally cut” 
(Hiott 2006: 4-5).

The residence “was crafted under the direction of the 
Pickens more than likely largely by the hands of African-
American carpenters.” African-Americans were a vital 
force in the operation and economy of Hopewell. Like 
many Southern planters, Pickens raised cotton as a cash 
crop using African-American slaves to cultivate and 
harvest it. He also cultivated corn and raised livestock 
and engaged in trade with local Indian tribes for animal 
skins. Pickens later established a store and tannery on the 
property in support of these activities (Hiott 2006: 4).

Oral histories and archeological investigations have 
been conducted to better understand the character, 
configuration, and resources associated with the Hopewell 
plantation. Oral history indicates that the property 
featured an entrance drive bordered with an allée of 
Eastern red cedar trees that led in a direct line towards the 
house from the east. There apparently was also an apple 
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During the 1930s, the federal government recognized the 
importance of the Treaty Site by opening a trail to it from 
a nearby roadway (Hiott 2006: 17). A trail exists to the 
Treaty Site today.

In 1949, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers announced 
plans to impound the Seneca River as a hydroelectric 
power source and flood control measure. The project 
began construction in 1955, but was not completed until 
1961.

The Flood Control Act of 17 May 
1950 authorized the Hartwell Dam 
and Reservoir as the second unit in 
the comprehensive development of 
the Savannah River Basin. … The 
original project provided for a gravity-
type concrete dam 2,415 feet long 
with earth embankments at either end, 
which would be 6,050 feet long on the 
Georgia side and 3,935 feet long on 
the South Carolina side. … Full power 
pool was designed to be 660 feet above 
mean sea level. At this elevation, the 
reservoir would extend 7.1 miles up 
the Savannah River to the confluence 
of the Tugaloo and Seneca Rivers; 
41 miles up the Tugaloo to within 
approximately 2 miles of the existing 
Yonah Dam; 27 miles up the Seneca 
to the mouth of the Little River, South 
Carolina; 2 miles up the Little River 
to the Newry site; and 7 miles up the 
Keowee to the Old Pickens site. The 
reservoir would cover 56,500 acres 
and would involve the relocation of 3 
sections of railroad totaling 2 miles, 
the raising of 2 railroad bridges, 
construction of 6 sections of new 
state highways totaling 19.6 miles and 
9 sections of county roads totaling 
12.7 miles, the construction of 9 new 
bridges and the raising of 4 existing 
bridges, and the relocation of 2 power 
transmission lines.

… The first appropriations for 
construction were made on 15 
July 1955, and the first major 
contract was awarded 14 October 
1955 for construction of the earth 
embankments. Filling of the reservoir 
began in February 1961 and was 
completed in March 1962… The 
Hartwell project has provided not 

The house does not appear to have changed to any 
great degree during the Carter, Reese, or Cherry family 
ownership. A cemetery was developed on the property in 
the mid-nineteenth century that survives today. Although 
little is known about the origin or use of the cemetery, a 
single marked gravestone provides clues to its history. 
The stone marks the grave of “Hannah, the wife of James 
Reese,” who died in 1857. This inscription suggests that 
the site is a slave burial. The remainder of the graves 
within the cemetery are marked with fieldstones with no 
information etched on their surfaces. 

Hopewell today is edged to the south by three outbuildings. 
These, a barn, garage, and chicken coop, appear to date 
from the early twentieth century during Cherry family 
ownership of the property. Records indicate that the 
Cherrys sold 897 acres of the property, including the 
house, to the federal government in 1936 through 
the Resettlement Administration. The Resettlement 
Administration similarly acquired up to 200 additional 
properties in the area as part of the Clemson College 
Community Conservation Project due to the economic 
difficulties associated with the Great Depression. In 
1938, Hopewell was renovated as a residence for the 
government farm manager, including the addition of 
indoor plumbing, electrical upgrades, and the creation of 
an indoor kitchen (Hiott 2006: 14-15, 5). At this time, part 
of the property was also used as a Civilian Conservation 
Corps camp. A fire tower was constructed and manned on 
the property. Members of the camp helped to construct 
recreational features including a boathouse, bath house, 
the Issaqueena and Lawrence trails, and seven picnic 
areas associated with Lake Issaqueena.

In 1954, the federal government deeded the property to 
Clemson Agricultural College. Hopewell subsequently 
served as a residence for the foreman of the college farm 
(Hiott 2006: 14-15).

The Fort Rutledge replica monument was erected by the 
local chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution 
(DAR) in 1908. By this time, the fort itself had “long 
disappeared, but was known to have overlooked the 
Seneca River on land now owned by the College. Mrs. 
Prexy (of the DAR) borrowed several convicts from the 
stockade, and supervised their excavations around the 
approximate site. They unearthed the foundation of the 
five-sided lookout bastion which stood on one corner of 
the original fort. She then persuaded the Trustees to erect 
a twelve foot replica of the old base. The local chapter 
then marked and dedicated this monument (Long, Long 
Ago: 15). 
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surfaced during the restudy was the 
fact that the Department of Agriculture 
had conveyed more than 7,600 acres 
of bottom land along the Seneca River 
to the college for the payment of one 
dollar in December 1954, more than 
four years after the authorization of 
the Hartwell project. This had been 
done without the knowledge of the 
Department of Army. In December 
1956, the Department of Agriculture 
declared that the damage to this land 
“would be so great as to cast serious 
doubt on the economic feasibility of 
the project.” Following the restudy it 
was concluded that redesigning the 
project with a power pool of 610 feet 
would be economically unfeasible 
and that the only alternative was to 
provide for the diversion of the Seneca 
River so that impounded waters would 
pose no threat to the Clemson College 
lands. On the basis of this revised 
project, work was resumed in 1957 
and completed in December 1963.  
 
The two diversion dams built in the 
vicinity of Clemson College in 1961 
to rechannel the Seneca River and 
protect valuable school facilities were 
constructed of random earth fill raised 
on alluvial soil. Seepage on the dry or 
protected side of the structures required 
numerous repairs over the years, so 
in 1982 steps were taken to solve the 
problems permanently. The solution 
involved constructing concrete cutoff 
walls within the existing earthen dams 
using slurry wall panel method. This 
technique, borrowed from an earlier 
construction method used at the West 
Point project, involved excavating a 
trench along the entire length of each of 
the earthen dams and filling the trenches 
with a soupy masonry mixture that, 
when hardened, formed a relatively 
impervious concrete wall. Work on 
the lower diversion dam at Clemson 
was completed in December 1982, 
and seepage was reduced to the level 
anticipated. Work on the upper dam 
began in June 1983 and was completed 
in June 1984, well ahead of schedule 
(History of Hartwell Dam 2008: n.p.).

only electricity for municipalities and 
electric cooperatives but also an ample 
water supply for industry and domestic 
use…. In addition to power production, 
5 feet of storage above the maximum 
power pool has been reserved for flood 
control. … The large lake created by 
the impounded waters at Hartwell has 
been used extensively for recreation. 
… The Corps has developed 61 public-
use areas in addition to recreational 
facilities provided by private club and 
quasi-public groups. 

… A challenge to the Hartwell project 
came in late 1956 when Clemson 
College objected to the damage that 
would be done to its property as a 
result of the impounded water in the 
reservoir. [After lengthy negotiations], 
three plans were proposed by the 
board for the protection of school 
holdings. In order of preference, 
these plans proposed the following: 
lowering the power pool from 660 
feet to 610 feet; diverting the Seneca 
River around the endangered college 
property to prevent the anticipated 
flooding; or compensation for college 
lands and facilities that would be 
affected by the impounded waters. 
The Corps proceeded in anticipation 
of reaching agreement on the basis of 
the third plan until December 1956, 
when the Clemson trustees declared 
the land irreplaceable and the damage 
that would be done to the college 
irreparable… Following the claims 
made by Clemson of irreparable 
damage resulting from construction of 
the Hartwell project, and the support 
which these claims received from 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
construction on the project was 
halted pending further investigation. 
The Chief of Engineers attended a 
meeting at Clemson College on 20 
December 1956 and subsequently 
requested authority from the Public 
Works committees of both the Senate 
and the House to restudy the project. 
Following the authorization, the Corps 
did a restudy during the early months 
of 1957. One curious circumstance that 
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south of the house, the adjacent open space that is part 
of the  system of cultivated fields associated with the 
former plantation. A trace of the original entrance drive 
to the house remains visible to the north of the existing 
access road, and there are older trees around the house 
and along this road trace that are likely historic. From 
the house, views toward Lake Hartwell and the former 
Seneca River corridor are afforded. Woodland edges the 
open precinct around the house and the rail line to the 
north (see figures XX-10 through XX-12). The buildings 
extend in a line at the end of an informal entry drive. 
A grove of trees surrounds the house. The existing 
outbuildings and tree plantings around the house connect 
it to later important periods of the property’s history, 
including Cherry Farm and acquisition during the WPA 
era as part of Resettlement Administration activities.

The Madren Center is comprised of a cluster of long, low 
structures sited along Lake Hartwell and Madren Center 
Drive. Open lawns and the Walker Golf Course edge the 
complex on three sides, while the lake forms the margin 
of the complex to the south. The Walker Golf Course is 
an 18-hole championship course, and one of only two 
courses in the country that are designed to be functional 
for physically-challenged golfers. 

The wastewater treatment facility also edges the lake 
further to the west of the Madren Center (see figure XX-
6). It is reached via a long access road sited along the 
dike embankment. The buildings form two clusters, split 
by the access road. Each is enclosed within perimeter 
chain-link fencing to restrict public access. 

Circulation

The Lakeshore character area features primarily vehicular 
circulation. Primary roads within the character area include 
Old Stadium Road, Old Stone Church Road, and Old Cherry 
Road. Secondary and access roads include Madren Center 
Drive, Lake Drive, Dike Road, Queen Road, Camp Road, 
Beta Street, Seasonal Drive, Hopewell Road, and Alpha 
Street. A rail line also extends through this area, paralleling 
Old Cherry Road past the Treaty Site.

Old Stadium Road arises from Perimeter Road. It intersects 
with Cherry Road, which becomes Old Stone Church 
Road, near the Administrative Services Building. Old Stone 
Church Road leads east toward Pendleton. Old Cherry 
Road arises from Old Stone Church Road. It extends south 
toward the lake. From Old Cherry, Queen Road leads east 
and provides a connection to the Hopewell driveway. Old 
Cherry Road parallels a rail line. Both the road and the rail 
line cross the lake along a bridge and causeway. 

Information regarding the history of the wastewater 
treatment plant was not located for this study. It is 
presumed that the plant is less than fifty years of age.

In the 1990s, alumni and others began a fund-raising 
campaign to develop a much-needed conference center 
on the campus grounds. In 1995, the Madren Center and 
associated Walk Golf Course were opened to address this 
need. In 1998, the James Martin Inn followed.

The Lakeshore Character Area is overall in fair physical 
condition. Hopewell is in poor condition due to neglect 
of the house. Condition issues observed during fieldwork 
conducted on behalf of this project include:

Hopewell House is in need of paint, repairs to  ▪
the roof, repair of woodwork, and the structural 
elements, including the porch. The house is in fair 
to poor condition, due to a lack of maintenance. 
Painting work was undertaken in 2008.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural features of the 
Lakeshore character area are its rolling landform and 
topography and Lake Hartwell, formed in 1954-56 
through the damming of the Seneca River. The character 
area extends to the edge of Lake Hartwell along its 
southern boundary (see figure XX-4). Much of the 
southwestern portion of the character area is comprised 
of the earthen dam structure used to impound the river. In 
some locations, such as along the road to the wastewater 
treatment plant, riprap has been placed along the banks 
of the lake to protect the lakeshore from erosion. The 
naturally-occurring landform and topography and Lake 
Hartwell are historic resources within this character 
area. 

Spatial Organization

The Lakeshore character area is a linear landscape that 
follows the shoreline of Lake Hartwell. Much of the 
landscape is characterized by a patchwork of open and 
wooded land, within which are set a series of building 
complexes, and a golf course. The building complexes 
include Hopewell, the Madren Center (see figure XX-5), 
and the wastewater treatment plant. 

All that remains of Hopewell is the dwelling precinct 
and three associated outbuildings that form a line to the 
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Rutledge replica is set within the woodland. Non-native 
and invasive species are a component of the successional 
woodland areas within this character area. Species such 
as privet (Ligustrum vulgare) and Japanese honeysuckle 
(Lonicera japonica) are problematic invasives within the 
region.

The Madren Center, including the James Martin Inn, 
tennis center, Walker Golf Course, and conference 
center facilities are landscaped with trees, shrubs, 
perennials, and extensive areas of mown turf. Examples 
of species found within the area include chaste trees 
(Vitex negundo), lantana, Mexican bush sage (Salvia 
leucantha), crape myrtle, oaks, inkberry, liriope, and 
Chinese holly. Evergreen trees and shrubs are used as 
screen plantings to hide utility and service areas.

Buildings and Structures

There are numerous buildings associated with the 
three built complexes of the Lakeshore character area. 
Hopewell includes the eighteenth-century dwelling, and 
three twentieth-century outbuildings. Five buildings 
comprise the Madren Center complex: Madren Center, 
James Martin Inn, golf course club house, tennis facility, 
and golf cart storage structure. Set within the woodland 
near the golf cart storage structure is the Hydraulics Lab 
building. There is also a wooden gazebo near the Madren 
Center. The wastewater treatment plant is comprised of 
a complex of five industrial buildings and structures. 
Other structures within this character area include the 
Lake Hartwell dam and dike system, a large pavilion 
at the Madren Center, and the cast-stone Fort Rutledge 
replica. 

Buildings associated with the Madren Center include 
the linear one-story brick Madren Conference Center, 
the four-story brick James Martin Inn, a one-story brick 
golf Club House (see figure XX-6), and the tennis office. 
Structures include the Owen Pavilion and a octagonal 
wooden gazebo. Nearby, screened by woodland, is a 
corrugated metal golf cart storage area that is fenced and 
gated. The James Martin Inn features a single-story porte 
cochere extension along its front façade. 

The Clemson Hydraulics Laboratory is an off campus 
research facility located near the golf cart storage facility. 
It includes two corrugated metal butler buildings that are 
used for hydraulic physical model studies.

The wastewater treatment plant is comprised of concrete 
water holding tanks, metal butler buildings, and sheds 
and office buildings (see figure XX-7). The complex is 
comprised of two separate fenced areas located to either 
side of Dike Road. The complex to the north of the road 

Madren Center Drive arises from Old Stone Church 
Road. It conveys visitors to the conference center; 
side roads lead to parking areas, the golf course club 
house, and the wastewater treatment plant. Two roads 
approach the plant. These include Lake Drive and Dike 
Road. Dike Road is a narrow asphalt road corridor that 
follows the top of the dam. At the building complex, 
Dike Road terminates in a circular turnaround at a chain-
link enclosure. A gravel road leads from Dike Road to 
the Hydraulics Lab building near the golf cart storage 
facility associated with the Walker Golf Course.

Old Cherry Road also arises from Old Stone Church 
Road, providing access to Camp Road and Hopewell 
Road, which leads to Hopewell House. It parallels the 
rail line across Lake Hartwell. Camp Road crosses the 
rail line. Hopewell Road arises from Camp Road. This 
access drive is an informal, narrow road corridor that 
approximates, but does not follow, the historic carriage 
drive to the property.

The primary pedestrian circulation system within this 
character area is the paths that run along the top of 
the dam and dike edging Lake Hartwell. The path also 
continues past the Fountain Pond near the Madren 
Center, and connects to a spur trail near the wastewater 
treatment plant that leads to the site of Fort Rutledge.

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is widely divergent, 
ranging from native deciduous woodland to ornamental 
plantings of trees, shrubs, and groundcovers in association 
with the Madren Center. Additionally, there are highly 
manicured turf and ornamental and screen plantings are 
associated with the Walker Golf Course. 

Hopewell features mown turf grass, a grove of older 
deciduous shade trees that form a precinct around the 
house, and some older trees along the lakeshore that may 
date to the early nineteenth century. Some of these trees 
are planted in a line approximately fifty feet from the 
front porch of the house. Species include black walnuts 
(Juglans nigra), oaks, elms, pecans, and Southern red 
oaks. Eastern red cedars are also present east of the 
house and may survive from the allée that lined the 
historic carriage drive to the house. Surrounding the 
house precinct to the north is successional woodland. 
Trees also occupy the lower slopes of the hill below the 
house.

Native deciduous woodland edges the lake margins in 
many locations, including along Dike Road. Woodland 
also edges the water treatment plant to the north. The Fort 
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thought to be buried beneath the fill associated with the 
Lake Hartwell dam along the Seneca River. A miniature 
replica of the fort was erected by the Andrew Pickens 
Chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution 
in 1908. The replica is constructed of concrete block 
fashioned to appear like rough hewn stone (see figures 
XX-8 and XX-9). A marker associated with the replica 
denotes the importance of Fort Rutledge. The marker is 
a bronze plaque mounted on the wall of the structure. 
The Lake Hartwell dike system is an earthen berm that 
is currently used for a walking trail and road in some 
locations. It dates from construction of the lake in 1956 
and is therefore historic. Near the Madren Center and 
associated with the gardens is a wooden octagonal 
gazebo.

Views and Vistas

Many roads and buildings associated with this character 
area afford views of Lake Hartwell. These include the 
trail and service road that follow the dam, the lawn 
area around the Madren Center, the golf course, and the 
wastewater treatment plant. Views from Hopewell of the 
lake are partially obscured by woodland vegetation (see 
figure XX-13). Woodland also obscures views from Fort 
Rutledge. 

The golf course associated with the Madren Center 
includes large expanses of mown turf and affords 
various views over the undulating landform. The tower 
of Tillman Hall is visible across the golf course from 
portions of the Madren Center.

Views of the lake are predominantly historic, while views 
including the Madren Center, wastewater treatment plant, 
and golf course are not.

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include stone piers and a low freestanding wall at the 
entrance to Madren Center Drive, plaques, a South 
Carolina historical marker, the Treaty Site monument, 
gravestones associated with the Cherry Farm cemetery, 
chain-link fencing at the wastewater treatment plant, 
remnant agricultural fencing, stormwater management 
structures, lighting associated with the parking at the 
Madren Center, and signage. Of these, only the Treaty 
Site monument is historic. 

Small-scale features associated with the Madren 
Center include lighting, commemorative plaques, site 
furnishings, and a stone wall and piers. At the entrance 
to Madren Center Drive there is a freestanding stacked 

includes numerous smaller buildings, some of which 
house offices. The complex to the south of the road is 
comprised of large industrial concrete structures that 
treat the water.

Hopewell is a two-and-one-half-story, five-bay, L-shaped 
wood-frame structure with a gabled roof and two interior 
chimneys located at the gable ends (see figure XX-
10). The front façade is entered through a single-story 
porch, with six simple wood columns and a gable roof. 
The foundation is stacked native fieldstone. The house 
measures 51 by 28 feet, is L-shaped, and has a one-story 
addition on the rear. The house sits atop a small knoll 
and faces northeast toward Lake Hartwell and the former 
Seneca River. The property encompasses approximately 
fourteen acres of the former large plantation. 

The two-car garage associated with the Hopewell 
property is located south of the dwelling facing the 
approach road to the house (see figure XX-11). It is a 
wood-frame building clad with wooden siding, and a 
gable standing-seam metal roof. The principal façade 
has two large door openings and a small window in the 
gable end that open from the storage loft above. There is 
also a small window in each of the side façades. A lean-
to structure has been added to the rear that is composed 
of wood posts supporting a roof. Corrugated metal has 
been affixed as siding to the opening opposite the rear 
of the building.

The chicken coop is a small-wood frame building with 
wooden board siding and a standing-seam metal roof. A 
line of windows are set placed in the upper reaches of the 
principal façade, while a thinner band of windows are 
placed within the length of the rear façade under the roof 
line. A corrugated metal door is placed along the side of 
the building. 

The Hopewell barn is a wood-frame building clad with 
blue-painted clapboard siding (see figure XX-12). The 
building has a gable roof with a rear extension and an 
overhang over the large door opening in the principal 
façade that faces away from the house. The roof is clad in 
standing-seam metal. A window and two door openings 
are set in one of the gable ends. 

Hopewell House is approached along a road that is also 
edged by open vehicle storage structures, and agricultural 
fields and buildings not included in this study.

Structures within this character area include the Fort 
Rutledge replica, elements of the wastewater treatment 
plant, the Lake Hartwell dike and dam system, and a 
gazebo at the Madren Center. The site of Fort Rutledge is 
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the Hopewell Indian Treaties of 1785 negotiated by 
General Andrew Pickens (see figure XX-14). The Treaty 
site is traditionally said to have occurred beneath a large 
oak tree. At the end of the trail atop a knoll, there is a 
stone marker that commemorates the Treaty Site. The 
Hopewell Treaty Oak marker is a granite boulder inset 
with a bronze tablet titled “Hopewell, Keowee.” The 
stone is set within an ornate iron fence. Nearby are large 
wood and concrete bench features, the character of which 
are inconsistent with the site and its history. The treaty 
oak marker site overlooks Lake Hartwell on Treaty Hill.

Nearby is the Cherry Farm cemetery, which includes 
graves marked with fieldstones and one formal 
headstone. The cemetery is set within a woodland, and 
has recently been enclosed within a perimeter fence. 
The gravesites are marked with numbered poles for 
recordation purposes. It is thought that the one marked 
headstone is that of a slave. It identifies the grave as that 
of Hannah, the wife of James Reese, and is dated 1857 
(see figure XX-15).

stone wall with terminal piers that edges the road to 
either side. At the Madren Center, the large parking area 
in front of the building is lit with tall overhead lights. 
There are numerous plaques that commemorate gifts 
or features associated with the complex by individuals, 
university classes, and other organizations. For example, 
there is a rock inset with a bronze plaque to the west 
of the entrance drive that denotes the contributors to the 
establishment. In the lawn area near the Owen Pavilion 
is a bronze plaque mounted on a brick pedestal base 
that identifies the Madren Conference Center and Inn at 
Clemson University. North of the Owen Pavilion along a 
sidewalk in the Proctor Family Garden is a bronze plaque 
mounted on a rock base that notes the contribution of the 
garden. There is also a plaque denoting the contribution 
of a fountain by Claude Smith in memory of his wife. The 
bronze plaque is set in a rock base near the convergence 
of two walks in front of the Owen Pavilion. An additional 
bronze plaque denotes the contribution of the pavilion 
by Warren and Virginia Owen. This plaque is mounted 
on a brick column more than four feet high along the 
sidewalk east of the pavilion. The John Harris Terrace is 
identified by a bronze plaque mounted on a brick pilaster 
at the corner of the Season’s Restaurant. 

Three plaques denote the contributions of individuals 
and classes in developing an outdoor green behind the 
Madren Center. The first is the Class of 1947 Southern 
Green plaque, a granite marker edged with a brick 
border. The marker is located near the covered passage 
between the Madren Center and the James Martin Inn. 
There is also the 1999 Southern Green memorial plaque, 
a bronze casting affixed to a granite boulder near the 
northwest corner of the inn, that denotes the contribution 
of the Class of 1947 on the occasion of their golden 
anniversary and in memory of classmates who gave their 
lives in service to the country. Finally, the Marian Harris 
Green, a lawn area overlooking Lake Hartwell behind 
the Madren Center, is marked with a bronze plaque set 
flush with the ground.

Chain-link fencing encloses the wastewater treatment 
plant. Dike Road near the complex is edged by ditches 
lined by corrugated metal. 

The gravel road leading to the Hydraulics Lab is edged 
by boxwire fencing associated with former agricultural 
use of the land adjacent to the road. 

Old Cherry Road crosses Lake Hartwell parallel to 
the railroad line. East of the bridge is a parking pull 
off linked to a trail. The trail leads to the Treaty Site. 
A South Carolina historical marker at the pull-off notes 
the significant history of the Treaty Site as the site of 
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non-historiC resourCes: lakeshore 
CharaCter area

Madren Center (1995), including James Martin Inn  ▪
(1998), tennis facility, golf club house, golf cart 
storage shed

Wastewater treatment plant buildings and structures (5)  ▪

Hydraulics Laboratory ▪

Wooden gazebo at the Madren Center ▪

Dike Road ▪

Madren Center Drive and spur roads ▪

Old Stadium Road ▪

Madren Center Drive ▪

Lake Drive ▪

Dike Road ▪

Beta Street ▪

Seasonal Drive ▪

Alpha Street ▪

Rail line paralleling Old Cherry Road ▪

Successional woodland growth ▪

Turf grass ▪

Golf course plantings and manicured turf  ▪

Ornamental plantings associated with the Madren  ▪
Center

Views across Lake Hartwell from Dike Road and  ▪
the Madren Center

Views along the road corridor leading to Madren  ▪
Center of the golf course

Views of undulating landform within the golf  ▪
course

View of Tillman Hall tower from the Madren  ▪
Center

Chain-link fencing around the wastewater  ▪
treatment plant and golf cart storage shed

State historical marker for the Treaty Site ▪

Stone walls and piers along Madren Center Drive ▪

Signage ▪

Dedicatory plaques around the Madren Center ▪

historiC resourCes: lakeshore 
CharaCter area

Hopewell House (1785) ▪

Hopewell garage, barn, chicken coop (ca. 1900) ▪

Well site ▪

Cherry Farm cemetery ▪

Fort Rutledge replica (1908) ▪

Treaty site trail and monument (replaced 1976)  ▪

Lake Hartwell dam and dike system ▪

Old Stone Church Road ▪

Old Cherry Road ▪

Queen Road  ▪

Camp Road ▪

Rolling landform ▪

Views across Lake Hartwell from the Seneca River  ▪
dam and dike system

Views to the lake from Hopewell ▪
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Figure XX-1. Lakeshore character area existing conditions.

Lakeshore

xx. lakEshorE CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XX-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xx. lakEshorE CharaCtEr arEa

No information available
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Figure XX-3. Historic resources associated with the Lakeshore.

xx. lakEshorE CharaCtEr arEa
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xx. lakEshorE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XX-6. The nearby Walker Golf Course clubhouse.

Figure XX-8. Fort Rutledge is thought to be buried under fill 
associated with the lake dam near the wastewater treatment 
plant. The site is marked with this monument.

Figure XX-9. A miniature replica fortification was constructed by 
the Daughters of the American Revolution on the purported site 
of Fort Rutledge in the early twentieth century.

Figure XX-4. The Lakeshore character area includes three 
developed areas along Lake Hartwell: The Madren Center, a 
wastewater treatment plant, and Hopewell.

Figure XX-5. The Madren Center.

Figure XX-7. The wastewater treatment plant.
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xx. lakEshorE CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XX-15. The Cherry Farm cemetery includes one 
gravestone likely associated with a slave and numerous 
fieldstones associated with unidentified graveshafts. 

Figure XX-12. The Hopewell barn. 

Figure XX-10. Hopewell. Figure XX-11. The garage adjacent to the Hopewell dwelling is 
edged by a chicken coop and barn.

Figure XX-13. The view from Hopewell of Lake Hartwell.

Figure XX-14. The Treaty site is marked along Old Cherry 
Road by a state historical marker. There is also a trail leading 
to the top of a knoll featuring a commemorative marker. 
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complex. The Calhoun Courts Apartments were built 
in 1982, and the Lightsey Apartments followed in two 
phases of construction in the early 1990s and 2000s. 

The Residences character area is overall in fair to good 
physical condition. Condition issues observed during 
fieldwork conducted on behalf of this project include: 

Within the Thornhill Village Apartments, there are 
numerous places where: 

the concrete is cracked,  ▪

the soil is eroded,  ▪

there are trip hazards associated with the very  ▪
narrow walkways, 

many of the buildings are in need of paint, and  ▪

there are visual intrusions such as unscreened A/C  ▪
units and dumpsters.

Associated with the Calhoun Courts Apartments are 
problems with:

Handrails for the walks leading to the apartments  ▪
from Cherry Road are in need of paint (see figure 
XXI-8).

At the Lightsey Apartments, there are problems with:

Erosion of the steeply sloped soil in some areas due  ▪
to bikes being ridden down the slopes alongside 
stairs and walks (see figure XXI-9),

Damage to some signs, and  ▪

The basketball court surfacing, which needs to be  ▪
repaired. 

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The three residential complexes are constructed on 
relatively level knolls edged by the more steeply-sloped 
terrain of the Hunnicutt Creek corridor and associated 
tributaries. The Calhoun Courts Apartments are edged 
to the west by a steep embankment on top of which is 
sited Cherry Road. The land has been graded to establish 
a relatively level area for the apartment complex. To 
the east of the complex, and between this complex and 
the Thornhill Village Apartments, is a wooded area 
encompassing steeply-sloped terrain of a drainageway 
emptying into Hunnicutt Creek across McMillan Road. 
The Thornhill Village Apartments to the east are built on 
land that slopes gently from north to south. The Lightsey 
Apartments are built on rolling topography south of 
Hunnicutt Creek. A long pedestrian bridge spans the 
deep ravine of the stream corridor, providing access to 

XXI. ResIdenCes I & II

General CharaCter

The Residences character area is comprised of a series of 
three densely developed areas of student housing located 
south of S.C. Highway 93 and east of Cherry Road along 
the eastern margin of the core campus (see figure XXI-
1). Two of the complexes—the Thornhill Village and 
Calhoun Courts Apartments—are located to the north of 
McMillan Road. The Lightsey Apartments are located to 
the south of McMillan Road and Hunnicutt Creek. Each 
of the three residential complexes includes multiple 
identical or similar housing units sited along an internal 
road and edged by shared open space. The central road 
corridors generally follow curvilinear alignments and are 
edged by parking. Walks connect the units to the adjacent 
roadways and the main campus. A long elevated walkway 
known as the Lightsey Bridge connects the Lightsey 
Apartments with Cherry and McMillan Roads near the 
Hendrix Student Center. Each of the complexes includes 
student services and amenities such as laundry facilities 
or basketball and volleyball courts. The majority of this 
character area has been developed during the past fifty 
years, and is therefore not historic.

CharaCter area assessment

The three residential complexes that comprise this 
character area were constructed over more than 30 years 
beginning in the 1970s. They replaced developments of 
modest single family residences present during the early 
to mid twentieth century. The only landscape elements 
found within this character area that are considered 
historic include aspects of the existing landform and the 
alignment of Cherry Road. It is also possible that some of 
the extant vegetation was associated with an arboretum 
located within this area in the 1950s (Sorells 1984: n.p.)

During the late nineteenth century, it appears that there 
was little in the way of building development within this 
character area, although by 1902, the Sheep Barn was 
established to the west. The 1945 campus atlas indicates 
that a few modest single-family houses had been built 
nearby by that time (see figure XXI-2). By 1954, the 
residences present in 1945 had been replaced with a new 
residential development along a road parallel to S.C. 
Highway 93, and a second row of houses had been built to 
the south of the Sheep Barn along an arced road. The first 
development occurred along a road that follows a similar 
alignment to present-day Morrison Road; the arced road 
is no longer extant. In the 1970s, the 1950s-era residences 
were replaced with the Thornhill Village Apartment 
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of Mills Road, Omicron Pi Street leads from McMillan 
Road to the Thornhill Community Center and East Campus 
Laundry facility. It ends at the second road extending 
between the dwellings of the complex, Dunavan Road, 
which also connects to Morrison Road. The third road, 
which arises from Dunavan and also extends to Morrison, 
is Eaton Drive. 

The Calhoun Courts Apartments are organized along an 
internal road corridor named Court Way. Court Way is 
accessed via Morrison Road, which extends from the 
northern end of the Calhoun Courts Apartments to Newman 
Road. While this corridor is likely used periodically by 
university maintenance vehicles, it is primarily associated 
with pedestrian circulation. It is surfaced with brick. 

West of the housing complex is a small parking area 
designated A-01. The parking area is connected to Cherry 
Road via Energy Drive, a short road segment that also leads 
to the Energy Building located west of the Calhoun Courts 
Apartments. 

Pedestrian circulation throughout this character area occurs 
as walks that lead between residential units and complexes 
and other parts of the campus. Many of the walks are 
surfaced with concrete. There is also a long bridge that 
leads to the Lightsey Apartments from the intersection of 
McMillan and Cherry Roads. The Lightsey Bridge spans the 
deep ravine of Hunnicutt Creek, and ties into the sidewalk 
system along McMillan and Cherry Roads to the west, and 
a system of narrow walks that fan out from the end of the 
bridge towards the residential units to the east. A walk and 
stair system connects the Calhoun Court Apartments with 
the Thornhill Village Apartments across a drainageway 
ravine. These walks lead around and between the units. The 
more challenging topography of the Lightsey Apartments 
is mitigated by numerous flights of concrete stairs and 
ramps that traverse the slopes. Ramped walkways also lead 
to building entrances. Bicyclists are using the walks and 
by-passing the stairs by riding down the adjacent slopes, 
causing erosion and killing plantings. 

Walks associated with the Calhoun Court Apartments 
include a series of concrete stairs leading down the 
embankment to the west of units below Cherry Avenue, 
and various walks connecting the units to the A-01 parking 
area. At the Thornhill Village, narrow asphalt walks lead 
between the road and the entrances into the buildings, and 
sometimes between buildings. A sidewalk follows the 
southern margin of Morrison Road. 

the apartments from the vicinity of the Hendrix Student 
Center. The buildings of this complex are grouped 
around shared access roads. The rolling topography has 
been graded into a series of terraces to facilitate these 
groupings. This apartment complex includes numerous 
stairs, elevated walkways, and pedestrian bridge 
elements to help students navigate the grade changes. 
Portions of the relatively level knolls occupied by the 
three housing complexes are historic except where 
grading has occurred to accommodate the buildings, 
parking, and roads, as is the more steeply sloped terrain 
of the drainageway between the Thornhill and Calhoun 
Courts Apartments.

Circulation

This character area includes both vehicular roads and 
parking, as well as pedestrian paths, walks, stairs, bridges, 
elevated walkways, and ramps. None of these circulation 
corridors is historic, with the exception of Cherry Road. 

Roads located within or adjacent to Residences I include 
Cherry Road, McMillan Road, Newman Road, Morrison 
Road, Court Way, Mills Road, Eaton Circle, and Dunavan 
Road, and Energy Drive. Associated with Residences II are 
Perimeter Road, Kappa Lambda Street, Commons Court, 
and Theta Kappa Street. 

Cherry Road edges the character area to the west. It is a 
two-lane asphalt paved road edged by concrete sidewalks. 
Intersecting Cherry Road to the south of the Hendrix 
Student Center is McMillan Road. This two-lane asphalt-
paved road is edged to the north by a concrete sidewalk 
and the Thornhill and Calhoun Courts Apartments. To 
the south, the road is edged by Hunnicutt Creek and the 
Lightsey Apartments. Newman Road edges the character 
area to the east. Newman Road is a short road that connects 
McMillan Road and S.C. Highway 93. 

Internal roads associated with the Lightsey Apartments 
include three two-lane asphalt-paved roads—Theta Kappa 
Street, Commons Court, and Kappa Lambda Street—each 
of which provides access to a group of apartment buildings. 
One of these, Theta Kappa Street, extends to Perimeter 
Road. A portion of Commons Court is not currently 
associated with any apartment buildings and may suggest a 
future site for development of additional housing units. 

There are three road corridors that extend between the 
residential units of the Thornhill Village Apartments. From 
west to east, these include Mills Road, Dunavan Road, and 
Eaton Drive. Mills Road connects McMillan Road and 
Morrison Road. Parking is available along the margins of 
the two-lane road in front of many of the buildings. East 
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liriope groundcover. Each of the residential complexes 
included within this character area has been planted 
with shade trees, and ornamental trees, shrubs, and 
groundcovers such as Chinese holly and magnolia. 

In the vicinity of the Calhoun Courts, ornamental pear 
trees have been planted in rows at the end of Morrison 
Street near Cherry Road. Oriental photinia (Photinia 
villosa) has been planted along the eastern section of 
Morrison Street, possibly as a screening element. Some 
larger trees, including a large Southern magnolia, edge 
the Calhoun Courts Apartments along Cherry Road. The 
steeply sloped bank in this area is planted in groundcovers 
such as wintercreeper euonymus (Euonymys fortunei).

The outdoor activity area across McMillan Road includes 
a double row of sugar maple trees (see figure XXI-7). 

Small-scale Features

Many of the small-scale features associated with 
this character area are site furnishings such as bike 
racks, benches, tables, trash receptacles, and recycling 
containers. There are also light poles, retaining walls, and 
dumpsters. Recreational features, such as basketball and 
beach volleyball courts are associated with the Lightsey 
Apartments. None of these features is historic.

Buildings and Structures

None of the buildings located within this character area 
is historic. 

The Thornhill Village Apartments are single-story 
duplexes with gabled roofs clad in asphalt shingles 
built in the 1970s (see figure XXI-4). In addition to the 
numerous modest dwellings, the complex also includes 
the Thornhill Community Center and East Campus 
Laundry Building.

The Calhoun Court Apartments are named for life trustee 
Patrick Noble Calhoun. They were built in 1982 based 
on designs prepared by the architecture firm of Craig, 
Gaulden & Davis. The complex is comprised of a tightly-
spaced series duplexes that follow an S-curve-shaped 
site plan The two-story buildings edge a central brick 
corridor (see figure XXI-5). Concrete panels etched with 
building numbers identify each of the units along the 
road or walk corridor.

The Lightsey Apartments are named for former University 
Trustee Edward Oswald Lightsey. They were built in 
phases. Phase one was completed in 1992, while phase 
two was built ca. 2001. The buildings were designed by 
the architecture firm of Craig, Gaulden & Davis. These 
residence units are relatively small buildings of two 
to four stories grouped in clusters around central road 
corridors (see figure XXI-6). They are sited on steeply 
sloped land which has been graded to accommodate the 
clusters of buildings. The architecture of the buildings 
associated with each of the phases differs. 

There is also an electrical substation located south of the 
Calhoun Courts Apartments. 

Vegetation

The three residential complexes are edged in part by the 
woodlands associated with the Hunnicutt Creek corridor. 
The drainageway between the Calhoun Courts and 
Thornhill Village Apartments is also wooded. Deciduous 
hardwood trees such as oaks, hickories, maples, and 
tulip poplar are present within this woodland, which 
potentially also includes remnants of arboretum plantings 
dating from the early 1950s. Each of the residential 
complexes is planted with a combination of shade trees, 
foundation plantings, and ornamental plantings. None of 
the vegetation within this character area is likely historic 
with the exception of any remnant arboretum plantings.

Associated with the Lightsey Apartments is a green 
commons area that includes maple and katsura trees and 
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non-historiC resourCes: residenCes i 
& ii CharaCter area

Thornhill Village Apartments ▪

Calhoun Courts Apartments, Laundry, Community  ▪
Center

Lightsey Apartments ▪

Lightsey Bridge ▪

Curvilinear road corridors edged by dwellings ▪

McMillan Road ▪

Court Way ▪

Energy Drive ▪

Mills Road ▪

Morrison Road ▪

Eaton Circle ▪

Dunavan Road ▪

Newman Road ▪

Theta Kappa Street ▪

Commons Court ▪

Kappa Lambda Street ▪

Woodland associated with ravine ▪

Street trees ▪

Maples associated with developed area along  ▪
McMillan Road

Foundation, ornamental, and screen plantings ▪

Views along road corridors ▪

Concrete walks and stairs, ramps ▪

Basketball court surrounded by chain-link fencing ▪

Volleyball court ▪

Wood slat benches with backs  ▪

Light fixtures ▪

Trash receptacles ▪

Recycling containers ▪

Dumpsters ▪

Smokers’ outposts ▪

historiC resourCes: residenCes i & ii 
CharaCter area

Relatively level landform and drainageway  ▪
separating the Thornhill Village and Calhoun 
Courts Apartments

Alignment of Cherry Road ▪

Possible remnants of a former arboretum ▪
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Figure XXI-1. Residences I & II character area existing conditions.

xxI. rEsIdEnCEs I & II CharaCtEr arEa

Residences I

Residences II
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Figure XXI-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xxI. rEsIdEnCEs I & II CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXI-3. Historic resources associated with Residences I & II.

xxI. rEsIdEnCEs I & II CharaCtEr arEa
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xxI. rEsIdEnCEs I & II CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XXI-9. Erosion adjacent to stairs at the Lightsey 
complex is caused by bicycles.

Figure XXI-5. The Calhoun Court Apartments edge Court Way. 

Figure XXI-8. Many of the small-scale features need repair or 
maintenance.

Figure XXI-6. One of the Lightsey Apartment complex 
buildings. 

Figure XXI-7. A remnant outdoor activity area is located on the 
eastern edge of McMillan Road.

Figure XXI-4. The Thornhill Apartments are duplexes that line 
road corridors. 
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resulting from the high percentage of impervious 
surfaces surrounding the stream corridor. Problems with 
soil erosion are being addressed in some areas through 
the use of riprap. Other condition problems observed 
include cracked concrete walks associated with the 
remnant developed area along McMillan Road, and the 
materials of the bridge (see figure XXII-7).

Natural Features and Systems and 
Responses to Natural Resources

Hunnicutt Creek extends through this character area, 
paralleling McMillan Road to its south (see figure 
XXII-4). Along McMillan Road a culvert extends into 
the woodland area carrying run off from the housing 
area across the road. There is riprap placed on the 
embankment along the road to prevent soil erosion. 
There is also erosion control fencing placed at the base 
of the hill nearby where the remnant slabs are located. 

Spatial Organization and Views

Much of the Woodland character area is wooded, 
although the hillside to the south of the Lightsey 
Bridge is maintained in turf grass (see figure XXII-6). 
Along McMillan Road across from Thornhill Village 
Apartments is a remnant of an outdoor activity area. It 
includes a small parking area edged by two concrete 
walks and a central stair leading downhill toward the 
stream edged by woodland. Here, as with much of the 
character area, dense woodland vegetation obscures 
views of the terraces and ravine associated with the 
stream corridor.

Circulation

Vehicular circulation edges the Woodland character area 
to the west and north. Cherry Road forms the boundary of 
this character area along its western edge while McMillan 
Road forms most of the northern boundary. Zeta Theta 
Street crosses the character area near the electric power 
generation station, leading between Cherry Road and 
Parking Area R-01. The eastern section of this character 
area extends to the north of McMillan Road. This part 
of the character area is edged to the west by Newman 
Road and to the north by S.C. Highway 93. There is also 
an unpaved service road that follows a portion of the 
Hunnicutt Creek corridor, providing access to the sewer 
line that runs through the area, and a trace of the historic 
entrance road into campus. Portions of the alignments of 
Cherry Road, S.C. Highway 93, and the trace road are 
consistent with historic road corridors. 

XXII. woodland

General CharaCter

The Woodland character area is comprised of the undeveloped 
open space that extends between the Kite Hill, Residences, 
and Perimeter Parking character areas. The Woodland 
character area is primarily wooded and encompasses the 
Hunnicutt Creek stream corridor and associated ravine (see 
figure XXII-1). Cherry Road edges the woodland to the 
west, and McMillan Road edges much of the character area 
to the north. A portion of the woodlands extends north of 
McMillan Road, forming a green edge to the parking area at 
Kite Hill. The western portion of the character area includes 
a small electric power generation station sited along Cherry 
Road. The Lightsey Bridge extends across the Hunnicutt 
Creek stream corridor that runs through the center of this 
area. There are also a limited number of concrete walks 
and stairs that traverse the woodland area, and an earth and 
gravel road runs along part of the stream corridor. To the 
north of Hunnicutt Creek along McMillan Road is a small 
mown open area edged by two concrete slabs, a system of 
walks and stairs, and shade tree plantings. Other remnants 
of former uses are also present within this area including 
posts and barbed wire fencing. 

CharaCter area assessment

Historic features associated with this character area 
include the Cherry Road corridor, the ravine, stream 
corridor, remnants of former agricultural activities, 
and likely some of the older trees within the woodland 
associated with the stream corridor. The ravine and 
stream corridor is one of the few surviving examples of 
the campus’s original landform. The stream corridor itself 
is highly eroded and not in good condition; problems 
associated with this water body are discussed in the 
“Riparian Corridor Master Plan” (Campus Planning 
2006: n.p.) 

Development within this area has been very limited. 
Uplands adjacent to the stream corridor were formerly 
cultivated and used to pasture livestock. The 1945 
campus atlas indicates the presence of one dwelling 
within this area (see figure XXII-2). 

The Woodland character area is overall in fair physical 
condition due to the present degradation of the stream 
corridor, and the presence of numerous invasive alien 
plants within the wooded area. The creek banks exhibit 
evidence of severe erosion. The erosion is caused by 
surges of stormwater flow during and after rain events 
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Small-scale Features

The only historic small-scale feature within this character 
area is the remnant fencing posts and barbed wire that 
suggest past agricultural use of the area. Other small-
scale features located within the Woodland include a 
sculpture, a stone retaining wall associated with the 
outdoor activity area along McMillan Road, riprap, and 
handrails along some of the sidewalk edging Cherry 
Road and the Lightsey Bridge. One of the paper airplane 
sculptures titled Friday Flyers created by John Acorn is 
located on the grassy hillside near the Lighsey Bridge 
southeast of the intersection of Cherry and McMillan 
Roads (see figure XXII-6).

historiC resourCes: woodland 
CharaCter area

Hunnicutt Creek ▪

Ravine and terrace landform and topography ▪

Sloped topography ▪

Cherry Road alignment ▪

S.C. Highway 93 alignment ▪

Older trees within the woodland and possibly  ▪
associated with original entrance road trace

Trace of original campus entrance road ▪

non-historiC resourCes: woodland 
CharaCter area

McMillan Road ▪

Road and walks along Hunnicutt Creek ▪

Concrete walks and stairs associated with outdoor  ▪
activity area

Zeta Theta Street ▪

Newman Road ▪

Lightsey Bridge ▪

Concrete slabs and stairs, stone retaining wall, and  ▪
sugar maple plantings south of McMillan Road

Invasive alien plants ▪

Implement shed near the recycling center ▪

Electrical power generation station ▪

Views along walks through woods ▪

Handrails associated with stairs  ▪

Paper airplane sculpture ▪

Sewer line ▪

The Lightsey Bridge extends from the intersection of 
Cherry and McMillan Roads southeast of the Hendrix 
Student Center to the Lightsey Apartments crossing the 
deeply etched ravine of the Hunnicutt Creek valley (see 
figure XXII-5). There is a bus stop along McMillan Road 
near the end of the Lightsey Bridge. Pedestrian walks 
include sidewalks along Zeta Theta Street and Cherry 
Road, and leading from Cherry Road to the Lighsey 
Bridge. Unimproved paths follow the stream corridor and 
the sewer line easement. There is also a small developed 
area south of McMillan Road that includes a parking pull 
off connected to two curving concrete sidewalks and a 
central flight of concrete stairs that lead downhill. The 
walks lead to two concrete slabs at the base of hill.

Buildings and Structures

Set within the woods north of the parking lot near the 
recycling center in the northeastern portion of the 
character area is a small implement shed. On the knoll 
above is an electric power generation station.

Vegetation

Hunnicutt Creek is edged by deciduous hardwood forest 
composed of tree species such as American beech, 
white oak, hickory, tulip poplar, sourwood, flowering 
dogwood, magnolia, and pines. Some of the older trees 
along the creek corridor may be at least fifty years of 
age. All other vegetation within this character area is less 
than fifty years of age. 

The eastern part of the woodlands as it approaches the 
Lightsey Apartments slowly changes to open meadow, 
with grasses mixed with young saplings of woody 
species such as Eastern red cedar and tulip poplar. Within 
the portion of the character area that extends north of 
McMillan Road, the woodland vegetation features pine, 
dogwood, tulip poplar, cherry, and white and red oak 
trees.

Invasive exotic species are found along the creek’s 
floodplains and margins and within the woodland. 
Species such as mimosa (Albizzia julibrissin), Japanese 
honeysuckle, wild olive (Elaegnus angustifolia), and 
kudzu (Pueraria montana var. lobata), Chinese privet 
(Ligustrum sinense), and English ivy threaten the health 
of the native woodland.

Sugar maples are planted in four rows near the remnant 
outdoor activity area near McMillan Road. Crabapple, 
winter jasmine, and river birch have been planted at the 
western end of the Lightsey Bridge. 
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Figure XXII-1. Woodland character area existing conditions.

Woodland

xxII. woodland CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xxII. woodland CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXII-3. Historic resources associated with the Woodland.

xxII. woodland CharaCtEr arEa
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xxII. woodland CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XXII-6. One of the Friday Flyers sculptures sits on 
the hill overlooking the Hunnicutt Creek ravine. Visible in the 
background is an electric generation station

Figure XXII-4. The Hunnicutt Creek corridor. Figure XXII-5. The Lightsey Bridge that extends across 
Hunnicutt Creek to the Lightsey Apartments. 

Figure XXII-7. Elements of the bridge require repair. The 
stream corridor itself is in poor condition.
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The Kite Hill character area is overall in good physical 
condition. Condition issues observed during fieldwork 
conducted on behalf of this project include:

Erosion of the banks edging the access road into  ▪
the character area and the concrete walkway 
leading to the parking facilities (see figure 
XXIII-9).

The outdoor recycling facilities are unkempt. ▪

Natural Features and Systems and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary natural feature associated with this character 
area is the prominent knoll known as Kite Hill (see figure 
XXIII-4). The eastern side of the knoll has been little 
altered by development, while the western half has 
been graded and terraced to accommodate an extensive 
parking area. A water tower is sited atop the knoll, taking 
advantage of this elevated position to facilitate gravity 
feeding of the stored water. The knoll’s unmodified 
eastern side is a historic element within this character 
area.

Spatial Organization

The Kite Hill character area is divided into an open 
undeveloped grassy knoll to the east, and a terraced 
series of parking bays set below a cluster of features 
associated with a recycling center. 

Circulation

The Kite Hill character area is edged to the northeast by 
U.S. Highway 76, to the southeast by Perimeter Road, to 
the west by Newman Road, and to the northwest by Kite 
Hill Drive. McMillan Road extends through the character 
area, terminating at Perimeter Road. Nu Omicron Road 
and Kite Hill Drive lead to the parking bays of Parking 
Area P-01 and the recycling center (see figure XXIII-7). 
Access roads lead to the fire station and Parking Area 
C-01 to the south of McMillan Road. None of these 
road corridors or parking areas is historic. Beyond the 
recycling facility to the north is a poorly maintained 
asphalt and gravel road that may be part of the trace of 
the original campus entrance road. A hard-packed earth 
and gravel access road leads from the recycling facility 
to and around the water tower.

Pedestrian circulation includes a concrete walk with 
stairs leading to the parking area from McMillan Road 
(see figure XXIII-9), sidewalks edging the parking areas, 
and walks leading to the fire station buildings from the 
parking area. 

XXIII. kITe hIll

General CharaCter

The Kite Hill character area lies between S.C. Highway 
93, U.S. Highway 76, and Perimeter Road along the 
eastern margin of the core campus (see figure XXIII-1). 
McMillan Road extends through the character area, 
ending at Perimeter Road. There are three diverse uses 
associated with this character area: parking, a water 
tower, and a large recycling facility. The feature for 
which the character area is named is a knoll located west 
of U.S. Highway 76. A water tower occupies the apex of 
the knoll. To the west is the Kite Hill parking lot, used 
primarily for commuter and auxiliary overflow parking 
during football games. Bus shelters edge the parking area. 
The original campus entry road extended through this 
character area toward Perimeter Road. It passed through 
the site of the existing recycling center and on towards 
campus. Today, the recycling center includes recycling 
bins, and a transfer station comprised of a metal butler 
building and loading dock surrounded by chain-link 
fencing. Also included within this character area to the 
south of McMillan Road is a fire station complex that 
includes an office building and three-bay garage.

CharaCter area assessment

The only historic resources associated with this 
character area include the landform and topography of 
Kite Hill, evidence of the trace of the original entrance 
road into the campus northwest of the water tower, and 
the alignment of S.C. Highway 93. There may also be 
surviving archeological evidence of the original entrance 
road in areas where the grade has not been modified. The 
remainder of the landscape features associated with this 
character area—the parking areas, recycling center, and 
water tower complex—are less than fifty years and are 
therefore not historic. 

This area of campus was little developed during the 
early years of the college. The primary feature associated 
with this area prior to the 1945 campus atlas was the 
campus entrance drive (see figure XXIII-2). Two stone 
pillars appear to have marked the road as it arose from 
the precursor of S.C. Highway 93. These pillars were 
later moved and now reside along Perimeter Road near 
the eastern entrance into the South Carolina Botanical 
Garden. Much of the remainder of the landscape was 
otherwise open and undeveloped in 1945, except for a 
smaller road leading east from the campus entrance road. 
It is possible that some older trees survive that edged the 
early road corridor. 
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historiC resourCes: kite hill 
CharaCter area

Landform and topography, including Kite Hill  ▪
knoll

Surviving evidence of original campus entry road ▪

non-historiC resourCes: kite hill 
CharaCter area

Water tower and small structure ▪

Kite Hill recycling center ▪

Fire station office building and garage (1982) ▪

Bus shelters ▪

U.S. Highway 76 ▪

McMillan Road ▪

Newman Road ▪

Nu Omicron Street ▪

Kite Hill Drive ▪

Parking lots P-01 and P-02 ▪

Concrete walks leading to buildings ▪

Views across parking areas ▪

Overhead lights (cobra style) ▪

Fire hydrant ▪

Radio antenna ▪

Dumpsters ▪

Recycling bins  ▪

Buildings and Structures

Associated with the recycling facility is a metal butler 
building with two large doors and associated loading 
docks. Along McMillan Road is a fire station complex 
comprised of two one-story brick buildings, including 
a three-bay garage and an office building (see figure 
XXIII-8). The character area also includes a circular 
metal water tower enclosed within chain-link fencing, 
and an associated one-story concrete block maintenance 
structure (see figure XXIII-5). There are also glass and 
metal bus shelters located along the margins of the 
parking lot. None of these buildings and structures is 
historic.

Vegetation

The parking lots within this character area are edged by 
ornamental plantings, including such species as Chinese 
elms (Ulmus parvifolia), willow, pin, and red oaks, black 
maples, and crape myrtles.

A row of black maples edge the northern side of 
Perimeter Road as it passes the knoll in the eastern half 
of this character area. 

Screen plantings of evergreen trees and shrubs such as 
Southern magnolia and Leyland cypress are planted on 
the banks overlooking the parking area and below the 
recycling center’s metal butler building. 

To the east and south of the recycling facility are thickets 
of scrubby successional growth, particularly along the 
western margin of the water tower area. 

Views and Viewsheds

From the top of the hill near the water tower there are 
long views to the north. The stone gates along Perimeter 
Road near the western entrance into the Botanical Garden 
are visible in this direction (see figure XXIII-6).

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features include a large metal antenna near 
the water tower, metal handrails at concrete stairs, a fire 
hydrant, propane tank, and cobra lights to illuminate the 
parking lot. Various recycling bins are present within the 
area, including some constructed of plywood. There are 
metal dumpsters located near the recycling center. Chain-
link fencing encloses the recycling facility. The area to 
the north of the recycling center appears to be used for 
informal gatherings. There is a shelter and grill along the 
gravel and asphalt road in this area. None of the small-
scale features within this character area are historic.
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Figure XXIII-1. Kite Hill character area existing conditions.

Kite Hill

xxIII. kItE hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXIII-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xxIII. kItE hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXIII-3. Historic resources associated with Kite Hill.

xxIII. kItE hIll CharaCtEr arEa
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xxIII. kItE hIll CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XXIII-8. A fire station located within the character area.

Figure XXIII-7. A large commuter parking lot is located on the 
southern side of the knoll. A large recycling center borders the 
parking area. 

Figure XXIII-5. The water tower is surrounded by chain-link 
fencing and has an associated building.

Figure XXIII-6. Stone gates and the Botanical Garden Shed of 
the South Carolina Botanical Garden property are visible from 
the top of the knoll.

Figure XXIII-9. Erosion along walks and stairs leading to the 
parking area from adjacent roads. 

Figure XXIII-4. A water tower and antenna occupy the top of the 
Kite Hill knoll. 
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access road leads past the Hayden Conference Center/
Nature Learning Center to Pioneer Pond and the 
adjacent Hunt Cabin. Like the Hanover House, the ca. 
1826 Hunt Cabin was moved onto the botanical garden 
property from its original home in Seneca. It has been 
renovated to accommodate heritage-related events. The 
original camellia collection that formed the genesis of 
the botanical garden in 1958 is located along the pond 
margins. 

The third branch of the access road leads to the fourth 
developed area—the garden operations center. Located 
in the southeastern corner of the arboretum, the center 
is comprised of a cluster of greenhouses and offices. 
The road leading to the operations center is restricted to 
visitors. 

CharaCter area assessment

The university’s botanical garden began “in 1958 as 
a camellia preserve on a small parcel of land adjacent 
to John C. Calhoun’s nineteenth-century Fort Hill 
estate., and has since grown to [include hundreds of 
acres of] cultivated landscapes and natural woodlands. 
Designated the State’s botanical garden in 1992, the 
Garden is …open daily from sunrise to sunset... The 
public is welcome free of charge, except during special 
events” (South Carolina Botanical Garden website). The 
camellia collection that was moved to the site in 1958 
was first used for teaching in its original home near 
Memorial Stadium. The collection is currently located 
near the Pioneer Pond on land that exhibits very distinct 
landform terracing thought to survive from earlier 
agricultural use of the area to cultivate cotton by John 
Calhoun and Thomas Green Clemson as part of the Fort 
Hill Plantation (Wagner 2005: 73). 

The botanical garden occupies land formerly used for 
agriculture and timber production. The 1945 campus atlas 
illustrates the area as relatively rural and undeveloped. In 
addition to the Hunnicutt Creek corridor, the map shows 
a farm road meandering through the landscape (see 
figure XXIV-2). A portion of the road system appears to 
have been incorporated into the botanical garden road 
system. Also shown along the road is a small building 
that is likely the Botanical Garden Shed (also known as 
the Crop Storage Shed). The remainder of the botanical 
garden landscape has been developed since 1958 and is 
therefore not historic.

While the majority of the garden features post-date 
the historic period, Hanover House is a nationally-
significant resource that now resides on the property. 
Hanover House was listed in the NRHP in 1970. The 

XXIV. souTh CaRolIna BoTanICal 
gaRden

General CharaCter

The South Carolina Botanical Garden character area 
encompasses 295 acres south of Perimeter Road and 
west of U.S. Highway 76 (see figure XXIV-1). The 
property features the 40-acre Schoenike Arboretum, 
more than 90 acres of woodlands and streams, and 70 
acres of demonstration and display gardens. Set within 
the lushly planted rolling topography of the gardens are 
four developed areas including a complex of buildings 
that serve as a visitor contact and orientation center, the 
historic Hanover House and other nearby attractions, the 
Cadet Life Garden complex, and the botanical garden 
operations center. 

The first of these areas features the Bob Campbell 
Geology Museum, the Fran Hanson Discovery Center 
and Gift Shop, and the Betsy Campbell Carriage 
House and Café. These buildings are approached via a 
long entrance drive arising from Perimeter Road at the 
western end of the property. The museum displays one 
of the most extensive faceted gem collections in the 
Southeast. The collection was relocated to the museum 
building in 1998 from its former home in Brackett Hall. 
The Fran Hanson Discovery Center was a Southern 
Living showcase house. It is a large brick building that 
resembles an early-twentieth-century residence. 

The second developed area is the Cadet Life Garden 
complex that include the Golden Tigers and Class of 
1942 Cadet Life Garden, the Class of 1939 Caboose 
Garden, the Montgomery Amphitheater, Heritage 
Garden, and Meditation garden. The garden complex is 
accessed from Perimeter Road. A short U-shaped road, 
edged with parking, connects the gardens to the public 
roadway. Trails lead from the garden features to the 
extensive system of plant collections and gardens that 
fall between the four developed areas. 

The third developed area features the historic Hanover 
House. Associated with the house are a restroom 
building, a garden shed, and a large organic garden of 
heirloom vegetables and flowers. The access road to this 
complex arises from Perimeter Road. The road leads past 
a historic agricultural shed and associated experimental 
plots before branching into three roads. One extends 
south to Hanover House, an early-eighteenth-century 
dwelling originally constructed in Berkeley County, 
South Carolina, and reconstructed on the Clemson 
University campus in 1941. The building was moved 
to its current location in 1994. Another branch of the 
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Pond is located near the head of one of the tributaries 
northeast of the Cadet Life Garden. It is the Botanical 
Garden’s deepest pond. A stone pedestrian bridge 
crosses the pond. Both of these ponds were established 
in the 1970s. A constructed waterfall lined with stone 
is located within the hosta garden along one of these 
branches. It is lined with stone and plantings. The third 
pond—Meadow Pond—is located northeast of the Bob 
Campbell Geology Museum and Fran Hanson Discovery 
Center (see figure XXIV-9). It is set within a large open 
meadow below and west of the buildings and edged by 
the access drive to the complex. The stream corridor, its 
branches, and the rolling topography of the property are 
historic resources, while the ponds post-date the historic 
period.

Spatial Organization

The majority of the South Carolina Botanical Garden 
character area is wooded. There are, however, three large 
and numerous small open areas and various smaller ones 
scattered throughout the property. The large open areas 
include the meadow near the Bob Campbell Geology 
Museum complex, a field near the arboretum, and 
agricultural research lands near the eastern entrance road. 
Smaller open areas include the land associated with the 
garden operations area, the margins of U.S. Highway 76, 
various flower display areas, and the Cadet Life Garden. 
Woodland and buildings form spatial edges to these open 
spaces.

Spatial organization within the developed areas is derived 
from combinations of buildings, structures, landform, 
and vegetation. The buildings of the Bob Campbell 
Geology Museum complex, sited on a ridgeline, form 
a spatial edge west of the meadow. Woodland edges the 
meadow to the east and south, while rising landform 
creates a spatial edge to its north. 

Within the Cadet Life Garden, the stone pergola creates 
a strong interior space. Sited along the edge of a steeply-
sloped embankment, the garden affords an opportunity 
to look out over various gardens and the amphitheater on 
the hillside below. 

Hanover House, in conjunction with the restroom 
building and garden shed, form a small built cluster that 
edges a large vegetable garden to the east. Woodland 
encloses the garden to the north, east, and south.

Along the access road leading to Hanover House, the 
landform falls away to the west, creating a level terrace 
that is used for horticultural experiments. This terrace 
may survive from nineteenth-century agricultural use of 

Hunt Cabin is also an important resource that is used 
to interpret early nineteenth-century life in the region, 
although the building has been deemed ineligible for 
listing in the NRHP due to a lack of integrity. A portion 
of the camellia collection, part of the road network, the 
Hunnicutt Creek corridor, landform and topography, and 
the Botanical Garden Shed are the only historic resources 
located within the character area.

The South Carolina Botanical Garden character area 
is overall in good physical condition. Condition issues 
observed during fieldwork conducted on behalf of this 
project include: 

The road corridor below the Hanover House needs  ▪
repair.

There is erosion associated with some of the  ▪
drainage ditches.

The asphalt roadway is in need of repair. ▪

Some older pine trees near the back entrance to the  ▪
Hanover House may pose a threat to the building.

The current restroom building and curved  ▪
access walk leading to the rear of the house are 
incongruous elements within the landscape of 
an eighteenth-century dwelling such as Hanover 
House.

existinG landsCape Conditions

Natural Systems and Features and 
Responses to Natural Resources

The primary character-defining natural features of the 
South Carolina Botanical Garden character area are 
Hunnicutt Creek and various tributaries that extend 
through the gardens, the rolling topography of the 
property, and areas of successional woodland. The 
responses to natural resources in evidence include three 
dammed ponds, terraced landform associated with 
nineteenth-century agricultural activities, and the plant 
collections and display and demonstration gardens 
that take full advantage of the variety of habitats and 
microclimates that occur over the property’s 295 acres. 

The Middle Branch of Hunnicutt Creek extends through 
much of the botanical garden. Three tributaries flow 
southwest from the Perimeter Road area near the 
Botanical Garden Shed that converge to the east of the 
Cadet Life Garden. Two of the property’s three ponds are 
located to the north of the convergence. Pioneer Pond, 
also referred to as the Duck Pond, is located near the 
Hunt Cabin. One of the roads that extend through the 
botanical garden runs across the pond’s dam. Heritage 
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horticultural research beds before splitting into three 
roads. The eastern branch is a paved service drive that 
leads to the garden operations facility. The western 
branch leads to the Hayden Conference Center and the 
Hunt Cabin. The road is closed to visitors beyond the 
conference center, but is utilized by university personnel 
to reach turf research plots beyond the pond, and extends 
to a restricted entrance along Perimeter Road. The 
central branch provides access to a small asphalt parking 
area northwest of the Hanover House, as well as a larger 
parking area to the south of the building that connects to 
trails that lead through the arboretum. 

Vegetation

Vegetation within this character area is comprised of 
mown turf areas, meadows (see figure XXIV-8), display 
and demonstration gardens, and an arboretum with a 
collection of more than 1,000 woody plants of historic 
and commercial value to the Southeastern horticulture 
and forestry industries. The display and demonstration 
gardens are numerous and varied. They include, 
for example, the camellia collection that preceded 
establishment of the botanical garden, the Jack Rouse 
Miller dwarf conifer collection, the Van Blaricom 
xeriscape garden, the Crickshank hosta garden, an 
ethnobotany garden, and a woodland wildflower garden. 
Only the camellia collection is a historic vegetation 
resource.

One of the largest displays of the botanical garden is 
the 40-acre Schoenike Arboretum founded by forestry 
professor Roland Schoenike. It is located in the central 
part of the property and features examples of species that 
do well in the climate zone encompassed by Clemson 
University.

The camellia collection, located near Pioneer Pond, 
includes specimens that were planted as early as 1958. 
The Camellia Trail leads through the collection. The 
South Carolina Botanical Garden was built from the 
collection of camellias, which features numerous 
cultivars of Japanese (Camellia japonica) and sasanqua 
camellias (Camellia sasanqua). 

Two areas of the botanical garden are used for horticultural 
and experimental research plots. One is located west of 
the Pioneer Pond near Perimeter Road, and the second 
edges the eastern entrance road. These plots are used to 
test turf and groundcover species and cultivars. 

The Fran Hanson Discovery Center is surrounded by 
diverse perennial borders, woodlands, and meadows 
(Wagner 2005: 63). Plantings include large drifts of 
daffodils, bee balm (Monarda didyma), black-eyed 

the land as part of Fort Hill plantation. Today, the land 
is gridded with experimental plots. To the east of the 
access road there is a small outbuilding referred to as the 
Botanical Garden Shed. Beyond the building there are 
additional masonry-edged and terraced plots of land that 
have been used for horticultural experiments. 

The Hunt Cabin and associated outbuildings are part of 
an intimate space created by a residential-scale clearing 
in the woods and the Pioneer Pond and dam. The porch 
of the cabin allows for views into the surrounding open 
and wooded areas.

Circulation

The South Carolina Botanical Garden character area is 
edged to the east by U.S. Highway 76 and to the north 
by Perimeter Road, which is also known as Pearman 
Road. The character area features internal vehicular and 
pedestrian circulation routes. Three roads lead into the 
botanical gardens from Perimeter Road. The western-
most of these access roads leads to the Bob Campbell 
Geology Museum complex, while the central road 
provides access to the Cadet Life Garden complex, 
and the eastern entrance connects the Hanover House, 
Hayden Conference Center/Nature Learning Center, 
Hunt Cabin, garden operations facilities, and Schoenike 
Arboretum trails. Internal roads connect the built 
complexes, although portions of these roads are only 
open to university and botanical garden personnel. One 
of these is a service drive that connects the arboretum 
with the Bob Campbell Geology Museum complex. This 
segment of road appears to predate the arboretum and 
constitutes a historic resource. 

The western road corridor is comprised of two, parallel, 
one-way, curvilinear asphalt travel lanes that edges 
the meadow near the Bob Campbell Geology Museum 
complex. This road extends to a large asphalt-paved 
parking lot below the museum. A secondary spur road 
leads off of the return segment to a second parking lot. 
Both parking lots are connected to the botanical garden’s 
extensive network of pedestrian trails. 

The central access road leads to the Cadet Life and 
Caboose Gardens from Perimeter Road. It is a short 
U-shaped asphalt road corridor edged by parking that 
returns to Perimeter Road. Trails lead downhill from 
the parking lot and Cadet Life Garden through various 
display gardens, and connect to additional trails leading 
throughout the botanical gardens.

The third road arises in the eastern part of the botanical 
garden along Perimeter Road near a pair of stone gates. 
This two-lane asphalt road extends south through the 
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lily (Hedychium coronarium), Mexican bush sage, and 
chaste tree. The dwarf conifer garden nearby contains a 
collection of evergreen needle-leaved shrubs exhibiting 
a diversity of shapes, colors, and textures (Wagner 
2005: 71). One of the oldest maintained niche gardens 
within the botanical gardens is the flower display garden. 
Established in the 1970s, the garden features flowering 
perennials and seasonal annuals that are changed 
frequently.

Woodland trails extend through the forested areas near 
the Hunt Cabin. Along these trails, such as the Gwen 
Heusel Nature Trail, it is possible to spot ephemeral 
wildflowers such as trillium (Trillium spp.), Oconee 
bells (Shortia galacifolia), trout lilies (Erythronium 
americanum, E. albidum), bloodroot (Sanguinaria 
canadensis), foamflower (Tiarella cordifolia), Atamasco 
lilies (Zephyranthes atamasco), and other woodland 
species such as wild ginger (Asarum canadense), 
mayapple (Podophyllum peltatum), native irises (Iris 
spp.), Christmas (Polystichum acrostichoides), Lady 
(Athyrium felix-femina), and maidenhair (Adiantum 
pedatum) ferns, and native azaleas. The nature trail 
extends through an example of the native oak-hickory 
forest that once extended over much of this landscape. 
Dominant trees include white oak, red oak, tulip poplar, 
red maple, and mockernut hickory.

Set within the woodlands is the meditation garden, 
which is edged by Hunnicutt Creek. This garden features 
nature-based sculptures, a gazebo, and placed boulders. 
Nearby is a grove of large American beech trees.

Adjacent to Hanover House is the Heirloom Garden, 
a two-and-one-half-acre organic garden used to grow 
heirloom plants and vegetable varieties. The garden was 
started in 1991, and is managed by retired professor 
David Bradshaw.

In the vicinity of the Hayden Conference Center and 
the Nature Learning Center are plantings and woodland 
areas that include river birches and Japanese maples. The 
nature center is ornamented with beds of species such as 
‘Autumn Joy’ sedum (Sedum telephium ‘Autumn Joy’) 
and crape myrtle. These plantings are framed by a large 
holly hedge.

Buildings and Structures

Only one of the buildings within this character—the 1938 
Botanical Garden Shed—is a historic resource that was 
originally constructed on this site. Both Hanover House 
and the Hunt Cabin are historic buildings, but they that 
were built elsewhere and relocated to the site. Hanover 
House is individually listed in the NRHP. 

Susans (Rudbeckia hirta), and zinnias (Zinnia spp.). 
The nearby Piedmont prairie meadow features native 
southeastern grasses and wildflowers. There is also a 
butterfly garden designed to include plants that will 
attract butterflies and support the life cycles of some 
common species such as lantana, butterfly bush, Joe-pye 
weed (Eupatorium purpureum), pipevine (Arisolochia 
macrophylla), fennel (Foeniculum vulgare), purple 
coneflower (Echinacea purpurea), and butterfly weed 
(Asclepias tuberosa) (Wagner 2005: 65-66). 

The Cadet Life Garden area includes a group of outdoor 
theme gardens located just south of Perimeter Road in 
the central portion of the botanical garden property. The 
central focus is the Cadet Life Garden that features a 
stone pergola and terrace overlooking an amphitheater 
on the slopes below. Nearby is the Caboose Garden with 
a rail car donated by the Southern Railway Company. 
Additional gardens are located on the hillside below these 
two gardens, including an amphitheater and meditation 
garden. Plantings associated with this group of gardens 
include mixed shrub borders of tea olive, holly, wax 
myrtle, and azalea. Evergreen vines are trained along 
the supports and cross-pieces of the pergola, including 
clematis (Clematis spp.), Carolina jessamine, and 
crossvine (Bignonia capreolata).

Many horticultural gardens are also located near 
Perimeter Road below the Cadet Life Garden. These 
include the Crickshank hosta garden, wildlife habitat 
garden, display garden, and Van Blaricom xeriscape 
garden. These established gardens include perennial beds, 
shrub plantings, and a variety of native and ornamental 
trees species (Wagner 2005: 61).

The hosta garden, located near Heritage Pond, is planted 
with a variety of hosta (Hosta spp.) cultivars as well 
as other shade loving plants such as ferns, hellebores 
(Helleborus spp.), and daffodils. Nearby is wildlife 
habitat garden, entered through a small planting of 
butterfly and bee-attracting perennials bordered by a low 
stone retaining wall. This garden is also planted in slash 
pine (Pinus elliottii), which provides dappled woodland 
shade for the garden. A variety of berry-producing 
understory shrubs, such as deciduous hollies, have been 
planted in this garden along with evergreen shrubs such 
as native rhododendrons (Wagner 2005: 69). 

The xeriscape garden features plants that will thrive in 
low-water situations. Plantings include mixed shrub and 
flower borders, as well as seasonal displays of annuals. 
Featured species are rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis), 
weeping yaupon holly (Ilex vomitoria ‘Pendula’), 
St. Johnswort (Hypericum spp.), black-eyed Susans, 
swamp sunflower (Helianthus angustifolius), ginger 
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that General Sherman spent the night in the cabin before 
the Civil War. The Clemson Class of 1915 purchased 
the cabin in 1955 for thirty-five dollars and moved 
it to the campus to restore and preserve the structure. 
The university intended to incorporate the cabin into a 
Colonial Restoration Area along with a smokehouse, 
kettle house, and the Hanover House, but the plan was 
never implemented. The Sheep Barn may have been 
included in the proposal.

A descendant of the Hunt family described the cabin 
in The Messenger article as having “a nice front door, 
steps, and big columns. It was built of logs with 10 inch 
boards of siding and the logs and lumber came from the 
Hunt land. It was large—four bedrooms downstairs (also 
an upstairs), two bedrooms in the main building with two 
across the back and a large entrance between the rooms” 
(Anderson 1967, n.p.).

Associated with the Hunt Cabin are another smaller 
log cabin, a grist mill, and a smokehouse. The group of 
structures is interpreted as a Pioneer Complex.

Along the western entrance road into the botanical garden 
property near Perimeter Road is a simple functional 
concrete shed referred to as the Botanical Garden Shed. 
This shed was constructed in 1938 and constitutes a 
historic resource.

The Hayden Conference Center and Nature Learning 
Center are located along the road leading to the Hunt 
Cabin. These facilities, built in 1979, respectively offer 
lecture and conference space and classroom and work 
space that can be used by the public. They include 
outdoor spaces that provide additional educational and 
meeting opportunities.

The Fran Hanson Center (see figure XXIV-6) was 
completed in 1998 as the Wren House. In 2000 it was 
featured as a showcase home by Southern Living 
magazine. This two-and-one-half story brick structure 
resembles a residence but serves as the visitor contact 
facility for the botanical gardens. The building includes 
orientation facilities and information, and offers 
art exhibits and other displays and a gift shop. It is 
approached via a brick walk that extends through a brick 
retaining wall.

The Bob Campbell Geology Museum was also completed 
in 1998. It is located adjacent to the Fran Hanson Center 
to its southwest along the parking lot. Between these 
two buildings is the Betsy Campbell Carriage House and 
Café. Both of these buildings are brick or brick and wood 
siding buildings that resemble residential properties. 

The other buildings associated with the South Carolina 
Botanical Garden character area include: the Bob 
Campbell Geology Museum (1998); Betsy Campbell 
Carriage House and Café (1998); Fran Hanson Discovery 
Center (1998); Hayden Conference Center/Nature 
Learning Center, and botanical gardens operations center 
buildings.

The Hanover House, also known as the St. Julien-Ravenel 
House, is already individually listed in the NRHP (see 
figure XXIV-4). It is thought to have been constructed 
circa 1714-16 in Berkeley County, South Carolina, but 
was moved to the university in 1941 when construction 
of a hydroelectric plant threatened to inundate the house. 
The Society of Colonial Dames of South Carolina 
directed restoration of the house, and opened it to the 
public in 1962; the house includes furnishings collected 
by the organization. The house was moved to its current 
location within the Botanical Garden in 1994. It is 
currently operated by Clemson University’s Historic 
Properties department as a restored house museum open 
to the public on a limited basis. The house is a one-
and-one-half story French Hugenot style house with 
a distinctive gambrel roof, pedimented dormers, and 
external end chimneys. The chimneys are pilastered to 
accommodate upstairs fireplaces (McCorkle 1970: 1-3).

Two small buildings are located near the house including 
a restroom building and a gardening shed. An extensive 
vegetable garden is maintained near to the house.

The Hunt Cabin was originally built in Seneca, South 
Carolina, ca. 1826 (see figure XXIV-5). The central 
cabin was dismantled and reconstructed on the main 
campus of the university in 1955. It was moved again, 
to its current location, in the late 1970s. The cabin has 
undergone numerous changes and adaptations since 
being moved from its original location. Most recently, 
new porches were added to the building. The cabin is 
representative of Colonial-era Upcountry farm life. The 
original home included four bedrooms on the first floor 
and a large front porch. Today, the cabin has one large 
open room on the first floor. It is the centerpiece of the 
botanical garden’s Pioneer Complex and is currently 
used for special heritage-related events and living history 
demonstrations (Wagner 2005: 75). The other buildings 
included in the Pioneer Complex are a small log cabin, a 
grist mill, and a smokehouse.

A newspaper article in The Messenger dated August 
31, 1967, indicates that the Hunt Cabin was built by 
slaves for Ransom and Martha Hunt. It was offered as 
lodging accommodations to travelers through Seneca 
and Walhalla. Traditional accounts suggest that General 
Andrew Pickens was a frequent visitor. It is also said 
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assemblage of architectural elements and twenty associated 
bronze bas relief sculptures that depict a host of events in 
the life of the cadet such as The Shearing, Mail Call, and 
Keeping Fit. These are set into the sloping top of a low wall 
that forms an octagon around a plaza space. There are also 
two additional bronze bas relief sculptures in the center of 
the space in a wall unit that supports a guardhouse bell. 
These depict Barracks No. 1 ca. 1912 and the Guardroom 
about 1917. The bell structure was donated by the Class of 
1955. These sculptures were designed by Chris Martin and 
installed in 1999.

Stone retaining walls are found near the Hanover House, 
the Hunt Cabin, and the Cadet Life Garden. Two stone 
gates flank Perimeter Road near the entrance into this part 
of the botanical garden. These gates include bronze plaques 
to be viewed in each direction. The first is affixed to the 
north side of the gateposts. It reads “Tiger Brotherhood 
Gates Project; Dedicated March 4, 2000.” The second is 
affixed to the south side of the gateposts. It reads “Clemson; 
University; Founded 1889; Where the Blue Ridge Yawns 
its Greatness.” These gates contain stones from each of the 
forty-six counties in South Carolina.

Gates also flank the Pendleton Road, which arises from 
U.S. 76 to the east of this character area, one of the original 
approach routes to the college. These are one of the oldest 
pairs of stone gates associated with the approach roads 
to campus. They are inset with bronze plaques set within 
opposite faces of the gates to be read from both directions. 
The plaques note the names of Blue Key Endowment 
donors. One of the plaques notes a date of 1997, and 
conveys the history of the original campus gates. Based on 
the information provided on the plaque, the original gates 
were constructed on this site in 1915 and renovated in 1932. 
These features are historic resources.

Stormwater management curbing and inlet structures are 
associated with many of the road corridors. Concrete edging 
is associated with the agricultural experiment test plots near 
Perimeter Road. 

Snake fencing forms a residential precinct around the Hunt 
Cabin. Bird boxes are found in many locations within the 
botanical gardens. Duck nesting boxes are placed along the 
margins of the Pioneer Pond. 

There are also benches for the comfort of visitors outside 
of many buildings and along trails and plazas. Signage is 
directional, regulatory, and interpretive. There are also 
dedicatory plaques in numerous locations such as the 
engraved bronze plaque set within a native stone boulder 
that marks notes the Charles & Betty Crickshank Hosta 
Garden.

To the east of the Cadet Life Garden is the Caboose 
Garden. This outdoor garden room features a Southern 
Railway Company caboose that was donated in 1973 by 
the Class of 1939 for use in the gardens.

The Cadet Life Garden includes a paved plaza, stone 
perimeter walls, and a stone and wood pergola (see 
figure XXIV-7). It is part of a group of four gardens 
along with the Caboose Garden, the Founders Garden, 
and the President’s Garden. Featured as part of the 
garden is a guard house bell once used on the Clemson 
campus to signal various aspects of the daily routines 
of the university’s cadets when Clemson was a military 
college. The complex of four gardens was designed 
by landscape architect Lolly Tai. The Founders and 
Presidents Gardens have not yet been completed.

Below the Cadet Life Garden on the slopes is the 
Montgomery Amphitheater, and the Meditation Garden, 
which features a moss-covered gazebo, a waterfall, and 
a reflecting pool. The amphitheater features terraced 
seating constructed of stacked stone retaining wall risers 
and grass seats and a stone-paved stage.

At the Heritage Pond, a rusticated stone bridge with 
a long low arch crosses the water body. The bridge is 
comprised of thin uncoursed and undressed stacked 
stone inset above larger stones and a keystone forming 
the arch. A wider row of stones forms a handrail at the 
top.

Views and Vistas

Views associated with the South Carolina Botanical 
Garden vary from intimate and close-range in the 
wooded areas to broad and expansive in open areas 
such as the meadow near the Bob Campbell Geology 
Museum. From the pergola and terrace of the Cadet Life 
Garden, views are afforded down the hill toward the 
amphitheater. Additional views are also afforded across 
the arboretum, various demonstration gardens, Pioneer 
Pond from the Hunt Cabin area, and along the trails. 
None of these views are historic. 

Small-scale Features

Small-scale features associated with this character area 
include sculptures, stone walls, stone gates, stormwater 
management features, concrete edging, fencing, signage 
and plaques, and bird boxes. None of these features are 
historic.

Sculptures located within the character area include earth-
art installations and nature-based pieces located in the 
Meditation Garden. The Cadet Life Garden, a gift of the 
Classes of 1939 and 1942, and dedicated in 1999, features an 
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Portions of the service roads ▪

Botanical garden trails ▪

Roland Schoenike Arboretum ▪

Various display and demonstration gardens ▪

Meadow areas ▪

Turf grass areas ▪

Views across the meadow ▪

Views within the arboretum ▪

Views across demonstration gardens  ▪

Views along the trails ▪

Views from the Cadet Life Garden downhill toward  ▪
the amphitheater

Views across the Pioneer Pond from the service  ▪
road/dam and Hunt Cabin area

Sculptures ▪

Benches ▪

Plaques ▪

Stone gates along Perimeter Road (2000) ▪

Stone walls below the Hanover House, near the  ▪
Hunt Cabin

Worm fencing ▪

Signage ▪

Interpretive panels ▪

Stormwater management features ▪

Bird boxes ▪

* Individually listed in the NRHP 

historiC resourCes: south Carolina 
BotaniCal Garden CharaCter area

Botanical Garden Shed (also called the Crop  ▪
Storage Shed) (1938)

Portion of the road extending between the  ▪
agricultural research plots, the arboretum, and 
Hunnicutt Creek in the southern portion of the 
property

Rolling topography ▪

Hunnicutt Creek and branches ▪

Camellia collection begun in 1958 ▪

Hanover House* (1716; 1941 relocation; 1961  ▪
restoration; 1994 relocation) (not original to 
property)

Hunt Log Cabin (1826; 1955 relocation; 1970s  ▪
relocation) (not original to property)

Stone gates flanking the Road to Pendleton (1915) ▪

non-historiC resourCes: south 
Carolina BotaniCal Garden 
CharaCter area

Restroom building at Hanover House ▪

Garden shed near Hanover House ▪

Fran Hanson Discovery Center (1988)  ▪

Betsy Campbell Carriage House (1988) ▪

Bob Campbell Geology Museum (1998) ▪

Southern Railway Company caboose (donated in  ▪
1973) 
Cadet Life Garden pergola (1999) ▪

Montgomery Amphitheater ▪

Meditation Garden gazebo, waterfall, and reflecting  ▪
pool

Hayden Conference Center ▪

Hanson Nature Learning Center ▪

Pioneer Pond, Heritage Pond, and Meadow Pond  ▪

Pioneer complex including a small log cabin, grist  ▪
mill, and smokehouse

Horticultural research plots, some edged with  ▪
concrete

U.S. Highway 76 ▪

Perimeter Road ▪

Three access roads with associated parking ▪
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Figure XXIV-1. South Carolina Botanical Garden character area existing conditions.

South Carolina Botanical Garden

xxIV. south CarolIna botanICal gardEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXIV-2. 1945 Clemson University Campus Atlas. (Source: Clemson University. College of Engineering. An atlas of Clemson 
College properties. 1945.)

xxIV. south CarolIna botanICal gardEn CharaCtEr arEa
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Figure XXIV-3 : Historic resources associated with the South Carolina Botanical Garden.

xxIV. south CarolIna botanICal gardEn CharaCtEr arEa
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xxIV. south CarolIna botanICal gardEn CharaCtEr arEa

Figure XXIV-5. The historic Hunt Cabin was also moved onto 
the site.

Figure XXIV-4. The Hanover House is a historic dwelling that 
was moved here from its original site.

Figure XXIV-6. New buildings within the botanical garden, 
such as the Fran Hanson Discovery Center, are used for visitor 
services, exhibits, and education.

Figure XXIV-8. Various types of plants and plant communities 
are exhibited within the botanical garden, which also has an 
extensive arboretum.

Figure XXIV-9. Three ponds, including Meadow Pond 
(pictured), are located within the botanical garden.

Figure XXIV-7. A large stone pergola is part of the Cadet 
Heritage Garden.
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was approved in 1934, “would provide money to buy 
the land, plant trees, develop pastures, build public 
recreation facilities such as campsites and nature trails, 
and restore some of the historic houses in the area. He 
justified the project on the basis of providing both short- 
and long-term jobs.” 

Clemson University began supervising the land in 
December 1939 under a cooperative agreement with the 
federal government. Administration of the land was set 
up under the direction of College President Robert F. 
Poole. In 1946 and 1947, two foresters—N. Goebel and 
Dr. K. Lehotsky—were employed to manage the forest 
and to establish a curriculum in forestry. In 1954, the land 
use area, comprised of 27,469 acres was deeded to the 
university. This gift included Hopewell (home of General 
Andrew Pickens), Altamont II (home of Col. Thomas 
Pinckney), Woodburn, and other properties of historic 
interest such as Fant’s Grove and Saint John’s Baptist 
Church. In 1956, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
completed work on the Hartwell Dam, subsequently 
inundating 7,667 acres of college land, including 5,626 
acres of the forest land (Hiott 2006:18).

Under the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s, 
Civilian Conservation Corps members were stationed in 
the area in 1938, some on the Hopewell property. They 
were involved in the construction of recreational features 
such as a boathouse, bath house, the Issaqueena and 
Lawrence trails, and seven picnic areas associated with 
Lake Issaqueena. The Issaqueena Dam was designed and 
built by two Clemson engineers in 1934 with guidance 
from G.H. Aull. During WWII, the lake was used for 
military target practice whereby pilots of B-52 bombers 
dropped 100-pound sand-filled test bombs in designated 
sites. Remains of the boat house and bath house, as well 
as various trails, and picnic area features such as shelters 
survive within the Clemson Experimental Forest area 
today. 

4.7 Potential Archaeological 
Resources Within All Character 
Areas

The potential for archeological resources on the 
Clemson University campus is generally low, given the 
level of disturbance that has occurred due to building 
construction and the extent of grading that has already 
occurred. Landscapes around buildings have likely been 
impacted by utility line development and maintenance. 
Agricultural areas that have been intensively cultivated 
are not likely to harbor subsurface resources with 
integrity. Nonetheless, any area that has not previously 
been disturbed should be afforded special protection to 
determine its information potential before any future 
ground-disturbing activity is considered. 

There is a greater informational potential in open spaces 
where grading has entailed filling rather than cutting. 
There may yet be resources in areas that have not been 
developed, especially woodlands, ravines, and along 
stream corridors. The archaeological potential of the 
lakeshore area is high, as resources are likely preserved 
under fill. For example, the eighteenth century Fort 
Rutledge site may be protected under fill associated with 
Lake Hartwell.

Areas belonging to the university where archeological 
resources are already known to exist include Fort Hill 
and Woodland Cemetery, as well as the Hopewell 
House and sites within Clemson’s experimental forest 
areas. For more information, see reports summarizing 
investigations conducted by Carol Cowan-Ricks at 
the Woodland Cemetery, the SCIAA at Fort Hill and 
Woodland Cemetery, Chris Clement at Hopewell, and 
New South at Fort Hill in the Fort Hill Master Plan.

4.8 Associated Resources

The land associated with the Clemson Experimental 
Forest (Clemson University Land Utilization Project, 
South Carolina [SC-3] was assembled during the 1930s 
as part of the federal effort to help area residents during 
the Great Depression. In 1933, local resident G.H. Aull 
proposed acquisition of 35,000 acres of farmland as 
part of the Clemson College Community Conservation 
Project to the federal government. By this time, many 
farmers and landowners were unable to make a living 
from the land and pay their taxes. To help the people in 
this area, the U.S. Government, through the Resettlement 
Administration, bought 206 separate tracts ranging 
in size from 10 to 1,000 acres. Aull’s proposal, which 
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cuts through the eastern part of the campus.

Intramural Fields ▪ , one of the oldest surviving 
recreational areas of campus.

Kite Hill ▪ , a prominent knoll overlooking the South 
Carolina Botanical Garden, the eastern half of 
which is relatively undeveloped.

Lake Hartwell ▪ , the large impoundment of the 
Seneca River established in the late 1950s by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers that inundated 
thousands of acres of the Clemson Experimental 
Forest and now edges the core campus.

Landscape Services Yard ▪ , the cluster of small 
service buildings that have been used since the 
1940s to support campus maintenance.

Lee Courtyard ▪ , the small outdoor space enclosed 
within Lee Hall and planted with ornamental trees 
and shrubs.

Lowry Courtyard ▪ , the larger outdoor space 
encircled by Lowry Hall that is planted with 
ornamental trees and shrubs.

Sirrine Courtyard ▪ , the outdoor space formed 
by the U-shaped building that is planted with 
ornamental trees and shrubs.

Outdoor Theater ▪ , the terraced seating and stage 
area within the ravine above the Cooper Library 
that was developed in the 1940s.

Plaza between Poole Agricultural Center and  ▪
Newman Hall, the outdoor gathering space 
established by the orthogonal arrangement of these 
two buildings in the 1950s.

President’s Park ▪ , the linear stroll garden that 
edges S.C. Highway 93 between Long Hall and the 
President’s House that has been planted with trees 
since the early twentieth century and edged by a 
series of college President’s homes.

Ravine below the Strom Thurmond Institute ▪ , 
the open rolling terrain and stream corridor that 
survives north of Perimeter Road. The remainder 
of the ravine and stream corridor is obscured by 
campus development such as the Strom Thurmond 
Institute and Cooper Library.

Residential community north of S.C. Highway  ▪
93, the surviving dwellings of a once greater 
residential community of faculty and administrator 
homes on the ridgeline overlooking Bowman Field. 
Examples include the Moorman House, Littlejohn 
House, Roderick House, W.W. Long House, and 
Daniel House.

Riggs Field ▪ , the surviving sports field west of 

4.9 Landscapes Older than 50 Years

Based on the documentation and analysis presented 
below, Clemson University retains numerous historic 
landscapes that are at least fifty years of age. These 
landscapes are associated with a wide range of historic 
periods, land uses, and historic contexts. Some are 
rare surviving examples of landscape types that were 
prevalent during previous decades but have been lost 
to contemporary development. The character-defining 
aspects of these landscapes are identified below as part 
of the integrity assessment that follows. The historic 
landscapes of the Clemson University campus include:

The Bottoms ▪ , the low-lying former floodplain 
lands now occupied by the Calhoun Field 
Laboratory.

Bowman Field ▪ , the large open space at the 
entrance to campus along S.C. Highway 93.

Camellia Collection ▪  within the South Carolina 
Botanical Garden, the group of camellia plants 
that were moved to the botanical garden land from 
an educational display near Memorial Stadium 
in 1958 and formed the genesis for the botanical 
gardens.

Clemson House environs ▪ , the planted hillside 
between Bowman Field and the Clemson House 
and the building and its associated precinct.

Facilities Operations Yard ▪ , the level terrace of 
land between University Union and Memorial 
Stadium that has been used to site operational 
buildings such as the central energy plant since the 
1920s.

Fernow Street Streetscape ▪ , the road corridor 
along which many historic academic buildings are 
sited.

Fort Hill ▪ , the plantation home and its associated 
landscape precinct of John Calhoun, and later 
Thomas Green Clemson who donated the land used 
to establish Clemson Agricultural College in 1889.

Fraternity Quadrangle ▪ , the open space between 
four Rudolph Lee-designed dormitory buildings 
behind Godfrey Hall that was designed and used 
as part of the military training of students when 
Clemson was a military institution.

Hopewell Complex ▪ , the eighteenth-century 
dwelling of Revolutionary War general Andrew 
Pickens and associated resources including three 
twentieth-century outbuildings, a cemetery, 
carriage drive trace, and historic tree plantings.

Hunnicutt Creek corridor ▪ , the stream valley that 
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ChaRaCTeR-deFInIng FeaTuRes, 
InTegRITy, ThReaTs To InTegRITy and 
poTenTIal FoR RehaBIlITaTIon

The areas identified as having a high degree of integrity, 
defined as retaining many historic resources with few 
contemporary interventions, include the Bottoms, 
Bowman Field, Fort Hill, Hopewell, Intramural 
Fields, Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle, Williamson Road 
Streetscape, and Woodland Cemetery. 

Areas with moderate integrity, defined as having lost 
important historic resources and/or currently including 
contemporary additions that interfere with visitor 
understanding of the landscape during its historic 
period of origin include the Clemson House and 
environs, Facilities Operations Yard, Fernow Road 
Streetscape, Fraternity Quadrangle, Kite Hill, Lake 
Hartwell, Landscape Services Yard, Lee Courtyard, 
Lowry Courtyard, President’s Park, Ravine south of 
Strom Thurmond Institute, Residential Community 
North of S.C. Highway 93, Seneca River Oxbow, Sirrine 
Courtyard, and University Union Plaza. 

Areas with diminished integrity, defined as those areas that 
have been substantially changed since the historic period 
to accommodate non-historic uses, include the Camellia 
Collection, Hunnicutt Creek Corridor, Outdoor Theater, 
Plaza between Poole Agricultural Center and Newman 
Hall, Riggs Field, and South Palmetto Boulevard. Refer 
to the Historic Landscapes Integrity Assessment Map at 
the end of this chapter for the locations of the landscapes 
described below (see Map 4-2).

Bowman Field that is one of the oldest recreation 
areas of the campus.

Seneca River Oxbow and environs ▪ , the segment 
of the Seneca River that is preserved within the 
athletic field complex west of Perimeter Road due 
to a dike system associated with Lake Hartwell.

South Palmetto Boulevard Streetscape ▪ , the road 
corridor that links Woodland Cemetery and the 
core campus along which academic buildings have 
historically been sited and which has served as an 
important approach route to campus.

Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle ▪ , the large open space 
marked by the axial connection between Tillman 
and Riggs Halls since the 1920s.

University Union plaza ▪ , the International style 
plaza associated with Johnstone Hall, Harcombe 
Dining Hall, and the post office.

Williamson Road Streetscape ▪ , the road corridor 
edged with large street trees that links S.C. 
Highway 93 and Memorial Stadium.

Woodland Cemetery ▪ , the burial ground of the 
Calhoun family that was later adapted to include a 
university cemetery. Numerous important college 
figures are buried in the cemetery.
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future to defer to building facades. Other elements that 
diminish the integrity of this historic landscape include 
the addition of Military Heritage Plaza and the redesign 
of Gantt Circle. Both features are more formal and ornate 
than the original design for this character area. This 
historic landscape possesses integrity of location, setting, 
feeling, and association. Integrity of design, materials, 
and workmanship is diminished slightly by the addition 
of the formal elements of the two areas noted above.

Fort Hill, the plantation home and its associated 
landscape precinct of John Calhoun, and later Thomas 
Green Clemson who donated the land used to establish 
Clemson Agricultural College in 1889.

Character-defining features:
Elevated knoll topography ▪

Prominently-sited mansion edged by pastoral  ▪
vegetation

Original office outbuilding ▪

Reconstructed kitchen and springhouse  ▪
outbuildings

Formal walks leading to the front of the house and  ▪
between the house and the office

Boxwood plantings ▪

Monuments noting the significance of the property ▪

Older specimen plantings ▪

Turf lawn ▪

Monuments marking important locations, events,  ▪
or persons

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree of 
integrity to the campus historic period, but less integrity 
to the nineteenth-century plantation era. Many changes 
have been made to the property since the Calhoun and 
Clemson families owned and occupied the landscape. 
The large plantation has been reduced to a five acre 
parcel surrounded by a university campus. Many of 
the outbuildings are no longer present, and some have 
been reconstructed. Plantings added in the 1930s are 
reflective of the Colonial Revival period, but likely do 
not represent the character of the property during the 
nineteenth century.

However, most of the existing landscape features 
present today survive from the historic period of the 
campus dating from 1958. For this period, the property 
retains a high degree of integrity, including integrity of 
location, setting, feeling, association, materials, design, 

historiC landsCapes with a hiGh 
deGree oF inteGrity

The Bottoms, the low-lying former floodplain lands 
now occupied by the Calhoun Field Laboratory. 

Character-defining features:
Relatively level landform ▪

Open character derived from agricultural uses ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the lack of 
development that has occurred within the area, to the 
protection to the setting afforded by its spatial containment 
within a low-lying area, and continued agricultural 
land uses. Current agricultural features, including the 
greenhouses and cold frames, and aquaculture ponds, 
post-date the historic period and diminish the integrity 
of the historic landscape slightly, but these features are 
not a significant visual or spatial intrusion. This historic 
landscape possesses integrity of location, setting, feeling, 
and association. Integrity of design, workmanship, and 
materials is slightly diminished by the contemporary 
agricultural uses and structures that have been added 
since the end of the historic period.

Bowman Field, the large open space at the entrance to 
campus along S.C. Highway 93.

Character-defining features:
Large open grassy field ▪

Bowl-shaped landform ▪

Ridgeline overlooking the space developed  ▪
with important early university buildings with a 
consistent orientation and alignment 

Trees groves flanking Tillman Hall ▪

Concrete walks fronting the buildings  ▪

Informal feeling and a lack of ornamentation ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of the field, ridgeline, surrounding historic 
buildings, perimeter roads and walks, and pastoral views 
of the knoll north of S.C. Highway 93. Limited spatial 
relationships and qualities, including views of the facades 
of the historic buildings, have been impacted by tree 
groves. This aspect of the historic landscape is reversible 
if the locations of existing trees are reconsidered in the 
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Intramural Fields, one of the oldest surviving 
recreational areas of campus.

Character-defining features:
Open spaces used for recreation and other group  ▪
activities

Edged by S.C. Highway 93 and Williamson Road ▪

View of Fike Recreation Center and Memorial  ▪
Stadium

Turf landcover ▪

Allées of trees along Williamson Road and along  ▪
field in front of Fike

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a high degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the continued presence of a 
rectangular open space edged by Fike Recreation Center, 
S.C. Highway 93, Williamson Road, and rows of trees 
near Memorial Stadium. The integrity of feeling, design, 
and materials is diminished by the addition of ornamental 
shrubs along the S.C. Highway 93 road corridor which 
contrast with the rural unadorned character of the field. 
Removal of these plantings will enhance the integrity of 
this landscape.

Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle, the large open space 
marked by the axial connection between Tillman and 
Riggs Halls since the 1920s.

Character-defining features:
Long rectangular open space  ▪

Concrete walks link buildings and roads ▪

Axial walk links the entrances into Riggs and  ▪
Tillman Halls

Shade trees edge some of the walks ▪

Southern magnolia trees edge the buildings to the  ▪
west 

Calhoun Drive edges the space to the east ▪

Fort Hill Street separates the northern and southern  ▪
sections of the space

Buildings form spatial edges to the north, east,  ▪
south, and west of the space, with the Trustee 
House set partially within the space

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of the central open space, declining landform, 

and workmanship. Changes that diminish this integrity 
slightly include the addition of the Shoeboxes dormitories 
to the west and McCabe and Holmes Halls to the north. 
A parking area and addition to the rear of the Trustee 
House also diminish the integrity of setting of Fort Hill. 
Integrity of materials is diminished by the evidence of 
a plastic grid underlying the pea gravel walks leading 
around the house to the east and between the house and 
office.

Hopewell Complex, the eighteenth-century dwelling 
of Revolutionary War general Andrew Pickens and 
associated resources including three twentieth-century 
outbuildings, a cemetery, carriage drive trace, and 
historic tree plantings.

Character-defining features:
Hopewell House ▪

Garage, chicken coop, and barn outbuildings recall  ▪
long-standing agricultural use of the property

Eastern red cedar trees, walnut trees, and other  ▪
native hardwoods in the vicinity of the house, some 
marking the former carriage drive

Carriage drive trace ▪

View towards the Seneca River/Lake Hartwell ▪

Turf lawn ▪

Informal feeling and a lack of ornamentation ▪

Potential for significant archaeological resources ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree of 
integrity to the campus historic period, but less integrity 
to the eighteenth-century plantation-era. Many changes 
have been made to the property since the Pickens, Reese, 
Carter, and Cherry families owned and occupied the 
landscape. The large plantation has been reduced to a 
fourteen acre parcel edged by contemporary agricultural 
features. Lake Hartwell has replaced the Seneca River 
as the view from the mansion. Many of the original 
outbuildings are no longer present, and the early carriage 
drive has been replaced with a new road. 

However, most of the existing landscape features 
present today survive from the historic period of the 
campus dating from 1958. For this period, the property 
retains a high degree of integrity, including integrity of 
location, setting, feeling, association, materials, design, 
and workmanship. Changes that diminish the integrity 
of setting slightly include the addition of the agricultural 
sheds and fueling stations nearby. 
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Curvilinear road corridor ▪

Iron entrance gate, stone pillars and wall ▪

Iron fencing, gate, and stone wall around Calhoun  ▪
family burial ground

Modest masonry grave markers ▪

Plot edging  ▪

Cast-stone benches  ▪

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of historic fences and walls, gates, gravestones, 
and the woodland setting of the knoll. The integrity of 
design has been diminished by the addition of a new 
stone entrance feature, new retaining walls along the 
roads, and the alteration of the road system. The historic 
landscape possesses integrity of location, setting, 
feeling, association, and some integrity of materials and 
workmanship.

moderate deGree oF inteGrity

Clemson House environs, the planted hillside between 
Bowman Field and the Clemson House and the building 
and its associated precinct.

Character-defining features:
Steeply-sloped landform rising above S.C.  ▪
Highway 93

Ridgeline occupied by large Clemson House  ▪

Shade tree, groundcover, and shrub plantings  ▪
loosely arranged on the slope of the hill 

Views between the Clemson House and Bowman  ▪
Field landscapes

Walks leading up the hill  ▪

Informal feeling and a lack of ornamentation ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the lack of 
development that has occurred within the area, to the 
protection to the setting afforded by Bowman Field, 
and the continued presence of the Clemson House and 
Moorman House. This historic landscape possesses 
integrity of location, setting, feeling, and association 
as the rural vernacular entrance corridor to Clemson 
University. Some aspects of design, materials, and 
workmanship have been altered by the addition of more 

surrounding historic buildings, perimeter roads and 
walks, and axial connection between Riggs and Tillman 
Halls. Some of the spatial relationships and qualities, 
including views of the facades of the historic buildings, 
have been impacted by the addition of trees in the 1960s 
within the southern portion of the space. This aspect 
of the historic landscape is reversible if the locations 
of existing trees are reconsidered in the future to defer 
to building facades. Other elements that diminish the 
integrity of this historic landscape include the addition 
of Cox Plaza in the middle of the space. This space is 
more formal and ornate than the original design for this 
character area and partially obfuscates its important 
historic use as an open military parade ground. This 
historic landscape possesses integrity of location, 
setting, and feeling. The integrity of association, design, 
materials, and workmanship is diminished slightly by 
the addition of the formal elements of Cox Plaza. 

Williamson Road Streetscape, the road corridor edged 
with large street trees that links S.C. Highway 93 and 
Memorial Stadium.

Character-defining features:
Wide road corridor edged by an allée of oak trees  ▪
that links S.C. Highway 93 with Memorial Stadium

Road passes the Intramural Field and Fike  ▪
Recreation Center. 

Views of the Tillman Hall area are afforded along  ▪
the road

Road affords access to Woodland Cemetery ▪

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively high degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of this important thoroughfare and its connection 
to historic recreation and athletic features such as Fike 
Recreation Center, the Intramural Field, and Memorial 
Stadium. The historic landscape possesses integrity of 
location, setting, feeling, and association, as well as 
design, materials, and workmanship for the most part. 

Woodland Cemetery, the burial ground of the Calhoun 
family that was later adapted to include a university 
cemetery. Numerous important college figures are buried 
in the cemetery.

Character-defining features:
Elevated knoll topography ▪

Mature woodland underplanted with turf grass in  ▪
areas with numerous graves
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Fernow Street Streetscape, the road corridor along 
which many historic academic buildings are sited.

Character-defining features:
Central road corridor edged by buildings (Riggs,  ▪
Freeman, Lee, and Lowry Halls) and streetscape 
elements

Relatively level topography ▪

Informal feeling and a lack of ornamentation ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of numerous historic buildings, including 
Riggs, Lee, Lowry, Sirrine, and Freeman Halls, and the 
central road corridor. The integrity of setting and feeling 
have been diminished by the addition of Hunter Hall 
and the Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building, 
the large sculptural piece outside of the Fluor Daniel 
building, the Fernow Street Café and contemporary plaza 
outside of Riggs Hall. Integrity of design, materials, and 
workmanship is diminished by the alterations that were 
made to Freeman Hall in 1962. 

Fraternity Quadrangle, the open space between four 
Rudolph Lee-designed dormitory buildings behind 
Godfrey Hall that was designed and used as part of 
the military training of students when Clemson was a 
military institution.

Character-defining features:
Relatively level terrace landform ▪

Five historic buildings sited with a consistent  ▪
orientation and alignment

Four historic buildings and landform edging a  ▪
central open space designed to reflect military 
education use and symbology

Central open space generally unadorned with  ▪
simple paving and grass panels

View towards mountains at the end of the space as  ▪
an inspiration for students

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of a rectangular open space set between four 
identical dormitory buildings, which face out towards 
the mountains. The quadrangle possesses integrity of 
location, association, and feeling to the historic period. 
The integrity of design, materials, and workmanship has 

formal plantings on the slopes overlooking S.C. Highway 
93. The setting has also been affected by the loss of many 
of the nearby residences. Current proposals to develop 
the Douthit Hills precinct threaten to affect the integrity 
of this historic landscape because of the proposed size 
and scale of the buildings and their location along the 
primary entrance corridor into campus.

Facilities Operations Yard, the level terrace of land 
between University Union and Memorial Stadium that 
has been used to site operational buildings such as the 
central energy plant since the 1920s.

Character-defining features:
Level terrace landform ▪

Industrial character ▪

Relatively modest-scaled buildings arranged  ▪
in rows, with a U-shaped arrangement in the 
northwestern corner of the space

Tall stacks of the Central Energy Facility ▪

Views of Tillman, Godfrey, and Holtzendorff Halls  ▪
on the hill above

Views of Memorial Stadium within the ravine  ▪
below

Road corridors to the north and south of the  ▪
complex affording access to the yard to the south 
and Central Energy, the Dillard Building, and 
Facilities Operations to the north. 

Informal feeling ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the number of 
buildings that have been constructed within the yard 
since the historic period and the changes that have 
occurred to the setting due to other new buildings and 
structures nearby. The landscape of this character area 
retains historic associations due to a consistency in the 
patterns of spatial organization and land uses despite the 
lack of historic importance of many of the buildings. The 
historic landscape possesses integrity of location, feeling, 
and association, but has a diminished integrity of setting. 
The integrity of design, materials, and workmanship is 
also diminished slightly by the new additions, but even 
the newer buildings retain the quality of a working 
landscape. 
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Landscape Services Yard, the cluster of small service 
buildings that have been used since the 1940s to support 
campus maintenance.

Character-defining features:
Relatively level terrace of land edged by an  ▪
embankment and a road

Collection of small industrial buildings used for  ▪
campus landscape maintenance equipment and 
materials storage and repair activities

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of modest industrial buildings set within a 
level landform that serve campus maintenance needs. 
The landscape of this character area retains historic 
associations due to a consistency in the patterns of spatial 
organization and land uses despite the lack of historic 
importance of many of the buildings. The yard possesses 
integrity of location, association, feeling, materials, and 
workmanship to the historic period. The integrity of 
design is diminished due to the addition of numerous 
structures after the end of the historic period, although 
the character of these buildings is generally in keeping 
with the historic features. 

Lee Courtyard, the small outdoor space enclosed within 
Lee Hall and planted with ornamental trees and shrubs.

Character-defining features:
Small level open space set within the framework of  ▪
the building around it

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the recent addition of garden 
elements and lush plantings apparently not incorporated 
into the original design for the space. The historic landscape 
possesses integrity of location, association, and setting, but 
the integrity of feeling, design, materials, and workmanship 
are diminished by these changes. These changes, however, 
benefit the campus community.

been diminished by the addition of two pavilions at the 
western end of the space, two new dormitories to the east 
of the space, and a more formal treatment of the paving 
of the plaza, the plant materials, and the addition of low 
seat walls along its perimeter. The integrity of setting 
has been diminished by the growth of trees blocking the 
view from the space to the west that was a historic visual 
link to the Blue Ridge Mountains. 

Kite Hill, a prominent knoll overlooking the South 
Carolina Botanical Garden, the eastern half of which is 
relatively undeveloped.

Character-defining features:
Elevated knoll landform ▪

Trace of original campus entrance road ▪

View toward Botanical Garden Shed and  ▪
experimental fields below

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of a knoll landform edging the eastern end of 
the core campus that affords views of the rural landscape 
beyond. Kite Hill possesses integrity of location, feeling, 
and association. The integrity of setting is diminished 
slightly by the addition of a water tower and recycling 
center. 

Lake Hartwell, the large impoundment of the Seneca 
River established in the late 1950s by the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers that inundated thousands of acres 
of the Clemson Experimental Forest and now edges the 
core campus.

Character-defining features:
Dike retaining system ▪

Lake water body ▪

Views across water ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of the inundated Seneca River, contained 
by dikes and a dam, and edged by limited campus 
developments. The lake possesses integrity of location, 
feeling, and association. The integrity of setting is 
diminished slightly be the addition of the Madren Center, 
Walker Golf Course, and wastewater treatment plant. 
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Ravine below the Strom Thurmond Institute, the open 
rolling terrain and stream corridor that survives north of 
Perimeter Road. The remainder of the ravine and stream 
corridor are obscured by campus development such as 
the Strom Thurmond Institute and Cooper Library.

Character-defining features:
Rolling topography  ▪

Ravine edged by embankments ▪

Stream corridor edged by deciduous woodland ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of the stream corridor and associated ravine 
and woodland margins. The establishment of a pond 
associated with the stream and various roads and bridges 
nearby have altered the setting of this historic landscape. 
The stream valley otherwise possesses integrity of 
location, association, and feeling to the historic period. 

Residential community north of S.C. Highway 93, 
the surviving dwellings of a once greater residential 
community of faculty and administrator homes on the 
ridgeline overlooking Bowman Field. Examples include 
the Moorman House, Littlejohn House, Roderick House, 
W.W. Long House, and Daniel House.

Character-defining features:
Modest dwellings sited along roads designed to  ▪
follow the steeply-sloped topography

Turf lawn ▪

Hardwood shade trees ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of a modestly developed ridgeline featuring a 
few remnants of the former residential community that 
formerly occupied the landscape. Road corridors and 
plantings continue to suggest the patterns of the former 
community. The historic landscape possesses integrity 
of location, setting, and association. Integrity of feeling, 
design, workmanship, and materials is diminished 
due to the loss of most of the dwellings that formerly 
characterized the landscape. Current Douthit Hill 
precinct development proposals that feature numerous 
large-scale buildings further threaten the integrity of this 
historic landscape. 

Lowry Courtyard, the larger outdoor space encircled 
by Lowry Hall that is planted with ornamental trees and 
shrubs.

Character-defining features:
Larger level open space set within the framework  ▪
of the building around it and open to Fernow Street 
corridor

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the recent addition 
of garden elements and lush plantings apparently not 
incorporated into the original design for the space. 
The historic landscape possesses integrity of location, 
association, and setting, but the integrity of feeling, 
design, materials, and workmanship are diminished 
by these changes. These changes, however, benefit the 
campus community.

President’s Park, the linear stroll garden that edges 
S.C. Highway 93 between Long Hall and the President’s 
House that has been planted with trees since the early 
twentieth century and edged by a series of college 
President’s homes.

Character-defining features:
Linear open space with relatively level topography,  ▪
edged by SC Highway 93 to the north on a 
ridgeline forming a spatial edge and by Parkway 
Drive to the south

Shade trees plantings  ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of a linear open space edged by S.C. Highway 
93 and Parkway Drive, undeveloped with buildings, 
and planted with large trees. The linear garden space 
possesses integrity of location, setting, association, and 
feeling to the historic period. The integrity of design, 
materials, and workmanship has been diminished by the 
addition of ornamental brick walks, seating areas, lush 
understory plantings, and other features associated with 
class gifts such as the recently-constructed gazebo near 
the World War I monument. 
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University Union plaza, the International style plaza 
associated with Johnstone Hall, Harcombe Dining Hall, 
and the post office.

Character-defining features:
Level paved terrace edged by buildings ▪

Site furnishings designed in the International style  ▪
unique to the space

Views toward Memorial Stadium to the west ▪

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the continued 
presence of an internally-oriented rectangular open 
space set between buildings related to student residential 
and service needs. The quadrangle possesses integrity 
of location, association, feeling, design, materials, 
and workmanship to the historic period. The integrity 
of setting has been diminished by the addition of new 
buildings and associated landscape elements along its 
perimeter that feature materials, finishes, and a scale 
that differ from the character of the historic International 
style resources. 

low deGree oF inteGrity

Camellia Collection within the South Carolina Botanical 
Garden, the group of camellia plants that were moved to 
the botanical garden land from an educational display 
near Memorial Stadium in 1958 and formed the genesis 
for the botanical gardens.

Character-defining features:
A collection of plants moved to the site from a  ▪
former educational display near Memorial Stadium 
connected to historic horticultural education

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a relatively low degree 
of integrity to the historic period due to the amount of 
change that has occurred to the setting and landscape 
around the collection. The establishment of the South 
Carolina Botanical Garden and associated features such 
as Pioneer Pond, the relocation of Hunt Cabin, and the 
numerous garden features around the collection have 
contributed to a loss of integrity of setting, feeling, and 
association. Additionally, the collection was moved to 
this site from its original home near Memorial Stadium. 

Seneca River Oxbow and environs, the segment of the 
Seneca River that is preserved within the athletic field 
complex west of Perimeter Road due to a dike system 
associated with Lake Hartwell.

Character-defining features:
S-curve-shaped segment of the former Seneca  ▪
River 

Relatively level landform along the banks of the  ▪
river and extending over the former floodplain

Riparian trees edging portions of the river  ▪

Informal feeling  ▪

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the recreational 
development that has occurred within the area that has 
perpetuated a low and unobtrusive landscape, and the 
simple rural treatment of portions of the oxbow that 
contribute to integrity of feeling and association. The 
historic landscape also possesses integrity of location. 
The integrity of design, materials, and workmanship are 
diminished by the use of the river segment for waste and 
stormwater effluent, the addition of aeration jets, and the 
formal bridge crossings and riprap that have been applied 
to portions of the corridor. 

Sirrine Courtyard, the outdoor space formed by the 
U-shaped building that is planted with ornamental trees 
and shrubs.

Character-defining features:
Large level open space set within the framework of  ▪
the U-shaped building around it

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape retains a moderate degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the recent addition 
of garden elements and lush plantings apparently not 
incorporated into the original design for the space. 
The historic landscape possesses integrity of location, 
association, and setting, but the integrity of feeling, 
design, materials, and workmanship are diminished 
by these changes. These changes, however, benefit the 
campus community.
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Plaza between Poole Agricultural Center and 
Newman Hall, the outdoor gathering space established 
by the orthogonal arrangement of these two buildings in 
the 1950s.

Character-defining features:
Relatively level open space set within the  ▪
framework of two buildings set around it 
perpendicular to one another with entrances facing 
the central open space

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape possesses a low degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the later addition of plaza, 
wall, stair, and planting elements that have changed the 
space from an open geometrically ordered green space 
to a densely shaded multi-level series of interconnected 
spaces and plazas. The historic landscape possesses 
integrity of location, and association, but its integrity of 
feeling, setting, design, materials, and workmanship are 
diminished by the numerous changes that post-date its 
establishment and the historic period. 

Riggs Field, the surviving sports field west of Bowman 
Field that is one of the oldest recreation areas of the 
campus.

Character-defining features:
Level open space of a playing field ▪

Views to buildings facing Bowman Field on the  ▪
hill above the field

Space edged to the north by S.C. Highway 93 ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape possesses a low degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the continued presence of a 
rectangular relatively level open space that continues to 
be used for university athletics. The addition of stadium 
seating around the margins of the field diminishes 
its integrity of feeling. Integrity of location has been 
diminished by the addition of the tennis center over half 
of the original field area. Otherwise, the field possesses 
integrity of association and setting to the historic period. 
The integrity of design, materials, and workmanship is 
diminished by the use of artificial turf and the addition 
of stadium seating and the tennis center. 

Hunnicutt Creek corridor, the stream valley that cuts 
through the eastern part of the campus.

Character-defining features:
Hunnicutt Creek ▪

Ravine and floodplain associated with stream  ▪
corridor

Deciduous woodland with riparian species along  ▪
the stream corridor

Evidence of former agricultural use of the  ▪
floodplain area

Informal undeveloped feeling  ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape possesses a low degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the continued presence of 
the stream corridor and associated ravine, floodplain, 
and woodland margins. The poor condition of the stream 
banks and valley, and the loss of previous agricultural 
activities along the floodplain diminish the integrity of 
feeling. The stream valley otherwise possesses integrity 
of location, association, and setting to the historic 
period. Repair of the stream corridor consistent with 
the proposed treatments in the Riparian Corridor Master 
Plan will likely enhance the landscape’s integrity.

Outdoor Theater, the terraced seating and stage area 
within the ravine above the Cooper Library that was 
developed in the 1940s.

Character-defining features:
Masonry stage ▪

Seating and stage designed to sit within the sloping  ▪
landform of the existing ravine

Buildings forming a spatial edge to the space to the  ▪
east

View to a pool below ▪

Integrity assessment:

This historic landscape possesses a low degree of 
integrity to the historic period due to the alterations to 
the seating and walls that occurred in the 1970s, and the 
addition of the Cooper Library and reflecting pool in 
1966 within view of the space. The historic landscape 
possesses integrity of location and association. But 
its integrity of feeling, setting, design, materials, and 
workmanship have been compromised by the various 
additions and changes to the space and its margins since 
it was established and the end of the historic period. 
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endnotes

As described in the 2002 Master Plan, the main campus 1. 
is approximately 1,445 acres in size and includes the 
original 814-acre bequest of Thomas Green Clemson as 
well as later acquisitions along the lakeshore, to the west and 
northeast of Bowman Field, portions of the South Carolina 
Botanical Garden, and lands east of the Agricultural 
Education Center. The main campus includes the majority 
of Clemson University’s academic, recreational, and 
residential facilities. Dober, Lidsky, Craig & Associates et 
al., “Clemson University Campus Master Plan” (Clemson, 
SC: Clemson University, 2002), 18-19.

The 2002 Clemson University Master Plan indicates 2. 
that the main campus is surrounded by 17,000 acres of 
farms and woodlands. It also notes that an additional 12,000 
acres of land are associated with the university in other 
parts of the state. Dober, Lidsky, Craig & Associates et. al, 
“Clemson University Campus Master Plan” (Clemson, SC: 
Clemson University, 2002), 18.

Land grant colleges are institutions of higher education 3. 
in the United States that were designated by individual 
states to receive the benefits of the Morrill Acts of 1862 
and 1890. These acts provided educational opportunity by 
granting federally controlled land to the states to institutions 
teaching agriculture, military tactics, the mechanic arts, and 
home economics, not to the exclusion of classical studies, 
to allow a range of individuals to obtain a practical college 
education. The Hatch Act of 1887 provided additional 
funding to states to establish a series of agricultural 
experiment stations under the direction of the land grant 
colleges. In 1914, an outreach mission was added to the role 
of the experiment stations through the establishment of the 
cooperative extension program. The federal government 
provides annual appropriations for research and extension 
work when matched by state funds.

.South Palmetto Boulevard Streetscape, the road 
corridor that links Woodland Cemetery and the core 
campus along which academic buildings have historically 
been sited and which has served as an important approach 
route to campus.

Character-defining features:
Linear road corridor edged by buildings ▪

Terminus is intersection with Williamson Road and  ▪
the entrance into Woodland Cemetery 

Terraces and seating areas edge buildings ▪

Integrity Assessment:

This historic landscape possesses a low degree of integrity 
to the historic period due to the continued presence of 
historic buildings such as Earle and Lowry Halls and the 
central road corridor. The integrity of setting and feeling 
has been diminished by the addition of Hunter Hall and 
the Fluor Daniel Engineering Innovation Building. 
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5.0 Buildings Over 50 Years Old at ClemsOn universitY

5.1 Introduction 

The following section provides an overview summary 
of Clemson University buildings located in or near the 
core campus that are over fifty years old as of 2008. It 
provides a snapshot of Clemson’s architectural heritage 
as it stands in 2007-2008. The buildings are presented 
roughly in chronological order. For each building, 
a summary history and architectural description are 
provided. There is also a statement of the buildings’ 
significance and level of integrity, as well as a summary 
of problematic existing conditions. 

5.2 Methodology

In the fall of 2007, JMA surveyed buildings over fifty 
years old that were located within the core campus of 
Clemson University bounded by Pearman Boulevard 
(Perimeter Road), South Carolina State Highway 93, and 
U.S. Highway 76. In addition, JMA also surveyed several 
buildings over fifty years old that were located in the 
South Carolina Botanical Garden, as well as the historic 
Hopewell property, located on an agricultural station 
near Lake Hartwell. The building survey was conducted 
from the ground using binoculars. Easily accessible 
interior spaces were also reviewed; however, detailed 
assessments of basements and attics were not included. 
Building conditions were documented through field notes 
and sketches as well as digital photography. Additionally, 
JMA utilized Intensive Survey Forms provided by the 
South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office to 
document each building. Historic information included 
in the following section was derived from research 
undertaken for the history sections of the Preservation 
Master Plan.

5.3 Buildings Older Than 50 Years

Clemson University retains a significant number of 
buildings dating from 1714 to 1958 representing a wide-
array of architectural styles. Four buildings predate the 
creation of the Clemson Agricultural College and are 
closely tied to the development of South Carolina’s 
Piedmont region. Hanover House, a French Huguenot 
dwelling dating to 1714, and the Hunt Log Cabin, a farm 
dwelling dating to 1826, have been moved to the South 
Carolina Botanical Garden in recreated settings. Fort 
Hill, an 1803 residence located within the core campus, 

and Hopewell, a 1785 log house now on an agricultural 
experimental station near Lake Hartwell, are important 
properties associated with significant historic figures. 
These buildings remain in situ, offering potentially rich 
archeological resources.

An important cluster of buildings remain from the early 
years of the Clemson Agricultural College 1889-1911. 
These include academic buildings Hardin Hall (1891), 
Tillman Hall (1891-93, rebuilt 1894), Godfrey Hall 
(1898), and Sikes Hall (1904, rebuilt 1925-26), which 
are characterized by brick and terracotta masonry, round 
arched window and door openings, and notable entrance 
porches. Two Queen Anne style faculty residences from 
this period also survive: Trustee House (1889) and the 
Campbell Museum of Natural History, also known as 
the Kinard Annex (1893). Two agricultural buildings 
from around the turn of the century are reminders of 
Clemson’s agricultural heritage: the Horticultural Barn, 
the wood dairy barn located at Perimeter and Old Stone 
Church Roads, and the Sheep Barn, the brick and wood 
barn located at Cherry and McMillan Roads. 

From 1914-1940, Clemson College was shaped by 
the work of Rudolph E. Lee, Clemson alumnus and 
professor of architecture, who created a unique Italian 
Renaissance Revival architecture that has become 
Clemson’s signature style. Lee’s revival style buildings 
are characterized by hipped, barrel tile-covered roofs with 
heavy overhangs, multi-colored textured brick laid with 
a well-recessed mortar, use of contrasting terracotta or 
limestone trim, inclusion of mosaic or sculptural details, 
prominent entrance porches, and double-hung, multi-
paned windows. Leeera buildings in Clemson’s core 
campus include Holtzendorff Hall (1915), Riggs Hall 
(1927), Fike Recreation Building (1930), the barracks 
now known as Bradley Hall, Bowen Hall, Donaldson 
Hall, Wannamaker Hall (1936), and Norris Hall (1938), 
Long Hall (1936), and Sirrine Hall (1937). Original 
portions of the Universities Facilities Operations (1928) 
also appear to have been designed by Lee.

During the Lee era 1914-1940, other buildings were 
constructed for residential, agricultural, utilitarian, and 
civil purposes. The residential buildings from this era 
are located on the north side of South Carolina Highway 
93, marking the expansion of Clemson’s core campus. 
The remaining houses include the W.W. Long Residence 
(Sears House) (1928), Roderick House (1929), the 
Moorman House bungalow (1935), and the Littlejohn 
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House (ca. 1937). The experimental tile dairy barn, now 
known as the Golf Maintenance Barn, was constructed 
in the 1930s to exemplify hygienic dairy production. 
Mell Hall, originally the post office, was constructed 
in 1940 and later acquired by Clemson. The Outdoor 
Theater (1940) brought the Art Deco style to the core 
of campus.

Many buildings remain from the Modern or post-World 
War II era at Clemson 1941-1958. This was a period 
of growth with a boom of academic, residential, and 
utilitarian buildings. Throughout this period, the academic 
buildings were designed in a modern architectural style 
that eventually made a clear break from the Lee tradition. 
Many of these buildings were successful and innovative, 
while others were of lesser quality. All utilized concrete 
in both poured-in-place and block form, emphasized flat 
building planes, and often created bands of windows. 
The remaining academic buildings include Clemson 
House (1950), Olin Hall (1953), Earle Hall (1953), 
Johnston Hall (1953-1955), Poole Agricultural Center 
(1955), Newman Hall (1955), Dillard Building (1953-
1956), Lee Hall (1958), and Lowry Hall (1958). 

The residential buildings from the post-World War 
II era are located to the north side of campus and are 
predominantly Colonial Revival in style. These include 
Gentry Hall (Anderson House), National Dropout 
Prevention Center, Clemson University Foundation 
(Daniel House), and the Houston Center (National 
Dropout Prevention Center Annex), all built in the 
1950s.

Utilitarian buildings from the post-World War II era 
that remain are still in use. These include two shops in 
the facilities maintenance yard, and the Central Energy 
Facilities (Physical Plan) (1948-1949), five CMU or 
wood sheds, as well as a drying kiln, in the Landscape 
Maintenance Yard (ca. 1948), the Botanical Garden Shed 
(ca. 1940s), the Isotope Lab (ca. 1946), and the brick 
garage at McAdams Hall (1949).

Several buildings constructed prior to 1958 have been 
heavily altered by later additions and no longer convey 
their original design, including Freeman Hall (constructed 
1926, altered 1962), Memorial Stadium (constructed 
1941-1942, many additions and enlargements to 
present), McAdams Hall (constructed 1949-1951, 
addition in 1954-1955, enlarged 1976, renovated 2003), 
and Brackett Hall (constructed 1950, addition in 1966, 
renovated 1992). For the purposes of this survey, these 
buildings were considered to post-date 1958 and were 
not assessed.

Each building was assessed for its historical significance 
and level of integrity based on National Register 
standards. A property’s significance is evaluated 
based on its association with events or persons of past 
importance, its design or construction value, and its 
ability to yield information about prehistory or history 
within its local, regional, or national historic context. 
The National Register uses seven aspects to assess a 
property’s level of integrity: location, design, setting, 
materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. JMA 
utilized the National Register significance criteria and 
integrity aspects to assess each property.

5.4 Historic Status Summary

Clemson University’s core campus has many buildings 
that are recognized as significant structures by the 
National Register of Historic Places. Fort Hill has been 
recognized as a National Historic Landmark, the highest 
level of distinction. Fourteen additional buildings have 
been listed on the National Register, either as part of a 
historic district or as an individual property. In addition, 
as part of this study, a further fourteen buildings have 
been deemed eligible by the South Carolina State Historic 
Preservation Office and should be treated as historic 
resources. Eight additional buildings have not received 
formal recognition, but deserve to be treated as eligible 
historic resources because of their historic significance. 

In addition, the following buildings have been found to 
have historic significance, though they have not formally 
been recognized. These properties should be treated as 
historic resources:

Hunt Log Cabin ▪

Horticultural Barn ▪

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) ▪

Golf Maintenance Barn ▪

Moorman House ▪

Fike Recreation Building ▪

Central Energy Facilities (Physical Plant) ▪

Cooper Library ▪
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St. Julien-Ravenel HouSe  
(HanoveR HouSe) 
Hanover House is located near the southeastern entrance 
of the campus, west of US Highway 76, south of 
Perimeter Road, within an area on campus known as 
the Botanical Gardens/Garden Terrace. The home was 
built between 1714 and 1716, moved to Clemson’s core 
campus adjacent to the Sheep Barn in 1941, and moved 
to its current location in the Botanical Gardens in 194 
(see figure x-x DSC00051). Hanover House was opened 
in 1962 as a house museum and continues to be used as 
such today. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The Hanover House is a rectangular-shaped wood-
framed one-and-one-half-story dwelling that stands on a 
brick foundation. The façade and rear walls of the house 
measure five bays wide, and the sidewalls measure two 
bays deep. Painted bead board panels cover openings 
within its raised base. The exterior walls are covered in 
painted, beaded weatherboard. A gambrel roof sheathed 
in wood shingles shelters the home. Large double flue 
stepped brick chimneys rise from the exterior of both 
gambrel ends, and three equally spaced gabled dormers 
rest across both the front and rear flared roof planes. Each 
dormer features a double-hung, six-over-six wood sash, 
and framed window. The gambrel roof drains directly to 
the ground, which slopes from the east to the west. The 
east portion of the adjacent site has a French site drain to 
assist with drainage.

The main entrance, a single wood paneled door, 
pierces the center of the façade, and is sheltered by a 
gabled portico supported by round Doric columns on a 
brick stoop. A series of wood steps fronts the stoop. A 
secondary entrance, located at the center of the rear wall, 

is accessed through a pair of wood-paneled French doors, 
fronted by a small brick bridge. Fenestration throughout 
consists primarily of single double-hung, nine-over-nine 
wood sash, and framed windows, flanked by functional 
wood shutters, with the exception of the upper level 
sidewalls, which are pierced by small double-hung, six-
over-six wood sash and framed windows. 

significAnce

Hanover House was listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places on June 5, 1970, for its history, and 
representation and rare survival as an early eighteenth 
century French Huguenot style dwelling. Hanover 
House was listed as a moved property. As the result of 
the building of a hydroelectric plant near its original 
location in the Lowcountry, near Charleston, the house 
was moved in 1941 to Clemson, the site of the only 
architecture school in the state, for educational and 
learning purposes. Hanover House was moved to its 
current site in the Botanical Gardens in 1994. If the 
original construction was faithfully preserved as part 
of the 1994 move, Hanover House, which was listed 
as a moved property, should retain its architectural 
significance in its new setting. 

integrity

The wood frame portion of Hanover House located above 
the masonry foundation has been well preserved. The 
brick foundation and end chimneys are reconstructions 
dating to the 1994 relocation. Hanover House has no 
integrity of location or setting as it has been moved twice 
since 1941. However, it retains significant architectural 
elements that are important, rare survivals of early 
Huguenot architecture in South Carolina. 

existing conDitions

The Hanover House has several long-term condition 
issues: the maintenance of its wood shingle and copper 
roof, the regular maintenance of exterior wood siding and 
trim elements, the preservation of its brick foundation and 
chimneys, and the protection of its museum collection. 
At the time of survey, the wood shingle roof, copper 
flashing, and site drainage system appeared to be in good 
condition. 

5.5 Pre-College Era Buildings

St. Julien-Ravenal House (Hanover House)
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The exterior woodwork was in the process of being 
completely repainted by Clemson staff. However, the 
many repainting campaigns were beginning to obscure 
wood trim details, such as the bead on the wood siding. 
Over time, heavy coats of paint may completely hide 
important, character defining details or cause the coatings 
to fail. Selective paint removal may be required. 

The brick foundation and chimneys have some spalling 
and disintegrating brick, as well as some biological 
growth where the masonry does not dry out. The 
deteriorating brick may be caused by a combination of 
moisture, salts, and hard pointing mortar. Because of the 
brick deterioration, removal of the hard pointing mortar 
is recommended. However, removal of hard pointing 
mortars can cause significant damage to soft, weathered 
brick. It is important to consult with a qualified historic 
mason to develop appropriate mortar removal methods. 
New mortar should be selected for its compatibility with 
the weathered brick and should also be more permeable 
than the weathered masonry. This will allow moisture 
and salts to move through the mortar rather than through 
the brick.

The interiors of Hanover House are protected from 
damaging UV light through the use of UV-blocking film 
applied to the interior surface of the windows. At the 
time of the survey, the film was beginning to peel and 
fail overall. The UV film should be replaced to protect 
museum collections.

Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm)

Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm)

Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm) Garage
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Hopewell  
pickenS pRopeRty/cHeRRy FaRm)
Hopewell is located on Cherry Farm near the intersection 
of Old Cherry and Old Stone Church Roads. The 
original, one room log house was built ca. 1785 by 
General Andrew Pickens and enlarged during the period 
1785-1815 to create a vernacular Federal style residence 
with a central hall plan. The main house was most likely 
built by slaves who worked the cotton fields on Pickens’s 
plantation. The property changed hands several times 
with little alteration of the house. In 1938, the main house 
was renovated by the Resettlement Administration as a 
residence for the government farm manager. Upgrades 
included indoor plumbing, new electrical systems, and 
installation of an indoor kitchen and bathroom. A row 
of three twentieth-century wood frame outbuildings are 
located to the east of the main house. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The main vernacular, Federal style house is sited on a 
small hill overlooking Lake Hartwell. The two-story, 
five-bay log and timber framed structure has a locally 
fired brick and local stone foundation, wood clapboard 
siding, and a hipped, standing seam metal roof. Two, 
symmetrical, interior brick chimneys rise from the rear 
side of the roof. The roof drains directly to the ground. 
The main northeast façade has a one-story porch with a 
local stone foundation, wood floor and slender columns, 
and a hipped, asphalt shingle-covered roof. To the rear 
are two one-story wood frame additions and a one-story 
screened-in porch that create a rear el. The additions are 
on brick foundations with hipped and lean-to, asphalt-
covered roofs. A slender brick chimney stands at the 
southwest side of the rear additions. The southeast side 
of the house has a one-story, hipped roof, wood frame 
basement entrance structure on a local stone foundation.

The main entrance is located in the center of the main 
northeast façade. The single leaf, eight panel wood door 
is fitted with glass in the upper four panels. There is a 
four-light transom above. The opening has a wood screen 
door. A rear, southwest entrance has wood entrance steps, 
a lean-to roof overhead, and a modern wood door with 
wood screen door. Two additional entrances are located 
at the southeast, one located within the screened-in porch 
and one leading to the basement. The basement entrance 
door is a 21-light board and batten wood door. 

Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm) Chicken Coop

Hopewell (Pickens Property/Cherry Farm) Wood Frame Barn
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Windows are typically nine-over-nine double-hung wood 
windows at the first floor, and six-over-nine double-hung 
wood windows on the second floor. The few basement 
windows have been boarded over with plywood. 
Original louvered shutters with  iron strap hinges have 
been salvaged and stored on site.

The interior of the main house has been minimally 
altered. The partial basement consists of single room. 
The first floor has a central stair hall flanked by two 
large rooms, with a rear room el to the west, and a back 
kitchen/bath/service area. The second floor has two 
rooms off of the central stair hall. There is a large, open 
attic over the second floor. The interior retains many 
historic, character-defining features including fireplaces, 
paneled doors, wood trim, stairs, and random-width pine 
floors. 

The three twentieth-century outbuildings include a 
garage, chicken coop, and barn sited in a line to the east 
of the main house. The one-story, front-gabled garage 
is a two-bay wide, wood frame structure with wood 
clapboard siding and a standing seam tin roof. There is a 
small lean-to shed porch at the rear. The garage entrances 
no longer have doors. Small square windows are located 
on either side.

The wood frame chicken coop has wood clapboard siding 
and a lean-to, standing seam tin roof. The northwest 
entrance door is missing. A portion of the wood siding at 
the southeast opens on strap hinges.

The wood frame barn is set into the side of a hill. The 
wood clapboard barn has an asymmetrical front gable, 
standing seam tin roof. The front section has several 
vertical board and plywood doors. The rear has an open 
plan.

significAnce

Hopewell was listed on the National Register in April 
1970 as a contributing resource to the Pendleton Historic 
District. Hopewell is typical of the rural house style 
in the Piedmont area ca. 1800, which often began as 
a log dwelling that was expanded into a more formal, 
symmetrical wood frame house. Hopewell is nationally 
significant for its association with General Andrew 
Pickens, Revolutionary War general and Native American 
negotiator, and several generations of the Pickens family. 
In addition, the immediate site has high potential for 
archeological resources.

integrity

Hopewell has excellent integrity of location, design, 
materials, workmanship, feeling and association. The 
setting has been modified by the creation of Lake 
Hartwell, the alteration of roadways, and the construction 
of nearby modern agricultural buildings. However, it 
retains its feeling as a rural Piedmont farm property.

existing conDitions

Hopewell is in fair condition and has been stabilized 
through recent efforts to install a new roof and to repaint 
the exterior wood siding. However, there are ongoing 
site drainage problems as the roof drains directly to 
the ground, causing erosion channels and ponding 
at the adjacent site. Rainwater runoff is damaging the 
foundation masonry and wood porch elements. Many of 
the brick foundations have little if any mortar remaining. 
The wood porch sill, flooring, and column bases are 
rotted. Chronically wet wood is vulnerable to termite 
damage. The brick chimneys also need to be stabilized and 
repointed. Moisture will continue to be problematic on 
the interior until appropriate site drainage is addressed.
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FoRt Hill & oFFice  
(cleRgy Hall/ 
JoHn ca. calHoun Home) 
Fort Hill is located at the center of campus, bound by 
Fort Hill Street, Calhoun Drive, and Williamson Road. 
The house was originally built in 1803 as a rectory for 
James McElhenny, a local Presbyterian minister, and 
was named Clergy Hall. By 1825, John CA. Calhoun, a 
well-known South Carolina statesman had acquired the 
house and property, renaming it Fort Hill. Eventually 
Calhoun’s daughter and son-in-law, Thomas and Anna 
Maria Clemson, inherited the estate in 1866. Upon 
their deaths, the estate was willed to the state of South 
Carolina for the establishment of an agricultural and 
mechanical college. Since 1889 the house has been used 
for a variety of purposes, but nonetheless remained a 
residence throughout the years. 

The Fort Hill/John CA. Calhoun Office is located to the 
rear of Fort Hill, the dwelling. This building was built ca. 

1825 upon the time that John CA. Calhoun and his family 
moved from Washington, DC, back to South Carolina to 
live. Presently, the Office serves as a secondary building 
to the main house, all of which functions today as a 
house museum. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The original main block of Fort Hill was a rectangular-
shaped wood-framed two-story dwelling. However, 
multiple additions spanning from the early to mid-
nineteenth-century have created more of an L-shaped 
design to the dwelling’s overall shape. The exterior 
walls are clad in a combination of painted, beaded 
weatherboard and flushboard and the gabled rooftops are 
sheathed in wood shingles. Three large masonry stepped 
chimneys rise from various parts of the exterior, and one 
rises from the interior. The roofs are typically side gable, 
wood shingle roofs that drain to half-round gutters, 
through round copper downspouts that then connect to 
underground drains.

The façade measures six bays wide. The main entrance, 
a pair of wood paneled french doors, flanked by wood-
louvered functional shutters and topped by a five-pane 
transom, pierce the center of the facade, all sheltered by 
a large gabled full-height entry porch (or piazza). Large 
round Doric columns support the porch on masonry 
decking. Secondary entrances are located on each of the 
remaining sides of the house, also sheltered by porches. 
Both sidewalls to the two-story gabled ell that extends 
from the southeast corner of the rear are flanked by inset 
full-height porches, also supported by large round Doric 
columns on masonry decking. All of the entry level 
consists of single double-hung, nine-over-nine wood 
sash, and framed windows, whereas single double-
hung, nine-over-six sash windows pierce the upper 
level. Louvered-wood functional shutters flank each. 
Two additions evident on the rear include a two-story 
shed-roof addition extending from the southwest corner 
of the rear, and a one-story shed-roof addition from the 
center. In 1944, a one-story gabled detached kitchen 
was constructed towards the west end of the house. This 
was a reconstruction of a Calhoun-era kitchen. An open 
gabled breezeway attaches this reconstruction to the 
main block. 

The Office is a rectangular-shaped, wood-framed, 
one-story, gable-front building that rests upon a stone 
foundation. The downspouts at the Office drain to grade. 
Its exterior walls are covered in painted weatherboard, 
and the roof in wood shingles. A large masonry chimney 
rises from the center exterior of the rear wall. This small, 
single-room building measures one-bay wide by one-

Fort Hill (Clergy Hall/ John C. Calhoun Home)                        

Fort Hill Office                               
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bay deep. Modern, wood steps, flanked by railing, sit 
at the center of a full-width inset porch, which shelters 
the entire entrance facade of the building. Round Doric 
columns support the porch atop wood decking. A wood 
paneled door, protected by an aluminum-framed storm 
door pierces the center of the façade. The center of both 
sidewalls is pierced by single, double-hung, nine-over-
six wood sash windows, flanked by louvered-paneled, 
functional shutters. 

significAnce

Fort Hill was designated a National Historic Landmark 
on December 19, 1960, and listed in the National Register 
of Historic Places on October 15, 1966, primarily for its 
association with John CA. Calhoun. On January 4, 1990, 
the home was also listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register listed statewide 
Historic District II, for its historical association with the 
Calhoun and Clemson families, and with the founding, 
development and growth of the school, which has played 
a role in higher education in South Carolina since 1889. 

integrity

Fort Hill has excellent integrity. The building retains 
its original location, significant design, and character-
defining materials and workmanship. Fort Hill conveys 
its historic character and remains strongly associated 
with the Calhoun and Clemson period of significance. 
The setting of Fort Hill has undergone dramatic 
changes, with the loss of all but one outbuilding and 
the surrounding development of Clemson University. 
However, the immediate site retains is rural residential 
character.

existing conDitions

Fort Hill was recently restored and is currently in 
very good condition. The building requires regular 
maintenance to ensure the preservation of its wood 
shingle roof, roof drainage system, wood frame structure 
and siding, masonry foundations, and windows and doors. 
Several areas of deterioration point to some vulnerable 
elements at Fort Hill. The wood shingle breezeway roof 
at the main house is deteriorating on the south side and 
needs to be replaced. The quarry tile at the south porch 
of the main house has some efflorescence, possibly from 
the use of deicing salts in this area.

At the Office, the wood shingle roof is covered with 
moss, which will accelerate the deterioration of the roof 
covering. The windows and doors require minor painting 
and reglazing and the iron pintels that support louvered 
wood shutters are beginning to corrode. As at the main 
house, the nine-over-six double hung wood windows 
have minor paint and glazing putty failure. 

Hunt Log Cabin

Hunt Log Cabin Tool Shed                               
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Hunt log cabin  
Hunt Log Cabin is located near the southeastern entrance 
of the campus, nestled within the “Pioneer Complex” 
of the University’s Botanical Gardens. Built ca. 1826 
by Charles Ransom Hunt, Jr., for his wife, Martha, the 
log structure was built on land they owned in Seneca, 
South Carolina. Threatened by demolition, the cabin 
was purchased by the Class of 1915, and moved to the 
Botanical Garden site in 1955. At some point after 1967, 
the Hunt Log Cabin was restored and the exterior porches 
were reconstructed.

ArchitecturAl Description

Hunt Log Cabin is a rectangular-shaped, one-and-one-
half-story log dwelling that stands on a brick and concrete 
masonry unit foundation. The structural foundation has 
a veneer of stone laid with a well-recessed mortar joint 
to simulate a dry-laid stone foundation. The exterior 
walls are constructed of exposed log with chinking and 
daubing featured between each wood member. Corner 
notching is featured on the exterior of each corner of 
the house. The side-gabled roof is sheathed in wood 
shingles, and features exposed rafter ends across the 
front and rear roof’s edge. A large stone chimney rises 
from the exterior of the west gabled end. The roof drains 
directly to the ground. The adjacent site appears to be 
adequately sloped towards the nearby creek bed in order 
to drain water away from the building foundation

Replacement, full-width, shed-roofed porches stand 
across both the front and rear walls of the dwelling, 
supported by square-shaped wood posts on a wood 
decking, sheltering both entrances. Overall, the dwelling 
measures three bays wide by two bays (one room) deep. 
Vertical flushboard wood doors pierce the center of both 
the front and rear walls. Single, double-hung, six-over-
six windows, flanked by single functional shutters, light 
the interior. 

To the rear of the property is a lean-to wood frame tool 
shed that was constructed as part of the interpretive site 
and is not historica. The shed is clad with horizontal 
wood siding and has a standing seam metal roof. A few 
interpretive exhibits remain inside the shed.

significAnce

The Hunt Log Cabin appears to be a contributing resource 
to the above-mentioned “Pioneer Complex” set within 
the Botanical Gardens. Though the dwelling was moved 
from its original site to the University, the “Pioneer 
Complex” may be significant as a commemorative 

landscape memorializing the early nineteenth century, 
Upcountry lifestyle of small, middle class farmers as 
envisioned in the mid-twentieth-century. 

integrity

The Hunt Log Cabin has poor integrity for its original 
period of construction ca. 1826. It has been moved and 
lost the integrity of location and setting. Many character-
defining details, such as the dry-laid foundation and full-
length porches have been reconstructed utilizing modern 
materials, thereby altering the original design, materials 
and workmanship. The feeling and association with the 
original Seneca farm has been lost.

However, if viewed as a commemorative landscape, 
the Hunt Log Cabin in its relocated setting may retain 
good integrity to the period ca. 1955. The changes and 
alterations to the Hunt Log Cabin and its site should be 
reviewed from the ca. 1955 period to the present.

existing conDitions

The Hunt Log cabin is threatened by termites and the 
use of Portland cement-based mortars. The wood logs 
and wide plank doors show extensive termite infestation 
based on a quick visual assessment; further deterioration 
will probably be found through more thorough 
investigations. The Portland cement-based mortar used 
for the log chinking is failing. The preservation of this 
log structure requires pest control and the investigation 
of more appropriate lime-based chinking mortars. 

Several other vulnerabilities were identified at the Hunt 
Log Cabin. The six-over-six double-hung wood windows 
have failure of the paint and glazing putty. The windows 
need complete repainting and new glazing putty overall. 
The basement opening under the porch needs a screen 
door to allow ventilation while keeping out animals. The 
exterior stone chimneys have evidence of efflorescence 
at the mortar joints. This indicates water movement 
through the chimneys. The chimney caps should be 
investigated for water infiltration. It is assumed that the 
chimneys are still in use for interpretive purposes.

The tool shed outbuilding and its exhibits are severely 
deteriorated and are probably lost. The failed standing 
seam metal roof has been damaged by falling tree 
branches. The wood logs at the rear of the tool shed show 
evidence of major termite damage. The interpretive 
exhibits in the tool shed are no longer protected from the 
worst of the weather.
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tRuStee HouSe 
Trustee House is located at 101 Fort Hill Street near 
its intersection with Calhoun Drive. This building was 
originally built ca. 1889 as a residence for Colonel 
Mark B. Hardin, who lived here until his death in 1916. 
After Hardin’s death, Trustee House was used for the 
tri-annual Board of Trustee meetings, as a guest house 
for distinguished visitors, as an administrative building, 
and as an alumni center. Alterations were made in 1956. 
Trustee House currently is used solely for administrative 
purposes.

ArchitecturAl Description

This Queen Anne-style two-and-one-half-story, rectangular 
common-bond brick house rests on a brick foundation, 
and has a large hipped roof sheathed in asphalt shingles. 
The roof drains to half-round copper gutters through round 
downspouts that drain at grade. A front-gabled, nearly 
full-height projection, forming the front of a cross wing, 
occupies the left side of the primary façade, and has a square 
25-light fixed attic window in its gable. To the right of this 
projection is a shed-roofed, wood-framed attic dormer with 
paired stained glass, square windows. 

The first and second floors have tall, narrow double-hung 
windows set on stone sills, with one-over-one sash in the 
projecting section and two-over-two sash in the main block. 
The windows in the gable-front section are paired and have 
segmental arches. The second floor window in the main 
block adjacent to the projecting section was originally the 
same height as others, but has been infilled with bricks and 
a shorter two-over-two window. 

On the first floor, a shed-roofed porch shelters the first floor 
of the main block and projects slightly beyond the gable-
front section. The porch has slender chamfered square 

wooden piers, a low railing, and a wooden floor. Within the 
porch is the primary entrance, which features a twelve-light 
replacement French door and a two-light upper transom. 
Concrete steps with brick wing walls lead to the porch and 
entrance. 

The front cross wing extends from the rear of the house, 
forming an ell. A large full-width flat-roofed addition with 
vertical wood siding extends from the rear of the house, 
surrounding the ell on two sides.

significAnce

On January 4, 1990, Trustee House was listed as a contributing 
resource to Clemson University’s National Register Historic 
District II, for its historical association with the founding, 
development and growth of the school, which has played a 
role in higher education in South Carolina since 1889. Trustee 
House is one of only two extant faculty residences dating to 
the early years of Clemson University. Trustee House is also 
significant as the home of Colonel M.B. Hardin, the school’s 
first Chemistry professor, and Acting President for the College 
in 1897, 1899 and 1902, who resided here from ca. 1894-
1916.

integrity

Trustee House has fair integrity. It remains in its original 
location at the center of campus but the immediate setting 
has been altered by overgrown trees and shrubs and adjacent 
parking areas. However, it remains strongly associated with 
nearby nineteenth century buildings including Hardin and 
Tillman Halls. It retains much of its original materials, 
design, and overall feeling as a nineteenth century residence. 
The loss of the patterned slate roof, however, impacts the 
expression of the Queen Anne style. The interior retains 
original architectural woodwork and most of its original 
floor plan.

existing conDitions

Trustee House has several problems that are causing damage 
to historic materials: poor site drainage, overgrown vegetation, 
and masonry deterioration. Water from the downspouts, which 
drain at grade, is ponding close to the foundation, promoting 
rising damp and biological growth at the brick foundation. The 
northeast façade of the house is obscured by large trees that are 
growing very close to the building. The northeast façade also 
has several vertical cracks that typically run from window to 
window. These cracks could be caused by several conditions, 
including settlement or even possibly changes to interior 
heating and cooling systems.

5.6 Early College Buildings: 1889-1911

Trustee House                               
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HaRdin Hall 
Hardin Hall is located in the center of campus, along 
the east side of Calhoun Drive. Built Completed in 
1891, this building is the oldest remaining academic 
building on campus today. The original building was 
soon expanded with a large addition in 1900. Originally 
known and built as the Chemistry Building, it was 
named Hardin Hall ca. 1902 in honor of Colonel M.B. 
Hardin, who was the school’s first Chemistry professor, 
and Acting President for the College in 1897, 1899, and 
1902. A third addition was constructed in 1937 to the 
southeast of the existing buildings. Today, the building 
is used by the Department of History and Geography. 
The entire Hardin Hall complex was renovated in 
1946 and 2002. The 2002 work included the complete 
demolition and redesign of the interior structure, and 
the rehabilitation of the exterior envelope. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Originally, a single, rectangular-shaped two-story, brick 
building, over the years this building has grown, and 
now stands in three parts. Additions were made in 1900 
and 1937. All three cells are constructed of brick, and 
are topped by hipped-shaped roofs sheathed with faux 
slate shingles. The roofs drain to a half-round perimeter 
gutter system, through round downspouts, and then to 
underground drains or site drains. The current roof dates 
to the 2002 renovation work and lacks the original roof 
cresting and decorative chimneys/vents. 

Gabled wall dormers rise from the center of the north 
and west walls of the original block. The main entrance, 
centered on the north façade of the original main block, 
is sheltered by a gabled, brick portico ornamented with 
decorative terracotta work in the tympanum inscribed 
with the date “1890.” The brick portico has sandstone 
Corinthian pilasters rising to a rounded arch, inscribed 
“Chemistry.” A secondary entrance is located on the west 
wall, sheltered by a shed-roofed entry porch featuring 
paired colonnettes and painted, terracotta ornamentation. 
The original doors have been replaced with new steel 
doors with glass panes above and paneling below. The 
windows in the original building consist of large, single, 
double-hung, two-over-two wood sash windows, with 
sandstone sills and lintels.

The 1900 addition also features two decorative 
entrances; one at the center of the west wall, sheltered 
by a pedimented hood inscribed with the date “1900” in 
the tympanum, and another at the building’s northwest 
corner, sheltered by a gabled, brick portico. A wood 
pediment, with “Chemistry” inscribed in the tympanum, 
tops this portico, supported by squared-shaped, fluted 
brick pilasters and a rounded arch opening. In recent 
years, all of the doors and windows throughout the 
building have been replaced. The entrances now feature 
either a single or pair of steel, pane-and-paneled doors, 
topped by a transom. Windows in the 1900 addition 
consist of a combination of large, single, double-hung, 
one-over-one wood sash windows, and round-headed 
bays with pairs of double-hung, two-over-one wood sash 
windows, with decorative quatrefoils and pilasters in 
between each opening. Granite sills and brick sills frame 
these windows. 

The 1937 addition to the building extends from the east 
sidewall of the original building, and rear, south wall of 
the ca. 1900 addition. Its two-story, rectangular-shaped 
size and scale is comparable to the other blocks of the 
building. All windows in this section of the building 
appear to be fixed. 

Hardin Hall (1890 building on the right, 1900 addition on the left.)                              

Hardin Hall (Rear addition located to the east of the 1890 
building).                           
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significAnce

On January 4, 1990, Hardin Hall was listed as a 
contributing resource to Clemson University’s National 
Register statewide Historic District II, for its historical 
association with the founding, development and growth 
of the school, which has played a role in higher education 
in South Carolina since 1889. It is the oldest academic 
building on campus. Additionally, it was noted as part of 
an intact collection of late nineteenth and early twentieth-
century educational buildings at a state-supported land 
grant university.

integrity

Hardin Hall has varying levels of integrity. The building 
remains in its original location and retains its historic 
setting within a collection of nineteenth century academic 
buildings. From the exterior, Hardin Hall continues 
to convey the eclectic Victorian era design intent and 
remains strongly associated with the other academic 
buildings of this time period. However, the integrity of 
the original design, materials, and workmanship has been 
damaged by the extensive interior renovation, the loss of 
character-defining roof details on the 1890 portion, and 
the aggressive cleaning that has damaged the historical 
brick masonry. 

existing conDitions

Hardin Hall was recently renovated and is in good 
condition. However, the exterior masonry has 
deterioration that will remain problematica. First, the 
original brick has been aggressively cleaned leading to 
a loss of the protective fire skin. The historical brick 
are now vulnerable to weather as they are extremely 
soft and porous. It is important to protect this brick 
from water damage through preventative maintenance 
in order to avoid severe deterioration. In addition, the 
local limestone and decorative terracotta tiles have 
minor scaling and cracking. Both the local stone and the 
unglazed terracotta tiles will be difficult to replace with 
similar materials. Every effort should be made to prevent 
further deterioration through a preventative maintenance 
program.

Tillman Hall                               

Tillman Hall, Tillman Auditorium                               

Tillman Hall, Rear Addition                               
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tillman Hall

Tillman Hall is located on the northern end of campus, 
along the south side of State Highway 93. This building 
was originally built ca. 1891-1893 and known as the 
Main Building. In 1894 the building was heavily 
damaged in a fire, but immediately reconstructed that 
same year. The memorial chapel, now known as Tillman 
Auditorium, was an early addition. Since its erection 
the building has been a focal point of the campus and 
surrounding community, and has been primarily used for 
both classroom and administrative purposes. In 1946, 
the building was renamed in honor of Benjamin Tillman, 
a former governor of South Carolina, United States 
Senator, and one of the original seven Clemson College 
Life Trustees. Modern additions have been added to the 
rear, southwest side of the main building, possibly as 
part of a 1980 renovation. Tillman Hall currently houses 
several academic departments, including the School 
of Education, the School of Technology and Human 
Resources, and the Calhoun Honors College. 

ArchitecturAl Description

This rectangular-shaped, three-story, brick building rests on 
a raised ashlar granite foundation, topped by a hipped roof 
sheathed in asphalt. An array of dormers project from each 
side of the rooftop. The asphalt shingle roof at the original 
building drains to a box gutter and then to round PVC 
downspouts that direct water to underground drains. 

A prominent pyramidal-roofed clock tower with a flat 
seam copper roof stands at the center of the façade, with 
detailing that includes Romanesque arches, highlighted 
by granite and patterned brickwork, decorative terracotta 
work, bracketed cornices, a bell tower, and windows and 
openings on all sides. The rectangular and round-arched 
windows are typically one-over-one double-hung windows. 
The deeply set, half-round entrances are embellished with 
decorative masonry, including rusticated sandstone quoins, 
unglazed terracotta tiles, fine brick archways, and granite 
and wood columns. The entrances have local gneiss steps 
and encaustic tile porch flooring.

A two-story cross-gabled Tillman Auditorium addition 
extends from the north end of the building, encompassing 
many of the same details as the main building. The Tillman 
Auditorium has unique windows that are double-hung 
wood sash with multi-light upper sash and single pane at 
lower sash. The auditorium space, originally a chapel, is 
marked by stained glass windows and a multi-window and 
rosette configuration at the north gable end.

In recent years, all of the windows and doors in the building 

have been replaced, with the exception of the Tillman 
Auditorium windows. Combinations of single and paired 
double-hung one-over-one aluminum-framed windows 
light the interior. All of the doors are aluminum-framed 
pane-and-panel except the main Tillman Hall entrance at 
the base of the clock tower, which has the original glazed 
wood panel doors set within a glazed multi-light door 
surround. Lastly, a large three-story addition has been 
attached to the rear side of the building. 

The original interior has been obscured by modern 
finishes with a few exceptions. The main stairway 
remains at the clock tower. At the Tillman Auditorium 
portion, the original chapel space retains the open floor 
plan and some historic finishes.

significAnce

Tillman Hall was listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register Historic District 
I, on January 4, 1990, for its historical association with the 
founding, development and growth of the school, which 
has played a role in higher education in South Carolina 
since 1889. It is one of the oldest academic buildings 
on campus and has long been a symbol of Clemson’s 
historic core campus. Additionally, Tillman Hall is a 
prominent part of an intact collection of late nineteenth 
and early twentieth-century educational buildings at a 
state-supported land grant university.

integrity

Tillman Hall has varying levels of integrity. The building 
retains its original location and dramatic setting at the 
edge of Bowman Field. The prominence of Tillman Hall 
is enhanced by the adjacent open space at the historic 
entry to Clemson’s core campus. On the exterior overall, 
the original design, materials, and workmanship remain. 
Large additions have been sited to the rear of Tillman 
Hall where they are not visible from the main elevations. 
However, the loss of the original entrance details and 
roof materials impair the exterior integrity. The interior 
has few original spaces remaining.

existing conDitions

Tillman Hall is in fair condition, but has several current 
problems that need to be addressed as part of future repairs 
and renovations. The required work includes installation 
of appropriate roofing materials, maintenance of roof 
drainage systems, protection of damaged masonry, 
installation of appropriate repointing mortars, and repair 
of irreplaceable local granite masonry.
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The steeply pitched roof is currently covered with asphalt 
shingles, which is unsuitable for the prominence and 
significance of Tillman Hall, often viewed as the historic 
center of the campus. Further, the Tillman Auditorium 
portion has sagging gutters that are overflowing onto the 
paved areas below and fostering biological growth on 
the masonry.

The exterior masonry has several issues. Aggressive 
cleaning has stripped the fire skin from the decorative 
terracotta plaques, leaving these important decorative 
details vulnerable to the weather. The terracotta should 
be protected through preventative maintenance and, 
possibly, appropriate, breathable, protective coatings. 
The brick masonry has various pointing campaigns with 
different colored mortar and tooling. Future repointing 
should be uniform in color and profile, matching historic 
precedents. The local gneiss entrance steps require 
patching, pointing, and crack repair. The gneiss steps 
must be preserved, as this stone will be difficult, if not 
impossible, to replace.

kinaRd annex  
(campbell muSeum oF natuRal 
HiStoRy) 
Kinard Annex, housing the Bob and Betsy Campbell 
Museum of Natural History, is located in the central area 
of campus, hidden among several academic buildings. 
This building was originally built in 1893 as a dwelling, 
but has undergone many changes of use throughout its 
history. In 1996, Kinard Annex was completely renovated 
to house the museum. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The Kinard Annex is an L-shaped, two-and-one-half-
story Queen Anne style, patterned brick building with 
tall, narrow proportions. It stands on a raised brick 
foundation and has a gable-front and wing footprint. 
The steeply pitched cross-gabled roof is covered with 
terracotta tile, and the gable ends have partial returns. 
The tile roof drains to half-round aluminum gutters and 
round downspouts that connect to underground drain 
lines.

Its tall double-hung nine-over-nine wood windows have 
arched brick lintels and masonry sills. The attic level at 
the rear has a 25-light window. A herringbone-patterned 
brick panel adorns the second floor of the wing façade. 
The primary entrance has a multi-pane transom above 
it and is flanked by four-pane, one-panel sidelights. 
The entry door has been replaced with a twelve-light, 
one-panel aluminum-framed single door. This entrance 
is set within a square, two-story projecting brick porch 
featuring arched openings. A large one-story flat-roofed 
brick addition has been constructed at the rear of the 
building. 

Kinard Annex (Campbell Museum of Natural History)                               
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significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has concluded that Kinard Annex (Campbell Museum of 
Natural History) is eligible for inclusion in an expanded 
Clemson University Historic District I. Kinard Annex 
is considered a contributing structure for its historical 
association with the founding, development and growth 
of Clemson University. Kinard Annex is one of only 
two remaining faculty residences associated with the 
founding of Clemson.

integrity

Kinard Annex is sited in its original location, though its 
historical residential setting has been lost as roadways 
changed and the core campus developed in this vicinity. 
Despite the many changes, Kinard Annex retains its 
overall exterior design, materials, and workmanship. The 
patterned, locally fired bricks are particularly significant. 
The building continues to convey the design intent of the 
late nineteenth century and its association with some of 
Clemson’s earliest development. The interior has been 
largely altered because of the many changes in use over 
time.

existing conDitions

Kinard Annex has many of the typical maintenance 
concerns for a residential structure, including 
maintenance of the roof and roof drainage system, 
regular repainting of wood elements, and repointing 
of masonry. The cross gable roof requires attention at 
valleys and changes of slope. For example, a diverter is 
needed where the upper gutter drains into the lower one 
at the main façade; currently, the rain water overshoots 
the lower gutter. Also, the gutters over the main entrance 
are rusting. Many wood elements require maintenance 
level painting, including the wood cornice and soffit 
boards and the wood window frames. 

The original, locally fired brick is the most significant 
exterior feature and should be carefully preserved through 
preventative maintenance. There are several cracks at 
the northwest and southeast that should be monitored for 
movement. The main southwest entrance is in the early 
stages of deterioration. The embedded reinforcement in 
the concrete steps is corroding. The joints at the cheek 
wall are open where the mortar has failed.

godFRey Hall  
(textile building) 
Godfrey Hall is located on the northern end of campus, 
along the south side of State Highway 93 near Tillman 
Hall. Originally known as the Textile Building, the 
building was originally built in 1898-1901 by D.A. 
Thompkins Co., Engineers, using convict labor. 
The Textile Building was designed as a state of the 
art industrial education building patterned after a 
contemporary cotton mill. The building was used as a 
temporary hospital during the 1918 influenza epidemic 
when an elevator was installed. Textile education moved 
into Sirrine Hall after its completion in 1938. The upper 
portion of the square tower was rebuilt following a fire 
in 1939. The building was renamed in 1971 for W. E. 
Godfrey, professor of physics 1919-1947. In 1987, 
Godfrey Hall was renovated. It currently houses the 
Graphic Communications laboratories. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Godfrey Hall is a two-story, rectangular brick building 
with a raised lighted basement and a brick foundation. 
Vaguely Italianate in style, it has a low-pitched gable 
roof concealed by side parapets featuring deep roof 
overhangs with simple modillion-shaped brackets in 
the front and back. The roof drains to a box gutter and 
then to round metal downspouts which direct water to 
underground terracotta drain lines. The most prominent 
feature of Godfrey Hall is a four-story pyramidal-roofed 
tower at the center of the primary façade, detailed with 
corbelled brickwork near the top and single and paired 
windows on all sides. The upper two stories of brick at 
the tower are different from the rest of the building.

Godfrey Hall (Textile Building)                             
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Symmetrically arranged single windows span the 
building on all sides. These windows have distinctive 
segmental-arched, triple brick lintels and plainer brick 
sills. The tall windows have been replaced with opaque 
three-light transoms above three-over-three double-hung 
sash, all of which are aluminum. The primary entrance is 
into the central tower and features a side-facing brick and 
concrete stoop. All of the doors are aluminum-framed 
pane-and panel. 

At the rear, where the basement is at ground level, is a 
central full-height one-bay by one-bay projection, below 
which is a two-story rectangular wing with a low-pitched 
gable roof, stepped parapets, and three-over-three 
double-hung windows. 

significAnce

Godfrey Hall was listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register Historic District 
I, on January 4, 1990, for its historical association with the 
founding, development and growth of the school, which 
has played a role in higher education in South Carolina 
since 1889. Godfrey Hall has additional significance to 
the region for its association with industrial education and 
the textile industry. Godfrey and Sirrine Halls provide 
physical evidence of the growth and technological 
changes in the textile industry in South Carolina between 
ca. 1898-1940.

integrity

Godfrey Hall has fair integrity. It retains its original 
location and academic setting that is still strongly 
associated with Tillman Hall and Bowman Field and 
the late nineteenth century development of Clemson 
University. While Godfrey Hall still expresses the 
original workmanship, the historic fabric has been 
damaged through abrasive cleaning of the brick and by 
the installation of inappropriate aluminum replacement 
windows and doors. Despite the alterations, Godfrey Hall 
still expresses its original spare industrial architecture 
design.

existing conDitions

Godfrey Hall has long term masonry problems that 
will require preventative and proactive maintenance to 
ensure its preservation. The brick has been aggressively 
grit blasted in the past. The fire skin has been completely 
removed and the interior of the bricks is exposed. These 
bricks, probably fired on campus, should be considered 
irreplaceable and protected through regular inspections 

to ensure that water, deicing salts, and other causes 
of masonry deterioration are resolved before new 
deterioration occurs. 

More recent masonry structures are also having problems. 
At the southeast entrance ramp, the reinforcement in 
the brick-faced concrete structure is corroding, causing 
displacement. 

In addition, Godfrey Hall has lost important character-
defining features through the installation of modern 
aluminum replacement windows and doors. The loss of 
original windows is particularly problematic because of 
the wide expanses of windows that were important to 
turn-of-the-century industrial architecture.
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SikeS Hall 
 Sikes Hall is located on Calhoun Drive at the north end 
of campus, near the intersection with State Highway 93. 
Designed by architects William A. Edwards and Frank 
CA. Walter, Sikes Hall was constructed in 1904 as the 
Agricultural Building. The building burned in 1925 and 
was reconstructed in 1926-1927 as the second Clemson 
Library under the direction of university architect 
Rudolph E. Lee. In 1966, Sikes Hall was renamed for 
Enoch Walter Sikes, President of Clemson Agricultural 
College, 1925-40. Sikes Hall was renovated in 1972. It 
now houses administrative offices.

ArchitecturAl Description

Sikes Hall is a two-story rectangular brick building 
with Greek/Classical Revival characteristics. It sits on 
a raised brick foundation. Its roof is concealed by level 
brick parapets on all sides, and its cornice is adorned 
with heavy, copper-covered dentil molding to evoke 
a classical frieze. The flat roof drains to the southeast 
through downspouts that connect to underground drain 
lines.

The primary north facade is dominated by a wide temple-
like flat-roofed projecting portico, which is supported by 
massive limestone columns with Ionic capitals. Brass 
letters spelling “Clemson University” extend across the 
portico’s frieze. At the bottom, gneiss steps with brick 
side walls topped by limestone capstones extend the 
full width of the portico. The ceiling of the portico is 
covered with decorative pressed tin. Within the portico, 
the building has a central entrance and European-style 
paired casement windows. The second floor windows 
have round arched tops, limestone keystones in their 
arched brick lintels, and four lights in each casement, 
and below most is a limestone inset panel. The first 

floor windows have level brick lintels with contrasting 
limestone keystones, and the windows have three lights 
in each casement. All windows on the building are 
replacement sash with tinted energy-efficiency glazing. 
Sills are a mix of limestone and cast stone. 

Carved stonework surrounds the main center entrance 
and extends up to frame the second-floor window directly 
above the entrance. Ionic limestone pilasters on either 
side of the double entrance support a small frieze with 
dentil molding and a center keystone. Letters spelling 
“Sikes Hall” adorn this frieze. A grille transom occupies 
the top of the outer entranceway, and matching iron grille 
outer doors enclose the space. The paired inner doors are 
recessed deeply within this surround and are both single-
light wood and glass replacement doors, with a fanlight 
above. This vestibule has a mosaic tile floor. On either 
side of the large portico, the building has three bays of 
one-over-one double-hung windows, each with a stone 
sill and stone keystone in its brick lintel. 

The sides of the building have one-story appendages 
at the basement level, each supporting front-facing 
steps leading to a side entrance door. These entrances 
are surrounded by elaborate Neoclassical terracotta 
masonry, featuring a broken arched pediment, dentil 
molding, scrolls with an acanthus garland, two horns of 
plenty spilling fruit, and a central torch at the top. This 
pediment molding is set atop Ionic terracotta pilasters 
and a surround similar to the front entrance, with a 
recessed door, tiled floor and outer grille transom. The 
interior doors are paired modern doors with a modern 
segmental-arched transom above. 

A rear full-height projection, approximately the same 
width as the front portico, contains paired windows on all 
levels. Those on the second floor have elaborate round-
arched tracery fanlight transoms. At the basement level, 
the windows are multi-light replacement fixed windows 
with segmental arched tops and transoms, and a central 
entrance leads into this level. 

significAnce

Sikes Hall was listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register Historic District 
I, on January 4, 1990, for its historical association with 
the founding, development and growth of the school, 
which has played a role in higher education in South 
Carolina since 1889. Sited prominently along the edge of 
Bowman Field, Sikes Hall has long stood at the historic 
entrance to the core campus. It served a central role as the 
Agricultural Department and then as the college library. 
Architecturally, Sikes Hall is significant as the only 

Sikes Hall                               
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Neoclassical styled academic building within the core 
campus. It presents a transition from the Victorian styling 
of the early college buildings to the later Renaissance 
Revival buildings of Rudolph E. Lee.

integrity

Sikes Hall retains its integrity overall. Though the campus 
has undergone significant changes, Sikes Hall remains in 
its original location within an academic setting sited on 
the edge of the green sward of Bowman Field. Despite 
the modern alteration of windows and doors, it retains 
the design, materials, and workmanship of its 1927-
era reconstruction and continues to convey its early 
twentieth-century Neoclassical style. Sikes Hall remains 
strongly linked to the main entrance to Clemson’s core 
campus.

existing conDitions

Sikes Hall has major and minor problems with its 
masonry, caused by inappropriate maintenance and 
poor site drainage, and has inappropriate replacement 
windows. The most serious masonry issue at Sikes 
Hall is the loss of surface glaze on the terracotta units 
at the southwest and northeast entrances. The glaze was 
removed through an aggressive cleaning process that has 
exposed the vulnerable inner clay body. The terracotta 
has some spalling and cracking caused by exposure 
to weather. The decorative terracotta units appear to 
date to the 1904 period of construction and should be 
protected. The terracotta units will require a protective, 
breathable, durable masonry coating, such as silicate 
mineral paint, and preventative maintenance to ensure 
their preservation.

Poor site drainage at the east corner and at the northwest 
entrance is causing masonry deterioration. There is 
evidence of rising damp and efflorescence at the brick 
end walls of the entrance steps and at the east corner. 
The limestone columns at the northwest entrance are 
delaminating at their bases from rising damp and salt 
crystallization.

Minor masonry conditions at Sikes Hall include the 
failure of mortar at the gneiss entrance steps, copper 
staining of limestone elements, and minor cracking and 
loss at the granite steps. 

The modern replacement windows have flat frame 
profiles and are fitted with green tinted, energy efficient 
glazing. The new windows lack the appropriate depth 
and transparency of the original windows. The windows 
have significantly altered the appearance of this highly 
visible campus building. When the current replacement 
windows need to be replaced, new windows should 
match the depth of profile of the original windows while 
achieving energy efficiency with non-tinted, low-e glass 
coatings.
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SHeep baRn 
The Sheep Barn was constructed ca. 1902-1915 and 
is located on the east side of Cherry Road near its 
intersection with McMillan Road, adjacent to the 
Calhoun Courts Apartments. Though it is listed on the 
National Register with a construction date of ca. 1915, 
the use of locally fired bricks and the overall design 
point to an earlier construction date possibly closer to ca. 
1900. Originally used as a barn, it is currently used for 
storage by facilities.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Sheep Barn is a two-and-one-half-story, gable-
roofed, wood-frame barn. It is rectangular in shape and 
has a brick foundation. Its front section is constructed 
of locally fired brick laid in English bond. Its front-
gabled roof is covered with standing-seam metal, and 
three square, pyramidal-roofed cupola ventilators with 
louvered sides stand along the peak. The rafter ends are 
exposed. The front gabled roof drains directly to grade. 

Except for the front section, the barn is sided with vertical 
wood clapboard, including both gable ends. Diamond-
shaped vents adorn each gable end at the top. A large 
central bay entrance on the first floor has a sliding batten 
door on a track. Above this bay is a slightly smaller 
loft bay, which has been infilled with clapboards and 
a window, now boarded up. Several windows and an 
entrance door are situated along the side walls, but the 
intact windows are boarded over. At the rear, the building 
has a central first-floor bay with a modern aluminum 
rolldown door, and a single boarded-over window above 
it. Next to the central bay is a single replacement steel 
door. 

significAnce

The Sheep Barn was individually listed on the National 
Register of Historic Places on January 4, 1990 in 
recognition of its significance as the earliest extant 
building associated with Clemson’s Agricultural 
Department. Built with locally-produced brick, it is an 
important remnant of Clemson’s strong agricultural 
education roots. The barn dates to a period of changing 
livestock practices, instituted to prevent disease, to 
improve hygiene, and to increase productivity. The 
use of brick, a relatively costly building material, the 
emphasis on increased ventilation, and the large number 
of windows indicate that the Sheep Barn was built with 
some expense to meet the new farming requirements.

integrity

The Sheep Barn has good integrity, though the building 
is in danger of severe deterioration from deferred 
maintenance and termite damage. The Sheep Barn is 
in its original location, though the historic agricultural 
setting has dramatically altered with the high density 
development of the core campus. The original design, 
materials and workmanship of the Sheep Barn have been 
preserved, especially the locally fired brick masonry 
evident at the north end. However, the window openings 
are boarded up and the original windows appear to be 
gone. The Sheep Barn continues to remind Clemson of 
its early development as an agricultural college. 

existing conDitions

The Sheep Barn is in poor condition because of deferred 
maintenance and poor site management, which has 
promoted termite infestation. Immediate measures may 
be required to preserve this significant resource. First, 
site drainage and landscaping must be addressed. Then 
the extent of termite damage must be assessed and 
repaired. This should be done before maintenance level 
repairs are undertaken. 

The adjacent site has impervious surfaces on three sides 
with little or no provision for drainage: asphalt paving 
at the southwest, brick paving at the north corner, and 
concrete paving at the southeast and northwest. Along 
the northeast, the soil has eroded where the water runoff 
hits the ground. A natural drainage swale had formed, 
but this has been filled in with wood debris, which 
has blocked the site drainage. Rainwater is absorbed 
by the brick foundation and then into the wood frame 
structure. 

Sheep Barn                      
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The poor site drainage has promoted termite infestation, 
wood rot, and mortar loss. With the help of brick paving 
and mulch piled up against the wood siding at the north 
corner, there is a perfect, chronically moist entry for 
termites. Termite damage is evident at the east corner 
post, which should be inspected by a structural engineer. 
Also, the north corner has termite damage in the area 
where the mulch and brick paving are built against the 
wood siding. The lower four feet of the wood ship lath 
siding at the southwest and northeast is rotted and must 
be replaced. The wood framing in these areas should 
also be inspected. The brick foundation has failed mortar 
joints overall and requires repointing. At the northwest 
end, it is clear that the mortar loss is exacerbated by 
rising damp conditions from poor site drainage. There is 
a crack through the brick foundation at the east corner. 
The masonry has not been recently repointed, so it is not 
possible to know whether this is old or new settlement.

Most of the exterior elements at the Sheep Barn require 
painting. This includes the standing seam tin roof, the 
wood louvers at the ridge ventilators, the wood siding, 
and wood and metal doors. On the interior, a large hoist 
system has been installed under the roof ridge. The hoist 
system is supported by the roof structure. Both the hoist 
system itself and its apparent lifting capacity appear to 
be harmful to the roof structure.

HoRticultuRal baRn 
The Horticultural Barn was constructed ca. 1911 and is 
located at the junction of Pearman Boulevard (Perimeter 
Road) and Cherry Road. The Horticultural Barn is the 
wood framed, Wisconsin style dairy barn adjacent to the 
masonry tile Golf Maintenance Barn. The Horticultural 
Barn was part of Clemson’s agricultural experiment 
station dealing with dairy farming. It was later part of 
the larger state-of-the-art dairy complex that included 
the Golf Maintenance Barn. Today, it is used as storage 
space for the Horticultural Department.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Horticultural Barn is a three-story, gambrel-roofed, 
wood-frame barn built in the Wisconsin dairy barn 
style. It is rectangular in shape and its brick foundation 
extends up to the sills of the first-floor windows and 
rests on a poured-in-place concrete foundation slab. Its 
roof is covered with asphalt shingles, and three metal 
ventilators stand along the peak. The roof drains directly 
to the ground.

The barn is sided with wood clapboard and has numerous 
first-floor windows, all of which have been boarded up. A 
large central bay entrance on the first floor has a slightly 
smaller loft entrance above it on the second level. These 
two openings have modern aluminum rolldown doors. 
On the top level is a gabled loft opening containing 
original paired batten doors with lower cross panels. This 
opening is flanked by single windows, both of which are 
boarded up. 

Horticultural Barn                               
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At the rear, the barn has a central first-floor entrance bay 
with paired plywood replacement doors and the remains 
of a sliding track system. Three windows at the third 
level are boarded up. At least one entrance on each side 
has been infilled, but intact side doors are wood batten 
doors with lower cross-panels. 

significAnce

The Horticultural Barn is significant as a rare remaining 
agricultural building developed as part of Clemson’s 
agricultural experiment station. The Horticultural Barn 
was built in a Wisconsin dairy barn style to support 
experimental dairy farming during a period of changing 
hygienic farming practices. The choice of a Wisconsin-
style dairy barn is significant because this form was 
popularized in the early twentieth-century through the 
national agricultural experiment station system and 
does not reflect traditional South Carolina Piedmont 
barns. The Wisconsin dairy barn shows that Clemson 
was responding to new trends in large-scale milk 
production, the need for large feed storage areas, and 
new requirements to improve lighting and ventilation 
for the dairy cows. It represents Clemson’s embrace 
of systematic and scientific farming methods. With its 
concrete floor, open truss system, roof ridge ventilators, 
and plentiful windows, the design of the Horticultural 
Barn responded to modern dairy farming requirements. 
The Horticultural Barn was later incorporated into the 
larger, state-of-the-art, hygienic dairy operations with 
the construction of the Golf Maintenance Barn. The 
current LaMaster Dairy Center has replaced this historic 
dairy complex while continuing the tradition of state-of-
the-art dairy farming at Clemson.

integrity

The Horticultural Barn has good integrity but is in 
danger of deterioration from lack of maintenance. 
The barn remains in its original location and semi-
agricultural setting. The original Wisconsin dairy barn 
design, materials, and workmanship have been retained. 
The barn strongly expresses the Wisconsin dairy barn 
form that links it to Clemson’s tradition of agricultural 
experimentation. The interior is relatively intact, though 
windows have been boarded up and new dolly columns 
have been added along the stalls at the lower level to 
support the upper floor.

existing conDitions

The Horticultural Barn requires improvements to 
its roof, site drainage, wood siding, metal elements, 
windows, and doors. The asphalt shingle gambrel roof 
has missing shingles at the southwest corner. The wood 
cornice is unprotected and requires complete repainting. 
The adjacent site shows poor site drainage at the north. 
Grass has recently been resown where the soil has 
eroded. There is also biological growth at the north brick 
foundation from the poor site drainage.

The wood ship lath siding has missing boards, loose 
corner posts and failing paint. The siding needs to be 
replaced where missing, secured where it is loose, and 
protected with a new coat of paint. The three metal ridge 
vents have corrosion; they should be properly prepared, 
primed, and painted.

The original six-over-six double-hung wood windows 
are boarded over and entirely painted over. The plywood 
replacement doors on the west have failed and need to be 
replaced. The original sliding wood doors are missing on 
both the east and west ends of the barn. The vertical board 
wood doors have failed paint overall but are sound.
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univeRSity FacilitieS opeRationS 
The University Facilities Operations building is located 
along the west side of Klugh Avenue, next to the Central 
Energy Facility. The facilities building was probably 
constructed ca. 1927 during the Lee era of construction 
as it has remnants of the multi-colored brick used in 
other Lee buildings. The original building included two 
rectangular, hipped roof structures to the north and south, 
with or without a connector in between. The southern 
end of the University Facilities Operation building was 
Clemson’s second fire station. At some point a flat-roofed 
addition was constructed in between the original Lee-era 
buildings. The building has been altered through many 
different campaigns and many of its older architectural 
features are only visible on the rear, west facade. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The University Facilities Operations building is a one-
story brick building with two asphalt-covered, hipped-
roofed cells flanking a flat-roofed center section and a 
small one-story, flat-roofed brick addition to the south. 
The hipped roofs drain to galvanized aluminum, K-style 
gutters, then to round downspouts that drain to grade. The 
building is built into a hillside and has a full basement 
that is accessible from the rear west side. The north and 
south hipped-roof sections and the central section are 
constructed with the multi-colored textured brick found 
in the Lee designed academic buildings. Lesser quality 
brick was used on the rear west side and this brick has 
been painted over. The southern flat-roofed addition is 
faced with uniform red brick. 

The windows vary throughout the building and include 
double-hung two-over-two and six-over-six wood 
windows, multi-pane steel casement windows, metal 
pivoting sash windows, and modern vinyl one-over-
one windows. The main entrance with glazed aluminum 
doors is accessed at the southeast end under a green 
awning. On the north elevation, there is one wood plank 
and cross bar door that appears to be original. On the 
interior, the wood floors and framing remain in the older 
sections.

5.6 Early College Buildings: 1889-1911

University Facilities Operations, Front (East) Elevation                               

University Facilities Operations, Rear (West) Elevation                                    
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significAnce

The University Facilities Operations building is not 
considered a significant resource within the Clemson 
core campus. The facilities building has been heavily 
altered and no longer conveys the original design intent.

integrity

The University Facilities Operations building has 
poor integrity. The many alterations have obscured 
or obliterated many of the historic character-defining 
features, including the original design, materials, and 
workmanship. Only remnants of these features remain. 
The building no longer expresses the original Lee-era 
design intent.

existing conDitions

The University Facilities Operations building has minor 
deterioration conditions at the roof, wood cornice, 
windows, and doors. The masonry may exhibit more 
serious deterioration. At the roof, the flashing is rusting 
and the paint has failed at the wood cornice. The six-
over-six double hung wood windows require complete 
repainting and new glazing putty. The metal casement 
windows at the later center addition are beginning to 
corrode and also require repainting. The paint at the one 
original exterior wood door has failed, partly from the 
excessive layers of paint. 

The masonry has some cracking and settlement at the 
north elevation and northwest corner. This area appears 
stable but should be inspected for possible movement.
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w. w. long ReSidence  
(SeaRS HouSe)

The W. W. Long Residence (Sears House) was 
constructed in 1928 as a Sears kit house, and is located 
at 168 Barre Street at the north end of campus, off Daniel 
Drive. William Williams Long was the director of the 
agricultural Cooperative Extension Service, 1914-34, 
during which time he built and resided in this house. The 
residence now houses administrative offices for South 
Carolina’s Coalition for Mathematics & Science.

ArchitecturAl Description

The W. W. Long Residence (Sears House) is a two-and-
one-half-story Colonial Revival wood-framed dwelling 
with a brick foundation. It has a side-gabled roof covered 
with rolled asphalt, and its gables have partial returns. 
The roof drains to half-round galvanized aluminum 
gutters, round galvanized aluminum downspouts, 
and then to underground drains. A wide exterior brick 
chimney rises from one gable end, and the other end 
has a three-light attic window. The house is sided with 
aluminum clapboard siding. On one side of the house 
is a full-width, one-story hip-roofed screened porch, 
which surrounds the chimney. At the rear, the house has 
a full-width, one-and-one-half-story gabled addition 
with gabled dormers on each side and a one-story partly 
enclosed back porch with a shed roof. 

The symmetrical primary façade has a central one-
story entrance porch, flanked on either side by a single 
window, and three windows on the second floor. The 
center window above the entrance has a six-over-six 
double-hung sash, and the other windows have an eight-
over-eight configuration. Each window is flanked by 
louvered aluminum ornamental shutters. The entrance 
porch has a gabled roof with a barrel-vaulted arched 
center opening. Slender Doric wood columns support the 
porch roof above a shallow brick and concrete stoop. The 
front door is a six-panel wood door with sidelights on 
either side and a round-arched fanlight transom above. 
Side windows on the house are six-over-six double-hung 
wood windows.  

A small one-story wood shed on a concrete foundation 
stands to the rear of the property on Barre Street. The 
front-gabled, rectangular footprint shed has an asphalt 
and sheet metal covered roof with exposed rafter ends. 
The wood frame structure is clad with horizontal wood 
siding. There is a single wood door on the west end and 
a double wood door at the east end.

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House)                               

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) Rear Shed
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significAnce

The W. W. Long Residence (Sears House), in conjunction 
with the Moorman House (ca. 1935), is significant as part 
of the twentieth-century, between the wars, residential 
development of campus to the north of South Carolina 
Highway 93. The W. W. Long Residence (Sears House) 
is now one of only a few intact residences that date to this 
period. As a documented Sears kit house, the W.W. Long 
House is significant locally as an example of national 
trends in suburban house construction. 

integrity

The W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) has good 
integrity. It remains in its original location and retains 
much of its immediate residential setting and outbuilding, 
though its main front approach has been significantly 
altered by the widening of South Carolina Highway 93. 
The Sears House retains much of its original design, 
materials and workmanship, though the original wood 
siding has been covered with replacement vinyl siding. It 
continues to express the Colonial Revival style popular 
with detached suburban dwellings in the first half of 
the twentieth-century and includes many characteristic 
details that can be identified from the Sears Roebuck 
catalog.

existing conDitions

The W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) has general 
problems with site drainage, maintenance of windows, 
gutters, brick, and wood trim, and inappropriate 
replacement of original wood siding. The underground 
drains are terracotta pipes, which are probably clogged, 
broken, or leaking, given the material and their age.

At the time of survey, the galvanized aluminum gutters 
were clogged. The six-over-six double-hung wood 
windows were sound but had failing paint and glazing 
putty and some sagging meeting rails. The brick located 
at the south entrance porch and the east brick end chimney 
needed minor repointing. Wood portico, window sills, 
and screened-in porch elements required repainting.

The original wood siding is covered with replacement 
vinyl siding. The condition of the original wood siding 
is not known. The house should be inspected for termites 
and other insect infestations.

The rear shed is overgrown with ivy, has failed paint, and 
exhibits termite damage.

RodeRick HouSe

Roderick House was constructed in 1929 as a private 
residence, and is located on Barre Street at the north end 
of campus, near the intersection with State Highway 93. 
The Roderick House at one time housed Clemson’s first 
radio station. It now houses the international student 
center.

ArchitecturAl Description

Roderick House is a one-story brick Colonial Revival 
dwelling. It has an irregular L-shaped plan and sits 
on a low brick foundation. Its hipped roof is clad in 
asphalt shingles that drains directly to the ground, and 
narrow brick chimneys rise from the front section and 
original ell. A deep classical cornice extends around the 
building. There is a front-gabled extension on the left 
side of the front, which shelters an original porch that 
was later enclosed. The front door has a gabled hood 
with partial gable returns, scroll supports, side pilasters, 
and a round drop ornament. The door itself is a 15-light 
wood and glass door. The windows are mostly six-over-
one double-hung wood sash. At the rear, there is a hip-
roofed addition with a steep shed-roofed section on the 
side. This latter area appears to have been another porch 
that was later enclosed.

significAnce

Roderick House is not considered to be a significant 
historic structure architecturally. It is a contributing 
historic landscape feature that help provide a connection 
with the early-twentieth-century residential development 
of the north core campus and is associated with having 
hosted the university’s first radio station.

Roderick House                               
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integrity

Roderick House has good integrity, despite some 
alterations and material deterioration. The residence 
is in its original location and retains its residential 
setting, though roadways have dramatically changed, 
cutting off the historic approach to the house. Roderick 
House has original design, materials, and workmanship 
and continues to convey its original Colonial Revival 
suburban style.

existing conDitions

Roderick House has basic maintenance issues with site 
drainage, roof systems, vegetation, and concrete and 
brick deterioration. The gutters and downspouts have 
been removed; though, there is evidence of original 
underground drains. At the northeast corner, the roof 
drains into a depression in the adjacent ground near 
mechanical equipment, which directs water back 
towards the building. In these areas, there is minor brick 
deterioration from rising damp and salt crystallization.

The asphalt shingle roof has rusted metal flashing roof 
vents and has reached the end of its service life. Mature 
shrubs are growing directly against the foundation. The 
two brick chimneys have failed mortar joints and there is 
a crack through the brick at the northwest corner of the 
building. The concrete entrance pad and step at the south 
entrance exhibits hairline cracking overall with holes 
and delamination. The concrete condition is probably 
caused by shrinkage from the original installation; but is 
exacerbated by water draining off the roof in this area.

golF maintenance baRn

The Golf Maintenance Barn was constructed ca. 1930s 
as a dairy barn, and is located in the south part of campus 
near the Walker Golf Course, at the corner of Cherry 
Road and Pearman Boulevard (Perimeter Road). The 
dairy barn housed state-of-the-art dairy farming facilities 
as part of the Clemson agricultural experimental station 
work. It now houses maintenance equipment for the golf 
course.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Golf Maintenance Barn is a one-story glazed clay-
tile barn with a U-shaped footprint. A flat-roofed steel 
beam breezeway on the north side connects the barn to 
an adjacent rectangular gabled section. The foundation 
is poured concrete set on a concrete slab. The gabled 
steel-truss roof is clad in asphalt shingles, and has simple 
wooden bargeboards on the gable ends. The roof drains 
directly to the ground. Several round metal ventilators are 
evenly spaced along the gable peaks. A gabled masonry 
parapet wall divides the west wing near its middle. The 
clay-tile walls of the southern section have brick quoins 
at the corners and a lower infilled brick wall section at 
the end. All the windows are boarded up, including loft 
windows in the gables. The windows are steel multi-light 
fixed sash with an operable center hopper section. Plain 
tile surrounds and brick sills surround each window. 
Multiple doors are infilled with brick. Remaining 
openings include both large bays with corrugated metal 
sliding doors, and a few pedestrian doors. 

Golf Maintenance Barn                               
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significAnce

The Golf Maintenance Barn is significant as a rare remaining 
agricultural building developed as part of Clemson’s 
agricultural experiment station. The Golf Maintenance 
Barn dates to a period of increasing awareness of hygiene in 
dairy farming in order to reduce cattle diseases and promote 
quality milk products. Pasteurization of milk was becoming 
more common. During this period, new designs for dairy 
buildings were promoted using easily cleaned materials, 
such as glazed tile and concrete floors. Proper ventilation 
was recommended through the use of large windows and 
metal roof ridge ventilators. These changing practices are all 
reflected in the design of the Golf Maintenance Barn. The 
current LaMaster Dairy Center has replaced this historic 
dairy complex while continuing the tradition of state-of-
the-art dairy farming.

integrity

The Golf Maintenance Barn has good integrity. In its original 
location, the barn retains its semi-agricultural setting, 
particularly in conjunction with the adjacent Horticultural 
Barn. The original design, materials, and workmanship of 
the dairy barn have been preserved, despite the installation 
of some replacement masonry. The barn continues to 
express the ideals of hygienic dairy farming in the early 
twentieth-century.

existing conDitions

The Golf Maintenance Barn is in good condition requiring 
maintenance of site drainage and roof elements, vegetation, 
and metal elements, and repair of masonry disruption. At 
the time of survey, the roof was in need of immediate repair 
where the asphalt shingle roofing had been torn off in a recent 
weather event. The wood at the cornice requires paint. The tree 
at the northeast corner should be trimmed back away from the 
building. The steel supporting the north breezeway exhibits 
mild corrosion and requires maintenance level painting. 

The poured-in-place concrete foundation has no expansion 
joints so has vertical cracks every six to ten feet. In several 
areas, the hollow glazed tile has been infilled with replacement 
red brick. There are some individual cracked and damaged tile 
units; some have been repaired with new brick units.

The original steel windows remain behind plywood coverings. 
If the windows are to be restored, the steel windows require 
repainting, minor repairs, and complete reglazing. Missing 
panes of glass will need to be replaced.

mooRman HouSe

The Moorman House was constructed in 1935 as a 
residence for the Moorman family, and is located in the 
northern part of campus near Clemson House, on a small 
loop off North Palmetto Boulevard. Moorman, a member 
of the first Clemson graduating class of 1896, was head 
of the Cadet Corps in 1934. It is now administrative 
offices for Environmental Health and Safety.

ArchitecturAl Description

This dwelling is a one-and-one-half-story Arts and 
Crafts-style brick bungalow, set on a brick foundation. It 
is side-gabled and has a perpendicular rear ell. The low-
pitched roof has deep eave overhangs and exposed rafter 
tails. Brackets support the eaves on the gable ends, and 
paired windows light the upper level. A gabled, bracketed 
half-timbered front dormer pierces the right side of the 
front roof slope and has a single-light replaced window. 
A red-brick exterior chimney is located along the left 
gable end of the front section, and another chimney rises 
from the roof of the ell. The roof drains to aluminum 
K-style gutters with four-inch corrugated rectangular 
downspouts. 

A front-gabled porch projects from the left side of the 
front façade. This porch is screened and has a half-
timbered bracketed gable, brick corner piers, brick 
balustrades, and concrete front steps with brick and 
concrete wing walls. Small square ornamental stretcher 
brick panels are located at regular intervals around the 
foundation of both the porch and the house. 

Moorman House                              
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The house retains its double-hung wood Craftsman-style 
windows and wood and glass doors. On each side is a 
hip-roofed projecting bay window. At the rear, the ell has 
a shed-roofed side projection that appears to be original 
and has a front-facing entrance door. Immediately behind 
the house is a front-gabled brick garage, with exposed 
eave brackets, double-hung four-over-two windows, and 
replacement plywood front doors.

significAnce

The Moorman House, in conjunction with the W.W. Long 
Residence (Sears House) (ca. 1928), is significant as part 
of the twentieth-century, between the wars, residential 
development of campus to the north of South Carolina 
Highway 93. The Moorman House is now one of only a 
few intact residences that date to this period. Moorman 
House is locally significant as an intact Arts and Crafts 
intact bungalow. 

integrity

The Moorman House has good integrity. The house is in 
its original location and retains its immediate residential 
setting. The interior of the house has had few changes 
and retains original glazed and wood doors and hardware 
throughout. The bungalow retains its original design, 
materials, and workmanship on both interior and exterior 
and continues to convey the popular Arts and Crafts 
style. The house has changed little since its construction 
as the Moorman residence in 1934. 

existing conDitions

The Moorman House is in good condition requiring 
ongoing maintenance to address roof and site drainage 
and masonry conditions. At the time of survey, the 
downspouts were totally clogged with leaves and the roof 
was essentially draining directly to grade. The adjacent 
site showed erosion where the roof drains to grade, 
indicating that this is a chronic condition. There were 
no extenders at the bottom of one downspout, so rain 
water drains directly against the foundation. The rafter 
ends are exposed at the eaves. Water draining directly to 
the ground may cause rot at rafter ends.

The brick masonry has several cracks at the southeast 
corner, through the mortar joints at the south, and at the 
southeast porch. The poured concrete slab at the south 
entrance has cracking throughout. The porch floor slab 
has cracked right through the slab.

littleJoHn HouSe

Located at 114 Daniel Drive at the northern edge of the 
core campus, the Littlejohn House was constructed ca. 
1937 as a residence for James CA. Littlejohn and his 
family. James CA. Littlejohn, a Clemson alumnus, was 
registrar and business manager at Clemson from 1908-
1954 and amateur college historian. In 2001, after the 
death of James’s daughter Mary Katherine, Littlejohn 
House was deeded to the University. It is now used as an 
administrative building for the University’s Department 
of Publications and Promotion. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Littlejohn House is a Colonial Revival/Cape Cod-style 
wood-frame house, consisting of a central one-and-one-
half-story side-gabled block flanked by smaller side-
gabled wings. It is sided mostly with brick veneer, which 
covers the front and side façades, and the first floor 
level at the rear. The asphalt shingle roof has a central 
brick chimney at the gable peak of the center block. 
The eaves have minimal overhangs, vented gables and 
boxed cornices. Three gabled dormers, with somewhat 
asymmetrical placement, pierce the front slope of the 
central block’s roof, and the southeast side wing has a 
single dormer. The front dormers have wood clapboard 
gable siding, aluminum cladding around the windows, 
and grooved wood shingles on the sides. The rear shed 
dormers are clad with wood shingles. Water from the roof 
is directed to a K-style gutter and corrugated aluminum 
rectangular downspouts that drain to underground drain 
lines or to corrugated plastic extenders.

Most windows in the house are original wood six-
over-six double-hung sash windows, and those in the 
first floor of the central block have an eight-over-eight 
configuration. Several original windows in the rear of 

Littlejohn House                               
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the central block have been replaced with one-over-one 
double-hung sash. The front door has a shed-roofed hood 
supported on small brackets, and fluted pilasters flank 
the doorway. The front door is an eight-light replacement 
door, and “Littlejohn House” is spelled in applied letters 
above the doorway. 

On the northwest end of the house, the side wing is a 
former side porch or sunroom, which has been enclosed 
with modern casement windows. A two-story addition 
has been made at the rear of this wing, and a modern 
exterior metal fire stair has been installed on the back of 
the central block next to this addition. The basement level 
is at ground level in the back, and the paired garage bays 
at the center have been infilled with modern casement 
windows and cinderblock, but retain the original shed-
roofed hood. Entry doors at the rear are all modern.

significAnce

Though associated with James CA. Littlejohn and his 
family during his tenure at Clemson, Littlejohn House has 
been greatly altered and no longer expresses its original 
design, impaired by the alteration of character-defining 
materials. Littlejohn House is a contributing feature to 
the historic landscape referred to in the previous chapter 
as the residential community north of S.C. Highway.

integrity

Littlejohn House has been altered by later additions and 
replacement materials. Through remaining in its original 
location and residential setting, the building no longer 
conveys the original design intent.

existing conDitions

Littlejohn House shows signs of possible major problems 
at the roof, minor masonry deterioration, and basic paint 
maintenance issues. The ridge of the side-gabled, asphalt 
shingle roof appears to be sagging at the center. A step 
crack through the brick masonry at the northeast corner 
has been repointed but has opened again, indicating that 
the movement has continued. The brick chimneys require 
minor spot repointing overall. The wood trim has failed 
paint overall, especially at the dormer gable ends. The 
wood door surrounds at the south entrance have failed 
paint.

mell Hall 
Mell Hall was constructed in 1940 as a post office. It is 
located at the northern perimeter of the campus at the 
intersection of College Avenue and State Highway 93, 
next to Holtzendorff Hall. Designed by architect Louis 
A. Simon and built by Neal A. Melick, supervising 
engineer, the building is similar to other Works Project 
Administration-funded post offices built nationwide 
during the 1930s. Similar post offices can be found in 
Bethesda, Maryland, Gambier, Ohio, and several other 
places. Clemson purchased and then renovated the Post 
Office in 1973 and renamed the building for Patrick H. 
Mell, President of Clemson Agricultural College, 1902-
10. Mell Hall currently holds administrative offices for 
University Housing. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Mell Hall is a symmetrical one-story rectangular 
Colonial Revival-style building, set on a high concrete 
and granite veneer foundation. Constructed of common-
bond red brick, the building has a hipped roof clad in flat, 
red terracotta tiles and copper flashing. Atop the center 
of the roof is a wood-framed cupola with a diamond-
paned octagonal lantern and a small top spire with a 
weathervane. The eaves are moderate in depth and 
shelter a plain stone frieze. The roof drains to a wood 
box gutter that leads to conductor heads and rectangular 
copper downspouts.

The façade has a central entrance bay with four plain 
stone pilasters sheltering the door and a window on 
each side. Granite steps and a concrete ramp with metal 
handrails access this entrance. Raised letters on the frieze 
above the entrance bay spell “Mell Hall.” The entrance 
doors are paired modern steel and glass doors, and the 
windows on either side are tall eight-over-twelve double-

Mell Hall                               
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hung wood windows with paneled insets beneath them. On 
either side of the entrance bay is a single window, which 
has a segmental arched top and six-over-six wood double-
hung sash. These windows have stone sills and brick lintels. 
Similar windows are located on the sides and rear of the 
building. A large one-story, full-width flat-roofed original 
extension is behind the main block and has a wide stone 
veneer belt course at foundation height. 

At the rear of this section is a tall brick chimney and a 
small original brick one-story extension. Appended to this 
extension is a newer loading dock addition with a concrete 
dock and two loading bays with modern metal rolldown 
doors. 

significAnce

Mell Hall was listed as a contributing resource to Clemson 
University’s National Register Historic District I, on January 
4, 1990, for its historical association with the founding, 
development and growth of the school, which has played 
a role in higher education in South Carolina since 1889. 
Mell Hall is also significant as an example of Works Project 
Administration-era civic architecture. 

integrity

Mell Hall has excellent integrity. Sited in its original 
location at the edge of Bowman Field, Mell Hall continues 
to link the small-scale retail of downtown Clemson to the 
core campus. Retaining its original design, materials, and 
workmanship, Mell Hall continues to express its compact, 
streamlined Works Project Administration era style. 

existing conDitions

Mell Hall is in good condition overall. However, ongoing 
maintenance is required to address the roof and roof 
drainage system and wood and masonry deterioration. The 
red clay tile roof has lost a few ridge tiles. The wood box 
gutter has signs of rot and should be inspected for further 
signs of deterioration. At the southeast areaway, there is 
evidence of copper staining where the gutter overflows. The 
concrete wall and steps in this area are showing cracking 
and delamination. The deterioration is exacerbated by the 
drainage problems.

On the northeast façade, the wood panels under the 
windows are rotted where the wood meets the granite 
foundation. A membrane or vapor barrier may need to be 
installed to protect the wood from the chronically damp 
granite foundation.

Maintenance level masonry work is needed to address 
failing mortar at the granite foundation and entrance 
steps and at the rear chimney/vent stack. The limestone 
cornice has mild atmospheric staining, while the 
limestone sills support biological growth. The terrazzo 
floor at the entrance porch is cracking and may soon 
begin to exhibit loss of material.
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outdooR tHeateR 

Clemson’s Outdoor Theater was constructed in 1940 as 
an open amphitheater. It is located in the main north-
central axis between Cooper Library and Bowman 
Field. The theater was presented to the university by the 
Class of 1915 and funded in part by the Work Projects 
Administration. It was designed by Leon LeGrand, 
the first architecture graduate from Clemson, and H.E. 
Glenn, engineer. In 1977, the deteriorating Outdoor 
Theater was restored and the original wooden seats 
were replaced with new concrete benches. The Outdoor 
Theater remains a focal point for formal and informal 
Clemson events.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Outdoor Theater is an open Art Deco amphitheater 
set on a slope where spectators can look southward toward 
the center of campus. Cooper Library is the central focus 
of the view, with its fountains arcing just beyond the 
stage. Curving concrete retaining walls formally edge 
the theater space; these were deteriorating and were 
replaced in 2008 (the retaining walls replaced were not 
historic). Twelve curved concrete seating terraces with 
grass in the spaces between steps descend to a wider 
semicircular lawn with low shrubs. A low perimeter wall 
with horizontal fluting forms the front edge of the stage 
area, which is semicircular and floored with colorful 
patterned tile in a sunburst design. The numeral 1915 is 
spelled in the pattern. 

Flanking the stage are one-story flat-roofed stucco 
dressing rooms with horizontal striated cornices, 
ornamented original metal doors facing the stage, and 
high octagonal windows facing the audience. The flat 
roofs drain to aluminum downspouts with Art Deco 
conductor heads. The windows have iron screens with an 

Art Deco reed pattern. The rear of the stage is surrounded 
by one-story stucco Art Deco-style walls. These have 
three horizontal striations in the lower wall and vertical 
Art Deco side towers with chevrons, horizontal striations, 
and original top lanterns. The balustrade-like upper wall 
has inset plain round columns flanking square openings, 
and there is an open center doorway at the back of the 
stage. 

significAnce

The Outdoor Theater was listed as a contributing 
resource to Clemson University’s National Register 
Historic District II in January 4, 1990, for its historical 
association with the founding, development and growth 
of the school, which has played a role in higher education 
in South Carolina since 1889. The Outdoor Theater is 
significant as an important gathering point on the core 
campus, as well as for its unique Art Deco detailing. 

integrity

The Outdoor Theater has excellent integrity. Located on 
the main central axis of the core campus, the Outdoor 
Theater fills the small valley, surrounded by academic 
buildings. Despite some modifications in the original 
materials, the Outdoor Theater retains its original Art 
Deco design, materials, and workmanship that express 
the aesthetic intent of the 1940 amphitheater. 

existing conDitions

The Outdoor Theater exhibits minor deterioration, such 
as corrosion of roof flashing and joint failure at the stone 
paved stage. However, the Outdoor Theater exhibits 
more serious deterioration of its concrete elements, 
though many are modern concrete replacements. The 
concrete is deteriorating at the concrete ramps to the 
rear of the end pavilions, at the twelve tiers of concrete 
seats, at the perimeter retaining walls, and at the concrete 
planters on the stage. The concrete failure includes 
cracking and delamination paired with efflorescence, 
indicating that water is moving through the concrete 
structures accelerating corrosion of the embedded metal 
reinforcement. In some areas, rust staining is evident 
as proof of embedded metal corrosion. The concrete is 
finished with a uniform white paint that will help conceal 
future concrete repairs. 

Outdoor Theatre                               
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HoltendoRFF Hall (ymca centeR)
Holtzendorff Hall  is located at the west side of 
Bowman Field, south of State Highway 93 and 
immediately east of Riggs Field. Completed as the 
YMCA building in 1915, Holtzendorff Hall was the 
first building on campus designed by Rudolph E. Lee, 
college architect 1911-1940. A rear swimming pool 
addition was completed in 1937. It was renamed in 
1957 for Preston B. Holtzendorff, athletic coach and 
General Secretary of the Clemson YMCA 1919-1959. 
Athletic facilities were relocated to Fike Recreational 
Center in the 1970s. The building was renovated 
following this change in use. Holtzendorff Hall now 
houses the General Engineering Department.

ArchitecturAl Description

Holtzendorff Hall is a two-story rectangular brick, 
Italian Renaissance Revival style building with a hip 
roof. A gabled two-story wing projects from each end 
of the primary east-facing façade, with a one-story 
shed-roofed portico between these wings. The walls are 
faced with multi-colored brick set with a well-recessed 
mortar joint. The roofs of the building are covered 
with terra-cotta tile and have deep overhanging eaves 
with exposed scroll-carved rafter ends and large scroll 
brackets, giving the building a Tuscan appearance. The 
main roof drains to a half-round hung gutter, which leads 
to conductor heads and rectangular metal downspouts 
and into underground terracotta drains. On the second 
floor of the center section, between the windows, are 
circular inset cartouches containing colorful tile mosaics 
in the triangular pattern of the YMCA. The portico is 
supported by striated rectangular brick piers. The top of 
each pier is adorned with elaborate terracotta acanthus-
leaf composite capitals in front and scrolled brackets 

on the sides. The main entrance located in the center of 
the portico has been fitted with a replacement, glazed 
aluminum door and entrance surround.

The upstairs windows in the center section have round-
arched tops, replacement aluminum sash, and continuous 
header and stretcher brick surrounds. Second-floor windows 
on the flanking sections of the façade are original double-
hung eight-over-eight wood sash with level tops. On the 
first floor, the large windows are framed with level terracotta 
lintels and surrounds, but have all been replaced with new 
fixed aluminum sash. This pattern of smaller second floor 
and large terracotta-framed first floor windows extends 
around to the rear. A terracotta drip course surrounds the 
raised basement’s brick foundation. On the north side, a 
basement-level one-story flat-roofed brick extension with 
glass-block windows and a hexagonal end extends from the 
side of the north front wing. 

At the rear, the building has four levels, including a basement 
and sub-basement, due to the construction of the building 
into a hillside. Projecting from the center of the rear wall 
is a full-height hip-roofed extension with double-height 
arched stained-glass windows in its upper level. Large 
paired brackets support the eaves between these windows. 
The lower basement levels of this wing have transomed 
double-hung multi-light wood sash windows. An arched 
brick tunnel, parallel with the main block, passes through 
the west end of this wing at the sub-basement level. Turret-
like nearly-full-height circular stairwell bays occupy the 
two corners formed by the main block’s rear wall and the 
rear wing. Each turret has a small full-height shed-roofed 
addition along its outer side. Two one-story flat-roofed 
extensions are situated along the southern section of the 
main block’s rear wall. 

On the interior, Holtzendorff Hall has been heavily altered. 
However, the rear, west space distinguished by stained glass 
windows remains as a large open hall. The room retains its 
original coffered ceiling and a suspended gallery at the east 
end.

significAnce

Holtzendorff Hall was listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register Historic District I, 
on January 4, 1990, for its historical association with the 
founding, development and growth of the school, which 
has played a role in higher education in South Carolina 
since 1889. Holtzendorff Hall is significant as the first 
building designed by Rudolph E. Lee. Here Lee established 
the signature Italian Renaissance Revival style that would 
define Clemson’s core campus. 

5.8 Rudolph E. Lee Era- Lee Designed Buildings: 1914-1940

Holtzendorff Hall (YMCA Center)                               
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integrity

Holtzendorff Hall has good integrity despite modern 
alterations. The building remains in its original 
location and setting, sited in line with Tillman Hall 
along the west side of Bowman Field adjacent to Riggs 
Field. Holtzendorff Hall retains its original overall 
design, important character-defining materials, and 
workmanship, despite some modern alterations. The 
building continues to evoke the Italian Renaissance 
Revival style established by architect Rudolph E. Lee at 
Clemson in the early twentieth-century. 

existing conDitions

Holtzendorff Hall has ongoing maintenance issues 
to preserve damaged brick and the terracotta trim, to 
maintain paint coatings on exterior elements, to reverse 
inappropriate changes, and to address moisture problems 
on the interior. The brick appears to have been grit 
blasted in the past, removing the protective fire skin. The 
terracotta has minor cracking, efflorescence, and some 
staining. The efflorescence appears at the brick piers and 
terracotta cornice at the east portico, possibly from the use 
of deicing salts. The terracotta staining appears heavier 
in locations where water runs over the surface, such as at 
the basement level drip course. The red-brown staining 
at the terracotta trim may be caused by the deterioration 
of the body brick. Water washing over the surface erodes 
the brick and leaves some brick dust visible on the light 
terracotta trim. Paint coatings need to be maintained on 
downspouts, wood eaves and brackets, wood windows, 
wood ADA ramp, metal doors at secondary entrances, 
and metal fire stairs.

The exterior of Holtzendorff Hall has been altered by 
the removal of original, character-defining multi-light 
windows and doors. These have been replaced with large 
expanses of glass set in narrow aluminum frames. When 
these modern aluminum replacements are scheduled for 
replacements, new windows and doors should match the 
historic elements in type, depth of profile, and glazing 
color. 

On the interior, Holtzendorff Hall had a distinct musty 
smell that indicates the presence of mold. This may point 
to problems with the HVAC system.

RiggS Hall 
Riggs Hall was constructed in 1927 for the departments 
of architecture and engineering, and is located in the 
central part of the campus on Calhoun Drive. Riggs Hall 
was the second building at Clemson University designed 
by Rudolph E. Lee, college architect from 1911-1940, 
who supervised its construction.  It is designed in Lee’s 
characteristic Italian Renaissance Revival Style. The 
building was named for Walter M. Riggs, professor 
of Engineering, first football coach, acting president 
from 1909-1911, and president 1911-1924. Breezeway 
additions were constructed to connect Riggs Hall to the 
Cook Engineering Laboratory in 1965 and the Rhodes 
Engineering Research Center in 1968. Riggs Hall is 
currently home to the College of Engineering and 
Science and is undergoing exterior renovation.

ArchitecturAl Description

Riggs Hall is a three-story brick Italian Renaissance 
Revival style academic building with a U-shaped 
footprint. The multi-colored brickwork is laid in Flemish 
bond on all sides. It sits on a raised brick foundation, 
exposing its basement level. A wide molded limestone 
belt course extends around the building at the sills of the 
second floor windows, and a plainer one surrounds the 
building at the level of the first floor. It has a hipped roof 
clad in half-round, red terracotta tile with deep eaves 
supported by closely spaced scroll brackets. The roof 
drains to a half-round perimeter gutter hung at the eaves, 
which drains to corrugated rectangular downspouts that 
drain at grade. The downspouts are fitted with corrugated 
plastic extenders at grade to help with site drainage. 

The windows in the building are mostly double-hung 
wood nine-over-nine sash. The primary north facade 
is symmetrical and has slightly projecting full-height 

Riggs Hall                               
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hipped-roofed sections at either end. Each of these 
sections has a small one-story projection on the first 
floor housing paired windows with a carved limestone-
block surround. A  iron balcony railing tops this section. 
Above this is a single window. The window surround 
consists of smaller limestone blocks with an arched 
top, and the semicircular transom area is infilled with a 
colored glazed terracotta panel with engineering motifs. 
A single cartouche is set on each side of the window. 
On the third floor, five carved gargoyles project from the 
façade between the four windows. 

At the center of the main block is the primary entrance, 
which has limestone extending up through the second 
floor. On the first floor, a flight of wide stone steps leads 
to a slightly projecting one-story limestone vestibule. 
Recessed deep within the vestibule is a pair of replacement 
doors, above which is a fanlight. Original light fixtures 
flank the vestibule entrance and hang from the vestibule 
interior. The vestibule has an arched single front opening 
with carving suggesting large stone blocks. “Riggs Hall” 
is carved into the level frieze above the surround. A mock 
balcony with central balustrade and finial-topped newel 
posts occupies the top of the vestibule. Above this, a pair 
of windows is set within an elaborate surround featuring 
a curved broken pediment with an urn-like center finial 
inside it. Three small windows occupy the third floor 
above this pediment. 

The sides of the building have arch-top Palladian style 
windows near the front, with stone balcony areas beneath 
them, and patterned brickwork panels on the top floor. 
One-story deep brick vestibules with arched openings 
and  iron balcony railings are set below these windows. 

On the east side of the building, a breezeway addition 
provides a passage to Rhodes Engineering Research 
Center, and a full-height staircase addition stands near 
the southeast corner. Behind the staircase is a shed-
roofed addition. At the rear, another breezeway connects 
to the Cook Engineering Laboratory on the south, and 
there are multiple entrances with shed-roofed hoods. 

significAnce

On January 4, 1990, Riggs Hall was listed as a 
contributing resource to Clemson University’s National 
Register Historic District II, for its historical association 
with the founding, development and growth of the 
school, which has played a role in higher education in 
South Carolina since 1889. Riggs Hall is significant as 
the work of Rudolph E. Lee, college architect from 1911-
1940, who also supervised its construction. Lee created 
the Italian Renaissance Revival style architecture that 

characterized Clemson University in the early twentieth-
century and remains influential for building design in the 
core campus.

integrity

Riggs Hall has good integrity. Sited in its original location, 
Riggs Hall remains in its academic setting, forming the 
southern end of the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. The 
building retains its original Italian Renaissance Revival 
design, important character-defining materials, and 
workmanship, particularly the carved grotesques. Riggs 
Hall continues to convey Rudolph E. Lee’s vision for 
Clemson’s core campus.

existing conDitions

Riggs Hall was in the middle of restoration work at the 
time of survey. The building has several maintenance 
vulnerabilities, including clogged roof drainage systems, 
chronic staining at limestone trim, maintenance of steel 
lintels, and mortar failure at entrance steps. 

At the time of survey, several downspouts were 
completely clogged with debris. There was heavy 
biological growth at the southwest limestone at the 
balcony levels. The metal lintels at the window openings 
are in fair condition, with some joints opening up at the 
balcony level on the southeast façade. These must be 
maintained to prevent serious corrosion and masonry 
disruption. At the main northwest entrance, the granite 
steps require complete repointing.

The original six-over-six, double-hung wood windows at 
Riggs Hall are in the process of being restored. The wood 
windows have not been maintained. Many windows 
need to be rebuilt and all need complete repainting and 
new glazing putty.
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Fike RecReation centeR

The Fike Recreation Center is located at the corner of 
Heisman Street and Williamson Road. It was constructed 
in 1930, and additions/alterations were made in 1941, 
1966, 1970, 1975, and 2001-2003. Its name honors 
Rupert Howard Fike (1887-1956), alumnus, physician, 
and founder of IPTAY, Clemson’s athletic support club. 
The Fike Recreation Center was designed by Rudolph 
E. Lee and was built by the Morris-McKoy Building 
Co. of Greenville, SCA. It remains in use as a student 
recreation center.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Fike Recreation Center is a rectangular three-story 
brick Italian Renaissance Revival style building with 
two rear gymnasium blocks and several later additions. 
Its primary front section, clad in Flemish bond multi-
colored brick, sits on a half-story brick basement with a 
stone belt course around the first floor level and another 
at the third floor level. The hipped roof is sheathed with 
half-round red terracotta tile, and deep eave overhangs 
are supported by scrolled wooden brackets in the 
cornice. Portions of the roof drain to a square gutter and 
then to conductor heads with rectangular downspouts. 
The downspouts direct water into underground drains. 
Portions of the original building may drain to internal 
downspouts. 

A raised center pavilion is recessed back from the front 
walls of the main block, and has diamond patterned 
brick below its cornice. On the third floor level, a central 
rectangular sculpted limestone panel depicting athletes 
is flanked by two windows on either side. This panel is 
reminiscent of ancient classical frieze sculptures and 
shows a group of five football players in action. Below 
the panel on the second floor is a row of three round 

windows and metal letters spelling the building’s name. 
On the first floor, a hip-roofed one-story arcade has plain 
limestone pilasters at each end flanking three arched 
brick openings. Ornamental stretcher and header bricks 
surround the entirety of each opening. Recessed within 
the arcade and aligned with the openings are three pairs 
of twelve-light wood and glass doors. The front entrance 
has a flight of concrete steps with steel railings, and is 
surrounded by a series of terraced brick walls. With the 
exception of the round nine-light windows on the second 
floor, windows in the building are multi-light modern 
fixed steel windows with nine or twelve lights in a 
simulated double-hung sash pattern. 

Each side section of the building is four bays long with 
single and paired windows. Each end of the main block 
has a ground-level side entrance with a bracketed asphalt-
shingled shed-roofed hood and a modern steel single 
door, leading into the end stairwells. The center stairwell 
bay has single windows oriented to landings between 
floors and an arch-top window at the top between the 
second and third floors. Header-pattern brick fills the 
space between these windows. 

A rectangular gymnasium block is appended to the west 
side of the main center section. This gymnasium block 
is original and is built with multi-colored brick walls 
broken by brick pilasters, and an arched roof supported 
on steel trusses. The parapet wall is embellished with 
overhanging eaves and decorative brackets. The original 
upper floor windows have been infilled with glass block. 
The lower level window openings have been blocked 
with brick.

At the rear on the east side is an arched-roof, multi-
colored brick gymnasium set perpendicular to the main 
block. This is an original field house and has bracketed 
cornices on the sides, a steel-truss roof system, and stone 
belt courses similar to the main block. The end walls 
have arched parapets, and feature Flemish-bond brick 
in the lower section and header bond in the tops of the 
gable ends. Upper-level windows on the end have been 
infilled with brick. The tall windows on the end and sides 
have been infilled with glass block.

An additional arched-roof brick gymnasium adjoins the 
east gymnasium on the east side, and has similar detailing 
and glass-block windows. There is a large side entrance 
corner with modern grid-pattern fiberglass upper panels 
and modern steel and glass doors. Additional flat-roofed 
wings extend southward from the rear of the main block 
containing the swimming pool addition.

On the interior, the Fike Recreation Center has been 
upgraded with new systems and equipment. However, 

Fike Recreation Center                              
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the historic portions of the building retain their overall 
plan and original use. The central section has an open 
two story space that is now used for weight training 
equipment. The west gymnasium remains in use as 
a basketball court and the steel roof trusses remain 
exposed. The east gymnasium has an open center court, 
a suspended running track at its perimeter, and exposed 
steel roof trusses.

significAnce

Fike Recreation Center is significant for its historical 
association with the founding, development and growth 
of Clemson University, which has played a role in higher 
education in South Carolina since 1889. The Fike Recreation 
Center has played a central role in the development of 
Clemson’s athletic facilities throughout the twentieth-
century. It is architecturally significant as the work of 
Rudolph E. Lee and exhibits the Italian Renaissance Revival 
style characteristic of Clemson’s core campus.

integrity

Fike Recreation center has good integrity, despite later 
additions and upgrades. The historic central core and its 
flanking gymnasium blocks remain in their original location 
surrounded by Clemson’s athletic fields. Despite rear 
additions, Fike Recreation Center expresses Lee’s original 
Italian Renaissance Revival style and retains character-
defining materials and workmanship on both exterior and 
interior. 

existing conDitions

Fike Recreation Center has ongoing preservation concerns 
with the brick masonry, which has been aggressively cleaned 
in the past. The multi-colored Lee-era brick is extremely 
vulnerable to the weather. The purple-colored brick looks 
particularly vulnerable, cracked and deteriorated, once 
the fire skin has been removed. The brick will require 
preventative maintenance to prevent further deterioration. 
In addition, the exterior masonry has mild biological growth 
that can be controlled with a regular, masonry-biocide 
cleaning program.

The original windows at the Fike Recreation Center 
have been replaced with modern fixed sash windows. 
The replacement windows have flat muntins that fail to 
reproduce the depth of profile of the historic windows. In 
future, replacement windows should match not only the 
multi-light sash of the originals, but also match the depth of 
profile of the original sash  and the original glazing color.

Wannamaker Hall (Barracks #7)                               

Donaldson Hall (Barracks #6)                               

Bowen Hall (Barracks #4)                                                              

Bradley Hall (Barracks #5)                               
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FoRmeR militaRy baRRackS:

wannamakeR Hall (baRRackS # 7) 
donaldSon Hall (baRRackS # 6)
bowen Hall (baRRackS # 4)  
bRadley Hall (baRRackS # 5)
Note: insert photo DSC00138 

These four large identical military barracks were 
constructed in 1936 and arranged in pairs facing a 
central courtyard. The Barracks are located in the north 
part of campus near the intersection of Heisman Street 
and Klugh Avenue, adjacent to Riggs Field. 

Within the quadrangle, Wannamaker Hall is the northwest 
building, Donaldson Hall is , Bowen Hall is northeast, 
and Bradley Hall is the southwest  building. The Barracks 
were constructed during a period when military training 
and participation in the cadet corps was a required part 
of the curriculum. The Barracks were renovated ca. 1953 
when exterior fire stairs were added for fire safety. Recent 
renovations in 2005 removed the exterior fire stairs and 
reconfigured the interior dormitory spaces. 

Wannamaker Hall was originally known as Barracks 
#7, the dormitory was renamed for J.E. Wannamaker, 
Trustee from 1888-1935. Donaldson Hall was originally 
known as Barracks #6 and was later renamed for Milton 
L. Donaldson, Trustee from 1888-1924. Originally 
known as Barracks #4, Bowen Hall was renamed for R. 
E. Bowen, Trustee from 1898-1909. Barracks #5 was 
renamed Bradley Hall for J.E. Bradley, Trustee from 
1888-1907.

ArchitecturAl Description

These dormitories are symmetrical three-story rectangular 
Italian Renaissance Revival-style brick buildings, set on 
high brick foundations containing raised basements. A 
broad stone belt course surrounds the buildings at the 
first floor level, and a narrower one is located at the base 
of their third-floor windows. They have  low-pitched 
hipped roofs clad in flat, red terracotta tile with deep eave 
overhangs supported by paired carved wood brackets. 
The eaves are ornamented with carved exposed rafter 
ends. Three hipped-roofed vent dormers pierce the roofs 
on their front and rear slopes, and single vent dormers 
adorn each of the end slopes. The roof drains to a square 
perimeter gutter, then to rectangular downspouts and 
finally to underground drains.

Windows in the buildings are mostly double-hung, 
eight-over-eight replacement sash, with the exception 
of a pair of tall Palladian windows at the center of the 
front façades. These windows are situated between the 
second and third floors, and arched stone lintels with 
keystones are joined to the upper stone belt course. 
Between the two windows is a small central stone panel 
with a shield. Below these two windows is a one-story 
brick portico housing the front entrances. These hipped-
roofed porticos have a terracotta tile roofs and exposed 
rafters. They are supported by large paired brick piers set 
on a poured concrete deck, with concrete front steps and 
modern iron railings. Within the porticos are two sets of 
paired multi-light modern steel and glass doors. 

At the ends of the buildings, vertical rectangular brick 
flush panels have square stone corners. The center bay’s 
windows appear to have been infilled and re-aligned to 
match the height of other windows. At the northwest 
corner, a drop in the topography exposes a sub-basement 
level clad in stucco. On the south, Wannamaker Hall is 
connected to Donaldson Hall by a tall brick gateway 
leading into the courtyard. The gate has square brick side 
piers supporting paired  iron gates. 

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed that the military barracks are eligible for 
inclusion in an expanded Clemson University Historic 
District I. Wannamaker, Donaldson, Bowen and Bradley 
halls are considered contributing structures for their 
historical association with the founding, development, 
and growth of Clemson University. The historic barracks 
buildings and their quadrangle formation represent the 
early military training required for Clemson’s male 
students.

integrity

The barracks buildings have good overall integrity at the 
exterior, however the interior has been heavily altered 
and upgraded. The buildings retain their original Italian 
Renaissance Revival designs and character-defining 
materials. Their exteriors, particularly in association 
with each other and the quadrangle setting, continues to 
express the era of military service in Rudolph E. Lee’s 
characteristic architectural style.
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existing conDitions

The barracks buildings have several vulnerabilities that 
require regular preventative maintenance. The roofs and 
roof systems need regular inspection and cleaning. The 
brick and concrete masonry have long term issues caused 
by past work. Bricks have been damaged by abrasive or 
chemical cleaning, which leave them vulnerable to the 
weather.

Wannamaker Hall’s tile roofs are in good condition with 
a few loose tiles. Only one downspout boot has been fitted 
with a cleanout to aide in regular maintenance. The southeast 
porch roof splashes rain water onto the brick below at the 
northeast and southwest ends. This may cause problems in 
freezing temperatures.

The steel lintels at the window openings are beginning to 
corrode, causing the adjacent brick joints to open. There 
is only minor deterioration at this point, but the condition 
should be repaired to prevent further damage and major 
masonry disruption.

The brick and concrete masonry have long term issues 
caused by past work. Bricks have been damaged by abrasive 
or chemical cleaning, which leave them vulnerable to the 
weather. The new pointing at the northeast and southwest 
facades does not match the original mortar. The new mortar 
is too light and has been spread over the face of the brick, 
indicating that it was probably too wet when mixed. The 
mortar should be matched by first finding similar aggregate, 
and then by tinting the mortar with pigments. In addition, 
the corroding anchors near the southeast entrance should 
be removed before they cause further deterioration. At the 
main southeast entrance, there is hairline cracking at the 
poured-in-place concrete steps.

Donaldson Hall’s downspout boots have been fitted with 
a cleanout to aide in regular maintenance. The southeast 
porch roof splashes rain water onto the brick below at the 
northeast and southwest ends. This may cause problems in 
freezing temperatures.

The planting beds have a thick layer of gravel (6-inches 
to one foot deep) with no filter fabric or waterproofing 
against the foundation below grade. This condition can lead 
to moisture problems on the interior where earth is piled 
directly against the foundation.

The brick and concrete masonry have long term issues 
caused by past work. Bricks have been damaged by abrasive 
or chemical cleaning, which leave them vulnerable to the 
weather. The new pointing at the northeast and southwest 
facades does not match the original mortar. The new mortar 
is too light and has been spread over the face of the brick, 

indicating that it was probably too wet when mixed. The 
mortar should be matched by first finding similar aggregate, 
and then by tinting the mortar with pigments. Biological 
growth is being fostered at the masonry in the location of a 
steam vent. There is also cracking at the southeast entrance 
concrete steps and through the cast stone lintel at the 
southeast portico.

Bowen Hall’s downspout boots have been fitted with a 
cleanout to aide in regular maintenance. The southeast 
porch roof splashes rain water onto the brick below at the 
northeast and southwest ends. This may cause problems in 
freezing temperatures.

The planting beds have a thick layer of gravel (6-inches 
to one foot deep) with no filter fabric or waterproofing 
against the foundation below grade. This condition can lead 
to moisture problems on the interior where earth is piled 
directly against the foundation.

The brick and concrete masonry have long term issues 
caused by past work. Bricks have been damaged by abrasive 
or chemical cleaning, which leave them vulnerable to the 
weather. The new pointing at the northeast and southwest 
facades does not match the original mortar. The new mortar 
is too light and has been spread over the face of the brick, 
indicating that it was probably too wet when mixed. The 
mortar should be matched by first finding similar aggregate, 
and then by tinting the mortar with pigments. Biological 
growth is being fostered at the masonry in the location of a 
steam vent. There is also cracking at the southeast entrance 
concrete steps and through the cast stone lintel at the 
southeast portico.

Bradley Hall’s The north corner drain appears to be 
problematic. There is biological growth at the brick 
foundation. It is possible that the underground drain 
is blocked in this location. The northwest porch roof 
splashes rain water onto the brick below at the northeast 
and southwest ends. This may cause problems in freezing 
temperatures. At the west corner, the gutter or downspout is 
leaking or overflowing causing biological growth along the 
entire downspout.

The brick and concrete masonry have long term issues 
caused by past work. Bricks have been damaged by abrasive 
or chemical cleaning, which leave them vulnerable to the 
weather. The new pointing at the northeast and southwest 
facades does not match the original mortar. The new mortar 
is too light and has been spread over the face of the brick, 
indicating that it was probably too wet when mixed. The 
mortar should be matched by first finding similar aggregate, 
and then by tinting the mortar with pigments. 
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long Hall

Long Hall is located in the north part of campus at the east 
end of Parkway Drive, adjacent to a large parking lot and 
to Jordan and Martin Halls. Originally known as Long 
Agricultural Hall, it was designed by Rudolph E. Lee and 
constructed in 1936-1937 by Potter & Shackelford, Inca. 
The building was named in honor of William W. Long, 
Director of the Cooperative Extension Service 1914-
1934. The building was designed as a modern agricultural 
studies building with the support of the federal Public 
Works Administration. Dedication ceremonies held in 
1937 were attended by Henry A. Wallace, then Secretary 
of Agriculture. Long Hall currently houses offices, 
conference rooms, and laboratories for the Entomology, 
Soils, & Plant Sciences Department.

ArchitecturAl Description

Long Hall is a symmetrical three-story Italian 
Renaissance Revival-style brick building set on a high 
brick foundation containing a raised basement level. 
The building has a U-shaped footprint with a long rear 
wing at each end. A limestone belt course surrounds the 
building at the first floor level, and a pair of narrower 
ones surround the tops of the second floor windows and 
the sills of the third-floor windows. It has a low-pitched 
hipped roof clad in half-round, red terracotta tile with 
deep eave overhangs supported by an elaborate cornice 
with carved wood brackets. Between the brackets are 
areas of greenish stone with diamond-shaped center red 
tiles. The eaves are ornamented with carved exposed 
rafter ends. The roof drains to a gutter at the roof 
edge, which drains through the eave to external copper 
downspouts that connect to underground drain lines. 

The main façade of the building faces north and has two 
small full-height hip-roofed projections at each end. 

Each projection has limestone cladding between the 
two upper belt courses, which forms the dentiled frieze 
of a nearly flat set of four pilasters extending from the 
first floor to the top of the second floor. The capitals of 
the pilasters have corn-ear motifs. Within the frieze are 
four circular cartouches and a center carving of farm 
machinery. At the center of this assemblage, the building 
has a wide first-floor window with a gabled pediment and 
side pilasters in limestone, and more stone with scrolled 
and eared outlines extends up to frame the second-floor 
window. Between these two projections, the façade has 
a center first-floor entrance. Granite steps lead up to a 
recessed inset entryway with paired replacement nine-
light doors surmounted by a fourteen-light transom. The 
entrance surround has a flat limestone frieze with slightly 
raised-one-story pilasters featuring Ionic scroll capitals. 
The word “AGRICULTURE” is carved into the frieze, 
and “LONG HALL” is emblazoned in the surround just 
below. A parapet-like stone top with striated decorations 
above the frieze supports the sill of a central second-
floor window, which is surrounded by limestone carved 
with corn and plant motifs. A curving pediment above 
the window is broken by an oval cartouche, and the 
window is flanked by vertical stone carved panels on 
each side. Windows throughout the building are modern 
steel windows with green-tinted glazing and simulated 
muntins in a six-over-six pattern with a three-light 
transom above. 

Side entrances to Long Hall are nearly as elaborate as 
the one in front, with projecting one-story vestibules 
surmounted by a carved stone balustrade with brick 
corner piers. The recessed entry doors are nine-light single 
doors with sidelights and wide transoms. The basement 
level is fully exposed at the rear. Two rear entrances 
to the building have shed-roofed hoods supported on 
brackets, with tile roofs and exposed rafters above multi-
light doors with sidelights and transoms. The back roofs 
are pierced by several vents and utility boxes. 

The west rear wing of the building has a modern brick 
and concrete exterior stairwell and elevator shaft on 
the end. The east rear wing has a three-story concrete 
and brick extension functioning as a multi-level bridge 
between Long Hall and nearby Jordan Hall. 

On the interior, Long Hall retains the original central hall 
plan with classrooms, labs, and offices on either side. 
In the hallways, the original terrazzo floors, glazed oak 
doors and multi-light, pivot sash transoms have been 
preserved. Some classrooms also have original oak-
framed blackboards. Some bathrooms have original 
tiled floors and tile wainscot. The metal stairs with wood 
banisters also remain.

Long Hall                               
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significAnce

Long Hall was listed as a contributing resource to 
Clemson University’s National Register Historic District 
I, on January 4, 1990, for its historical association with the 
founding, development and growth of the school, which 
has played a role in higher education in South Carolina 
since 1889. Long Hall represents Clemson’s depression-
era growth that was supported by federal Public Works 
Administration programs. Typical of buildings of this 
era, Long Hall exhibits unique decorative elements, such 
as the bas-relief sculptures and corn motifs. As a modern 
agricultural education building, Long Hall placed 
Clemson as a leading institution in the region.

integrity

Long Hall has good overall integrity despite some 
alterations of character-defining features, such as 
windows, doors, and the surrounding setting. Long Hall 
is sited in its original location, however, the surrounding 
setting has been altered by the development of the core 
campus and the intrusion of large parking areas. The Lee-
designed building retains its original Italian Renaissance 
Revival style and many character-defining features 
on both interior and exterior. Despite later alterations, 
Long Hall clearly expresses Lee’s design intent and the 
civic architecture characteristic of the Public Works 
Administration. 

existing conDitions

Long Hall is in good condition requiring minor repair 
work and a plan for future window work. Minor 
maintenance concerns include failing paint at the wood 
cornice and brackets, corroding anchors at the southwest 
entrance, and rust staining from corrosion of the 
decorative iron grilles. The modern window replacements 
have significantly altered the exterior appearance. When 
these windows need to be replaced, new windows should 
match the original windows in type, depth of profile, and 
glazing color.

SiRRine Hall 
Originally known as the Textile Building, Sirrine Hall 
was constructed in 1937-1938 and was built to replace 
Godfrey Hall as the home of the Textile Department. It is 
located in the central part of campus off South Palmetto 
Drive. Architects and engineers were J.E. Sirrine & 
Co., Rudolph E. Lee, Assoca. Architect, and Daniel 
Construction Co., Builders. The design and construction 
of the Textile Building was undertaken in consultation 
with Joseph E. Sirrine, a prominent industrialist from 
Greenville who became a leader in industrial plant and 
textile mill design in the south. The Textile Building 
was later renamed in honor of Sirrine, who was a strong 
advocate for textile education and a long-time member 
of the Clemson Board of Trustees. Sirrine Hall was 
renovated in 1978, when the attic was converted into 
useable academic space. It now houses the College of 
Business and Behavioral Science.

ArchitecturAl Description

Sirrine Hall is a symmetrical three-story U-shaped Italian 
Renaissance Revival style brick building set on a raised 
basement. Its primary façade is set within the U, and the 
long wings extend toward the front. It is clad in Flemish 
bond brick and has contrasting stonework. A wide stone 
belt course surrounds the building at the first floor level, 
and a thin belt course is a short distance above it at the 
level of the first-floor windowsills. A third stone belt 
course, featuring dentil molding, surrounds the building 
at the base of the third-floor windows. 

Sirrine Hall has a low-pitched hip roof clad in half-round 
terracotta tile with deep eave overhangs supported by 
carved wood brackets. The frieze has alternating round 
and diamond-shaped colored glazed terracotta panels 
between the brackets, and the brickwork surrounding 

Sirrine Hall                               
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the round panels is patterned in an inverted V. Five hip-
roofed vent dormers pierce the roof on its front wings, 
and two are located in the primary facade. The roof 
drains to a molded metal, perimeter gutter, which drains 
to rectangular copper downspouts. The downspouts are 
connected to underground drain lines. 

Windows in the building are mostly replacement steel 
sash, typically four rectangular lights arranged vertically. 
On the east-facing façade, a hip-roofed center section 
projects slightly from the front wall. At the center of 
this section is the entrance with single windows above 
it on the upper two levels. The entrance and windows 
are situated at the half-story level between floors, with a 
stairwell inside. The entrance is recessed slightly within 
a one-story stone vestibule with a hexagonal front and 
round-arched entryway. Within the entrance, paired 
modern glass doors have a single round-arched transom 
above it. All of these elements are replacements. Above 
the entryway, the vestibule is emblazoned with “Sirrine 
Hall” and has a flat solid mock balustrade carved with 
“Textile” and ornamented with corner ball finials. The 
single window above the entrance has a flat-lintel molded 
stone surround, which extends up to meet the sill of the 
upper window. This window is arched and has a curved 
stone keystone lintel which connects to the upper belt 
course. Shield-shaped cartouches, accented with carved 
cotton bolls on each side, flank this window ensemble. 

On the east side of the building, a full-height stairwell 
addition has been made near the rear corner, overlooking 
a modern side courtyard. At the rear, a modern flat-roofed 
breezeway addition connects Sirrine Hall to the Howard 
Hunter Chemistry Laboratory building. 

On the interior, the central stair retains its original glazed 
tile wall finishes. Otherwise, the interior appears to retain 
few original finishes.

significAnce

On January 4, 1990, Sirrine Hall was listed as a 
contributing resource to Clemson University’s National 
Register Historic District II, for its historical association 
with the founding, development and growth of the 
school, which has played a role in higher education in 
South Carolina since 1889. Sirrine Hall is also regionally 
significant for its association with Joseph E. Sirrine and 
Southern textile technology developments in the pre-
World War II era. The significance of Sirrine Hall is 
enhanced by the proximity of Godfrey Hall, an early 
textile building that it replaced. Together, Sirrine and 
Godfrey Hall represent 40 years of Southern textile 
education and technology.

integrity

Sirrine Hall has good integrity, despite the alteration 
of windows and doors. Sirrine Hall is in its original 
location adjacent to the Fort Hill property and Riggs 
Hall. The building retains its Lee-era design, character-
defining roof tiles, brickwork, stone trim detailing, and 
workmanship. Sirrine Hall continues to convey the 
Italian Renaissance Revival style and its association 
with Clemson’s depression-era development. 

existing conDitions

Sirrine Hall has minor issues with the roof and 
roof drainage systems, masonry, and inappropriate 
replacement elements. The east side of the northwest 
areaway has standing water where the drain is clogged 
and overflows. The cast iron boots at grade require 
repainting.

The masonry has failed joints and biological growth. 
The limestone entrance surround at the main northwest 
entrance has failed joints overall. On the southwest, the 
limestone trim has evidence of biological growth. At all 
three northwest entrances off of the courtyard, the granite 
steps require repointing.

The original windows were replaced with modern 
aluminum windows with four horizontal panels; the 
bottom window panel is operable. At the basement level, 
several original six-pane wood windows remain. The 
original doors have been replaced with modern glazed 
aluminum doors. Future work at Sirrine Hall should 
remove these replacements and install new windows and 
doors that match the original in type, depth of profile, 
and glazing color.
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noRRiS Hall (baRRackS # 8)
Norris Hall is adjacent to the military barracks and was 
designed by Rudolph E. Lee and constructed in 1938. The 
Barracks were built during a period when military training 
and participation in the cadet corps was a required part of the 
curriculum. They were renovated ca. 1953 when exterior fire 
stairs were added for fire safety. Recent renovations in 2005 
changed the center projecting bay, removed the exterior 
fire stairs, and reconfigured the interior dormitory spaces. 
Originally known as Barracks #8, it was later renamed for 
Daniel K. Norris, Trustee from 1888-1905. Norris Hall is 
now used as Greek organization dormitory housing. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Norris Hall is a symmetrical four-story rectangular Italian 
Renaissance Revival-style brick building, set on a slope and 
exposing a basement level on the north end. A contrasting 
limestone belt course surrounds the building at the base of 
the fourth-floor windows. It has a low-pitched, hipped roof 
clad in flat, red terracotta tile with deep eave overhangs 
supported by paired, carved wood brackets. The eaves are 
ornamented with carved exposed rafter ends. Four hipped-
roof vent dormers pierce the roof on its front slope, and 
single vent dormers adorn each end slope. The roof drains 
to a square perimeter gutter, then to rectangular downspouts 
and finally to underground drains.

The main entrance is located within the central tunnel 
that runs through the building. Above the entry tunnel is a 
wide stone belt course, with a recessed center stone panel 
emblazoned with the building name in brass letters. A 
two-story modern Palladian window occupies the second 
and third floors of the entrance bay, and above this are 
four small windows set atop the upper belt course, with 
a horizontal rectangular carved stone panel below each 

window. Windows in the rest of the building are mostly 
double-hung, eight-over-eight replacement sash. Palladian 
style windows are located at the side elevations. On the 
east-facing façade, a hip-roofed pavilion projects slightly 
from the front wall. 

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed that Norris Hall (Barracks #8) is eligible for 
inclusion in an expanded Clemson University Historic 
District I. Norris Hall (Barracks #8) is considered a 
contributing structure for its historical association with the 
founding, development and growth of Clemson University. 
Norris Hall and the adjacent historic barracks buildings 
represent the early military training required for Clemson’s 
male students.

integrity

Norris Hall has fair overall integrity, though the interior has 
been heavily altered and upgraded and the exterior has been 
altered at the central projecting bay. The building retains its 
original Italian Renaissance Revival design and character-
defining materials. The exterior, particularly in association 
with the four other remaining barracks, continues to 
express the era of military service in Lee’s characteristic 
architectural style.

existing conDitions

Norris Hall, though recently renovated, exhibits some 
water damage problems. The north corner of the building 
has chronic drainage problems where the water overflows 
at the gutter or downspout, or enters through rising damp, 
fostering biological growth at the brick. The underground 
drains may also be clogged, causing the underground drains 
to overflow. There are also signs of rising damp at the 
northwest foundation below the plaza level. Here the gutter 
above is sagging and is starting to slide apart. Overflow from 
the gutter is causing this problem. Steam vents are causing 
warm moist microclimates that promote biological growth. 
Finally, the brick is deteriorated at the northeast end.

The recently constructed center entrance has several 
conditions from improper installation. The masonry at the 
new center addition was incorrectly pointed. The mortar 
was too wet, while the cast stone units were not wetted 
down. The result is that the mortar has smeared over the 
masonry, but has not bonded with it at the joints. The 
concrete pad under the archway has cracked. There appear 
to be no expansion joints in the paving. These conditions 
may deteriorate or fail in future.

Norris Hall (Barracks #8)                               
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centRal eneRgy Facility 
The Central Energy Facility (Physical Plant) is located 
on the west side of Klugh Avenue next to the University 
Facilities Operations Building. The Central Energy 
Facility, completed in 1948-1949, was the third power 
and heating plant constructed at Clemson. The facility 
has been upgraded as needed and still provides power to 
the core campus.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Central Energy Facility is a two-story flat-roofed 
industrial brick building with an irregular design. It is 
clad in common-bond brick, and windows are either 
multi-light steel sash or newer infilled glass block. 
Three bands of projecting stretcher courses surround 
the cornice of the building. On the east-facing primary 
façade, flat-roofed sections flank a projecting flat-roofed 
center section, and tall brick smokestacks stand on either 
side. The northern stack has “CLEMSON” spelled out 
in white bricks on one side. At the rear is a tall ceramic-
block silo with ductwork and a corrugated-metal shed 
perched on top. A 2007 cooling tower stands to the east 
of the main facility. The interior has a quarry tile floor, 
glazed white tile walls, and exposed steel roof trusses. 
The east façade was undergoing alteration with the 
construction of a new addition.

significAnce

The Central Energy Facility is significant as a 
contributing structure to the core campus historic 
district for its historical association with the founding, 
development and growth of the school, which has played 
a role in higher education in South Carolina since 1889. 
The development of the Central Energy Facility was 

central to the infrastructure of the core campus, allowing 
for expanded development. In addition, the north boiler 
stack emblazoned with “CLEMSON” has become a 
prominent, even iconic, part of views throughout the east 
part of the core campus.

integrity

The Central Energy Facility occupies the same site 
within the facilities maintenance yard setting. The facility 
with its prominent boiler stacks and utilitarian finishes 
continues to express the industrial architecture of the 
mid-twentieth-century, despite later modifications. 

existing conDitions

The Central Energy Facility is in good working condition 
and continues to adequately serve Clemson’s core 
campus. 

5.9 Modern Era Buildings: 1941-1958

Central Energy Facility                               
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clemSon HouSe 
Clemson House is located at the far northern edge 
of the campus off Daniel Drive. Sited on a hilltop, its 
prominent neon sign is visible from Bowman Field. 
Clemson House was constructed in 1950 as a hotel, 
with a restaurant addition completed in 1954. Designed 
by architects Lyles, Bisset, Carlisle & Wolff, Clemson 
House was named after Thomas Green Clemson, 
founder of Clemson Agricultural College. The building 
was renovated in 1988 and was undergoing roof work in 
2007. Clemson House now serves as a co-ed residence 
hall with an attached dining facility.

ArchitecturAl Description

Clemson House is a rectangular, seven-story high-rise 
dormitory of concrete-block construction. The flat roof 
has a central flat-roofed two-story elevator tower with a 
neon script Clemson House sign in front and windowed 
areas at the rear. The roof drains to internal drains.

The building is set on a poured concrete foundation and 
sided with yellow brick in the front and rear, and exposed 
poured-in-place concrete on the sides. Horizontality is 
emphasized on its front and rear facades, which feature 
contrasting horizontal bands of brick. Smooth bands of 
brick with flush joints are divided by projecting header 
belt courses of brick with recessed joints. Within the 
bands with recessed joints are rows of double and triple 
windows, with the same fenestration pattern on each 
floor. All windows in the building have brown-finished 
metal, fixed and sliding sash. The end walls are exposed, 
poured-in-place concrete.

On the first floor is a one-story flat-roofed portico 
supported by round exposed aggregate concrete columns. 
The original portico occupies the center of the front and 

is continued around one side of the building with steel 
supports. The front entrance area has a glass panel front 
wall and modern glass doors. A one story, flat roofed, 
stone veneer dining hall addition stands at the northwest 
corner of the building. A two-story addition extends from 
the rear of the building. 

The interior of Clemson House has been altered with 
systems upgrades, new finishes, and new floor plan 
configurations. Only portions of the lower level Barber 
Shop remain.

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed Clemson House to be individually eligible 
for listing with the National Register of Historic Places. 
Clemson House is significant as the first Modern-styled 
building on campus, marking a turning point in the 
architectural vocabulary of the core campus. Clemson 
House may also be significant regionally, bringing 
Modern architecture to the Piedmont area.

integrity

Clemson House retains its original location and setting 
atop a hillside adjacent to Bowman Field. Clemson House 
has preserved its Modern architectural detailing along 
with character-defining materials, such as horizontal 
banded brick and windows, exposed aggregate concrete, 
and exposed poured-in-place concrete. Clemson House 
prominently displays the aspirations of Clemson in the 
mid-twentieth-century as it continued to promote itself 
as an innovative education institution.

existing conDitions

Clemson House has vulnerabilities in maintaining 
concrete elements, flat roofs, masonry, and metal lintels. 
There is staining below the windows at the cast-in-place 
concrete wall on the north. Water appears to run down 
the corners of the window sills causing minor staining. 
The cast concrete elements at the porch entrances have 
some exposed and corroding reinforcement as well as 
loss of cement paste and exposed interior aggregate. At 
the west entrance, the exposed aggregate columns have 
been repaired in the past by pressing aggregate into 
concrete repairs. However, the aggregate has begun to 
fall off. At the east areaway, the painted, cast-in-place 
concrete exhibits hairline cracking and pooling water 
around equipment pads.

Clemson House                               
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olin Hall  
(gilbeRt ca. RobinSon laboRatoRy 
oF ceRamic and mateRial 
engineeRing) 
Olin Hall is located on Calhoun Drive near Cooper 
Library and Riggs Hall. It was constructed in 1953 as 
an engineering building. It was designed by Clemson 
consulting architect John H. Gates with Hopkins, 
Baker & Gill of Florence, South Carolina. The building 
was named for Franklin W. Olin, founder of the 
Olin Foundation, which promoted innovative higher 
education often in business and engineering. Olin Hall 
currently houses offices and classrooms for the School 
of Materials Science and Engineering.

ArchitecturAl Description

Olin Hall is a two-story, rectangular academic building 
of masonry construction. It has a green terracotta hipped 
roof and sits on a low foundation. The roof drains through 
the cornice to downspouts that drain into underground 
drains. The building is clad primarily in salmon-colored 
iron-spot brick, with horizontal panels of cast concrete 
and cast stone denoting sections of the façade. Windows 
throughout the building are original aluminum-framed 
multi-light windows with operable hopper sash. They 
are set in symmetrical groups of two to five windows 
with shared continuous stone windowsills. 

A projecting two-story plain concrete portico with solid 
sides occupies the center of the primary facade. Centered 
within the portico is a three-bay, two-story section clad 
in stone, with a center door flanked by paired windows 
on each side. The paired original plate glass doors 
and single transom are set within a small recess with 
rounded front corners. Above the door is emblazoned the 
building’s name in raised letters. A concrete belt course 
spans this section at the sill level of paired second-floor 
windows aligned above those on the first floor. A central 
panel between the windows is made of ceramic mosaic 
tile in a four-color abstract design. The central section 
inside the portico is flanked by windowless brick areas. 

A projecting full-height flat-roofed stairwell with a glass 
front wall projects from the left side of the building near 
the back. At the rear of the stairwell is a loading dock, 
and another loading dock is located at the basement level 
along the back wall. 

The main flat roof was undergoing roof repairs at the 
time of the survey. The roof was being repaired with 
a hot-applied asphalt roofing. At the north one-story 
addition, there is water staining at the parapet wall that 
may indicate water problems at the roof deck.

Minor masonry conditions include damaged retaining 
walls and staining. At the west planting beds, the low 
retaining walls have missing and loose stones and cracked 
mortar joints. The one-story addition at the northwest has 
black soiling at the stone and concrete parapet, as well as 
at the projecting concrete slab lintel.

There is mild corrosion at the window lintels. The metal 
lintels require repainting in order to arrest the corrosion. 
This condition can lead to significant masonry disruption 
if not addressed.

Olin Hall (Gilbert C. Robinson Laboratory of Ceramic and 
Material Engineering)                               

Olin Hall (Gilbert C. Robinson Laboratory of Ceramic and 
Material Engineering) Interior                               
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poole agRicultuRal centeR 
Poole Agricultural Center was constructed in 1955 as 
an academic building for the agriculture program, and 
is located in the south-central part of the campus near 
the junction of Cherry Road and Collins Street. The 
Poole Agricultural Center forms the southern part of 
a quadrangle bounded by Lehotsky, McAdams, and 
Newman Halls. The architects were Lyles, Bissett, 
Carlisle & Wolff of Columbia, South Carolina. It was 
named in honor of Robert Franklin Poole, President of 
Clemson Agricultural College, 1940-58. The building 
currently serves as the Plant and Animal Science 
Building. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Poole Agricultural Center is a large two-story flat-roofed 
concrete-block building with a squarish footprint. The 
flat roof with aluminum edge flashing drains to internal 
drains. It is set on a raised basement and sided primarily 

The interior of Olin Hall has not been significantly 
altered, retaining its original floor plan and finishes. The 
main entrance lobby of Olin Hall is particularly notable 
for its period Post-war style, including green-glazed tile, 
marble veneer and mosaic terrazzo floor.

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed Olin Hall to be individually eligible for 
listing with the National Register of Historic Places. Olin 
Hall dates to a period in the mid-twentieth-century when 
Clemson was experimenting with Modern materials 
and detailing within the existing design vocabulary 
established by Rudolph E. Lee 1911-1940. Like the Lee-
designed buildings, Olin Hall has a hipped terracotta 
roof, broad horizontal massing, and contrast of brick 
with light trim material. However, the exposed concrete, 
modern mosaic, broad expanses of glazing, and spare 
decorative detail place Olin Hall squarely in the Modern 
era.

integrity

Olin Hall remains in its original location within a 
row of academic buildings that line the east side of 
the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle. The building retains 
its Lee-influenced Modern style and mid-twentieth-
century materials and workmanship, notably the pink 
brick, poured-in-place concrete, and interior finishes. 
Olin Hall conveys the Post-World War II era of design 
when Clemson was growing and searching for a new 
architectural vocabulary for the core campus. 

existing conDitions

Olin Hall is in good condition with only minor problems 
noted at the masonry. Biological growth occurs on the 
concrete around the main west entrance. This can be 
easily addressed with regular, low-pressure cleaning with 
a masonry biocide. At the west entrance, the joints are 
open in the granite entrance steps and water is moving 
through them.

Poole Agricultural Center (Main entrance view from 
quadrangle.)                         

Poole Agricultural Center (Rear view.)                               
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newman Hall  
(Food induStRy building)
Newman Hall was constructed in 1955 as an academic 
building, and is located in the south-central part of the 
campus near the junction of Cherry Road and Collins 
Street. Newman Hall forms the western part of a 
quadrangle bounded by Poole, Lehotsky, and McAdams 
Halls. The building was designed by Hopkins, Baker & 
Gill of Florence, South Carolina. It was named in honor 
of two men named Newman: J. S. Newman, professor 
of agriculture, 1892-1905, and Charles Carter Newman, 
alumnus 1898, and professor of horticulture, 1899-1946. 
Newman Hall was renovated in 1991. It currently serves 
the food industry program.

with buff brick. The building has minimal detail, with 
rows of single square single-light steel windows. The 
main entrance on the north façade has a two-story 
glass curtain wall and slate cladding on the windowless 
projecting section to the right of the entrance. Wide, 
shallow slate steps lead to the entrance, which has 
two pairs of steel and plate-glass doors separated by a 
window panel. An abstract metal sculptural symbol for 
the agricultural program is mounted on the front of the 
slate-clad projection. The building has two projecting 
basement loading docks at the rear. 

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office has 
deemed the Poole Agricultural Center to be individually 
eligible for listing with the National Register of Historic 
Places. The Poole Agricultural Center is significant 
for its association with the development of Clemson’s 
agricultural education facilities in the Post-World War II 
period.

integrity

The Poole Agricultural Center remains in its original 
location within a landscaped academic quadrangle. The 
building appears to be little altered from its original 
period of construction. 

existing conDitions

Poole Agricultural Center has deterioration problems 
that stem from its original design. The fixed pane, square 
metal frame windows were designed to project beyond 
the face of the building. This design has accelerated the 
corrosion of the top of the frame where water flows over 
the window assembly. Biological growth is fostered by 
the chronic moisture over the windows. In addition, the 
slate paving and steps at the northwest entrance have 
failed mortar joints overall. Two pieces of slate have 
broken and edge slates are loose.

Newman Hall (Food Industry Building) (View from quadrangle.)                      

Newman Hall (Food Industry Building) (Main entrance at 
southwest.)                                    
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The projecting concrete slabs have biological growth 
where water drains over the face. At the loading dock 
areas to the northwest, southeast, and northeast, the 
concrete is generally cracking and delaminating. The 
northwest entrance porch has cracked and failing gypsum 
board at the ceiling, which could fall.

ArchitecturAl Description

Newman Hall is a two-story academic building of 
concrete-block construction. It has a flat roof and a 
U-shaped footprint. The roof drains to internal drains. 
The building is set on a poured concrete foundation and 
sided with cream brick. Its wings extend toward the rear, 
and its primary façade faces west. The lower floor of the 
main façade is windowless and has slate cladding, and 
the second floor is inset and concealed behind vertical 
louvered screens. Within the screens, the building has 
groups of four vertical five-light steel windows with 
awning sash. The entrance is a projecting brick bay with 
a full-height glass curtain wall surrounding the original 
steel and plate glass doors. The entrance is sheltered by 
a long flat-roofed breezeway connecting to the Poole 
Agricultural Center. At the rear, the building has full-
height glass curtain walls at each end, and a central 
loading dock. 

significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed Newman Hall to be individually eligible 
for listing with the National Register of Historic Places. 
Newman Hall is significant for its association with the 
development of Clemson’s agricultural education and 
food industry facilities in the Post-World War II period.

integrity

Newman Hall remains in its original location within a 
landscaped academic quadrangle. Despite renovations to 
accommodate needed upgrades, the building appears to 
be little altered from its original period of construction. 

existing conDitions

Newman Hall exhibits roof maintenance problems, 
window deterioration, concrete deterioration, and minor 
masonry soiling. The flat roof at the main building has had 
multiple layers of aluminum flashing installed. Roofing 
tar has dripped over the roof flashing. The concrete and 
metal column walkway linking Newman and Poole halls 
has some deterioration from poor drainage. The flat 
concrete slab roof drains to downspouts that direct water 
directly against metal columns below.

The multi-pane steel windows have mild corrosion 
overall. The windows require maintenance level 
preparation, priming, and painting, as well as installation 
of new glazing putty overall.

Lee Hall (View of additions to the south of original 1958 
building.)                             

Lee Hall (1958 original interior courtyard.)                               
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significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed Lee Hall to be individually eligible for 
listing with the National Register of Historic Places. Less 
Hall is expected to be officially listed on the National 
Register in 2009. Lee Hall is significant for its successful 
Modern design as well as for its role in breaking with 
historical precedents at Clemson’s core campus. Lowry 
and Lee Halls introduced a new academic architectural 
style, emphasizing the importance of incorporating green 
spaces in campus design.

integrity

Lee Hall remains in its original location, forming the 
south side of a landscaped academic quadrangle. Lee 
Hall has had several significant additions on the south 
side. However, the historic section of Lee Hall retains 
its original design and character-defining materials and 
elements, including pink brick panels, vertical bands of 
glazing, large metal louvers, and interior courtyard.

existing conDitions

Lee Hall exhibits deterioration of concrete and masonry 
elements and early problems at windows. The concrete 
steps at the northeast have settled and the concrete has 
cracked. The planting beds and brick paving along 
the west side of the building and in the courtyard area 
show movement in the retaining walls from a lack of 
expansion joints. The vertical C-channels in the brick 
veneer require new sealant at the vertical junction of 
brick and steel. The perimeter sealant at the windows is 
failing and should be replaced.

lee Hall 
Note: insert photo DSC00103, DSC00099 

Lee Hall was constructed in 1958 for the College of 
Architecture and is located in the south part of campus 
at the southern end of Fernow Street Extension. The 
sprawling Lee Hall adjoins Lowry Hall. The building was 
designed by Lockwood Greene architects with Clemson’s 
Professor of Architecture Harlan McClure consulting. 
As an architecture building, it was appropriately named 
after Rudolph E. Lee, alumnus, 1896; Professor of 
Drawing & Design, 1898-1948; Head of Architecture 
Department, 1933-48; and architect of many campus 
buildings. A large addition was completed to the south 
in 1968-1975. Lee Hall houses the departments of 
Architecture, Planning and Landscape Architecture, Art, 
and Construction Science Management.

ArchitecturAl Description

Lee Hall is a two-story, flat-roofed academic building 
copmrosed of the original square block with several 
later additions. The topography slopes away on the 
east, revealing the full basement level. The original 
square section located just south of Lowry Hall has a 
brick-faced first story with brick panels set between 
vertical steel C-channels. The projecting second story 
has an aluminum framed wall set with glass and metal 
panels. The glazed upper walls have large vertical metal 
louvers located between the window bays. The original 
section encloses a landscaped courtyard. The courtyard 
is accessed from the north through a ground-level 
breezeway and contains a primary entrance facing north 
with paired double doors and wide brick steps. A larger 
grass yard to the north of the breezeway creates open 
green space between Lee Hall and Lowry Hall, and a 
two-story wing on the east connects the two. 

The south side of Lee Hall has several later additions. 
A large, four-story flat roofed addition continues the 
wall cladding of pink brick panels set between vertical 
steel C-channels. The southern end of this addition has 
projecting cantilevered balconies on each floor with 
metal and wood railings. A second, four-story glass 
and brick addition was added to this southern addition. 
Loading docks, equipment, and other utilitarian areas are 
located to the east. 
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significAnce

The South Carolina State Historic Preservation Office 
has deemed Lowry Hall to be individually eligible for 
listing with the National Register of Historic Places. 
Lowry Hall is significant for its successful Modern 
design as well as for its role in breaking with historical 
precedents at Clemson’s core campus. Lowry and Lee 
Halls introduced a new academic architectural style, 
emphasizing the importance of incorporating green 
spaces in campus design.

integrity

Lowry Hall remains in its original location, forming 
the northern part of a small green space framed by Lee 
Hall. Despite significant alterations, Lowry Hall retains 
character-defining materials and workmanship, including 
metal louvers, brick and steel wall construction, and 
original window bands. Lowry Hall successfully 
expresses the mid-twentieth-century development of 
Clemson’s core campus. 

existing conDitions

Lowry Hall is in good condition with minor deterioration 
that may lead to future deterioration. At the south 
courtyard and the west side of the building, the mulch 
and plantings have been raised against the building 
foundation. At the northeast entrance, the steel handrails 
need complete repainting with a flat black paint. There is 
minor cracking at the concrete paving and old settlement 
at the brick by the steps. The vertical metal fins at the 
north main façade exhibit mild corrosion at their bases. 
This is a vulnerable spot and should be monitored for 
deterioration to ensure their preservation.

lowRy Hall 
Lowry Hall was constructed in 1958 as an academic 
building and is located toward the south end of the 
campus at 306 South Palmetto Boulevard. Lowry Hall 
was designed by architects Lockwood Greene and was 
named for Walter L. Lowry, Jr., professor of engineering 
from 1949-1959 and dean of the College of Engineering 
from 1960-1961. Lowry Hall houses the Department of 
Civil Engineering.

ArchitecturAl Description

Lowry Hall is a three-story, flat-roofed academic building 
of concrete-block construction. The flat roof appears to 
drain to internal drains. It has an irregular footprint and 
asymmetrical appearance. The lower floor level is clad in 
brick panels, divided by steel C-channels, with a concrete-
block and brick foundation, and large continuous panels 
of aluminum-framed windows. Horizontal steel I-beams 
mark the divisions between floors, and vertical steel 
louvers are affixed to the beams of the two top floors. 
The two upper floors are cantilevered out a short distance 
above the first floor. Vertical striations in the brick of the 
first floor are oriented to the steel louvers above. The 
second floors have brick lower walls and glass-panel 
upper walls at the main entrance. A vertical full-height 
projecting addition with a front glass curtain wall and 
brick sides contains an elevator shaft. The main entrance 
to the building is in the side of this projection. The 
building is set on a slope, exposing a basement level on 
the east. A two-story wing at the southwest corresponds 
to the first floor and basement levels of the main section, 
and connects to Lee Hall on the south. A grass courtyard 
on the south side provides green space between Lowry 
Hall and Lee Hall. 

Lowry Hall                              

Facilities Maintenance Yard - Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal 
Roofing Building                         
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Three other modern buildings are located within the 
Maintenance Yard. These include the painted CMU 
Cabinet Shop at the northwest corner of the lot, a Motor 
Pool building, and the long low Maintenance Stores 
building located at the north side of the yard.

significAnce

The Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal & Roofing building 
and the Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/
Paint Shop building are not considered as contributing 
structures within the historic district.

integrity

The Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal & Roofing building 
and the Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/Paint 
Shop building have little integrity. The two maintenance 
shops are utilitarian buildings that have been moved from 
their original locations, altered, repaired, and rebuilt as 
needed to accommodate changing needs over time.

existing conDitions

The Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal Roofing Building 
has galvanized aluminum flashing and gutters that 
are rusting. The wood cornice needs paint. The metal 
windows with central pivot sash in the Welding Shop 
area require repainting. The double hung wood windows 
require complete repainting and installation of new 
glazing putty.

The Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/Paint 
Shop Building has an undulating roof line from sagging 
roof framing. Site drainage includes swales and drains 
made in the surrounding paving; however, there are 
several areas where water drains into corners and pools at 
the foundation. The horizontal wood siding, the six-over-
six wood windows, and the glazed wood panel doors, 
and wood porches all require complete repainting. 

FacilitieS maintenance yaRd 
The maintenance yard is located on the west side of 
the University Facilities Operation Building, near the 
Clemson Memorial Stadium. The complex includes two 
buildings dating to before 1958: a Custodial/Recycling/
Asbestos Abatement/Paint Shop building built ca. 1943-
1944 and a Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal & Roofing 
building built in the 1930s and moved to this site. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The Locksmith/Welding/Sheet Metal & Roofing building 
is a one-story, L-shaped, hipped-roof brick structure set 
on a poured concrete foundation. The roof is partially 
flat and partially hipped with asphalt shingles. The roof 
drains to a K-style gutter whose corrugated rectangular 
downspouts drain to grade. The building has an interior 
firewall with a stepped parapet, and part of the exterior 
is covered with corrugated steel cladding. It has a 
combination of double-hung six-over six wood sash 
windows and multi-light steel frame windows. A deep 
carport shelters much of the front, and a flat-roofed 
red-brick extension projects from the right end of the 
façade.

The Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos Abatement/Paint 
Shop building is a long, rectangular one-story frame 
structure with a side-gabled asphalt-shingled roof. The 
side-gabled roof drains to K-style eave gutters with 
corrugated rectangular downspouts that drain to grade. 
The building is set on a cinderblock foundation and has 
horizontal wood shiplap siding, six-over-six double-hung 
sash windows, and two garage bays with wood rolldown 
doors. Other doors are a combination of historic panel 
doors and newer replacement doors. 

Facilities Maintenance Yard - Custodial/Recycling/Asbestos 
Abatement/Paint Shop Building                               
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integrity

The Botanical Garden Shed is in its original location, but 
has lost its immediate agricultural setting. The overall 
basic design has been preserved though doors and 
windows have been altered. Deprived of its agricultural 
setting, the Botanical Garden Shed no longer conveys 
its historical association with Clemson’s agricultural 
education program.

existing conDitions

The Botanical Garden Shed exhibits many of the typical 
deterioration conditions seen in wood frame buildings 
that have seen little comprehensive maintenance. The 
standing seam tin roof is rusting, especially at eaves. 
There is erosion and splash back at the foundation where 
the roof drains to the ground. The site slopes to the west 
and appears to drain moderately well. 

The wood siding has failing paint, gaps between boards 
caused by warping, and termite damage supported by 
chronically damp wood. The six-over-six and one-over-
one double-hung wood windows have failed paint and 
glazing putty. Several windows have missing panes of 
glass. A few windows have sagging lower rails at the 
upper sash. Paint has also failed at the original wood 
board doors on the east. 

The poured-in-place concrete foundation is deteriorating 
on the west. The concrete is cracking on the northwest 
and west. There is also a loss of the cement matrix 
revealing the slag aggregate, which was caused by flaws 
in the original installation. The foundation is crumbling 
in this area with a small hole through the foundation.

botanical gaRden SHed  
(planaR/waReHouSe SHed)
The Botanical Garden Shed (Planar/Warehouse Shed) 
was constructed ca. 1940s as an agricultural building. It is 
located at the southwest corner of the intersection of U.S. 
Highway 76 and Perimeter Road. It is currently used for 
storage. 

ArchitecturAl Description

The Botanical Garden Shed is a one-story rectangular wood-
framed building. Its side-gabled roof is clad in standing 
seam metal, and has exposed rafter ends at the eaves. It sits 
on a low, poured-in-place concrete foundation and is sided 
with horizontal shiplap wood siding. The central part of the 
main façade has a grouping of four garage bays with canted 
corners. Two bays are open and the other two have modern 
metal rolldown doors. The interior of the open bay area has 
been altered with plywood surfacing. The ends and rear 
center of the building are fully enclosed. Some windows 
have been replaced with one-over-one double-hung sash, 
but remaining original wood windows have six-over-six 
sash. The windows have simple wood Craftsman-style 
surrounds. A side door has been boarded up. 

significAnce

The Botanical Garden Shed is a remnant of Clemson’s 
mid-twentieth-century utilitarian and agricultural past near 
the core campus. The shed is not considered a contributing 
structure because it lacks distinguishing characteristics and 
clear associations with any specific use. The immediate site 
has lost its agricultural context depriving this utilitarian 
building of its historical associations.

Botanical Garden Shed (Planar/Warehouse Shed)Figure 3-2. 
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integrity

The Isotope Laboratory is in its original location and 
retains many original materials, including most windows 
and doors. It fails to convey any distinct architectural style 
or important association with Clemson’s development.

existing conDitions

The Isotope Laboratory exhibits typical conditions of 
a building with little cyclical maintenance. The wood 
cornice and soffit are beginning to rot where the water 
runs over the roof edge and then drains directly to the 
ground. All exterior wood work, including the six-over-
six double hung wood windows, the glazed wood main 
entrance door, the horizontal wood siding at the rear, the 
cornice, soffit and main entrance porch hood, requires 
repainting.

iSotope laboRatoRy  
(endocRine pHySiology laboRatoRy)
The Isotope Laboratory was constructed ca. 1946. It is 
located at the south end of campus at the intersection of 
Cherry Road and Perimeter Road. It is currently used as 
the Endocrine Physiology Laboratory. 

ArchitecturAl Description

This building is a one-story rectangular brick structure. 
Its side-gabled roof is clad in composite shingles, with 
simple boxed cornices surround the eaves. The roof 
drains directly to the ground. The roof has a number of 
differing vents and a tall metal pipe chimney. A shorter 
brick chimney stands along the rear wall. 

The laboratory sits on a low brick foundation and its 
walls are painted. The primary façade has an off-center 
entrance with a shed-roofed hood supported by wooden 
brackets. The door is a nine-light, two-panel original 
door with a three-light upper transom. The windows are 
set in pairs and have brick lintels and sills. All windows 
are original six-over-six double-hung sash. A large 
awning on one side shelters a pair of steel doors. At the 
rear, the building has a newer wood-frame, shed-roofed 
addition with steep slopes at differing levels and vents in 
the higher section. 

significAnce

The Isotope Laboratory is not considered a contributing 
structure to Clemson’s core campus. The building has 
no significant distinguishing characteristics and does 
not have strong historical associations with Clemson. Its 
setting has been altered by extensive surface parking.

Isotope Laboratory (Endocrine Physiology Laboratory)                               
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Landscape Services Yard - Wood Shed                               

Landscape Services Yard - Wood Shed 2                               

Landscape Services Yard - Wood Shed 3                               

Landscape Services Yard - Concrete Block Sged 4                            

Landscape Services Yard - Dry Kiln Remnant                               

Landscape Services Yard - Concrete Block Shed 5                               
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integrity

The five standing sheds and the dry kiln ruin have been 
altered, repaired, and rebuilt as needed to accommodate 
changing needs over time.

existing conDitions

All three of the wood frame equipment and storage sheds 
have failed paint overall, loose or missing wood siding, 
and wood windows that require all new paint and glazing 
putty. Many of the long roof structures have undulating 
surfaces, indicating sagging at the roof framing or 
sheathing.

landScape SeRviceS yaRd  
(lumbeR yaRd)
The Landscaping Yard is a collection of buildings and 
sheds, including a group of older buildings constructed 
ca. 1948. It is located at the south end of campus off old 
Stadium Road. Historically called the lumber yard, this 
area is now used by Landscape Services. Modern and 
historic buildings are interspersed in the complex, which 
includes a modern greenhouse and numerous storage 
and equipment buildings. 

ArchitecturAl Description

There are six remaining historic buildings within the yard. 
Three are of frame construction, two are constructed of 
rusticated concrete block, and the last is a concrete and 
masonry remnant of a dry kiln. Two frame warehouse 
buildings, used as equipment storage, are rectangular 
one-story gabled structures with concrete block 
foundations, horizontal wood siding, asphalt-shingled 
roofs with exposed rafter ends, two-panel doors, and six-
over-six or eight-over-eight, double-hung sash windows. 
The third wood frame building is a small frame office 
with a bracketed front-gabled roof, plate-glass front 
window, and a two-panel door. One equipment shed is 
located at the north end of the Landscape Services Yard. 
The second equipment shed and the wood frame office 
are located along the western edge of the yard near the 
entrance to Old Stadium Road.

The fourth shed is a rectangular side-gabled rusticated 
concrete block warehouse with a frame addition, exposed 
rafters, and asphalt roof. It is located in the center of 
the Landscape Services Yard near the entrance to Old 
Stadium Road. The fifth building is a small gable-front 
shed built with a combination of rusticated and plain 
concrete block and accessed with a six-panel door. A 
sixth masonry and concrete structure, a dry kiln possibly 
destroyed by fire, was in ruins. The fifth concrete block 
shed and the dry kiln ruins are located at the southeastern 
corner of the yard. 

significAnce

The five standing sheds and the dry kiln ruin are not 
considered to be contributing structures to the Clemson 
core campus.
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existing conDitions

The Garage at McAdams Hall is in fair condition. The 
steel lintels over the garage doors and windows are 
corroding, causing minor disruption to the brick masonry 
at the corner of the garage. The two-pane fixed wood 
windows and the rolling wood garage doors require 
paint.

gaRage at mcadamS Hall

The garage at McAdams Hall was constructed in 
1949, and is located behind McAdams Hall in a walled 
courtyard area within the rear parking lot. 

ArchitecturAl Description

This garage is a one-story rectangular flat-roofed 
structure. It is of brick construction and set on a concrete 
slab foundation. The metal shed roof has a plain metal 
cornice, and the building overall has little architectural 
detail. The shed roof drains to a gutter and downspout on 
the southeast. The downspout drains to grade.

On the north primary façade, the building has six garage 
bays, each with an original wood and glass rolldown 
door. Each door has four lights and twelve panels. The 
interior is divided into three rooms, each corresponding 
to two garage bays. There are no openings on the side 
walls. The back wall has six high-set two-light steel 
casement windows corresponding to each garage bay, 
and a single door beneath the westernmost window. The 
door is a replacement steel door.

significAnce

The Garage at McAdams Hall is not considered to be a 
contributing structure within the Clemson core campus.

integrity

The Garage is in its original location to the rear of 
McAdams Hall. The building appears to be minimally 
altered from its original construction. However, the 
garage has no strong association with historic uses.

Garage at McAdams Hall                               
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The second floor windows under the portico are paired 
six-light fixed sash. All of the windows have brick lintels 
and sills. At the rear, the side wings project beyond the 
rear plane of the main block. Windows at the rear are 
also paired and include both six-over-six and four-over 
four double-hung sash. 

significAnce

Gentry Hall is not considered to be a contributing structure 
within the Clemson core campus. It is not distinguished 
by its architectural style or by its association with 
Clemson University.

integrity

Still in its original location, Gentry Hall’s residential 
setting has been altered by the widening of South 
Carolina Highway 93 and the creation of a side access 
road with parking. The exterior of Gentry Hall retains its 
original Colonial Revival design, mid-twentieth-century 
materials and workmanship.

existing conDitions

Gentry Hall suffers from problems stemming from aging 
materials coupled with lack of routine maintenance. 
The gutters were clogged at the time of survey. At the 
west corner, the gutters were sagging. Some of the 
asphalt shingles were beginning to curl up and fail at 
drip edges. The wood siding at the rear had failing paint 
and possibly rot where water flows against the siding. At 
the main southeast entrance, the glazed wood door had 
failing paint.

gentRy Hall (andeRSon HouSe)
Gentry Hall was constructed in the 1950s as a residence 
for a local banker. Located at 191 Highway 93, Gentry 
Hall is sited at the northern edge of the core campus. It 
is now used as an administrative building for University 
Planning and Design.

ArchitecturAl Description

Gentry Hall is a rectangular Colonial Revival-style 
wood-frame house, consisting of a central two-story side-
gabled block flanked by one-story side-gabled wings. 
It is sided mostly with brick veneer, which covers the 
front and side façades, and the first floor level at the rear. 
Vertical wood siding is used on the second floor at the 
rear. The low-pitched side-gabled asphalt shingle roof 
has dentil molding along its boxed cornice, and two large 
central brick chimneys pierce the gable peak of the center 
block. The side wing roofs have a steeper pitch than the 
main roof and have partial returns and rectangular attic 
vents in their gable ends. The roof drains to a metal box 
gutter and then to corrugated rectangular downspouts 
that connect to underground drain lines. 

The primary façade is dominated by a two-story columned 
portico, which occupies the full width of the center block. 
The portico has simple round wood columns, engaged 
rear columns on each side, dentil cornice molding, and 
a brick-clad foundation and deck. A wide flight of brick 
steps with iron railings leads to the central entrance. The 
front door is a replacement six-panel single wood door 
with wide sidelights. Above it, large applied letters spell 
“Gentry Hall.” All windows on the primary façade are 
paired. The first floor windows are all original wood 
six-over-six double-hung sash windows. The windows 
in the side wings have louvered nonfunctional shutters. 

Gentry Hall (Anderson House)                               
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A one-story full-width shed-roofed porch extends across 
the front of the first floor. The porch has narrow square 
wood piers set on a brick deck, and its cornice has the 
building’s name across the front. The front door is an 
eight-light replacement door. Most windows in the 
house are original wood six-over-six double-hung sash 
windows, and those in the first floor of the central block 
have an eight-over-eight configuration. All windows 
have brick sills and lintels. 

A brick retaining wall supports the back corner of one 
side wing of the house. The other wing has a rear cross-
gable and a side bay window. Off the back of the house, 
set at a lower elevation and not visible from the front 
of the main house, is a large three-story extension with 
multiple gables and dormers. 

significAnce

The Clemson University Foundation building is not 
considered a contributing structure within the core 
campus historic district. The building is not distinguished 
by its architectural style or by its strong association with 
the development of Clemson University.

integrity

The Clemson University Foundation building remains 
in its original location though the residential setting 
has been altered by surrounding development and a 
large rear addition. From Daniel Drive, the Foundation 
building retains its original Colonial Revival design and 
materials.

existing conDitions

The Clemson University Foundation building has a sloped 
building site, causing problematic site drainage issues. 
There is ongoing potential for masonry disruption and 
the need for maintenance level painting. The adjacent site 
slopes away to the north making site drainage difficult. 
The downspouts have been fitted with corrugated plastic 
extenders that are often quite long. The gutters were 
clogged at the time of survey. Overflowing gutters have 
caused wood rot at the northwest cornice and corner 
rake at the original building. At the rear addition, the 
metal lintels at window openings show minor corrosion 
that may cause masonry disruption if left unprotected. 
Preventative maintenance to address this minor corrosion 
can prevent serious and costly deterioration later. Paint 
has failed at the brick, rear wood siding, and at the 
double-hung wood windows.

clemSon univeRSity Foundation 
(daniel HouSe)
The Clemson University Foundation building was 
constructed ca. 1950 as a dwelling, and is now used as 
offices for both the foundation and the Joseph A. Shirley 
Center for Philanthropy. It is located at the far northern 
edge of the campus at 110 Daniel Drive.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Clemson University Foundation is a Colonial 
Revival/Cape Cod-style brick house that has been 
painted white, consisting of a central one-and-one-
half-story side-gabled block flanked by one-story side-
gabled wings. The asphalt shingle roof has a central 
brick chimney at the gable peak of the center block. The 
eaves have minimal overhangs, vented gables and boxed 
cornices. Three gabled dormers pierce the front slope of 
the central block’s roof, and the rear slope has a long shed 
dormer. The dormers have wood clapboard siding. The 
roof drains to K-style aluminum gutters and corrugated 
rectangular downspouts that drain to grade. Many of 
the downspouts have been fitted with corrugated plaster 
extenders to direct site drainage.

Clemson University Foundation (Daniel House)

Clemson University Foundation (Daniel House) (Original 
building to the left, rear addition to the right.)                               
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Most windows in the house are original wood six-over-
six double-hung sash windows, with some on the side 
and rear in an eight-over-eight configuration. Windows 
in the front of the main block are paired and have paneled 
nonfunctional shutters. All of the windows have brick 
lintels and sills. 

significAnce

The National Dropout Prevention Center is not considered 
a contributing structure within the Clemson core campus. 
Though the building retains much of its mid-twentieth-
century Colonial Revival styling, it dates to 1959 and there 
are no strong associations with Clemson and its physical 
development. It does contribute to an understanding of 
the suburban development in the residential community 
corth of S.C. Highway 93 and retains much of its original 
setting, style and workmanship.

integrity

The National Dropout Prevention Center is sited in its 
original location on a small hillside and retains its semi-
wooded residential setting. Much of the Colonial Revival 
detailing and original character-defining materials 
have been preserved, including wood windows, doors, 
metalwork, and interior finishes. 

existing conDitions

The National Dropout Prevention Center is in good 
condition with minor masonry problems and basic 
maintenance level painting issues. The painted brick 
at the south elevation has old settlement and masonry 
displacement. It does not appear active. The brick end 
chimney requires minor repointing. The six-over-six 
double-hung wood windows and wood shutters require 
maintenance level painting.

national dRopout  
pRevention centeR

Located at 209 Martin Street, the National Dropout 
Prevention Center was constructed ca. 1950s as a 
dwelling. Martin Street is part of a wooded, residential 
development located to the north of the core campus. 
The building is now used by Clemson University as 
the headquarters of the National Dropout Prevention 
Center. 

ArchitecturAl Description

This rectangular Colonial Revival painted brick house 
consists of a central two-story side-gabled block with a 
small one-story side-gabled wing on the right side. The 
asphalt shingle roof has moderate eave overhangs, a 
molded cornice, and partial returns in its gable ends. An 
exterior brick end chimney rises up the center of the main 
block’s left side. The roof drains to K-style gutters and 
then to rectangular aluminum downspouts that connect 
to underground drains.

The primary façade has a one-story columned entrance 
porch, which is flat-roofed with a iron balcony railing 
around its top. The porch has deep molded eaves, 
engaged rear pilasters, round Doric-style wood columns, 
and a foundation and deck. Brick steps with graceful  
iron railings lead to the central entrance. The front door 
is slightly recessed in a rounded alcove with an upper 
fanlight, sidelights, and a six-panel single wood door. 
The fanlight has been painted over. At the rear of the side 
wing is a one-story flat-roofed double carport addition. 
The back of the main block has a central entrance with a 
brick stoop,  iron handrails, and an elaborate hood. The 
hood has a flared standing seam metal roof and scrolled  
iron side brackets. 

National Dropout Prevention Center                               
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significAnce

The Houston Center (National Dropout Prevention Center 
Annex) is not considered a contributing structure within 
the Clemson core campus historic district. The building 
is not distinguished by its architectural style or by strong 
associations with the development of Clemson’s core 
campus.

integrity

The Houston Center (National Dropout Prevention Center 
Annex) remains in its original location surrounded by a 
semi-wooded residential setting. The building appears to 
have been altered at its southern end with the construction 
of a modern glazed wall entrance.

existing conDitions

The Houston Center is in good condition with some 
problems with site drainage and minor masonry 
deterioration. The brick annex structure has some 
erosion at the north site where the underground drains 
and/or gutters are overflowing. There is also some minor 
settlement cracking at the west and southwest corner. At 
the rear east entrance, the concrete porch slab is broken 
and the metal reinforcement and corrugated metal base 
are corroding.

HouSton centeR  
(national dRopout pRevention 
centeR annex) 
Located at 213 Martin Street, adjacent to the National 
Dropout Prevention Center, the Houston Center was 
constructed ca. 1950 as a dwelling. It is now used as an 
annex to the National Dropout Prevention Center.

ArchitecturAl Description

This house is a rectangular, one-story, side-gabled 
ranch style dwelling. It is constructed of brick, which 
has been painted. The low-pitched asphalt shingle roof 
has minimal eave overhangs and boxed cornices. An 
off-center brick chimney rises from the front roof slope. 
The roof drains to K-style gutters, rectangular aluminum 
downspouts, and then to underground drains.

The front side of the house has an inset corner porch 
with brick and concrete steps and flooring. Tubular steel 
handrails on the steps extend through the plain wood 
porch support piers to form side railings in the porch. 
The main entrance faces sideways into the porch, and is 
in a side wall made up of fixed glass windows. The back 
of the porch and the side wall behind the porch have 
vertical vinyl cladding. The rear façade has a central 
one-story entrance porch. The simple porch has a gabled 
hood, tubular steel corner posts, and a concrete stoop. 
Most windows in the house are original wood two-over-
two horizontally divided double-hung sash windows. 
Most are paired or in triple groupings. All of the windows 
have brick sills and nonfunctional vinyl shutters.

Houston Center (National Dropout Prevention Center Annex)                               
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JoHnSton Hall/ 
HaRcombe dining Hall/poSt oFFice

In 1953-1954, Johnston Hall dormitory was the first 
portion completed in what would become a sprawling 
complex at the center of campus. The original architects 
were Lyles, Bissett, Carlisle & Wolff of Columbia, South 
Carolina. The building was named for Alan Johnston, 
Trustee from 1890-1929 and President of the Board of 
Trustees from 1907-1929. The original dormitory was 
soon expanded by the addition of Harcombe Dining Hall 
and the Post Office in 1955. The Edgar A. Brown Student 
Union Building was added in 1973-1975. Sections B 
and C of the original Johnston Hall were demolished in 
1991-1992. The Johnston Hall, Harcombe Dining Hall, 
and Post Office complex retain their original use. 

ArchitecturAl Description

Johnston Hall is a four-story flat-roofed Modern style 
dormitory building with a rectangular footprint. The roof 
is drained by internal drains. It has beige brick cladding 
and its steel-framed windows are set in horizontal 
bands between projecting concrete slab floors. Narrow 
projecting vertical bays break up the horizontal lines 
of the front and rear façades at the center. A central 
entrance is located at the middle of the long east façade 
of the building, tucked against the vertical bay, and has 
replacement doors. The building façade section to the 
north of the entrance is composed of a pierced honeycomb 
concrete-block screen, behind which are large plate-
glass windows. This screen is divided horizontally by 
floor slabs. 

Immediately to the west of Johnston Hall is the one-
story flat-roofed Harcombe Dining Hall, which is clad 
in buff brick and has triple-pane, awning-style windows 
and original steel-frame doors. A loading dock is situated 
on the north side of the building facing a parking area. 
Adjoining Johnston Hall to the south, and obscuring the 
original façade of Harcombe Hall, is the newer University 
Union building. 

significAnce

Johnston Hall, and the Harcombe Dining Hall and 
Post Office additions are not considered contributing 
structures to the Clemson core campus. Portions of 
the building have already been demolished. Harcombe 
Dining Hall has been heavily altered on the exterior 
and interior. The open space formed at the center of 
this complex of buildings was designed in the 1950s 
as part of the Johnstone Hall building complex. It is 

Johnstone Hall (South end, view from east.)                            

Clemson University Foundation (Daniel House) (North end, 
view from east.)                               
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dillaRd building  
(eneRgy SyStemS laboRatoRy)
The Dillard Building is located on the west side of the 
campus adjacent to the Physical Plant at Klugh Avenue 
and Fort Hill Street. The Dillard Building was constructed 
in 1953-1956 to the general design by John Gates and 
was previously a laundromat/cleaners. The building was 
named for Frank Dillard, Superintendent of the Laundry, 
who worked for Clemson for 44 years. The building 
currently houses the Energy Systems Laboratory.

ArchitecturAl Description

The Dillard Building is a one-story masonry building 
in modern light-industrial style. The building is set on a 
steep slope, which drops to reveal a basement and sub-
basement at the rear. It has a flat tar roof and moderate 
cornice overhang. The flat roof is covered with a built-up 
tar roofing that was being replaced at the time of survey. 
The roof drains to a perimeter drain, through corrugated 
rectangular downspouts. The downspouts drain to grade, 
to underground drains, or to site drains.

The building is faced with brick cladding and stucco 
panels, and has four-light aluminum windows. The 
primary façade has single windows set in vertical stucco 
insets. The central entrance is deeply inset into the façade 
and has plain stucco surrounds and a modern steel and 
glass commercial door and sidelights. The building name 
is marked in applied letters on a stucco panel above the 
door. The left side façade is all brick and has groups of 
four windows set in projecting concrete surrounds. 

comprised of a two-level outdoor plaza and is designed 
in the International style (described in more detail in the 
previous chapter).

integrity

The Johnston Hall/Harcombe Dining Hall/Post Office 
complex has poor integrity. Large portions of Johnston 
Hall were demolished in 1992. Harcombe Hall has been 
altered on both the interior and exterior. 

existing conDitions

The Johnston Hall/Harcombe Dining Hall/Post Office 
complex exhibits problems with the concrete and 
brick masonry caused by water drainage problems. 
The projecting concrete sills on the east elevation are 
deteriorating at their edges where water runs over the 
edges. There is loss of cement paste and biological 
growth. The concrete sills at the northwest building 
are covered with biological growth and have exposed, 
corroding reinforcement. The concrete sills were being 
patched at the time of this survey.

The flat roof over Harcombe Hall appears to be 
overflowing at the northwest over the loading dock area. 
The first floor, northwest entrance to Harcombe Hall has 
a concrete slab porch roof, which is deteriorating from 
chronic water movement. The railing in this area is bent 
and the paint is failing.

Dillard Building (Energy Systems Laboratory)                               
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The right side of the building is brick with an off-center 
stucco full-height section. Within the stucco section, a 
cantilevered flat-roofed concrete hood projects over a 
basement-level entrance with a single steel and glass 
door flanked by two windows on each side and with five 
windows above it. Windows in the remainder of this side 
are single windows with concrete sills. At the back, the 
sub-basement level has stucco cladding. 

The interior appears to be original and has been very 
minimally altered. The interior has no grand lobby, 
entrance area, or assembly space. The finishes are 
utilitarian.

significAnce

The Dillard Building is not considered a contributing 
structure within the Clemson core campus historic 
district. The building is not architectural significant 
and is not strongly associated with the development of 
Clemson’s core campus.

integrity

The Dillard Building is in its original location and 
academic setting and appears little altered from its 
original construction. 

existing conDitions

The Dillard Building is in good overall condition 
exhibiting some concrete deterioration. On the 
northwest, the concrete wall panels are cracked. At the 
concrete slab porch roof, the embedded reinforcement 
is exposed. Efflorescence on the underside of the porch 
slab indicates that water is not successfully draining 
from the roof slab.
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6.0 PreservatiOn guidelines

The preservation guidelines provide a management 
approach for the historic core of Clemson University. 
Historic resource management should provide a flexible 
approach to preservation, where historically significant 
landscape and building resources are retained, maintained, 
and respected, while features that are less significant may 
be adapted to meet the changing needs of the university. 
This approach acknowledges that the university has a 
unique historic character that is defined by important 
historic resources, but remains a living entity that must 
constantly evolve according to the current and future 
needs of students, faculty, staff, and visitors.

6.1 Use of Preservation 
Guidelines 

The Clemson University Preservation Guidelines 
are relevant for personnel in Planning and Facilities 
departments, as well as outside design consultants, during 
all stages of planned alterations to historic resources on 
Clemson’s campus. When undertaking alterations to 
historic resources, the following steps should be taken:

Review most recent Clemson University Master 	
Plan, all relevant Precinct Master Plans, and 
Clemson University Preservation Master Plan.

Review building codes required by Clemson 	
University and the state of South Carolina.

Review project-specific requirements for the 	
proposed alteration.

Consult with historic architect, historic landscape 	
architect, and/or historic preservation specialist to 
determine the historical significance of the existing 
historic resource, the condition of the existing 
historic fabric, and the impact of any proposed new 
uses or alterations on the existing historic fabric.

Submit proposed design and details to the Campus 	
Planning and/or Facilities office for review by 
designated Clemson University historic preservation 
specialist and the designated preservation design 
review committee.

Within National Register-listed properties, proposed 	
changes should also be reviewed by the South 
Carolina Department of Archives and History 
(SCDAH) under the existing Memorandum of 
Agreement.

The Clemson University Preservation Guidelines are 
organized into the following sections:

6.2 Recommended Preservation Treatment: Provides a 
justification for the recommended preservation treatment 
for Clemson University’s historic resources.

6.3 Significant Historic Resources and their 
Character-Defining Features: This section summarizes 
the significant historic landscape and building resources 
within the Clemson University study area and details 
their key features to be retained.

6.4 General Guidelines: The general guidelines are 
adapted from a 1995 Clemson University historic 
resource plan that should guide preservation project 
planning.

6.5 Cultural Landscape Guidelines: The cultural 
landscape guidelines provide project planning guidance 
on issues such as site design, vegetation, circulation, and 
small-scale features.

6.6 Historic Building Guidelines: The historic building 
guidelines present preservation project planning 
guidance on the treatment of architectural components, 
such as roofs, masonry, windows, and additions and 
major alterations.

6.7 New Construction within the Historic Core: 
The new construction guidelines provide basic design 
principles for the construction of new buildings, 
structures, and landscape elements in areas adjacent to 
historic resources.

6.8 Sustainable Design: The sustainable design 
guidelines address the potential conflicts and synergies 
of applying sustainable design practices to historic 
preservation projects within a campus setting.

6.9 Barrier-Free Access: The barrier-free access 
guidelines address the challenges of improving 
accessibility in historic settings.
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6.2 Recommended Preservation 
Treatment

Based upon Clemson University’s need to meet current 
and projected academic, infrastructure, and management 
goals, rehabilitation is recommended as the appropriate 
overarching treatment approach for the historic buildings 
and campus landscape. As defined by the Secretary of 
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties, the rehabilitation approach focuses on the 
protection, maintenance, and retention of historic fabric, 
but allows for compatible new uses through sensitive 
alterations or additions. This approach allows for the 
protection of the site’s historic character and resources 
while continuing to address the need for new buildings and 
landscapes, and the adaptive reuse of existing resources 
when the university needs to accommodate change. 
Under rehabilitation, historic and natural resources must 
undergo maintenance, stabilization, protection, and 
preservation even as new uses are accommodated. 

The rehabilitation approach includes six steps to be 
applied when considering the alteration of historic 
resources. The six steps are intended to occur in order, 
with each step applied to its maximum extent before 
proceeding to the next step. Preference is always given 
to retaining historic fabric whenever possible:

Identify, Retain, and Preserve Historic Materials 1. 
and Features

Protect and Maintain Historic Materials and 2. 
Features

Repair Historic Materials and Features3. 

Replace Deteriorated Historic Materials and 4. 
Features

Design for the Replacement of Missing Historic 5. 
Features

Alterations/Additions for New Use6. 

Other treatment alternatives recognized by the Secretary of the 
Interior were found to be inappropriate for the following reasons. 
Preservation is overly restrictive because it does not allow for 
the flexibility of the university to continue to meet the changing 
needs of the campus’s living community. Restoration and 
reconstruction are inappropriate for the Clemson University 
campus because neither condition has been identified as a goal 
by the university. In addition, these treatments assume, as a 
prerequisite, that sufficient documentation exists to accurately 
portray a lost historic condition. At this time, it does not appear 
that there are documentary sources detailed enough to support 
restoration or reconstruction of historic buildings or the campus 
landscape. 

6.3 Significant Historic Resources 
and their Character-Defining 
Features

The first step in the recommended rehabilitation treatment 
is to identify the form and detailing of key materials 
and features that are important in defining a resource’s 
historic character and which must be retained in order 
to preserve that character. For landscapes, character-
defining features may consist of topography, landforms, 
water elements, vegetation, circulation patterns, small-
scale features, and buildings. Character-defining features 
of individual buildings include overall building form, 
roof lines, window and door openings, entrances, and 
distinctive materials used at roofs, walls, windows, and 
doors.

Identifying and preserving the elements of the landscape 
that contribute to the character of the core campus is 
an essential part of the preservation planning process. 
Within the core campus, significant landscapes, such 
as Bowman Field, Fort Hill, Woodland Cemetery, and 
the Tillman-Riggs Wuadrangle, should not be altered 
or modified to accommodate new buildings, landscape 
features, roads, or other modern amenities that would 
detract from their historical value (see Table 6A). All 
other historic resources should be repaired, maintained, 
rehabilitated, or preserved, as recommended in this 
report (see Table 6B). 

Significant historic buildings are important components 
of the campus landscape that collectively contribute to the 
history and development of Clemson University. These 
buildings are often grouped together providing important 
spatial organization, shared aesthetics, and similar 
building materials. Over a third of the significant historic 
buildings have been listed on the National Register of 
Historic Places. The significant historic buildings have 
been grouped into six different categories based on their 
construction date and design (see Table 6C). In addition, 
there is a list of buildings that are over 50 years old but 
are not considered to be significant historic resources. 

The following tables list the significant historic resources 
identified within the historic core of Clemson University 
and summarize their important character-defining 
features. Refer to the Historic Resources Map for 
locations of all historic resources at Clemson University 
as surveyed in 2008 (see Map 6-1).
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6A. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

The Bottoms Low-lying former 
floodplain lands 
now occupied by 
the Calhoun Field 
Laboratory 

 Relatively level landform 
 Open character derived from 

agricultural uses 

No official 
recognition

Bowman 
Field

Large open space at 
the entrance to 
campus along S.C. 
Highway 93 

 Large open grassy field 
 Bowl-shaped landform 
 Ridgeline overlooking the space 

developed with important early 
university buildings with a consistent 
orientation and alignment  

 Trees groves flanking Tillman Hall 
 Historic approach route on axis with 

Tillman Hall ending in a circular 
turnaround 

 Concrete walks fronting the buildings  
 Informal feeling and a lack of 

ornamentation
 Historic buildings including: Tillman 

Hall, Godfrey Hall, Sikes Hall, Mell 
Hall, and Holtzendorff Hall 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Clemson
House
environs 

Planted hillside 
between Bowman 
Field and the 
Clemson House 
and the building 
and its associated 
precinct

 Steeply-sloped landform rising above 
S.C. Highway 93 

 Ridgeline occupied by Clemson House  
 Fighting tiger sculpture 
 Shade tree, groundcover, and shrub 

plantings loosely arranged on the slope 
of the hill  

 Views between the Clemson House 
and Bowman Field landscapes 

 Walks leading up the hill  
 Informal feeling and a lack of 

ornamentation

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Fort Hill Plantation home 
and its associated 
landscape precinct 
of John C. 
Calhoun, and later 
Thomas Green 

 Elevated knoll topography 
 Prominently-sited mansion edged by 

pastoral vegetation 
 Original office outbuilding 
 Reconstructed kitchen and springhouse 

NR October 
15, 1966 
NHL
December 19, 
1960 
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6A. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

Clemson who 
donated the land 
used to establish 
Clemson
Agricultural
College in 1889 

outbuildings 
 Formal walks leading to the front of 

the house and between the house and 
the office 

 Boxwood plantings 
 Monuments noting the significance of 

the property 
 Older specimen plantings 
 Turf lawn 
 Monuments marking important 

locations, events, or persons 

Fraternity 
Quad
(Barracks) 

Open space 
between four 
Rudolph Lee-
designed dormitory 
buildings behind 
Godfrey Hall that 
was designed and 
used as part of the 
military training of 
students when 
Clemson was a 
military institution 

 Relatively level terrace landform 
 Five historic buildings sited with a 

consistent orientation and alignment 
 Four historic buildings and landform 

edging a central open space designed 
to reflect military education use and 
symbology 

 Central open space generally 
unadorned with simple paving and 
grass panels 

 View towards mountains at the end of 
the space as an inspiration for students 

No official 
recognition

Hopewell
Complex 

Eighteenth century 
dwelling of 
Revolutionary War 
general Andrew 
Pickens and 
associated 
resources including 
three twentieth 
century 
outbuildings, a 
cemetery, carriage 
drive trace, and 
historic tree 
plantings 

 Hopewell House 
 Garage, chicken coop, and barn 

outbuildings recall long-standing 
agricultural use of the property 

 Eastern red cedar trees, walnut trees, 
and other native hardwoods in the 
vicinity of the house, some marking the 
former carriage drive 

 Carriage drive trace 
 View towards the Seneca River/Lake 

Hartwell
 Turf lawn 
 Informal feeling and a lack of 

ornamentation
 Potential for significant archaeological 

resources 

NR 1970 

Intramural One of the oldest 
surviving

 Open spaces used for recreation and No official 
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6A. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

Fields recreational areas 
of campus 

other group activities 
 Edged by S.C. Highway 93 and 

Williamson Road 
 View of Fike Recreation Center and 

Memorial Stadium 
 Turf landcover 
 Allées of trees along Williamson Road 

and along field in front of Fike 

recognition

President’s
Park

Linear stroll garden 
that edges S.C. 
Highway 93 
between Long Hall 
and the President’s 
House that has 
been planted with 
trees since the early 
twentieth century 
and edged by a 
series of college 
President’s homes 

 Linear open space with relatively level 
topography, edged by SC Highway 93 
to the north on a ridgeline forming a 
spatial edge and by Parkway Drive to 
the south 

 Shade trees plantings  
 The President’s House (1959) 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Tillman-
Riggs
Quadrangle

Large open space 
marked by the axial 
connection between 
Tillman and Riggs 
Halls since the 
1920s 

 Long rectangular open space  
 Gradually sloping topography 
 Concrete walks link buildings and 

roads
 Axial walk linking the entrances into 

Riggs and Tillman Halls 
 Shade trees edge some of the walks 
 Southern magnolia trees edge the 

buildings to the west  
 Calhoun Drive edges the space to the 

east 
 Fort Hill Street separates the northern 

and southern sections of the space 
 Buildings forming spatial edges to the 

north, east, south, and west of the 
space, with the Trustee House set 
partially within the space 

 Historic buildings, including Tillman 
Hall, Hardin Hall, Olin Hall, Riggs 
Hall, Johnstone Hall, and Trustee 
House that edge and define space. 

No official 
recognition
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6A. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

University 
Union Plaza 

International style 
plaza associated 
with Johnstone 
Hall, Harcombe 
Dining Hall, and 
the post office 

 Level paved terrace edged by buildings 
 Site furnishings designed in the 

International style unique to the space 
 Views toward Memorial Stadium to the 

west 
 Buildings including Johnstone Hall, 

Harcombe Dining Hall, and the Post 
Office

No official 
recognition

Williamson 
Road
Streetscape 

Road corridor 
edged with large 
street trees that 
links S.C. Highway 
93 and Memorial 
Stadium

 Wide road corridor edged by an allée 
of oak trees that links S.C. Highway 93 
with Memorial Stadium 

 Road passes the Intramural Field and 
Fike Recreation Center.  

 Views of the Tillman Hall area are 
afforded along the road 

 Road affords access to Woodland 
Cemetery 

 Buildings and structures including 
Memorial Stadium and Fike Recreation 
Center 

No official 
recognition

Woodland 
Cemetery 

Burial ground of 
the Calhoun family 
that was later 
adapted to include 
a university 
cemetery. 
Numerous 
important college 
figures are buried 
in the cemetery 

 Elevated knoll topography 
 Mature woodland underplanted with 

turf grass in areas with numerous 
graves

 Curvilinear road corridor 
 Iron entrance gate, stone pillars and 

wall 
 Iron fencing, gate, and stone wall 

around Calhoun family burial ground 
 Modest masonry grave markers 
 Plot edging  
 Cast-stone benches

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
April 13, 2006 
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6B. OTHER HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

Camellia
Collection
within the 
South
Carolina
Botanical
Garden 

Group of camellia 
plants that were 
moved to the 
botanical garden 
land from an 
educational display 
near Memorial 
Stadium in 1958 
and formed the 
genesis for the 
botanical gardens 

 A collection of plants moved to the site 
from a former educational display near 
Memorial Stadium connected to 
historic horticultural education 

No official 
recognition

Facilities
Operations
Yard

Level terrace of 
land between 
University Union 
and Memorial 
Stadium that has 
been used to site 
operational
buildings such as 
the central energy 
plant since the 
1920s 

 Level terrace landform 
 Industrial character 
 Relatively modest-scaled buildings 

arranged in rows, with a U-shaped 
arrangement in the northwestern corner 
of the space 

 Tall stacks of the Central Energy 
Facility

 Views of Tillman, Godfrey, and 
Holtzendorff Halls on the hill above 

 Views of Memorial Stadium within the 
ravine below 

 Road corridors to the north and south 
of the complex affording access to the 
yard to the south and Central Energy, 
the Dillard Building, and Facilities 
Operations to the north.  

 Informal feeling 

No official 
recognition

Fernow
Street
Streetscape 

Road corridor 
along which many 
historic academic 
buildings are sited 

 Central road corridor edged by 
buildings and streetscape elements 

 Relatively level topography 
 Informal feeling and a lack of 

ornamentation
 Buildings including Riggs, Freeman, 

Lee, and Lowry Halls 

No official 
recognition

Hunnicutt
Creek
Corridor 

Stream valley that 
cuts through the 
eastern part of the 

 Hunnicutt Creek 
 Ravine and floodplain associated with 

stream corridor 

No official 
recognition
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6B. OTHER HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

campus  Deciduous woodland with riparian 
species along the stream corridor 

 Evidence of former agricultural use of 
the floodplain area 

 Informal undeveloped feeling  

Kite Hill Prominent knoll 
overlooking the 
South Carolina 
Botanical Garden, 
the eastern half of 
which is relatively 
undeveloped 

 Elevated knoll landform 
 Trace of original campus entrance road 
 View toward Botanical Garden Shed 

and experimental fields below 

No official 
recognition

Lake
Hartwell

Large
impoundment of 
the Seneca River 
established in the 
late 1950s by the 
U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers that 
inundated
thousands of acres 
of the Clemson 
Experimental
Forest and now 
edges the core 
campus 

 Dike retaining system 
 Lake water body 
 Views across water 

No official 
recognition

Landscape
Maintenance
Yard

Cluster of small 
service buildings 
that have been used 
since the 1940s to 
support campus 
maintenance

 Relatively level terrace of land edged 
by an embankment and a road 

 Collection of small utilitarian buildings 
used for campus landscape 
maintenance equipment and materials 
storage and repair activities 

No official 
recognition

Lee
Courtyard 

Small outdoor 
space enclosed 
within Lee Hall and 
planted with 
ornamental trees 
and shrubs 

 Small level open space set within the 
framework of the building around it 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Lowry 
Courtyard 

Larger outdoor 
space encircled by 
Lowry Hall that is 
planted with 
ornamental trees 

 Larger level open space set within the 
framework of the building around it 
and open to Fernow Street corridor 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 
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6B. OTHER HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

and shrubs 

Sirrine
Courtyard 

Outdoor space 
formed by the U-
shaped building 
that is planted with 
ornamental trees 
and shrubs 

 Large level open space set within the 
framework of the U-shaped building 
around it 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Outdoor
Theater 

Terraced seating 
and stage area 
within the ravine 
above the Cooper 
Library that was 
developed in the 
1940s 

 Outdoor amphitheater arranged with a 
central stage set below a curved 
arrangement of tiered seating 

 Flagstone, tile, and marble stage 
framed by square flat-roofed structures 

 Seating and stage designed to sit within 
the sloping landform of the existing 
ravine

 Buildings forming a spatial edge to the 
space to the east 

 View to a pool below 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Plaza
between
Poole
Agricultural
Center and 
Newman 
Hall 

Outdoor gathering 
space established 
by the orthogonal 
arrangement of 
these two buildings 
in the 1950s 

 Relatively level open space set within 
the framework of two buildings set 
around it perpendicular to one another 
with entrances facing the central open 
space 

 Buildings including Poole Agricultural 
Center and Newman Hall 

No official 
recognition

Ravine
below the 
Strom 
Thurmond 
Institute

Open rolling terrain 
and stream corridor 
that survives north 
of Perimeter Road. 
The remainder of 
the ravine and 
stream corridor is 
obscured by 
campus 
development such 
as the Strom 
Thurmond Institute 
and Cooper 
Library. 

 Rolling topography  
 Ravine edged by embankments 
 Stream corridor edged by deciduous 

woodland 

No official 
recognition

Residential
community 
north of S.C. 

Surviving
dwellings of a once 
greater residential 

 Modest dwellings sited along roads 
designed to follow the steeply-sloped 
topography 

No official 
recognition
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6B. OTHER HISTORIC LANDSCAPES 

Landscape
Name 

Description Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

Highway 93 community of 
faculty and 
administrator 
homes on the 
ridgeline
overlooking 
Bowman Field 

 Turf lawn 
 Hardwood shade trees 
 Buildings including W.W. Long 

House, Moorman House, Roderick 
House, Daniel House, Littlejohn House 

Riggs Field Surviving sports 
field west of 
Bowman Field that 
is one of the oldest 
recreation areas of 
the campus 

 Level open space of a playing field 
 Views to buildings facing Bowman 

Field on the hill above the field 
 Space edged to the north by S.C. 

Highway 93 

No official 
recognition

Seneca
River
Oxbow and 
environs 

Segment of the 
Seneca River that is 
preserved within 
the athletic field 
complex west of 
Perimeter Road due 
to a dike system 
associated with 
Lake Hartwell 

 S-curve-shaped segment of the former 
Seneca River  

 Relatively level landform along the 
banks of the river and extending over 
the former floodplain 

 Riparian trees edging portions of the 
river

 Informal feeling  

No official 
recognition

South
Palmetto 
Boulevard
Streetscape 

Road corridor that 
links Woodland 
Cemetery and the 
core campus along 
which academic 
buildings have 
historically been 
sited and which has 
served as an 
important approach 
route to campus 

 Linear road corridor edged by 
buildings 

 Terminus is intersection with 
Williamson Road and the entrance into 
Woodland Cemetery  

 Terraces and seating areas edge 
buildings 

 Buildings including Earle Hall and 
Riggs Hall 

No official 
recognition
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6C. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

PRE-COLLEGE ERA BUILDINGS (1714-1888) 
Hanover
House (St. 
Julien-Ravenel
House, located 
in South 
Carolina
Botanical
Gardens) 
(1714) 

 Two-story rectangular building with exterior brick 
chimneys and a wood-shingle gambrel roof with 
symmetrical dormers. 

 Symmetrical, rectangular window and door openings. 
 Small entrance porch with wood columns and wood 

entrance steps. Brick, round-arched entrance bridge. 
 Horizontal bead-board wood siding. 
 Six-over-six double-hung wood windows with double-

leafed solid wood shutters.  
 Wood ventilator panels at basement openings. 
 Single- and double-leafed wood paneled entrance doors. 
 Inscription at chimney top. 
 Interior recently restored to their historic appearance. 

Room-by-room assessment of key historic finishes should 
be completed. 

NR June 5, 
1970 

Hopewell
(located on 
Cherry Farm 
Experimental
Station) (ca. 
1785) 

 Two-story, five-bay L-shaped building with hipped roof 
and symmetrical, interior chimneys. 

 Regular window and door openings. 
 Horizontal wood siding. 
 One-story, raised main entry porch with slender porch 

columns. 
 Nine-over-nine and six-over-nine double hung wood 

window sash. Louvered shutters with wrought iron strap 
hinges. 

 Paneled and glazed wood doors. 
 Interior floor plan, fireplaces, paneled wood doors, wood 

trim, stairs, and random-width pine floors. 
 Three twentieth century wood frame outbuildings, a garage, 

chicken coop, and barn, arranged in a row in line with main 
house.

NR 1970 

Fort Hill & 
Office (1803-
1825) 

 Two-and-a-half story L-shaped building with cross-gabled 
roof and exterior chimneys. Wood shingle roofing. 

 Irregular window and door openings. 
 Two-story colonnades at main entrance and rear el. 
 Horizontal bead-board wood siding. 
 Ashlar-grooved stucco at exterior chimneys. 

NR October 15, 
1966 
NHL
December 19, 
1960 
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6C. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

 Nine-over-nine and nine-over-six double-hung wood 
windows fitted with double louvered shutters. 

 Faux-grained wood-paneled exterior doors with double- 
and single-leafed louvered wood shutters and rectangular 
transoms. 

 Flat profile wood moldings with star-detail at corners. 
 Local granite entrance steps. 
 Attached and detached outbuildings with similar detailing. 
 Interior recently restored to their historic appearance. 

Room-by-room assessment of key historic finishes should 
be completed. 

Hunt Log 
Cabin (located 
in South 
Carolina
Botanical
Gardens)
(1826) 

 One-and-a-half story building with a side-gabled wood 
shingle roof and large end chimney. 

 Irregularly spaced, rectangular window and door openings. 
 Full-width entrance porches on two-sides with shed-style, 

wood shingle roofs. Stone-faced piers and wood flooring 
made with modern materials. 

 Exposed wood log structure with red-colored chinking 
mortar. Stone-faced exterior chimney.  

 Six-over-six, double-hung wood windows with single 
leafed solid wood shutters. 

 Irregular, vertical board entrance doors. 
 Interior assessment of key historic finishes should be 

completed. 

No official 
recognition

EARLY COLLEGE BUILDINGS (1889-1911) 
Trustee House 
(1889) 

 Two-and-a-half story, asymmetrical building with cross-
gable roofs. Hipped roof and patterned masonry chimney. 

 Asymmetrical window and door openings, often with 
paired windows. 

 Masonry or wood porches over main entrance. 
 Red brick masonry with patterned brickwork. 
 Original wood windows have multi-light double-hung 

wood sash, with colored glass. 
 Multi-light glazed wood doors with transom lights. 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Hardin Hall 
(1891) 

 Two-and-a-half story rectangular main 1890 building with 
two-story, rectangular historic 1900 addition. 

 Hipped roof line with lower cross gables and heavy wood 
cornice.

 Regularly spaced, rectangular and round-arched window 

NR January 4, 
1990 
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6C. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

and door openings, often paired. 
 Projecting masonry and wood entrance porches with carved 

sandstone trim, terracotta tiles, clustered wood columns, 
and carved wood panels and brackets. 

 Red brick walls with sandstone and terracotta trim on a 
local stone foundation. 

 Double-hung windows with multi-light, round-arched 
transoms. 

 Multi-light, glazed wood doors with lower panels and 
multi-light, rectangular transoms. 

Tillman Hall 
(1891-93, 
rebuilt 1894) 

 Rectangular, three-and-a-half story main building with six 
story square clock tower and L-shaped Tillman Auditorium 
addition. Modern four-story rectangular additions to rear. 

 Hipped and cross-gabled roofs with asphalt shingle roofing 
at main building and Tillman Auditorium addition. Flat-
seamed copper pyramid-shaped roof over the square clock 
tower. Flat roofs on rear additions. 

 Rectangular and round-arched window and door openings, 
often paired.  

 Deeply set, half-round entrances with decorative masonry, 
including rusticated sandstone quoins, unglazed terracotta 
tiles, fine brick archways, and granite and wood columns. 
Local gneiss entrance steps and encaustic tile porch 
flooring. 

 Local granite foundation and red brick masonry laid in 
decorative patterns with unglazed terracotta tile and 
sandstone trim. 

 One-over-one double-hung wood windows at the main 
building. Double-hung wood sash with multi-light upper 
sash and single pane at lower sash with stained glass at the 
Tillman Auditorium addition. A multi-window with rosette 
at the Tillman Auditorium addition. 

 Exterior doorways had a multi-light glazed door surround 
with multi-pane glazed wood doors. 

 Interior main stairway remains at the clock tower. Tillman 
Auditorium retains open floor plan and some historic 
finishes.

NR January 4, 
1990 

Kinard Annex 
(Campbell 
Museum of 
Natural
History) 

 Two-and-a-half story, asymmetrical building with cross-
gable roofs.  

 Asymmetrical window and door openings, often with 
paired windows. 

 Masonry or wood porches over main entrance. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 
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Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

(1893)  Flat, red clay tile roofing.  
 Red brick masonry with patterned brickwork. 
 Original wood windows have multi-light double-hung 

wood sash. 
 Multi-light glazed wood doors with transom lights. 

Godfrey Hall 
(1898) 

 Two-story building with full basement and a four-story 
central square tower. 

 Flat roof with simple wood eave brackets. 
 Large, closely spaced, arched window and door openings to 

maximize natural interior lighting.  
 Red brick masonry walls with corbelled courses, brick 

pilasters and eyebrow arches at window lintels. 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Sikes Hall 
(1904, rebuilt 
1925-26) 

 Two-and-a-half story, rectangular building with flat roof 
and a high brick parapet wall.  

 Symmetrical, regularly spaced rectangular and arched 
window and door openings.  

 Seven-bay wide, two-story Neoclassical entrance porch 
with flight of local gneiss entrance steps, Ionic columns 
carved from limestone, and pressed tin porch ceiling. 

 Red brick masonry walls with terracotta and limestone at 
window and door openings. Copper covered courses at 
cornice.

 One-over-one double-hung windows and casement 
windows.

 Deeply set main entrances with glazed wood doors, 
fanlights, tile floors, and iron entrance gates. 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Sheep Barn 
(ca. 1900-
1915) 

 One-and-a-half to two-and-a-half story buildings with 
rectangular plans. 

 Front-gabled or gambrel roofs with utilitarian roofing 
materials. Roof ridge ventilators. 

 Regular, rectangular window and door openings at lower 
level and at gable ends. 

 Wood ship lath siding with red brick at foundations and end 
walls of barns.

 Sliding vertical-board wood doors and unglazed wood 
batten doors for barns.  

NR January 4, 
1990 

Horticultural
Barn (wood 
barn at Cherry 
and Perimeter 
Roads) (ca. 
1911) 

No official 
recognition

R.E. LEE ERA: NON-LEE DESIGNED BUILDINGS (1914-1940) 
W.W. Long 
Residence

 Two-and-a-half story, rectangular plan building with a main 
side-gabled roof and lower, rear cross-gable roof with 

No official 
recognition
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Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

(Sears House) 
(1928) 

dormers. Large exterior end chimneys. 
 Regular window and door openings with some paired 

window openings. 
 Small main wood entrance porch with Neoclassical 

pediment supported on slender columns on a brick entrance 
pad.

 Screened-in and enclosed wood porches at secondary 
entrances.  

 Vertical siding finished white. 
 Eight-over-eight and six-over-six, double-hung wood 

windows with side-gable windows. 
 Wood panel and multi-light glazed wood doors with 

sidelights and transoms. 

Golf
Maintenance
Barn (tile barn 
at Cherry and 
Perimeter 
Roads) (ca. 
1930s) 

 One-and-a-half building with U-shaped plan. 
 Front-gabled roof with utilitarian roofing materials. Roof 

ridge ventilators. 
 Regular, rectangular window and door openings at lower 

level and at gable ends. 
 Glazed, hollow clay tile walls. 

No official 
recognition

Moorman 
House (1935) 

 One-and-a-half story, square plan building with cross-
gabled roof with dormers, interior brick chimneys, and a 
large overhang. 

 Asymmetrical window openings grouped in clusters of two 
or three. 

 One-story, partial-width, screened-in brick entrance porch 
with heavy brick piers, concrete steps and entrance pad. 

 Exposed rafter ends and decorative triangular wood knee 
braces at wide overhanging eaves.  

 Textured red brick laid in decorative patterns.  
 Wood and stucco false half-timbering at gable ends. 
 Double-hung wood sash with a geometric patterned, multi-

light upper sash with single pane lower sash. 
 Geometric pattern glazed wood door with lower panels.  
 Interior retains the original floor plan, stairs, and doors, as 

well as significant Craftsman bungalow finishes including 
geometric patterned French doors with colored glass.  

No official 
recognition

Mell Hall 
(1940) 

 One-story, square plan building with hipped and flat roofs. 
Octagonal lantern at roof ridge. 

 Large, symmetrical, arched and rectangular window and 
door openings. 

NR January 4, 
1990 
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6C. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

 Recessed main entryway with granite steps. 
 Rear loading dock area with garage doors. 
 Flat clay tile roof in varying shades of red and brown. 
 Red brick laid in an American Common Bond with large 

limestone panels and cornice banding on a granite 
foundation. 

 Six-over-nine and six-over-six double hung wood windows 
with decorative trim molding. 

Outdoor
Theater (1940) 

 Open amphitheater arrangement with one-story curved 
arcade at stage and 12 tiers of curved seats, bordered by 
retaining walls. 

 Square, truncated piers and one story, flat roofed structures 
at either end of the curved stage arcade. 

 Flagstone, tile, and marble paved stage with sunburst 
design and date inscription. 

 White-painted, stuccoed or smooth troweled concrete. 
 Four-pane aluminum windows. 
 Glazed aluminum doors. 
 Aluminum lanterns at piers. 
 Concrete planters, painted white. 

NR January 4, 
1990 

R.E. LEE ERA: LEE DESIGNED BUILDINGS (1914-1940) 
Holtzendorff
Hall (1915) 

 Two- to three-story buildings sited on sloping topography 
to allow fully-lit basement levels.  

 All buildings have a broad main façade, emphasizing width 
rather than height, though building plans vary. Dormitories 
have long, rectangular plans. Academic buildings have a U-
shaped plan, while athletic buildings have irregular plans 
with large open floor plans for recreation activities. 

 Moderately sloped, hipped roofs with large overhanging 
eaves. Dormitories have regularly spaced dormers. 

 Regularly spaced, rectangular and half-round arched 
window and door openings. Windows often clustered or 
paired.

 Entrances marked by broad, hipped or shed-roofed porches 
or by decorative terracotta or limestone entryways. All have 
local granite entrance steps.  

 Straight-barrel, clay tile roofs of varying shades of red, 
brown, and green, with decorative wood brackets at broad, 
overhanging eaves.  

NR January 4, 
1990 

Riggs Hall 
(1927) 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Fike
Recreation 
Building
(1930) 

No official 
recognition

Bradley Hall 
(1936) 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Bowen Hall 
(1936) 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Donaldson
Hall (1936) 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 
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Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

Wannamaker 
Hall (1936) 

 Half-round, molded, or rectangular copper gutters, 
rectangular downspouts, and decorative copper conductor 
heads designed to minimally impact façade. 

 Mix of colored orange, red, and purple-colored brick walls, 
often patterned. Colored bricks are placed in a random 
pattern with a wide joint that is slightly recessed from the 
face of the brick. Mortar is pale brown with a natural sand 
aggregate.

 Masonry trim materials include lightly-colored Indiana 
limestone, terracotta, glazed mosaic tiles, and cast stone.  

 Masonry trim often decorative and sculptural. Limestone, 
terracotta, and cast stone are carved or cast in decorative 
shapes, sculptural relief, plaques, shields, and as small 
grotesque figures.  

 Glazed mosaic tiles set between eave brackets. 
 Double-hung, multi-paned, true divided light wood 

windows. Colored glass at Holtzendorff Hall. 
 Multi-light, glazed wood doors with lower panels. Fanlight 

or multi-light wood transoms. 
 Copper wall sconce and pendant light fixtures with obscure 

glass.

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Long Hall 
(1936) 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Sirrine Hall 
(1937) 

NR January 4, 
1990 

Norris Hall 
(1938) 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

MODERN ERA (1941-1958) 
Central
Energy 
Facilities
(Physical 
Plant) (1948-
49) 

 Two-story main building with organic growth to 
accommodate new systems and upgrades.  

 Flat roof supported on metal trusses with distinctive 
“CLEMSON” brick boiler stacks that dominate the skyline 
of the western campus. 

 Red brick masonry with simple decorative corbelling at 
upper level. 

 Large rectangular window openings with steel windows 
with pivot sash. 

 Double-leafed doors at wide entryways. 
 Interior utilitarian finishes of glazed tile walls and quarry 

tile floors. 

No official 
recognition

Clemson
House (1950) 

 Seven-story, long rectangular plan building with low one- 
to two-story porches and additions at its base. 

 Flat roof with two-story structure supporting “Clemson 
House” sign. 

 Entrance porches with exposed aggregate cylindrical 
columns and flagstone paving. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 
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Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

 Small, regular, rectangular window openings that are 
slightly recessed to emphasize the flat plane of the wall.  

 Tan, ironspot brick with poured-in-place concrete slab 
walls. Brick is pointed using two different pointing 
techniques that create wide bands: recessed pointing at 
window bands and flush pointing in between window 
bands.

 Anodized aluminum sliding windows and glazed anodized 
aluminum doors and door surrounds. 

Olin Hall 
(1953) 

 Two-and-a-half story, rectangular plan building with 
hipped roof.  

 Large window and door openings.  
 Main entryway is recessed or framed with projecting 

concrete masonry with low, wide slate entrance steps. 
 Slate roofing with heavy vertical or horizontal masonry 

cornice.
 Pinkish brick walls with large slate and limestone panels. 
 Four-pane aluminum window sash, often grouped in pairs. 
 Triple aluminum sash window combination with alternating 

upper and lower operating sash. 
 Glazed aluminum doors set in glazed door surround. 
 Mosaic tile foyer. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Poole
Agricultural
Center (1955) 

 Two-story, flat-roofed building with large square footprint. 
 Landscaped quadrangle at main entrance. 
 Pink, iron spot brick veneer pierced by small, square 

window openings. 
 Two-story, glazed aluminum curtain wall at main entrance. 

Slate entrance steps and patio. 
 Square, aluminum, fixed windows that project from 

building wall. 
 Attached aluminum sculpture with slate veneer panels. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Newman Hall 
(Food Industry 
Building)
(1955) 

 Two-story, flat-roofed building with rectangular footprint. 
 Landscaped quadrangle at main entrance. 
 Pink, iron spot brick and slate veneer. 
 Broad expanses of window walls. Second floor window 

bands with screen of large metal louvers. 
 Two-story, glazed aluminum main entryway with 

breezeway. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Lee Hall  Three-story flat-roofed buildings with recessed first floor. Eligible, 
SCDAH letter 
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Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

(1958) Central square courtyards bordered by buildings. 
 Wide horizontal bands of glazed, aluminum frame 

windows.
 Rows of large vertical metal louvers at window bands. 
 Simple glazed aluminum entrance doors with large glazed 

door surrounds.  
 Horizontal bands of red brick veneer with exposed 

horizontal and vertical steel channels.  

May 30, 2008 

Lowry Hall 
(1958) 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

BUILDINGS THAT ARE LESS THAN 50-YEARS-OLD, BUT MAY BE SIGNIFICANT 
President’s
House (1959) 

 Two-and-a-half story rectangular plan building with one-
story wing. 

 Roofs are cross-gabled and hipped with asphalt shingle 
roofing and prominent end chimneys. Prominent wood 
cornice decorated with dentils. 

 Two-story Neoclassical entrance porch with Doric columns 
and shield decoration at pediment. 

 Symmetrical, rectangular window openings. Central main 
entrance with basket-handle archway. 

 Brick walls painted white. 
 Eight-over-eight double-hung wood windows flanked by 

shutters.
 Wood panel doors with multi-light sidelights and fanlight. 
 Decorative metal balcony with ornamented brackets. 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Earle Hall 
(1959) 

 Two-and-a-half story, rectangular plan building with 
hipped roof.  

 Large window and door openings. Window openings form 
almost a solid band of glazing. 

 Main entryway is recessed or framed with projecting 
concrete masonry with low, wide slate entrance steps. 

 Slate roofing with heavy vertical or horizontal masonry 
cornice.

 Pinkish brick walls with large slate and limestone panels. 
 Triple aluminum sash window combination with alternating 

upper and lower operating sash. 
 Glazed aluminum doors set in glazed door surround. 
 Mosaic tile foyer 

Eligible,
SCDAH letter 
May 30, 2008 

Cooper
Library (1966) 

 Four-story, square plan building with flat roof surrounded 
by full-height perimeter porch. 

No official 
recognition
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6C. SIGNIFICANT HISTORIC BUILDINGS 

Building
Name 

Character-Defining Features Historic 
Status

 Flat rectangular porch piers with vertical pilasters. 
 Vertical glazed window walls designed to read as solid 

glazed window wall at center with thin vertical strips of 
windows on either side. 

 Poured-in-place concrete walls painted white. 
 Metal, fixed window walls with colored glazing. 
 Glazed metal doors set in large glazed door surrounds. 
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When changes in use are needed, programming - 
should emphasize uses which require the least 
drastic changes to the buildings;

All historic structures should provide maximum - 
safety and accessibility to the handicapped 
while maintaining the symmetry, detailing, and 
visibility of important building facades;

All historic structures should promote functional - 
utility and convenience, energy efficiency, and 
comfort to the greatest extent possible without 
compromising the integrity of their historic 
character;

Landscape: The relationships between the buildings 	
and landscaped open spaces between them help define 
the character of the campus and must be preserved, 
maintained, used, and developed carefully.

New structures should not be placed in the - 
historic district in such a way as to compromise 
views of any significant facades of historic 
structures;

While streets, walks, and plazas can contribute - 
to the functional utility of the campus, they 
should emphasize an open, informal landscape 
appropriate to the era of the surrounding 
buildings;

Functional site elements such as parking lots, - 
trash receptacles, dumpsters, traffic signs, air-
conditioning units, bus shelters, and utility 
lines should be minimized in the historic 
district. Where they must be used, they should 
be carefully placed and screened to be as 
inconspicuous as possible and respectful of 
adjacent historic landscapes and buildings.

While trees and landscaping can add to the - 
character and beauty of the campus, landscape 
features should not obscure historic relationships 
between buildings;

Landscape resources have historic merit in their - 
own right, and should be maintained to respect 
the historic landscape character.

Maintenance: the cumulative effects of routine 	
maintenance and minor alterations should be 
considered as seriously as major rehabilitation and 
new construction.

Artworks and Decoration: historic artworks, 	
sculpture, mosaics, and decoration are essential to 
the understanding of the properties; their relationship 
with their original context should be maintained.

6.4 General Guidelines
The guiding principles section that follows is derived 
from Robert Bainbridge’s 1995 “Plan and Guidelines 
for Restoration, Rehabilitation, and Maintenance of 
Historic Resources” prepared for Clemson University. 
It establishes a framework for the rest of the guidelines 
that follow:

Maintain the historic landscape and architectural 	
character of the campus.

Understand that the historic campus landscape has 	
equal value to that of historic architecture.

Institute cultural and natural resource treatment and 	
maintenance methods that are environmentally and 
culturally sensitive and sustainable over the long 
term.

If a site has the potential to yield significant 	
archeological information, undertake appropriate 
archeological investigations prior to commencing 
construction. Minimize the extent of disturbance to 
that necessary to meet research, management, and 
interpretive goals. Ensure that any excavated earth is 
replaced in a manner that replicates the landscape’s 
appearance prior to digging.

Ensure that any construction, demolition, or 	
maintenance activity that involves ground-
disturbance in an area that may contain subterranean 
cultural resources is monitored by a qualified 
archaeologist.

Appropriateness: preservation, restoration, 	
rehabilitation, maintenance and interpretation of 
historic structures should respect the time period and 
significance of each structure or group of structures 
and its associated landscape.

Additions and Alterations: Most campus buildings 	
are an active and evolving part of the living campus, 
and design guidelines should encourage adaptation 
and change while preserving character-defining 
features; 

Buildings should be continuously preserved - 
and maintained to present a positive appearance 
to alumni, visitors, students, and the general 
public and to protect the enduring value of the 
structures;

Additions to historic structures should be - 
avoided if possible. If required, they should 
be designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, 
should not overwhelm the original structure, and 
should be compatible in design and detailing to 
the original structure;
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Evaluate the impacts to the core campus landscape 	
when considering the development and siting of 
new buildings and associated facilities.

Site planning 
These Cultural Landscape Guidelines are intended to 
help guide maintenance, protection, and preservation of 
historic landscape resources, as well as new construction 
within historic settings. The guidelines are relevant 
for use by personnel in the Planning and Facilities 
departments, as well as outside design consultants for all 
phases of proposed changes to existing landscape areas 
and resources within historic portions of the campus. 
When undertaking alterations to historic landscapes 
and landscape resources, the following steps should be 
taken:

Undertake all new landscape-related work in 	
compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
with Guidelines for the Treatment of Cultural 
Landscapes.

Consider utilizing previously-disturbed sites as the 	
location for new development.

Avoid removing historic features to implement new 	
development, if possible.

Avoid removing or relocating any significant historic 	
building or structure. If historic buildings and 
structures will be removed, document these features 
thoroughly through drawings and photography.

Undertake archaeological investigations when new 	
development will cause ground disturbance in an 
area that may contain buried cultural resources.

Evaluate all proposed new development that may 	
affect historic landscape features in consultation 
with an historical landscape architect, archaeologist, 
and other appropriate preservation professionals.

Consider both the opportunities and constraints of 	
altering the campus landscape prior to undertaking 
any new planning and construction initiatives.

Implement a process for evaluating how a new 	
campus project or undertaking may affect historic 
landscape resources.

Utilize sustainable and “green” methods of new 	
construction whenever possible.

New uses should not require closing up existing 	
windows or doors or the installation of new windows 
or doors in what were previously solid walls.

New uses should not require any new parking lots 	
within historic open spaces.

New uses should not require extensive structural 	
modifications or changes in major facades or roof 
lines (Bainbridge 1995: 10-13).

6.5 Cultural Landscape Guidelines

The cultural landscape guidelines that follow pertain to 
historic areas of Clemson University’s campus as a whole 
and should be used when planning for any future landscape 
change. They are intended to support all of the landscape 
treatment recommendations proposed herein and should 
be considered in conjunction with any project or treatment 
alternative undertaken within areas of historical significance. 
These guidelines relate to a philosophy of cultural landscape 
treatment based on the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties with Guidelines for 
the Treatment of Cultural Landscapes.

These guidelines provide broad preservation guidance 
to direct effective stewardship of the historic landscape 
resources of Clemson University. The guidelines address 
those issues that are common throughout the campus, 
regardless of landscape precinct or character area. Topics 
include site planning, spatial organization, land use, natural 
features and systems, planting and vegetation, circulation, 
paving, and parking, walls and fences, site furnishings, 
commemorative and artwork features, and views and 
vistas.

Recommendations that address site-specific conditions and 
resources within each character area are included in Chapter 
7: Treatment Recommendations.

goalS FoR landScape ReSouRceS

The landscape guidelines and recommendations that 
follow in the subsequent chapter are intended to meet 
the following goals:

Maintain the historic landscapes and associated 	
resources which define the character of the core 
campus.

Ensure strategies are developed which allow 	
the historic landscapes to be maintained while 
simultaneously allowing Clemson University to 
address its changing needs.
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Limit ground-disturbing activities when 	
implementing new development and construction. 
Avoid excessive grading, make all efforts to control 
soil erosion and run-off, and consider other locations 
for development before building in ravines and 
other areas with steep slopes or with the potential 
to impact water resources, woodlands, and other 
important natural resources.

Follow the university’s 2006 Riparian Corridor 	
Master Plan and other guiding documents that 
support maintaining healthy stream and forest 
ecosystems within the campus.

Practice integrated pest management (IPM) wherever 	
possible. Avoid the use of pesticides and herbicides 
unless absolutely necessary. If chemical controls are 
used, apply the minimum necessary to achieve the 
proposed effect. Allow only qualified applicators to 
apply chemicals. 

Remove, when necessary, existing trees using a 	
method that minimizes the potential impacts on 
known and potential cultural and archeological 
resources. Undertake tree removal from areas 
with known or potential cultural and archeological 
resources under the guidance of a historical 
landscape architect and archeologist. 

Employ best management practices for thinning 	
and clearing woody growth. Undertake clearing 
and thinning operations with the goals of opening 
viewsheds and returning vegetation to its historic 
appearance. 

Mark all vegetation to be thinned or cleared prior 	
to beginning work. Employ an arborist, natural 
resource manager, and/or landscape architect 
familiar with the campus to mark the vegetation to 
be removed or thinned. 

Remove dead trees and shrubs and those identified 	
as potentially hazardous to individuals or resources 
because of their health or condition.

planting and vegetation 
In general, the planting palette of the campus remains 
consistent with its historic character. However, there has 
been a gradual enhancement of the planting program 
on campus, resulting in an increasingly ornamental 
character that is not entirely consistent with the original 
rural vernacular character of the core campus. The 
challenge for the university is to maintain the historic 
character while presenting a campus that engenders a 
sense of pride and appreciation. Another issue affecting 
the historic landscape is ongoing pressure to establish 

Spatial oRganization 
A clear understanding of how historic resources are sited 
and how context contributes to significance should guide 
management decisions in areas with historic resources. 
The responses of cultural resources to topography and 
natural resources often determine aspects of site design. 
Landform and natural resources such as streams, hills, 
ravines, forests, and prime agricultural soils often 
provide a context for cultural resources, and affect their 
development. Culturally derived contextual conditions 
that can affect resource development can include 
roads, urban areas, rail lines, industrial complexes, and 
farmsteads. Preservation of the relationship between 
a resource and key contextual conditions is often 
desirable. 

Maintain all historic spatial patterns within the 	
campus.

Maintain the relationships between historic 	
buildings and other historic landscape features. If a 
feature is to be removed, consider replacing it with a 
compatible new feature in order to maintain historic 
spatial patterns.

Restore historic patterns of spatial organization 	
relating to vegetation using ecologically sound 
techniques and best management practices. 

land uSeS 
Maintain the distinct historic land uses that currently 	
exist within each landscape character area.

Give equal weight to both natural and cultural 	
features in treatment and land-use decisions.

Avoid land-use activities, permanent or temporary, 	
which threaten or impair known or potential 
archeological resources.

Monitor and regulate use of the landscape to 	
minimize immediate and long-term damage to 
cultural resources.

Limit, monitor, and control access to areas that are 	
vulnerable to damage from human access or use.

natuRal FeatuReS and SyStemS 
Maintain the remaining original topography of the 	
campus. Avoid further altering topography within 
the campus. 

Protect slopes from erosion by maintaining a healthy 	
vegetative cover.
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native, or less aggressive, vegetation for nutrients. 
Invasive plants can quickly escape their intended 
boundaries and colonize large portions of land in 
a small amount of time. Visit the South Carolina 
Department of Natural Resources website for 
more information about what plants are considered 
invasive in this region. 

Engage a qualified archaeologist to monitor planting 	
efforts in areas that may contain subterranean 
cultural resources.

Monitor for and control invasive plant species. 	
Remove and/or control any invasive species which 
have already been planted or naturalized.

Remove vegetation when it poses a hazard to humans, 	
cultural resources, or other natural resources due to 
its potential to drop limbs, fall, or transfer disease 
to other plants. When removing vegetation, the 
following recommendations apply: 

Use the most ecologically-sensitive means of - 
vegetation removal. 

Consider using mechanical means of removal, - 
such as hand-pulling or with tools, before 
employing chemicals. Avoid the use of heavy 
equipment.

Cut all tree and shrub trunks to be demolished - 
flush with the ground, and grind to remove. 
Avoid leaving stumps.

Existing vegetation, especially trees, in construction 	
areas should be protected from soil compaction 
and closely monitored throughout the construction 
period. Tree roots typically extend at least to, and 
usually well past, the drip line of the tree. At a 
minimum, the area within the drip line should be 
protected from soil compaction from construction 
equipment, which will inhibit water penetration to 
the root zone and threaten the health of the tree.

Avoid using de-icing salts; their high-sodium content 	
can damage plants and materials.

ciRculation, paRking, and paving 
Parking has been moved to a perimeter system for most 
community personnel. Parking still occurs along many 
of the road margins within the core campus and some 
historic landscape areas and in localized parking lots 
within proximity to some historic buildings. Parking can 
disrupt the historic setting of certain buildings. In many 

new commemorative and garden features that include 
memorial trees and other plantings. These are beginning 
to affect the character of historic landscapes. Finally, 
there are some important individual specimen plantings 
and historic trees of great size or age. The university will 
need to consider methods for replacing these important 
specimens. 

Identify and document the locations of historic plant 
materials on campus. Determine and document the 
design intent associated with historic plantings on 
campus. Utilize the information to maintain historic 
plantings in good condition and replace when needed. 
Consider replacing invasive exotic species with native 
species with similar qualities as possible.

Retain as much existing, historic vegetation as 	
possible. 

Evaluate the health and vigor of significant historic 	
trees and shrubs using an arborist and horticulturalist, 
and develop a plan for long-term treatment and 
maintenance.

Undertake periodic and cyclical maintenance of all 	
vegetation in order to prevent deterioration or loss of 
plant material. Frequent maintenance of vegetation 
will also prevent damage to adjacent and nearby 
resources, such as historic buildings and sidewalks. 
Maintenance practices should be tied specifically to 
the design intent of the historic landscape.

Replace historic plant materials in kind, or, if no 	
longer available, with species of similar growth, 
color, and habit.

Develop and adhere to a planting master plan that 	
contains a list of preferred material for any future 
plantings within the core campus.

Ensure that the design palette incorporates 	
appropriate species for each location. For example, 
avoid using a large-scale shrub adjacent to a walk 
that will require excessive pruning to maintain at an 
appropriate scale.

When proposing new plant materials in non-historic, 	
non-specialized, or non-thematic locations, use 
species that are native to the region, because they 
require less maintenance, survive longer, and rarely 
become invasive. Avoid using plant species that 
grow quickly and aggressively, hence competing 
with native plants for nutrients. 

Avoid installing vegetation that is known to 	
be invasive. Invasive plants grow quickly and 
aggressively, and tend to overtake and outcompete 
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wallS and FenceS 
The design and placement of fences and walls are often 
related to adjacent principal structures, or property 
containment. They often contribute to the overall spatial 
organization of a place and create an important sense of 
enclosure. There are few historic walls and fences within 
the core campus of Clemson University. Those that 
exist are rare features that should be protected. Future 
additions to the landscape should be sensitive to the 
existing context.

Avoid adding walls and fences in historic landscape 	
areas that traditionally did not have such elements. 

Match the original materials when undertaking 	
repairs to historic walls and fences.

Utilize an understanding of walls and fences in the 	
vicinity of new proposed features to inform their 
design.

Avoid the use of ornamental metal fences except in 	
Woodland Cemetery where there is a precedent for 
this material. 

Avoid installing chain-link, vinyl, manufactured 	
wood, or concrete-block walls in locations that are 
visible from historic areas.

commemoRative FeatuReS and 
aRtwoRk 
Commemorative features include monuments and 
memorials of various sizes, scales, and materials, as 
well as special tree plantings. The university campus 
also includes numerous sculptural artwork pieces. 
These provide important links to historical events and 
persons associated with the university. The campus also 
includes grave markers. Together with their landscape 
setting, these features are an integral component of the 
core campus. To adequately plan for their retention and 
maintenance, as well as future additions, consider the 
guidelines that follow.

Create a long-term plan and vision for the 	
accommodation of future commemorative and 
artwork features within the core campus. The plan 
should identify appropriate types and locations for 
future features.

Prepare a comprehensive commemorative feature 	
maintenance program that includes a manual to 
guide work for each individual artwork, monument, 
or type of monument. Monuments and memorials 
are revered objects that require regular maintenance 
to remain in good condition. 

areas, the parking has been adequately screened or is 
acceptable along road margins, and is not necessarily a 
problem. There remain a few locations where modification 
to existing parking would benefit the character of the 
historic landscape. 

Retain all historic sidewalks and pedestrian 	
circulation patterns.

Attempt to replace historic paving materials in-kind, 	
utilizing materials that are similar in appearance and 
composition to those that must be replaced.

Avoid altering existing circulation routes or establishing 	
new circulation routes unless absolutely necessary.

Avoid constructing new roads within any historic 	
character area.

Avoid removing roads that are historically significant.	

Utilize materials for circulation within areas of the 	
historic campus that are consistent with the historic 
palette. Consider using brick and stone whenever 
possible to construct substantial new features. If this 
proves to be too great an expense, otherwise construct 
new features of poured or cast concrete. Avoid concrete 
block and asphalt materials.

Minimize the visual impacts of vehicles and vehicular 	
access systems. Consider the potential impact on views 
when planning to add or change circulation systems.

Continue to limit vehicular access within portions of 	
the core campus to perpetuate the master plan goal of 
rendering Clemson University primarily a pedestrian 
campus. Make campus vehicular access as unobtrusive 
as possible. 

Minimize the visual impacts of any new pedestrian 	
access systems.

Consider the potential impacts of new pedestrian 	
walks. Assess the following: the visual impact of walks 
on important viewsheds; potential impact on sensitive 
natural and archeological resources; and accessibility 
issues. If issues of concern cannot be mitigated, 
consider using a different alignment for the walk that 
fulfills related goals.

Route visitor circulation away from sensitive 	
archeological resources, cultural sites, and important 
habitat areas. 
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6.6 Historic Building Guidelines

The following section outlines the appropriate guidelines 
for the treatment of significant historic buildings at 
Clemson University. These Historic Building Guidelines 
are intended to aid in project planning and maintenance-
level decision making. The guidelines are broad in 
scope in order to address issues across the wide variety 
of architectural styles and building materials found at 
Clemson. The guidelines are adapted from the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic 
Buildings (Weeks and Grimmer 1992). Specific building 
treatments and maintenance practices are included in 
Chapter 7: Treatment Recommendations.

building FoRm and FeneStRation

Design new exterior additions to historic buildings 	
or adjacent new construction which is compatible 
with the historic character of the site and which 
preserves the historic relationship between the 
building or buildings and the landscape.

Remove non-significant buildings, additions, or site 	
features which detract from the historic character of 
the site. 

RooFS

Identify, retain, and preserve roofs-and their 	
functional and decorative features-that are important 
in defining the overall historic character of the 
building. This includes the roof’s shape, such as 
hipped, gambrel, and mansard; decorative features 
such as cupolas, ridge ventilators, chimneys, and 
dormers; and roofing material such as slate, wood, 
clay tile, and metal, as well as its size, color, and 
patterning.

Protect and maintain a roof by cleaning the gutters 	
and downspouts and replacing deteriorated flashing. 
Temporarily protect a leaking roof with plywood 
and building paper until it can be properly repaired. 
Leaking roofs should be permanently repaired 
within a year of installing temporary repairs.

Repair a roof by reinforcing the historic materials 	
which comprise roof features. Repairs may include 
the limited replacement in kind, or with compatible 
substitute materials, of those extensively deteriorated 
or missing parts of features when there are surviving 
prototypes such as ridge ventilators, finials, dormer 
roofing; or slates, tiles, or wood shingles on a main 
roof.

Inspect artwork and monuments regularly to ensure 	
that they remain in good condition. Document 
inspections with reports and photographs to aid in 
the understanding of any chronic conditions.

Maintain the landscape compositions surrounding 	
monuments and artwork as frameworks for the 
objects. Remove or correct overgrown plantings, 
cracked paving, and poor site drainage as observed. 

Site FuRniSHingS 
Keep the number of contemporary site furnishing to 	
the minimum required for the comfort and safety of 
the campus community. 

Use site furnishings that are compatible with the 	
character of the campus in concept and materials. 
Ensure that all new small-scale features, such 
as seating, signage, lightposts, and railings are 
compatible with the historic character of the campus. 
Ensure that the styles of site furnishings throughout 
campus are compatible with one another, and 
consistent within areas of similar historic character 
and design. 

Provide new site furnishing features that are a 	
product of their own time, but do not detract from 
the character of the historic landscape. Avoid 
establishing site furnishings that are historic 
replicas.

viewS and viStaS 
Maintain views and vistas to the nearby Blue Ridge 	
Mountains, Lake Hartwell, and the City of Clemson. 
Avoid new development that will block existing 
views.

Undertake periodic maintenance efforts to selectively 	
thin, prune, or remove vegetation that is obscuring 
important views.

Consider utilizing vegetation to screen undesirable 	
views before constructing new walls or fences.

Minimize the visual impact of circulation systems. 	
Consider using techniques such as establishing 
vegetative screens, evaluating the potential for new 
walks to be invisible from key viewpoints, and 
minimizing the amount of signage, seating, and 
other small-scale features associated with these 
access systems in their design. 
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Replace in kind an entire wood feature that is too 	
deteriorated to repair-if the overall form and detailing 
are still evident-using the physical evidence as a 
model to reproduce the feature. If using the same 
kind of material is not technically or economically 
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may 
be considered.

Design and install a new wood feature such as 	
a cornice or doorway when the historic feature 
is completely missing. It may be an accurate 
restoration using historical, pictorial, and physical 
documentation; or be a new design that is compatible 
with the size, scale, material, and color of the historic 
building.

maSonRy & concRete

Identify, retain, and preserve masonry features 	
that are important in defining the overall historic 
character of the building such as walls, brackets, 
railings, cornices, window and door surrounds, 
steps, and columns; and details such as tooling and 
bonding patterns, coatings, and color.

Repair masonry features by patching, piecing-in, 	
or consolidating the masonry using recognized 
preservation methods. Repair may also include the 
limited replacement in kind, or with compatible 
substitute material, of those extensively deteriorated 
or missing parts of masonry features when there are 
surviving prototypes. 

In areas of water penetration, repair roofs, foundation 	
walls, improve site drainage, and repoint masonry 
walls first before considering the application of 
water-repellent coatings. 

Replace in kind an entire masonry feature that is 	
too deteriorated to repair, if the overall form and 
detailing are still evident, using the physical evidence 
as a model to reproduce the feature. Examples 
can include large sections of a wall, a cornice, 
balustrade, column, or stairway. If using the same 
kind of material is not technically or economically 
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may 
be considered.

Design and install a new masonry feature such as steps 	
or a balcony when the historic feature is completely 
missing. It may be an accurate restoration using 
historical, pictorial, and physical documentation; 
or be a new design that is compatible with the size, 
scale, material, and color of the historic building.

Replace in kind an entire feature of the roof that 	
is too deteriorated to repair, if the overall form 
and detailing are still evident, using the physical 
evidence as a model to reproduce the feature. If 
using the same kind of material is not technically or 
economically feasible, then a compatible substitute 
material may be considered.

Design and construct a new feature when the historic 	
feature is completely missing, such as chimney, 
ridge vent, or original roofing materials. It may be 
an accurate restoration using historical, pictorial, 
and physical documentation; or be a new design 
that is compatible with the size, scale, material, and 
color of the historic building.

On flat roofs or roof surfaces concealed behind 	
parapet walls, it may be appropriate to use modern, 
energy-efficient roofing materials, including green 
roofs where roof structure capacities allow.

wood

Identify, retain, and preserve wood features that are 	
important in defining the overall historic character of 
the building such as siding, cornices, eave brackets, 
porch elements, and doorway surrounds; and their 
paints, finishes, and colors.

Retain coatings such as paint that help protect the 	
wood from moisture and ultraviolet light. Paint 
removal should be considered only where there is 
paint surface deterioration and as part of an overall 
maintenance program which involves repainting or 
applying other appropriate protective coatings. Do 
not completely strip the wood of all paint.

Apply compatible paint coating systems following 	
proper surface preparation. Repaint with colors that 
are appropriate to the historic building and district. 

Repair wood features by patching, piecing-in, 	
consolidating, or otherwise reinforcing the wood 
using recognized preservation methods. 

Repair may also include the limited replacement 	
in kind-or with compatible substitute material-of 
those extensively deteriorated or missing parts of 
features where there are surviving prototypes such 
as brackets, molding, or sections of siding. Do not 
use substitute material that is visually, physically 
or chemically incompatible with the original wood 
feature.
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Design and install additional windows on rear or 	
other-non character-defining elevations if required 
by the new use. New window openings may also be 
cut into exposed party walls. Such design should be 
compatible with the overall design of the building, 
but not duplicate the fenestration pattern and 
detailing of a character-defining elevation.

dooRS, poRcHeS & entRanceS

Identify, retain, and preserve doors-and their 	
functional and decorative features-that are important 
in defining the overall historic character of the 
building. Such features can include doors, transom 
lights, thresholds, door surrounds, and screen doors 
or door shutters. 

Identify, retain, and preserve entrances and porches, 	
and their functional and decorative features, that are 
important in defining the overall historic character 
of the building such as doors, sidelights, columns, 
balustrades, flooring materials, and stairs.

Assess the condition of existing doors and entrances 	
early in preservation planning so that repair and 
upgrading methods and possible replacement 
options can be fully explored. 

Protect and maintain the materials which comprise 	
the door, door frame, threshold, and surrounds 
through appropriate surface treatments such as 
cleaning, limited paint removal, and re-application 
of protective coating systems.

Repair doors, door frames, and door surrounds by 	
patching, piecing-in, consolidating or otherwise 
reinforcing them using recognized preservation 
methods. The new work should be unobtrusively 
dated to guide future research and treatment. 

If necessary, limited replacement in kind may be 	
undertaken to repair extensively deteriorated or 
missing parts of doors when there are surviving 
prototypes such as door shutters and glazing. The 
new work should match the old in material, design, 
color, and texture; and be unobtrusively dated to 
guide future research and treatment. 

Do not change the historic appearance of glazed 	
doors and door surrounds by replacing materials, 
finishes, or colors which noticeably change the depth 
of reveal and muntin configuration; the reflectivity 
and color of the glazing; or the appearance of the 
door frame or door surround.

Install new pointing work with mortar that matches 	
the original in color, texture, and tooling profile. 
Match the aggregate in the original mortar to the 
greatest extent possible before adding stable mortar 
pigments. Formulate mortar mix to be compatible 
with the existing masonry and mortar in strength. 
Install pointing under appropriate conditions to 
ensure good bond between mortar and masonry 
units.

windowS

Identify, retain, and preserve windows and their 	
functional and decorative features that are important 
in defining the overall historic character of the 
building. Such features can include frames, sash, 
muntins, glazing, sills, heads, jambs and moldings, 
and interior and exterior shutters and blinds.

Conduct an in-depth survey of the condition of 	
existing windows early in rehabilitation planning 
so that repair and upgrading methods and possible 
replacement options can be fully explored. 

Repair window frames and sash by patching, 	
splicing, consolidating or otherwise reinforcing. 
Such repair may also include replacement in kind, 
or with compatible substitute material, of those 
parts that are either extensively deteriorated or are 
missing when there are surviving prototypes such as 
window surrounds, sash, sills, glazing, and interior 
or exterior shutters and blinds.

Replace in kind an entire window that is too 	
deteriorated to repair using the same sash and 
pane configuration and other design details. If 
using the same kind of material is not technically 
or economically feasible when replacing windows 
deteriorated beyond repair, then a compatible 
substitute material may be considered.

Design and install new windows when the historic 	
windows (frames, sash and glazing) are completely 
missing. The replacement windows may be an 
accurate restoration using historical, pictorial, and 
physical documentation; or be a new design that 
is compatible with the window openings and the 
historic character of the building.

Avoid the installation of replacement tinted glazing 	
where it is not historically appropriate. Use interior 
shades and non-tinted window coatings to reduce 
heat transfer, glare, and UV light penetration.
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An addition should not turn a secondary 	
elevation into a primary façade. If a new 
primary entrance is incorporated into a building 
addition, the original historic entrance should 
be retained and preserved.

building FeatuReS

New additions should be attached to a main 	
building in a manner that does not significantly 
impact the character-defining features of the 
existing building.

Additions, to the greatest extent possible, 	
should be placed on a secondary façade that is 
less visible from the public realm.

The placement of an addition should not 	
obscure or destroy the existing principal 
entrance or other key features of any highly 
visible elevation.

Fire escapes should be installed on secondary 	
elevations and should respect the location of 
original doors and windows. 

RooFtop additionS

Rooftop additions to existing structures are 	
strongly discouraged. They detract from the 
integrity of the historic views and alter the 
visual aesthetic of the building façade.

If necessary, rooftop additions should be set 	
back from the primary façade and should be 
made to be as inconspicuous as possible. 

Alternative locations for rooftop equipment, such 	
as chiller units, which result in an incompatible 
rooftop addition should be thoroughly studied 
and evaluated. Alternative locations at the rear 
or side of the structure should be considered. 
Options exist for enclosing these units in 
confined areas.

compatibility

Additions should have the same relationship 	
of solids to voids as the historic portion of the 
building.

Align new additions with historic features 	
such as roofline, cornice height, and masonry 
coursing in a manner that does not cause 
extensive modification.

New additions should be in proportion with the 	
size and scale of the historic building.

Repair entrances and porches by reinforcing the 	
historic materials. Repair will also generally include 
the limited replacement in kind, or with compatible 
substitute material, of those extensively deteriorated 
or missing parts of repeated features where there are 
surviving prototypes such as balustrades, cornices, 
entablatures, columns, sidelights, and stairs.

Replace in kind an entire entrance or porch that is 	
too deteriorated to repair, if the form and detailing 
are still evident, using the physical evidence as a 
model to reproduce the feature. If using the same 
kind of material is not technically or economically 
feasible, then a compatible substitute material may 
be considered.

new additionS and adaptive ReuSe 
pRoJectS

The majority of exterior additions and modifications to 
existing buildings within the study area is a result of the 
adaptive reuse of a building or the need for more building 
space which requires an addition to an existing building. 
Often these changes can have a profound impact on the 
character and integrity of an historic resource. Guidelines 
related to adaptive reuse and additions on historic 
buildings are identified for consideration:

geneRal guidelineS

The design characteristics of the historic 	
building should be considered, though not 
identically copied or re-created. 

Additions should have subtle distinguishing 	
characteristics so the historic portion and new 
portion are clearly identifiable. 

New uses that will have a significant impact 	
on the historic appearance and fabric of the 
building and its surrounding landscape should 
be avoided.

building oRientation

The original orientation of a building should not 	
be altered when constructing a new addition. 

Design and situate new additions or alterations 	
in such a way that they do nothing to destroy 
the historic materials, features, and spatial 
relationships that characterize the cultural 
landscape. 
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Avoid interior work that has the potential to 	
impact the exterior of the building. Dropped 
ceilings, new mezzanine and loft levels, new 
stairs, through-the-wall HVAC units, and other 
work that would be visible from the exterior 
should be avoided.

New interior work should be compatible with 	
the existing historic character.

The height and width of any new addition 	
should not be greater than the height and width 
of the existing building.

Floor-to-floor heights should be maintained, 	
or should incorporate exterior detailing that 
suggests consistent floor-to-floor heights.

Windows and doors on an addition should 	
relate in size, scale, shape, and proportion to the 
original openings in the existing building.

Contemporary designs for additions are not 	
discouraged when they are compatible with the 
character of the historic building. 

Unsympathetic alterations, such as the removal 	
of historic windows, changing rooflines, or 
removing character-defining features, such as 
chimneys, should be avoided.

mateRialS

Construct additions to minimize the loss of 	
historic material.

Materials that are the same or subordinate to the 	
primary material of the original building should 
be used. Wood is subordinate to brick and brick 
and stucco are subordinate to stone. 

Traditional materials are always preferred. 	
Synthetic materials should be avoided unless 
used in the original building.

inteRioR woRk

Identify and assess character-defining interior 	
architectural features. Wherever possible, retain 
character-defining features of interior spaces 
including floor plan, major public circulation 
routes, ceiling height, and distinctive features, 
materials, and finishes. 

Avoid the removal or alteration of any significant 	
historic interior feature whenever possible. 

Repair deteriorated, significant architectural 	
features, wherever possible. Do not alter 
significant interior architectural features during 
the repair process. 

Replace significant architectural materials and 	
features that are deteriorated beyond repair 
with new materials and features that match 
the original in design, color, texture, and other 
visual qualities. 
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6.7 New Construction within the 
Historic Core

New construction within the core campus can have either 
a positive or negative impact on the historical character 
and significance of the study area. The key with new 
construction projects is to design new buildings so they 
enhance and complement the existing historic themes, 
as opposed to detract from them. New construction 
does not need to replicate the historic landscape and 
building features that remain, but it should be consistent 
in massing, form, scale, and setback. New construction 
should maintain the overall pedestrian-oriented scale of 
Clemson University’s core campus, with limitations on 
buildings that are more monumental in size than their 
predecessors.

guiding pRincipleS

Avoid demolishing historic buildings, structures, and 	
landscape features when designing new construction 
projects.

Identify the character-defining features of the 	
surrounding historic buildings and landscape. 
Design new building and landscape features to 
visually relate to the historic environment. Respect 
the established design precedent in the immediate 
area but do not imitate existing historic elements.

Contemporary architectural and landscape design 	
that reflects its current time, place, use, and culture 
is accepted, provided that the design is compatible 
with the character of the historic area.

Radically contrasting building designs are 	
discouraged within historic areas.

New buildings that are similar to existing historic 	
buildings in materials, form, massing, and 
architectural features are accepted as long as the 
new buildings can be distinguished from historic 
buildings.

Avoid replicating historic styles, which diminishes 	
the integrity of the historic area and confuses old 
and new.

Site deSign

Do not site new buildings on areas of the campus 	
that are considered sacrosanct. The 2002 Clemson 
University Campus Master Plan has identified the 
following areas as sacrosanct:

Woodland Cemetery- 

Bowman Field - 

President’s Park- 

North Campus Green- 

the open space between the Cooper Library and - 
the Strom Thurmond Institute

Fort Hill- 

the Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle- 

South Carolina Botanical Garden- 

Army Corps of Engineers flowage easement- 

The sports fields south of Perimeter Road. - 

Carefully site new buildings with appropriate 	
designated open space to fit within the broad campus 
design parameters. 

Undertake sufficient study and recordation of historic 	
landscape features that require modification, repair, 
or replacement before work is performed to protect 
research and interpretive values. 

Minimize adverse impacts on the historic character 	
and features of significant landscapes when 
introducing new buildings and structures. 

Design and situate new additions and alterations 	
to the landscape in such a way that, if removed in 
the future, the essential form and integrity of the 
landscape would be unimpaired.

demoliSHing oR moving HiStoRic 
ReSouRceS

Significant or contributing historic buildings, 	
structures, or landscape resources should not be 
demolished to make way for new construction. 

Do not demolish the majority of a structure while 	
leaving only the historic façade. This practice 
destroys the historic integrity of the structure and 
leaves a false historical exterior.
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Exact replications of historic elements should 	
be avoided in new construction because false 
historicism diminishes the integrity of the existing 
historic buildings and confuses the distinction 
between old and new.

mateRialS

Materials for new construction should be sympathetic 	
to surrounding historic landscape and building features. 
Materials should be of a complementary color, size, 
texture, scale, and level of craftsmanship.

Traditional materials, such as brick, stone, and tile 	
are preferred. The use of synthetic materials should 
be avoided.

Avoid the use of materials that are visually 	
incompatible with surrounding historic landscape 
and buildings.

aRcHeology and Site woRk

The archeological potential and significance of a 	
previously undisturbed site should be considered 
when selecting a site for new construction.

Evaluate construction projects in consultation with 	
a professional in an appropriate discipline – such as 
archeology, history, or architectural history. 

Obtain the services of a trained professional 	
archeologist to conduct testing of any new 
construction sites with the potential to contain 
archeological resources.

Do not carry out excavations on or adjacent to a 	
historic building which would cause the foundation to 
shift or destroy important archeological resources.

Avoid impacts to archeological sites by designating 	
a limit-of-disturbance area around the resource. The 
limit-of-disturbance area should be determined by 
an archeologist.

Moving historic buildings, structures, or landscape 	
resources should be avoided. Moving historic 
resources destroys its association with its 
original setting, landscape features, and potential 
archeological information. Historic resources may 
be moved as a last resort to avoid demolition; 
however, the resource should be relocated to a new 
site with a similar historic setting and every effort 
must be made to preserve original fabric.

Scale and FoRm

New building and landscape features should be 	
designed to complement the materials, size, scale 
and proportion, and massing of existing features in 
the surrounding historic area.

Building mass is directly related to the materials 	
used on the primary elevations and the proportion 
of solids (walls) to voids (windows and doors). 
Contemporary materials can easily create a 
weightless appearance, while more traditional 
materials give a sense of weight-bearings walls. It 
is important to have a proper sense of mass that is 
consistent with surrounding historic precedents.

deSign compatibility

Ensure that new construction is compatible with 	
existing historic building and landscape features in 
materials, size, scale and proportion, and massing. 
Differentiate new work from existing historic 
resources. 

Project teams and architects chosen for new 	
construction projects should have experience 
working with historic buildings or working on 
modern buildings within a historic context to ensure 
that design compatibility is achieved.

New construction should be complementary and 	
sympathetic to the existing historic architectural 
vocabulary. 

New construction does not need to exactly replicate 	
the historic architectural styles found within the 
study area, but should reflect some characteristic 
features of that style and should be complementary.

New building projects intended to have a 	
contemporary, modern design should remain 
compatible with the average height, massing, scale, 
and width of adjacent existing historic buildings.
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rating system looks at site development, transportation 
provisions, water efficiency in buildings and landscapes, 
renewable energy use, waste management, materials 
selection, air quality, and systems maintenance. Projects 
may register with the USGBC and be nominated for one 
of four levels of LEED certification. To attain a LEED 
Silver rating, the construction project must be registered 
with the USGBC, must meet all seven prerequisites 
concerning construction activity pollution control, 
building systems commissioning, minimum energy 
performance, fundamental refrigerant management, 
storage and collection of recyclables, minimum air 
quality requirements, and tobacco smoke controls, and 
achieve 33 to 38 additional points in the following 
categories:

Sustainable Sites (14 points available)	

Water Efficiency (5 points available)	

Energy & Atmosphere (17 points available)	

Materials & Resources (13 points available)	

Indoor Environmental Category (15 points 	
available)

Innovation & Design Process (5 points available)	

In addition, the USGBC offers a LEED-NC Application 
Guide for Multiple Buildings and On-Campus Building 
Projects (AGMBC). When applied across an entire 
campus, the AGMBC gives guidance on how to apply 
points for a single new building project, a multi-building 
project, or a series of new building projects. By taking 
into account the broader campus context, universities 
have the ability to build on campus-wide sustainable 
design guidelines, building commissioning, and existing 
transportation, to customize project density requirements, 
to consider efficiencies across multiple buildings and 
landscapes, and to take advantage of economies of scale 
that make newer technologies more cost-effective.

Additional information about the USGBC and LEED is 
available on their website at http://www.usgbc.org. 

6.8 Sustainable Design

In 2005, Clemson University approved a campus-
wide Sustainable Building Policy to demonstrate its 
commitment to environmental stewardship, improving 
operating costs, and providing healthy environments. 
Clemson University’s policy is “to finance, plan, design, 
construct, manage, renovate, and maintain its facilities 
in a sustainable fashion… All new facilities over 5,000 
gross square feet and major capital renovations costing 
more than 50% of building replacement value shall seek 
to acquire a LEED Silver rating at a minimum.” Site 
work, landscape, and infrastructure projects are exempt 
from achieving a LEED rating; however, these projects 
must utilize sustainable design practices to the fullest 
extent possible (Clemson University Facilities 2005: 1). 

In 2007, the South Carolina state legislature passed 
into law The South Carolina Energy Efficiency Act that 
requires state-funded buildings - either new construction 
larger than 10,000 square feet, or renovation projects 
involving at least 50 percent of a building - to meet the 
U.S. Green Building Council’s Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver standard for 
energy efficiency. Clemson University’s sustainable 
building policy is now required by state law. 

leed – leadeRSHip in eneRgy and 
enviRonmental deSign

The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) developed 
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) Green Building Rating System to provide 
voluntary national guidelines for incorporating 
sustainable design into new construction projects. 
Sustainable design includes both design and construction 
practices that significantly reduce or eliminate the 
negative environmental impacts of construction. The 
benefits of incorporating sustainable design include the 
safeguarding of water and water efficiency, promoting 
energy efficiency, sustainable site planning, the 
conservation of materials and resources, and improved 
indoor air and environmental quality. LEED was created 
to: define “green building” by establishing a common 
standard of measurement; promote integrated, whole-
building design practices; recognize environmental 
leadership in the building industry; stimulate green 
competition; raise consumer awareness of green building 
benefits; and to transform the building market.

The LEED Rating System provides the building 
industry with a point-based system for evaluating 
potential project performance and sustainability. The 
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Assess the current energy performance of the 2. 
existing building:

Identify and retain elements of the original 	
energy efficient design.

Compare the building’s energy performance 	
to itself.

Consider the life-cycle value of historic materials 3. 
compared to new materials. Historic materials are 
often easily repaired, while many new materials 
and components must be replaced in entirety. 

Evaluate life-cycle costs against gains in energy 4. 
performance.

Understand that each historic building and 5. 
landscape is unique. Do not assume that one 
approach will fit all. Consider that simple, often 
minimal alterations, can work too.

Consider the campus-wide application of LEED-6. 
NC in order to utilize all design synergies 
available.

Review the existing LEED Credit Interpretation 7. 
website to determine where possible conflicts or 
special issues have been addressed in past LEED 
projects.

Specific project considerations recommended by the 
USGBC are outlined below and should be incorporated 
into the decision-making process when applying 
sustainable design practices to historic preservation 
projects. As with all renovations and additions to 
historic buildings, proposed changes should conform to 
the guidelines and principles outlined in the Secretary 
of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 
Properties.

SuStainable SiteS

Preserve historically pervious surfaces, such as 	
gravel beds and landscaped areas, to the greatest 
extent possible. Where pervious services must be 
paved, install new pervious paving materials that are 
compatible with the historic character of the area.

Minimize areas of ground disturbance, earth grading 	
and compaction, and drainage pattern alteration.

Promote biodiversity and native plant species.	

leed and HiStoRic pReSeRvation

Although no LEED standards have been developed that 
are specific to historic buildings, current sustainable design 
standards can be used for historic preservation projects. 
There are two sets of buildings standards that are often 
confused: 

LEED-NC references guidelines for new construction 	
and major renovation projects; these guidelines cover 
all aspects of design and the construction process for 
both new and existing buildings. LEED-NC standards 
apply to major alterations of historic buildings. 

LEED-EB references guidelines for existing buildings 	
and was primarily developed as a way to assess the 
ongoing energy efficiency of LEED-rated buildings. 
These guidelines apply to buildings which are two 
or more years old; they focus on upgrades and 
maintenance, as well as site planning and materials 
selection. LEED-EB standards are not appropriate for 
the renovation of an historic building that has never 
achieved a LEED rating.

LEED-NC is focused on the construction of entirely new 
buildings. For that reason, alterations of historic buildings 
that include a major addition can most easily meet the 
LEED requirements. 

Where major additions are not planned, the renovation 
of a historic building can still easily achieve points in the 
following categories: Materials & Resources, with points 
for building and materials reuse, and Indoor Environmental 
Quality, with points for increased ventilation, low-emitting 
materials, daylight and views. However, it can be difficult 
to score points in Sustainable Sites, which emphasizes site 
selection and development, and in Water Efficiency (non-
landscape) and Energy & Atmosphere, which may require 
costly and intrusive upgrades. However, it is precisely in 
the these three problematic categories where campus-wide 
LEED projects have greater opportunities to achieve points 
according to the LEED-NC Application Guide for Multiple 
Buildings and On-Campus Building Projects.

LEED and historic preservation share similar goals, the 
improvement of our environment and the conservation 
of existing resources. However, they are often at odds. 
Gains in thermal efficiency are argued against the retention 
of significant historic fabric, such as original windows. 
When undertaking the LEED-rated alteration of a historic 
building, the design team must use creative, integrated, and 
well-chosen design solutions that: 

Identify, retain, and preserve important historic 1. 
materials and features of both the building and its 
associated landscape.
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Maintenance staff should be trained in the 	
appropriate operation, monitoring, and repair of 
building systems to ensure better efficiency over the 
life of the building.

mateRialS and ReSouRceS

The retention of historic fabric conserves natural and 	
cultural resources, while preserving the integrity of 
the historic building.

Take into consideration life-cycle costing of 	
materials to assess their long-term wearing and 
maintenance costs. Many historic materials were 
more durable than modern materials. Consider 
materials that are non-toxic, durable, long-lived, 
and low-maintenance.

New materials should meet the USGBC’s 	
sustainability criteria. This includes the use of 
certified wood, products with low-volatile organic 
compound (VOC) content, products made of 
recycled content or renewable materials, or locally 
grown or manufactured products.

A waste reduction strategy should be enforced 	
to control materials waste during and after a 
construction project in the study area. The waste 
reduction strategy should include guidelines for 
reducing, salvaging, recycling, or composting 
refuse and organic matter to divert materials away 
from landfills.

indooR enviRonmental Quality

Maintain operable windows to allow maximum 	
interior temperature and ventilation control for 
occupants.

Maintain historic high ceilings to improve interior 	
ventilation. Educate occupants of buildings with 
double-hung windows on how to operate upper and 
lower sash to improve interior ventilation.

Utilize natural daylight and views to retain a visual 	
connection between interior and exterior spaces.

Maintain outside air dampers and louvers and 	
monitor air flow regularly.

Provide effective airflow paths and natural 	
ventilation.

Install carbon monoxide monitors and increase the 	
controllability of heating, cooling, and lighting 
systems.

wateR eFFiciency

The appropriate installation of high efficiency or 	
dry fixtures and water flow controls are integral 
to sustainable design. This is appropriate when an 
adaptive reuse project will require the replacement 
of non-historic fixtures. Historic fixtures and 
plumbing, if still in acceptable condition, should not 
be replaced until they are no longer useable.

Minimize site irrigation or use temporary irrigation 	
systems until plants are established.

Identify and implement innovative ecological 	
wastewater treatment technologies.

eneRgy eFFiciency

Utilize the inherent energy conserving features 	
of a building by maintaining porches, recessed 
entryways, windows and louvered blinds in good 
operable condition for natural ventilation.

Retain open, landscaped courtyard areas that help 	
with cooling in hot weather.

Conduct energy model studies to determine what 	
system components are in need of upgrades and to 
monitor general system operations.

Retain historic windows. Install energy saving 	
retrofits and elements such as insulation, 
weatherstripping, interior shades, and storm 
windows to improve energy efficiency. Retrofits 
should be installed in a manner that is unobtrusive 
and does not have negative impacts on the historic 
character of the building. Storm windows can be 
designed to fit any historic window shape and can be 
integrated in an inconspicuous manner. Do not use 
expanding foam-type insulation at window jambs.

Consider the R-value of the historic wall assembly 	
in relation to the window. For example, historic 
masonry building walls have a high R-value with 
relatively small, pierced window openings that have 
a low R-value. Increasing the R-value at the small 
window openings will have little effect on building 
insulation.

Inappropriate retrofits and complex mechanical 	
systems should not be installed at the risk of 
destroying or degrading the historic character or 
integrity of a building.

Where opportunities exist, special consideration 	
should be given to the potential for integrating 
renewable energy systems, such as solar or wind 
power.
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Prohibit smoking and the use of materials or finishes 	
that create a high level of off-gassing within the 
building or near building openings.

Implement polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) and 	
asbestos testing and management programs and 
maintain accurate, up-to-date records of remediation 
efforts.

Use only those cleaning products that conform to 	
the appropriate specified sustainability criteria.

6.9 Barrier-Free Access

In 1990 the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
was passed, requiring the provision of basic levels of 
accessibility to almost all properties open to, and used 
by, the general public. ADA is a comprehensive civil 
rights legislation that applies to private property owners, 
governments, employment centers, and transportation 
services. With the passage of ADA, property owners 
became responsible for ensuring that barrier-free access 
was provided to all buildings, sites, and landscapes that 
are open to the public.

Buildings existing prior to the passage of the Act are 
required to comply depending on their use. Existing 
buildings that provide public accommodations, such 
as lodging, food service, or public gathering spaces, 
are required to comply when it is “readily achievable” 
to do so. New construction and alterations to existing 
buildings are required to comply at the time of 
construction work. Standards for the design of accessible 
facilities are defined in the Americans with Disabilities 
Act Accessibility Guidelines (ADAAG), as well as by 
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and 
the International Building Code (IBC). Section 4.1.7 of 
the ADAAG states that qualified historic buildings are 
allowed certain exemptions from the design standards 
relative to the protection of existing historic fabric. 
A qualified historic building or facility is defined as a 
building or facility that is either listed in or eligible for 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places; or is 
designated as historic under an appropriate State or local 
law. Clemson University must consult with the South 
Carolina Department of Archives and History when 
considering an exemption for providing barrier-free 
access to an historic building. In an institutional setting, 
the proximity of accessible public facilities in adjacent 
buildings may be weighed when considering alternatives 
for altering existing historic buildings.

The following guidelines have been developed to assist 
the university in addressing the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act when considering future 

building and landscape modifications and projects. 
These following recommendations are adapted from the 
Whole Building Design Guide (see http://www.wbdg.
org/). Other recommendations are also incorporated 
into preceding landscape and building recommendation 
chapters.

geneRal guidelineS

New construction of both buildings and landscapes 	
should provide barrier-free access under the 
provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA). 

Recognize that universal accessibility includes 	
access opportunities for persons who are visually-
impaired, as well as physically-impaired, and for 
persons who use walkers, canes, or crutches, as well 
as wheelchairs.

When undertaking work required by life safety or 	
accessibility codes, features should be designed to 
be functional, but as unobtrusive as possible.

When new stair towers or elevators are required 	
to be installed on a historic building outside of the 
existing building footprint, the additions should 
comply with the guidelines outlined in this chapter 
for new construction projects.

Accessibility improvements should not be highly-	
visible design statements that overwhelm or detract 
from the existing building.

Implement accessibility features in such a manner 	
that they do not detract from the character of the 
historic resource. The best designs will provide 
barrier-free access that promotes independence for 
disabled persons while also preserving significant 
historic features.

acceSSible entRanceS & walkwayS

Preserve the historic entry experience of historic sites 	
and buildings for everyone. 

Modify entrances located at or near to grade to 	
provide barrier-free access wherever possible. At 
grade entrances or low slope ramps that do not require 
handrails will minimize the impact of the accessible 
entrance.

If required, ramps should be located on secondary 	
elevations whenever possible and should be integrated 
to work with the existing rhythm and design of the 
building. New ramps and railing should be constructed 
using compatible materials and design.
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Signage

Integrate signage within the historic building fabric 	
in ways that preserve the historic character. Serif 
letters may be used if the font size is large and there 
is high contrast with the background.

Avoid altering, removing, and damaging historic 	
signs and finishes. 

Install new signage in order to avoid damaging 	
existing historic finishes. Consider free-standing 
signage in order to avoid penetrating historic 
material. 

veRtical acceSSibility

Either new or existing elevators provide vertical 	
accessibility. Elevators are often a significant historic 
element in themselves. Accessibility standards may 
conflict with existing fabric, such as call buttons. 
Consider retaining non-compliant historic call 
buttons and providing appropriate side access as an 
alternative. 

Historic stair railings may need to be raised to comply 	
with accessibility and life safety requirements. 
When this is needed designs should respect the 
historic fabric. 

Avoid steep slopes, ensure that walk widths meet 	
regulations, and take other precautions to make these 
walks accessible to all visitors. As an alternative, 
consider down-grade sloping ramps that connect to 
interior elevators. 

Preserve visual symmetry where applicable. 	

dooRS and HaRdwaRe

Avoid removing character-defining elements such 	
as doors and hardware when providing access. 
Modifications that limit impact on the historic 
character of a building while still meeting code are 
preferable. 

Utilize alternative solutions to hardware replacement, 	
such as electric door openers. 

Avoid widening existing door openings. Look for 	
alternative routes wherever possible. Where it is 
unavoidable, design new doors and openings to 
be compatible with the materials and detailing of 
nearby historic doors. 

inteRioR public SpaceS

Preserve the integrity of historic main entrances. 	
Avoid detrimental modifications to main entrances in 
seeking to meet security and accessibility solutions. 

Preserve the hierarchy and historic character of 	
significant spaces including entrances, lobbies, atria, 
primary corridors, and stairs. 

Preserve character-defining features and spatial 	
qualities of ceremonial lobbies. 

Relocate areas for public access and employment 	
to accessible areas in order to avoid major adverse 
renovations. 

Provide new accessible, unisex restrooms to 	
avoid the need to modify bathrooms with historic 
finishes.

House museums and significant interior spaces 	
within historic buildings may not be adaptable 
for physical access. Adequate alternatives may 
include interpretive exhibits that provide visual 
access, models, or additional exhibits in accessible 
spaces. (Guidance is offered through the National 
Endowment for the Arts, Office for AccessAbility 
at www.nea.gov/resources/Accessibility/office.
html, and the Smithsonian Institution Accessibility 
Design Guidelines for Exhibits at www.si.edu/opa/
accessibility/exdesign/start.htm).
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7.0 treatment reCOmmendatiOns

7.1 Introduction

The Treatment Recommendations provide specific goals, 
tasks, and maintenance practices for the preservation of 
Clemson University’s historic resources. They are meant 
to be used by decision makers responsible for develop-
ing Clemson’s overall preservation policies, by members 
of Planning and Facilities responsible for maintaining 
the historic resources, and by staff who actively man-
age, work on, review projects impacting these historic 
resources. 

The Treatment Recommendations are organized into 
four main sections:

7.2 Administrative Recommendations: The Admin-
istrative Recommendations provide goals and specific 
tasks to strengthen and support Clemson University’s 
preservation policies. These recommendations must be 
implemented campus-wide and integrated with existing 
university policies.

7.3 National Register Recommendations: The Nation-
al Register Recommendations provide information on 
historic resources that were formally deemed eligible by 
the South Carolina Department of Archives and History 
as part of the Preservation Master Plan process. There is 
also information on additional resources that may merit 
designation with the National Register of Historic Places 
and should be pursued by Clemson University.

7.4 Character Area Recommendations: The Character 
Area Recommendations provide specific recommenda-
tions for the appropriate treatment of historic resources 
within each character area. These recommendations are 
broad in scope and should be considered by project man-
agers in charge of specific campus improvements, as 
well as by heads of departments within Facilities.

7.5 Preservation Maintenance Recommendations: 
The Preservation Maintenance Recommendations pro-
vide best practice guidelines for undertaking work on 
specific historic resource materials, including both land-
scape and building elements. The Preservation Mainte-
nance Recommendations should be used by project man-
agers who review contractor work, as well as by staff 
who undertake such work.

7.2 Administrative 
Recommendations

The Administrative Recommendations present specific 
goals to strengthen and support Clemson University’s 
existing preservation policies. Each goal provides tasks 
for achieving these goals. The Administrative Recom-
mendations should be adopted by Clemson University 
at the highest levels to ensure that preservation policies 
are fully implemented, appropriately funded, and well-
integrated into existing Clemson University planning 
and maintenance policies.

Goal 1: Formally adopt Preservation Master Plan 
& preservation design guidelines.

Preservation Master Plan should be adopt-Task 1.1. 
ed as part of Master Plan documents. Ac-
companying guidelines should be used to 
evaluate new projects that impact historic 
resources.

Goal 2: Strengthen commitment to historic 
resources.

Based on the inventory and assessment of Task 2.1. 
historic resources provided as part of this 
Preservation Master Plan, develop a prior-
ity list for preservation and conservation 
actions. 

Survey and inventory historic resources lo-Task 2.2. 
cated on all university properties through-
out the state.

Strengthen relations with the South Caroli-Task 2.3. 
na Department of Archives and History by 
improving communication concerning pro-
posed work that impacts historic resources 
and utilizing state-sponsored training and 
technical support.

Pursue expansion of National Register dis-Task 2.4. 
tricts and nomination of individual build-
ings and associated landscapes. 
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Recognize historic significance of Modern-Task 2.5. 
era buildings. Preserve character-defining 
features and apply rehabilitation treatment 
standards when upgrading systems, reno-
vating interiors, designing additions, or 
otherwise altering Modern-era buildings, 
such as Clemson House (1950), Olin Hall 
(1953), Poole Agricultural Center (1955), 
Newman Hall (1955), Lowry Hall (1958), 
Lee Hall (1958), and Earle Hall (1959).

Goal 3: Centralize design decisions that impact 
historic resources.

Provide/reinforce centralized control of the Task 3.1. 
design of campus.

Form preservation design review commit-Task 3.2. 
tee including both building and landscape 
professionals with representatives from 
faculty, staff, facilities, student, alumni, and 
interested members of the community. The 
committee would include a member of the 
President’s administration and would have 
an advisory role. The committee would re-
view large-scale renovation projects and 
proposed demolition that impacted historic 
resources. It would also act as an advocate 
for preservation work, through grant fund-
ing and/or donations.

Develop internal review proceduresTask 3.3. 

Designate and train or hire a dedi-3.3.a 
cated preservation specialist with-
in Campus Planning.

Preliminary review of proposed 3.3.b 
historic resource projects by pres-
ervation specialist in consultation 
with project manager in Planning 
and/or Facilities. Preservation 
specialist should either manage or 
consult on all projects impacting 
historic resources.

Preservation design decisions 3.3.c 
may be made by trained staff in 
consultation with preservation 
specialist. Significant alterations, 
major projects, additions, or de-
molition of historic resources 
should be forwarded on to the full 
preservation design review com-
mittee.

Continued role of preservation 3.3.d 
specialist throughout construction 
to ensure oversight of work.

Goal 4: Ensure projects impacting historic 
resources are properly designed, bid, and built.

Architecture, Engineering, and Landscape Task 4.1. 
Architecture firms should be properly 
qualified preservation professionals when 
proposing work on historic buildings (see 
Appendix B for National Park Service Pro-
fessional Qualification Standards).

Design team should be properly instructed Task 4.2. 
in the significance of historic resources, 
character-defining features, and the Sec-
retary of the Interior’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties, in ad-
dition to overall project goals and param-
eters.

Construction documents for work on his-Task 4.3. 
toric resources should be tightly written 
with specific quality control requirements, 
such as contractor qualifications, mock-
ups, and special preservation provisions.

Clemson University should research and Task 4.4. 
produce a university-wide LEED applica-
tion guide. The application guide would 
assess how existing university policies 
and physical plant most easily dovetail 
with LEED standards. (See Appendix C 
for GSA LEED Application for example or 
see http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/GSAMAN/
gsaleeda.pdf.)
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The Clemson University LEED 4.4.a 
application guide should consider 
three building scenarios: New 
building, major renovation of a 
non-historic building, and major 
renovation of a historic building. 

The Clemson University LEED 4.4.b 
application guide should consider 
all of the possible synergies avail-
able to institutions in the LEED-
NC Application Guide for Mul-
tiple Buildings and On-Campus 
Building Projects (2005). 

Goal 5: Focus preservation maintenance practice.

Maintenance is preservation. A specific Task 5.1. 
fund for maintenance of existing historic 
buildings and landscapes should be cre-
ated and potential donors made aware of 
the fund. Maintenance funding should be 
included as part of the total cost of any new 
buildings and landscapes.

Clemson University Facilities should have Task 5.2. 
a designated historic resource person who 
is in direct communication with the cam-
pus preservation specialist.

Expand preventative maintenance sched-Task 5.3. 
ule for special conditions of historic build-
ings. Current system focuses on systems, 
interior finishes, and roof. Should include 
inspection of adjacent site and building ex-
terior.

Prepare Maintenance Manuals for individ-Task 5.4. 
ual buildings (what needs to be done when) 
with Maintenance Protocols (how to do it). 
May include housekeeping protocols as 
well.

Prepare campus-wide maintenance proto-Task 5.5. 
col for outdoor sculpture and memorials, 
including gravestones.

Prepare appropriate maintenance sched-Task 5.6. 
ules and specifications for each structure 
and landscape area. 

Provide preservation training for buildings Task 5.7. 
and landscape staff at both project manage-
ment and staff levels.

Provide annual training on Clem-5.7.a 
son’s historic resources and typi-
cal types of deterioration.

Provide special training sessions 5.7.b 
for typical maintenance tasks (re-
pointing, plaster work, painting, 
masonry repair, cemetery main-
tenance, masonry cleaning, metal 
cleaning/polishing). Preservation 
training should be required for 
new hires and should be avail-
able every three years for trained 
staff.
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7.3 NATIONAL REGISTER RECOMMENDATIONS 

As part of the 2007-2008 Preservation Master Plan process, several historic resources 
were recommended for nomination to the National Register of Historic Places. 
Representative from the South Carolina Department of Archives and History (SCDAH) 
reviewed the recommendations and formally deemed the following historic resources as 
eligible for nomination to the National Register based on their significance and current 
level of integrity (see Appendices D and E for copies of SCDAH letters). 

TABLE 7A: CLEMSON HISTORIC RESOURCES DEEMED ELIGIBLE BY SCDAH 
Resource

name 
Construction date(s) Notes on Integrity Recommended 

Significance 

Clemson 
House and 
environs 

1950  
including:
green hillside between the 
building and SC Highway 
93 

Overall, good; Additions at one end 
and at rear, and replacement doors and 
windows; Barber shop on 1st floor, 
altered, but still active 

Criterion A + C 

Lee Hall  1958 Overall in good condition; overall, 
major additions but historic core intact 

Criterion C 

Lowry Hall  1958 Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations 

Criterion C 

Olin Hall  1953 Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations 

Criterion C 

Earle Hall  1959 Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations 

Criterion C 

Poole
Agricultural 
Center  

1958 Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations 

Criterion C 

Newman 
Hall

1958 Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations 

Criterion C 

Extension to 
Historic
District #1  

including:
Kinard Annex (Campbell 
Museum of Natural 
History) (1893) 
Wannamaker Hall (1936) 
Donaldson Hall (1936) 
Bowen Hall (1936) 
Bradley Hall (1936) 
Norris Hall (1938) 
President’s House (1959) 

Overall in good condition; overall, 
minor additions/ alterations at exterior; 
major renovations on interiors 

Criterion A + C 

7.3 National Register Recommendations

(Refer also to the National Register Listed and Eligible Resource Map at the end of this section (see Map 7-1).
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The following historic resources have not been formally recognized at either the state or 
national level. However, based on the research and survey undertaken as part of the 
Preservation Master Plan process, these historic resources should be treated as significant 
and considered for possible nomination in future. 

TABLE 7B: ADDITIONAL NATIONAL REGISTER RECOMMENDATIONS 
Resource

name 
Construction 

date(s) 
Historical Information Notes on Integrity Recommende

d Significance 

Hopewell 
precinct 

1785-1815 Hopewell is nationally 
significant for its association 
with General Andrew Pickens, 
Revolutionary War general and 
Native American negotiator, and 
several generations of the 
Pickens family. In addition, the 
immediate site has high potential 
for archeological resources. 

Fair, some material 
deterioration and major 
reconstruction 

Criteria A + B, 
Eligible for 
individual 
nomination. 
May also be 
eligible as 
NHL 

Hunt Log 
Cabin 

1826, moved 
1955 

Originally built in Seneca, South 
Carolina, the cabin was 
purchased by the Class of 1915, 
and moved to the Botanical 
Garden site in 1955.  

Fair, some material 
deterioration and major 
reconstruction 

Criterion A 
Significant as 
a
commemorativ
e landscape 
memorializing 
the early 
nineteenth 
century,
Upcountry 
lifestyle of 
small, middle 
class farmers 
as envisioned 
in the mid-
twentieth 
century.

W.W. Long 
Residence 
(Sears-
Roebuck 
House)  

1928 Historic use – dwelling for 
W.W. Long. Long was the 
director of the agricultural 
Cooperative Extension Service, 
1914-34. 
Current use – offices 

Overall, good; Historic 
additions at rear; parts 
of interior intact 

Criteria A + C 

Moorman 
House 

1935 Residence for the Moorman 
family. Moorman, a member of 
the first Clemson graduating 
class of 1896, was head of the 
Cadet Corps in 1934.  
Currently used for administrative 
offices.

Overall, good; minor 
alteration 

Criterion C 
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TABLE 7B: ADDITIONAL NATIONAL REGISTER RECOMMENDATIONS 
Resource

name 
Construction 

date(s) 
Historical Information Notes on Integrity Recommende

d Significance 

Historic
Dairy 
Barns 

Horticultural 
Barn (1911); 
Golf 
Maintenance 
Barn (1930s) 

Part of Clemson’s agricultural 
experiment station with state of 
the art dairy farming. 
Current use – horticultural 
storage, and golf maintenance 
buildings 

Horticultural barn 
(1911) – overall good; 
some boarded/ 
replacement bays; 
interior intact 

Golf Maintenance Barn 
(1930s) – overall good; 
some closed/ bricked-in 
bays 

Criterion C 

Cooper 
Library 

1966 Designed by Lyles, Bissett, 
Carlisle and Wolff of Columbia, 
South Carolina (also the 
architects of the Johnstone 
Dormitory); they received an 
award of merit from the U.S. 
Office of Education and a first 
place award from the South 
Carolina Chapter of the 
American Institute of Architects. 

Overall in good 
condition; possesses a 
high degree of integrity 

Criterion B, C 

Stone Entry 
Gates 

Perimeter 
Road/Hwy. 76 
(1915) 
SC Highway 
93 (1928) 

Erected by Clemson alumni to 
mark historic entryways to 
campus. 

Overall good; some 
have been moved as 
part of road 
improvements 

Criterion A 

Extension 
to Historic 
District #1  

including:
Riggs Field 
(1916) 
Central Energy 
Facilities
(1948-49) 
Fike
Recreation
Center (1930) 
Fraternity
Quadrangle 
(1936-38) 
Intramural 
Fields (ca. 
1940) 
Williamson 
Road (ca. 
1940) 

Part of Clemson’s military and 
athletic history, as well as being 
key features in Clemson 
University’s development.  

Overall in good 
condition; overall, 
minor additions/ 
alterations 

Criterion A + 
C

Extension 
to Historic 
District #2 

Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle 
(1927) 

Important open green space 
formalized during the Rudolph 
E. Lee-era of campus design. 

Overall in good 
condition with minor 
alterations 

Criterion A 
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Ensure that any construction, demolition, or main-	
tenance activity that involves ground-disturbance 
in an area that might contain subsurface cultural re-
sources is monitored by a qualified archaeologist.

Document all alterations to historically-significant 	
buildings and campus landscape features through 
drawings and photography, and maintain the docu-
mentation in an archival setting. 

Establish a process for evaluating how new campus 	
projects or undertakings may affect historic resourc-
es. A recommended process is as follows:

IDENTIFY what type of project will be imple-- 
mented. Will it involve demolishing a historic 
feature, constructing a new historic feature, or 
relocating an existing historic feature?

ASSESS how the proposed project may affect - 
the cultural landscape and historic character of 
the campus. Will the project require the removal 
or alteration of historically significant features? 
Will the proposed project enhance or detract 
from the historic character of the campus?

DESIGN new features to be visually compatible - 
with the historic character of nearby features. 
Think creatively about how new buildings or 
landscapes may incorporate both contempo-
rary and cutting-edge design while respecting 
their historic environs. This stage of evaluation 
applies to both new features that will be con-
structed, as well as to spaces that remain after a 
feature is removed or altered.

IMPLEMENT the project in such a way that - 
minimizes damage to, or loss of, cultural re-
sources, including historic landscape features 
and archaeological resources.

EVALUATE the end result of the project to de-- 
termine how it relates to its historic and non-
historic surroundings. Make notes about what 
works well and what does not and apply these 
lessons to future projects.

Undertake viewshed analyses when planning for 	
new development. Viewshed analyses will help 
campus planners and managers determine how pro-
posed features will impact historic views. Viewshed 
studies are of particular importance when evaluating 
views from Bowman Field and other important open 
spaces on campus.

7.4 Character Area Treatment 
Recommendations

intRoduction

Treatment recommendations are the tools that preser-
vation professionals use to guide management, mainte-
nance, change, and intervention within an historic prop-
erty. Guidelines address how the overall approach when 
planning preservation projects. Treatment recommenda-
tions indicate what actual projects should be considered. 
They are intended to link an overarching approach to 
solving management issues with concrete tasks. 

The Character Area Treatment Recommendations first 
present broad campus-wide recommendations. These are 
followed by character area-specific recommendations. 
For each character area, overarching recommendations 
that apply to the entire character-area are presented first, 
and are followed by recommendations for the individual 
resources located within it. In some cases, recommenda-
tions are presented as alternatives when important vari-
ables to be considered are not currently known. Some 
recommendations are offered as consideration rather 
than firm action items. 

A well-conceived preservation plan for the campus was 
prepared in 1995 entitled “Clemson University Plan and 
Guidelines for Restoration, Rehabilitation, and Mainte-
nance of Historic Resources.” This document continues 
to be used by the university, though it was never formally 
adopted. Some of the recommendations included in the 
document have already been implemented. Others have 
not, yet remain relevant to the preservation of historic re-
sources at Clemson University. The outstanding recom-
mendations from the 1995 document have been included 
as part of the 2009 plan and are referenced in the text.

campuS-wide RecommendationS

Maintain historic features of the Clemson Univer-	
sity campus in good condition. Repair all condition 
issues identified for historic buildings and land-
scapes.

Ensure that all endeavors that might affect the phys-	
ical character of historic campus features follow the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treat-
ment of Historic Properties. 

Base all work involving historically significant features 	
on historic documentation discovered through primary 
and secondary research, and described in this plan.
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Consider how agricultural buildings such as the 	
Sheep Barn represent Clemson’s agricultural 
heritage. Agricultural buildings on campus, and 
at research stations and other university-owned 
properties, should be surveyed and protected as ap-
propriate. Interpretation could be connected with 
older structures such as Fort Hill, Hanover House, 
Hopewell, and the Ransom Hunt Cabin to describe 
the evolution of agricultural practices over time. 
Most agricultural structures are rough buildings, 
and are not suited to classroom, office, or housing 
needs. Current use of the Golf Maintenance Barn 
and Horticultural Barn for golf course maintenance 
and construction equipment is compatible with the 
design of the structures and may provide a model for 
treatment of other facilities (Bainbridge 1995: 25).

Identify the most appropriate adaptive use for threat-	
ened historic structures like the Sheep Barn and 
Hopewell that are not currently adequately cared for 
and utilized.

Continue a consistent standard and palette of site 	
furnishings within historic areas of campus. Ensure 
that new site furnishings are compatible with the 
historic character of campus yet a product of their 
own time. Update site furnishings that are not con-
sistent with the historic character of the landscape.

Install markers indicating the Latin and common 	
names of unusual plant materials on campus that are 
not currently marked (Bainbridge 1995: 48).

Ensure that all utilities are placed underground with-	
in the historic districts (Bainbridge 1995: 44).

Avoid developing new uses for existing buildings 	
and landscapes that require new parking lots within 
historic landscapes.

Rudolph E. Lee’s architecture may serve as a model 	
for new campus buildings within historic areas with-
out being directly copied, as exemplified by Holmes 
and McCabe Halls.

Repair non-historic landscape features exhibiting 	
condition-related problems.

Utilize the latest technology, including GIS sys-	
tems, remote sensing technology, viewshed analysis 
software, and new archeological methodologies in 
order to identify landscape features and accomplish 
landscape-related goals.

Create or strengthen ceremonial gateways into cam-	
pus to reinforce the university’s sense of place and 
campus identity.

Consider removing parking from certain areas of the 	
historic landscape, including:

along Parkway Drive beside Sikes Hall, - 

in front of Long Hall, - 

adjacent to the Trustee House, and- 

along the margin of the Sheep Barn. - 

Continue to direct visitors and campus community 	
members to the system of parking lots within the Pe-
rimeter Parking character area. Parking along Cal-
houn Drive, Fort Hill Street, Fernow Road, South 
Palmetto Boulevard, and Williamson Road is per-
missible.

Protect and continue to use historic road corridors. 	

GPS all existing historic plaques and markers to en-	
sure their protection and maintenance. 

Consider marking additional historic resources on 	
campus either through the placement of new state 
historical markers or a system of campus-specific 
markers, or through a printed brochure tied to a map 
provided to visitors. Currently, markers exist at Fort 
Hill, Tillman Hall (integration), the Hopewell Trea-
ty Site, Cemetery Hill (Ashbury F. Lever), Simp-
son Graveyard, Thomas G. Clemson burial site, 
and Clemson Forest (Keowee Heights, John Ewing 
Calhoun). Other sites that could be marked include: 
Tillman Hall, Sikes Hall, Holtzendorff Hall, Mell 
Hall, Godfrey Hall, Hardin Hall, Trustee House, 
Kinard Annex, Long Hall, Barracks/Fraternities, 
Hanover House, Sirrine Hall, and Riggs Hall. An 
alternative to markers associated with each build-
ing is to produce a tour guide/brochure describing 
historic resources on the Clemson campus. The bro-
chure could be made available at the visitor center, 
admissions office, and S.C. Botanical Garden, and 
distributed with admissions packages and through 
local tourism and preservation organizations (Bain-
bridge 1995: 17-21).
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Retain and maintain the circulation features identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age in alignment 
and configuration: Calhoun Drive, Gantt Circle, 
sidewalks along S.C. Highway 93, and between 
Mell Hall and Johnstone Hall. 

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being at 	
least fifty years of age, including the groves of oaks 
flanking Tillman Hall. Over time, as existing trees 
are lost to attrition, carefully consider the placement 
and design characteristics of new trees within the 
groves to avoid obscuring the façades of important 
historic buildings such as Godfrey, Holtzendorff, 
and Tillman Halls. 

Investigate claims that Eastern red cedar trees in 	
front of Tillman Hall and elsewhere between S.C. 
Highway 93 and the mansion may survive from the 
Calhoun family period of ownership of Fort Hill. If 
any of these trees is found to be old enough to have 
existed in the nineteenth century, replace them in-
kind when they die or become potentially hazardous 
and need to be removed.

Retain and maintain the stacked stone retaining wall 	
to the south of Holtzendorff Hall. 

Retain and maintain the two bronze cannon referred 	
to as “Tom and Jerry” placed beneath the eastern 
grove of oak trees near Tillman Hall.

Reduce visual clutter at the intersection in front of 	
Sikes Hall by removing unnecessary signage and 
plantings.

Continue to utilize the rear portions of the buildings 	
along Bowman Field as service access and parking 
areas that are screened with vegetation.

Correct social trails by either strongly discourag-	
ing continued use or sanctioning existing routes 
through paving. When existing routes extend within 
historic landscapes, diminish their visual impact by 
establishing the narrowest width possible to accom-
modate associated foot traffic and paving them with 
warm-colored materials. 

tReatment RecommendationS by 
cHaRacteR aRea

i. bowman Field

Retain and maintain all historic landscape and 	
building resources within this character area and 
protect its significant role in the university’s history. 
Qualities and characteristics to be retained include 
Bowman Field’s open grassed field with no paved 
walkways or plazas other than Reunion and Mili-
tary Heritage Plazas. Along with the Tillman-Riggs 
Quadrangle and Presidents’ Park, Bowman Field is 
essential to viewing and experiencing the relation-
ships of buildings in the oldest parts of the campus 
and should not be developed with new buildings. 
Any proposed changes within Bowman Field should 
ensure that traditional views of Tillman, Godfrey, 
Holtzendorff, Sikes, and Mel Halls are preserved. 
The southern and western margins of the field have 
historically been planted with trees, but no trees 
should be placed on the northeast edge along S.C. 
Highway 93 (Bainbridge 1995: 25, 41, 47).

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integ-
rity: Mell Hall, Holtzendorff Hall, Godfrey Hall, 
Tillman Auditorium, Tillman Hall, and Sikes Hall. 
Avoid any alterations to the buildings that are not 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Stan-
dards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, as all 
of these buildings are already listed in the National 
Register of Historic Places.

Retain and maintain the open space and landscape 	
features identified as being at least fifty years of age 
including Bowman Field, the walkways along the 
ridgelines, and the streetscape of Calhoun Drive ter-
minating in Gantt Circle. Protect the existing land-
form and topography from change unless absolutely 
necessary.

Avoid siting additional features within this character 	
area, including formal elements and plazas, street 
trees along S.C. Highway 93, and site furnishings 
and signage. Maintain the unprogrammed, informal 
open space character that has been an important 
quality of this space since the late nineteenth cen-
tury.

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the foun-
dations of the buildings.

Bowman Field
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The local limestone, gneiss, and terracotta used - 
in the construction of Tillman Hall will be dif-
ficult, if not impossible, to replace in kind. The 
local granite is probably no longer quarried for 
dimensional stone. It is extremely important to 
preserve these well-used, but often overlooked, 
masonry elements.

When the existing replacement windows at - 
Tillman Hall require repair or alteration, con-
sider replacing existing colored glazing with 
non-tinted glazing. Use interior shades and non-
tinted window coatings to reduce heat transfer, 
glare, and UV light penetration.

Future renovation work should consider the - 
restoration of the original doors and door sur-
rounds at the main entrance to the historic 
Tillman Auditorium addition. It is assumed that 
historic photographs exist to allow an accurate 
reproduction of the original entrance.

Godfrey Hall: 	

In future renovations, replace the modern win-- 
dows with true divided-light windows that rep-
licate the depth of reveal and muntin lines of 
original windows.

In future renovations, replace the modern - 
glazed aluminum doors with wood panel doors 
to match the original. Alternatively, design new 
glazed entrance doors that will complement the 
original design intent.

Holtzendorff Hall: In future renovations, replace the 	
modern glazed aluminum doors with multi-light, 
glazed doors with multi-light transoms to comple-
ment the original design intent.

Consider simplifying the treatment of the landscape 	
in front of the historic buildings, including Tillman, 
Sikes, Holtzendorff, and Godfrey Halls. Currently, 
the landscapes associated with these buildings in-
clude formal foundation plantings. The front of 
Sikes Hall also includes low brick walls. As the 
landscapes around these buildings were historically 
simple planes of grass that complemented the ar-
chitecture, consider returning the buildings to this 
character. 

Diminish the visual impact of the entrance into 	
Parkway Drive to the west of Sikes Hall. Currently, 
it has the appearance of a service drive. Consider de-
sign alternatives that will enhance the gateway into 
this road corridor and perhaps create a ceremonial 
character along the drive. Tie these efforts to a re-
configuration of the parking and road system behind 
Sikes Hall and in front of Long Hall (see Chapter 4: 
Long Hall character area).

Consider interpreting Mell Hall as a typical depres-	
sion-era post office. If the John Carrol mural re-
mains behind new partition walls, consider restoring 
the mural which is important to the understanding of 
the building (Bainbridge 1995, 26, 32, 53).

Protect and interpret the non-historic Thomas Green 	
Clemson statue to reinforce connections with the 
sculptor’s other works on campus (Bainbridge 
1995: 33).

Protect the non-historic World War II sculpture in 	
front of Mell Hall and the sculptures associated with 
Military Heritage Plaza.

Consider carefully the placement of utility and ser-	
vice features, such as dumpsters, within historic 
landscape areas. Consider their visual prominence 
from public use areas. Strive to screen or diminish 
the visual impact of these types of features from 
public use areas (Bainbridge 1995: 45).

Tillman Hall: 	

The removal of modern rear additions at Tillman - 
Hall, if appropriate to new uses and building 
codes, would be allowed under preservation 
treatment and would require the restoration of 
portions of the rear façade. 

Future roof work at Tillman Hall should evalu-- 
ate the restoration of the original slate and met-
al roofing in place of the current asphalt shingle 
roofing.
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entation center for Fort Hill (Bainbridge 1995: 
17-21). 

Remove the parking, plaza, and building addi-- 
tion associated with the Trustee House. 

In future renovations, consider replacing the ex-- 
isting asphalt shingle roofing with historically 
appropriate roof materials. The Trustee House 
was originally roofed with a patterned slate.

Consider the restoration of operable window - 
shutters to match historic shutters as document-
ed in historic photographs.

Riggs Hall:	

The elevator tower at Riggs Hall is located - 
on the secondary facade adjacent to the Rho-
des Engineering Research Building. It is still, 
however, visible from the Tillman-Riggs Quad-
rangle and should be relocated or redesigned if 
possible (Bainbridge 1995: 30-31). 

The handicapped ramp on the west side of Riggs - 
Hall detracts from the symmetry of this impor-
tant R.E. Lee building. It should be replaced 
or redesigned to be more compatible with the 
original design (Bainbridge 1995: 38).

Avoid altering or removing Brackett Hall and Mc-	
Cabe Hall, unless there is a compelling reason for 
their removal, to help protect the area’s historic pat-
terns of spatial organization. 

Consider perpetuating the important spatial edge 	
currently provided by Johnstone Hall after this his-
toric building is removed. Johnstone and its pre-
decessor, a nineteenth century barracks building, 
helped to contain the important open space of the 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle.

Protect the existing landform and topography from 	
change unless absolutely necessary.

ii. tillman-RiggS QuadRangle

Maintain the unprogrammed, informal open space 	
character that has been an important quality of this 
space since the late nineteenth century. Avoid sit-
ing additional features within this character area, 
including formal elements and plazas, buildings, 
site furnishings, and signage. Consider placing a 
few benches informally within the southern half of 
the quadrangle, however, which currently has no 
benches. 

Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age including 
the open quadrangle, the walkway between Riggs 
and Tillman Halls, sidewalks edging road corridors, 
the streetscape of Calhoun Drive, the historic trees 
plantings along Fort Hill Street, and the buildings 
that form the spatial container to the space.

Consider reestablishing missing historic patterns of 	
spatial organization and character in order to ren-
der this landscape a more attractive place to gather. 
Consider removing a few of the existing trees in the 
southern half of the open space to provide dappled 
rather than dense shade. As an alternative, do not 
replace every tree that dies or needs to be removed 
due to age or hazardous conditions. 

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integrity: 
Tillman Hall, Hardin Hall, Olin Hall, Riggs Hall, 
and the Trustee House. Avoid any alterations to 
these building that are not consistent with the Secre-
tary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties, as these buildings are listed or 
deemed eligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Trustee House: 	

The Trustee House, in association with the Ki-- 
nard Annex, represents a tie to a time when all 
faculty lived on college property. Because his-
toric faculty houses are so few, their residen-
tial character needs to be preserved whenever 
possible. New uses should be found which do 
not require major additions or alterations. Steps 
should be taken to remove additions and altera-
tions to these structures to recover their historic 
residential character (Bainbridge 1995: 25). 

The Trustee House should be thoroughly reha-- 
bilitated, and at least a portion of the building 
should be considered for conversion to an ori-

Tillman-Riggs  
Quadrangle
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Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the foun-
dations of the buildings.

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being at 	
least fifty years of age, including the trees clustered 
around Fort Hill Street. 

Enhance the intersection of circulation corridors 	
to the east of the Trustee House that include the 
Trustee House parking area, the senior sidewalk, the 
path leading to Fort Hill, and the Fort Hill Street 
sidewalk. This junction of walks presents an awk-
ward juxtaposition of materials that diminishes the 
approach to Fort Hill. Redesign this intersection to 
celebrate the entrance to the National Historic Land-
mark property, as well as the senior sidewalk which 
is an important non-historic campus resource. 

Consider enhancing Fort Hill Street through this 	
area as part of a ceremonial promenade to Memo-
rial Stadium. The Clemson University campus lacks 
a strong east/west connector. This route could cel-
ebrate Fort Hill and link the Outdoor Theater with 
the rest of campus in a stronger way. The promenade 
should consider pedestrian needs, convey a unique 
identity, and a simple palette of materials. Unnec-
essary utilitarian features should be relocated from 
view along the route.

Reduce visual clutter in front of Hardin Hall by re-	
moving unnecessary signs, plantings, and site fur-
nishings.

Maintain visual connections with Fort Hill wherever 	
possible within this character area.

Relocate a dumpster adjacent to Holmes Hall that 	
is directly within the site line of the senior sidewalk 
that edges the Trustee House.
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Diminish the visual impact of the parking area and 	
road corridor between Sikes and Martin Halls. Uti-
lize vegetation to screen views of this large paved 
area. 

Repair the non-historic wall edging the Outdoor 	
Theater. Consider treatments that are compatible 
with the historic setting of the wall.

Enhance the physical connection between the Out-	
door Theater/North Campus Green and adjacent 
buildings and walks by opening up views of walks 
and stairs, and building entrances along the mar-
gins of the central space. In particular, the Outdoor 
Theater’s connections with Sikes and Hardin Halls 
should be enhanced (Bainbridge 1995: 33).

Repair the non-historic reflection pond and associat-	
ed features in accordance with the recommendations 
provided in the 2004 “Reflection Pond + Vicinity 
Assessment of Conditions and Proposed Improve-
ments” Plan. Consider treatments for their potential 
impact on the historic setting of the Outdoor The-
ater and relationship to the Cooper Library, which 
may be eligible for listing in the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Avoid altering or removing Martin and Daniel Halls 	
and Kinard Laboratory unless a compelling rea-
son for their removal. Consider that the buildings 
along the margins of the North Campus Green cre-
ate a positive central open space. Continue to lightly 
screen these buildings from view from within the 
central space of North Campus Green. Avoid dense 
evergreen screen plantings within this area which 
would diminish its character. 

iii. noRtH campuS gReen

Rehabilitation treatment within this area should fo-	
cus on the preservation, stabilization, and mainte-
nance of the Outdoor Theatre, with limited improve-
ments that facilitate access, safety, and comfort of 
the community.

Retain and maintain the buildings and structures as-	
sociated with this character area that are at least fifty 
years of age with integrity: Hardin Hall, Olin Hall, 
and the Outdoor Theater stage. 

Hardin Hall: In future renovations, consider restor-	
ing the decorative chimneys and ridgeline ventila-
tors and cresting, which are no longer extant. These 
details were integral to the original design.

Treat the Cooper Library as a significant architec-	
tural resource. Considering nominating the Cooper 
Library to the National Register of Historic Places.

Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age includ-
ing the Outdoor Theater. Protect the existing land-
form and topography from change unless absolutely 
necessary.

Avoid siting additional features within this charac-	
ter area, including formal elements and plazas, or-
namental plantings and gardens, and site furnishings 
and signage. Maintain the unprogrammed, informal 
open space character that has been an important 
quality of this space since the mid-twentieth cen-
tury.

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the foun-
dations of the buildings.

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being 	
at least fifty years of age. Perpetuate the informal 
clumps and groves of vegetation along the margins 
of the central open space, but thin overmature and 
dense specimens that currently render passage along 
walkways and in and out of buildings challenging.

Retain and maintain the central axial view through 	
the entire character area from the Carillon Garden to 
the Cooper Library. 

Retain surviving historic elements and character 	
within this character area due to its role in providing 
a connection to important aspects of the university’s 
heritage.

North Campus  
Green
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Kinard Annex:	

Kinard Annex, in association with the Trustee - 
House, represents a tie to a time when all faculty 
lived on college property. Because historic fac-
ulty houses are so few, their residential character 
needs to be preserved whenever possible. New 
uses should be found which do not require major 
additions or alterations. Steps should be taken to 
remove additions and alterations to these struc-
tures to recover their historic residential character 
(Bainbridge 1995: 25). 

Avoid constructing additional features to the west - 
of Kinard Annex. 

If either Jordan Hall or the Kinard Laboratory of - 
Physics is ever removed, redesign the area around 
the Kinard Annex to enhance its setting.

Enhance the setting of the Kinard Annex by thinning 	
the trees in front of the entrance to the Kinard Annex. 
Thin large trees to the west of the Kinard Annex to en-
hance its architectural legibility and setting. 

Protect the existing landform and topography associ-	
ated with historic resources from change unless abso-
lutely necessary.

Retain and maintain historic road corridors through 	
this character area including Parkway Drive and the 
angled sidewalk between Sikes and Long Halls that 
follows the route of a historic campus road. 

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area. Instead maintain open areas in 
planting beds or lawn.

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being at 	
least fifty years of age, possibly including trees to the 
east of Long Hall.

Retain and maintain the historic Lever plaque.	

Repair the non-historic deteriorating walls, stairs, 	
walks, and pedestrian bridges within this character 
area. 

v. long Hall

Focus rehabilitation treatment within this character 	
area on the preservation, stabilization, and mainte-
nance of the two historic buildings and associated 
landscape features such as historic walk and road 
alignments, and the Lever plaque.

Retain and maintain Long Hall and the Kinard An-	
nex, which are at least fifty years of age and retain 
integrity. 

Long Hall: 	

In future renovations, consider relocating fire - 
stair and/or elevator towers and redesigning 
any new additions to complement the masonry, 
trim, and roof lines of the original building. Use 
the stair and elevator tower of Lowry Hall as 
an example of a compatible new addition to a 
historic building.

In future renovations, replace the colored glaz-- 
ing in replacement windows with clear glazed, 
true divided-light windows that replicate the 
original color and depth of reveal and muntin 
lines of original windows.

In future renovations, replace the modern doors - 
with multi-light, glazed doors with multi-light 
transoms to complement the original design in-
tent.

Consider removing the rear addition to the - 
southeast wing of Long Hall.

Avoid any alterations to Long Hall that are not - 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Prop-
erties, as this building is already listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places. 

Consider reducing or removing the large parking 	
area to the north of Long Hall to reinstate the histor-
ic setting for this Lee-designed building. Enhance 
Parkway Drive along its intersection with Calhoun 
Drive and remove much of the parking between 
Long and Sikes Halls to enhance the foreground of 
Long Hall. Redesign Parkway Drive as a more for-
mal and prominent road corridor. Allow for and en-
hance views toward the front façade of the building 
across open lawn or planting beds.

Long Hall
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vi. bRyan ciRcle 
Retain and maintain the limited features and condi-	
tions that are likely historic, including the alignment 
and configuration of Cherry Road, the informal 
groves of trees along the eastern margin of the area 
along Cherry Road, and the landform and topogra-
phy.

Retain the qualities of this area that render it popular 	
for students to gather and recreate. Bryan Circle is 
popular due to its streetscape qualities and the spatial 
containment established by the buildings. The out-
door green space behind the Hendrix Student Center 
is popular for the same reason, and for the activation 
provided by the walkway along its margin.

Repair social trails by considering the addition 	
of new paved walks that follow the route of these 
trails. 

Repair the non-historic deteriorating walls, stairs, 	
walks, signs, planters, and benches associated with 
Maulden, Barnett, and Smith Halls. 

v. pReSident’S paRk 
Retain surviving historic elements and character 	
within this character area which provide a connec-
tion to important aspects of the university’s heri-
tage.

Retain and maintain the garden-like character that 	
complements the public face of the university along 
S.C. Highway 93. 

Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age includ-
ing older trees, the relatively level landform, views 
of Long Hall, the alignments of S.C. Highway 93, 
Parkway Drive, and Cherry Road, and the open 
character along Parkway Drive that has been an im-
portant quality of this space since the mid-twentieth 
century.

Protect the existing landform and topography from 	
change unless absolutely necessary.

Avoid siting additional features within this character 	
area, including formal elements and plazas, memo-
rials, site furnishings, or signage. Reduce as much 
as possible existing formal elements, dense shrub 
plantings, site furnishings, and commemorative ad-
ditions. 

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area.

Protect important non-historic or relocated memo-	
rials and dedicatory plaques within this character 
area, including the World War I Memorial boulder.

Long Hall
President’s Park

Bryan Circle
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Protect the three non-historic sculptures located 	
within this area, including two Friday Flyer pieces 
and P211t45.2001 located near Barre Hall.

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area.

vii. agRicultuRal centeR 
Retain the limited surviving historic elements and 	
characteristics of this character area due to its role in 
providing a connection to important aspects of the 
university’s heritage.

Continue to site buildings and programs relating to 	
the university’s agricultural education within this 
character area. 

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integrity: 
McAdams Hall garage, Robert F. Poole Agricultural 
Center, Newman Hall, and the Sheep Barn. Protect 
the existing landform and topography that was used 
to site this group of buildings from change unless 
absolutely necessary.

Sheep Barn: 	

Wood framing and wood siding are deteriorated - 
from deferred maintenance. Immediate repairs 
and regular maintenance are required to pre-
serve this important agricultural building.

Avoid any alterations to the Sheep Barn that are - 
not consistent with the Secretary of the Interi-
or’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Prop-
erties, as this building is already listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places.

Enhance the setting of the Sheep Barn by re-- 
moving adjacent parking and screening views 
of the Calhoun Courts Apartments and the near-
by electric power generation facility. 

Avoid siting additional features within view of - 
the Sheep Barn, including formal elements and 
plazas, buildings, site furnishings, and signage. 

Consider adaptive reuse alternatives for the - 
building that allow it to retain its current char-
acter and architectural qualities.

Retain and maintain the state champion bur oak, 	
known as the Centennial Oak, located within this 
character area.

Redesign the plaza between Poole Agricultural Cen-	
ter and Newman Hall by removing failing retaining 
walls and stairs, and unifying the landscape as much 
as possible into a single, level open space with tree 
cover that affords a dappled shade quality. Remove 
or thin existing densely planted vegetation. 

Agricultural Center
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Protect the non-historic 	 Friday Flyer sculpture lo-
cated within this area.

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area.

Correct stormwater management problems in partic-	
ular within this character area. 

viii. SoutH campuS gReen 
Focus rehabilitation within this area on preservation 	
of the remaining historic landform and topography 
and stream corridor due to their roles in providing a 
connection to important aspects of the university’s 
heritage. Work to maintain the informal, rural char-
acter of the margins of the road leading to the Strom 
Thurmond Institute using grass and native trees and 
shrubs to enhance the setting of the undulating land-
form and stream valley. Design a gradual and sen-
sitive transition of plant materials, site furnishings, 
lighting, and signage to denote the precinct of the 
Strom Thurmond Institute.

Utilize the Brooks Center as a good model for future 	
sensitive site design on campus.

Protect the existing landform and topography from 	
change unless absolutely necessary.

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being 	
at least fifty years of age, potentially including trees 
in the southern half of the character area along the 
stream corridor or in the small woodland area. 

Control or eradicate invasive alien plant species 	
within the woodlands. 

Avoid siting additional features within the southern 	
portion of this character area, including formal el-
ements and plazas, buildings, site furnishings, and 
signage. Maintain the existing unprogrammed, in-
formal open space character.

Continue to plan for the development of the Cen-	
ter of Centers within the green space between the 
Strom Thurmond Institute and the Cooper Library, 
a vast open space that is not conducive to student 
use. Consider the development of positive space or 
spaces within this area through the siting and place-
ment of buildings in conjunction with plantings, 
walls, walks, site furnishings, and views.

Enhance the entrance into this area, which is nonde-	
script and difficult to locate along Perimeter Road 
particularly as it is located between two access 
roads leading into parking areas. Provide signage 
and other visual clues, such as groups of ornamental 
trees, to distinguish this as an important entry point 
into campus. 

Agricultural Center South Campus  
Green
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Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age includ-
ing the relatively level terrace of topography, the 
open courtyards associated with Lee, Lowry, and 
Sirrine Halls, the streetscapes along South Palmetto 
Drive, Fernow Street, and Calhoun Drive, and views 
of Fort Hill. 

Research the alignment of the entrance road leading 	
to Fort Hill during the nineteenth century. Consider 
that rows of Eastern red cedar trees once extended 
down both sides of present-day Fernow Street. Pre-
serve any remaining trees and consider replacing 
missing trees (Bainbridge 1995: 48).

Avoid siting additional features in association with 	
the historic features of this character area, includ-
ing formal elements and plazas, site furnishings, and 
signage. 

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area.

Retain and maintain the circulation features identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age in alignment 
and configuration: Calhoun Drive, Fernow Street, 
South Palmetto Drive, and Williamson Road. 

Protect the non-historic 	 Shift-Ascend and Six De-
grees of Freedom sculptures located within this 
area.

Repair social trails by considering new paved walks 	
that follow the most used of these trails. 

Repair damaged and deteriorated pavement and 	
curbing along Calhoun Drive Circle.

Repair the brick and concrete walk leading to the 	
southern entrance of Lee Hall.

ix. SoutH palmetto

Focus rehabilitation within this area on retaining 	
historic patterns of spatial organization and charac-
ter. This region of campus has a mixed character, de-
rived from historic buildings spanning thirty years 
between 1928 and 1958 that convey a wide range 
of architectural styles. Two of the historic buildings 
were designed by Rudolph E. Lee, while two are 
Modernist in their design sensibility. This character 
area also maintains a strong physical connection to 
Fort Hill. This area should be carefully considered 
in future planning, so that positive spatial and place-
making gestures, initiated in the early twentieth 
century, are perpetuated and not negated through 
future change. Every effort should be made to retain 
surviving historic elements and character within this 
character area due to its proximity to Fort Hill and 
its role in providing a connection to important as-
pects of the university’s heritage.

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integrity: 
Riggs, Sirrine, Lee, and Lowry Halls. 

Nominate Lee and Lowry Halls to the National Reg-	
ister of Historic Places.

Sirrine Hall: 	

In future renovations, consider relocating fire - 
stair and/or elevator towers and redesigning 
any new additions to complement the masonry, 
trim, and roof lines of the original building. Use 
the stair and elevator tower of Lowry Hall as an 
example of a compatible new addition to a his-
toric building. Alternatively, utilize secondary, 
interior spaces for the construction of new fire 
stairs and/or elevators.

In future renovations, replace the four-pane - 
metal windows with true divided-light windows 
that replicate the depth of reveal and muntin 
lines of original windows.

In future renovations, replace the modern doors - 
with multi-light, glazed doors with multi-light 
transoms to complement the original design in-
tent.

Avoid any alterations to Sirrine Hall that are not - 
consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Prop-
erties, as this building is already listed in the 
National Register of Historic Places.

South Palmetto
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Continue to implement outstanding projects from the 	
1999 Fort Hill Master Plan, which calls for the re-
planting of historic hardwood specimens documented 
through research: three oaks, one Eastern red cedar; 
one tulip poplar; and one mimosa, and additional 
plantings to restore former tulip poplar and oak canopy 
at the site to include three oaks, two tulip poplars (Har-
ris Architects et al. 1999). 

Consider utilizing a portion of the Trustee House as a 	
visitor contact facility for Fort Hill. 

Retain the parking spaces along Fort Hill Street for 	
visitors.

Replace the existing pea gravel walks and plastic geo-	
textile grid base with a stabilized crushed aggregate 
material.

Add additional screen plantings behind the office to 	
further block views of Sirrine Hall.

Retain existing boxwood plantings as a screen for 	
views to the north. Interpret them as a typical ca. 1930s 
Colonial Revival-era addition to historic properties. 

Avoid siting additional features within this character 	
area, including memorials, commemorative features, 
and plaques, garden features, site furnishings, and sig-
nage. 

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the founda-
tions of the buildings.

Respect the setting of the property when considering 	
changes to areas along its perimeter. 

Enhance the intersection of circulation corridors that 	
meet between the Trustee House and Fort Hill. Ensure 
that this connection of pathways provides an attractive 
and respectful entrance to Fort Hill, and also to the se-
nior sidewalk that edges the character area.

x. FoRt Hill

Avoid any alterations to the property that are not consis-	
tent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties, as it is already listed in 
the National Register of Historic Places.

Retain and maintain the historic Calhoun era resources 	
located within the Fort Hill National Historic Landmark 
area: the Fort Hill mansion house, Fort Hill office and as-
sociated stone wall, evidence of historic circulation, knoll 
topography, spring site, and Oriental arborvitae, Canadian 
hemlock, and Japanese varnish tree thought to have been 
given to Calhoun as gifts by notable figures. 

The local limestone, granite, and terracotta found at Fort 	
Hill and Office buildings will be difficult, if not impos-
sible, to replace in kind. The local granite is probably no 
longer quarried for dimensional stone. It is extremely im-
portant to preserve these well-used, but often overlooked, 
masonry elements.

Retain and maintain the later additions to the property 	
associated with efforts to commemorate and restore this 
significant site. These include the replica springhouse, 
reconstructed kitchen, boxwood plantings, Deodar ce-
dar plantings, Southern magnolia plantings, Trustee Oak 
marker and plaque, and plaque associated with an Eastern 
red cedar tree planting honoring Robert Franklin Poole, 
mid-twentieth century circulation, and stone walls along 
Fort Hill Drive, associated with the springhouse, and the 
side yard of the property to the west. Recognize that these 
features may obscure historic relationships and features 
associated with the Calhoun era plantation. 

Continue to effectively preserve and protect the historic 	
resource values of this National Historic Landmark. Con-
tinue to document the historic site and restore historic 
resources in the most professional manner possible. Con-
tinue to involve preservation professionals in these proj-
ects as appropriate. Continue research and archaeological 
investigations to determine more information about miss-
ing Calhoun-era landscape elements. Use any discoveries 
to guide additional restoration. 

Continue to investigate the age and origin of existing trees 	
on the site. Conduct careful preventive maintenance on 
historic plantings based on regular periodic inspection. 

Perpetuate historic and memorial trees on the property 	
by propagating them and replacing them in kind with a 
genetic duplicate when they need to be replaced.

Fort Hill
South Palmetto
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xii. SHoeboxeS

Rehabilitate this area by repairing condition prob-	
lems associated with walks, stairs, walls, and ramps. 
Enhance the Fort Hill Street road corridor as a prom-
enade route to Memorial Stadium. 

Enhance the attractiveness and comfort of this area 	
by adding shade trees in exposed areas, and consid-
ering changes to circulation to make it easier to tra-
verse the character area.

Maintain visual connections with Fort Hill wherever 	
possible.

xi. woodland cemeteRy

Retain surviving historic elements and character as-	
sociated with this character area due to its role in 
providing a connection to important aspects of the 
university’s heritage. New additions to the cemetery 
should be contemporary in their character, so as not 
to be confused with historic fabric.

Nominate Woodland Cemetery, which has already 	
been determined eligible, to the National Register 
of Historic Places.

Retain and maintain the open space and landscape 	
features identified as being at least fifty years of age 
including the woodland, many of the gravestones, 
plot edgings, memorials, stone walls and gates, 
fencing, landform and topography, and the archeo-
logical information potential. 

Perpetuate woodland vegetation within the charac-	
ter area to ensure the continued desired character.

Protect the existing landform and topography from 	
change unless absolutely necessary.

Avoid siting additional features within this character 	
area, including formal elements and plazas, build-
ings, site furnishings, and signage. Avoid adding ad-
ditional roads and parking.

Woodland  
Cemetery

Shoeboxes
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xiv. univeRSity union

Retain and maintain the limited surviving historic 	
elements and character of this character area that are 
not currently slated for removal. Given the likeli-
hood that Johnstone Hall will be razed, consider-
ation should be paid to establishing a new building 
in its place that will perpetuate the historic spa-
tial patterns of this part of campus, including the 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle to the east and the Uni-
versity Union plaza to the west. As regards the Cam-
pus Master Plan precinct study for this site, consider 
that replacement of Johnstone entirely with circu-
lation and open space may serve to diminish the 
value and strength of existing open space systems. 
Johnstone Hall itself replaced historic barracks 
buildings; buildings in this location have created an 
important spatial edge since the campus was estab-
lished. Consider that a new building in this location 
could be designed to serve as a gateway to an inte-
rior courtyard that extends to the west as shown in 
the precinct study.

Retain McCabe Hall as a spatial edge to the Tillman-	
Riggs Quadrangle and the University Union plaza. 

Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age including 
the University Union plaza and its associated white 
concrete light wells/air shafts, benches, and plant-
ers. Retain and maintain other historic landscape 
features associated with the character area such as 
Klugh Avenue, the service road east of Johnstone 
Hall, and views toward Memorial Stadium from the 
plaza.

xiii. FacilitieS opeRationS

Retain and maintain surviving historic elements and 	
continue to respect historic development patterns 
within this area.

Retain and maintain the buildings and structures 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age with 
integrity: the Central Energy Facility and its associ-
ated boiler stacks. 

Retain and maintain the views of the campus above 	
and Memorial Stadium below this area.

Retain and maintain the working landscape char-	
acter and the landscape features identified as being 
at least fifty years of age including the level terrace 
landform, the linear arrangement of buildings along 
the eastern edge of the character area and the U-
shaped cluster to the north that form outdoor work 
spaces. 

Protect the existing landform and topography from 	
change unless absolutely necessary.

Shoeboxes
Facilities  
Operations

University Union
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Avoid siting additional features within this character 	
area, including formal elements and plazas, build-
ings, site furnishings, and signage. 

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the foun-
dations of the buildings.

Consider carefully thinning or limbing up the exist-	
ing trees to the west that block the view from Frat 
Quad to reinstate the historic viewshed. 

Replace the lighting standard within this character 	
area with the acorn luminaire used elsewhere within 
historic parts of campus. 

Relocate the recycling bins from the end of the plaza 	
near the pavilions where they detract from the im-
portant view in this direction.

xv. baRRackS

Retain and maintain the surviving historic elements 	
and character of this character area due to its role in 
providing a connection to important aspects of the 
university’s heritage.

Expand National Register Historic District I to in-	
clude the Barracks complex comprised of Bowen, 
Bradley, Donaldson, Wannamaker, and Norris Halls, 
and the Fraternity Quadrangle.

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integrity: 
Bowen, Bradley, Donaldson, Wannamaker, and Nor-
ris Halls. Avoid any alterations to the buildings that 
are not consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, 
as these buildings have been determined eligible for 
listing in the National Register of Historic Places.

Lee Dormitories (Bradley, Bowen, Donaldson, Wan-	
namaker, and Norris Halls):

In future renovations, replace the modern win-- 
dows with true divided-light windows that rep-
licate the depth of reveal and muntin lines of 
original windows.

In future renovations, replace the modern doors - 
with multi-light, glazed doors with multi-light 
transoms to complement the original design in-
tent.

Consider simplifying the treatment of the land-- 
scape of Frat Quad. Currently, the landscape in-
cludes formal plantings, paving, and two pavil-
ions that are not integral to the use of the space. 
The landscape historically was a simple plane 
of grass allowing for use as a military drilling 
and practice ground.

Avoid altering or removing Simpson North and 	
Simpson South unless there is a compelling reason 
for their removal. These two buildings as they exist 
work well with the intended spatial arrangement of 
the open plaza. 

Retain and maintain the open space and landscape 	
features identified as being at least fifty years of age 
including the open space now known as Frat Quad, 
the terraced topography, areas of mown turf, and 
views of the broader landscape to the west.

 

Barracks
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Avoid siting features within this character area that 	
radically alter its historic character, the inherent 
landform and topography, or impose a much higher 
density of scale or mass on the land, such as those 
proposed in the Douthit Hills Precinct Study as part 
of the 2002 Campus Master Plan. The scale of this 
development will significantly alter the character 
of this part of the campus front door/entry corridor; 
proposed development is more consistent with a 
suburban corporate campus than the Clemson cam-
pus.

Retain and maintain vegetation identified as being at 	
least fifty years of age, including some of the older 
trees within the area. 

Thin non-historic tree plantings by the Alumni Cen-	
ter and the Clemson House to create view corridors 
of Bowman Field and Tillman Hall from this area. 
Protect memorial trees (Bainbridge 1995: 47).

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the foun-
dations of the buildings.

Establish new walks and signage that make it easier 	
to find the Alumni Center.

Protect the historic 	 Fighting Tiger sculpture outside 
of the Clemson House.

xvi. noRtH campuS

Retain all surviving historic elements and maintain 	
the historic character of this area due to its role in 
providing a connection to important aspects of the 
university’s heritage. Avoid altering or removing the 
historic buildings that survive within this area un-
less there is a compelling reason for their removal. 

Respect the historic character of the southern portion 	
of this character area that has served as an informal 
foreground for the campus along the entrance cor-
ridor of S.C. Highway 93 by avoiding the develop-
ment of buildings, structures, or formal elements. 

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age with integ-
rity: Clemson House, W.W. Long House, Roderick 
House, Moorman House, Daniel House, Littlejohn 
House, Gentry Hall, and the Houston Center.

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House): In future 	
renovations, consider restoring wood shingles at all 
roofs and removing vinyl siding.

Moorman House: The Moorman House should be 	
maintained as a 1920s era residence, reflecting a 
time when Hotel Hill was a primary location for 
professors’ homes. It should be nominated to the 
National Register and be maintained to preserve 
its single-family residential character (Bainbridge 
1995: 32).

Consider nominating the Clemson House, the 	
Moorman House, and the W.W. Long House to the 
National Register of Historic Places. Avoid any al-
terations to the building that may be eligible for list-
ing in the National Register of Historic Places that 
are not consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

Maintain the open space and landscape features identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age including the 
steeply sloped landform and topography, mature veg-
etation, College Avenue, S.C. Highway 93, Sherman 
Street, views to Bowman Field, and the stone wall at 
the W.W. Long House. Features that are historic but 
have lost integrity due to the removal of the housing 
that formerly occupied a large area of this site should 
be considered for their utility as part of future reha-
bilitation of the area, but if found not to contribute to 
sensitive new development can be removed.

Barracks North Campus
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xviii. peRimeteR paRking i & ii
Focus rehabilitation within this area on maintaining 	
important physical relationships and land uses, yet 
recognizing the need to improve the aesthetics of 
the area and enhance its sustainability.

Consider utilizing the 2006 Riparian Corridor Mas-	
ter Plan to promote sustainable stormwater man-
agement within this character area by converting 
impervious surfaces to pervious surfaces and creat-
ing holding areas and filtering features such as rain 
gardens, filter strips, and dry wells to promote infil-
tration, detention, and sediment control associated 
with the parking lots. 

Continuing to maintain Perimeter Road as an attrac-	
tive and welcoming corridor. 

Retain and maintain the Endocrine Physiology Lab 	
that exceeds fifty years of age, as well as the ex-
tant terraced and graded landform, and Williamson 
Road.

Protect the non-historic 	 Friday Flyer sculpture lo-
cated within this character area.

xvii. atHletic FacilitieS

Focus rehabilitation within this area on reestablishing 	
historic patterns of spatial organization and character, 
and ensuring the future development is orderly, at-
tractive, and engaging. Historic resources should be 
preserved, stabilized, and maintained; future improve-
ments should be limited to those needed to facilitate 
access, safety, and the comfort of the community, and 
to continue to develop athletic programs for all mem-
bers of the university community.

Retain and maintain buildings and structures identified 	
as being at least fifty years of age with integrity includ-
ing Fike Recreation Center. 

Consider nominating Fike Recreation Center, Intra-	
mural Fields, Williamson Road, and Riggs Field to the 
National Register as contributing resources of Clem-
son University Historic District I.

Avoid any alterations to the potentially National Reg-	
ister-eligible resources that are not consistent with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment 
of Historic Properties.

Maintain the open space and landscape features identi-	
fied as being at least fifty years of age including Riggs 
Field, the Intramural Fields, Williamson Road and as-
sociated alleé of oak trees, Klugh Avenue, Memorial 
Stadium, the Seneca River oxbow, and the existing 
landform and topography. 

Avoid siting additional features within the historic part 	
of this character area extending between Riggs Field 
and Memorial Stadium. Direct new athletics venues to 
the area west of Perimeter Road while protecting the 
spatial organization and character of the Seneca River 
oxbow and associated areas.

Avoid establishing and maintaining large areas of 	
mulch within this area that traditionally included ex-
panses of lawn that generally extended to the founda-
tions of the buildings.

Protect the non-historic tiger sculptures and flint rock 	
on a pedestal within this character area.

Athletic Fields and  
Facilities Perimeter Parking I

Perimeter Parking II
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xx. lakeSHoRe

Retain and maintain the historic landscape resources lo-	
cated within this character area. These include Hopewell 
House and associated resources, the Treaty Site, Fort Rut-
ledge replica, Cherry Farm cemetery, Lake Hartwell dam 
and dike system, Old Stone Church Road, Old Cherry 
Road, views across Lake Hartwell, and the rolling topog-
raphy.

Retain and maintain any vegetation identified as being at 	
least fifty years of age.

Avoid adding any new resources within historic landscape 	
areas such as the Hopewell precinct, in the vicinity of the 
Fort Rutledge replica, or along the Lake Hartwell dike.

Ensure that the Treaty Site features are well-tended and 	
visible. Work with the SC Department of Transportation 
to enhance the road-side pull-off and render it more vis-
ible and accessible. Clear tree growth from obscuring the 
state historical marker beside the pull-off.

Consider individually nominating Hopewell House as a 	
National Historic Landmark.

Hopewell House:	

Address ongoing deterioration issues at Hopewell - 
House and associated outbuildings. These include 
site drainage issues, wood rot, and foundation ma-
sonry deterioration.

Stabilize and mothball Hopewell House until future - 
uses are established.

Consider the exterior and interior restoration of - 
Hopewell House based on historic documentation. 
New work should be compatible with appropriate 
new uses.

Avoid any alterations to the building that are not con-- 
sistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
for the Treatment of Historic Properties, as Hopewell 
House is already listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places as a contributing resource of the 
Pendleton Historic District.

xix. SoutH peRimeteR Road

Retain and maintain buildings and structures located 	
within this character area identified as being at least 
fifty years of age with integrity: Golf Maintenance 
Barn, Horticultural Barn, Wood Equipment Shed 1, 
Wood Storage Shed 2, Wood Storage Shed 3, CMU 
Shed 4, CMU Shed 5, and the Dry Kiln remnant. 

Consider nominating the Golf Maintenance Barn 	
and Horticultural Barn to the National Register of 
Historic Places. Avoid any alterations to these po-
tentially National Register-eligible resources that 
are not consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.

Maintain the open space and landscape features 	
identified as being at least fifty years of age includ-
ing the rolling topography, the Bottoms, landscape 
maintenance yard, Old Stone Church Road, Cherry 
Road, road trace behind the Administration Build-
ing, views from the former agricultural buildings 
sited atop a knoll, internal views within the mainte-
nance area, views along the historic road corridors, 
and a remnant irrigation ditch behind the Adminis-
tration Building. 

Avoid siting additional features within the historic 	
parts of this character area that would alter their 
character and patterns of spatial organization. 

Perimeter Parking I
Perimeter Parking II

 South Perimeter 
 Road

Lakeshore
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xxii. woodland

Utilize the 2006 Riparian Corridor Master Plan to 	
restore the Hunnicutt Creek corridor. Consider also 
enhancing infiltration of stormwater by establishing 
rain gardens, filter strips, dry wells, and other simi-
lar features.

Retain and maintain the ravine, stream corridor, de-	
ciduous woodland, and evidence of former agricul-
tural activities within the character area.

Rehabilitate the woodland by actively controlling or 	
eradicating invasive alien plant species.

xxi. ReSidenceS i & ii
Retain and maintain the landform and topography 	
and alignments of S.C. Highway 93 and Cherry 
Road through this area. 

Focus rehabilitation within this area on maintaining 	
any surviving historic spatial relationships and land 
uses, while improving the aesthetics of the area and 
enhancing sustainability.

Consider rehabilitating this area to include filter 	
strips, rain gardens, dry wells, and permeable pave-
ment that would encourage infiltration of stormwa-
ter.

Residences I

Residences II
Woodland

xxiii. kite Hill

Retain and maintain historic physical relationships 	
and land uses within this area, such as the knoll 
landform, views to the south, and evidence of the 
original entrance road corridor to the campus. With-
in non-historic portions of the character area, rec-
ognize the need to improve aesthetics and enhance 
sustainability.

Consider rehabilitating this area to include filter 	
strips, rain gardens, dry wells, and permeable pave-
ment that would encourage infiltration of stormwa-
ter associated with the expansive paved area of the 
parking lot.

Kite Hill
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xxiv. SoutH caRolina 
botanical gaRden

Retain and maintain the features associated with 	
this character area that are historic, including the 
Botanical Garden Shed and associated agricultural 
area, camellia collection, any woodland that appears 
to be at least fifty years of age, the Hanover House 
and Hunt Log Cabin, portions of the internal road 
corridor, and the stream corridor.

Hanover House: 	

Where hard, incompatible mortars have been - 
installed, it may be more damaging to remove 
the existing pointing in order to install a more 
appropriate mortar. Future campaigns of re-
pointing should utilize a compatible mortar. 
Removal of hard mortar may be necessary in 
areas of rapid masonry deterioration.

Rehabilitate the landscape around Hanover - 
House to remove late-twentieth century fea-
tures that conflict with the setting of the build-
ing, including the running bond brick walk and 
the restroom building. A more formal axial en-
try with steps should be built to supplement the 
current curving sidewalk which is not appropri-
ate to the period (Bainbridge 1995: 24).

Redesign the approach sequence to allow for a - 
view of the front of the house. Consider add-
ing a main entrance walk that leads to the front 
of the house and a universally-accessible walk 
that leads to the rear if necessary. Ensure that 
the design of the rear of the house is more con-
sistent with the less formal treatment that would 
have been present historically. 

Consider carefully the addition of new gardens - 
designed to enhance the use and educational 
value of the botanical garden so they do not in-
terfere with the existing pastoral beauty of the 
garden’s landscape.

Retain and maintain the stacked stone retaining - 
wall to the south of the Hanover House. 

Hunt Log Cabin: Institute regular termite inspec-	
tions and termite control procedures to avoid further 
insect damage.

Woodland

Kite Hill

South Carolina  
Botanical Garden
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approaches that should be incorporated into efforts as-
sociated with historic building stewardship. 

Identify and Protect Character-Defining Features: 	
All proposals for work on historic resources should 
start with identification of the important design fea-
tures and materials that make the historic resource 
significant and unique. Character-defining features 
for landscapes include natural and manmade land-
forms, views, pedestrian and vehicular circulation, 
vegetation, and small-scale structures. For build-
ings, primary character-defining features are build-
ing shape, materials, roof and roof features, win-
dows and fenestration patterns, entries and doors, 
projections such as bays or towers, woodwork and 
trim features, craftsmanship, and setting.

Repair: Conduct regular inspections and replace de-	
teriorated sections, features, and materials promptly. 
Materials and workmanship should be executed in 
kind, that is, matching the historic fabric.

Replacement: If historic features and materials are 	
too deteriorated to repair, they should be replaced 
in kind to match the form, materials, detailing, and 
other physical and visual qualities of the historic 
fabric. 

Reconstruction: Rebuilding missing features should 	
only be undertaken based on historical evidence, 
such as historic drawings and/or photographic docu-
mentation. 

New construction/additions: New work should be 	
similar in size, scale, material, design, and color to 
the existing historic fabric and should not obscure 
or damage character-defining features. Designs that 
mimic the historic appearance or are borrowed from 
another building are discouraged because they con-
fuse the historic record and diminish the integrity of 
the resource. 

Using this approach will result in maintenance, treat-
ment, and repair projects that preserve historic fabric and 
significant features of a historic resource. 

7.5 Preservation Maintenance 
Recommendations

IntroductIon

The Preservation Maintenance Recommendations build 
upon the existing condition analysis of landscapes and 
buildings within the Clemson University core campus. 
Its purpose is to provide best-practice approaches for the 
maintenance, treatment, and repair of exterior building 
envelopes and landscape elements, including a summary 
overview for the treatment of historic interiors. The Pres-
ervation Maintenance Recommendations should be used 
by Facilities and Planning project managers who review 
consultant design documents, by Facilities project man-
agers who review work completed by contractors or in-
house staff, and by department directors within facilities, 
housing, athletic, and dining services, including heads 
of housekeeping, buildings, and landscape services. Por-
tions of the Preservation Maintenance Recommenda-
tions may be appropriate for basic orientation and train-
ing of staff.

The Preservation Maintenance Recommendations incor-
porate recommendations from the Secretary of the Inte-
rior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties 
(1995) and are tailored to the types of historic resources 
and preservation issues found at Clemson University. 
They are generally organized according to the broad con-
struction divisions created by MASTERSPEC, an indus-
try standard for organizing construction specifications. 
The broad divisions are broken down by building and 
site elements, such as site, masonry, exterior woodwork, 
roofing, windows, and doors, etc. Each section contains 
a brief description of the element and the general types 
found within the Clemson University core campus. Then 
follows a summary of typical conditions, a checklist for 
inspections, an overview of the causes of deterioration, 
and guidance for repair and replacement.

ApplyIng HIstorIc preservAtIon 
stAndArds

Since its inception in the late 1960s, the profession of 
historic preservation has successfully tested and used the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of 
Historic Properties (Standards) to help guide the chang-
es that affect historic resources. They provide a strong 
but flexible philosophical foundation with a set of basic 
preservation approaches and principles for the preserva-
tion, rehabilitation, restoration, and reconstruction of 
historic buildings. The recommendations in this section 
are based on the Standards and emphasize the following 
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HIstorIc resource overvIew

Clemson University’s core campus and adjacent areas 
reflect the development of a contemporary educational 
and research institution within a historically agricultural 
area. The historic resources include Hanover House, 
which dates to the eighteenth century when the Pied-
mont area was considered frontier territory by the Amer-
ican colonists. A hundred years of plantation and small 
farm agriculture then developed, with small surviving 
remnants of landscapes and buildings at Fort Hill and 
Hopewell. In the late nineteenth century, Clemson Agri-
cultural College began on the Fort Hill lands with stur-
dy brick buildings, such as Tillman Hall, Hardin Hall, 
Godfrey Hall, and Trustee House, set within a largely 
rural landscape with special use areas, such as Bowman 
Field. The twentieth century saw the formalization of 
the Clemson campus landscape and the construction of 
large-scale academic buildings designed by Rudolph E. 
Lee, as well as the expansion of the residential neighbor-
hoods. Important resources from this period include the 
Tillman-Riggs Quadrangle and the Lee-designed build-
ings, such as Holtzendorff, Long, Riggs, and Sirrine 
Halls, as well as the Greek dormitory Barracks build-
ings. Following World War II, Clemson University ex-
panded into its current dense development of academic, 
residential, and athletic facilities. The Modern era left its 
stamp on both building and landscape design, with proj-
ects such as Clemson House, University Union plaza, 
and Lee and Lowry Halls. For a complete list of all sig-
nificant historic resources at Clemson University please 
see Chapter Six. 
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maintain the vegetation in the condition and character 
appropriate to its intended purpose. For example, shade 
and street trees need to have their lower limbs pruned to 
allow people to walk beneath them. Screen plantings are 
typically intended to form a dense wall of evergreen foli-
age. Some plantings are intended to complement but not 
compete with the architecture of a building. Over time, 
vegetation grows, matures, and changes, sometimes los-
ing the ability to function in an intended role (see fig-
ures 7-5 and 7-6). Maintenance and management of the 
vegetation, and treating problems identified through in-
spection, often needs to consider the form, texture, scale, 
massing, and ornamental qualities of individual plant-
ings to ensure that they serve the intended purpose.

Vegetation inspection

General maintenance inspection of vegetation includes 
the following: 

Broken limbs/branches to be removed and wound areas  ▪
to be treated

Dense interior branching requiring thinning or pruning to  ▪
allow light and air into the center of the plant

Infestations of insect pests ▪

Infection or pathogen infestation ▪

Erosion of the soil around the plant base ▪

Bare areas that need to be mulched or planted ▪

Soil fertility and moisture problems exhibited in leaf  ▪
color, texture, or drop

Soil compaction  ▪

Holes in the ground from animals ▪

Debris in the planting bed ▪

Excessive density of a plant colony ▪

Dead wood ▪

Dead leaves or flowers  ▪

Fallen trees and large limbs that need to be cleared away ▪

Weeds or invasive alien plants ▪

Edging is needed to prevent walking or driving over the  ▪
root system of a plant

Follow-up to plant installation such as root bound  ▪
container plants, removal of trunk wraps or guy wires

Irrigation problems leading to ponding, overwatering, or  ▪
underwatering

Need for cabling ▪

Need for a lightning rod  ▪

vegetAtIon

The planting history of the Clemson University cam-
pus suggests layers of ideas about the role of vegetation 
within the academic environment. The early campus was 
both rural and vernacular in its character. The core aca-
demic campus was little ornamented by plantings, but 
dominated by large expanses of turf, with limited foun-
dation plantings around some buildings, and groves and 
lines of trees intended to separate use areas. The campus 
around the core featured plant collections such as arbo-
reta, agricultural fields, an experimental forest, as well 
as numerous types of experimental fields. Since the mid-
twentieth century, the campus has become increasingly 
lushly planted, and now includes numerous plazas, street 
tree plantings, foundation plantings, and ornamental 
plantings. 

typical Vegetation conditions

Historic vegetation on the Clemson University campus 
consists primarily of older successional woodlands, 
groves of trees, turf fields, agricultural lands used for ed-
ucation and scientific advancement, and a few specimen 
plants. There are many non-historic designed plantings 
intended to serve a variety of purposes such as screening 
undesirable views, covering slopes to prevent soil ero-
sion, and embellishing plazas, walkways, and gardens 
(see figures 7-1 and 7-2). Maintenance of the wide range 
of plantings on campus requires an extensive knowledge 
of plant material and their care, including pest control, 
water and fertilizer needs, pruning, and care of specific 
problems that arise through aging. Plants also have the 
potential to injure individuals and buildings when they 
fail, and structural problems need to be identified by 
maintenance personnel or specialists hired to evaluate 
the health and structural soundness of plant material.

Because vegetation is a living entity, its maintenance and 
management can present a wider array of challenges than 
other materials on campus. There are many problems 
that can lead to the decline or mortality of vegetation. 
Natural aging, physical damage by vehicles, individuals, 
or weather, pest or pathogen infestations, or decline in 
health due to a number of factors such as too much or 
too little available soil moisture, insufficient nutrients, 
soil compaction, a need for pruning, dead-heading, or 
division are all typical problems faced by campus main-
tenance personnel (see figures 7-3 and 7-4). 

Additionally, vegetation within a designed environment 
such as the Clemson University campus is planted with 
certain intentions. Careful management is needed to 
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causes of Vegetation deterioration

Within a cultural landscape, biotic cultural resources are 
recognized either as a system (such as forest or wetland) 
or as individual features (such as a solitary plant that 
functions as a specimen, or aggregations of plants, such 
as an orchard or a woodlot) that contribute to a land-
scape’s significance. Biotic cultural resources are living 
materials that have a cycle of growth, change, and even-
tual death. The degree to which change contributes to 
or compromises the historic character of a cultural land-
scape, and what natural cycles influence the ecological 
processes within the landscape must be understood. 

In a cultural landscape, vegetation often requires con-
stant management and intervention to retain the overall 
structure and appearance of the landscape. Understand-
ing the significance of vegetation in a cultural landscape 
is essential in prescribing treatment for its maintenance 
and perpetuation. Vegetation associated with a signifi-
cant event or individual that is an unusual or rare variety, 
or functions as a critical component of an important de-
sign or land use practice may be managed differently and 
eventually replaced in a manner that is distinct from a 
non-historic planting. Unique specimens and plants that 
contribute to important historic landscapes could be con-
sidered for exact genetic replacement, in kind replace-
ment with available nursery stock, or substitution with 
a compatible alternative. Scale is also an important con-
sideration. For example, the preservation of a single tree 
in a historic designed landscape may be critical to the 
integrity of the overall design, while within a woodland 
preservation of the ecological processes of the system 
rather than individual trees is emphasized (Page et al. 
1998: 104-106).

Plants requiring replacement may exhibit enough loss 
of their branches or mass, or have been inappropriately 
pruned so that they no longer retain or can regain their 
natural form. They may no longer function in their in-
tended design role, i.e. screen plantings that have lost the 
lower third of their branches, or an ornamental shrub has 
outgrown its site and can no longer be maintained with 
an aesthetically pleasing character. They may have also 
grown beyond maturity and become oddly shaped.

Vegetation improVements

In order to adequately maintain and manage campus 
vegetation, it is recommended that the design intent and 
plant species selections of gardens and site plans be doc-
umented for future reference. This will help identify key 
character-defining features during inspection when the 
existing plant materials are not adequately meeting the 
goals of the design. In addition, the condition of vegeta-
tion should be evaluated regularly, and by experts as nec-
essary, such as arborists. Plants that are documented as 
important specimens should be identified so special care 
is taken in maintaining their health and form. In some 
cases, the perpetuation of individual specimen plants 
through propagation, seed collection, or genetic stock 
cuttings to preserve the genetic pool may be warranted. 

Historically important vegetation should be treated by 
using non-destructive methods and daily, seasonal, and 
cyclical tasks. As noted, it is important that maintenance 
practices respect the habit, form, color, texture, bloom, 
fruit, fragrance, scale, and context of historic vegetation. 
For Clemson, there may also be instances where it would 
be appropriate to use historic agricultural and horticul-
tural maintenance practices when those techniques are 
critical to maintaining the historic character of the veg-
etation. Maintenance techniques for historic vegetation 
could range from rejuvenation by corrective pruning, 
deep root fertilizing, aerating the soil, and/or grafting 
onto historic genetic root stock. 

When replacement of deteriorated historic vegetation is 
warranted (see inspection list above), use the composi-
tion, form, and habit of the plant or plant mass to replace 
a deteriorated, or declining, vegetation feature. If it is not 
technically, economically, or environmentally feasible to 
replace the plant in kind, a compatible substitute mate-
rial may be considered. 
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Mature trees provide shade along paths near the Figure 7-1. 
Intramural Fields.                               

Vegetation defines the Treaty Oak site.                               Figure 7-2. 

An old injured tree requires arborist care.                              Figure 7-3. 

A social trail in the Bryan Circle area is damaging Figure 7-4. 
the ground cover.                               

Boxwoods lining the front walk to Fort Hill are Figure 7-5. 
overgrown and out of scale.                               

Mature trees block the views of the Outdoor Figure 7-6. 
Theater, reflecting pool, and Cooper Library beyond.                               

vegetAtIon
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Inspections should be documented with reports and pho-
tographs, if possible. Cemeteries should be mapped, utiliz-
ing GPS if possible, and each gravestone marker should be 
given a unique identifying label. This documentation will 
aid in understanding the severity of certain chronic condi-
tions. The following conditions should be noted:

Metal Elements
Damage from vandalism ▪

Broken or missing elements ▪

Cracking, loose anchors or bolts ▪

Serious weathering of metal statuary or erosion of  ▪
lettering

Corrosion of steel and iron ▪

Bubbling, bulging, or failed coatings on steel and iron ▪

Corrosion, streaking, and pitting at bronze ▪

Poor drainage or ponding ▪

Clogged weep holes ▪

Cracking in plaques ▪

Missing letters at plaques ▪

Masonry Elements
Damage from vandalism, such as graffiti ▪

Soiling, type and extent ▪

Weathering of carved detailing ▪

Open joints at masonry ▪

Cracked, spalled or otherwise damaged masonry,  ▪
particularly in conjunction with rust staining

Rising damp staining or efflorescence at base ▪

Leaning masonry or loose masonry units ▪

Site Elements
Overgrown vegetation and/or plantings ▪

Key vegetation and/or plantings that are damaged or  ▪
failing

Cracked, misaligned, or disrupted paving ▪

Erosion of ground around base ▪

Poor site drainage ▪

As with all preservation maintenance work, it is impor-
tant to diagnose the underlying cause of the problem 
rather than just treat the symptoms. Patterns of deterio-
ration may appear after completing an inspection. The 
microclimate and surrounding setting should always be 
considered when evaluating the condition of an object.

MonuMents, MeMorIAls, And outdoor 
sculpture

Monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture are in-
tegral decorative, inspirational, and commemorative 
elements within the landscape. Found throughout Clem-
son’s core campus, these features can take many forms. 
Traditional forms include life-size figurative statues and 
relief plaques, often cast in bronze or carved in stone. 
Modern monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture 
can have more abstract and innovative shapes that are of-
ten made with steel or aluminum. Cemeteries are special 
commemorative sites containing collections of memori-
als and associated small-scale features. Monuments, me-
morials, and outdoor sculpture are often carefully con-
nected to their immediate site, which may be designed as 
a framework for the commemorative object or collection 
of features. It is important to preserve not only the monu-
ment itself but also the integral landscape components 
that make up its setting.

typical conditions

The monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture lo-
cated within the Clemson University core campus study 
area include bronze statuary on masonry pedestals, many 
bronze and cast aluminum plaques, granite plaques and 
markers, and stone gates, as well as modern pieces in 
steel and aluminum. The bronze statuary includes the 
Thomas Green Clemson statue in Gantt Circle, cadet 
statuary within the Military Heritage Plaza, a tiger statue 
by Fike Recreation Center, the sculpture of Dean Walter 
T. Cox, Jr. seated on a bench in Cox Plaza, the McClure 
bust at Lee Hall, and the World War II sculpture outside 
Mell Hall (see figure 7-7). Bronze, aluminum, and gran-
ite plaques and markers are found throughout campus. 
Modern sculpture installations in aluminum, steel, and 
masonry are often associated with building entrances or 
plazas (see figure 7-8). Clemson University also main-
tains predominantly masonry gravestone markers at 
Woodland and Cherry Farm Cemeteries (see figure 7-9). 
In general, the monuments, memorials, and outdoor 
sculpture at Clemson are in stable condition. However, 
preventative maintenance will ensure that further dete-
rioration does not occur. 

inspection

Regular inspections of monuments, memorials, and outdoor 
sculpture will help ensure that they remain in good condi-
tion (example inspection forms for monuments, memorials, 
and outdoor sculpture are available online at http://www.
heritagepreservation.org/PROGRAMS/SOS/caring.html). 
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causes of deterioration

The metal components of outdoor sculpture and plaques 
are subject to several different types of corrosion. Some 
forms of corrosion can be beneficial. In fact, uniform cor-
rosion forms protective films on bronze and aluminum 
elements. However, when active corrosion is ongoing it 
causes the chemical degradation of the metal. General 
surface corrosion occurs over the entire surface of the 
metal, often causing an overall change in color (see fig-
ures 7-10 and 7-11). There may be a loss of detail. Pitting 
is an extreme, localized form of corrosion, most often 
caused by salts and acidic or alkaline compounds, such 
as deicing salts, bleaches, and atmospheric pollution. 
Galvanic corrosion occurs when two dissimilar metals 
are in contact with water. This can occur in monuments, 
memorials, and outdoor sculpture when anchors or bolts 
are a different metal than the main piece. The presence of 
water accelerates corrosion, particularly in areas where 
water ponds or flows into crevices. With the exception of 
stainless steel, most exposed metal components require 
regular maintenance of an exterior coating in order to 
prevent corrosion.

Erosion or severe weathering of metal surfaces can be 
caused by abrasion, such as from constant wear, weather, 
or abrasive cleaning methods. This can accelerate dete-
rioration in other forms. Metal stress and failure occurs 
through cyclical stresses, often caused by temperature 
fluctuations or regular use. The metal may creep, crack, 
or fracture. 

In large bronze statuary, flaws in the original casting can 
also lead to deterioration. Intergranular corrosion, caus-
ing disintegration of the metal, can occur because of im-
purities in the metal alloy. Patch repairs to mask faulty 
casting may promote corrosion. Iron armatures used dur-
ing castings may be left inside bronze castings, setting 
up the potential for corrosion.

Site conditions can exacerbate the deterioration of mon-
uments. Overgrown vegetation can prevent monuments, 
memorials, and outdoor sculpture from drying out. In-
vasive roots can penetrate masonry joints and crevices 
between metal elements. Poor site drainage can cause 
erosion of the soil, settlement of the monument or sur-
rounding paving, and damage masonry foundations.

Masonry elements may be damaged by the corrosion of 
embedded metal anchors (see figure 7-12). Even small 
amounts of corrosion can cause dramatic cracking and 
spalling. Masonry units are bonded together with mortar, 
which must be maintained to prevent water from infil-
trating the masonry assembly and to preserve structural 
stability. All masonry is porous to some degree and will 

absorb water. This may lead to biological growth on 
chronically moist surfaces, to absorption of salts from 
the ground, and to damage from freeze/thaw cycles (see 
figure 7-13).

maintenance and repair

Monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture require 
special maintenance procedures. Regularly inspect mon-
uments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture for signs of 
deterioration. Always use the gentlest techniques possi-
ble for cleaning and regular maintenance. Document how 
maintenance treatments weather and consult a sculpture 
conservator when there are questions about treatment or 
unusual conditions. 

When considering repairs to monument and memorials, 
it is important to determine that repair work will address 
both immediate and long-term solutions. The repair 
work should correct the immediate problem and reduce 
deterioration issues in the future. Do the least amount of 
work necessary; aggressive repairs may permanently al-
ter the historic fabric. Ideally, repairs and treatments will 
be reversible. Document and evaluate all work done on 
monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture. 

Recommended work is as follows:

Maintain protective coatings, such as annual  ▪
applications of paste wax for bronze and copper 
sculpture.

On metal elements, remove graffiti as soon as  ▪
possible. Use paint strippers and solvents that 
are recommended for the particular coating to be 
removed and the metal substrate to be treated. 
Follow manufacturer’s instructions for all cleaning 
products.

On masonry elements, do not use solvents or other  ▪
chemical cleaners without proven past experience 
in their use on similar substrates and coatings. 
Many chemical cleaners may push the graffiti 
further into the porous masonry.

Overall surface corrosion for bronze elements:  ▪
Remove corrosion with a gentle mechanical 
cleaning process, such as a low-pressure walnut 
shell blast cleaning. A protective wax coating is 
applied to the heated bronze; the use of color and 
highlights reveals the skill of the conservator. This 
work should be undertaken by an experienced 
metals conservator. Cleaning the bronze elements 
to clean, bare metal with industrial cleaning 
techniques is not appropriate. This will lead to 
permanent damage. 
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Repair cracked or broken masonry and treat  ▪
corroding metal anchors and fences. Avoid the use 
of hard mortars on weathered masonry. 

When vandalism occurs, store broken materials on- ▪
site in a secure location until restoration is possible.

Evaluate the need for cleaning grave markers.  ▪
Light soiling and biological growth may be 
acceptable. Some surfaces may be too delicate 
to clean. Removal of overgrown vegetation may 
effectively stop some forms of soiling.

When cleaning is necessary, use the gentlest  ▪
means possible. Low-pressure water washing 
can be effective. Consult a masonry conservator 
before using any chemical cleaners. Do not use 
any household cleaners, such as bleach, on grave 
markers.

A campus-wide comprehensive monument maintenance 
program will greatly aid in the conservation of Clem-
son’s monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture. The 
maintenance program should include a manual which 
guides work for each individual or type of monument. 
By outlining the cyclical maintenance needs of Clem-
son’s monuments, memorials, and outdoor sculpture, the 
maintenance program will aid in quantifying the amount 
of in-house or skilled consultant labor required, as well 
as identifying the need for any specialty equipment. It 
should also provide a means to organize documentation, 
which will aid in future maintenance and repair work.

sustainability

Outdoor sculpture, monuments, and memorials are tra-
ditionally designed with durable materials that will last 
a long time. The maintenance and repair of sculpture, 
monuments, and memorials occurs at long intervals and 
require relatively small quantities of specialized materi-
als. There are few sustainability issues with these special, 
small-scale pieces. Many abrasive cleaning methods for 
metals use renewable or non-toxic abrasives, such as 
walnut shells or bicarbonate of soda.

Small-scale surface corrosion for bronze elements:  ▪
Wash bronze surface using soap and water. Apply 
new protective wax coating to clean and dry 
surfaces. The wax is applied to a heated bronze 
surface to ensure proper coverage. This work 
should be done by a skilled metals conservator. 
Clemson maintenance staff may acquire the skill to 
do this work if they have been specifically trained 
to perform these tasks.

Surface corrosion for exposed steel and iron  ▪
elements: Remove deteriorated paint using 
appropriate methods, including wire-brushing 
for non-decorative elements exhibiting light rust, 
or chemical paint removal for heavier built-up 
paint. Elements with severe corrosion should be 
removed to a shop for repair. The newly-cleaned 
metal should be immediately protected with a rust-
inhibiting primer. Alkyd-based enamel paints are 
recommended for field finishing. Zinc-rich primers 
may be applied in a carefully controlled shop 
setting. Latex and other water-based paints are not 
recommended.

Masonry elements: Repoint open joints using  ▪
appropriate mortars; sealants may be used on wash 
surfaces only. Remove biological staining using an 
approved masonry cleaner containing a quaternary 
ammonium compound, if shown to be appropriate 
for the stone. (See masonry section for more 
information.)

The following recommendations address the special 
conditions for cemetery maintenance:

Utilize appropriate mowing equipment in the  ▪
vicinity of gravestones. Avoid heavy machinery 
and equipment that will damage masonry 
gravestones in areas adjacent to graves. Utilize 
string trimmers instead, but ensure that they 
are used with care. Conduct careful training of 
maintenance personnel in maintenance practices 
that avoid damage to gravestones during mowing 
operations.

Stabilize leaning or loose grave markers and  ▪
headstones. Keep perimeter walls or fences 
secure and in good condition. Control weeds and 
overgrown shrubs.

Avoid the use of fertilizers, biocides, and other  ▪
chemicals that can damage monuments, markers, 
and headstones.

Before treating masonry, identify materials and  ▪
document their condition.
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Cox Plaza, a traditional, life-sized bronze sculpture Figure 7-7. 
in a non-traditional setting.

Cherry Farm Cemetery, where a gravestone Figure 7-8. 
marker for “Hannah,” believed to be a slave on the Hopewell 
plantation. Posts indicate unmarked gravesites.                               

ClemsonHouseTiger.jpgFigure 7-9. 

Mell Hall, “And Then There Was War” Figure 7-10. 
bronze statue, note green corrosion staining at masonry 
pedestal.                              

The Thomas Green Clemson bronze statue on Figure 7-11. 
Gantt Circle. Note green oxidation on statue surface.                               

Commemorative World War I boulder with Figure 7-12. 
plaque, note crack in boulder in location of plaque anchor.                               

Cherry Farm Cemetery, note heavy Figure 7-13. 
biological growth at headstone.                               

MonuMents, MeMorIAls, And outdoor sculpture
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quately designed to handle the water runoff from roofs 
(see figure 7-15). Overtime, soil erosion can lead to 
ponding water, where water sits or creates boggy con-
ditions depending upon the adjacent soils. These areas 
often support moss, ivy, and other biological growth that 
thrives in these conditions (see figure 7-16).

site drainage inspection

Routine inspection is the best method of identifying po-
tential site drainage problems that may lead to the deteri-
oration of landscape and building elements. Inspections 
should be carried out while it is raining, or immediately 
following a rain event. The inspection should concentrate 
on areas of problematic landscape elements, paving, the 
area immediately adjacent to building foundations, on the 
interior side of building foundations, and the areas where 
drainage is directed. Underground drains are especially 
susceptible to failure, largely because they are difficult 
to inspect and maintain. Remote inspection techniques 
are often required, such as a flexible rod equipped with a 
radio transmitter or fiber optic camera. By the time prob-
lematic conditions are detected aboveground, substantial 
and expensive damage may have occurred. Site drainage 
inspections should note the following warning signs of 
site drainage problems: 

Ponding water, slow draining areas, failing plants,  ▪
and areas of eroded soil

Linear deposition of mulch, soil, and/or leaf litter  ▪
indicating linear movement of stormwater during 
heavier rain events that will likely lead to erosion 
and channeling over time 

Poorly graded areas or planting beds that slope  ▪
towards building foundations

Overflowing downspout boots ▪

Underground drains that leak or do not properly  ▪
flow to the sewer system, which can be checked by 
running water through the drains and checking the 
flow at the sewer line outlet.

Soil erosion around downspout boots, splash  ▪
blocks, and/or downspout ends

Moss, ivy, or other biological growth that thrives in  ▪
excessively moist conditions

Mulch or planting bed materials heaped against  ▪
building foundations

Clogged channel or site drains ▪

Excessive moisture at building foundations or  ▪
basements

Efflorescence and/or biological growth at building  ▪
foundations or basements

sIte drAInAge

Site drainage consists of splash blocks, downspout ex-
tenders, and underground drains, as well as landscape el-
ements such as sloped grading, site drains, catch basins, 
drainage swales, culverts, and natural waterways. Site 
drainage is impacted by topography, soil type, hydro-
logical features, and areas of impervious surfaces, such 
as traditional paving for roadways and sidewalks. Roof 
drainage and site drainage are often intimately connect-
ed and should be considered as part of the same overall 
drainage system. Site drainage should be designed to ac-
commodate local rainfall conditions, as well as the al-
lowable runoff, which is determined by the applicable 
building code and university policy. Clemson Univer-
sity’s core campus is sited on a single watershed that 
drains though Hunnicutt Creek and other tributaries to a 
Corps of Engineers pump station where it is pumped into 
Lake Hartwell. Clemson University, which controls the 
majority of the land encompassed in this watershed, is in 
a unique position to control the quantity and quality of 
stormwater runoff entering the system from campus.

typical site drainage conditions

Poor grading and soil conditions can cause site drainage 
problems. Compacted or heavy clay soils that are im-
properly sloped will drain slowly, if at all, causing pond-
ing at the surface and impermeable crusts below. Exces-
sive amounts of water can waterlog landscape plantings, 
damaging the root system. Adjacent ground or planting 
beds that slope towards buildings will direct water run-
off directly against building foundations. Areas that are 
excessively sloped may become eroded as surficial flow 
of stormwater picks up speed, potentially killing ground 
cover and picking up soil particles. The resulting rivu-
lets, swales, and channels can quickly erode the land and 
potentially undercut landscape features such as walks, 
walls, stairs, and other features that fall within the ero-
sion zone (see figure 7-14).

At building foundations, problems occur where at-grade 
and underground elements direct rainwater away from 
the building. Underground drains may become clogged 
or broken. Clogged underground drains cause overflow-
ing at downspout boots, which causes soil erosion. Tree 
roots are notorious for growing into and clogging un-
derground drains. Breaks in underground drains can leak 
water against building foundations. Terracotta pipes of 
a certain age are almost certain to have some cracking 
along the underground drain line.

Soil erosion at building foundations and around down-
spout ends indicates that the adjacent area is not ade-
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site drainage improVements

Open site drainage systems include swales, reinforced 
grassed swales, infiltration basins and trenches, surface 
and channel drains, and porous pavement and permeable 
surfaces. Larger amounts of water may require filtration 
basins, detention ponds, or the construction of wetlands. 
Open site drainage systems must remain properly sloped 
to effectively drain water runoff from buildings and circu-
lation surfaces, while swales and surface drains should be 
kept free of debris, vegetation, and utilities. Infiltration of 
stormwater into the ground can be encouraged by rendering 
the soil more friable using organic or inorganic soil amend-
ments, depending on the soil conditions. Ponding problems 
can be improved by breaking up compacted soils and add-
ing fill. Areas where water runoff has eroded the site drain-
age system may require regrading. Excessive soil erosion 
may indicate a need to redesign the open drainage system. 

Closed site drainage systems, such as underground drains 
and catch basins that may lead to a storm sewer, can be 
costly to upgrade. Replacement of underground drainage 
systems involves soil disturbance and may trigger archeo-
logical oversight. It is important to flush out underground 
drains annually. Snaking out drains may remove small 
clogs in the system. When underground drainage systems 
must be replaced, it is worth replacing the entire system 
with high quality materials if possible. Install clean outs at 
downspouts and at underground drains for easier mainte-
nance. Replace old terracotta pipes as part of site drainage 
improvements. It is important to keep a record of where all 
new underground drains are installed and to document the 
new system.

French drains can be helpful in areas where ponding wa-
ter, underground springs, or boggy soil conditions are 
noted, near building foundations, and adjacent to roads and 
walkways (see figure 7-18). A French drain is essentially a 
trench filled with gravel that is sloped to direct water to a 
well-drained location. The gravel may be wrapped with a 
geotextile fabric to keep out silt and the trench may have a 
pipe at the base. The drain can be left open or can be cov-
ered with topsoil. A French drain is appropriate in areas 
with slow moving water, not in areas with storm runoff. 

At downspout ends, where downspouts drain to grade, try 
to direct runoff so that it empties at least four feet away from 
the building foundation where it will drain away from the 
building, using ground leaders or splash blocks (see figure 
7-19). In problematic areas that may require the redesign 
of building drainage systems, install temporary measures to 
aid site drainage until long term fixes are undertaken (see 
figure 7-20).

Foundation settlement ▪

Rotting woodwork at or near the foundation ▪

If an inspection identifies major deterioration, a land-
scape architect and/or civil engineer should conduct an 
in-depth assessment of the affected site.

causes of site drainage deterioration

Site drainage can deteriorate from poor initial design, 
such as a design that did not adequately address the en-
tire drainage system from buildings and paved areas to 
storm sewer (see figure 7-17). Too often, building down-
spouts drain to grade with no further method of draining 
away from the building. Site drainage can also become 
problematic through alteration of the original design in-
tent, such as when increased water runoff is directed to 
a part of the system that was not designed to handle the 
extra flow, or when area drains or designed swales are 
blocked by new grading or features. Soil erosion over 
time can alter the original site drainage system.

Lack of maintenance or improper maintenance can cause 
site drainage failure. Excessive tillage of planting beds 
can damage the soil structure and hinder soil drainage. 
Over time, the mulching of planting beds can lead to 
mounded beds that direct water against building founda-
tions. When drains become clogged, the entire site drain-
age system can back up and overflow. 

Site drainage systems are often subtle features in the 
landscape, or even underground. It is easy to forget about 
them. Drainage swales can become eroded or filled in 
with soil. Site drains can become so clogged with soil, 
leaves, or other detritus that vegetation grows over them. 
Often, building owners of historic buildings do not even 
know where underground drain lines are located. Old un-
derground drain lines can break, become clogged with 
tree roots, and fill with sediment and debris. These un-
seen problems may go unnoticed until they create obvi-
ous problems above ground.
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sustainability

Site drainage is an integral part of sustainable watershed 
management, which effectively drains buildings and 
landscapes while reducing total water runoff volume 
and eliminating contaminants. Clemson’s 2006 Ripar-
ian Corridor Master Plan addresses Clemson’s specific 
watershed problems and provides sustainable solutions, 
known as Integrated Management Practices. Integrated 
Management Practices include green roofs, rain gardens, 
rainwater harvesting and reuse, permeable paving, bior-
entention areas, reinforced grassed swales, constructed 
wetlands, and buffer restoration. The goal is to limit the 
disruption and pollution of natural water flows by man-
aging stormwater runoff to eliminate runoff, increase 
on-site filtration, and eliminate contaminants, such as 
phosphorous. Clemson University was recently recog-
nized by the Environmental Protection Agency for the 
implementation of sustainable site drainage practices.

Water runoff has eroded the soil in this residential Figure 7-14. 
area of campus.                       

The Landscape Services Yard, where water runs off Figure 7-15. 
the roof edge directly to grade, creating an eroded channel that 
retains water.

Trustee House, water runoff at downspout end has Figure 7-16. 
eroded the soil and caused ponding, which promotes biological 
growth at the foundation and leads to brick and mortar damage 
from rising damp.
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Facilities Maintenance Yard, location of downspout Figure 7-17. 
directs water into an enclosed, paved area with no provision for 
drainage.

Tillman Hall, gravel drainage beds adjacent to Figure 7-18. 
foundation.

Hardin Hall, difficult site drainage situations may Figure 7-19. 
require extensive redesign of the original drainage system.

Clemson University Foundation House, difficult Figure 7-20. 
topography complicate site drainage problems and may require 
temporary solutions to avoid further deterioration.

sIte drAInAge
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Efflorescence, the formation of white surface blooms, or 
the build up of hard accretions signal that water is mov-
ing through the concrete (see figure 7-26). Efflorescence 
is most often seen near ground level, around cracks, or 
at expansion joints. 

Rust stains indicate that the embedded metal reinforce-
ment is corroding. Rust stains are often found in associa-
tion with cracks or in areas of disrupted concrete (see 
figure 7-27).

concrete inspection

As with all exterior envelope materials, routine inspec-
tion is the best method of identifying potential concrete 
problems in order to avoid any major failures. A thor-
ough visual inspection should look for the following 
problems:

Discernable crack patterns ▪

Rust staining or efflorescence, especially when  ▪
associated with cracking

Delamination of surface material ▪

Erosion of cement paste ▪

Spalling or loss ▪

Water leakage, ponding, or areas of poor drainage ▪

Exposed and/or corroding reinforcement ▪

Disruption from soil heaving or settlement ▪

If an inspection identifies major deterioration, a struc-
tural engineer with experience in historical concrete con-
struction should conduct an in-depth assessment.

causes of concrete deterioration

Cast-in-place concrete is vulnerable to deterioration 
from inherent design flaws, freeze/thaw cycling, salt 
damage, and corroded reinforcement. Concrete paving 
is also susceptible to soil heaving, uneven settlement, 
and disruption by tree roots. Whenever concrete cover 
is damaged, the embedded metal reinforcement is likely 
to corrode, causing tell-tale rust staining and accelerated 
deterioration. 

Inherent Design Flaws

Concrete work that predates ca. 1950, when concrete 
was poorly-understood as a building material, is prone 
to failure from design or installation flaws. Expansion 
joints were typically not properly installed in monolithic 
cast-in-place concrete construction, leading to cracking. 
Metal reinforcement was often installed too close to the 
surface, causing rapid reinforcement corrosion (see fig-

concrete

Cast-in-place concrete is used throughout the Clemson 
core campus for building foundations, retaining walls, 
porch flooring, access ramps, slab roofs, entrance steps, 
and paving. Cast-in-place concrete is the primary build-
ing material for the Outdoor Theater and Clemson House, 
where it is finished with paint, treated with an exposed 
aggregate finish, or left plain (see figures 7-21, 7-22, and 
7-23). Johnstone Hall has an innovative concrete slab 
structure as well as concrete block screen walls.

Cast-in-place concrete is a conglomerate material com-
posed of a cement binder that has hardened around an 
interior matrix of coarse and fine aggregate and metal re-
inforcement. In contrast to pre-cast concrete, it is poured 
into formwork, cured, and finished on-site. Its compres-
sive strength is acquired from the hydration of the ce-
ment which forms a binding paste around the aggregates. 
Metal reinforcement gives concrete tensile strength. The 
alkalinity of sound concrete protects the reinforcement 
from corrosion by stabilizing an oxide film over the 
steel. Corrosion of the metal reinforcement will be in-
hibited as long as the oxide film over the reinforcement 
is not impaired.

typical concrete conditions

Cracking in concrete can range from overall hairline 
cracks to large gaping cracks and may be caused by a 
combination of deterioration mechanisms. Overall map 
cracking, an interlocking system of fine cracks, is caused 
by shrinkage of the concrete during installation or inter-
nal stresses, such as occurs with the alkali-silica reaction 
of certain aggregates. Vertical cracks may be caused by 
natural expansion forces in the material or by shrinkage 
during the original concrete set. The corrosion of embed-
ded metal reinforcement causes cracking, often reveal-
ing the location of hidden reinforcement.

The cement paste can erode at surfaces, exposing the 
integral aggregate or causing decorative exposed ag-
gregate to fall off. Erosion of cement paste is found in 
locations where water runs over the surface, such as at 
sills, projecting slabs, or stair treads, or where water con-
tinually splashes up from the ground at foundations (see 
figure 7-24).

Delamination is the loss of concrete material in thin 
sheets. Delamination is caused by inherent flaws in the 
original material, such as too much aggregate in the mix, 
and is exacerbated by freeze/thaw cycling, salts, and 
structural stresses (see figure 7-25).
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Corrosion of Reinforcement 

Corrosion of the metal reinforcement in concrete is in-
hibited by the high alkalinity of the surrounding cement 
paste. An oxide film forms over the steel and prevents 
further attack. Sufficient concrete covering on the rein-
forcement will further inhibit corrosion. The protective 
alkalinity of the concrete can be disrupted by lowering 
pH values through carbonation, cracking, or loss of the 
surface concrete. Carbonation is the reaction of carbon 
dioxide with the cement paste, which forms calcium 
carbonate. This reaction significantly lowers the pH of 
the concrete. If the zone of carbonation reaches the rein-
forcement, it can disrupt the protective oxide layer and 
induce corrosion. Corrosion can also occur if other prob-
lems, such as cracking, delamination, or spalling, disrupt 
the concrete cover and allow water to reach the embed-
ded metal.

Sub-grade Problems

Cracking of concrete paving materials is typically caused 
by improper preparation of the underlying soil or insuf-
ficient sub-base materials. All soil types need to be uni-
formly compacted. Clay soils are problematic because 
they tend to swell when wet, shrink when dry, and heave 
during frost. A properly graded, granular sub-base ma-
terial improves the service life of concrete paving laid 
over any soil type. Cracking can be controlled through 
the proper placement of control and expansion joints. 

The location of tree roots should be considered when 
installing concrete pavement. Paving should be kept at 
least two sidewalk widths away from large tree species. 
Cast-in-place concrete paving may not be an appropriate 
paving material in areas that are close to shallow rooted 
trees, such as maples, spruces, and poplars. Consider a 
unit paver system instead.

ure 7-28). Concrete mixes contained too much or too 
little aggregate, producing shrinkage cracks or spalling. 
Harmful additives, such as chloride containing com-
pounds, were added to alter setting times. Air-entrained 
concrete evolved in the mid-1930s and significantly im-
proved concrete’s ability to withstand freeze/thaw de-
terioration. This process creates air bubbles in the mix, 
which form a system of fine, discrete pores that aid in 
relieving freeze/thaw stresses. Concrete installed prior to 
this invention is therefore inherently more vulnerable.

Freeze/Thaw

Deterioration from freeze/thaw cycles is dependent on 
the permeability and porosity of the concrete. Damage 
will not occur unless there is a sufficient amount of water 
in the capillary pores of the concrete. The entire volume 
of the concrete does not need to be saturated to cause 
damage as surface layers can spall and delaminate from 
freezing pressure. Air-entrained concrete reduces these 
pressures by allowing expansion within the small, dis-
crete voids. 

Salts and Efflorescence

Solutions of salts or carbon dioxide in water percolating 
through concrete can cause leaching and deterioration of 
the concrete. The formation of efflorescence requires that 
water laden with certain elements move through or flow 
over the concrete. Salts can come from deicing materi-
als, soil, or fertilizers. Water laden with carbon dioxide 
is typical in more polluted environments.

The form of efflorescence depends on the rate of evapo-
ration of the solution when it reaches the surface of the 
concrete. If the evaporation is rapid, salts can be depos-
ited within the pore system of the concrete. The pres-
sures caused by crystallization and hydration of salts in 
the presence of a saturated solution can then disrupt the 
cement paste. Damage occurs on surfaces where drying 
takes place.

If the rate of evaporation is fairly slow, efflorescence 
will appear on the surface of the concrete, often causing 
disfiguring hard white accretions of calcium carbonate. 
These deposits form on the surface of concrete when car-
bon dioxide in solution percolates through the concrete, 
dissolving the carbonates in the cement paste, and then 
depositing them on the surface. 
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concrete repair and replacement

Concrete repair work, whether its purpose is to repair 
cracks, delamination, or spalling, install large replace-
ments, or repair rusting reinforcement, usually involves 
removal of deteriorated material. Deteriorated concrete 
must be removed using methods that do not damage sur-
rounding sound concrete. Impact methods may cause 
new cracking in adjacent sound concrete. Saws or small, 
hand-held chipping guns are preferred methods. 

The surface of the concrete and reinforcement to be re-
paired must be properly prepared. Inappropriate prepara-
tion of concrete surfaces is the primary cause of failure 
for concrete repairs. The concrete surfaces to be repaired 
must be clean, free of dust, and roughened to promote a 
mechanical key with new concrete. Embedded, rusting 
reinforcement must be exposed to the full extent of the 
corrosion. The rusting reinforcement must be cleaned of 
all corrosion down to clean metal. The cleaned reinforce-
ment should be painted with a rust-inhibiting coating.

New concrete can be placed using conventional cast-
in-place methods, through shotcrete methods for large 
areas, or by hand-troweling or grout-injection repairs 
for smaller areas. Repair mixes must be formulated to 
match the strength and appearance of existing material 
and also have low shrinkage. In important building ele-
ments, such as entrance porches, the exposed aggregate 
finish must be matched. Concrete that does not have an 
exposed aggregate finish may be coated with a silicate 
mineral paint or other breathable masonry coating to 
cover repair work.

sustainability

Concrete is increasingly considered a sustainable build-
ing material. Demolished concrete and metal reinforce-
ment can be recycled into coarse aggregate. The use of 
local concrete and aggregate products in new construc-
tion can reduce transportation related pollution and 
energy use. New concrete can be built using recycled 
materials, such as recycled metal reinforcement, and 
post-consumer or post-industrial additions, such as fly 
ash, silica fume, and slag. 

Pervious concrete paving has a large aggregate finish and 
can help reduce stormwater runoff. Large voids in the 
concrete allow water to drain through the paving into the 
ground. Regular concrete pavement is impervious and 
water must be directed to a stormwater drainage system. 
Pervious concrete paving may be most effective on large 
paved areas, such as parking lots. 

The Outdoor Theater has smooth, crisp Figure 7-21. 
lines of painted cast-in-place concrete.

Wannamaker Hall, wood graining and Figure 7-22. 
formwork lines from casting concrete at the building’s 
foundation.

Clemson House, exposed aggregate finish Figure 7-23. 
at porch columns.
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Botanical Garden Shed, erosion of cement paste, Figure 7-24. 
cracking, and loss in area where rainwater splashes the 
foundation.

Outdoor Theater, delamination at curved concrete Figure 7-25. 
benches.

Dillard Building, efflorescence at underside of porch Figure 7-26. 
slab roof.

Outdoor Theater, rust staining at perimeter walls Figure 7-27. 
indicates corrosion of embedded reinforcement.

Clemson House, reinforcement in vertical piers was Figure 7-28. 
placed too close to the surface causing spalling and corrosion.

concrete
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shaping methods, firing quality, and other manufactur-
ing considerations. The better quality bricks were used 
for exposed, exterior brick. The softer, salmon-colored 
bricks were used in the construction of inner walls or 
exterior walls that were meant to be covered with stuc-
co. By 1900, molding, cutting, and firing processes im-
proved, creating more uniform, higher quality bricks. 
With the expansion of the railroad in the early twentieth 
century, Clemson was connected to regional brick manu-
facturers, expanding the type of bricks available for new 
construction.

Like a loaf of bread, bricks have an outer crust and a 
softer inner material. Without the outer crust, the in-
ner brick is vulnerable to rapid deterioration. Removal 
of the outer crust by harsh abrasive or chemical clean-
ing greatly reduces the durability of the original bricks. 
Brick functions best when laid with bricks of a similar 
type and with a mortar mix that is carefully matched to 
the brick type. 

It is important that brick masonry be protected from wa-
ter infiltration through adequate roofing and site drain-
age. Bricks are porous and can absorb moisture much 
like a sponge. Water infiltration can cause freeze/thaw 
damage to bricks in cold weather. Water from the ground 
can carry salts in solution into the brick masonry, which 
can cause internal stresses as the salts form during evapo-
ration. Waterproofing coatings are not recommended for 
brick masonry. They are often responsible for trapping 
water within the masonry rather than keeping it out.

Individual brick units may be damaged by the corrosion of 
embedded metal elements and structural stresses. Embedded 
metal materials, such as structural steel angles, metal anchors, 
and through-wall pipes, will corrode in the presence of water. 
The expanding corrosion products have enough force to crack 
brick units and even seriously disrupt brick masonry. Structural 
concerns, such as settlement, may shift an entire wall causing 
cracking through brick units and joints. Any masonry disrup-
tion creates new avenues for water to enter the building, which 
leads to further deterioration.

Terracotta

Terracotta is a fired clay building product that is molded and 
fired like brick, but is typically glazed. The clay mixture used 
to make terracotta is more refined and includes a higher per-
centage of grog (pre-fired clay) to control shrinkage. The 
mixed clay is pressed into a mold forming a hollow cored ma-
sonry unit with cross webs of clay for reinforcement. The unit 
is taken out of the mold and may be hand carved in its wet 
state. Some terracotta trim units can be formed by extrusion. 
The formed piece is dried, glazed, and then fired in a kiln.

MAsonry

Many of the historic buildings at Clemson are construct-
ed with brick masonry with local stone, terracotta, lime-
stone, or cast stone trim. The trim masonry is often the 
most decorative, used for column capitals, elaborate door 
surrounds, and sculpture. Brick and stone masonry was 
used to construct the foundations and chimneys of early 
residential buildings, such as Fort Hill and Hopewell. 
Locally made brick and regionally quarried stone were 
used in the first academic buildings and faculty resi-
dences, as seen at Tillman Hall, Hardin Hall, and Trustee 
House. These early college buildings have load-bearing 
masonry walls. Distinctive, multi-colored brick, paired 
with terracotta and later Indiana limestone, was charac-
teristic of Rudolph E. Lee’s academic buildings. Lee-era 
buildings have a composite wall construction, utilizing 
an interior masonry backup and a brick veneer that is 
partially load-bearing. Most twentieth century residenc-
es were built of brick, often painted. In the post-World 
War II era, smooth, iron spot brick, slate, and cast stone 
were used to face modern academic buildings, including 
Clemson House and Lee and Lowry Halls. In the Mod-
ern era, the facing masonry is a true veneer with no load-
bearing capacity.

Even though masonry is durable, proper care must be 
taken to ensure its long-term survival. Exterior walls 
respond to the effects of rain, wind, sun, and tempera-
ture and their stability underpins long-term preservation 
of the building. As with all historic materials, frequent 
evaluation and careful maintenance can solve minor 
problems before they become large and expensive re-
pairs. The preservation approach emphasizes retention 
and repair; any necessary replacements should be made 
in kind, matching the existing masonry in color, texture, 
size, and other visual qualities. Each masonry material 
has its own design and maintenance issues that should 
be considered. 

Brick

Clemson’s core campus has a rich variety of brick. South 
Carolina has an abundance of natural fire clays, making 
brick a reasonably priced building material in the region. 
Late nineteenth century bricks were traditionally mold-
ed and locally fired with a color range from orange to 
red (see figure 7-29). Rudolph E. Lee chose a textured, 
multi-colored brick for his buildings, with red, purple, 
and orange bricks (see figure 7-30). Hard, smooth, iron-
spot brick with a uniform light pink color was typical in 
Modern-era buildings (see figure 7-31).

Early brick making technology produced bricks of in-
consistent quality that depended upon the materials used, 
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Modern-era buildings use slate for entrance areas and 
for veneer panels (see figures 7-41 and 7-42). Slate is 
a metamorphosed sedimentary rock that tends to de-
laminate along natural bedding planes. Slate is a durable 
paving material, but is susceptible to deterioration from 
salts.

Natural stone has a variety of physical properties, de-
pending on its type, place of origin, and method of quar-
rying. Stone is a long-lasting material, but still vulnerable 
to decay. All stone can be damaged by salts, freeze/thaw 
cycling, inappropriate or hard mortars, harsh chemical or 
abrasive cleaning, and improper coatings. 

Cast Stone

Cast stone has been used as a trim material in new con-
struction or renovation work, often to match historic 
terracotta or Indiana limestone. Cast stone is a mix of 
sand, coarse aggregate, pigment, and Portland cement 
that is molded and finished to imitate stone. Cast stone 
was available in the late nineteenth century, but became 
more widespread ca. 1900-1920. Today, cast stone is of-
ten used in renovation projects as a cheaper alternative 
to reproduction terracotta or stonework. Cast stone is 
vulnerable to deterioration from water infiltration, which 
causes spalling and delamination from freeze-thaw ac-
tion and salt efflorescence. Cracking may be caused by 
shrinkage during manufacture or by structural stresses 
(see figure 7-43). 

Concrete Block

Concrete block was used in the construction of several 
sheds in the Landscape Services and Facilities Mainte-
nance Yards (see figure 7-44). Concrete block consists of 
a Portland cement binder hardened around aggregates. 
Concrete blocks were molded in solid or hollow forms 
to standard sizes. Mail order companies sold concrete 
block making machines, which were used in many areas 
to construct outbuildings, building foundations, and even 
residences. While concrete block was available ca. 1900-
1920, industry standard sizes and quality control were 
not established until 1930. The quality of concrete block 
can vary greatly depending on manufacturing methods. 
Cracking and delamination can occur from poor manu-
facture. Like other masonry, concrete block is subject to 
deterioration from water infiltration.

Terracotta was widely used 1850-1950, though its use 
dramatically decreased after World War II. Terracotta 
was cost effective for producing decorative and repeti-
tive elements and was lightweight compared to stone 
(see figure 7-32). In the late nineteenth century, terra-
cotta was most often used in combination with brick and 
was treated with a clay slip that blended in with the brick 
(see figure 7-33). Around the turn of the century, terra-
cotta was more typically formed with a light body treated 
with a light, matte glaze (see figure 7-34). Structural clay 
tile, formed into standardized hollow core blocks, was 
used as a common fireproofing material or to construct 
utilitarian buildings (see figure 7-35). With the develop-
ment of steel construction, terracotta was developed to 
fit around standard steel framing, as both a fireproofing 
material and an architectural finish. 

Terracotta is susceptible to damage through water pen-
etration into cracks or through failed or deteriorated sur-
faces. As with brick, the loss of the fire skin and protec-
tive glaze surface exposes the softer clay interior body, 
which accelerates deterioration. For terracotta construct-
ed around metal framing, water penetration can lead to 
corrosion of structural members and major masonry dis-
ruption. 

Stone

Clemson’s historic buildings utilize stone for founda-
tions, entrance areas, and decorative trim. None of the 
surveyed buildings were constructed solely with stone, 
which is a comparatively expensive building material. 
Clemson’s early academic buildings utilized a fine-
grained local limestone for decorative trim (see figures 
7-36 and 7-37). Locally quarried granite and gneiss, 
characterized by shiny, dark, mineral inclusions, can be 
found at building foundations and entrance steps. Gran-
ite is an igneous rock formed through the solidification 
of cooling magma that creates a speckled coloration as 
the minerals slowly formed (see figure 7-38). Gneiss is 
formed by the metamorphosis of granite and has char-
acteristic banding, that is often folded (see figure 7-39). 
Both are extremely durable with similar mineral com-
position.

In the early twentieth century, expanded railroad net-
works brought Indiana limestone to Clemson for use as 
trim stone in Lee-era buildings. Indiana limestone is a 
buff-colored homogeneous limestone with few mineral 
inclusions. It is so regular in color and texture that it can 
easily be confused for cast stone. The fineness of Indiana 
limestone makes it ideal for carved sills and capstones 
(see figure 7-40).
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Minor cracking was noted in brick and cast stone mason-
ry (see figure 7-55). Brick retaining walls, such as those 
within the Lee Hall courtyard, showed the most severe 
cracking, typically from a lack of expansion joints (see 
figure 7-56). Recently installed cast stone masonry has 
typically cracked where it is in tension, such as at porch 
lintels at the Lee-era Barracks. 

Masonry also exhibits minor staining. Rust and copper 
staining occurs at limestone trim located below corrod-
ing iron or oxidizing copper roof elements (see figure 
7-57). Black biological growth is typical at limestone 
trim elements, particularly on wash surfaces that do not 
efficiently shed water (see figure 7-58). Green biological 
growth is typical on masonry that is chronically damp, 
such as at foundations, in areas of poor site drainage, and 
adjacent to steam vents. White blooms, known as efflo-
rescence, on masonry indicate that water laden with salts 
is moving through the masonry (see figure 7-59).

masonry inspection

The best course of action to maintain masonry is cycli-
cal inspection and repair. A yearly baseline inspection 
should be comprehensive and examine building exteriors 
and interiors, particularly in attics and basements. Ma-
sonry inspections should be conducted in tandem with a 
complete roof drainage system inspection. Evidence of 
any of the following should trigger further investigation 
or remediation:

Leaking, broken, or overflowing roofs, gutters, and  ▪
downspouts

Soil erosion, lack of splash blocks, negative  ▪
drainage

Ponding or other drainage problems ▪

Rising damp (moisture migrating up from sub- ▪
grade/foundations into masonry walls causing 
efflorescence, staining, and delamination) 

Corrosion of embedded metal elements,  ▪
particularly at steel lintels, noting any associated 
masonry disruption

Biological growth, staining, or efflorescence on  ▪
walls

Invasive vegetative growth on or near masonry  ▪
surfaces

Quick-fixes, such as caulks and sealants ▪

Mortar erosion, mortar failure, and open joints ▪

typical masonry conditions

Clemson’s historic masonry exhibits damage from past res-
toration treatments, mortar problems, corrosion of embed-
ded metal, minor cracking, and minor staining. The most 
widespread damage seen at both brick and terracotta ma-
sonry is surface deterioration from past aggressive cleaning 
methods. Brick masonry has lost its hard exterior surface, 
known as the fire skin, at the early college buildings, such 
as Hardin and Godfrey Halls, as well as at some Lee-era 
buildings, including Fike Recreation Center and the remain-
ing Barracks fraternity dormitories (see figures 7-45, 7-46, 
and 7-47). Decorative terracotta elements, such as those at 
Tillman and Sikes Halls, have lost their glaze and fire skin 
because of past aggressive cleaning methods (see figures 
7-48 and 7-49). Unfortunately, this past damage has perma-
nently weakened the fired clay masonry, exposing the softer 
interior to the elements. Future renovation projects for dam-
aged masonry buildings should evaluate the possible use 
of protective masonry coatings or consolidants to treat this 
damaged masonry.

Mortar problems are widespread on Clemson’s historic 
masonry. Mortar has failed from excessive water infiltra-
tion and lack of maintenance. Mortar failure has caused the 
loss of some masonry units in more severe situations, as 
seen at Hopewell (see figure 7-50). New repointing work 
has caused another set of problems. Hard Portland cement-
based mortars were used to repoint the soft, eighteenth cen-
tury bricks at Hanover House, causing the erosion of the 
softer brick masonry (see figure 7-51). Repointing work at 
the Lee-designed Barracks did not use an appropriate mix; 
the repointing mortar used a homogeneous, crushed, white 
sand to match the existing mortar, which has a heteroge-
neous, natural sand (see figure 7-52). 

The corrosion of embedded metal in masonry walls is cur-
rently a minor problem. However, the problem should be 
closely monitored to avoid masonry disruption and costly 
repairs. Small, unused metal anchors or pipes left in mason-
ry walls can lead to serious masonry cracking (see figure 
7-53). Corroding anchors were noted at Lee-era Barracks 
and Long Hall. Steel lintels were typically used at window 
and door openings in composite wall construction in the 
twentieth century. Often, the steel lintels were insufficiently 
protected with metal flashings, leading to corrosion. Cor-
roding steel lintels can cause significant masonry disruption 
if left untreated. Minor corrosion can often be controlled 
through preventative cleaning and paint application. Steel 
lintels should be closely monitored. Minor lintel corrosion 
was noted at Riggs Hall, the Barracks, and at the Clemson 
University Foundation building (see figure 7-54).
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Vegetation 

Moss or biological growth on masonry or adjacent soil 
surfaces is a sure sign of long-standing moisture prob-
lems. This is commonly seen on masonry in areas of poor 
roof or site drainage. The roots and tendrils of moss, li-
chens, and other biological growth trap moisture within 
the masonry and contribute to deterioration.

Shrubs and trees in close proximity to masonry walls 
trap moisture and prevent walls from drying out prop-
erly. Likewise, tree limbs that extend over roofs deposit 
debris that clogs or damages gutters and downspouts. 
Over time, ivy and other clinging vines growing directly 
on masonry walls saturate them with moisture; the ten-
drils work their way into cracks and mortar joints, which 
erodes mortar and causes spalling during freeze-thaw 
cycles. Attempts to remove established ivy often results 
in damaged masonry surfaces and pitting; therefore, it 
should be cut off at the base, left to die off completely, 
then removed gently by hand, and subsequently should 
not be allowed to become established again. Vegetation 
may be grown up masonry walls through the use of trel-
lises mounted several inches away from the face of the 
wall, the proper selection of non-clinging vines, and 
careful maintenance to ensure that the vegetation does 
not get out of control.

Structural Stress

Masonry wall cracks are problematic because they in-
dicate movement or deterioration of internal structural 
members and provide opportunities for moisture penetra-
tion and further deterioration. Cracking may be caused 
by settlement, structural failure, freezing moisture within 
the wall, or corroded metal reinforcements. Long runs of 
retaining walls without sufficient expansion joints will 
form cracks to relieve stresses within the wall. Cracking 
along the mortar joints or through masonry units is an in-
dication that the masonry is in motion. Bulging, leaning, 
or disrupted masonry units indicate an advanced state 
of deterioration. If cracks or disrupted masonry are ob-
served in a masonry wall, a structural engineer should be 
consulted to determine the cause and appropriate reme-
dial treatments. The majority of structural problems can 
be prevented through proper inspection and preventative 
maintenance. It is important to identify ongoing deterio-
ration, such as water infiltration and poor site drainage, 
before it leads to structural problems.

Cracked masonry, noting extent and width of  ▪
cracks, whether cracks run through masonry 
units or masonry joints, as well as any associated 
masonry disruption

Uneven weathering ▪

Spalling and delamination ▪

Deformation or buckling  ▪

Differential building settlement ▪

Mechanical injury ▪

causes of masonry deterioration

Water Infiltration

Water infiltration is the most common cause of masonry 
deterioration. Water erodes mortar joints, carries salt into 
the masonry, promotes biological growth, and causes 
freeze/thaw stresses. Water can penetrate walls from 
above because of faulty roofing or roof drainage or from 
below due to rising damp. Regular inspection of roofing 
systems and site drainage in conjunction with inspection 
of masonry walls is the first line of defense. 

Eroded mortar, efflorescence, biological growth, and ris-
ing damp are symptoms of an underlying moisture prob-
lem. Water is absorbed by the wall and drawn upwards 
through the masonry pores by capillary action. Water 
then gravitates to the masonry surface where evapora-
tion occurs, resulting in a characteristic tide line of wet 
masonry, typically near the base of the wall. Biological 
growth will form on the surface of chronically damp ma-
sonry. 

Efflorescence is a whitish stain on masonry that is the 
result of crystallized water-soluble salts. Water that is 
drawn from the soil into the building wall is laden with 
salts. These salts evaporate out of the water at the point 
in the wall where the rising damp stops. Here, salts will 
form just under the masonry surface, damaging the mi-
crostructure of the masonry from within. Widespread 
efflorescence on an historic wall is most often caused 
by moisture penetration, typically from clogged or in-
adequate roof and site drains. However, inappropriate 
chemical cleaning can also lead to efflorescence.

It is important to identify the cause of any deterioration 
that is found and undertake appropriate repairs. Too of-
ten, aesthetic repairs are undertaken first, without resolv-
ing the origin of the problem. Repairing the masonry 
without addressing the location of water infiltration will 
not fix the root of the problem, and future masonry dete-
rioration will be inevitable.
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when applied over historic masonry and allow water into 
the wall, often trapping it in, exacerbating all of the prob-
lems associated with water infiltration. Masonry walls 
should only be insulated from interior surfaces using a 
proper vapor barrier.

Sealant should only be installed in masonry joints lo-
cated on wash surfaces, such as coping units, projecting 
water table and belt courses, and steps. Sealant should 
only be installed on vertical wall surfaces in locations of 
properly designed expansion joints, or between materi-
als with different thermal expansion properties, such as 
between masonry and wood or metal frames. Inappropri-
ately installed sealant will trap water within the masonry 
wall, forcing the water back into the masonry units. Any 
embedded metal anchors located within the wall will 
corrode causing stresses. 

Historic masonry is often repointed with extremely hard, 
dense Portland cement mortars in a mistaken belief that a 
stronger mortar makes for a more durable masonry wall. 
In most cases, the cement mortars are harder than the ma-
sonry, causing eventual deterioration of the softer, more 
porous masonry during freeze/thaw cycles. Masonry 
load-bearing walls are also subject to daily and seasonal 
movement from differential thermal movement. Hard, 
dense Portland cement mortars are inflexible and do not 
allow for this movement, leading to cracking of the ma-
sonry. Hard Portland cement mortars may be appropriate 
for repointing Modern-era buildings constructed after 
1930; however, Modern-era masonry that has severely 
weathered or is damaged by other treatments may be 
permanently damaged, requiring a softer mortar.

masonry repair

Masonry repair is a complex subject; repairs should only 
be performed by those skilled in masonry preservation ap-
proaches and techniques. The type of masonry, the type and 
extent of damage, the proposed methods of repair, and ap-
propriate testing and/or mock ups should be determined pri-
or to beginning any work. The following recommendations 
are intended to be a general treatment guide; case-by-case 
solutions can vary depending upon the specific individual 
conditions. It is important to understand that different types 
of masonry have different physical properties, weights and 
densities, and weathered surfaces. Detailed information 
on appropriate treatments for historic masonry can also be 
found in the National Park Service series of Technical Pres-
ervation Briefs. It is best to consult a restoration contractor 
or preservation professional before undertaking repair or 
repointing because appropriate work is important, not only 
for aesthetic reasons, but also for the masonry’s long-term 
stability and durability. 

Thermal Movement

Minor masonry deformation and some systemic cracks 
can be caused by thermal movement. The most visible 
form of thermal movement is the deformation of mason-
ry chimneys over time. Tall chimneys will slowly twist 
as each face is warmed by the sun. This can lead to com-
plete wracking of the chimney, necessitating complete 
rebuilding. 

Through wall cracks should be monitored to ensure that 
the masonry is no longer moving. Monitoring should 
take place over a complete year because cyclical move-
ment may be caused by thermal movement. Cracks in 
masonry that are caused by thermal movement will open 
and close through the year, opening in the winter and 
closing in the summer. These cracks may be stable, re-
quiring a soft lime mortar or properly installed sealant 
joint to accommodate cyclic movement. In contrast, ac-
tive cracks will continue to widen over the year, indi-
cating ongoing problems that should be inspected by a 
structural engineer.

Improper Maintenance Treatments

Improper maintenance treatments, such as aggressive 
cleaning, use of deicing salts, waterproofing coatings, 
inappropriate sealant installation, and hard pointing and 
bedding mortars, can accelerate or directly cause mason-
ry deterioration. Sandblasting, harsh chemical cleaning, 
and other abrasive cleaning methods inevitably damage 
the exterior surface of the masonry. This damages the 
hard, protective surfaces of brick and terracotta masonry. 
By roughening the surface of all types of masonry, such 
cleaning methods promote biological growth and accel-
erate weathering. 

Traditional sodium, calcium, and magnesium chloride-
based deicing salts can damage entryway and founda-
tion masonry, as well as doors and door frames. The salts 
are absorbed into the masonry. As the masonry dries, 
salts form deep within or on the surface of the masonry 
causing internal stresses and damage. Alternative deic-
ing materials have proven to be effective while reducing 
their effects on the environment. Alternative deicing ma-
terials include sand, cat litter, or chemical deicers, such 
as calcium magnesium acetate.

Waterproofing coatings, synthetic stucco, and exterior 
insulation should not be installed over historic masonry 
because they create interior condensation that damages 
the wall’s integrity. Traditional masonry buildings must 
be allowed to breathe by allowing water vapor from the 
building interior to migrate through the wall and evapo-
rate outside. Additionally, such barriers inevitably fail 
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Cracking from a one-time event, such as small-scale set-
tlement, may require a cementitious mortar or grout re-
pair. Cracking through masonry joints should be repaired 
by repointing the affected joints. Cracking through ma-
sonry units may require the installation of reinforcement 
and a cementitious patch or grout repair. Long, deep 
cracks in the masonry must be patched using a knife-
grade patching compound to prevent further moisture 
penetration. The visual impact of such a repair should be 
minimized by using a colored mortar that is similar to the 
color of the masonry being patched.

Cracks caused by thermal movement that open and close 
throughout the year require different repair techniques. 
The amount of movement may determine the final repair. 
A small amount of movement may be accommodated by 
using a soft lime mortar, which has the ability to heal 
small cracks. However, large movement may require the 
installation of an expansion joint to relieve the pressure. 
Expansion joints may be installed in the area of the exist-
ing crack, or it may be preferable to create an expansion 
joint in a less visible location.

It is important to note that not all cracks in masonry re-
quire repair. Cracks may simply be a part of the natural 
weathering process for some stone masonry. Small, hair-
line cracks on vertical surfaces of stone masonry should 
not be repaired unless they are deep enough to allow 
water to infiltrate into the masonry wall. However, such 
cracking on horizontal wash surfaces should be patched 
with a knife-grade patching compound to prevent water 
infiltration.

Corroding Embedded Metal Repair 

Any piece of corroding embedded metal must be re-
moved from a masonry wall. Even small nails or other 
anchors can eventually break a masonry unit. The cor-
roding metal should be removed in entirety. If still in 
use, corroding anchors should be replaced with new 
anchors made from stainless or galvanized steel. If the 
embedded metal is no longer in use, the hole left in the 
masonry should be properly patched to keep water out 
of the wall.

The repair of corroding lintels is a costly and invasive 
procedure. The steel lintel is a substantial structural el-
ement, which causes major masonry disruption as the 
metal corrodes and expands. The greater the amount of 
corroding metal in the wall, the greater the disruption of 
the masonry units. The long-term solution to the problem 
of corroding lintels is to remove the piece of corroding 
metal in its entirety. First the window must be properly 
shored, using techniques that have been approved by a 
structural engineer. Then the overlying masonry must be 

Water Infiltration Problems

Many deterioration mechanisms in masonry are related 
to or exacerbated by moisture and water infiltration. Ma-
sonry repair often begins by identifying the source of 
moisture or water infiltration and rectifying these prob-
lems first. As long as the deterioration is not critical to 
structural stability, repairs to masonry units and mortar 
joints should be postponed until water problems have 
been addressed.

Rising damp solutions are complex and should be han-
dled by a contractor or specialist skilled in historic ma-
sonry. Consultation with a landscape architect is often 
required for site drainage issues. Repair or replacement 
of faulty roof drainage systems is the primary consider-
ation. Other remedial measures can include installation 
of underground drainage, replacement of underground 
drainage pipes, and regrading. A vapor barrier can be 
installed along the base of the wall, but this involves ex-
tensive excavation. 

Adjacent trees and shrubs, as well as vines and biological 
growth growing on the masonry, contribute to moisture 
problems. As with all moisture-related problems, careful 
diagnosis should precede remedial work. Pruning, se-
lected removal of foundation plantings, and gentle hand 
removal of plants attached to masonry should precede 
repair work. Biocide masonry cleaners containing qua-
ternary ammonium compounds may be effective in areas 
of heavy biological growth.

Holes, vents, or borings in brick and masonry that can 
admit water should always be limited in size and num-
ber. Any opening should be cut through mortar joints 
with minimal harm to the adjacent masonry. Openings 
with protruding metal elements, such as pipes or con-
duit, should be treated with an appropriate sealant col-
ored to match the existing material. Openings that have 
been abandoned with no protruding elements should be 
repaired by completely moving any embedded metal and 
installing a cementitious patch that matches the existing 
masonry surface in color, strength, texture, and finish. 
Larger holes should be repaired with masonry units that 
match the existing masonry. 

Masonry Crack Repair 

All cracks in masonry must first be properly diagnosed. 
Cracks caused by structural stresses must be investigat-
ed by a structural engineer who can recommend reme-
dial repairs. As with moisture problems, the underlying 
structural problems must be addressed before perform-
ing repairs. 
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have only proven effective on silicate-based masonry such 
as brick or sandstone.

If the masonry type and deterioration warrants consolida-
tion, the first step is to characterize the masonry through 
petrographic analysis and materials characterization. 
Testing is performed in a laboratory to investigate how 
the consolidant treatment affects the physical character-
istics of the stone. It is also important to investigate how 
effectively the masonry takes up the consolidant treat-
ment. Consolidants must not be used if the masonry is 
adversely affected or if the consolidant is not properly 
absorbed. If laboratory testing determines that the con-
solidant is well-absorbed by the masonry and does not 
significantly alter its physical characteristics, then the 
consolidant should be tested in field mockups. Consoli-
dation is an irreversible treatment and should not be un-
dertaken by unskilled personnel or without proper labo-
ratory and field testing. 

Cleaning

Careful project planning is essential when making deci-
sions about cleaning historic masonry. The initial assess-
ment should evaluate the historic material, the type of 
soiling, the reason for cleaning, and the cleaning meth-
od. Cleaning should be undertaken only where dirt or 
other material obscures significant architectural features, 
or is causing, or has the potential to cause, damage to 
masonry. Cleaning methods should be carefully selected 
to do the job without harming the historic material. The 
desire for a clean building must be weighed against the 
possible risks to the masonry materials. 

Cleaning should never remove the patina that is evi-
dence of a structure’s history and age. It should never 
be performed for the sole purpose of achieving a new 
appearance. Moreover, it is important to have realistic 
expectations: historic buildings will never have the same 
clean appearance as those that were recently built. It is 
better to under-clean than to over-clean because the latter 
inevitably causes damage. 

Cleaning treatments fall into three general categories: 
water-based, chemical, and mechanical methods. Water-
based methods include pressurized water spray, heated 
water treatments, and mist-spray. Chemical methods 
involve the use of soaps, detergents, acidic and basic 
cleaners, and biocidal treatments in a variety of gels, liq-
uids, pastes, and poultices. Mechanical cleaning methods 
include the use of tools, such as brushes, scrapers, and 
specialized rotating and laser-based cleaning equipment. 
It is possible to combine treatments for the best results, 
such as combining mild mechanical methods with low-
pressurized water spray.

removed, a minimum of one foot above the window and 
one foot to either side. The original masonry should be 
removed as whole units, cleaned of mortar, and salvaged 
for use in the masonry repair. The corroding lintel can 
then be removed and replaced with a new unit. The new 
lintel must be properly flashed, with the flashing cut into 
the masonry backup at the top, then run vertically against 
the masonry backup for a minimum of eight inches, and 
then flashed over the steel angle. If the flashing cannot 
be cut into the masonry backup, it must be attached using 
a termination bar and high-quality sealant. The salvaged 
masonry should be used to reconstruct the window lintel. 
It is important that the masonry repair follow the ma-
sonry size, pattern, and row height in the surrounding 
wall. Replacement mortar must match the original in its 
thickness, color, texture, and finishing.

Patches and Dutchmen 

Small pieces of masonry lost through spalling or de-
lamination can be repaired with a cementitious patch-
ing compound that matches the color and hardness of 
the primary masonry. Proprietary patching compounds 
must only be installed by trained masons. Many manu-
facturers offer training courses and product certification 
for masons. Commercially-available patching com-
pounds can be either Portland cement-based or natural 
hydraulic lime-based. It is important to choose a patch-
ing compound that is compatible with the compressive 
and flexural strengths and permeability characteristics of 
the masonry to be repaired. 

Damaged areas of masonry that are too large to patch 
may be repaired by installation of a masonry dutchman. 
In this procedure, the deteriorated portion of the mason-
ry is cut away and a new piece of masonry (the dutch-
man) is installed to match the existing. Dutchman repair 
is a much more durable repair than a cementitious patch 
repair. A cementitious patch may need to be replaced 
after 10-15 years, while a properly-installed dutchman 
should last as long as the masonry itself. Dutchman re-
pairs require skill to install correctly and should not be 
attempted by inexperienced personnel. 

Consolidation

Consolidation of masonry should only be considered in sit-
uations where the masonry is friable (prone to crumbling) 
and exhibits surface disintegration. Consolidation works on 
a microscopic level to strengthen cohesion between grains. 
Consolidation is not appropriate for delamination, spalling, 
or large-scale cracking. Commercially-available consoli-
dants are not appropriate for masonry containing a calcium 
carbonate binder, such as limestone. Consolidants 
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of damaging the masonry. High-pressure, abrasive sand-
blasting with hard, sharp blasting media should never 
be used on historic masonry because it is irreversible 
and extremely damaging. Sandblasting accelerates de-
terioration of historic masonry materials and has a pro-
found negative impact on a building’s historic character. 
Sandblasting removes the hard, protective surface of the 
masonry and breaks mortar joints, leading to moisture 
penetration. 

If masonry surfaces were painted historically, they should 
remain painted. Paint has a specific protective function 
and often plays a part in the overall historic design and 
appearance. Paint clings tenaciously to the tiny pores and 
fissures of a masonry wall and its mortar joints. For this 
reason, paint removal at masonry is difficult and should 
not be attempted only for aesthetic reasons. If conditions 
warrant paint removal, it should be approached cau-
tiously using the gentlest means possible. Test patches in 
inconspicuous locations should precede any large-scale 
or overall cleaning. 

Masonry Coatings

Waterproof coatings, paint, or stucco should never be ap-
plied to uncoated masonry buildings to solve moisture-
related problems or as a substitute for repointing and 
preventative maintenance. Over time, these band-aid 
repairs trap moisture within the walls and cause a host 
of related problems. 

In some cases, a breathable masonry coating may be de-
sired, to conceal concrete or stucco repairs, or unsightly 
staining. It should be understood that most masonry 
coatings are difficult, if not impossible, to remove. Coat-
ing masonry must not be undertaken without considering 
the long-term effects. If a masonry coating is required, 
the selection of a true breathable coating is critical for 
the long-term performance of both masonry and coat-
ing. Opaque, breathable masonry coatings are currently 
available as acrylic latex paints specifically formulated 
for masonry. They reduce the breathability of the ma-
sonry by ten percent. In theory, it may be possible to re-
move these coatings in the future, but this has not yet 
been tested.

Silicate mineral paints are also available for painting 
silicate-based masonry, such as brick, terracotta, and 
sandstone. Silicate mineral paints reduce the breathabil-
ity of masonry by only three percent. However, a silicate 
mineral paint will permanently bind to the silicate-based 
masonry substrate if properly prepared and should only 
be used where permanent coatings are desired. A mockup 
should be prepared to evaluate the coating in situ prior to 
large scale treatment. 

The preservation approach is to always employ the gen-
tlest cleaning method starting with low-pressure water 
and natural bristle brushes. Water pressure should be 
no stronger than 150-200 pounds per square inch (psi). 
High-pressure water spray can damage masonry surfaces 
and drive moisture into cracks and joints. Several cycles 
of mist-spray can be effective in removing some black 
gypsum crusts with minimal scrubbing. Any cleaning 
method using water should not occur when the tempera-
ture will fall below 50 degrees Fahrenheit for three days 
(72 hours) after cleaning.

Chemical treatments should be approached with great 
caution because they can cause irreversible damage. 
They should never be applied by unskilled personnel. 
Understanding the physical properties of the masonry 
and type of soiling in question is a vital first step before 
proposing or testing any chemical cleaners. If chemicals 
must be used, test panels should be developed and care-
fully evaluated to avoid over cleaning. Chemical clean-
ers must be chosen by a knowledgeable professional who 
understands the type and condition of the masonry mate-
rial to be cleaned. Only non-acidic neutral pH detergents 
should be used in conjunction with non-metallic brushes 
or scrapers; metal brushes can permanently damage ma-
sonry. Acidic cleaners or highly alkaline cleaners can 
damage historic materials and should be avoided. 

Application methods should be carefully evaluated as 
well. Application variables include short vs. long dwell 
times, delivery methods such as spray, roller, or poultice, 
and methods for rinsing the chemical from the surface, 
including proper runoff collection methods. Prior to 
cleaning, the proposed methods should be tested in an in-
conspicuous area to evaluate potential adverse impacts. 
Cleaning solutions should start with the lowest recom-
mended concentration and gradually be increased to find 
the appropriate level. Although it is time-consuming, the 
best way to determine the long-term effects of a cleaning 
process is to treat a small portion of the wall and observe 
it over a seasonal cycle. Staff and contractors applying 
the treatment must follow the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions exactly. If chemicals are improperly applied, they 
can result in permanent damage that far outweighs any 
benefit of cleaning.

Mechanical cleaning methods range from simple clean-
ing methods to sophisticated, proprietary cleaning equip-
ment. Mechanical cleaning can be done by hand using 
scrapers, chisels, stiff-bristle brushes, etc. Mechanical 
cleaning may also be done by applying adhesives that 
bond to the soiling and are then stripped off. There are 
also a variety of proprietary cleaning systems with vari-
ous soft blasting media that have been safely used on 
historic masonry. All mechanical cleaning has some risk 
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Replication Mortar Mixes

The mortar mix is critical to masonry function and aes-
thetics and will vary according to the type of masonry. 
Ideally the composition of the new mortar would dupli-
cate that of the original mortar mix. However, it should 
be noted that current mortar analysis techniques cannot 
accurately determine the actual original mix; there are 
far too many variables. Mortar analysis techniques can 
provide subjective data on properties of the mortar such 
as probable binder content, hardness, air content, and 
color. However, no technique available today can accu-
rately determine the actual original mix. 

An historic mortar analysis can, however, provide valu-
able information for characterizing the original mortar. A 
simple acid digestion and gravimetric analysis is usually 
performed by a building conservator for a modest cost. It 
is highly recommended as the first step in matching exist-
ing mortars for spot repointing. The analysis releases the 
original sand, allowing analysis of sand color, mineral-
ogical content, and grain size; matching the original sand 
is important to finding a good replication mix. Iron oxide 
pigments may be added to match the color of histori-
cally pigmented mortars. Multiple test panels are usually 
needed to achieve the right color and texture match.

In addition to mortar analysis, it is critical to under-
stand the strength and permeability of the existing his-
toric masonry. Knowledge of the physical properties of 
the existing masonry will aid in choosing a mortar mix 
with compatible characteristics. The new mortar must be 
weaker and more permeable than the existing masonry, 
while achieving good bond with the masonry units. It is 
important to evaluate the performance characteristics of 
the mortar mix as well as its appearance.

Mortar installed prior to 1920 was typically composed 
of lime, which is more flexible and permeable than 
Portland cement-based mortars. The lime may have had 
some hydraulic properties, meaning that it would cure 
even in damp conditions. In some areas, natural cement 
was available in the late nineteenth century, though it 
was typically only used in specialized structural instal-
lations, such as canals or building foundations. Today’s 
high-strength, commercially-available Portland cement 
mortars are inappropriate for historic masonry buildings 
built before 1920 because they are hard and dense. Mod-
ern mortars are designed to match the characteristics of 
new, unweathered stone and contemporary hard brick, 
not historic masonry. Commercially-available masonry 
mortars should also be avoided because they can contain 
unnecessary, and undisclosed, additives and fillers. In 
addition to these functional concerns, pre-mixed mason-
ry mortars typically use a homogeneous, crushed white 

Masonry that has been painted may prove to be a lasting 
maintenance problem. New coatings must be compatible 
with the existing paint to adhere properly. All loose or 
deteriorated paint should be removed and a new, breath-
able masonry coating, compatible with the existing paint 
substrate, should be applied. However, over time, paint 
will build up on the surface of the masonry, which may 
trap moisture in the wall or cause the paint to fail.

Sealants 

Waterproof building sealants should only be applied to 
joints in horizontal surfaces at coping units, sills, steps, 
and at projecting cornice, belt, and water table courses. 
Sealants are also appropriate on vertical wall surfaces 
at expansion joints and where masonry meets materi-
als with different thermal expansion properties, such as 
metal or wood used at window and door openings. These 
joints are particularly prone to water penetration. Proper 
sealant installation involves installation of a foam backer 
rod with the correct diameter for the size of the joint. 
Sealant must be installed against the backer rod, forming 
a concave joint between the masonry units. Flush sealant 
joints that do not have a concave shape have been im-
properly installed. Do not allow sealants to overlap the 
outside face of the masonry, as it will cause the sealants 
to fail prematurely. Do not use sealant in place of mortar 
to repoint large sections of masonry because it will trap 
moisture within the wall and lead to deterioration.

Masonry Repointing

Repointing is the repair of deteriorated mortar joints, ac-
complished by removing and replacing old, deteriorated 
mortar. Appropriate repointing, using preservation tech-
niques, is critical to a historic masonry’s physical con-
dition and appearance (see figure 7-60). When mortar 
joints fail in masonry, they allow water to enter, creating 
a chain of events that can weaken the entire wall. Re-
pointing techniques and mortar mixes will vary accord-
ing to the type of masonry. Therefore, consultation with 
preservation contractors and professionals is strongly 
recommended before undertaking repointing projects. 
Masons trained in new construction usually lack exper-
tise with historic masonry.
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tive that natural cements be installed by a mason who is 
familiar with the product and the curing requirements.

Natural hydraulic limes are also produced from burning 
clay-rich limestone at lower temperatures, but typically 
have more free lime than natural cements. Hydraulic 
lime mortars are more vapor permeable than cement-lime 
mortars, which aids water and salt removal within the 
masonry, and have better elasticity, allowing for building 
movement without cracking. However, hydraulic limes 
do require treatment after placement to ensure proper 
curing, which is vital for frost resistance. The choice of a 
contractor with experience using natural hydraulic limes 
is the key to a successful project.

Good Repointing Practice

Mortar should only be removed when it is absolutely 
necessary, such as when the mortar is unsound, cracked, 
eroded, or crumbling. Removal of mortar at all joints in 
an effort to achieve a uniform appearance is rarely nec-
essary. Unsound mortar should be removed to a depth 
of 2.5 times the width of the joint, or to sound mortar, 
whichever is greater. Work should be performed using 
hand-held, non-power tools. Power tools such as ma-
sonry saws can easily damage masonry. In some circum-
stances, a thin saw cut may be run down the center of 
a horizontal joint with the remainder removed by hand. 
However, masonry saws should never be used on verti-
cal joints. This work should only be attempted by skilled 
preservation masons. 

New work should match historic mortar joints in color, 
texture, joint size, profile tooling, and any decorative 
details, such as penciling. Where necessary, voids in 
bedding mortar must be packed with new mortar, and 
then repointed to prevent face loading of the masonry 
and consequent spalling. Masons should achieve visual 
continuity between surviving historic material and new 
patches. Mask grouting is essentially a cosmetic fix that 
applies a skim topcoat of mortar over existing joints. Not 
only does it hide any underlying existing mortar prob-
lems, it changes the appearance of the entire building. 
This practice should be avoided by using proven quality 
control mechanisms, such as contractor prequalification, 
mock ups, retaining one foreman throughout the work, 
and field inspection. 

sand that does not weather to the same appearance as 
historic mortars, made with heterogeneous natural sands 
that give a more speckled appearance.

When hard Portland cement-based mortars are used for 
pointing historic masonry, the mortar is often harder than 
the masonry. Adding mortar that is too hard or dense to 
the soft or weathered historic masonry leads to acceler-
ated masonry deterioration. The hard mortar traps mois-
ture within the wall, which then cannot escape through 
the joints as it would normally. Instead, the moisture en-
ters the softer and more permeable masonry and causes 
spalling, cracking, and deterioration.

In traditional masonry buildings, soft mortar joints are 
flexible enough to allow for the seasonal expansion and 
contraction of the wall. Modern buildings control this 
movement through expansion joints. If a historic ma-
sonry wall is pointed with a harder, less-flexible mortar, 
the masonry becomes the weakest link. The masonry, not 
the mortar joints, will crack, spall, or deteriorate as it 
absorbs the stress caused by seasonal changes and move-
ment. If left unchecked, this masonry deterioration can 
result in structural failure of the wall. 

Currently, the majority of masons are comfortable with 
using Portland cement and hydraulic lime-based mortars. 
These hybrid mortars combine the quick set and strength 
of Portland cement with the flexibility and greater work-
ability of hydraulic lime. The great advantage of these 
hybrid mortars is that they are mixed and cured in a simi-
lar manner to modern Portland cements. Most masons 
are familiar with these methods, which greatly improve 
the chances of achieving a successful repointing job.

Non-hydraulic lime is a traditional building material 
produced by burning limestone and other calcium car-
bonate-rich materials, like shells. The resulting burned 
material is then slaked, or combined with water, to create 
a plastic, highly workable lime putty. The lime putty is 
mixed with sand to create the final mortar. Alternatively, 
dry, unslaked lime was “hot mixed” with sand and water 
to form the mortar. Non-hydraulic lime putty is commer-
cially available. However, proper installation and cur-
ing is absolutely essential. Non-hydraulic lime mortars 
are extremely susceptible to shrinkage and failure from 
freezing temperatures. 

Natural cements and natural hydraulic limes are com-
mercially available in the U.S. and should be considered 
for repointing historic masonry. Natural cements are pro-
duced from burning clay-rich limestone at temperatures 
that are lower than those used to make Portland cement. 
Natural cements tend to perform in a similar manner as 
Portland cement and hydrated lime mixes. It is impera-
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sustainability

Masonry materials are extremely durable, natural build-
ing materials having high thermal mass that provides 
excellent insulation for buildings in both warm and cold 
climates. However, the quarry and manufacture of ma-
sonry products requires significant energy use and trans-
portation costs. In addition, dust and noise pollution are 
often concerns with quarries and cement plants. Reten-
tion, salvage, and reuse of existing masonry should al-
ways be considered for this durable building material. 
Where new masonry materials are required, choosing 
materials from local quarries or manufacturing plants 
can significantly reduce transportation costs.

Cleaning methods and materials and masonry coatings 
should be evaluated for their effects on the air and ad-
jacent landscape. Products with high volatile organic 
compound (VOC) levels can affect air quality for appli-
cators, though these often dissipate after construction is 
complete. Most proven breathable masonry coatings and 
silicate mineral paints are water based with little or no 
VOCs. 

Harsh chemicals with heavy metals can leech into adja-
cent soils. Overspray of chemical cleaners can kill adja-
cent plants and trees. These products should be avoided 
or used only under extremely controlled conditions. Bio-
logical growth may be controlled with quaternary am-
monium compounds that break down in the soil. Clean-
ing products should be carefully chosen, both for their 
effectiveness as well as for their environmental effects.

Masonry Replacement 

In areas of extensive deterioration or missing features, 
limited replacement of the masonry units may be ap-
propriate. Replacement should only be considered if 
the material is deteriorated-beyond-repair. Removal or 
rebuilding of a substantial portion of exterior masonry 
walls should only be undertaken when it is crucial to a 
building’s structural integrity. The replacement masonry 
should be carefully chosen to match the damaged ma-
sonry in size, color, texture, appearance, and physical 
properties. New work should match the existing profile, 
pattern, and coursing details of damaged sections and 
features. Avoiding the need for large masonry replace-
ment is important; preventative maintenance and mini-
mizing openings for equipment installation should pre-
vent the need for later rebuilding. 

Replacement brick must be suitable for exterior applica-
tions. Brick that is stronger than the original brick should 
not be used because of water migration that results in 
spalling and damage to softer bricks. New work should 
match the existing bond (pattern within a row), course 
(pattern of rows), color, and size of bricks when replac-
ing sections of a wall. Brick should always be toothed-in 
to historic brickwork.

Locating replacement stone to match the existing South 
Carolina granite and gneiss may be problematic. Much 
of the granite that is currently quarried is crushed for use 
in roads and construction. Significant granite quarries for 
dimensional stone exist in South Carolina, North Caroli-
na, and Georgia. However, finding a close match may be 
impossible. Local gneiss with its characteristic banding 
will be extremely hard to replace. Gneiss is a less desir-
able building material than granite and is rarely quar-
ried commercially. The local granite and gneiss varieties 
found in the early Clemson college buildings should be 
considered irreplaceable and carefully treated.

Indiana limestone and slate are still commercially avail-
able. The homogeneity of Indiana limestone makes it 
a reliable replacement material. It is relatively easy to 
match the color and texture of historic Indiana lime-
stone. Replacing slate requires careful matching to avail-
able materials, which can range from mauve to gray to 
green.
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Sheep Barn, detail of locally fired brick.Figure 7-29. 

Sirrine Hall, typical Lee-era multi-colored brickwork Figure 7-30. 
with lighter masonry trim and ornament.

Lowry Hall, detail of extruded, iron spot brick panels Figure 7-31. 
set between exposed metal framing.

Tillman Hall, repetitive cast Figure 7-32. 
terracotta elements at the main entrance.

Hardin Hall, terracotta capitals Figure 7-33. 
blend well with adjacent brick masonry.

Sikes Hall, light colored terracotta Figure 7-34. 
ornament at side entrances.

MAsonry
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Golf Maintenance Barn, structural clay tile Figure 7-35. 
used as main wall construction.

Hardin Hall, local limestone used for Figure 7-36. 
ornament at main entrance.

Tillman Hall, granite and limestone Figure 7-37. 
ornament at main entrance to chapel annex.

Mell Hall, detail of granite steps.Figure 7-38. 

Tillman Hall, detail of gneiss steps.Figure 7-39. 

MAsonry
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Long Hall, Indiana limestone used for carved trim, Figure 7-40. 
low relief sculpture, and window ornament.

Clemson House, slate paving at main entrance.Figure 7-41. 

Newman Hall, slate used as veneer.Figure 7-42. 

Sikes Hall, cracking through cast stone sill.Figure 7-43. 

Landscape Services Yard, concrete block shed.Figure 7-44. 

Godfrey Hall, aggressive cleaning has damaged Figure 7-45. 
these soft, locally fired bricks.

MAsonry
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Hardin Hall, abrasive cleaning has exposed the soft Figure 7-46. 
interior brick with small white pieces of grog.

Fike Recreation Center, aggressive cleaning Figure 7-47. 
methods have damaged the Lee-era multi-colored brick.

Tillman Hall, past cleaning has stripped the glaze Figure 7-48. 
off of the terracotta ornament.

Sikes Hall, aggressive cleaning methods have Figure 7-49. 
removed the light speckled glaze at the terracotta trim.

Hopewell main house, water runoff and poor site Figure 7-50. 
drainage have lead to extensive mortar and masonry loss.

St. Julien-Ravenel House (Hanover House), hard Figure 7-51. 
Portland cement mortars have accelerated the deterioration of 
the soft historic brick.

MAsonry
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Wannamaker Hall, poor repointing mix Figure 7-52. 
and installation methods make new mortar easily 
distinguished from old.

Wannamaker Hall, corroding pipes have Figure 7-53. 
caused cracking and spalling at brick.

Clemson University Foundation, minor Figure 7-54. 
corrosion at steel window lintel.

University Facilities Operations, cracking Figure 7-55. 
through brick masonry.

Lee Hall, cracking at courtyard retaining Figure 7-56. 
walls from lack of expansion joints.

Sikes Hall, copper staining at limestone Figure 7-57. 
trim from runoff at copper roofing elements.

MAsonry
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Clemson House, biological growth at parapet Figure 7-58. 
capstones.

Sikes Hall, efflorescence at brick cheek walls at Figure 7-59. 
main entrance steps.

Clemson House, horizontal brick bands are Figure 7-60. 
emphasized by using flush and recessed tooled mortar joints.

MAsonry
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causes of metal deterioration

Corrosion is the major cause of deterioration of archi-
tectural metalwork and is exacerbated by the presence 
of moisture (see figure 7-70). Corrosion is caused when 
metal is exposed to the weather because of failed coat-
ings, through electrochemical reaction with dissimilar 
metals, or by corrosive environments, such as salt-laden 
water. It is accelerated wherever water collects against 
metal elements, such as at post anchor locations or areas 
of light fixtures that don’t adequately drain. Metals un-
dergoing corrosion are slowly reverting to their natural 
ores. This process involves significant expansion of the 
corroding metal, which can disrupt masonry at anchor 
locations, destroy decorative detail, and cause hardware 
to fail. 

Architectural metals can also deteriorate from mechani-
cal failures, such as overloading or fatigue. For example, 
excessive use of handrails, gates, or adjustable louvers 
will slowly work sections loose from their anchors or 
hinges. 

metalwork maintenance

Architectural metalwork can be maintained through 
proper surface preparation and application of protective 
coatings. Iron elements must be maintained with proper 
paint coatings. Deteriorated paint should be removed 
using appropriate methods, including wire-brushing for 
non-decorative elements exhibiting light rust, or chemi-
cal paint removal for heavier built-up paint. Severe cor-
rosion may require that entire sections of metalwork be 
removed to a shop for cleaning and repair. The newly-
cleaned metal should be immediately protected with a 
rust-inhibiting primer. Alkyl-based enamel paints with 
low volatile organic compound (VOC) content are rec-
ommended for finishing iron alloys. Latex and other 
water-based paints are not recommended.

Bronze elements are maintained through the application 
of clear wax or acrylic coatings. Wax coatings require 
more frequent re-application, but are easier to touch up. 
Acrylic coatings must be stripped and replaced in en-
tirety.

MetAls

Metals are found in various architectural elements, includ-
ing handrails, ridge vents, light fixtures, grille work, exte-
rior stairs, gates, and louvers (see figures 7-61, 7-62, and 
7-63). The metals most frequently used in architecture are 
alloys containing lead, tin, zinc, copper, nickel, aluminum, 
and iron. Iron and its alloys, including steel, are particularly 
prevalent because of the moderate production costs brought 
about by technological breakthroughs in manufacturing in 
the late nineteenth century. Bronze metalwork, an alloy of 
copper and tin, is also common on smaller exterior pieces. 
Metal elements are inherently durable if properly main-
tained. Metals used in the production of roofs and roof ele-
ments, doors, windows, and their associated hardware will 
be dealt with separately in subsequent sections.

typical metal conditions

Architectural metalwork is present throughout the Clem-
son campus both as decorative exterior elements and as 
utilitarian fixtures. Sikes Hall has a unique pressed metal 
porch ceiling (see figure 7-64). Many of the Lee-era build-
ings utilized decorative iron grilles and bronze light fixtures 
(see figure 7-65). Light fixtures and handrails are located 
throughout the pedestrian circulation system, with many 
original pieces remaining at building entrances (see figures 
7-66 and 7-67). Barns remaining on campus retain their 
metal ridge vents, which were also decorative elements at 
the Golf Maintenance Barn (see figure 7-68). Large, adjust-
able aluminum louver panels shade the broad expanses of 
windows in Modern-era buildings, such as Lee, Lowry, and 
Newman Halls (see figure 7-69). The majority of the exte-
rior metalwork is in good condition.

metal inspection

Architectural metalwork should be included in regular cy-
clical maintenance inspections. Metal light fixtures, hand-
rails, and gates should be inspected as part of entrance and 
access safety. Inspections should note any of the following 
potential signs of deterioration.

Rust or rust staining through coatings ▪

Green or white discoloration ▪

Cracking or other disruption at anchors and screws ▪

Cracking through soldered joints ▪

Loose handrails  ▪

Missing rails or decorative elements ▪

Light fixtures that do not work ▪
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repair and replacement 

When metalwork components are beyond repair, replace-
ment of the element or broken pieces with reproduction 
metalwork is a practical solution. However, custom cast 
metalwork pieces are costly, requiring unique casts that 
are appropriately scaled. Decorative elements, including 
light fixtures, grilles, and railings, must be reproduced to 
match the existing historic elements in size, thickness, 
and details. Where new handrails or light fixtures are re-
quired, they should be compatible with the character of 
the surrounding buildings and landscape features.

sustainability

Cleaning materials and coatings for metalwork should 
take into account their effect on the surrounding envi-
ronment. There are many recycled and/or natural mate-
rials used to abrasively clean hard metals, such as iron 
and steel, including corn cob and walnut shells. Metals 
typically require high-performance coatings. However, 
products with high levels of volatile organic compounds 
(VOCs) may not be acceptable. The Master Painter’s In-
stitute maintains a listing of green approved coatings that 
should be consulted when specifying metal coatings.

If it is necessary to remove seriously damaged archi-
tectural metalwork, it can be recycled. New metalwork 
can be purchased with certified recycled metal content, 
though these are often only available in standard stock, 
not custom, shapes.

Sikes Hall, bronze gates at main entrance.Figure 7-61. 

Outdoor Theater, Art Deco window grille.Figure 7-62. 

Holtzendorff Hall, exterior fire stair.Figure 7-63. 

Sikes Hall, pressed metal porch ceiling.Figure 7-64. 
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Golf Maintenance Barn, ornamental ridge vent.Figure 7-68. 

Lee Hall, adjustable metal louvers.Figure 7-69. 

Horticultural Barn, corrosion at ridge vent.Figure 7-70. 

MetAls

Long Hall, decorative iron grille.Figure 7-65. 

Outdoor Theater, Art Deco light Figure 7-66. 
fixture.

Riggs Hall, bronze pendant light, Figure 7-67. 
note greenish corrosion.
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siding has been covered with vinyl replacement siding, 
potentially accelerating the damage to the original siding 
underneath.

wood inspection

The preservation of historic exterior woodwork and clad-
ding begins with regular periodic inspections. Inspec-
tion should include interior and exterior conditions and 
a careful examination of structural elements associated 
with the walls, floors, and roof framing. Wood should be 
inspected annually, with more frequent inspections for 
insect infestation. Preventative maintenance inspections 
prevent widespread damage and save money in the long 
run. Evidence of any of the following should trigger in-
depth diagnosis and remediation. 

Peeling paint and/or damaged paint surfaces ▪

Rotted wood that is soft and spongy  ▪

Dry, crumbly wood that has a grid-like crack  ▪
pattern. Dry, gray, linear cracked wood does not 
necessarily indicate wood failure.

Cracks or loose joints ▪

Worn, damaged, or missing clapboards ▪

Poor site drainage at the foundation, including  ▪
negative drainage toward the building

High water table or rising damp ▪

Clogged gutters, downspouts, or site drains ▪

Failed or inadequate roofing and flashing ▪

Interior ceiling and wall damage ▪

Damp, unventilated interior spaces, especially  ▪
basements, crawlspaces, and attics

Improper insulation or lack of a vapor barrier ▪

Plumbing leaks ▪

Water stains ▪

Biological growth, fungus, or white haze ▪

Buckled or damaged porch floors and ceilings ▪

Settlement at porches ▪

Animal nests and/or termite trails ▪

Signs of other insect infestation including: ▪

Swarming termites and carpenter bees in warm - 
weather.

exterIor And structurAl woodwork

Historically, wood was used extensively for its structural 
and aesthetic value. In particular, historic wood cladding 
and wood details are highly-visible and significant fea-
tures of a building’s exterior (see figures 7-71 and 7-72). 
Many of Clemson’s earliest buildings, utilitarian build-
ings, and residences are built and clad with wood. These 
include the St. Julien-Ravenel House (Hanover House), 
Hopewell, Fort Hill, and the Hunt Log Cabin (see fig-
ure 7-73). In addition, predominantly masonry buildings 
contain prominent wood elements, such as cornices and 
cornice rakes. Wood windows and doors are unique ele-
ments and will be discussed in a separate section.

The condition of wood elements is highly dependent 
upon the extent and quality of regular maintenance. 
Without routine inspection and prompt remedial action, 
wood deterioration will accelerate rapidly on both the 
interior and exterior. Early detection and repair avoids 
more extensive and costly repair later. Unfortunately, 
once they have deteriorated, wood details are often re-
moved rather than repaired or replaced. Cornices are 
among the most vulnerable wood features because they 
weather quickly and are difficult to access for regular 
maintenance (see figure 7-74). Although wood cladding 
and details can be challenging to repair once they are 
allowed to deteriorate, they are significant elements of 
a building’s character and appearance. They should be 
maintained and preserved. 

typical wood conditions 

The most serious problem affecting the architectural 
woodwork at Clemson’s historic buildings is termite 
infestation. Active termite infestation was visible from 
brief assessments of Hunt Log Cabin and the Sheep Barn 
(see figures 7-75 and 7-76). Termite infestation was also 
found in wood frame buildings that do not receive regu-
lar maintenance, such as the Botanical Garden Shed (see 
figure 7-77). 

Minor areas of wood rot were noted at wood elements 
that are chronically damp. Rot at Hopewell’s porch and 
at the Clemson University Foundation cornice are caused 
by poor roof and site drainage (see figure 7-78). Rot at 
the exterior wood panels at Mell Hall is caused by con-
tact with foundation masonry. 

Wood siding that does not receive regular maintenance 
exhibits gaps and areas of loss. This is typical at utilitar-
ian buildings, such as the Horticultural Barn and the Bo-
tanical Garden Shed (see figures 7-79 and 7-80). At the 
W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) the original wood 
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Half-round vertical termite tunnels on founda-- 
tion walls, piers, pipes, and on other building 
and crawlspace surfaces near the ground. These 
mud tunnels are the most direct route from the 
ground to the food source in exposed moist 
wood. 

Minute amounts of fresh boredust at crawlspac-- 
es, walls, and foundations

Evidence of previous termite damage in wood. - 
Termite-damaged wood is porous and shot-
through with borings that run with the grain. It 
is fragile and crumbles easily. 

If insects or rot are suspected, all of the building’s first 
floor wood framing and foundation should be investi-
gated. The easiest test is to attempt to penetrate the wood 
to a depth of up to ¾-inch with a sharp awl, using only 
hand-pressure. If the awl enters the wood easily, either 
insects or rot are likely present. 

causes of wood deterioration

Decay and Rot 

In nature, decay and rot is part of the life cycle of all 
living things. In historic woodwork, however, decay 
should be arrested to prolong the life of the structure. Rot 
is caused by water penetration that softens and breaks 
down the fibrous structure of wood, diminishing its ca-
pacity to carry loads or its ability to withstand crushing. 
Without these structural qualities, a building’s wood 
frame becomes fragile and unstable. 

Wood rot occurs in two forms: a dry, brownish wood 
rot that breaks down in a characteristic cube form, and 
a wet, spongy wood rot that is often white or yellowish 
in color. Both are caused by fungal growth that spreads 
through small threadlike hyphae that often go undetected 
beneath the wood surface. In later stages, the fungus pro-
duces fruiting bodies or surface molds that indicate well-
established and pervasive fungal growth. The presence 
of fungi is a clear sign that decay is present. It also indi-
cates chronic water penetration. To survive in wood, fun-
gi needs a moisture content of at least twenty percent and 
warm temperatures. Simply removing fungi and repair-
ing the rotted wood is a superficial approach; the source 
of the moisture must be identified and eliminated. With a 
constant water source, decay will recur and spread. 

Wood-destroying Insects

Termites, carpenter ants, carpenter bees, and wood de-
stroying beetles ants are the natural enemies of wood. 
Even in buildings primarily constructed of masonry, ter-

mites are attracted by moisture and can enter buildings 
through basements, crawl spaces, and foundation cracks. 
Mulch, scrap wood, and vegetation immediately adja-
cent to a building contribute to the problem and should 
be removed. 

Termites

The greatest danger to buildings that contain wood 
comes from termites. There are three main types: the na-
tive subterranean termites, Formosan termites and dry-
wood termites. 

Subterranean termites are the most common form of ter-
mites found in the Clemson area. They build colonies 
and burrows underground, much like ants, and eat into 
wood before returning to the soil. Native subterranean 
termites form wings and swarm in the spring during the 
mating season. Subterranean termites are attracted by 
moist wood, entering buildings through small cracks 
or voids in foundations, through wood that is in contact 
with the soil, or through termite tunnels built of mud. 

Formosan termites are a non-native subterranean ter-
mite that has been spotted in South Carolina. Formosan 
termites cannot be easily detected because they do not 
swarm but stay primarily underground. Formosan ter-
mites pose the greatest threat because they are hard to 
detect and have migrated from the Deep South into the 
upper South and beyond. 

Native and Formosan subterranean termites typically 
are found in basements and crawl spaces and in situa-
tions where wood is in direct contact with soil or mulch. 
They have been known to enter slab-on-grade buildings 
through tiny cracks in the slab. Their constant traffic re-
sults in mud tunnels and passageways on vertical build-
ing surfaces, usually at-grade or slightly below grade. 
Tiny specks or piles of sawdust are also telltale signs of 
termite activity.

Dry-wood termites do not require any contact with the 
soil. They feed and nest in wood which has a relatively 
low moisture content. Dry-wood termites typically infest 
attic spaces or exterior wood members accessible during 
the spring or summer swarm. Signs of dry-wood termite 
activity include small holes in wood, wings and fecal 
matter, and evidence of damage (Zungoli and Benson 
2000).

Carpenter Ants

Like termites, carpenter ants usually attack a building 
from a crawl space or basement and are attracted to 
moist wood. Carpenter ants tunnel into wood and form 
nests inside. Carpenter ant nests can be extensive and 
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carefully planned to have the least physical impact on 
historic wood. Any cleaning should be undertaken using 
careful, non-abrasive techniques. High-pressure blast-
ing using either water or abrasives is very damaging and 
should never be used. If the exterior woodwork requires 
painting or caulking, this will serve as its primary protec-
tion from weathering. Painted surfaces should be well-
maintained. In general, use an alkyd primer coat and two 
coats of latex finish paint on wood surfaces, according to 
the manufacturers’ instructions. 

As with all historic material, damaged sections should 
be replaced in kind to match the historic woodwork in 
all visual and physical qualities. Rotted wood should be 
removed and replaced, especially if it is structural. It is 
usually not necessary, however, to remove an entire wood 
element that has limited areas of rot. The deteriorated 
portion of the wood element can be selectively removed 
and a wood dutchman installed as a patch in the original 
wood feature. For structural elements, a structural en-
gineer should be consulted to determine the nature and 
extent of the repair required. 

Wood Consolidation

In areas of significant or ornamental wood elements, 
commercially-available epoxy consolidants can be used 
to give strength to the existing wood. Epoxy-consoli-
dants permanently alter the wood and are considered 
an irreversible treatment. They should only be used for 
temporary repairs before a full wood dutchman can be 
installed, where significant historic woodwork detail-
ing must be saved, or for repairing irreplaceable wood 
elements, such as massive structural beams that are no 
longer available. 

Epoxy consolidants are available with a variety of per-
formance characteristics. Some consolidants are de-
signed for small, non-structural patch repairs. Others are 
designed to provide structural strength repairs, often in 
combination with fiberglass reinforcement rods. All con-
solidants should have excellent bond and flexibility to 
move with the wood, which contracts and expands cycli-
cally with changes in temperature and relative humid-
ity. Choose epoxy consolidants that have a proven track 
record and are appropriate for the location and structural 
loads. 

Extreme care must be taken when using epoxy consoli-
dants. Once the multiple components are mixed, they 
create a thermal reaction that may be hot enough to dam-
age skin and melt plastic. Epoxy consolidants should not 
be installed in extremely hot weather or during freezing 
conditions. The wood substrate must be dry and properly 
prepared, including application of a primer if required.

cause serious damage to a structure. Signs of carpenter 
ant activity include bore holes with coarse wood shav-
ings and insect parts. The host colony may or may not be 
inside wood building elements; it may be located in the 
soil or under rocks. Mature colonies will swarm in the 
late spring or early summer (Sargent et al. 1998).

Carpenter Bees

Carpenter bees swarm in the spring and bore holes into 
vertical wooden elements. These bees are substantially 
larger than the honey bee and produce sizeable holes up 
to ½ inch in diameter in which to lay their eggs. Break-
ing the cycle is therefore important and professional 
treatment is recommended. They can be very destructive 
and are attracted to the type of thick framing members 
typically found on log structures. Other buildings are not 
immune however: large wooden architectural features, 
such as exposed rafter ends, solid wood columns, and 
half-timbering, can host carpenter bees (Hood 2000). 

Beetles

Powder post beetles are attracted to wood that has already 
been softened by rot or fungal attack. Females lay eggs 
in crevices in the wood and the larvae bore there way to 
the surface, causing the tell-tale pinhole sized bore holes 
with powdery wood bore dust. Certain varieties (lyctid 
beetles) infest only hardwoods with a moisture content 
of 8-32 percent. Other varieties (anobiid beetles) infest 
both soft and hardwoods, preferring wood with a mois-
ture content above fourteen percent. Preventing moisture 
penetration, repairing deteriorated wood features, and 
fungal removal are effective preventive maintenance 
techniques for beetle infestation.

Old house borer beetles in their larvae stage cause dam-
age to seasoned softwood, especially in moist wood 
found in unventilated attics or in areas of water penetra-
tion. They inhabit timbers that are more than one inch 
thick. Old house borer beetles may be introduced when 
modern infested wood is installed in existing buildings. 
New wood may be infested in the lumberyard, especially 
if it has not been kiln-dried. The best prevention is to 
always use lumber that has been kiln dried and, possibly, 
treated with a borate spray (Benson 2001).

wood maintenance and repair

Before repair and alterations are made to a historic 
building with wood features, the existing wood elements 
should be carefully evaluated and examined for their his-
torical significance and physical condition. Character-de-
fining exterior historic building fabric should be retained 
and repaired whenever possible. Repair work should be 
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from the exterior and allow water vapor to pass between 
the building interior and exterior. Any cladding material 
that fails to allow the passage of water vapor will pro-
mote deterioration within the wall.

Whenever possible, retain original wood cladding. Re-
pair original wood cladding by removing deteriorated 
pieces and replacing them with new pieces to match. 
When repairs are required to the interior of the wall, it 
may be appropriate to remove and reinstall original exte-
rior wood cladding. By completing the repairs from the 
outside, interior historic plaster and wood lath is left in-
tact. Electrical, plumbing, and insulation work may also 
be undertaken in this manner.

Wood cladding should be protected with properly ap-
plied paint (see figure 7-81). A good paint job should last 
twelve to fifteen years. Do not power wash exterior wood 
walls. Power washing causes exposed wood to absorb 
significant amounts of moisture. The absorbed moisture 
will cause paint failure, especially if it is applied while 
the wood is still damp. Power washing raises wood grain 
and drives water into the building’s frame. The preferred 
method of cleaning wood cladding is with a neutral de-
tergent and light water wash before painting. Apply paint 
with a brush; do not spray. Brushing results in a thicker 
coat with better adhesion than spraying or rolling.

Weatherization of Wood Frame Buildings

It is not appropriate to install blown-in insulation inside 
the exterior walls of wood frame buildings. Blown insu-
lation is rarely installed with a vapor barrier. This causes 
water condensation in the insulation itself and makes it 
permanently wet. The wetness causes it to lose its insu-
lating characteristics, slump to the bottom of the wall 
cavity, and start wood decay. Moisture buildup from 
blown-in insulation then causes exterior paint to peel. 
Mildew on the exterior of a building is a sure sign that 
there is moisture on the interior. At this point, however, 
the problem is seriously out-of-control.

Batt-type insulation may be installed over a vapor bar-
rier on attic floors. If insulation is installed in exterior 
walls, it must have a vapor barrier on the interior side. 
If there are no historic interior walls and finishes, insula-
tion can be installed between the studs. If historic walls 
and finishes are present, insulation can be installed from 
the exterior. Remove the historic siding, install a vapor 
barrier first, then batt-type insulation, and reinstall the 
historic siding. Related thermal problems of air leakage 
around doors and windows should also be addressed dur-
ing weatherization projects.

Decay and Infestation Prevention and 
Remediation

Remove invasive plants on or near wood and address 
fungus or insect infestation problems promptly. The best 
prevention of termite infestation is to avoid direct con-
tact between wood and the ground and eliminate building 
water penetration. Mulch piled against building founda-
tions attracts termites and should be pulled back from 
the walls. Likewise, raised landscape beds that come in 
contact with a building are problematic. Beetle infesta-
tions can be avoided by preventing moisture penetration, 
repairing deteriorated wood features, and removing and 
treating fungal growth. Carpenter ants can be controlled 
with soil-applied fumigants applied along the perimeter 
of the building. In the case of carpenter bees, profession-
al pest control experts should be consulted. To prevent 
damage and/or help stop infestation, the following mea-
sures are recommended:

Block open channels, holes, and openings  ▪
where pipes and conduits enter a building or its 
foundation wall.

Remove loose pieces of wood lying on the ground  ▪
in proximity to buildings.

Avoid direct contact between wood and the ground.  ▪
Porch lattice, wood posts, and wood steps are 
vulnerable.

Keep mulch away from foundation walls. ▪

Remove raised planting beds that touch buildings.  ▪

Examine untreated lumber in fences and other  ▪
structures periodically. 

Retain a professionally qualified firm to regularly  ▪
inspect and treat infestations. Once-a-year 
application of chemical poisons and soil-applied 
fumigants are not as effective or as safe as in-
ground systems. A warrantee and routine follow-
up inspections should be part of the treatment 
program. 

If the damage is serious, structural work may be required. 
Work may include shoring up the building, removing 
damaged wood at least one foot beyond the infestation, 
and other structural repairs.

Wood Cladding Treatment

Wood siding is the skin of a building and an important 
character-defining feature. Its purpose is to protect a 
building’s underlying structural framing and interior fea-
tures from weather. When wood siding is protected from 
water, it can last for many decades. To function properly, 
siding must accomplish two tasks: it must shed water 
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replace missing wood features with conjectural historic re-
constructions or contemporary elements that are incompat-
ible with the building’s style, character, and other historic 
features. 

Synthetic Materials 

The installation of vinyl or aluminum siding materials 
on historic buildings is not an appropriate preservation 
treatment. Synthetic materials seriously alter the historic 
appearance and character of a building by removing or 
covering important details such as cornice, window, door 
trim, and wood cladding. Synthetic siding can cause seri-
ous long-term damage to buildings. Foremost among these 
is moisture trapped beneath new siding, which decreases 
the efficiency of insulation and accelerates deterioration of 
structural elements. Condensation behind the siding and 
leaks can cause serious damage to the underlying wood 
structure. Related interior consequences include peeling 
paint and cracked wall surfaces. 

Synthetic siding materials are also problematic because 
they are not maintenance-free as frequently advertised. Col-
ors and finishes fade over time, synthetic materials crack 
and warp, and products are changed or discontinued. The 
cost of periodic vinyl or aluminum siding replacement is 
more expensive than the cost of maintaining historic wood. 
The use of synthetic siding on new construction within an 
historic context, such as an addition, should also be discour-
aged. It cannot be considered a compatible treatment. 

When properly maintained, historic cladding materials are 
durable and serviceable. Properly-maintained and painted 
wood siding is the more compatible and historically sym-
pathetic option.

sustainability

Historic wood structures were often built with dense old-
growth wood, which is no longer available. Today, com-
mercially available wood is from fast growing trees and is 
less dense than old growth wood. Retention of old growth 
wood through preventative maintenance and preservation 
treatments is the most sustainable and durable repair op-
tion. Where new wood is required for replacement, choose 
wood from Forestry Stewardship Council (FSC) certified 
forests. FSC certification ensures that the wood came from 
sustainably managed forests. Wood alternatives, such as 
composite lumber or engineered wood, may be appropriate 
for certain less highly visible installations in historic set-
tings. Choose locally harvested wood products, if possible, 
to reduce transportation-related environmental effects. 

wood replacement 

Historic craftsmanship was based upon the uses and char-
acteristics of different wood species. In rehabilitation and 
repair projects, the replacement wood should match the 
historic materials. Availability, cost, and quality, however, 
are also important considerations in the selection of wood 
species. For instance, old-growth white pine was used ex-
tensively for structural framing historically and was much 
denser than the white pine available today. Commercially 
available new white pine may be acceptable for protected 
wood elements, but may not be sufficiently durable for ex-
posed woodwork. For exposed wood detailing, western red 
cedar is now preferred for its resistance to weathering, even 
though it was not available historically. 

Partial Replacement 

When only one part of a wooden feature is damaged, the en-
tire feature should not be removed. Instead, the preservation 
approach is to keep sound materials and repair the damaged 
sections. Replace deteriorated parts with matching materi-
als. If substitute materials are used, they should convey the 
visual appearance of the original feature, duplicating size, 
shape, texture, and detail.

Total Replacement

If wooden pediments or cornices are damaged or lost, re-
place them promptly. The cornice protects the rafter ends of 
the roof structure. If the cornice deteriorates, the roof struc-
ture will soon follow. A missing cornice also contributes to 
deterioration of a building’s façade by providing avenues for 
vertical water penetration. Cornice loss drastically changes 
an historic building’s appearance, especially if it dates to 
the nineteenth or early-twentieth century. If a missing cor-
nice cannot be replaced quickly, an interim solution should 
be devised to protect the exposed area. Retain the removed 
original damaged features for accurate replication.

If existing wood cladding cannot be repaired, it is prefer-
able to replace it in kind by using wood cladding with the 
same width, profile, details, and appearance as the existing. 
If limited replacement of wood cladding is required, the 
new cladding should match the species of existing wood. 
This practice gives the wall a consistent texture and appear-
ance and avoids problems with expansion rates, which vary 
between wood species. 

Reconstruction of a missing wood detail or feature that does 
not have a salvaged historic prototype should be guided by 
historic, physical, and pictorial evidence for accurate res-
toration. Reconstruction of missing elements should be 
based on historical evidence and match the appearance of 
surviving features in size, scale, material, and color. Do not 
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exterIor And structurAl woodwork

Hardin Hall, detail of ornament at entrance Figure 7-71. 
porch.

Fort Hill, detail of door trim ornament.Figure 7-72. 

Hunt Log Cabin, detail of log construction.Figure 7-73. 

Long Hall, deteriorated paint at wood Figure 7-74. 
cornice.

Sheep Barn, detail of termite damage at Figure 7-75. 
exterior door trim.

Hunt Log Cabin, detail of termite damage at Figure 7-76. 
base of door and at logs.
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Botanical Garden Shed, detail of termite Figure 7-77. 
damage at corner post.

Hopewell, wood rot at main entrance porch Figure 7-78. 
column, floorboards, and sill.

Horticultural Barn, missing wood Figure 7-79. 
siding reveals interior sheathing.

Botanical Garden Shed, loose, Figure 7-80. 
buckling wood siding that is almost devoid of 
paint.

Hopewell, deteriorated paint and Figure 7-81. 
raised grain at weathered wood siding.

exterIor And structurAl woodwork
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then to exterior downspouts, which drain either to un-
derground drain lines or to grade (see figures 7-84, 7-85, 
and 7-86). In a few cases, the roofs are designed to drain 
directly to grade with no provision for roof-edge collec-
tion.

In general, the roofs on Clemson’s historic buildings 
appear to be in good condition. Some serious deteriora-
tion was noted. Structural roof framing appeared to be 
sagging at the mid-twentieth century Littlejohn House 
(see figure 7-87). Wood shingles appeared to be in an 
advanced state of deterioration at some secondary roofs 
at Fort Hill (see figure 7-88). Historic slate roofs have 
been replaced with asphalt shingle roofing, which im-
pacts the historic integrity of steeply sloped roofs such as 
at Tillman Hall and Trustee House (see figure 7-89). 

The roof drainage systems on Clemson’s historic build-
ings proved to be more problematic than the roofs. The 
most widespread problem was clogged, sagging, and 
overflowing gutters. Gutter problems were more typi-
cal on residential scaled buildings, but were also found 
on academic buildings, such as Tillman and Riggs Halls 
(see figures 7-90, 7-91, 7-92 and 7-93). At Mell Hall, 
the wood box gutter was exhibiting wood rot, indicating 
damage at the sheet metal lining. 

Flat roofs on Clemson’s more recent academic buildings 
were not inspected. However, conditions noted from the 
ground indicated drainage problems at some flat roofs. 
Typical conditions included rising damp seen at para-
pet walls and water overflow at roof edges (see figure 
7-94).

In a few places, the lack of roof to site drainage was 
causing material deterioration. Insufficient drainage was 
found at the recently renovated Barracks dormitories, at 
Hopewell, and at some flat roof slabs over porches and 
walkways.

roof and roof drainage system inspection

The best course of action in maintaining a roof and its 
drainage system is periodic inspection and repair. The 
baseline roof inspection should include a yearly inspec-
tion of the entire roof system and twice-yearly removal 
of debris from gutters and downspouts. The yearly eval-
uation should be comprehensive and examine not only 
exteriors, but also the attic, basement, and crawl spaces. 
Roof components such as flashing, gutters, downspouts, 
hatches, and mechanical equipment should be part of 
this inspection. Inspection should include testing and/
or observation during major rain events to ensure that 
the roof drainage system successfully diverts rainwater 
away from the building. 

roofs And roof drAInAge systeMs

In terms of protection and preventative maintenance, 
roof and roof drainage systems are among the most im-
portant building elements. The roof, composed of fram-
ing, sheathing, flashing, and roofing materials, and the 
roof drainage elements should be approached as one sys-
tem, since failure in one component can cause extensive 
damage and deterioration elsewhere. Providing a weath-
er-tight roof and properly functioning drainage system 
is critical to historic building preservation and should be 
addressed before any other concern. 

Although each roofing material requires its own level 
of maintenance and repair, the essential function of any 
roof is to prevent water infiltration. The roof keeps wa-
ter out of a building’s interior and away from exterior 
walls. Roofs are also important and highly-visible de-
sign features. A roof is characterized by its shape, height, 
configuration, materials, and decorative elements, which 
help define the architectural style of a building. Since a 
roof is constantly exposed to the elements, it will reach 
a point where partial or major replacement is necessary. 
The preservation approach places emphasis on retention 
and repair with any necessary replacements matching 
the existing in color, texture, size, and other visual quali-
ties. All roof components should receive the same level 
of preservation; character-defining roof elements include 
roofing materials, dormers, cupolas, and decorative fea-
tures such as weathervanes, finials, and crests. 

Roof drainage systems are an important component of 
properly functioning roofs. Roof drainage systems in-
clude inlets, gutters, scuppers, downspouts, boots, and 
underground drains, as well as site drainage components, 
such as splash blocks, drainage swales, French drains, 
and channel drains. Typically, the roof is sloped to drain 
water to a perimeter gutter system or scupper, which in 
turn directs water to an internal or external downspout. 
The downspout carries water down to the foundation and 
directs runoff to a site drainage system in order to move 
the water away from the building foundation. Ideally, the 
roof and roof drainage system, from rooftop to site or 
storm sewer, is designed and maintained as one system. 

typical roof and roof drainage system 
conditions

Clemson’s historic building roofs represent a variety of 
materials and shapes ranging from hipped to gabled to 
flat. Roofing materials include traditional slate, clay tile, 
tin plate, and wood shingle, as well as modern asphalt 
shingle, built-up, and EPDM roofing (see figures 7-82 
and 7-83). Roofs typically drain to perimeter gutters and 
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roof and roof drainage system repair

The baseline preservation approach is to repair deterio-
rated roof components, features, and materials promptly. 
Repair of deteriorated sections of historic roofing mate-
rial should be considered before complete replacement. 
Leaky roofs can be temporarily covered with plastic 
tarpaulin or roll roofing nailed in place. Plastic drainage 
pipes can be used to temporarily redirect water drain-
age. Without this type of intervention, the deteriora-
tion of surviving building materials will be accelerated. 
However, implementation of appropriate repairs should 
be the highest priority whenever roof and roof drainage 
systems are discovered. 

Repair, including materials and workmanship, should be 
executed in kind to match historic conditions. For ex-
ample, copper gutters should be replaced with copper. 
Significant materials should be replaced to match the 
historic materials, especially on visible roof surfaces. 
The gutter profiles and mounting system should be con-
sistent with the historic versions. When in kind replace-
ment is not feasible, replacement materials should match 
the visual and physical characteristics of the historic roof 
system. 

Repairs should be made using building-appropriate 
materials and techniques that are meant to last for the 
long-term and are not simply a short-term fix. For ex-
ample, patches and roofing compounds do not solve the 
real problem; they are subject to early failure and are 
often unsightly. Likewise, the use of inappropriate con-
temporary materials should be avoided in the repair of 
historic roofs. This is particularly unadvisable when the 
replacement material has a much shorter service life than 
the historic material, i.e. using asphalt shingle to replace 
historic slate roofing.

Slate Roofing

Slate was locally available during the early years of 
Clemson’s establishment. Slate was the favored roofing 
material for Clemson’s early academic buildings, in-
cluding Tillman and Hardin Halls, as well as early resi-
dences, such as Trustee House and Kinard Annex. Well-
maintained slate roofing has a service life of sixty to 
one-hundred fifty years. Regular roof inspections from 
the ground or a high lift should note cracked, broken, 
misaligned, or missing slates, especially at the roof edge, 
hips, and valleys. Slate roofing should not be walked on 
during regular maintenance and inspection work. Slates 
may have begun to delaminate and hold water through 
weathering and age, particularly on low slope roofs or 
at roof edges. As the slate weathers, it becomes more 
porous. Mineral impurities within the slate then begin 

A roof system in good condition should meet all of the fol-
lowing criteria during inspection:

Capacity to shed rainwater during major rain events  ▪
without ponding

Unobstructed flow of water from the roof to the  ▪
ground and away from the building

Overall watertight roof surfaces ▪

Watertight, free-flowing gutters and drains ▪

Intact flashing around chimneys, parapets, dormers,  ▪
skylights, and valleys

Attic venting to prevent moisture condensation ▪

Drainage system that carries water away from the  ▪
foundation

Inspections should include a comprehensive survey to iden-
tify potential problems. Evidence of any of the following 
conditions should trigger in-depth diagnosis and remedia-
tion:

Missing, broken, dislocated, or otherwise damaged  ▪
roofing materials

Sagging roof sufaces ▪

Disrupted flashing or flashing with rust or holes ▪

Ponding water at roofs and gutters ▪

Excessive water runoff or overflowing gutters ▪

Water escaping between the seams of downspouts ▪

Rotted wood and peeling paint, especially at wood  ▪
cornices

Biological growth at foundation walls or at adjacent  ▪
surfaces

Soil erosion at the foundation and around downspouts  ▪
and boots

Masonry deterioration such as movement or cracking,  ▪
efflorescence, and failed mortar joints 

Interior water penetration such as cracking, plaster  ▪
failure, powdery residue, efflorescence, and dampness

Wood-destroying insects ▪

Chimneys are subject to the same forces of decay that af-
fect other masonry features, and should be inspected on an 
annual basis for leaning or cracking, deteriorated brick or 
masonry, failed pointing and flashing, faulty flue liners, and 
bird nests and other intrusions. If in active use, interior soot 
and residue should be cleaned annually. 
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Clay Tile Roofing

Clay roof tiles were molded and fired using brick-mak-
ing methods. Traditional clay tile roofs were constructed 
by hanging tiles from wood lath. Each tile was formed 
with two holes at one end, through which wood pegs 
were pushed in order to hang them over the lath. The lath 
was then nailed to the roof structure. Tiles were typically 
bedded in material, such as hay, mud, or lime, which 
served as both insulation and weatherproofing. Like 
early bricks, clay tiles were characterized by a certain 
uniformity in size, but also exhibited a variety of colors 
and textures from the firing process.

Clay tile roofs became fashionable c. 1880-1930 during 
an era of architectural revival styles (see figures 7-95 
and 7-96). Roof tiles were much more uniform in shape 
and color, with many different glazed finishes avail-
able. These later clay tile roofs were installed over wood 
sheathing and roofing felt on wood or steel roof framing. 
Tiles were laid in a mastic material. 

Regular inspections should be undertaken with high 
reach equipment in order to identify problems with clay 
tile roofs, including loose, broken, or missing tiles, and 
biological growth. Alternatively, roof ladders with appro-
priate backing material may be used. Inspectors should 
never walk directly on top of the tiles. Damaged tiles 
can be removed using special tools that can remove the 
tile without breaking it. Where large areas of tile need 
to be replaced, it is preferable to salvage as much of the 
original tile as possible, reducing the need for replace-
ment tile. Replacement tiles should match the existing 
in shape, size, color, texture, and thickness. Tile roofing 
repair must be carried out by specialist contractors who 
are skilled in installing and repairing tile roofs. Properly 
installed and maintained clay tile roofs can last up to one 
hundred years.

Tin Roofing

Standing seam tin-plate iron roofing is common on Clem-
son’s utilitarian buildings and may have been an early roof-
ing material at Hopewell (see figure 7-97). Tin roofing is 
formed by sheets of iron coated with tin, lead, an alloy of 
lead and tin, or zinc to prevent rusting. Thomas Jefferson 
was an early advocate of tin roofing, which he used at Mon-
ticello (ca. 1770-1802). Much of the early tin-plate iron was 
imported from England. The United States did not develop 
its own metal sheet rolling manufacturing until the second 
half of the nineteenth century. By that time, the low cost 
of tin plate roofing made it one of the most common roof 
materials. 

to react with the atmosphere to form gypsum, which 
will lead to expansion of the slate along bedding planes 
and, eventually, delamination. Weathered slates can be 
sounded to test their condition. Inspections should also 
occur in the attic in order to identify any water staining 
or wood rot. 

Deteriorated or missing slates should be repaired prompt-
ly. The detailing, patterns, and installation techniques are 
all important to the overall appearance of slate roofing 
and should guide all repair or replacement work. It is 
important to match the size, color, thickness, texture, 
exposure, and coursing of the original slate. Single de-
teriorated slates can be removed and replaced with new 
slate to match the existing; the attachment location of re-
placement slates should be protected with copper flash-
ing. Slate roof replacement should only be considered 
when over twenty percent of the slates are deteriorated. 
When repairing large sections or replacing a slate roof, 
traditional details should be recreated at valleys, hips, 
and ridges.

Wood Shingle Roofing

Wood shingle roofs can last from fifteen to thirty years 
if properly installed and maintained. The service life of 
a wood shingle roof depends upon the wood type and 
thickness of the shingle, UV exposure, slope, presence of 
biological growth, and ventilation. A wood shingle roof 
will last longer if kept dry, well-ventilated, and free of 
debris and biological growth. The repair of wood shingle 
roofs requires that the replacement shingles be the appro-
priate size, shape, wood type, and surface texture. Single 
wood shingles can be replaced and held in place with a 
metal anchor. Strips of metal flashing can be installed to 
temporarily stop leaks through deteriorated shingles.

Large scale wood shingle repairs or partial roof replace-
ment must follow the original detailing and pattern of 
shingle installation, including shingle exposure length 
and nailing, type of roof substrate, and details at the roof 
eaves, ridges, and valleys. If over twenty percent of the 
wood shingles are deteriorated, the entire roof should be 
replaced. Care should be taken to retain sound original 
roof lath and sheathing. Nail holes in the original roof 
substrate can provide information on the size and pattern 
of the historic wood shingle roof. All work done should 
be completed by a contractor who is familiar with his-
toric wood shingle roofs. 
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Flashing

Flashing is a continuous metal barrier that effectively 
seals vulnerable roof joints. It bridges gaps between dis-
similar materials, especially those with different rates 
of expansion, and/or incompatible profiles. Flashing 
prevents water from infiltrating the building at corners, 
ridges, valleys, or other changes in plane that are prone 
to separation, such as the joint between an addition and 
the original structure.

Flashing should be inspected at least once a year. In ad-
dition to looking for obvious flaws such as cracks or cor-
rosion, small holes or pinholes are a sign of trouble. If 
the flashing is not in a prominent location, limited and 
small temporary patches can be made with roofing ce-
ment. Roofing cement, however, should never be consid-
ered a permanent repair.

Repair or replacement of deteriorated flashing should 
be part of routine preventative maintenance. Corroded 
flashing should be replaced promptly. The type and 
gauge of flashing should be selected based on compat-
ibility with the historic roof. Flashing should be secured 
with nails of the same material because dissimilar met-
als in continuous contact can corrode and stain adjacent 
surfaces. New or replacement metal flashing should not 
be placed in contact with any metal with which it has the 
potential for an electrochemical reaction that causes cor-
rosion. Flashing should not be applied over clapboards 
or any other siding material.

Roof Drainage Systems

The maintenance of roof drainage systems is critical to 
the preservation of historic buildings. Failure to effec-
tively control and direct water runoff from the roofs and 
away from buildings causes multiple and expensive de-
terioration problems. Roof drainage systems should be 
holistically evaluated as an architectural, landscape, and 
civil engineering issue. This evaluation should investi-
gate how water drains from the roofs, where the water 
runoff falls to the ground, and how the water is carried 
away from the building. 

Historic gutters and downspouts should be replaced in 
kind to match all visual qualities including materials, 
profiles, and details. Replacement gutters should not 
alter the character of the building’s architectural trim. 
Type-K (molding-shaped) corrugated gutters and down-
spouts are not appropriate on historic buildings. The use 
of synthetic materials such as vinyl is not recommended. 
Galvanized gutter guards should be considered to reduce 
the collection of leaves and other material.

As with most roofing systems, tin-plate roofing tends to 
deteriorate first at valleys, at joints with the building wall, 
at changes in slope, and at roof penetrations, like plumb-
ing vents and chimneys. Minor surface corrosion can be 
repaired through the use of cyclically applied coatings. Tin-
plate roofs should never be coated with materials containing 
acids, tar, asphalt, or aluminum, which can cause corrosion. 
Tin-plate iron roofing was always intended to have a coat-
ing of paint. Very small-scale deterioration can be repaired 
with elastomeric coatings embedded in a reinforcing mesh 
fabric. These coating repairs will have a service life of only 
5-10 years and should not be considered as permanent re-
pairs. These repairs are inappropriate for deteriorated areas 
that are larger than 4-6 square inches.

Galvanic corrosion on a tin roof can be caused by contact 
with copper materials, including fasteners, gutters, and 
flashing materials. Copper should never be used to patch 
or repair a tin-plate roof. Small areas of deterioration can 
be repaired by removing the coatings to clean metal and 
soldering in place a new sheet of metal over the old. Full 
sheets of deteriorated tin-plate can also be replaced with 
new material, which is fastened and soldered in place. The 
size, style, and pattern of standing seams must be main-
tained. Fasteners should be made of galvanized or stain-
less steel. The solder must be a tin-zinc mix and must not 
contain copper. The use of asphalt- and tar-based roofing 
compounds and building papers will cause the tin-plate to 
corrode and must be avoided. Terne-plate, matching the 
original in weight and gauge, is an acceptable repair mate-
rial for tin-plate iron roofing. Both new tin-plate and terne-
plate roofing materials must be protected with a coating of 
paint after installation.

Asphalt Shingle Roofing

Asphalt shingle roofing was first manufactured in the early 
twentieth century and was made with roofing felt coated 
in asphalt and colored aggregate. Early asphalt shingles 
were most commonly rectangular or hexagonal in shape to 
mimic wood shingle and slate roofing, with multitab strip 
shingles available as early as 1906. While shingle size and 
pattern became standardized in the 1930s, color and texture 
variations increased. Glass fiber-reinforced asphalt shingles 
were introduced in the 1970s.

Asphalt shingles were nailed into wood sheathing and roof-
ing felt underlayment and adhered with a spot of mastic. 
Exposure to moisture and light will breakdown the asphalt 
and felt, erode the surface aggregate, and cause oxidation 
and hardening of the shingles. Failure of asphalt shingle 
roofing occurs more frequently at eaves, valleys, and roof 
junctions, which are subjected to greater water flow and dif-
ferential thermal movement. A properly installed and main-
tained asphalt shingle roof will last twenty years. 
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cally lasts for a hundred years, while the average asphalt 
shingle lasts about twenty years. Slate roofs were in-
stalled on historic buildings for both their visual appeal 
and longevity. Slates vary in color, shape, pattern, and 
detailing, and should always be replaced in kind. Com-
patible contemporary roofing systems, such as synthetic 
slate, are readily available, but their cost is comparable 
to the traditional material. Proper installation and main-
tenance of slate roofs can result in a life span of a century 
or more.

Roof replacement and major repair projects should pre-
serve and/or replace all characteristic decorative roof-
ing details in kind. These may include specialized roof 
shapes, dormers, skylights, finials, crests, gutters, and 
cornices. The details and materials of any replacements 
should match the existing. Hidden construction materi-
als and details such as decking, fasteners, and flashing 
should be selected for durability and compatibility, while 
highly-visible elements such as ornamental scuppers and 
copper guttering should be replaced in kind. If design 
features such as the dormers, cupolas, or trim features 
are too deteriorated to repair, new replacement features 
should be based on the form, materials, detailing, and 
other visual qualities of the historic features. 

Adjacent buildings, architectural features, and landscape 
elements should be protected from damage during roof-
ing projects. When replacing a roof, remove existing 
roofing material before adding new material. Removing 
old layers will prolong the life of the roof and restore the 
original profile of the roof edge. Asphalt shingles should 
not be applied over wood shingles, because the asphalt 
will trap moisture and cause deterioration of the roof 
structure.

Although roofing material is an important aspect of a 
building’s design, if the roof has a flat gently sloping 
profile, which cannot be easily seen, it is acceptable to 
use a contemporary roofing system that meets functional 
needs. Visibility is a key issue; sight lines from nearby 
buildings, streets, and other vantage points should always 
be evaluated. The chosen material must provide adequate 
anchorage against wind and precipitation. Roofs should 
never actually be flat but should always slope positively 
to gutters and roof drains. Water ponding on a roof sur-
face may lead to deterioration problems.

The placement and quantity of downspouts on historic 
buildings should be carefully planned. They should be 
securely attached to the wall with a sufficient number of 
anchors. Splash blocks or downspout extenders should 
be placed beneath downspouts to carry water away from 
the foundation and to limit soil erosion and subsidence. 
Downspouts should not interrupt or cross significant 
features such as cornices, pilasters, or trim. All historic 
buildings should have downspouts adequate to shed wa-
ter from the entire roof. They should also be put in unob-
trusive locations to the greatest extent possible. Modern 
downspout extensions should be unobtrusive to avoid 
visual impacts on the historic building and its immediate 
setting.

Existing connections to underground drainage pipe sys-
tems should also be tested; the terracotta pipes typically 
used in the early- to mid-twentieth century grow brittle 
with age and are prone to cracking and breaking. Below-
grade pipe replacement with modern PVC pipe is appro-
priate. 

rooftop additions and attachments 

New rooftop construction is a sensitive issue in any his-
toric building project. Large-scale rooftop additions or 
equipment installations that are visible from the ground 
are inappropriate. Even small rooftop additions alter the 
height, profile, and overall exterior character of a build-
ing and are not recommended. Only small, low-profile 
mechanical equipment should be considered for roof-
top mounting on historic buildings, and then only in a 
secondary location. Visibility is a key issue; sight lines 
from nearby buildings, streets, and other vantage points 
should always be evaluated. In general, elevator over-
runs and areas of fire refuge on historic buildings usu-
ally involve minor changes. Nonetheless, they should be 
studied for the overall visibility from all viewpoints and 
compatibility with the building’s historic materials and 
visual qualities. 

roof replacement or alteration

All historic roofs eventually need major repairs or total 
replacement. Skilled maintenance staff or roofing con-
tractors should carefully examine gutters, leaders, val-
leys, and flashing before determining that wholesale roof 
replacement is necessary. If replacement is required, the 
historic materials should be replaced in kind, matching 
the existing in color, texture, size, profile, seaming, pat-
terning, proportion, and other visual qualities. Tradition-
al roofing materials like slate and clay tile are expensive, 
but a life-cycle cost analysis demonstrates that their use 
is actually very cost-effective. For example, slate typi-
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Roof Insulation 

Energy efficiency is a central consideration in roof re-
placement projects. Roof insulation should occur only 
in well-ventilated spaces. Insulating poorly ventilated 
spaces will lead to moisture condensation on roofing 
and insulation materials. To avoid moisture damage and 
maximize thermal efficiency, a proper vapor barrier must 
be provided on the warm side of all insulation materi-
als, especially in attics and crawl spaces. The standard 
preservation recommendation is to install batt-type in-
sulation; blown-in insulation is only recommended for 
attics and crawl spaces where vapor barriers have been 
installed. The vapor barrier prevents the passage of 
moisture and its accumulation in the insulation; damp 
or wet insulation is virtually useless. There are several 
ways to achieve an attic vapor barrier: a foil-facing ma-
terial on fiberglass insulation; a Kraft paper-facing if it is 
backed with a bituminous or tar-like coating (Kraft paper 
alone is not a vapor barrier); or polyethylene sheeting 
placed between the insulation and inside surfaces. In an 
unheated attic space, the insulation should be installed at 
the floor level with the vapor barrier facing down. If the 
attic space is heated, the insulation is placed between the 
roof rafters with the vapor barrier facing in. 

sustainability

Traditional roofing materials like slate and clay tile are 
extremely durable. Often, these roofing materials can be 
salvaged and reused as part of major roof repair or re-
placement work. Proper installation and maintenance of 
these original roofing materials will create a roof with 
a long service life, requiring minimal amounts of new 
material for repair and maintenance.

Flat roofs provide opportunities for use of light colored, 
high-albedo roof coatings that can lead to significant 
energy cost savings. Flat roofs with sufficient structural 
capacity may also be potential candidates for green roof 
systems, which significantly reduce water runoff and 
help reduce temperature fluctuations within the building. 
They could also house solar panels that could help pro-
vide power to individual buildings.

St. Julien-Ravenel House (Hanover House), wood Figure 7-82. 
shingle covered gambrel roof.

Long Hall, clay tile, hipped roof.Figure 7-83. 

Riggs Hall, detail of copper conductor head.Figure 7-84. 
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roofs And roof drAInAge systeMs

Holtzendorff Hall, scupper through Figure 7-85. 
parapet wall and downspout lead water runoff to 
a downspout boot.

Outdoor Theater, specially formed Figure 7-86. 
aluminum conductor head directs runoff to a 
downspout.

Landscape Services Yard, Figure 7-87. 
undulating roof line indicate problems with roof 
sheathing.

Fort Hill, biological growth at wood Figure 7-88. 
shingles indicates advanced deterioration.

Trustee House, original patterned slate Figure 7-89. 
roofing has been replaced with asphalt shingles.

Kinard Annex, water from upper gutter Figure 7-90. 
is directed to lower gutter where is appears to 
chronically overflow, causing the lower gutter to 
corrode.
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roofs And roof drAInAge systeMs

Clemson University Foundation, Figure 7-91. 
the perimeter gutter has failed causing rot at 
the wood cornice.

Moorman House, leaf and pine Figure 7-92. 
needle debris at downspout end indicate a 
clogged drainage system.

Bowen Hall, dampness along Figure 7-93. 
this downspout indicates a problem with roof 
drainage.

Clemson House, dampness at parapet Figure 7-94. 
wall may indicate water penetration at capstones or 
ponding at the flat roof.

Long Hall, detail of clay tile roofing at Figure 7-95. 
shed roof.

Mell Hall, detail of flat tile roofing at Figure 7-96. 
hipped roof.

Sheep Barn, standing seam tin roof Figure 7-97. 
painted red.
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door surrounds (see figure 7-109). Modern, hollow core 
glazed metal doors have also been installed in academic 
buildings. Some modern door replacement has been sym-
pathetic to historic precedents (see figure 7-110), while 
others have been less sensitive (see figure 7-111).

door and entryway inspection 

Regular inspection should identify small problems be-
fore they become major issues. Doors and entryways at 
Clemson University receive heavy use and require fre-
quent inspection. Door inspections should note any of 
the following conditions:

Sticking doors ▪

Damaged hardware ▪

Missing screws or anchors ▪

Worn finishes and exposed wood and metal  ▪
substrates

Cracked or rotted wood ▪

Corrosion at hardware or metal door surfaces ▪

White haze or deterioration in areas of deicing salts ▪

Broken glazing, including transoms and side lights ▪

Worn finishes or deterioration at entry steps, cheek  ▪
walls, floors, and entryway walls

door and entryway maintenance

The best practice approach retains and repairs as much 
historic fabric as possible. Regular maintenance for his-
toric doors should include:

Gentle cleaning of doors, glazing, and hardware  ▪
surfaces

Cleaning and lubrication of hinges and closers ▪

Rust removal at hardware and the application of  ▪
appropriate protective coatings

Replacement of missing screws or anchors  ▪

Refinishing or repainting ▪

Replacement of cracked or broken glazing ▪

Repair of loose entryway materials, such as tile or  ▪
other paving materials

Installation of mats or other protective floor  ▪
coverings to protect worn entryway flooring

doors And entrywAys

Doors are more than functional entryways; they are im-
portant architectural elements and special care should 
be taken to preserve their integrity. Traditionally, doors 
were made of wood in a variety of paneled, board, and 
glazed forms. Metal doors became more common in the 
twentieth century; steel doors were popular in the 1920s, 
while aluminum doors dominated in the post-World War 
II era. Operable doors are often embellished with glazed 
door surrounds and transoms. Entrance areas are distin-
guished with hoods, shed or slab roofs, and porches. 

Although door hardware and finishes may show wear, 
the door itself is usually structurally sound for decades. 
Historic wood doors are typically built of harder and 
heavier wood than commonly in use today and are thick-
er and more substantial overall. Glazed metal doors and 
door surrounds from the Modern era may remain in good 
condition, but present energy efficiency concerns when 
these buildings are renovated. 

The environmental effects of constant use and exposure 
can lead to rapid deterioration of doors, door hardware 
and their associated ornament; therefore, regular inspec-
tions and maintenance are critical. Repair of an existing 
historic door is more cost-effective than replacing it with 
a new one. Loss of original door or entryway details can 
damage a building’s historic integrity.

typical door conditions 

Clemson’s historic buildings exhibit a rich diversity of 
doors and entryway detailing. Early residences retain 
wood panel doors and louvered shutters (see figures 7-98 
and 7-99). Few original wood doors remain at Clem-
son’s historic academic buildings (see figures 7-100 
and 7-101); however, glazed wood doors have been pre-
served at residential scale buildings. Entrance porches 
range from the character-defining portico at Fort Hill, 
to the small, tiled entrance areas to Tillman and Hardin 
Halls, and the simple porches and hoods found on resi-
dential buildings (see figures 7-102, 7-103, and 7-104). 
Metal clad doors and glazed aluminum doorways are 
original to the Art Deco Outdoor Theater and Modern-
era buildings such as Olin, Lowry, and Newman Halls 
(see figures 7-105 and 7-106). Utilitarian buildings have 
rolling wood board and cross bar doors to serve a vari-
ety of human, animal, and equipment access (see figures 
7-107 and 7-108).

Though Tillman retains its significant glazed doors and 
door surround at its main entrance, most other doorways 
have been replaced with glazed aluminum doors and 
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Retrofitting for fire-safety should be done in a manner 
that preserves the doorway’s historic features. Many state 
building codes have special provisions for historic build-
ings; these should be fully explored before alterations oc-
cur. Fire-retardant coatings, other means of egress, areas 
of refuge, rated partitions, and other measures allowable 
under life safety codes can avoid removal of significant 
historic doors and entryway details.

door and entryway replacement or 
reconstruction

Deteriorated doors that are beyond repair should be re-
placed in kind, to match the original in materials, design, 
visual qualities, and size. Historic double-leaf doors 
should not be replaced with a single-leaf door. Exterior 
historic doors that are non-functional should be left in 
place and sealed, not removed. If there is no remaining 
historic evidence for reproduction, new doors should be 
appropriate to the period and style of the building. 

Historic door openings should not be filled with mod-
ern doors, which alter the character and rhythm of the 
facade. When historic door replacement is necessary, 
the new door should be custom-made to fit the historic 
opening. Door hardware should be reused wherever pos-
sible. New door openings should be avoided on a his-
toric building façade; if needed, they should be located 
on secondary elevations to limit negative physical and 
visual impacts.

Reconstruction of altered or missing historic entrance-
ways must be based on historical, pictorial, and physical 
documentation. Historic building designers used door 
detailing and frame articulation to develop a hierarchy 
and thus differentiate between primary and secondary 
entrances. If there is not sufficient information to deter-
mine the original feature, a compatible new design should 
blend with the architectural character of the building and 
its surroundings. Conjectural designs without historic 
precedent are not appropriate.

sustainability

Doors and door surrounds can be significant areas of 
energy loss. Traditional wood doors can be weather-
ized with weatherstripping to reduce energy loss at the 
edges of doors. Glazed aluminum doors and door sur-
rounds with inefficient glazing materials allow interiors 
to gain or lose heat through the glass. Large expanses of 
glazed doors and door surrounds can be retrofitted with 
new glazing materials to reduce this energy loss, while 
retaining the original design intent. 

causes of door and entryway 
deterioration

Doors and entryways are most commonly damaged from 
constant use. Inspections are important to ensure that 
doors are operating properly and hung correctly to avoid 
failure at hinges or other hardware. Push plates and kick 
plates protect the finishes in these vulnerable areas. 
Wood and metal doors are also damaged by moisture 
which causes wood rot and corrosion. Deicing salts can 
cause damage to wood finishes and dramatically acceler-
ate the rate of corrosion. Exposure to the elements will 
cause degradation of the unprotected wood and metal.

The floors of entryway areas are particularly vulnerable 
from foot traffic. Soft flooring materials, such as soft or 
unprotected wood and other weathered materials, will 
not bear up to heavy use. Deicing salts and abrasive grit 
that is tracked into entryway areas can damage flooring 
materials. Stone and encaustic tile paving materials are 
generally durable but can be damaged by salts as well.

door and entryway repair

Doors and entryway features contribute to the building’s 
architectural character and should be retained. Historic 
doors often feature door hardware, transoms (operable 
or fixed sash over doors), sidelights (vertical or fixed 
ribbon windows flanking a door), pilasters, entablatures, 
columns, thresholds, and steps. Wood doors can be refin-
ished to repair scratches or worn areas. Partial replace-
ment of deteriorated areas can be done with dutchman 
or epoxy repairs. Metal doors can be repaired in a shop 
to remove corrosion and warping and to make partial re-
placement repairs. Missing elements should be replaced 
in kind, and the door’s original size, profile, and configu-
ration should be preserved. Glazed entry features such as 
transoms, sidelights, and partially-glazed doors should 
also be retained, repaired, or replaced in kind. Improved 
weather-stripping around door frames can increase en-
ergy efficiency. 

When determining how to refinish historic doors of any 
type, it is important to retain the original design intent. 
Typically, wood doors would be finished with an oil var-
nish, though modern polyurethane based varnishes are 
more common today. Steel doors require repainting. Cop-
per clad and aluminum doors should be left unpainted. It 
is important to match the original finish of the wood and 
metal doors in both color and gloss level. Historically, 
doors were often more colorful or sometimes darker than 
the modern palette. 
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doors And entrywAys

Fort Hill, double leaf, wood panel Figure 7-98. 
doors with louvered wood shutters and transom.

Hopewell, the original wood panel Figure 7-99. 
door has been altered to accommodate glazing.

Tillman Hall, original glazed wood Figure 7-100. 
doors and door surround.                

Long Hall, original glazed wood Figure 7-101. 
doors at secondary entrance.

Hardin Hall, encaustic tile at Figure 7-102. 
entryway.

National Dropout Prevention Center Figure 7-103. 
(Houston Center), Colonial Revival entrance 
porch.
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doors And entrywAys

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House), simplified Figure 7-104. 
Colonial Revival entrance porch came directly from the Sears 
catalog.

Outdoor Theater, metal clad door with Art Deco Figure 7-105. 
detailing.

Newman Hall, glazed aluminum doors and door Figure 7-106. 
surround allow interior to gain and lose heat.

Sheep Barn, rolling wood board doors.Figure 7-107. 

Horticultural Barn, cross bar wood door.Figure 7-108. 
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doors And entrywAys

Tillman Hall, historic entrance doors and door Figure 7-109. 
surround have been replaced with glazed aluminum panels.

Hardin Hall, original entrance doors have been Figure 7-110. 
replaced with a custom hollow metal core doorway.

Sirrine Hall, original tile clad shed roof and glazed Figure 7-111. 
wood doors have been insensitively replaced.
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not sympathetic to the historic character of the building 
(see figure 7-124). Later window replacements made 
an effort to match the number and shape of multi-light 
sash using flat, applied muntins, which did not have the 
same depth of reveal as the original windows (see figures 
7-125). In 2008, the original wood windows Riggs Hall 
were being restored and retained and will provide Clem-
son with a model for wood window preservation.

window inspection and maintenance 

As with other historic features, regularly inspection and 
maintenance are the first line of defense in the preserva-
tion of historic windows. Inspection should look for the 
following problems:

Open joints, cracks, or other areas for moisture  ▪
penetration

Deteriorated or missing perimeter sealant ▪

Failed glazing putty ▪

Broken glass ▪

Failed finishes on exterior window surfaces ▪

Failed finishes on interior surfaces around windows ▪

Failed or missing hardware, including screws, bolts  ▪
and hinges

Wood rot, particularly at bottom rails ▪

Corrosion, particularly at anchors, screws, and  ▪
movable parts

Bowing, warping, misalignment of sash ▪

Condensation on interior window surfaces ▪

Faulty window operation ▪

Frequent maintenance now prevents expensive head-
aches later. For instance, wood and steel windows rely 
on paint for weather protection. Without paint, the ex-
tremes of heat, cold, sunlight and moisture can quickly 
act on the exterior frame and sash. The maintenance of 
perimeter window sealant may also protect embedded 
steel lintels and reduce corrosion; though no amount of 
sealant will permanently correct a faulty design. Regular 
window inspections, combined with appropriate scrap-
ing, priming, painting, and sealant repair has a critical 
place in a preservation maintenance plan. 

causes of window deterioration 

Water penetration is the primary cause of window deteri-
oration. The chronic presence of water at windows leads 
to failure of finishes, wood rot or corrosion, and ultimate-
ly to opening of joints and window failure. Moisture and 

wIndows

Historic windows are one of the most important features 
of a building and proper treatment is extremely impor-
tant. Both fenestration patterns and the configuration of 
individual windows are character-defining features that 
contribute to a building’s design, proportion, and rhythm. 
Traditionally, light and ventilation were very important 
commodities in buildings before electric service and ar-
tificial air conditioning became commonplace. Windows 
were designed to maximize natural light and ventilation. 
In post-World War II buildings, large expanses of win-
dows were used to create horizontal bands and walls of 
glass that defied the traditional pierced masonry facade. 
The large expanses of glass typically had only small op-
erable window panels. These buildings relied on forced 
air ventilation and air conditioning systems to regulate 
interior temperatures.

typical window conditions

Clemson’s historic buildings exhibit a wide range of 
window technology. The early residences of the St. Ju-
lien-Ravenel (Hanover House), Fort Hill, and Hopewell 
have double-hung wood windows, often fitted with lou-
vered or paneled shutters (see figure 7-112). The con-
tinued popularity of the double-hung wood window can 
be seen in large academic buildings, such as Riggs Hall, 
and twentieth century residences, such as the Moorman 
House (see figures 7-113, 7-114 and 7-115). Stained glass 
was used in a few special locations, including Tillman 
Auditorium and the rear auditorium space in Holtzen-
dorff Hall (see figures 7-116 and 7-117). Steel windows 
are found in pre-World War II utilitarian buildings, in-
cluding the Golf Maintenance Barn, as well as in some 
post-World War II academic building, such as Newman 
Hall (see figures 7-118 and 7-119). Most post-World War 
II academic buildings have aluminum windows (see fig-
ure 7-120). 

Windows are deteriorating from improper design and 
maintenance-level paint and glazing failure (see figure 
7-121 and 7-122). Poole Agricultural Center is an un-
usual example where the inoperable, square aluminum-
framed windows are deteriorating because the sash were 
designed to project from the masonry wall. Water col-
lects on the top sides of the sash, causing corrosion and 
biological growth (see figure 7-123).

Many of the original windows in Clemson’s historic 
buildings have been replaced with modern sash. In some 
cases the entire frame and sash have been replaced. Re-
placement windows have varied in quality and design. 
Early window replacements, such as at Sirrine Hall, were 
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Anodized aluminum is also sensitive to abrasive clean-
ing, which will strip away the protective aluminum oxide 
coating. When in contact with dissimilar metals, alumi-
num typically deteriorates from galvanic corrosion.

window repair

Historic windows should never be replaced unless they 
are missing or beyond repair. Contrary to popular belief, 
repaired historic windows will typically last far longer 
than modern replacement windows because they are 
made with superior quality materials and craftsmanship. 
Epoxy consolidants may be used to strengthen and save 
deteriorated wood, especially at sills. Special patching 
compounds may be used to repair steel window parts. 
Warped wood sash and bowed or bent steel sash can 
often be repaired by skilled craftsmen. Aluminum parts 
are often still made in the same standard sizes for partial 
repair.

Replacing deteriorated parts, not the entire window, is 
the preferred solution, using elements that are visually 
and physically compatible with the original. Historic 
windows are easily disassembled for cleaning and re-
pair. Unlike modern replacement windows, historic 
window units were constructed so that damaged por-
tions could be repaired or replaced one part at a time. 
Individual window elements that should be retained 
include frames, sash, muntins, glazing, sills, hardware, 
heads, hoods, paneled or decorative jambs and moldings, 
interior and exterior shutters, and blinds. The damaged 
portion of a window component should be replaced with 
material matching the original material and fabrication 
techniques. These characteristic window details should 
not be removed, blocked, or obscured.

Any repair should match historic window sash, muntin 
configuration, reveal depths, glass-to-frame ratios, glaz-
ing patterns, frame dimensions, trim profiles, and deco-
rative features. Replacement glazing should match the 
visual qualities of the historic glazing; tinted and reflec-
tive glazing are not appropriate unless they match the 
original glazing. New window elements should be based 
on surviving prototypes. 

Windows should also operate smoothly. Window mecha-
nisms such as sash locks, cords, and weights should be 
maintained, repaired and, if necessary, replaced. This 
approach not only results in cost-savings, because when 
properly maintained, historic windows can last for de-
cades. 

water typically infiltrate windows at the perimeter of the 
window sash, at failed joints, and at lower window rails. 
Water problems are exacerbated in areas which do not 
shed water, such as improperly sloped window sills, at 
rough surfaces, or in pockets created by missing glazing 
putty. Window sills are often the first elements to exhibit 
deterioration. Condensation that forms on interior win-
dow surfaces can also cause deterioration. It is important 
to distinguish moisture penetration caused by condensa-
tion from that caused by water infiltration. Each requires 
different remediation techniques.

Windows that have been protected from the elements by 
storm sash are not immune from moisture-related prob-
lems. Poorly ventilated storm windows can actually ac-
celerate damage to wood and metal windows. Condensa-
tion forms as the warm interior air meets the cool exterior 
storm window. If there is no ventilation, condensation is 
trapped against the sash, causing failure of finishes and, 
ultimately, wood rot or corrosion.

Window operation is impaired by loose joints and mis-
aligned sash. Maintenance level painting often covers 
hinges and other moving parts, eventually causing ex-
cessive paint build-up. This can lead to sticking or in-
operable sash. Uneven building settlement or masonry 
cracking can also make window sash inoperable

Wood Windows

Wood windows that have failed paint or are chronically 
damp are vulnerable to rot. Wood rot typically begins 
at the joints of jamb and sills, at the meeting rail, and at 
the lower rails of both upper and lower sash. The joints 
in these areas may become loose. Weathered wood that 
has become rough requires special attention, because the 
increased surface area will hold more water.

Steel Windows

Steel windows with failed paint or glazing putty will 
begin to corrode. Corrosion causes the steel to expand, 
leading to warping and buckling. Steel windows were 
designed with weep holes at the base of the frame to al-
low water to escape. Often, these weep holes have been 
closed up with paint or putty, trapping water within the 
frame. 

Aluminum Windows

Anodized aluminum windows were widely used post-
World War II. Anodized aluminum has excellent resis-
tance to corrosion. However, aluminum will corrode in 
the presence of hydrochloric acid, salts of chlorides and 
sulfates, soil, ponding water, and when in contact with 
alkaline substances such as concrete, mortar, or stucco. 
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wood or steel sash. Where interior storms are used, suf-
ficient ventilation must be provided to avoid moisture 
condensation at the historic prime sash. 

window replacement and alteration

Windows should only be replaced when they have 
reached the end of their service life and the majority 
of the window components have deteriorated beyond 
repair. Peeling paint, broken glass, stuck sash, and air 
infiltration are problems that can be remedied; they are 
not valid reasons for replacement. The cost of replace-
ment windows should be weighed against the condition 
of existing historic windows, the cost of historic win-
dow repair, and the relative gains in energy efficiency, as 
well as the life cycle costs of the replacement windows, 
which may have a short service life. A number of win-
dow manufacturers make customized replicas of historic 
sash and frames. They also offer more generic reproduc-
tion historic window lines. Both are much more costly 
than proper maintenance and repair of existing historic 
windows over their life-cycle.

Where replacement windows are justified, new windows 
should match the originals in material, finish, configu-
ration, setback, profiles, and all other visual and reflec-
tive qualities. Details such as sash, muntin configuration, 
reveal depths, glass-to-frame ratios, glazing patterns, 
glazing color, frame dimensions, trim profiles, and deco-
rative features should be faithfully replicated. Replace-
ment windows should always be based on the original in 
all respects; installation of a generic historic window is 
not appropriate. 

Wood Windows

Historic wood windows that cannot be repaired should 
be replaced with new wood windows. Vinyl and alumi-
num replacement windows are not appropriate. Like-
wise, windows clad in a synthetic material should not 
be considered. These modern windows are of inferior 
quality with shorter life spans than traditional wood. 
Replacement windows should have the same operating 
system (i.e., double-hung sash, casement, pivot, fixed) 
and configuration as the original windows. Replacement 
multi-pane windows with true divided lights should be 
used wherever possible. The use of flat muntins or mun-
tins embedded in insulated glass alters the character of 
the historic sash. Contemporary sheet-glass windows 
and tinted or reflective glass should also be avoided. 

Steel Windows

The replacement of steel windows can be more costly 
than repair work. Even large scale replacement of cus-

window weatherization

Historic repairable windows should never be replaced 
with new units simply as a weatherization measure. Most 
loss of thermal efficiency at a window occurs around a 
leaky frame rather than through the sash itself. This can 
be addressed through simple weatherization techniques 
such as installing weather-stripping or storm windows. 
Weatherization techniques can greatly increase the en-
ergy efficiency of the overall building envelope and are 
always less costly than wholesale replacement of an en-
tire window unit.

Weather-Stripping 

The energy efficiency of historic windows can be greatly 
improved through the installation of weather-stripping. 
Weatherstripping methods include installation of com-
pressed metal or spring clips or compressed foam tape. 
Weather-stripping is installed between the window frame 
and operable sash and along the meeting rails of the sash. 
Blinds or insulating curtains may be added to the interior 
for privacy and increased thermal performance. In ad-
dition to weather-stripping, there are a variety of sash 
retrofit techniques that can provide thermal efficiency, 
such as installing new energy efficient glazing in exist-
ing sash. These methods are less expensive than whole-
sale replacement and insure that the greatest amount of 
historic material is retained.

Storm Windows 

Storm windows help achieve increased thermal effi-
ciency without removing historic materials and features. 
Storm windows are appropriate as long as they fill the 
window opening completely, without the use of spacers 
or filler panels. Wood storms with removable storm sash-
es and screens are available commercially and are par-
ticularly appropriate for use on historic buildings. Stiles 
and meeting rails should align with those of the prime 
sash. Do not install exterior storm windows in a manner 
that damages historic windows frames. Exterior storms 
should either be painted or be treated with a factory-ap-
plied finish matching that of the prime sash. Tinted and 
reflective glazing are not appropriate unless they match 
the original glazing. 

Interior storm windows are also available. Because inte-
rior storm windows maintain the appearance of the exte-
rior facade, they are preferable, and often less expensive, 
in cases where the windows are no longer operable. Some 
interior storm windows are designed to be removed in 
warm weather so that windows can open. Install interior 
storm windows with air-tight gaskets, ventilating holes, 
and/or removable clips to avoid condensation damage to 
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If new windows must be added to a windowless second-
ary elevation, the work should minimize the number of 
new openings and be compatible with the scale, loca-
tion, and size of historic window frames elsewhere on 
the building. 

Air Conditioners and Vents

Wherever possible, window air conditioners should 
only be installed on a building’s secondary elevations. If 
the window is removed to install an air conditioner, the 
window opening should be maintained and preserved. 
Protect and preserve historic window sash and frames if 
the installation of heating/air conditioning units requires 
their temporary removal. Protect surfaces below the 
window from moisture damage from condensation from 
window unit air conditioners. Unit drains should direct 
water away from sills and walls.

Although windows should generally not be used as vents 
for air-conditioning systems and exhaust fans, this so-
lution is often the least intrusive option for a historic 
building. If this option is chosen, the vent or fan should 
be installed in a window on a secondary elevation. The 
removed sash or window should be stored in the building 
for future reinstallation.

Through-the-wall vents, condensate drain lines, and 
cooling units are never appropriate on historic buildings. 
They destroy historic fabric and impact building integ-
rity. These penetrations impact the overall symmetrical 
pattern of masonry and glazed surfaces. They also dis-
rupt the masonry walls and introduce new locations for 
water problems on the façade.

Interior Alterations that Impact Windows 

Interior alterations such as lowered ceilings, new floors, 
or mezzanines should not impact either historic windows 
or the building’s exterior spatial and visual experience. 
Lower ceilings are often used in renovation projects to 
accommodate mechanical equipment. Their extent and 
drop should be minimized because the alteration can 
affect the appearance of windows and have a negative 
visual impact on the building’s exterior. Suspended ceil-
ings that block or cover window frames and glazing are 
inappropriate. If a suspended ceiling must be accommo-
dated, the design should incorporate generous setbacks 
that allow the full height of the window to remain un-
obstructed. Other alterations that may block or cover 
windows, such as new floors, loft spaces, and staircases, 
should be avoided as well. 

tom parts can be more cost effective. When planning for 
steel window replacement, it is important to understand 
that many steel windows are often anchored into the 
surrounding masonry. Steel frames were typically built 
into the masonry structure during the original construc-
tion. Replacing steel frames may involve costly masonry 
disruption around the window opening. Removing steel 
frames by cutting off the anchors and leaving the anchors 
embedded in the masonry is not acceptable. This will 
leave embedded steel anchors in the surrounding win-
dow masonry, which can lead to major masonry disrup-
tion when these anchors corrode and expand. The cost 
of dismantling, rebuilding, and repairing the surround-
ing masonry should be factored into any cost analysis of 
steel window replacement. 

Modern steel windows are made of a mix of rolled and 
pressed steel, bronze and brass sections, and aluminum 
glazing beads, while the originals were manufactured 
with rolled steel sections. New steel windows rely heavily 
on weatherstripping to prevent water infiltration. Alumi-
num replacement windows are not acceptable alternates 
for historic steel windows. Steel windows are character-
ized by thin section details, a testament to the strength of 
steel. Aluminum is not strong enough to recreate these 
thin section details. Also, the thermal performance of 
steel windows exceeds that of aluminum windows.

Aluminum Windows

Post-World War II aluminum windows were often poor-
ly constructed, lacking thermal breaks to prevent heat 
transfer. This is particularly true of the expanses of win-
dow glazing used in Modern-era buildings. Fortunately, 
most aluminum parts are still widely available and can 
be used to faithfully recreate historic aluminum window 
panels when necessary. The large expanses of glazing, 
often creating walls of glass, may justify sensitive ret-
rofitting with more efficient glass to improve heat gains 
or losses.

Fenestration Patterns 

The spacing, location, size, placement, and rhythm 
of historic windows are a signature feature of historic 
buildings. Original fenestration patterns should be re-
tained and maintained. New windows or altered open-
ings are not appropriate in historic contexts, particularly 
on the main façade and other visible elevations. Do not 
alter the number, size, location, or shape of original win-
dows. Replacement windows should match the full size 
of the historic window opening. Large window openings 
should not be filled with a number of smaller windows. 
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sustainability

Energy efficiency is often cited as the main reason for 
replacing historic windows. In the case of some Modern-
era aluminum windows, the gains in energy efficiency 
may outweigh the benefits of retaining the original win-
dows. However, for most traditional wood and steel win-
dows, the gains in energy efficiency with replacement 
windows are minimal. Any gains in energy efficiency 
with replacement windows can typically be met or ex-
ceeded with weatherization of the historic window. Re-
taining historic windows is often the most sustainable 
option, preserving old growth wood and quality steel 
components. When old windows are beyond repair, in-
dividual components such as glass or metal should be 
recycled. 

Fort Hill Office, double hung, Figure 7-112. 
nine-over-nine wood windows with louvered 
shutters.

University Facilities Operations, double Figure 7-113. 
hung, two-over-two wood windows with arched opening.

Riggs Hall, ongoing restoration of double Figure 7-114. 
hung, multi-light wood windows.          

Moorman House, typical Queen Anne Figure 7-115. 
style double hung sash with multi-light upper sash and 
single light lower sash.
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wIndows

Tillman Hall, colored glass in Queen Anne Figure 7-116. 
style double hung sash at Memorial Chapel.

Holtzendorff Hall, Tiffany style colored glass Figure 7-117. 
at rear auditorium.

Golf Maintenance Barn, steel sash window with Figure 7-118. 
operable lower panel.                               

Locksmith Shop, Facilities Maintenance Yard, Figure 7-119. 
corroding steel window with central pivot sash.
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wIndows

Lowry Hall, Modern-era horizontal strip of Figure 7-120. 
glazed aluminum window panels.

Facilities Maintenance Yard, paint and Figure 7-121. 
glazing putty failure at lower wood rail.

Newman Hall, beginning signs of corrosion Figure 7-122. 
at steel windows.

Poole Hall, poor design of Figure 7-123. 
aluminum frame windows that project from 
building wall and hold water.

Sirrine Hall, unsympathetic Figure 7-124. 
aluminum replacement window in place of the 
historic, multi-light, double hung wood sash.

Sikes Hall, replacement windows Figure 7-125. 
custom built to match original design but 
installed with tinted glazing.
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Efflorescence or whitish staining ▪

Poor site drainage ▪

Hollow sounding areas when tapped with a  ▪
hammer

Bulging, delamination, and loss ▪

maintenance of finishes

Painted Masonry

The most appropriate treatment for painted masonry is 
to keep it coated. Stripping paint layers has potential to 
cause irreversible damage to the underlying masonry. For 
painted masonry buildings with areas of peeling paint, 
remove only damaged paint to the next sound layer be-
fore applying a new compatible paint coating. Paint that 
remains firmly adhered to the masonry should be left in 
place. Use a breathable masonry paint that allows mois-
ture to pass through the walls. Do not coat masonry with 
any material that forms a moisture barrier; this barrier 
traps water and moisture within the masonry, causing 
further damage. Quality masonry paints should be used 
to avoid chalking of paint.

Painted Metals

Certain metals are painted for protection while others 
should be left unpainted. Cast iron and steel should be 
painted to protect them from corrosion. As with all paint 
work, the metal surface to be painted must be proper-
ly prepared. Rust, oil, grease, and loose paint must be 
completely removed. Modern alkyd paints are suitable 
for painting these metals. However, alkyd-based rust in-
hibitive primers should be used to protect the substrate 
since modern alkyd paints tend to go on thinner than tra-
ditional coatings. Zinc-rich primers will provide a more 
durable finish, but they can only be applied over clean 
metal; they are only suitable for shop-prepared metal-
work. Anodized aluminum and stainless steel should be 
left unpainted.

Painted, Stained, and Varnished Woodwork

Retain and renew coatings on wood features. Wood fin-
ishes help to protect the surface from moisture and light 
damage. Finishes that are firmly adhered should be left 
in place and not removed unless they are failing. If all 
coatings are planned for removal during a rehabilitation 
project, samples of the existing layers of finish should 
be taken prior to complete removal. Paint samples docu-
ment the historic sequence of finishes applied to the 
wood elements.

pAInts, coAtIngs, And stucco

Paints and other coatings are the final layer of finish 
on many historic exterior building elements, including 
woodwork, metals, windows, doors, stucco, and ma-
sonry (see figures 7-126 and 7-127) Paints and coatings 
protect exterior features from the elements and add color 
and character to the building envelope. A good finish, 
well-bonded to its surface, is an excellent means of pres-
ervation. 

Stucco is a form of mortar used to give walls a smooth, 
finished appearance or to mimic masonry (see figures 
7-128 and 7-129). Stucco was traditionally applied in 
two or three coats directly to the underlying substrate. 
Buildings that have historically been covered with stuc-
co should remain so. The underlying masonry may have 
been of inferior quality and was never meant to be ex-
posed to the elements. Stucco should not be installed on 
buildings that were never historically stuccoed or as a 
substitute for maintenance. Stucco is meant to be a sacri-
ficial protective coating and, therefore, requires cyclical 
maintenance and reapplication.

paint and stucco inspection 

To prevent the deterioration of painted surfaces, regu-
larly check surface conditions. Paint will fail when the 
bond to the underlying substrate fails. Inspection of 
painted surfaces should identify the following signs of 
deterioration:

Exposed substrates ▪

Chipping or flaking ▪

Bubbling or blistering ▪

Alligator cracking ▪

Abrasion ▪

Rust staining ▪

Biological growth ▪

Stucco is a material that will require routine repair and 
replacement. However, regular inspection of stucco fin-
ishes will extend its lifespan. Inspection of stucco fin-
ishes should note the following signs of problems:

Cracks ▪

Rust staining ▪

Openings at building penetrations ▪

Leaking gutters and downspouts ▪

Intrusive vegetation or biological growth ▪

Staining or rising damp ▪
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properly prepared; common problems include painting 
substrates before they are sufficiently dry, painting over 
dirty substrates, and failing to use appropriate primers. 
Over time, the build-up of paint layers can eventually 
cause the paint to fail.

Stucco

Moisture and water infiltration is the main cause of 
stucco deterioration and failure. Problems with the roof 
drainage system accelerate stucco deterioration. Exces-
sive water runoff over the stucco surface will lead to dis-
integration of the stucco. Water splashing up from the 
foundation, or moisture penetration through rising damp, 
can cause the stucco to lose its bond to the substrate. Wet 
stucco is vulnerable to freeze/thaw deterioration in cold 
weather. Water moving through the stucco leaches out 
carbonate material, which builds up in areas where the 
water evaporates on the surface. Salts from the ground 
may accelerate stucco deterioration through salt crystal-
lization. 

Cracking in the stucco can be caused by several mecha-
nisms. Shrinkage cracks can form if the stucco has dried 
too quickly during installation. Building settlement can 
cause cracking in the stucco finish. 

Stucco that has been applied over metal lath is particu-
larly vulnerable. Often, the metal lath or lath nails have 
been inadequately-sized and are not strong enough to 
hold the applied stucco. The stucco on metal lath may 
have no expansion joints, which are required to absorb 
the movement of the lath during thermal expansion. 
Metal reinforcement elements, such as metal lath or met-
al corner beads, expand at different rates than the stucco, 
causing cracking. Water infiltration into the stucco and 
metal lath system will cause the lath to corrode and fail. 

stucco repair and replacement

Stucco is composed of a binder of sand and often a rein-
forcing fiber. It is applied in two to three coats. The first 
coat is called the brown coat. The second is the scratch 
coat and the final coat is the finish coat. Stucco was tradi-
tionally composed of lime-based binder materials; mod-
ern stuccoes are usually composed of Portland-cement 
and hydrated lime. 

It is important to repair existing stucco with similar ma-
terials. Dissimilar materials will have problems bonding 
to the existing material. Portland cement-based stucco 
mixes are too hard and dense for soft, permeable histori-
cal masonry. Natural hydraulic lime-based stucco mixes 
will require more care during installation, but provide a 
flexible breathable coating that is compatible with his-

Shellac or oil-based varnishes were traditionally used 
to protect woodwork up through the post-World War II 
era. Varnished woodwork has often been refinished with 
modern polyurethane varnishes. It is important to identi-
fy the existing varnish coating prior to refinishing. Shel-
lac varnishes can often be refreshed using mineral spirits 
and new shellac. Oil-based varnishes can be removed 
with solvents and renewed. However, polyurethane coat-
ings require complete removal down to bare wood. The 
wood will need to be re-stained and varnished. Polyure-
thane coatings should be applied by a skilled contrac-
tor to avoid lap marks, bubbling, and super high gloss 
finishes.

Painted Stucco

Traditionally, stucco was integrally colored through the 
use of colored aggregate and the addition of lime-stable 
pigments in the finish coat mix. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, stucco was also routinely whitewashed. These early 
coatings were later replaced by modern paints as the 
commercial paint industry expanded ca. 1875. Stucco 
that has been painted should continue to be coated. Ap-
propriate coatings include lime and cement paints, latex 
paints, and alkyd paints. Paint type will be determined 
by the previous coatings; new paint must be compatible 
with existing coatings.

Unpainted Surfaces 

Do not paint masonry or stucco that has never been 
painted. Painting undamaged masonry surfaces is not a 
preservation treatment. This is unnecessary unless the 
surface is deteriorated from extreme weathering, water 
penetration, or sandblasting and other abrasive treat-
ments. Do not paint windows shut or coat the window 
glass. 

causes of deterioration

Paint

Paint and other coatings will fail from contact with wa-
ter, wear, improperly prepared substrates, and from large 
paint build-up (see figures 7-130, 7-131, and 7-132). 
Substrates with minor finish defects will deteriorate 
when they become wet from exposure to weather or poor 
drainage. Wood will rot and metals will corrode. Painted 
elements adjacent to moving parts, such as window sills, 
door jambs, or gates, will deteriorate faster than other 
areas. Painted surfaces that are subject to constant wear, 
such as around door handles, will show paint failure 
first. Failure to use high quality paints in exposed and 
high wear areas will lead to chalking and accelerated 
deterioration. Paint will also fail if the substrate is not 
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repainting

Before removing, handling, or disposing of paint, it is 
critical to determine if it is lead-based. Most paints in-
stalled prior to 1978 can be assumed to contain lead. If 
properly encapsulated with modern, non-lead containing 
paints, the earlier lead paint layers are not typically con-
sidered a hazard. A higher level of scrutiny is required in 
areas where children are present, on friction and impact 
surfaces, and where the paint is severely deteriorated. It 
is critical to follow best protection practices when scrap-
ing or sanding surfaces that have been painted with lead-
based paints. Ensure that the removal process complies 
with local, state, and federal laws and avoid breathing or 
ingesting the dust of lead-based paint.  

Use the gentlest means possible to remove paint and only 
remove deteriorated paint layers. For buildings with ex-
tensively deteriorated paint, remove all unstable coatings 
to bare substrate after sampling and recording the his-
toric paint color sequence. Architectural features should 
not be stripped and left bare. The unprotected substrate 
will quickly discolor and deteriorate; metal substrates 
will quickly corrode. 

Hand-scraping and hand-sanding is the best technique 
for removing paint on some historical materials. Limited 
and judicious use of chemical strippers can be considered, 
provided test patches are evaluated prior to large-scale 
stripping. Care should be taken that chemical strippers 
do not damage adjacent building or landscape materials. 
Alkaline chemicals should be approached with caution 
when removing paint from wood substrates; they raise 
the grain and can easily damage wood. In contrast, alka-
line paint strippers have proven to be the most effective 
type of stripper for use on iron-containing metals. On 
masonry, mild chemical strippers may be appropriate but 
only under skilled supervision with prior test patches. 
It is important to ensure that chemicals are thoroughly 
rinsed off after treatment. Failure to do so will cause pre-
mature paint failure of the new coating.

Sandblasting is extremely harmful to historic mate-
rial surfaces and should never be used. It leads to water 
penetration and deterioration. Water-blasting is only ap-
propriate for loose paint on masonry surfaces if used at 
low pressure (150-200 psi maximum). Pressure-washing 
wood is detrimental as it raises the grain and forces mois-
ture into the walls. It leads to paint failure, wood decay, 
and structural problems.

Propane or butane torches, electric hot-air guns, and 
electric heat plates are never recommended for paint re-
moval on wood elements or near wood framing because 
they can scorch the surface of the wood and ignite debris 

torical masonry. Successful patch mixes can be tinted to 
match the weathered appearance of the existing mate-
rial. Before applying the replacement material to a large 
wall area, use a test panel to determine if the color and 
finish are appropriate. Once a proper blend has been de-
termined, it should be recorded for any future repairs to 
the building.

Cracks in stucco should be repaired with cementitious 
materials similar to those found in the original mix. Seal-
ant should never be used to repair cracks in stucco. Hair-
line cracks can be filled with a slurry made of the finish 
coat mix. Larger cracks must first be cut to provide a 
groove or “key” for receiving the new work. A groove 
can be cut by using a knife to open up an existing crack. 
The edges should then be undercut with a hammer and 
chisel. After applying stucco, it should be kept moist for 
three to four days to allow curing.

Where existing stucco is deteriorated, only the deterio-
rated area should be removed and repaired to match ad-
jacent surfaces. To repair stucco, all of the loose or se-
verely cracked stucco should be removed to the masonry 
substrate. The area to be patched should be cleaned of all 
debris. Masonry joints may need to be raked out to en-
sure good bond between the substrate and the new stucco. 
Stucco should be applied directly to masonry whenever 
possible. It is best to avoid the use of chemical bonding 
agents because a good mechanical key will provide the 
best support for stucco repairs. Where it is not possible 
to apply stucco directly to the masonry, stucco may be 
applied over metal lath, but the stucco on metal lath must 
have appropriate expansion joints and be protected from 
water. Otherwise, stucco on metal lath will fail rapidly.

Stucco repairs should be undertaken only when tem-
peratures are above 50º Fahrenheit. In applying stucco, 
begin from the top of the wall with a smooth applica-
tion. The dimension between the surface of old and new 
stucco should remain unchanged. Surplus stucco should 
be washed off with a light stream of water. Allow the 
stucco to set for 30 to 60 minutes before using a fine 
spray of water to etch the surface to match the texture of 
the historic existing stucco. Stucco repairs must be prop-
erly protected and cured to prevent shrinkage cracks and 
premature failure. All stucco repairs must be installed by 
a skilled plasterer. 
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about a fashion for low-gloss finishes ca. 1830. Factory-
made paints became widely available ca. 1875 during 
a time of exuberant color choices in the Victorian era. 
Tertiary colors, a mix of secondary colors, such as olives 
and red-browns, were popular. High gloss finishes were 
used on woodwork; low-gloss paints were used on wall 
surfaces. The turn of the century saw a pendulum swing 
back to subdued colors with the growing popularity of 
the Classical Revival styles.

In addition to color, other factors affect the appearance 
of historic paints and must be considered when applying 
new paint. Prior to the widespread commercialization of 
paints ca. 1875, paints tended to have coarser pigment 
grains causing an unevenness of color. Unless the paint 
layers were later rubbed smooth, brush marks were often 
visible; the type of brush used left distinctive lap and 
brush marks. The content and thickness of the binder af-
fected the final gloss level. It is important to understand 
that gloss level and application methods, as well as color, 
affect the final appearance of paint.

sustainability

Traditional paint and coatings contained ingredients that 
were found to be detrimental to the environment, these 
included lead and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
Recently, consumers have demanded greener paint op-
tions, especially for schools and hospitals, and manu-
facturers have responded with environmentally-friendly 
coatings. When deciding on which paints and coatings to 
use, it is important to factor in the performance require-
ments, as well as coating ingredients.

The choice of high quality, durable paint coatings that 
require fewer coats of paint is often the most sustain-
able option. If properly applied, these coatings last lon-
ger, require less maintenance, and reduce the amount 
of materials used. A poor quality, low-VOC paint that 
requires many coats will actually release more VOCs 
than a higher quality paint that has a higher VOC but 
requires fewer coats. Weighing both environmental and 
operational costs, superior grade alkyd paints are best 
for high use interior areas, such as doors, door trim, and 
baseboards. High performance architectural latex paints 
or institutional grade low-VOC paints are a better choice 
for interior walls. The Master Painters Institute (MPI) 
maintains a list of approved paints and coatings that 
meet both quality and green building standards. 

behind clapboards or soffits. Likewise, electric sanders 
can cause irreversible damage by removing the wood 
surface in addition to paint. 

Substrates to be painted must be properly prepared and 
primed. Manufacturer recommendations must be fol-
lowed for each type of substrate to be painted. Primer 
helps the finish coats bond to the new and previously-
painted surfaces and combats deterioration caused by 
moisture absorption. 

When choosing a paint system, pick one that is appropri-
ate to the existing coating, the surface to be painted, and 
the site’s environmental microclimate. The extra cost of 
high-quality paint is a good investment because it main-
tains a better surface for a longer period. New paint must 
be compatible with the old paint. Surfaces previously 
painted with oil-based paint should only be repainted 
with oil paint. Alkyd and oil paint should not be com-
bined in multiple layers. Apply paint with a brush, be-
cause spray-on paint has poor adherence, a thinner coat, 
and greater failure rate.

historic paint colors 

While paint offers an important protective coating for ar-
chitectural materials, it also provides valuable informa-
tion on the aesthetic intent and changing tastes over time. 
Often when a historic building is restored or renovated, 
there is a desire to repaint using original or historically 
appropriate colors. When a historically accurate resto-
ration is needed, a materials conservation professional 
should be engaged to do a paint analysis or seriation 
study. This study analyzes a paint sample in cross-section 
using a microscope under special lighting conditions to 
study the colors and sequences of all the coating layers 
(seriation) on the surfaces of architecturally significant 
elements and building surfaces. Historic paint analysis 
can aid in the investigation of the history and develop-
ment of a building, as well as provide information on 
coatings applied over time. It is valuable in determining 
appropriate colors for repainting.

Alternatively, for less sensitive spaces or simpler fin-
ishes, it may be appropriate to choose from a palette of 
period colors for repainting. Prior to the nineteenth cen-
tury, the color palette was typically confined to natural 
colors, such as grays, buffs, tans, ochre yellows and iron 
oxide reds. Bright colors were restricted to greens and 
Prussian blue. Care was taken to produce high gloss fin-
ishes, particularly on woodwork. In the early nineteenth 
century, new colors became available, including chrome 
green and yellow and reds. The color palette was slightly 
brighter and less gray. New paint formulations brought 
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pAInts, coAtIngs, And stucco

Fort Hill, faux mahogany Figure 7-126. 
graining at paneled wood entry 
doors.

Sheep Barn, red and Figure 7-127. 
white paint is failing overall.

Fort Hill, end chimneys Figure 7-128. 
are stuccoed and scored to mimic 
masonry.

Tillman Hall, colored Figure 7-129. 
stucco ornament.

Riggs Hall, detail of failed paint at wood Figure 7-130. 
windows.

University Facilities Operations, paint at Figure 7-131. 
crossbar door has failed from heavy paint build up.

Clemson University Foundation, failure Figure 7-132. 
of paint at brick masonry caused by rising damp at 
foundation.
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inspection

Historic interiors can be inspected on several levels. Ar-
chitectural inspection focuses on the overall features, 
materials, finishes, form, and circulation. Structural in-
spections review loads and settlement issues, focusing 
on foundations, structural members, and attic spaces. 
Systems and fixtures inspections involve review of the 
existing electrical, mechanical, and plumbing systems 
for adequacy, efficiency, and code requirements. Addi-
tionally, the interiors can be inspected with a focus on 
life safety, fire protection, and building code review. Of-
ten, a thorough historic interior assessment will require 
that all of these issues are addressed. 

For the purposes of these guidelines, the focus is on the 
architectural assessment of historic interiors. It is impor-
tant to methodically inspect and document an historic 
interior, noting the following conditions:

Flooring
Wood: loose boards, buckling, water damage,  ▪
wear, scrapes, cracking and splitting, stains, failed 
finishes

Tile: loose tiles, cracks, chips, loss of glaze, loss or  ▪
failure of grouting

Terrazzo: Cracks, loose areas, loss, disaggregation,  ▪
failure of finishes

Walls and ceilings
Plaster: cracks, failure of finish, delamination,  ▪
hollow or bulging plaster that is loose from lath, 
water damage, efflorescence, loss, mold

Tile: loose tiles, cracks, chips, loss of glaze, loss or  ▪
failure of grouting

Wood paneling: loose panels, cracks, split panels,  ▪
wear, water damage, insect infestation, failure of 
finish

Stairs
Sagging or loose stair members, including stairs,  ▪
newel posts, and handrails

Insect infestation ▪

Missing parts ▪

Failure of finishes ▪

Excessive wear ▪

InterIors

Much of the activity surrounding architecture takes 
place on the interior. Interiors offer rich histories about 
the use of the building over time. Pristine, unaltered in-
teriors may reveal a specific aesthetic of a certain era 
or owner. Interiors that have been altered by each suc-
ceeding generation present tales of change and techno-
logical improvements. Unfortunately, interiors that have 
been heavily renovated are often stripped of their rich 
histories. 

typical conditions

Clemson’s historic interior spaces reveal a range of pres-
ervation treatments, as well as some issues that should 
be addressed. The interiors of Hanover House and Fort 
Hill have been restored to significant periods in their 
history. Many historic academic buildings have been re-
habilitated in order to modernize and upgrade interiors 
for continued use. In some cases, little remains on the 
interior from the original period of construction, such 
as at Sirrine Hall. In other situations, significant inte-
rior spaces have been preserved, such as at Tillman and 
Holtzendorff Halls and Fike Recreation Center (see fig-
ures 7-133, 7-134, and 7-135). Long Hall is unique in 
retaining much of its original floor plan and classroom 
fixtures (see figure 7-136). In contrast, the poor condi-
tion of Hardin Hall necessitated that the interior be com-
pletely gutted during renovation. 

Several historic buildings have not undergone any sig-
nificant rehabilitation work and still retain their charac-
ter-defining historic interiors. These include residential 
interiors at the W.W. Long Residence (Sears House) and 
Moorman House (see figures 7-137 and 7-138). Modern-
era academic buildings such as Olin and Lee Halls have 
not yet been upgraded and will require sensitive upgrad-
ing to acknowledge the importance of the Modern-era 
aesthetic (see figure 7-139).

Preservation issues at historic interiors concern prob-
lems that may be causing active deterioration. The main 
house at Hopewell is in danger from ongoing moisture 
problems, though it has recently been re-roofed and re-
painted. At Hanover House, the UV film on the windows, 
which protects collections on the interior, is failing (see 
figure 7-140). Interior spaces with damp or moldy odors 
indicate that there may be a problem with condensation 
within the HVAC system, as was noted in Holtzendorff 
Hall.
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Doors and doorways
Water damage ▪

Excessive wear at doors, door trim, and threshold ▪

Broken glazing ▪

Failed finishes ▪

Poor operation of hardware ▪

Sagging or loose doors that do not close ▪

Windows
Broken interior screens and shutters ▪

Failed finishes ▪

Water stains ▪

Wood trim
Water damage ▪

Excessive wear ▪

Scrapes and gouges ▪

Failed finishes ▪

Loss ▪

Wood trim that is clearly not original ▪

Fireplaces
Failure of finish, loss, or damage at fireplace  ▪
surround.

Loose, broken, or lost hearth materials. ▪

Failed structural support for hearth ▪

Failed firebox lining and/or water staining ▪

causes of deterioration

The majority of the deterioration to historic interiors is 
caused by damage to the exterior envelope of the build-
ing. Water infiltration is one of the greatest causes of 
problems on building interiors. Water may be entering 
the building at points above grade-level, including the 
roof, walls, wall penetrations, and door and window 
openings. Water may also enter the building from below-
grade through rising damp at foundations. This can be 
exacerbated by poor site drainage. Interior systems may 
also be the cause of water infiltration. Leaking plumb-
ing pipes and mechanical equipment can cause local-
ized damage. Climate control systems may also cause 
condensation, which can occur on surfaces where warm 
humid air mixes with cooler surfaces. 

Movement and settlement throughout the building can 
alter interior finishes. Plaster can crack and detach from 
the backup lath. Door and window openings may shift, 

blocking the operation of doors and sash. Floors may 
sag or buckle. It is important to determine if significant 
movement is stable or ongoing by consulting a structural 
engineer.

Inappropriate maintenance and heavy wear may cause 
extensive deterioration of historic interiors. Updating 
interior finishes and systems is required for the contin-
ued use of many historic interiors. However, improper 
treatments, insensitive upgrades, and heavy handed al-
terations cause irreversible damage. Upgrades for small 
scale utilities, such as computer, phone, and cable lines, 
can cause multiple, small penetrations in exterior walls. 
Over time, these can lead to more serious damage. The 
construction of new bookshelves or cabinets can cause 
permanent damage to walls, wood trim, and floors. 

repair and renoVation

When considering repairs or alterations within an his-
toric interior, it is important to identify the character-
defining features that create a unique interior space. The 
overall form of the interior is often significant, including 
the floor plan, the volume of spaces, and the relation-
ship of rooms. Many buildings will have primary pub-
lic spaces with finer finishes and secondary utilitarian 
spaces. Certain key interior features may be of particular 
importance, such as a main stair case, ornamental wood-
work, and fireplace surrounds. Other features may be 
less prominent but, taken collectively, define the style 
and feel of the interior. These include the floor and wall 
finishes and detailing, wood trim, doorway openings, 
doors, window treatments, and hardware. The natural 
and artificial lighting of the interior is important and is 
closely linked to the treatment of windows on the exte-
rior. Once the character-defining features are identified, 
all future repairs and alterations can be assessed for their 
impact on these features. 

After character-defining elements have been identified, 
interior repairs and renovations for historic buildings 
should proceed along these general guidelines:

Avoid the removal or alteration of any historic inte-	
rior feature whenever possible. 

Repair deteriorated interior architectural features, 	
wherever possible. Do not alter significant interior 
architectural features during the repair process. 
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Install new stairways, floor elevations, fire escapes, 	
and other code required elements in a manner which 
does not diminish the integrity of the interior.

Vertical Circulation

Retain and preserve character-defining stairs and 	
elevators in their historic configuration and loca-
tion. The installation of alternative fire suppression 
systems, such as sprinklers or fire-rated glass enclo-
sures, may permit the retention of historic stairs. 

Retain the original material and architectural fea-	
tures of stairs, such as steps, hand rails, balusters, 
columns, brackets, and decorative materials, wher-
ever possible. If these materials must be replaced, 
the new materials should match the old as closely 
as possible. 

Retain and preserve existing historic elevator cabs 	
and other character-defining elements, such as call 
buttons or floor indicators, whenever possible. Orig-
inal cabs can often be upgraded with new elevator 
systems in order to meet current building codes.

If required by building code, place new stairs and 	
elevators in secondary spaces or service areas. 

Ceilings 

Retain and preserve the original ceiling height, ma-	
terials, and ornament, whenever possible. Deterio-
rated ceiling materials should be replaced with new 
material that matches the old in composition, size, 
shape, color, texture. 

Do not install suspended ceilings below ornamental 	
ceilings or in spaces where high ceilings define in-
terior character. 

If suspended ceilings are installed in secondary 	
spaces, design new ceiling soffits to be well set back 
from the windows so the suspended ceiling is not 
visible from the exterior. 

Replace interior architectural materials and features 	
that are deteriorated beyond repair with new materi-
als and features that match the original in design, 
color, texture, and other visual qualities. The use of 
materials that were unavailable when the building 
was constructed is discouraged. 

Replace missing architectural features based on ac-	
curate duplication of features, substantiated by his-
torical, physical, or pictorial evidence rather than on 
conjecture. 

Historic interiors should be recognized as products 	
of their own time. Alterations that have no historical 
basis and seek to create an earlier, historic appear-
ance are discouraged. 

Previous changes to an interior that have acquired 	
historic significance in their own right should be rec-
ognized and respected. Intrusive changes that have 
resulted in harm to historic building fabric or in the 
loss of historical significance and integrity may be 
reversed as part of a rehabilitation project.

Retain historic finishes and decorative features and 	
materials. Repair features to the greatest extent pos-
sible. Replace historic features with matching mate-
rials wherever possible.

Retain and preserve visible features of character-	
defining mechanical, electrical, and plumbing sys-
tems.

Overall Plan, Proportions, and Configuration

Retain and preserve floor plans and interior spaces, 	
including size, configuration, proportion, and rela-
tionship of rooms and corridors, that are important 
in defining the historic interior. 

Do not subdivide character-defining interior spaces 	
either vertically, through the insertion of new parti-
tions, or horizontally, through the insertion of new 
floors or mezzanines. The addition of interior parti-
tions may be considered if they do not damage or 
destroy structural systems or obscure or damage 
character-defining spaces, features, or finishes. 

Non-historic partitions installed during an earlier in-	
sensitive renovation may be removed in order to re-
store the room to its original proportions and size. 

Do not cut through floors and ceilings where this 	
work would damage character-defining interior 
spaces.
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sustainability

Universities have centralized control over some im-
portant factors that affect the quality of interior spaces. 
For example, the campus carpet and flooring policy es-
tablishes oversight over the choice of these materials 
throughout campus. Also, the purchase of housekeep-
ing cleaners is often centralized. The university should 
easily adopt requirements for high-quality carpet and 
flooring with recycled material and low-volatile organ-
ic compound (VOC) content. All new carpet materials 
should carry the Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI) Indoor 
Air Quality Carpet Testing Green Label. Housekeeping 
supplies should be the least toxic possible to protect the 
indoor environment, workers, and building users, as well 
as the ecosystem downstream. The entire housekeeping 
staff should be involved in creating a greener cleaning 
program.

The rehabilitation of historic interiors faces some chal-
lenges when applying sustainable design criteria, which 
have been developed for new construction. Meeting re-
quirements for indoor air quality, flexible temperature 
controls, and adequate ventilation call for innovative 
techniques and comprehensive design. In many cases, 
historic interiors already meet some requirements for 
access to a maximum of natural light and ventilation, 
though these original design details may have been ob-
scured by later, insensitive alterations. Retention of his-
toric interiors exceeds any requirement to reduce waste 
and reuse existing materials.

Whenever interior finishes are upgraded, recycle finish 
materials to the greatest extent possible. Examples of in-
terior finishes that can be recycled include gypsum wall 
board, rigid foam insulation, carpet, and carpet pads.
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InterIors

Tillman Hall, central stair at tower.Figure 7-133. 

Fike Recreation Center, original field house with Figure 7-134. 
perimeter track.

Holtzendorff Hall, auditorium space with Figure 7-135. 
balcony.

Long Hall, original doors with working Figure 7-136. 
transom and chalkboards.

Moorman House, characteristic bungalow Figure 7-137. 
detailing at glazed interior doors.
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InterIors

W.W. Long Residence (Sears House), original main Figure 7-138. 
stair.

Olin Hall, original finishes at main entry vestibule.Figure 7-139. 

Hanover House, detail of failed UV film at windows.Figure 7-140. 
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appendix a: Clemson University CampUs plant list ~ 2009
Abelia grandiflora glossy abelia
Acer negundo boxelder
Acer nigrum black maple
Acer palmatum Japanese maple
Acer rubrum red maple
Acer saccharinum silver maple
Acer saccharum sugar maple
Achillea spp. yarrow
Adiantum pedatum maidenhair fern
Albizzia julibrissin mimosa
Amelanchier canadensis serviceberry
Arisolochia macrophylla pipevine
Asarum canadense wild ginger
Asclepias tuberosa butterfly weed
Athyrium felix-femina Lady fern
Betula nigra river birch
Bignonia capreolata crossvine
Buddleia davidii butterfly bush
Buxus sempervirens boxwood
Calycanthus floridus sweetshrub
Camellia japonica Japanese camellia
Camellia sasanqua sasanqua camellia
Carya illinoiensis pecan
Carya tomentosa mockernut hickory
Castanea mollisima Chinese chestnut
Catalpa bignoniodides Southern catalpa
Cedrus deodora deodar cedar
Celtis occidentalis hackberry
Cercidiphyllum japonicum katsuratree
Cercis canadensis redbud
Chamaecyparis lawsoniana Port Oxford cedar
Clematis spp. clematis
Clethra alnifolia sweetpepperbush
Cornus florida flowering dogwood
Cornus kousa Kousa dogwood
Cosmos spp. cosmos
Cotoneaster spp. cotoneaster
X Cupressocyparis leylandii Leyland cypress
Cryptomeria japonica Japanese cryptomeria
Diospyros virginiana persimmon
Echinacea purpurea purple coneflower
Elaegnus angustifolia wild olive
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Eriobotrya japonica Japanese loquat
Erythronium americanum, E. albidum trout lily
Euonymus fortunei wintercreeper euonymous
Eupatorium purpureum Joe-pye weed
Fagus grandifolia American beech
Ficus carica fig
Firmiana simplex Chinese parasol tree
Foeniculum vulgare fennel
Forsythia X intermedia forsythia
Fothergilla gardenii dwarf fothergilla
Franklinia alatamaha franklin tree
Gaillardia aristata blanket flower
Gelsemium sempervirens Carolina jessamine
Gingko biloba ginkgo
Gleditsia tricanthos honeylocust
Hedera helix English ivy
Hedychium coronarium ginger lily
Helianthus angustifolius swamp sunflower
Helleborus spp. hellebore
Hemerocallis spp. daylily
Hosta spp. hosta
Hydrangea quercifolia oak-leaf hydrangea
Hypericum spp. St. Johns' wort
Ilex americana American holly
Ilex attenuata 'Fosteri' Foster holly
Ilex cornuta Chinese holly
Ilex crenata Japanese holly
Ilex glabra inkberry holly
Ilex vomitoria ‘Nana’ dwarf yaupon holly
Ilex vomitoria ‘Pendula’ weeeping yaupon holly
Itea virginica Virginia sweetspire
Juglans nigra black walnut
Juniperus virginiana Eastern red cedar
Kalmia latifolia mountain laurel
Koelreuteria paniculata goldenraintree
Lagerstroemia indica crepe myrtles
Lantana spp. Lantana
Ligustrum japonicum waxleaf privet
Ligustrum sinense Chinese privet
Ligustrum vulgare European privet
Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum
Liriodendron tulipifera tulip poplar
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Liriope spicata liriope
Lonicera japonica Japanese honeysuckle
Maclura pomifera Osage orange
Magnolia grandiflora Southern magnolia
Magnolia virginiana sweetbay magnolia
Mahonia aquifolium Oregon grapeholly
Malus spp. apple
Monarda didyma bee balm
Morus alba 'Pendula' weeping mulberry
Myrica cerifera wax myrtles
Nandina domestica nandina
Narcissus spp. daffodil
Nyssa sylvatica black gum
Ophiopogon japonicus mondograss
Osmanthus x fortunei Fortune's osmanthus
Oxydendron arboreum sourwood
Paeonia spp. peony
Paulownia tomentosa princess tree
Petunia spp. petunia
Philadelphis coronarius mock orange
Photinia fraser redtip
Photinia villosa Oriental photinia
Picea abies Norway spruce
Pinus elliottii slash pine
Pinus strobus white pine
Pinus taeda loblolly pine
Platanus occidentalis sycamore
Podocarpus macrocarpus podocarpus
Podophyllum peltatum mayapple
Polystichum acrostichoides Christmas fern
Prunus cerasifera purple leaf plum
Prunus laurocerasus 'Skipkaensis' cherrylaurel and skiplaurel
Prunus x yedoensis Yoshino cherry
Pueraria Montana var. lobata kudzu
Quercus alba white oak
Quercus coccinea scarlet oak
Quercus falcata Southern red oak
Quercus laurifolia laurel oak
Quercus macrocarpa bur oak
Quercus nigra water oak
Quercus phellos willow oak
Quercus rubra red oak
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Quercus stellata post oak
Quercus velutina black oak
Quercus virginiana live oak
Rhododendron calendulaceum flame azalea
Robinia pseudoacacia locust
Rosmarinus officinalis rosemary
Rudbeckia hirta black-eyed Susan
Salix nigra black willow
Salvia leucantha Mexican bush sage
Sanguinaria canadensis bloodroot
Sedum telephium ‘Autumn Joy’ Autumn Joy sedum
Shortia galacifolia Oconee bells
Taxodium distichum bald cypress
Taxus baccata yew
Thuja orientalis Oriental arborvitae
Thuja occidentalis Northern white cedar
Thuja platycladus Oriental arborvitae
Tiarella cordifolia foamflower
Tilia cordata little leaf linden
Trillium spp. trillium
Tsuga canadensis hemlock
Tulipa spp. tulip
Ulmus americana American elm
Ulmus parvifolia Chinese elm
Ulmus rubra slippery elm
Viburnum acerifolium mapleleaf viburnum
Vinca minor periwinkle
Vitex negundo chaste tree
Yucca filamentosa Adam's needle yucca
Zelkova serrata Japanese zelkova
Zephyranthes atamasco Atamasco lily
Zinnia spp. zinnia
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appendix B: nps professional QUalifiCation standards

return to CR laws page 

Professional Qualification Standards 

In the September 29, 1983, issue of the Federal Register, the National Park Service published the following 
Professional Qualification Standards as part of the larger Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for 
Archeology and Historic Preservation. These Professional Qualification Standards are in effect currently. Since 1983, 
the National Park Service has not issued any revisions for effect, although the National Park Service is in the process of 
drafting such revisions. 

The following requirements are those used by the National Park Service, and have been previously published in the 
Code of Federal Regulations, 36 CFR Part 61. The qualifications define minimum education and experience required to 
perform identification, evaluation, registration, and treatment activities. In some cases, additional areas or levels of 
expertise may be needed, depending on the complexity of the task and the nature of the historic properties involved. In 
the following definitions, a year of full-time professional experience need not consist of a continuous year of full-time 
work but may be made up of discontinuous periods of full-time or part-time work adding up to the equivalent of a year 
of full-time experience. 

History 

The minimum professional qualifications in history are a graduate degree in history or closely related field; or a 
bachelor's degree in history or closely related field plus one of the following: 

1. At least two years of full-time experience in research, writing, teaching, interpretation, or other 
demonstrable professional activity with an academic institution, historical organization or agency, 
museum, or other professional institution; or 

2. Substantial contribution through research and publication to the body of scholarly knowledge in the field 
of history. 

Archeology 

The minimum professional qualifications in archeology are a graduate degree in archeology, anthropology, or closely 
related field plus: 

1. At least one year of full-time professional experience or equivalent specialized training in archeological 
research, administration or management; 

2. At least four months of supervised field and analytic experience in general North American archeology; 
and 

3. Demonstrated ability to carry research to completion. 

In addition to these minimum qualifications, a professional in prehistoric archeology shall have at least one year of full-
time professional experience at a supervisory level in the study of archeological resources of the prehistoric period.  

A professional in historic archeology shall have at least one year of full-time professional experience at a supervisory 
level in the study of archeological resources of the historic period. 

Architectural History 

The minimum professional qualifications in architectural history are a graduate degree in architectural history, art 
history, historic preservation, or closely related field, with coursework in American architectural history; or a bachelor's 
degree in architectural history, art history, historic preservation or closely related field plus one of the following:  

Page 1 of 21983 Professional Qualification Standards
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1. At least two years of full-time experience in research, writing, or teaching in American architectural 
history or restoration architecture with an academic institution, historical organization or agency, museum, 
or other professional institution; or 

2. Substantial contribution through research and publication to the body of scholarly knowledge in the field 
of American architectural history. 

Architecture 

The minimum professional qualifications in architecture are a professional degree in architecture plus at least two years 
of full-time experience in architecture; or a State license to practice architecture. 

Historic Architecture 

The minimum professional qualifications in historic architecture are a professional degree in architecture or a State 
license to practice architecture, plus one of the following: 

1. At least one year of graduate study in architectural preservation, American architectural history, 
preservation planning, or closely related field; or  

2. At least one year of full-time professional experience on historic preservation projects. 

Such graduate study or experience shall include detailed investigations of historic structures, preparation of historic 
structures research reports, and preparation of plans and specifications for preservation projects. 

Page 2 of 21983 Professional Qualification Standards
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appendix C: gsa leed appliCations gUide

Note that this guide is reproduced here monochromatically 
but some of its charts are best understood when viewed 
in color.

This GSA LEED Applications Guide is also available 
online to be viewed and downloaded at full resolution at 
The Whole Building Design Guide (WBDG):

http://www.wbdg.org/ccb/GSAMAN/gsaleeda.pdf
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appendix d: letter, sC shpo, 4-13-06
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appendix e: letter, sC shpo, 5-30-08
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